
Section 1. AIMS Profile
After reviewing and/or updating the Educator Preparation Provider's (EPP's) profile in AIMS, check the box to indicate that the
information available is accurate. 

Section 2. Program Completers
2.1 How many candidates completed programs that prepared them to work in preschool through grade 12 settings during 
Academic Year 2015-2016 ?

2017 EPP Annual Report
CAEP ID: 21551 AACTE SID:

Institution: Stockton University

EPP: Teacher Education

1.1 In AIMS, the following information is current and accurate...
Agree Disagree

1.1.1 Contact person

1.1.2 EPP characteristics

1.1.3 Program listings

Enter a numeric value for each textbox.

2.1.1 Number of completers in programs leading to initial teacher certification or
licensure

129 

2.1.2 Number of completers in advanced programs or programs leading to a degree,
endorsement, or some other credential that prepares the holder to serve in P-12 
schools (Do not include those completers counted above.)

0 

Total number of program completers 129

*2.2 Indicate whether the EPP is currently offering a program or programs leading to initial teacher certification or
licensure.
Yes, a program or programs leading to initial teacher certification is currently being offered.

Section 3. Substantive Changes
Have any of the following substantive changes occurred at your educator preparation provider or 
institution/organization during the 2015-2016 academic year?

3.1 Changes in the published mission or objectives of the institution/organization or the EPP

The Stockton TEDU Program revised our mission and goals statements that were previously aligned to the TEAC 
Quality Principles and InTASC standards. Our new mission and goals are expanded to incorporate CAEP Standards 
while aligning to both InTASC and NJ Professional Standards for Teachers (NJPST).

3.2 The addition of programs of study at a degree or credential level different from those that were offered 
when most recently accredited

The Stockton TEDU Program has recently received university approval and awaits state approval to offer a new 
endorsement in PreK-3 that has not been previously offered. The state documentation has been submitted and we 
anticipate launching this new endorsement path in Fall 2017.

3.3 The addition of courses or programs that represent a significant departure, in terms of either content or 
delivery, from those that were offered when most recently accredited

In compliance with updated New Jersey Department of Education code changes, the Stockton TEDU Program is in 
the process of making changes to all endorsement paths. As of Sept 1, 2017 all candidates will be required to take a 
state mandated performance assessment, EdTPA, as a requirement for endorsement. As of Sept 1, 2018, all 
candidates must accumulate 50 hours of clinical experience & 175 hours of clinical practice in a PK-12 setting 
defined within state code (details at http://www.nj.gov/education/educators/rpr/CEASChanges.pdf).  Changes are in 
progress & will be in full effect by 9/1/18.

3.4 A contract with other providers for direct instructional services, including any teach-out agreements

No Change / Not Applicable


1-Entry& Exit Score & GPA 15-16

				Last Name		First Name		Middle Init		Id		Gender		Race Ethn		Email Addr		Cell Phone		Prior Degr		TB		Criminal Background		Sub Cert		Praxis 0014		Praxis 0022		Praxis 0041		Praxis 0047		Praxis 0049		Praxis 0061		Praxis 0069		Praxis 0081		Praxis 0089		Praxis 0133		Praxis 0134		Praxis 0161		Praxis 0169		Praxis 0173		Praxis 0191		Praxis 0235		Praxis 0245		Praxis 0265		Praxis 0435		Praxis 0439		Praxis 0571		Praxis 0710		Praxis 0720		Praxis 0730		Praxis 5002		Praxis 5003		Praxis 5004		Praxis 5005		Praxis 5014		Praxis 5032		Praxis 5033		Praxis 5034		Praxis 5035		Praxis 5038		Praxis 5041		Praxis 5047		Praxis 5049		Praxis 5081		Praxis 5089		Praxis 5134		Praxis 5161		Praxis 5169		Praxis 5174		Praxis 5195		Praxis 5235		Praxis 5245		Praxis 5265		Praxis 5435		Praxis 5439		Praxis 5571		Praxis 5710		Praxis 5712		Praxis 5720		Praxis 5722		Praxis 5730		Praxis 5733		Sat Math		Sat Writ		Sat Verb		Act Math		Act Eng		Act Composite		Hold Indicator		Cum Gpa		Content Gpa		Cur Levl		Cur Degc		Cur Majr1		Cur Najr2		Cur Minr1		Cur Minr2		Cur Conc1		Cur Conc2		Thib Ind		Tnjh Ind		Topi Ind		Twpt Ind		Advr1 Code		Advr1 Desc		Advr1 First Name		Advr1 Last Name		Advr2 Code		Advr2 Desc		Advr2 First Name		Advr2 Last Name

		Fall		Law		Cheri		A		Z00213273		F		Caucasian or White		lawc1@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		186		179		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		152		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		0		178		0		183		0														N		3.137				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Christine		Ferri		EDUC		Education Advisor		Boakes		Norma

		Fall		Mount		James		T		Z00216148		M		Caucasian or White		mountj1@go.stockton.edu						N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		196		162		183		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		168		0		0														N		3.621				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Simon		Quint		EDUC		Education Advisor		Quinn		John

		Fall		Davis		Abigail				Z00226791		F		Caucasian or White		davisa21@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		0		178		0		181		0														N		3.626				G		MA		MAIT								GENE						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Chia-Lin		Wu		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Cleveland		Darrell

		Fall		Delaney		Kevin		A		Z00157677		M		Caucasian or White		stk39465@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		171		0		0		164		0		0		0		186		0		170		0		0		640				510								N		3.611				U		BA		TEDU								BIOS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White

		Fall		Dow		Robert		J		Z00201261		M		Caucasian or White		dowr@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		0		176		0		0														N		3.898				U		BA		HIST		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Anastasios		Papademetriou		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Lebak		Kimberly

		Fall		Busby		Matthew		T		Z00188038		M		Caucasian or White		busbym@go.stockton.edu		908   9076946				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		174		0		174		0														N		3.404				U		BA		TEDU								MATH						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Priti		Haria

		Fall		Culmone		Joanna		D		Z00099414		F		Caucasian or White		culmonej@go.stockton.edu		407   2011307				N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		162		155		184		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		175		0		178		0		490				560								N		3.163				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronald		Caro

		Fall		Foster		Justine		J		Z00132280		F		Caucasian or White		jjfost@gmail.com		609   3340112				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		179		158		167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		188		0		0		520				490								N		4.000				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Fall		Vaccaro		Amanda				Z00152901		F		Caucasian or White		stk38891@go.stockton.edu		609   4326730				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		177		170		179		175		156		159		0		185		162		147		153		0		0		154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		0		0		0		177		0		450		500		420								N		3.745				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Francisco		Sanchez		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Spitzer		Lois

		Fall		Hughes		Michael		T		Z00236769		M		Caucasian or White		hughes29@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		171		165		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		164		0		0														N		3.894				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronnie		Tinsley

		Fall		El-Shoubary		Sara		M		Z00190695		F		More Than 1 Race		elshoubs@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		171		155		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		127		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		190		0		168		0		0														N		3.820				U		BA		LIBA				GLST				ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer

		Fall		Sarnese		Anastasia				Z00204904		F		Caucasian or White		sarnese1@go.stockton.edu		856   3400811				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		179		162		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		610		580		570								N		3.930				U		BA		PSYC				CHST				ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		David		Lester		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cleveland		Darrell

		Fall		Chemris		Michael		W		Z00211018		M		Caucasian or White		chemrism@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		161		196		163		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		0		175		0		183		0														N		3.644				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Quinn

		Fall		Piasecki		Taylor		M		Z00226201		F		Caucasian or White		piaseckt@go.stockton.edu		732   6423647				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		171		158		161		0		159		143		135		133		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		178		0		174		0														N		3.926				U		BA		LIBA								LASS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Priti		Haria

		Fall		Pietruska		Holly		A		Z00196014		F		Caucasian or White		thewhistlerhp@gmail.com						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		186		162		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		178		0		0		480		580		470								N		3.985				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Darrell		Cleveland

		Fall		Maggio		Bryanna		L		Z00169792		F		Caucasian or White		maggiob@go.stockton.edu		609   6610857				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		193		155		162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		178		0		186		0		600		550		510								N		3.336				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Cynthia		McCloskey		EDUC		Education Advisor		Lebak		Kimberly

		Fall		DeFelice		Ronald		J		Z00205017		M		Caucasian or White		defelic3@go.stockton.edu		609   4420697				N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		182		160		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		188		0		0														N		3.905				U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Kimberly		Lebak

		Fall		Wilbraham		Mallory		J		Z00236690		F		Caucasian or White		wilbrah1@go.stockton.edu						N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		177		186		171		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		181		0		178		0		182		0														N		3.766				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Douglas		Harvey

		Fall		da Costa		Rebeca				Z00259275		F		Hispanic or Latino		dacostar@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		187		170		175		183		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		0		178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		194		0		184		0		0														N		4.000				G		MA		EDUC								CAIT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Robert		Foels		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Fall		Porter		Melissa				Z00222369		F		Caucasian or White		porterm3@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		186		163		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		182		0		0														N		3.688				G		MA		EDUC								CAIT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer

		Fall		Santora		Carissa		I		Z00239261		F		Caucasian or White		santora6@go.stockton.edu		609   2714336		BA		N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		172		163		173		0		0		154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		183		0		173		0		183		0														N		3.700				G		MA		EDUC														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White

		Fall		Ruff		Rileigh		J		Z00192550		F		Caucasian or White		ruffr1@go.stockton.edu		609   6822195				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		171		157		177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		158		0		162		0		0								18		18		21		N		3.237				U		BA		LITT				WMST				EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lisa		Honaker		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Fall		Sawyer		Marybeth				Z00059534		F		Caucasian or White		maryb1013@msn.com						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		3.107				U		BA		TEDU								ENGL						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Priti		Haria

		Fall		Keen		Jessica		T		Z00184919		F		Caucasian or White		keenj@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		0		0		156		0		0		152		0		0		0		190		0		162		0		0														N		3.634				G		PSM		PSM														Y						GRAD		Graduate Advisor		George		Zimmermann		110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		White		Margaret

		Fall		Bauer		Scout		R		Z00192424		F		Caucasian or White		bauers@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		0		177		0		183		0		510		510		530								N		3.642				U		BA		HIST		TEDU						EDUC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Michael		Hayse		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cleveland		Darrell

		Fall		Contino		Katherina		K		Z00195939		F		More Than 1 Race		kitkid4@aol.com						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		189		171		157		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		0		174		0		177		0														N		3.483				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Paula		Dollarhide		EDUC		Education Advisor		Quinn		John

		Fall		Duttweiler		Ademir				Z00183242		M		Hispanic or Latino		duttweia@go.stockton.edu		609   3856638				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		173		185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		3.146				U		BA		TEDU								MATH						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Suzanne		Nezzar		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Caro		Ronald

		Fall		Madamba		Christopher		G		Z00188911		M		More Than 1 Race		madambac@go.stockton.edu		609   2177404				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		180		0		0		0		610		480		520								N		3.054				U		BA		TEDU								SOST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Fall		Millevoi		Kenneth		J		Z00190661		M		Caucasian or White		millevok@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		161		166		155		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		162		0		0														N		3.170				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM												110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Susan		Cydis

		Fall		Wright		David		W		Z00109667		M		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Stk30147@stockton.edu		856   7844232				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		174		185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		3.770				U		BA		TEDU								SOST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer

		Fall		Garman		Jessica		L		Z00083225		F		Caucasian or White		garmanj@go.stockton.edu		609   5138923				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		137		0		0		174		165		160		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		174		0		178		0														N		3.379		3.250		U		BA		PSYC		TEDU										Y		Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Sara		Martino		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Tinsley		Ronnie

		Fall		Toudy		Evan		M		Z00214347		M		Caucasian or White		toudye@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		175		171		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		173		0		178		0														N		3.444				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronnie		Tinsley

		Fall		Fryling		Sarah		E		Z00149584		F		Caucasian or White		stk37612@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		179		166		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		0		186		0		560		500		570								N		3.125				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronald		Caro

		Fall		Testa		Richard		A		Z00158825		M		Caucasian or White		testar@go.stockton.edu		732   6739840				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		158		0		0		160		0		0		0		180		0		178		0		0		540		490		450								N		2.973				U		BA		TEDU								BIOS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White

		Fall		Neuner		Julie				Z00194071		F		Caucasian or White		neunerj@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		168		162		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		0		166		0		0		470		530		470								N		3.431				G		CER		SPED														Y

		Fall		Laird		Jessica				Z00172424		F		Caucasian or White		lairdj@go.stockton.edu						N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		183		160		159		0		0		158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				480				20		22		24		N		3.281				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White

		Fall		Badajoz		Nataly				Z00189099		F		Hispanic or Latino		badajozn@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		173		166		171		160		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		530		530		590								N		2.779				U		BA		LIBA		TEDU						ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Pamela		Kosick		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Caro		Ronald

		Fall		Reeves		Taylor				Z00238354		F		Caucasian or White		reevest@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		175		160		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		149		0		0		0		0		0		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		166		0		0														N		3.938				G		MA		EDUC								CAIT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Fall		Dunleavy		David				Z00132248		M		Hispanic or Latino		dunleavd@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		179		180		157		162		155		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		410				460								N		2.688				U		BA		LIBA								GENE						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Cynthia		McCloskey		EDUC		Education Advisor		Quinn		John

		Fall		Swift		Stephanie		C		Z00085618		F		Caucasian or White		swifts4@go.stockton.edu		609   7035337				Y		Y		N		0		0		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		178		176		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		161		0		171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		3.333		3.130		U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Kimberly		Lebak

		Fall		Hogbin		John		G		Z00223804		M		Caucasian or White		hogbinj@go.stockton.edu						N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		0		0		188		0		184		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0								22		27		28		N		3.454				U		BA		TEDU								BIOS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Cynthia		McCloskey		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Fall		Tannoia		Zachary		R		Z00124881		M		Caucasian or White		stk34245@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		192		193		199		196		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		610		580		670								N		3.342				U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer

		Fall		Fasola		Pamela		L		Z00151128		F		Caucasian or White		stk37885@go.stockton.edu				BA		Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		180		177		0		0		0		0		0		180		176		160		162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		510		500		520								N		3.084				U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Susan		Cydis

		Fall		Mierzwinski		Matthew		B		Z00180547		M		Caucasian or White		mierzwim@go.stockton.edu		609   3355210				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		186		184		179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		166		0		0														N		3.439				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Kimberly		Lebak

		Fall		Miller		Leighann				Z00184890		F		Caucasian or White		mille142@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		171		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		165		183		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		0		173		0		175		0														N		3.516				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Sara		Martino		EDUC		Education Advisor		Haria		Priti

		Fall		Creedon		Nicole				Z00242424		F		Caucasian or White		creedonn@go.stockton.edu		908   7217966				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		192		163		184		0		185		186		172		181		0		0		0		0		0		148		0		0		166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		0		174		0		0														N		3.876				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Shelly		Meyers		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Fleck Raymond		Jessica

		Fall		Dyer		Jessica				Z00204097		F		Caucasian or White		dyerj@go.stockton.edu		856   9818715				N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		196		162		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		180		0		0		620		550		510								N		3.515				G		MA		EDUC								SPED												110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Quinn

		Fall		Heyer		Frederick		M		Z00170098		M		Caucasian or White		heyerf@go.stockton.edu		732   2728720				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		0		0		176		0		480		600		560								N		3.014				U		BA		TEDU								SOST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Darrell		Cleveland

		Fall		Nugent		Shane		A		Z00213571		M		Caucasian or White		nugents@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		176		180		186		0		0		0		0		0		166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		0		175		0		182		0														N		3.424				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Paula		Dollarhide		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Meyers		Shelly

		Fall		Roche		Molly		E		Z00195754		F		Caucasian or White		rochem3@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		159		191		167		176		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		170		0		0														N		3.823				U		BA		PSYC		TEDU						ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Michael		Frank		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Spitzer		Lois

		Fall		Flores		Matthew		J		Z00085724		M		Hispanic or Latino		stk34967@go.stockton.edu		609   6744714				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		590		580		570								N		3.088				U		BA		HIST		TEDU		CHST										Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Sharon		Musher		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cleveland		Darrell

		Fall		Battilana		Ashley				Z00158549		F		Caucasian or White		battilaa@go.stockton.edu		609   2201314				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		176		178		0		0		145		0		0		165		175		167		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				480				21		18		18		N		3.165		3.060		U		BA		TEDU								ELEM				Y		Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Susan		Cydis

		Fall		De Gennaro		Gina		M		Z00179801		F		Caucasian or White		degennag@go.stockton.edu		732   8654922				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		164		160		170		0		0		145		0		0		136		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		176		0		179		0		171		0				500				20		19		21		N		3.294				U		BA		POLS		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Emma		Kluesner		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Spitzer		Lois

		Fall		Gerber		Deanna		R		Z00215788		F		Caucasian or White		DeannaRGerber@comcast.net		609   4406102				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		166		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		184		174		0		172		0														N		3.821				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Fall		Bye		Amanda				Z00196809		F		Caucasian or White		byea@go.stockton.edu		609   3855722				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		177		174		167		164		174		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		3.813				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Wendel		White		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Cydis		Susan

		Fall		Burr		Nicolaus		A		Z00180163		M		Caucasian or White		burrn@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		174		175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				410				19		15		17		N		3.436				U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lisa		Rosner		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Boakes		Norma

		Fall		Duarte		Janine		M		Z00203991		F		Caucasian or White		duartej@go.stockton.edu						N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		164		166		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		0		164		0		0		510		520		500		18		20		17		N		3.629				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Sonia		Gonsalves		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Fall		Suthard		Alia		R		Z00261731		F		Caucasian or White		sutharda@go.stockton.edu				BA		Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		189		195		189		193		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		195		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		4.000				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer

		Spring		Griffiths		Bryan		W		Z00255424		M		Caucasian or White		griffi64@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		189		157		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		0		0		153		0		0		172		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		164		0		0														N		3.114				U		BA		LIBA								LASS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Susan		Cydis

		Spring		Sooy		Lynn				Z00246013		F		Caucasian or White		sooyl1@go.stockton.edu				BS		Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		179		157		159		0		0		166		0		0		145		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		194		0		172		0		0														N		4.000				G		MA		EDUC														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Darrell		Cleveland

		Spring		Carluccio		Nicole				Z00242865		F		Caucasian or White		carlucc3@go.stockton.edu				BA		Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		145		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		165		160		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		143		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		181		0		174		0		174		0														N		4.000				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White

		Spring		Vitrano		Allyson		E		Z00241287		F		Caucasian or White		vitranoa@go.stockton.edu		609   4644947				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		165		159		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		510		560		590								N		3.847				U		000000		NMAT														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Mark		Berg		EDUC		Education Advisor		Caro		Ronald

		Spring		Popielarczyk		Heather		A		Z00012342		F		Caucasian or White		popielah@go.stockton.edu		609   3129593				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		196		184		179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		194		0		178		0		0														N		3.775				U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Quinn

		Spring		Super		Jennifer				Z00197899		F		Caucasian or White		superj@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		200		155		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		0		164		0		0		650		440		430								N		3.167				U		BA		TEDU		BSNS						ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		WeiXuan		Li		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Boakes		Norma

		Spring		Cranga		Nicolette				Z00208996		F		Caucasian or White		crangan@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		172		0		0		560		530		550								N		3.827				U		BA		MATH								EDUC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Renganathan		Iyer		EDUC		Education Advisor		Boakes		Norma

		Spring		El		Eric				Z00215842		M		Black or African American		ele@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		177		175		184		179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		196		0		170		0		0														N		3.404				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM												110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronnie		Tinsley

		Spring		Becher		Kimberly		M		Z00197658		F		Caucasian or White		becherk@go.stockton.edu		609   9723488				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		181		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		186		175		0		184		0														N		3.057				G		000000		NMAT								NMAE						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Yujin		Shen		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Lebak		Kimberly

		Spring		Rosenberg		Ariana		S		Z00198606		F		Hispanic or Latino		rosenb28@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		181		168		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		0		0		0		0		0		160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		0		175		0		182		0														N		3.661				G		MA		EDUC								CAIT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronald		Caro		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Olson		Kory

		Spring		Adamonis		Cory		K		Z00182651		M		Caucasian or White		adamonic@go.stockton.edu		856   8899028				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		0		166		0		0		490		540		480								N		3.229				U		BA		TEDU								SOST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Darrell		Cleveland

		Spring		Jancsar		Anne		A		Z00191906		F		Caucasian or White		Anne.Jancsar@stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		168		0		0								19		20		19		N		3.914				U		BA		TEDU								ART						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Jacob		Feige		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		White		Margaret

		Spring		McDonald		Erin		L		Z00237481		F		Caucasian or White		mcdona32@go.stockton.edu		609   6103410				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		168		168		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		0		172		0		0														N		3.772				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Jessica		Fleck Raymond		EDUC		Education Advisor		Lebak		Kimberly

		Spring		Ferrara		Steven		D		Z00231585		M		Caucasian or White		ferrar11@go.stockton.edu		609   9944245				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		0		200		0		0														N		3.972				U		BA		LITT				WMST				EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Thomas		Kinsella		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Margon		Rebecca		L		Z00216337		F		Caucasian or White		margonr@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		173		155		167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		173		174		0		162		180		0														N		3.692				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Kimberly		Lebak

		Spring		Moler		Shannondoah				Z00258006		F		Caucasian or White		molers@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		159		156		175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		168		0		0														N		3.861				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronnie		Tinsley

		Spring		McIntyre		Brittany		A		Z00204719		F		Caucasian or White		mcinty10@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		171		155		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		164		0		0		520		550		530								N		3.698				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Bulevich		EDUC		Education Advisor		Spitzer		Lois

		Spring		Lynch		Jessica		S		Z00207626		F		Caucasian or White		lynchj9@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		161		158		162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		170		0		0		510		580		540								N		3.506				G		CER		ESLA														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Tang		Connie

		Spring		Costello		Ross		A		Z00198376		M		Caucasian or White		costel39@go.stockton.edu		609   2870097		BA		Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		187		162		181		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		198		0		174		0		0														N		3.958				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Darrell		Cleveland

		Spring		DeCarlo		Kenneth		M		Z00192623		M		Caucasian or White		decarlok@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		180		0		0		0		630		550		530								N		3.478				U		BA		TEDU								SOST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Robert		Nichols		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Caro		Ronald

		Spring		Lloyd		Kathi				Z00231106		F		Black or African American		lloydk973@gmail.com						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		164		166		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		168		0		0														N		3.322				U		BA		LIBA				AFST		CHST		LASS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronald		Caro		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Reid-Merritt		Patricia

		Spring		Parise		Victoria		L		Z00238257		F		Caucasian or White		parisev@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		191		157		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		0		168		0		0														N		3.822				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Thomas		Grites		EDUC		Education Advisor		Spitzer		Lois

		Spring		Rainier		Sarah		A		Z00210480		F		Caucasian or White		rainier1@go.stockton.edu		856   9820976				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		159		189		171		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		0		0		0		0		0		154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		170		0		0		530		440		530								N		3.682				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Spring		MacDonald		Mary		A		Z00233331		F		Caucasian or White		macdon18@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		156		0		156		0		180		0		168		0		0														N		3.821				U		BA		ENVL		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		William		Cromartie		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Boakes		Norma

		Spring		Capaldi		Michael		J		Z00216040		M		Caucasian or White		capaldim@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		194		0		176		0		0														N		3.587				U		BA		HIST		TEDU						EDUC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lisa		Rosner		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Spring		Dascher		Kimberly		L		Z00202703		F		Caucasian or White		dascherk@go.stockton.edu		609   9726771				Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		740		770		690								N		3.699				G		000000		NMAT														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Renganathan		Iyer		EDUC		Education Advisor		Boakes		Norma

		Spring		Crombie		Karissa				Z00205088		F		Caucasian or White		crombiek@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		162		156		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		0		135		0		0		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		0		168		0		0		460		450		370		18		18		18		N		3.716				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Spring		DePonte		Taylor		M		Z00212340		F		Caucasian or White		depontet@go.stockton.edu		732   2328254				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		142		161		0		173		173		166		161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		0		162		0		0														N		3.712				U		BA		TEDU														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Thomas		Grites		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Chiarolanza		Stacey		J		Z00226716		F		Caucasian or White		chiarols@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		183		168		166		180		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		0		172		0		0														N		3.973				U		BA		LIBA				ASTU				ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ogden		Kate

		Spring		Pilla		Jeffrey		M		Z00272972		M		More Than 1 Race		pillaj2@go.stockton.edu				BA		Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169		0		0		172		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		690		530		540								N		3.729				U		BA		TEDU								BIOS						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Chelsea		Tracy-Bronson

		Spring		Ferrari-Quenzel		Danielle		M		Z00082204		F		Caucasian or White		stk30855@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		185		184		178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0														N		3.850		3.900		U		BA		HIST		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Robert		Nichols		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Boakes		Norma

		Spring		Coco		Gabrielle		A		Z00184314		F		Caucasian or White		cocog@go.stockton.edu		609   3841228				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		161		200		171		167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		196		0		176		0		0														N		3.940				U		BA		TEDU								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Spring		Fahringer		Sydni		E		Z00191221		F		Caucasian or White		fahrings@go.stockton.edu		609   5139233				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		580		560		560								N		3.616				U		BA		LITT		TEDU		JWST				EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Deborah		Gussman		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Abbott		Brittany		L		Z00191756		F		Caucasian or White		abbottb@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		186		155		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		179		0		182		0								17		22		22		N		3.736				G		CER		P-3														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Keith		Williams		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Pesce		Melissa		L		Z00207248		F		Caucasian or White		melpesh3@gmail.com		201   6559149				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		158		156		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		156		0		168		0		0		470		490		490								N		3.184				U		BA		PSYC				CHST				ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Paula		Dollarhide		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Spring		Jeffries		Brianna		J		Z00195572		F		Caucasian or White		jeffrie4@go.stockton.edu		609   7096048				N		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		590		600		580								N		3.562				U		BA		MATH		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Brandy		Rapatski		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Caro		Ronald

		Spring		Wiemer		Meghan		N		Z00227569		F		Caucasian or White		wiemerm1@go.stockton.edu		609   7036953				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		158		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		160		175		178		172		0														N		3.433				G		CER		ESLA														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Douglas		Harvey

		Spring		Krasovec		Bailey		K		Z00218342		F		Caucasian or White		krasoveb@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		172		0		0														N		3.680				U		BA		LITT								EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Adeline		Koh		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Spring		Wilson		Casey		L		Z00250503		F		Caucasian or White		wilso123@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		0														N		3.830				U		BA		TEDU								SOST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Susan		Cydis

		Spring		Sharkey		Kelianne		R		Z00192653		F		Hispanic or Latino		sharkey2@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		540		550		570								N		3.651				U		BFA		ARTV		TEDU						VPHO						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Michael		McGarvey		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Caro		Ronald

		Spring		Cook		Allison				Z00206967		F		Caucasian or White		cooka4@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		187		191		160		162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		166		0		0		540		520		460								N		3.636				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Spring		Elwell		Samantha				Z00185838		F		Hispanic or Latino		elwells2@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		193		184		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		0		175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		650		520		550								N		3.540				G		MA		EDUC								CAIT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Quinn		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Forrest		Bradley

		Spring		Glickman		Alexa				Z00203935		F		Caucasian or White		glickmaa@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		191		167		178		0		0		0		0		162		0		0		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		0		170		0		0		540		560		520								N		3.619				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Bulevich		EDUC		Education Advisor		Spitzer		Lois

		Spring		Degand		Jennifer		R		Z00205608		F		Caucasian or White		degandj1@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		184		0		176		0		180		0														N		3.966				U		BA		PSYC		TEDU		LITT				GENE						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Thomas		Grites		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Baubles		Dylan		T		Z00212908		M		Caucasian or White		baublesd@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		0		174		0		0														N		3.116				U		BA		MATH								EDUC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Yujin		Shen		EDUC		Education Advisor		Quinn		John

		Spring		Keefe		Maria				Z00099991		F		Caucasian or White		muscianm@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		167		172		186		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		192		0		174		0		0														N		3.702				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Quinn

		Spring		Guthrie		Nicole				Z00213611		F		Caucasian or White		guthrien@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		192		160		168		0		168		170		163		167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		166		0		0		560		450		440								N		3.757				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Paula		Dollarhide		EDUC		Education Advisor		Lebak		Kimberly

		Spring		Coughlin		Natasa				Z00234519		F		Caucasian or White		coughlin@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		182		171		179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		0		0		158		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		0		172		0		0														N		3.812				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer

		Spring		Shinn		Victoria		C		Z00239364		F		Caucasian or White		shinnv@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		159		157		155		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		176		0		0														N		3.851				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Christine		Gayda-Chelder		EDUC		Education Advisor		Lebak		Kimberly

		Spring		Przywara		Matthew		C		Z00219032		M		More Than 1 Race		przywar1@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		183		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		570		610		720								N		3.959				U		BA		LITT		TEDU						LIST						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Adam		Miyashiro		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Lebak		Kimberly

		Spring		Popa		Ashley		M		Z00232589		F		Caucasian or White		popaa@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		175		187		157		181		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		198		0		168		0		0														N		3.710				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Spring		Scott		Debra		L		Z00213078		F		Caucasian or White		scottd7@go.stockton.edu		609   3358933				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		162		159		168		144		0		0		0		0		0		0		141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		194		0		170		0		0														N		3.710				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronnie		Tinsley

		Spring		Goff		Rebecca				Z00262622		F		Caucasian or White		goffr1@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		179		160		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		0		176		0		0														N		3.842				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronald		Caro

		Spring		Burchell		Sharon		A		Z00198351		F		Caucasian or White		burchels@go.stockton.edu		856   3819397				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		160		166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		0		170		0		0														N		3.591				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Jennifer		Lyke		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Spring		Lawless		Thomas		R		Z00182109		M		Caucasian or White		lawlesst@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		600		510		610								N		3.730				U		BA		HIST		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Emma		Kluesner		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Cleveland		Darrell

		Spring		Ksiezopolski		Brittany		M		Z00191518		F		Caucasian or White		ksiezopb@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		0		164		0		166		171		155		179		0		0		0		0		0		138		0		0		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		0		162		0		0								25		16		20		N		3.648				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Christine		Ferri		EDUC		Education Advisor		Meyers		Shelly

		Spring		Mallett		Jessica		L		Z00206038		F		Caucasian or White		mallettj@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		182		0		174		0		0		520		560		440								N		3.873				U		BA		LITT				HGST				EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lisa		Honaker		EDUC		Education Advisor		Spitzer		Lois

		Spring		Lombardi		Michelle		L		Z00254645		F		Caucasian or White		lombar48@go.stockton.edu		609   6183564				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		177		191		173		170		0		0		0		160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		580		640		590								N		3.969				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		David		Burdick		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Spring		Cordivari		Natalie		L		Z00197269		F		Caucasian or White		cordivan@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		183		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		570		550		560								N		3.668				U		BA		LITT		TEDU												Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Adalaine		Holton		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Tinsley		Ronnie

		Spring		Rosato		Lauren		A		Z00219168		F		Caucasian or White		rosatol@go.stockton.edu		732   6005213				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		173		163		165		0		0		161		0		0		0		0		0		159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		188		0		172		0		0														N		3.732				U		BA		LIBA				MUSC		CHST		ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		John		Quinn		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		DiSanto		Christopher

		Spring		Olive		Averi				Z00204241		F		Caucasian or White		olivea@go.stockton.edu		609   8395644				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		680		590		580		27		24		26		N		3.679				G		MA		EDUC								CAIT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Chia-Lin		Wu		EDUC		Education Advisor		Boakes		Norma

		Spring		Jordan		Sierra		R		Z00210636		F		Black or African American		jordans2@go.stockton.edu		856   4047979				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		181		0		173		0		172		0		470		490		540								N		3.854				U		BA		LITT				AFST				EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Marion		Hussong		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Grasso		Dominick		M		Z00206172		M		Caucasian or White		grassod@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		157		175		165		165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		168		0		0		590		530		480								N		3.394				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Paula		Dollarhide		EDUC		Education Advisor		White		Margaret

		Spring		Ramos		Tanya				Z00220728		F		Hispanic or Latino		ramost@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		186		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		0		168		0		0														N		3.900				U		BA		TEDU		LCST						LALT						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Arnaldo		Cordero-Roman		210		Major Advisor Degree 2		Spitzer		Lois

		Spring		Caplan		Jordan		K		Z00202689		F		Caucasian or White		caplanj1@go.stockton.edu		610   9064468				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		165		171		189		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		580		560		600								N		3.977				U		BA		PSYC				ARTH				ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Elizabeth		Shobe		EDUC		Education Advisor		Spitzer		Lois

		Spring		Murray		Kelli				Z00215277		F		Hispanic or Latino		murray24@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		172		179		166		166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		178		0		176		0		0		470		540		460								N		3.597				U		BA		LIBA								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Norma		Boakes

		Spring		Husta		Brianna		F		Z00195835		F		Caucasian or White		hustab1@go.stockton.edu		609   5530391				Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		166		0		172		0		0		490		560		510								N		3.491				U		BA		LITT				WMST				EDSC						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Kristin		Jacobson		EDUC		Education Advisor		Cydis		Susan

		Spring		Wood		Samantha		R		Z00207385		F		Caucasian or White		woods5@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		189		155		170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		151		0		0		0		0		0		163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		168		0		176		0		0		570		490		470								N		3.541				U		BA		PSYC				CHST				ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Ronnie		Tinsley		111		Minor 1 Advisor Degree 1		Tang		Connie

		Spring		Hennessy		Brittany		A		Z00179714		F		Caucasian or White		hennessb@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		165		179		155		164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		156		0		172		0		0														N		3.703				G		MA		EDUC								SPED						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Margaret		White

		Spring		Bradley		Kelsey		R		Z00223020		F		Caucasian or White		bradle37@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		N		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		164		165		155		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		174		0		172		0		0														N		3.836				U		BA		PSYC								ELEM						Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Jessica		Fleck Raymond		EDUC		Education Advisor		Caro		Ronald

		Spring		Vila Chave		Maria Cecilia				Z00246243		F		Caucasian or White		vilacham@go.stockton.edu						Y		Y		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		192		195		183		173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		198		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		194		0		178		0		0														N		4.000				G		CER		BBTE														Y						110		Major 1 Advisor Degree 1		Lois		Spitzer





2-Final Grades 15-16

																EDUC1515				EDUC2241				EDUC3101				EDUC3105				EDUC3200				EDUC3241				EDUC3515				EDUC3610				INTC3610				EDUC4101				EDUC4105				EDUC4110				EDUC4120				EDUC4150				EDUC4200				EDUC4600				EDUC4601				EDUC4605				EDUC4606				EDUC4608				EDUC4610				EDUC4990				EDUC4991

																Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term		Grade Point		Course Term

		Fall		Z00059534		Sawyer		Marybeth				TEDU		0		4		201420		4		201420		4		201480						4		201480																		4		200180										4		201520						3		200180		4		201520		4		201520																		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00083225		Garman		Jessica		L		PSYC		64						3.3		201550																		3.7		201080										4		201320		4		201320		4		201380						4		201380		4		201320		4		201380																		4		201380		3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00085618		Swift		Stephanie		C		TEDU		64						4		201380																		4		200920										4		201150										3.3		201180						4		201150		4		201180		4		201180																		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00085724		Flores		Matthew		J		HIST		0										3.7		201480						3.7		201450		4		201320		3.7		201350																						4		201520										4		201520						4		201520														4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00099414		Culmone		Joanna		D		TEDU		10		4		201380		4		201450		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00109667		Wright		David		W		TEDU		96										4		201480						3.7		201480		4		201320		4		201120						4		201120														4		201520										3.3		201520						4		201520														4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00124881		Tannoia		Zachary		R		TEDU		22		4		201450		4		201450		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						3.3		201520						2.7		201520																		2.7		201520		3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00132248		Dunleavy		David				LIBA		96										2.7		201480		3		201420		2.7		201420																										3.7		201520						3.3		201520						2.7		201520																		3		201520		1.7		201580		3		201580

		Fall		Z00132280		Foster		Justine		J		LIBA		59						4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480						4		201320																		4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00149584		Fryling		Sarah		E		TEDU		0		4		201380		4		201380		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00151128		Fasola		Pamela		L		TEDU		96										4		201380		4		201380		4		201380																										4		201420						3.7		201420						4		201420																		3.7		201420		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00152901		Vaccaro		Amanda				TEDU		24										4		201480		4		201480		4		201480		4		201080		4		201080		0		200950														4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00157677		Delaney		Kevin		A		TEDU		27										4		201480						4		201480																														4		201520										3.7		201520										4		201520										4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00158549		Battilana		Ashley				TEDU		0																						4		201020		4		201120						3.7		201120		4		201280		4		201280		4		201320						3.7		201320		3.3		201280		3.3		201320																		3		201320		3.3		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00158825		Testa		Richard		A		TEDU		0		3.7		201420		4		201450		4		201480						4		201480																														4		201520										4		201520										4		201520										4		201580		3.7		201580

		Fall		Z00169792		Maggio		Bryanna		L		PSYC		0		3.7		201380						4		201480		4		201480		4		201480		2		201180																						4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		3.7		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00170098		Heyer		Frederick		M		TEDU		0										3.7		201420						2.7		201420		4		201250		3		201350						4		201350														4		201480										2.7		201480						4		201480														4		201580		3.7		201580

		Fall		Z00172424		Laird		Jessica				TEDU		0		3		201450						4		201480		4		201480		4		201480		2.3		201080																						4		201520						3.3		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00179801		De Gennaro		Gina		M		POLS		12										4		201420		4		201420		3.3		201420		4		201280		4		201280						3.7		201320										4		201480						3.7		201480						4		201520																		3		201480		3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00180163		Burr		Nicolaus		A		TEDU		6		4		201420						4		201480						4		201480		3		201180																										4		201520										3.7		201520						3.7		201520														4		201580		3.3		201580

		Fall		Z00180547		Mierzwinski		Matthew		B		TEDU		63						4		201520		4		201550		4		201550		4		201550						4		201020						4		201080										4		201550						4		201550						4		201550																		4		201550		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00183242		Duttweiler		Ademir				TEDU		64										4		201420						4		201450		4		201120		4		201120						3.7		201320														3.3		201480										4		201480										4		201480										3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00184890		Miller		Leighann		N		PSYC		64						4		201380		4		201420		4		201420		4		201420														0		201280										4		201480						4		201480						4		201480																		4		201480		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00184919		Keen		Jessica		T		TEDU		64										4		201480						4		201480		3.7		201220		3.7		201120						4		201220														4		201520										3.7		201520										4		201520										4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00188038		Busby		Matthew		T		TEDU		64										4		201420						4		201420		4		201150		4		201250						4		201180														4		201480										4		201480										4		201480										3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00188911		Madamba		Christopher		G		TEDU		69										2.7		201480						3		201420		2.7		201320		3.7		201320						2.7		201320														3.7		201520										3		201520						4		201520														3		201580		3		201580

		Fall		Z00189099		Badajoz		Nataly				LIBA		64		4		201420		3.7		201420		4		201480		4		201480		3.7		201480																										3.7		201520						3.7		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00190661		Millevoi		Kenneth		J		TEDU		64										4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00190695		El-Shoubary		Sara		M		LIBA		64										4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										3.7		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00192424		Bauer		Scout		R		HIST		0										4		201480						4		201480		4		201320		3.7		201280																						4		201520										4		201520						4		201520														4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00192550		Ruff		Rileigh		J		LITT		0		4		201550		3.7		201450		4		201480		4		201480		3		201480																										3.7		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		3.7		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00194071		Neuner		Julie				LIBA		16		3.7		201420						4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						3.7		201520						4		201520																		3		201520		3.3		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00195754		Roche		Molly		E		PSYC		64						4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480														4		201280										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00195939		Contino		Katherina		K		PSYC		64										3.7		201380		3.7		201380		3.3		201380																										3.3		201420						3.7		201420						4		201420																		3.7		201420		3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00196014		Pietruska		Holly		A		LIBA		64						4		201380		4		201480		4		201480		3.7		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00196809		Bye		Amanda				ARTS		24										4		201480						4		201480		4		201280		4		201280																						4		201520										4		201520														4		201520						4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00201261		Dow		Robert		J		HIST		64						4		201420		4		201480						4		201480						3.3		201280																						4		201520										3.7		201520						4		201520														3.7		201580		3		201580

		Fall		Z00203991		Duarte		Janine		M		PSYC		9						4		201380		3.7		201480		4		201480		4		201480						4		201320																		4		201520						3.3		201520						4		201520																		3.7		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00204097		Dyer		Jessica				LIBA		19										4		201480		4		201480		4		201480		4		201320		3.7		201350																		4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		3		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00204904		Sarnese		Anastasia				PSYC		8		4		201380		4		201380		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00205017		DeFelice		Ronald		J		TEDU		38										4		201480		4		201480		4		201480						3.7		201320						4		201220										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00211018		Chemris		Michael		W		LIBA		60										4		201480		4		201480		4		201480						4		201280						4		201280										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00213273		Law		Cheri		A		PSYC		64										3.7		201480		3		201480		3		201480		4		201280																						3.7		201520						3.7		201520						4		201520																		2.7		201520		3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00213571		Nugent		Shane		A		LIBA		64										4		201480		4		201480		2.7		201480		3		201320										3.7		201280										3.3		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		3.7		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00214347		Toudy		Evan		M		LIBA		64						4		201380		4		201420		4		201420		2.7		201420																										3		201480						2.7		201480						4		201520																		3.7		201480		3.7		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00215788		Gerber		Deanna		R		LIBA		64						4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						3.7		201520						3.7		201520																		4		201520		3.3		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00216148		Mount		James		T		LIBA		64						4		201420		3		201480		4		201480		3.7		201480						3.7		201320																		3.7		201520						3.7		201520						4		201520																		3.3		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00222369		Porter		Melissa		C		LIBA		70										3.3		201480		4		201480		3.3		201480																										3.3		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00223804		Hogbin		John		G		TEDU		96										3.3		201480						3		201420		4		201320		2.7		201350						4		201350														4		201520										2.7		201520										4		201520										4		201580		3.7		201580

		Fall		Z00226201		Piasecki		Taylor		M		LIBA		64						4		201450		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00226791		Davis		Abigail				MATH		44										4		201480						4		201480						4		201320																						4		201520										4		201520										4		201520										4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00236690		Wilbraham		Mallory		J		LIBA		96		3.7		201380						4		201420		3		201420		2.7		201420																										3.7		201480						3.7		201480						4		201480																		3.7		201480		4		201580		3.7		201580

		Fall		Z00236769		Hughes		Michael		T		LIBA		64						4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		3.3		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00238354		Reeves		Taylor				LIBA		64						4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00239261		Santora		Carissa		I		TEDU		96		4		201480		4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						3.7		201520						3.3		201520																		3		201520		3		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00242424		Creedon		Nicole				LIBA		64						4		201480		4		201520		4		201520		3.7		201520																										4		201550						4		201550						4		201550																		4		201550		3.3		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00259275		da Costa		Rebeca				PSYC		96										4		201550		4		201550		4		201550																										4		201550						4		201550						4		201550																		4		201550		4		201580		4		201580

		Fall		Z00261731		Suthard		Alia		R		TEDU		96		4		201480		4		201450		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																										4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201580		4		201580

		Spring		Z00012342		Popielarczyk		Heather		A		TEDU		48		4		201380						4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																						4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00082204		Ferrari-Quenzel		Danielle		M		HIST		64																										4		200720		4		200680		2.7		200780		4		200780		4		200920						4		200920		4		200780		4		200920																		4		200920		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00099991		Keefe		Maria				LIBA		64		4		201480		4		201480		4		201520		4		201520		3		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		3.7		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00179714		Hennessy		Brittany		A		TEDU		42		4		201420		4		201480		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00182109		Lawless		Thomas		R		HIST		68		3.7		201420		4		201480		2.7		201520						3.3		201520																										4		201580										3.7		201580						4		201580														4		201620		3.7		201620

		Spring		Z00182651		Adamonis		Cory		K		TEDU		0		3.7		201520		4		201520		3.7		201550						4		201550																										4		201580										4		201580						4		201580														3.7		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00184314		Coco		Gabrielle		A		TEDU		64		4		201480		4		201550		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00185838		Elwell		Samantha				LIBA		64										3.3		201550		4		201550		3.3		201550																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00191221		Fahringer		Sydni		E		LITT		29						4		201420		4		201550						4		201550		0		201280																						4		201580										4		201580		4		201580																		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00191518		Ksiezopolski		Brittany		M		PSYC		0		4		201380		4		201420		3.7		201480		4		201480		4		201480																						4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00191756		Abbott		Brittany		L		PSYC		0		4		201380		4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00191906		Jancsar		Anne		A		TEDU		4		4		201380						4		201520						4		201520		4		201320																						4		201580										4		201580																						4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00192623		DeCarlo		Kenneth		M		TEDU		12						3.7		201420		3.3		201380						3.3		201380						3.3		201280																		4		201520										3.3		201520						4		201520														4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00192653		Sharkey		Kelianne		R		ARTV		0						4		201580		4		201550						3		201550						3.3		201280																		4		201580										3.7		201580																						4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00195572		Jeffries		Brianna		J		MATH		8		4		201420		4		201420		4		201480						3.7		201480																										4		201520										4		201520										4		201520										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00195835		Husta		Brianna		F		LITT		4		4		201420		4		201420		4		201520						3.7		201520																										4		201580										3.3		201580		4		201580																		3.7		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00197269		Cordivari		Natalie		L		LITT		0						4		201420		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										3		201580		4		201580																		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00197658		Becher		Kimberly		M		MATH		53		3.7		201420		3.7		201420		4		201480						4		201480																										4		201520										4		201520										4		201520										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00197899		Super		Jennifer				TEDU		64		4		201520		4		201480		4		201520		3.7		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00198351		Burchell		Sharon		A		PSYC		64						4		201480		4		201550		4		201550		3		201550																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00198376		Costello		Ross		A		TEDU		96		4		201480		4		201480		4		201520		3.7		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00198606		Rosenberg		Ariana		S		LIBA		80										4		201520		4		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						3.7		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		3.3		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00202689		Caplan		Jordan		K		PSYC		14		4		201420		4		201480		4		201550		4		201550		4		201550																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00202703		Dascher		Kimberly		L		MATH		4		4		201420		4		201420		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										4		201580										4		201580										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00203935		Glickman		Alexa				PSYC		13		4		201380		4		201380		4		201550		4		201550		4		201550																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		3.3		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00204241		Olive		Averi				MATH		5		4		201380		4		201420		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										3.7		201580										4		201580										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00204719		McIntyre		Brittany		A		PSYC		20						4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520						3.7		201320														4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00205088		Crombie		Karissa				LIBA		0		3.7		201380		4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00205608		Degand		Jennifer		R		PSYC		64										4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00206038		Mallett		Jessica		L		LITT		0		4		201380		4		201420		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										4		201580		4		201580																		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00206172		Grasso		Dominick		M		PSYC		9		2.3		201480		4		201380		4		201550		4		201550		3		201550																						3.7		201580						3.7		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00206967		Cook		Allison				LIBA		0		4		201380						4		201520		4		201520		3.7		201520		4		201320																		4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		3.3		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00207248		Pesce		Melissa		L		PSYC		0		3		201480		4		201380		3.3		201520		4		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00207385		Wood		Samantha		R		PSYC		0		3.7		201380		2.7		201420		3.7		201550		4		201550		3.7		201550																						4		201580						3.7		201580						4		201580																		3.7		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00207626		Lynch		Jessica		S		LIBA		12		3.7		201380		3.3		201420		4		201550		4		201550		3.7		201550																						4		201580						4		201580						3		201580																		3.7		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00208996		Cranga		Nicolette				MATH		5		4		201380		4		201420		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										4		201580										4		201580										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00210480		Rainier		Sarah		A		LIBA		0						4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520						4		201320														4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00210636		Jordan		Sierra		R		LITT		0		3.7		201380		4		201420		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										4		201580		4		201580																		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00212340		DePonte		Taylor		M		TEDU		24		4		201380		4		201380		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																						4		201520						4		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00212908		Baubles		Dylan		T		MATH		64										4		201520						4		201520		4		201280																						4		201580										2.7		201580										4		201580										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00213078		Scott		Debra		L		LIBA		64										3.3		201480		4		201480		3.7		201480		3.7		201280																		4		201520						3.7		201520						4		201520																		4		201520		3.7		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00213611		Guthrie		Nicole				PSYC		28		4		201380						4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00215277		Murray		Kelli				LIBA		6		4		201420						4		201520		4		201520		2.7		201520		4		201320																		4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00215842		El		Eric				LIBA		64		4		201420		4		201420		3.3		201550		4		201550		2.7		201550																						3		201580						3.3		201580						4		201580																		3.3		201580		3.7		201620		3.7		201620

		Spring		Z00216040		Capaldi		Michael		J		HIST		64										3.7		201520						3.7		201520		4		201320																						4		201580										4		201580						3.3		201580														3.3		201620		3.7		201620

		Spring		Z00216337		Margon		Rebecca		L		LIBA		26		3.7		201480		4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00218342		Krasovec		Bailey		K		LITT		58		4		201420		4		201480		3.7		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										4		201580		4		201580																		3.7		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00219032		Przywara		Matthew		C		LITT		64		4		201480		4		201520		4		201520						3.3		201520																										4		201580										3.3		201580		4		201580																		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00219168		Rosato		Lauren		A		LIBA		64		4		201380						4		201520		3.7		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						3.3		201580																		4		201580		3		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00220728		Ramos		Tanya				TEDU		47						4		201520		4		201520						4		201520						4		201320																		3.7		201580										4		201580														4		201580						4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00223020		Bradley		Kelsey		R		PSYC		59		4		201420		4		201380		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						3.7		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00226716		Chiarolanza		Stacey		J		LIBA		64		4		201380		4		201380		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00227569		Wiemer		Meghan		N		LIBA		44										4		201550		4		201550		4		201550		4		201320		3		201320														4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00231106		Lloyd		Kathi				LIBA		63		3.3		201380		3.3		201420		4		201520		3		201520		3.3		201520																						3		201580						3.7		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00231585		Ferrara		Steven		D		LITT		64						4		201520		4		201550						4		201550																										4		201580										4		201580		4		201580																		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00232589		Popa		Ashley		M		LIBA		66										4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		3		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00233331		MacDonald		Mary		A		ENVL		64		4		201380		4		201380		4		201520						4		201520																										4		201580										4		201580										4		201580										4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00234519		Coughlin		Natasa				LIBA		64										4		201520		4		201520		3		201520																						3.3		201580						3.7		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00237481		McDonald		Erin		L		PSYC		25										4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						3.3		201580						3.3		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		3		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00238257		Parise		Victoria		L		PSYC		64										4		201520		4		201520		3		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00239364		Shinn		Victoria		C		PSYC		54		3.7		201520		4		201380		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00241287		Vitrano		Allyson		E		PSYC		23		4		201380		4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00242865		Carluccio		Nicole				TEDU		96										4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00246013		Sooy		Lynn				TEDU		96		4		201450		4		201420		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00246243		Vila Chave		Maria Cecilia				LIBA		66		4		201420		4		201420		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00250503		Wilson		Casey		L		TEDU		96		4		201480		4		201480		4		201480						4		201480																										4		201520										4		201520						4		201520														4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00254645		Lombardi		Michelle		L		PSYC		64										4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00255424		Griffiths		Bryan		W		LIBA		64										2.7		201520		3.3		201520		3		201520																						3.7		201580						2.7		201580						2.7		201580																		3.3		201580		3		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00258006		Moler		Shannondoah				LIBA		64						4		201480		4		201520		4		201520		3.7		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00262622		Goff		Rebecca				LIBA		64						3.7		201480		4		201520		4		201520		4		201520																						4		201580						4		201580						4		201580																		4		201580		4		201620		4		201620

		Spring		Z00272972		Pilla		Jeffrey		M		TEDU		96						4		201520		4		201550						4		201550																										4		201580										4		201580										4		201580										3		201620		3.3		201620





3-Exit Surveys 15-16

				Email Address		First Name		LastName		EMAIL		What is your gender?		How old are you?		What is your ethnicity?		Are you a U.S. Citizen?		If you are not a U.S. Citizen, have you filed a Declaration of Intention?		Which of the following certificate(s) will you be requesting?  Check all that apply.																														Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:										Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:														Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:												Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:												Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:												Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:												Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:”										Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:														Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:”												Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:										Using the scale below, rate the extent to which the Stockton Teacher Education Program prepared you to perform the following professional expectations of teachers:								Please give us your feedback about our pre-professional courses. (EDUC 1515, EDUC 2241, INTC 2610 & EDUC 3000)		Please give us your feedback about the courses in the introductory semester. (EDUC 3105, EDUC 3200)		Please give us your feedback about the courses in the intermediate semester. (EDUC 460X, 4610, 4120, 4110 & 4150)		Please give us your feedback about your Student Teaching Seminar Course during the Student Teaching Semester.  (EDUC 4991)		EDUC 3101 Introductory Fieldwork:  Please rate the value of your experience.				EDUC 4600 Intermediate Fieldwork:  Please rate the value of your experience.				Placements in schools were arranged for both EDUC 3101 and EDUC 4600,  Note any comments you wish to share regarding the school and the process School of Education uses to arrange placements.		For each of the statements below, indicate to what extent your needs were met by your cooperating teacher during your student teaching experience.														Additional comments you wish to share about your cooperating teacher:		For each of the statements below, indicate to what extent your needs were met by your college supervisor during your student teaching experience.										Additional comments you wish to share about your college supervisor:		Rate the value of your experience in each area below on a scale of 1 to 5.								Comments related to services noted above:		To what extent were you satisfied with each of the following supports of the Teacher Education Program								Please provide any comments or ideas on how the Teacher Education Program can better serve students in our program.		Please provide us with your personal email account in the space below if you are willing to participate in future efforts to review our Teacher Education Program. (After this term your "stockton.edu" account will no longer be active.) This may include: brief surveys, questions about current improvement, and services we can provide you once you are certified as a teacher. We will also send you information we receive regarding job openings, graduate level opportunities, etc.

												Response		Response		Response		Response		Response		Elementary School Teacher in Grades K-6		Elementary School with Subject Matter Specialization in Mathematics in Grades 5-8		Elementary School with Subject Matter Specialization in Language Arts and Literacy in Grades 5-8		Elementary School with Subject Matter Specialization in Social Studies in Grades 5-8		Elementary School with Subject Matter Specialization in Science in Grades 5-8		Teacher of Mathematics		Teacher of English		Teacher of Social Studies		Teacher of Biological Science		Teacher of Earth Science		Teacher of Physical Science		Teacher of Pysics		Teacher of Chemistry		Teacher of Art		Teacher of Spanish		<font size="2">Understand how learners construct knowledge, acquire skills, and develop disciplined thinking processes.</font>		<font size="2">Create developmentally appropriate instruction that takes into account individual learners’ strengths, interests and needs.</font>		<font size="2">Understand the role of language and culture in learning and modify instruction to make language comprehensible and instruction both relevant and accessible.</font>		<font size="2">Value the input and contributions of families, colleagues, and other professionals in supporting each learner’s development.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Design instruction, making provisions and utilizing resources to support diverse learners’ strengths and needs.</font>		<font size="2">Incorporate instructional strategies and resources to address students with exceptional needs including disabilities and giftedness</font>		<font size="2">Know how to access information about the values of diverse cultures and communities and incorporate learners’ experiences, cultures and community resources into instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Teach with an understanding that students’ worldviews and learning are shaped by their experiences and circumstances and these experiences may differ from your own.</font>		<font size="2">Incorporate instructional strategies and resources to support English-language learners.</font>		<font size="2">Bring multiple perspectives into the discussion of content during instruction, including attention to learners’ personal, family, and community experiences and cultural norms.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Support individual learning styles, self-directed learning, and self-motivation within the classroom. </font>		<font size="2">Encourage positive social interaction, cooperative learning, and a climate that supports openness, different perspectives, and mutual respect within the classroom. </font>		<font size="2">Respect and be responsive of learners’ cultural backgrounds and differing perspectives learners within the classroom. </font>		<font size="2">Collaborate with learners, families, and colleagues to make appropriate adjustments to teaching. </font>		<font size="2">Purposefully integrate interactive technology in teaching to increase student knowledge and collaboration in face-to-face and virtual environments. </font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Understand major concepts that are central to content area(s). </font>		<font size="2">Understand common misconceptions in learning within content area(s) and guide learners to accurate understanding. </font>		<font size="2">Know and use academic language of the discipline(s) and make it accessible to learners. </font>		<font size="2">Integrate culturally relevant content to build on learners’ background knowledge. </font>		<font size="2">Have deep knowledge of student content standards and learning progressions within the discipline(s). </font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Understand the ways of knowing in content area and how it relates to other disciplinary approaches to inquiry.</font>		<font size="2">Engage learners in applying content knowledge to real world problems</font>		<font size="2">Understand digital and interactive technologies to effectively and efficiently achieve specific learning goals.</font>		<font size="2">Understand critical thinking processes to help learners develop high-level questioning and promote independent learning.</font>		<font size="2">Value knowledge outside content area and how such knowledge enhances student learning.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Understand the difference between formative and summative application of assessment and how and when to use each.</font>		<font size="2">Utilize multiple and appropriate types of assessment data to identify each students’ learning needs and to develop differentiated learning experiences.</font>		<font size="2">Know when and how to engage learners in analyzing their own assessment results and help set goals for their own learning.</font>		<font size="2">Provide constructive feedback that informs learners of their progress during instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Seek appropriate ways to employ technology to support assessment practice both to engage the learner and to assess and address learners’ needs.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Know a range of evidence-based strategies and technological tools and how to use them effectively to plan instruction to meet diverse learning needs.</font>		<font size="2">Choose appropriate teaching strategies and accommodations, resources, and materials to differentiate instruction for individual and groups of learners.</font>		<font size="2">Use formative and summative assessment data, prior knowledge, and learner interest as a guide when planning instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Know when and how to access resources and collaborate with others to support student learning (special educators, media specialists).</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Monitor student learning and adjust instruction as needed to respond to learners’ individual and group needs.</font>		<font size="2">Vary role in the instructional process (e.g. instructor, facilitator, coach, audience) in relation to the content and purposes of instruction and the needs of the learners.</font>		<font size="2">Know when and how to use appropriate strategies to differentiate instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Provide opportunities for learners to demonstrate their knowledge through a variety of products and/or performances.</font>		<font size="2">Engage learners in complex thinking and meaningful tasks within instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Utilize media and technology within instruction to engage learners.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Conduct continuous self-assessment and development to enhance professional growth as a teacher.</font>		<font size="2">Use reflective practices in the context of teaching for continuous self-improvement.</font>		<font size="2">Learn about the profession through professional development organizations, literature and materials.</font>		<font size="2">Actively participate in collegial activities within the school’s learning community.</font>		<font size="2">Understand the significance of differences as it relates to race, class, gender and language.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Understand schools as organizations that function within a historical, cultural, political, and social context.</font>		<font size="2">Contribute to a common culture that supports high expectations for student learning.</font>		<font size="2">Work collaboratively with others across the school community to support learners.</font>		<font size="2">Give and receive feedback on teaching practices, analyze performance data and student work samples from multiple sources, and share responsibility for maintaining and improving instruction.</font>		Additional comments:		<font size="2">Advocate and model safe, legal, and ethical use of information and technology including appropriate documentation of sources and respect for others in the use of social media</font>		<font size="2">Understand how personal identity, worldview, and prior experience affect perceptions and expectations, and recognize how they may bias behaviors and interactions with others.</font>		<font size="2">Understand laws related to learners’ rights and teacher responsibilities (e.g., appropriate education for learners with disabilities, privacy and confidentiality, appropriate treatment of learners, and responding to harassment, intimidation, and bullying.)</font>		Additional comments:		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response		Response		Other (please specify)		Response		Other (please specify)		Open-Ended Response		<font size="2">Provided me an orientation to the school, the classroom, the students and available resources.</font>		<font size="2">Guided me into my teaching responsibilities gradually.</font>		<font size="2">Demonstrated various teaching strategies, techniques, forms of assessment and management practices.</font>		<font size="2">Gave feedback on daily lesson plans and instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Helped me analyze a lesson to ensure a good match for student's needs and environment.</font>		<font size="2">Encouraged me to develop my own teaching style.</font>		<font size="2">Accepted me as a professional colleague.</font>		Open-Ended Response		<font size="2">Had clear expectations regarding my work and performance.</font>		<font size="2">Provided prompt & constructive feedback on lesson plans and instruction.</font>		<font size="2">Discussed various teaching strategies, techniques, forms of assessment and management practices.</font>		<font size="2">Encouraged me to develop my own teaching style.</font>		<font size="2">Accessible for consultations & communications as needed.</font>		Open-Ended Response		<font size="2"><b>Information Workshop</b><br>(1 hour workshop (First meeting with Education Counselor designed to provide an overview of the teacher education program prior to formal admittance)</font>		<font size="2"><b>Orientation </b><br>(typically held during your Ed Psyc semester or during Gateway to NJ Teaching Profession- official semester in which you apply to program)</font>		<font size="2"><b>Preceptorial Advising Days</b></font>		<font size="2"><b>Assigned Preceptor</b></font>		Open-Ended Response		<font size="2"><b>Advisement materials</b><br>(curriculum worksheet, "blue sheet", Praxis information, etc)</font>		<font size="2"><b>Availability of staff in School of Education Office</b></font>		<font size="2"><b>Availability of School of Education Faculty</b></font>		<font size="2"><b>Teacher Education Program Website</b></font>		Open-Ended Response		Open-Ended Response

		Spring		krasoveb@go.stockton.edu		Bailey		Krasovec				1		1		1		1		3														7																		2		2		2		3				2		2		2		2		2		2		Throughout the program, it seemed like there was so much emphasis on DIVERSITY, that other teaching essentials were not taught.  (Even this survey is all about diversity.) While diversity is undoubtedly important, it did not necessarily prepare me for what  to actually do or teach in the classroom...  Other than acknowledging the fact that diversity is all around us, which should really be a given.  Much information throughout the program was repetitive.  often times, it felt like the same class over and over and over again. I feel I would have bettered my teaching abilities through more content-based classes, rather than educ classes.  That being said, all faculty members were kind and helpful.  The program however, seemed at times, very redundant.		3		3		3		1		3				1		2		2		2		2				1		2		3		2		3		Once again, this program puts too much emphasis on incorporating diversity into every single moment in the classroom.  While cultural relevance and diversity is certainly essential, I feel there should have been more of a focus on what to actually do and teach once we reach the classroom.  I found that my literature classes were much more helpful as a prospective English teacher, and will serve me in the field much more than most of my education classes.		4		3		2		4		3		I did feel very prepared in the area of planning lessons.		2		3		3		2				3		3		3		3		2		3				2		3		2		2		3				1		3		3		3				3		3		3				I don't remember which courses these numbers correspond to.  That being said, I did not feel particularly enlightened during my first semester in the educ program and felt that I gained much more through the literature program from start to finish.		This semester was okay.  I found the large-group seminars to be ineffective, intimidating, and repetitive, and felt initially turned off to the program.  During these lectures, the speakers grilled us on the importance of not reveling tattoos during observations more than they actually spoke to us about teaching...  Not to mention, that many of them came off as the most strict and unfriendly folks at Stockton. That being said, they passed out petty assignments about bullying and diversity, which to prospective teachers, should really be common knowledge and could probably be touched on more briefly.  I did, however, enjoy my fieldwork experience in Atlantic City.  I felt that this was a much better way to learn about the importance of diversity, without said petty lectures and worksheets.     Dr. White was my instructor for the introductory fieldwork course. I enjoyed her class, as well as her as an instructor very much.		Although I do not remember which courses these numbers correspond to, Jerri-Lynn Gatto, my instructor for my intermediate fieldwork class was alright.  Nothing better, nothing worse.  However, this semester felt extremely repetitive.  By this time, I felt I was ready to carry out student teaching, and believed that the intermediate observations were overkill.  Three semesters of observations? Too much.  One class during this semester which I found exceptionally  helpful, was Methods of Teaching English.  This was taught by Patricia McLaughlin, and she was EXCELLENT!  She had relevant experience as a high school English teacher, and had real-life, applicable information to share with the class that went beyond the sugar-coated diversity training that is so typical in this program. Finally, during Methods of Teaching English, I was relieved that I was finally learning about how to realistically teach in my content area...  More of these education classes should be geared towards student areas of expertise, as that is what breeds effective content-area teachers.  Methods helped me more than anything else thus far in the educ program.		The Student Teaching Seminar Course was a good one.  Lynn Gale was by far one of the best educators in the program.  I wish I would have had her sooner, as she provided me with more positive feelings towards the field of teaching, and covered all areas of the profession.		3		Observing in an urban district (Atlantic City) was valuable.		1		This experience was repetitive and seemed unnecessary. Especially for 80 hours....				4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Aubrey Calhoun (9th grade English at EHT High School) was a great cooperator.  i would recommend her to have student teachers.		4		4		4		3		4		Dr. White was a great adviser.  So was Dr. Vaughan		3		2		4		5		Dr. White was a great adviser.  So was Dr. Vaughan		3		3		3		2		More classes should be geared towards content area		.

		Spring		superj@go.stockton.edu		Jennifer		Super				1		1		1		1		3		1		2																												4		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I really enjoyed the Instructional Technology for Teachers course, I felt it really helped with my use of technology in the classroom.		Even though it was a lot of information for both of these classes, I do feel that they were worth taking and were taught very well.		Overall all of these courses were useful for the following semester in student teaching.		I really liked the set up of this course in the matter of the professor going over different interview questions to prepare us for the future.		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Both of my cooperating teachers helped me grow from the moment I walked in the door of their classrooms to the day I left. They taught me more than I expected, and I personally feel that I learned more from the time in their classroom then I did in most of my college courses.		4		4		4		4		4		My college supervisor was not only a great professor but a great supervisor. He was always honest with me and I know he helped me a lot with overcoming my challenges in the classroom.		4		4		5		5		NA		4		5		5		5		NA		NA

		Spring		elwells2@go.stockton.edu		Samantha		Elwell				1		1		3		1		3		1		2				4																								3		2		2		2				3		3		1		2		1		2				3		3		3		2		4				3		2		3		1		3				3		4		4		3		2				4		3		2		3		4				4		3		4		3				4		4		3		4		4		4				3		4		2		3		2				3		4		3		3				4		3		1		Laws need to be discussed further.		Gateway was a terrible waste of time. Dresscode discussed too much. Long Ted talk was shown that lost our attention. Survey of education laws would be better. The information gained in gateway over an entire semester could be done in 1 seminar lasting 2 hours on 1 day.		Lit development was nice, but you can get by without learning the concepts. You just closely copy the examples given. I hardly remember concepts from that class, and a lot of them were on language arts portion of elementary praxis. Lebak for P&T: She is tough, but you LEARN. She did great and in the time we had during short summer session I learned a lot.		Methods of Teaching Language Arts was great. Duffey gave an insane amount of resources that overwhelmed at first but I am thankful to have now. Methods of teaching elementary Math with Boakes was great. Think the students would have benefited with more practice teaching math. That seems to be a weakness in elementary ed majors. Boakes should not have students buy any book or kit currently listed as required, they were not needed. Except that small easy to read one she based quizzes off of. Students would appreciate saving the money. Almost same issue with teaching elementary language arts AND C&M. Hardly used the required books. Very frustrating. C&M with Favre: She did great for her first semester. I think if she comes out of her shell and is herself a little more she will be a student favorite. Seemed she was teaching things someone else prepared. Once she edits it, it will fit her more. As we prepare in this semester for student teaching, we really needed to be informed more on school law and policy.		I loved my placement. I did not expect the amount of emotional issues in the classroom. I also feel I was not prepared with correct procedures in these instances. An emphasis needs to be placed on educating students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. As teachers being trained in South Jersey this is a must. We are surronded by urban areas where our students will come from disadvantaged backgrounds. We need more tools to be able to deal with that. The evaluations are a little repetitive. Cooperating teachers see student teachers everyday!! They should evaluate more and have larger say in grade and such than a university supervisor who pops in 6 times in 15 weeks. Also the grading seems arbitrary. How do 10 evaluations make a grade? Seems like if a student teacher is doing ok they just get an A. But think of the vast difference in performance that A will represent. Grading is too broad. That is coming from someone with an A. So not from bad blood!     As far as the seminar course-Dolton was awesome. Very knowledgeable, gave good advice. However, a lot of that time was used to discuss individual student teacher issues someone was having. Class did not need to be 3 hours. Interview preparation was most helpful. Reflections should not be an issue at this point, they should be taken out. Focus should be on job hunting. Interviews, resumes, cover letter, filling out applications, etc. SGO is good prep but feels rushed and prep for this is better when beig used by a district. I got more out of going over my cooperating teacher's SGO and discussing it with her.		1		Horrible placement situation. District was fine, cooperating teacher was nice but almost no learning was taking place.		4		Loved my placement!!		Placement time can get hectic. The requirenment that a placement be in AC is odd. I learned 0 over there. That is probably because it was a summer session at Stockton, but my experience in AC wasn't great. Placement for my intermediate/student teaching was awesome. I did a full year placement which I love and think should be the norm. I don't know if it was by chance, but as a candidate seeking math and social studies specializations, I was so excited to end up in a 5th grade math/social studies/science room. I tend to think that was on purpose and someone sits down and really combs through student teacher credentials and possible cooperating teachers. Thank you to that person!!!!!		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was amazing. We became great friends and I could not have imagined a better cooperating teacher. She was so genuine and helpful.		4		1		3		4		4		Feedback on lesson plans did not apply. Dolton was great!		3		4		5		5		My assigned preceptor in the education program -Quinn, is very nice but does not respond to emails. Ever. I only saw him when I needed to get permits. My original preceptor-Forrest, was most helpful and available.		5		4		4		4		Require students to take Praxis even earlier. It is a shame to complete intermediate semester and then be unable to student teach. Also stop allowing students to take ridiculously easy EDUC "math" classes. No wonder they can't pass the Praxis. Education program staff did great job guiding through. Kate Juliani was always receptive to emails and was very helpful.		Elwells2@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		decarlok@go.stockton.edu		Kenneth		DeCarlo				2		1		1		1		3																8																4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		3		4				4		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		3		4		4				4		4		3		4		3				4		3		3		4				4		3		2		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				2		3		3				N/A		they were a little redundant and repetitive		a good transition before student teaching		great course and I got lucky with a good placement		2				3				nice job! 3/3 good placements		3		4		3		4		4		3		4		great placement		4		4		4		4		4		he was very helpful		4		5		4		3		preceptor was tough to get a hold of		5		4		4		3		none- overall I really enjoyed this program		DeCarlo.ken@gmail.com

		Spring		griffi64@go.stockton.edu		Bryan		Griffiths				2		1		1		1		3		1		2																												4		4		4		3				2		2		4		3		2		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				I felt like there should be more field experience		I felt like we should have to teach at least one lesson within introductory		I feel like we should be required to do various types of lessons during intermediate.		I believe student teaching is what was the most helpful semester for me to be an educator. I learned from experience and was able to grow a lot more than I did in the previous semesters		2				2						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was such a great help!		4		4		4		4		4		Her guidance was one of the driving forces of my success.		3		3		2		4		N/A		5		5		5		5		N/A		Griffi64@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		adamonic@go.stockton.edu		Cory		Adamonis				2		1		1		1		3																8																3		3		3		4				4		3		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		4				4		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				Good		Great		Grand		Wonderful		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Very helpful and a great mentor.		4		4		4		4		4		Very helpful.		5		4		2		2		Little guidance from preceptor		3		3		3		3		I had all the support, guidance, and resources I needed.		C.adamonis26@gmail.com

		Spring		murray24@go.stockton.edu		Kelli		Murray				1		1		1		1				1																														3		3		2		3				3		1		2		3		1		3		I feel as though there should be more of a focus on special education within the program. We only take only class and I know that it is an additional certification, but there is no preparation as to how to accommodate students. If there were a class that explained different disabilities along with what exactly may be done to accommodate these students, it would give more of an idea of what being in the classroom is actually like. When I did observations during my Student Teaching semester, I noticed things like weighted vests and velcro charts, but I am not familiar with how that would be used in my classroom to accommodate a student.		3		3		3		3		2				3		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		2		4		3				3		3		2		2				3		2		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				EDUC 2241- This class would be more beneficial if it was taught geared toward today's students. The most I've learned has been in the classroom and I feel that this class one focused on what an IEP is and how to write it. This class should focus more on specific disabilities and how exactly teachers can accommodate those students.   EDUC 3000- This class should be an online module. There is no purpose in having a 0 credit course and having the meetings. I understand the purpose of the material, but this could have been an online module that you complete on your own time. I also feel like in this class there should be more PRAXIS preparation. The dates are never clearly explained to students and although it is our responsibility to complete the test, a reminder of dates is beneficial.		These classes provided good insight and feedback for lesson plan writing.		This semester is a good learning experience for students like myself who had never taught in a classroom before. The classes were manageable, but have too much work attached. I agree that all of the information presented is beneficial for students, but these classes were assigning more work then the four credit classes I was taking alongside with this semester. These courses are two credit courses because they do not meet as often as a four credit course, but there should be no reason double the work is assigned. Along with the workload for this semester, professors need to keep in mind that once again these classes are not the only classes some of their students are taking.		The 4991 class should be an online module. The class reiterates things we've already learned and is too long after a full day of teaching. My Student Teaching Semester was by far the best semester of the sequence. I had a great cooperating teacher and enjoyed my time in the classroom. I feel as though this semester should also be looked at again. There is no reason I should be required to come back to school before the semester begins. I also had an issue with how something was handled. It is unfortunate that in an email I was told I was an "unprofessional Teacher Candidate" because I had to miss a day of student teaching. I feel as though my excuse for missing hours has nothing to do with being unprofessional, and if there was an issue with me, I wish it would have been brought to my attention, rather than to my supervisor who supported me whole heartedly. My cooperating teacher and supervisor were completely supportive of me, but it is a shame to hear a professional of the Education Department was not. The hours I missed were made up, so there is no reason to speak about a student in an unprofessional way in an email. I truly feel, just as regular teachers have, students should be given an absence or sick day if needed. To expect for 15 full weeks students will not get sick around children and not need a day away from the classroom is unrealistic.		2		Intro semester classes were beneficial to me, but the observation hours that came along with it are a hassle. Students like myself had a lot of other responsibilities during this semester and I feel that 80 hours of observations is way too much.I would suggest cutting this to maybe 40 hours of observation, just so students have a feel of what being in the classroom is like for the following semester. I understand the purpose behind placing students in Atlantic City, but this should be a choice not a demand. My commute was over 30 minutes to get to my school from Stockton and my teacher was not beneficial to my learning experience. I know that I do not want to work in an urban setting, so this should not be a mandated location.		3		I feel being in the classroom during this semester helped prepare me for my semester of Student Teaching. There was too much work to keep track of inside the classroom at Stockton and in my placement and writing extra lesson plans was not helpful. I learned my most being in my placement during this semester.				4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was great! She helped me get through the semester academically and personally. She was the best mentor I could have been placed with for my Student Teaching semester and provided me with all the necessary materials and advice to get me through the semester.		4		3		4		4		4		My supervisor was extremely flexible and supportive. She was a great resource to have and I'm glad to have been placed with someone as nurturing and supportive as her.		2		3		4		4		My preceptor is extremely busy and has many students she oversees. I feel as though she should have less preceptees so she is more accessible to her students.		3		3		4		4		A more updated website and email reminders would be helpful to students.		n/a

		Spring		popielah@go.stockton.edu		Heather		Popielarczyk				1		4		1		1		3		1																														3		3		3		3				3		2		4		4		2		3				3		3		4		2		4				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		4		3		3				4		3		2		3		4				4		3		3		2				3		4		3		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		4				4		3		3		3				3		3		3				There was too much focus on diversity throughout the entire program.  I did enjoy the diversity class however.  The Instructional Technology class was one of the most important classes I took in the program.  I really gained a lot of new skills because I took it.		They were essential to understanding lesson design and effective at reviewing the material that was not taught effectively during my educational psychology class.  I wish the lit development class had more direct instruction in helping students who have reading difficulties because I feel like I am still lacking in that area.		This semester went by the quickest because of how busy we were with our coursework.  Teaching ELA was a very good class and our instruction gave us lots of resources to use and direct instruction in how to use specific strategies in an ELA classroom.		It was amazing.  My cooperating teacher was very supportive.  The seminar, however, was boring for the most part, but it was nice to meet with the other students.  I think we needed more instruction in the SGO creation process, as well as the purpose and history of SGOs in NJ.  It was very helpful in preparing up for interviews.		3				3						3		4		3		4		3		4		4		She was awesome.  She was both supportive and critical which allowed me to develop professionally.		4		4		4		4		4		He was very helpful.		2		3		5		5		Services were fine.		4		5		4		5		The program was great.  I think maybe there could be some professional development classes for students offered on campus, or local events that are free advertised better.		popielah@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		pillaj2@go.stockton.edu		Jeffrey		Pilla				2		1		1		1																				9														3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		4				3						4		4		3		4		4		4		4		N/A		3		3		4		3		3		N/A		4		4		4		4		N/A		4		4		4		4		N/A		jpilla42@yahoo.com

		Spring		degandj1@go.stockton.edu		Jennifer		Degand				1		2		1		1		3		1																														2		4		3		3				4		2		2		3		2		3				4		4		3		3		3				2		2		3		3		3				2		4		3		4		3				4		4		3		4		3				3		4		4		1				4		4		3		4		4		4				4		4		3		2		3				2		4		3		4				3		4		3				I honestly thought that Gateway was a bit of a waste. It should be optional; not mandatory. Having taken courses related to Education and being on top of my application and acceptance into the School of Ed, I already knew all of the information provided. If anything, it should only be for students not already accepted into the Program.		The Introductory semester was very informative. I liked that we only had to observe, rather than teach real students. This gave us the opportunity to really refine our skills in creating effective lesson plans. Being videotaped was terrifying and at the time seemed stressful, but looking back, it really got us in the right mode.		The Intermediate semester could be improved a bit, I think. Personally, I love English and didn't mind learning about teaching it to middle school aged children, but many of us are not getting our middle school certs and would have benefitted more by having more instruction on teaching reading and writing in the elementary grades (specifically phonics). There should be an option of courses depending on if you want to get a middle school cert or not.		Student Teaching was a wonderful experience. I think it's a little confusing, though, in terms of how we were being assessed. Many of us were worried about getting our plans in and who was reading them. Was anyone actually monitoring them from Stockton? Or was it just based off of our Coop and Supervisor's midterms/finals? Professor Dolton was great, but even he at times seemed like he didn't feel like it was necessary to hold a 3 hour class after a long day of teaching. If anything, seminar should only last for an hour or 1.5 hours. It really dragged on and made us tired for the next day..		4				3				No issues. I was satisfied with my placement and when I found out where it was.		4		4		3		4		3		4		4		She's an angel and I was very fortunate to have her! She will be a life-long friend and mentor.		4		4		4		4		4		She is perfect. I couldn't have asked for a better Supervisor. She, too, will be a life-long friend and mentor.		2		3		3		5		As stated previously, I was always on top of my own path and how to get there. Having guidance was great, but I wasn't one to rely on it. I made sure I understood the Program and its timeline.		3		3		3		3		I never really required many of these services. It was nice to have them, though. I have no complaints.		jendegand@gmail.com

		Spring		mcinty10@go.stockton.edu		Brittany		McIntyre				1		1		1		1		3		1																														2		3		2		2				3		4		2		2		2		3				3		3		2		3		4				4		3		2		2		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		4		3		3		4				4		4		3		2		3				3		4		4		3				4		4		1				These courses helped me prepare for student teaching.		These courses helped me prepare for student teaching.		These courses helped me prepare for student teaching.		Awesome program! Well rounded with very helpful professors.		2				3				Brighton Avenue  Pitman Middle School  Whitehall School		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I am very thankful to have been placed in a co-teaching model classroom. I was given the opportunity to learn from both a regular and special education third grade teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor, Barbara Marciano was extremely helpful in all aspects throughout my student teaching experience.		5		5		5		5		I was very pleased with my student teaching experience.		5		5		5		5		Cannot think of any suggestions. Throughout my experience all the teachers I observed complimented Stockton's Education Program.		mcinty10@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		mcdona32@go.stockton.edu		Erin		McDonald				1		1		1		1		3		1		2		3																										3		3		3		4				3		3		3		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3		3				3		4		4		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4				3		3		3		4		3		4				3		3		3		4		4				4		3		4		3				4		4		4				Gateway was a great stepping stone to getting us focused and ready to begin the program by having us complete all the necessary paperwork, exams, etc., to be able to proceed.		The intro. semester really helped build my strength and abilities in writing effective lesson plans.		Intermediate semester seemed more as though the classes provided us with resources rather than taught us how to teach students using them.		Student teaching was a great experience of taking over a classroom before having one on our own, and the evaluations were beneficial to the success of our instruction.		4		I really enjoyed my placement in Atlantic City.		3		My placement for intermediate became my placement for student teaching -- great experience.				3		3		4		3		4		4		4		She was amazing!		2		3		4		4		4		His expectations were slightly unclear -- the beginning seemed more lenient which set the bar for the rest of the semester.		5		4		3		3		N/A		4		5		5		3		Claudine Keenan is absolutely incredible.		mcdona32@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		cordivan@go.stockton.edu		Natalie		Cordivari				1		1		1		1		3														7																		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				All of these courses adequately prepared me to enter my Introductory Fieldwork Semester.		Meg White was an awesome P&T teacher. That class was great.		Both Methods and Reading in the Content area were great classes.		Student Teaching Seminar is a MUST! Lynne Gale was a great professor and the class provided us with all that we needed to be successful student teachers.		2		The experience was valuable to get my feet wet, however I was placed with a relatively poor teacher.		4						1		1		1		1		1		1		1		My cooperating teacher was absent for the majority of my student teaching experience. She allowed me to take over completely on my 5th day there and then went out on "Medical Leave" for 3 weeks. She returned for 1 week and then was suspended for the remainder of the year. Eventually, I was transferred to another cooperating teacher who was more helpful and completed my evaluations. I also had a lot of support from my inclusion teacher who helped me throughout the semester. Thankfully, my supervisor, Lynne Gale was there to help me with anything I needed and came to visit me every week to help me plan and to formally observe me. Had it not been for the great training that I received at Stockton, and also the great support I received from the professors there, I would not have been able to complete this semester successfully.		4		4		4		4		4		I cannot say enough good things about Lynne Gale. She is the reason that I completed this student teaching semester.		5		5		4		3		My EDUC preceptor did not help me that much.		5		5		5		5		I feel that the Teacher Education Program at Stockton definitely gives teachers everything they need to prepare for their student teaching experience but also for their entire teaching career.		no thank you.

		Spring		lloydk3@go.stockton.edu		Kathi		Lloyd				1		1		2		1				1																														4		4		3		4				4		4		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		4		3				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				3		4		3		3		3				2		4		3		4				3		4		3				These courses were effective in preparing me to be a well rounded classroom educator.		These courses were effective in preparing me to be a well rounded classroom educator.		These courses were effective in preparing me to be a well rounded classroom educator.		These courses were effective in preparing me to be a well rounded classroom educator.		3				4						1		4		3		4		4		4		4		She is a very well seasoned and trained teacher.		3		3		2		2		3		none.		4		4		4		1		none.		4		5		4		4		none.		lloydk973@gmail.com

		Spring		glickmaa@go.stockton.edu		Alexa		Glickman				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		3		4				3		2		3		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				More ways to use technology in the classroom-only focused on google classroom		Excellent courses !		4110- focused on middle school L.A when students were elementary based		More emphasis on how to implement SGO- only had to submit paragraphs		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Highly recommend this teacher for future student teachers		4		4		4		4		4		Very personable and professional!		3		4		4		4		N/A		5		5		5		5		N/A		N/A

		Spring		lombar48@go.stockton.edu		Michelle		Lombardi				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Excellent introduction to the skills that I will need in the teaching field		Learned a lot about important concepts and terms in education. Great foundation to begin my practice in the classroom		Felt comfortable as I began implementing the skills and techniques that I had previously learned.		Really prepared me to teach on my own.		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was fantastic! She became not only a mentor but a friend who taught me everything I will need to know to teach on my own.		4		3		3		3		2		Although she was a great supervisor, she often waited until the night before a lesson to provide me any advice/ constructive criticism		5		5		5		5		All of these designated meetings are extremely helpful!		5		5		5		5		The teacher education program is extremely successful and I feel very prepared to teach now that I have completed it.		Michelle.lombardi143@gmail.com

		Spring		ele@go.stockton.edu		Eric		El				2		2		2		1		3		1						4								8																3		3		2		4				4		4		3		3		2		2		These topics were touched on the surface in Gateway to Education and the Diversity of Family, Schools, and Communities courses. I have learned a couple strategies that I can implement for ELL students and some awareness that students bring different experiences into the classroom.		4		3		2		3		4		I would have liked more role-play or examples by the professors on what these situations would look like and how teachers should implement acceptance into the classroom.		2		2		2		1		2		I rate the content areas as somewhat because only some of the classes left me feeling that I learned while other classes felt a little superficial and overly-repetitive. The best class for content area was ELA for middle school taught by Megan Duffey. In the curriculum methods for both math (Boakes) and science/social studies, we didn't get into as much content and standards as  I expected. It felt like more practice for the things we already knew. For instance, we learned inquiry and lesson planning in Practice and Techniques, but still we did it many more times in the intermediate science. I think that could have been left up to the cooperating teacher or supervisor to evaluate the lesson plans we were writing for them. In that way, our time was wasted on repetition and not learning new things. Very seldom did any of the classes in the program discuss cultural relevance with regards to content.		3		3		4		4		3		The biggest lesson STEP taught me was to raise the bar in my level of questioning. I am now EXTREMELY CONSCIOUS of my level of questioning and it has caused me to improve upon all my areas of questioning that were at a lower level in the past.		4		4		4		3		3		This section is by FAR the best thing that this program taught me. I feel VERY COMPETENT in this area because of my sound training.		3		3		4		2				3		3		3		4		4		4		More ways to change instructional process would have been good (more examples of facilitating, and coaching). I also wished they had a class (replacing the curriculum methods for science and social studies) that JUST dealt with differentiation. I can tell that the professors have a ton of knowledge on this topic, but there was never enough time to extract it out of them.		3		3		3		2		2		More urban and low income training would be helpful. The Urban Teacher course should be a requirement.Dr. White was good in teaching that course, although it was too much work for a G course.		3		4		4		4				4		3		4				I really felt that 1515 opened us up for some much needed and thoughtful discussion about societies biases and social norms. I also loved the history lesson found in the 4 part series "the history of american public education" in Stockton's library. Professor Darrel Cleveland was very instrumental in the success and value of the course. 2610 was very enjoyable and informative; I had never seen and worked with a smartboard before because they were not around when I was in high school. I also picked up a lot of up-to-date applications that helped me keep current and not be afraid to bring technology into my classroom. I already tried to polleverywhere.com in my ST classroom and it was GREAT! I had Professor Wendt and thoroughly enjoyed her.    2241 taught me a lot because I don't have my spec ed cert but still need to know certain things which Amy Jolley effectively taught me. That class could probably be tacked onto a part 2 for more in depth knowledge.    Gateway was very good as a teaching culture shock as far as the dos and more importantly, the don'ts. I was obviously upset at the fact that I had to repeat it because I didn't attach a weighty final assignment in before the deadline. I had 6 classes that semester and was going through a challenging situation at home. Dr. White gave no leeway and would not accept it late. To delay my entry into the teaching program under those circumstances was a bit unreasonable for a 0 credit course when I already learned and proven myself on all of the required material through passing tests and through class discussion. There should be some type of makeup work for special cases. That delayed my entry and progress by a full semester.    In addition, I highly recommend that future students be required to take Church and State in America at Stockton because it is something we are faced with and I have found that even real teachers do not know where the law and constitution stop and start on this hot and controversial topic. It could be a pre-professional or even intermediate course.    Overall, this was the most informative and enjoyable semester, alongside the intro semester. It is what came out of this and intro;s courses that I use the most in my classrooms.		Overall, I learned lesson planning, questioning, some tips for implementing certain strategies. All of these gave me a good start and I am truly very thankful. Dr. Lebak's class was AMAZING, FULL OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, and was straight to the point. The same can be said of Dr. Cydis (literacy in early childhood.)		My biggest critique of the intermediate portion of the program was that the professors and courses seemed disconnected from each other. They overlapped too much with other courses to where it would take a couple of weeks before getting into something new. The workloads per credit were way too inconsistent. Duffey's class should have been a 4 credit class and not 2 compared to the other classes that didn't work us enough in certain areas. I would recommend a class on "class management:" scenarios, videos, demonstrations, role-play. That is a real on-the-job skill that should be learned in "teacher training." I personally think that all of intermediate courses should be wrapped up into workshops instead because they were mainly the same lessons on writing lesson plans and then they gave tips. It would be cheaper if we just paid Stockton or an outside company to get "good tips" on teaching (cool lesson ideas, effective props and use of technology). In that regard, Stockton was a glorified workshop. But workshops should not cost $7000.     Professor Duffey was VERY INFORMATIVE. The other classes didn't do much for knowledge with which I can walk away and use on the spot, besides a good idea hear and there. If the math, science, social studies professors gave us two or three hours a month of workshops, it would great. It should cost no more than what we would spend for NJEA workshops which are just as good and cost way less. I definitely feel like I spent about $5000 too much for what I've gained in intermediate and Student teaching seminar. Besides a few good ideas that I could have gotten in a professional development workshop, It was basically a waste of money. The instruction portion of this semester, if it is kept, should be switched with the intro courses. They taught a lot less and felt lightweight, especially math, science and social studies. They should run concurrently with practice and techniques because they all had us doing lesson plans. Elementary and middle school literacy and ELA courses should be in the intermediate and be 4 credit courses because of their difficulty and depth levels.		The seminar was most informative when it came to the interview portion. The rest of what we talked about could have been done in an online discussion on Blackboard and we could have only been required to come in twice for interview help. It certainly was not 2 credits worth and should not have costs as much. It was definitely a money move to keep student teaching full time for the most financial gain to the college. It should have been student teaching 10 credits and seminar 0 like gateway.		4		By FAR the MOST INFORMATIVE SEMESTER!		1				I thought it was great to have a real classroom experience during ALL portions of the teacher program.		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		Teacher was rigid as far as lessons that needed to be taught, so it was hard to teach it my way. But the experience overall was positive.		4		4		4		4		4		LESLEY HAGEN was VERY THOROUGH AND EFFECTIVE		5		4		4		5		Ron Tinsley knows his stuff for the most part.		4		3		4		4		I didn't know there was such a website		beawitness1@gmail.com

		Spring		woods5@go.stockton.edu		Samantha		Wood				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				3		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I thought that most of them were helpful in preparing me for my future classes. I don't think that Gateway was necessary.		I absolutely loved these courses. I took them in the summer program and think that they were extremely informative and well layed out.		I thought that the intermediate semester was a bit much. All of the classes were helpful but it was a large course load.		Everything about this seminar was amazing. I cannot believe how prepared I feel going out to look for a job. I have spoken to many professionals about the job search and any info they gave me was already ogiven in the seminar. Very happy about the way it was set up!		4				4				Each of my placements were fabulous. The teachers that I was with taught me so much and I could not thank them enough for all of the work they put in to working with me.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Couldn't have asked for a better placement. Amazing teacher!		4		4		4		4		4		Very professional and helpful.		3		3		4		3		Satisfactory.		4		4		5		4		I was very happy with everything in the program! The one suggestion I would make would be for teachers to have the same standards for their classes. I found that a lot of the time they weren't on the same page about how they taught the basics of teaching. Students who had different teachers for intro were on completely different pages when they got to intermediate. This made it hard to know how you were going to be graded on things.		Woods5@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		goffr1@go.stockton.edu		Rebecca		Goff				1		1		1		1				1				3		4																								4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		Stockton has taught me how to plan and prepare in my sleep!		4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Too most of these at community college, but absolutely loved instructional tech and that is one class that I used every single thing I learned!		These courses were awesome and so insightful, I still use all of resources I was given!		Professor Gato gave us such amazing resources that I will keep with my forever! Seminar was a little unnecessary since it was just a constant repeat of information! Loved curriculum and methods since my teacher did not stress the little stuff and really only made us do what was necessary and what we would learn from.		Some information given to us could have been clearer, but I loved seminar! The activities and speakers provided for us were extremely helpful and I benefitted so much from him helping us build our portfolio!		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was absolutely the best! She was so comfortable with whatever I wanted to do in the classroom and I was able to try so many new things that taught me so much about myself and my students!		4		4		4		4		4		Both of my supervisors were excellent and knowledgeable! I have grown an excellent relationship with the both of them and they have helped me so much and taught me so many valuable lessons!		5		5		5		5		Kate Juliani is a god send! She was absolutely so helpful and a life saver!		5		5		5		5		I love that the office handles doing our certifications and they are awesome!		rebeccagoff27@gmail.com

		Spring		guthrien@go.stockton.edu		Nicole		Guthrie				1		1		1		1				1		2																												4		4		4		3				4		4		3		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		3				3		4		4		3				3		3		4		4		3		4				3		3		3		3		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		4				I really enjoyed all of these classes because they are all foundations of teaching that need to be taught in order to learn how to be an effective teacher.		I think the practices and techniques class might have been the most beneficial class I've had in my learning experience, but there was so much taught in such a short amount of time.		I think these courses really prepared me well for my student teaching experience.		I think this course was meaningful to me because it was no longer a lecture on how to become a good teacher, it taught me how to interview and apply to jobs.		4		I think you need to be more flexible on making it mandatory for students to go to Atlantic City for their fieldwork. For a student like me who had to commute, it took me over an hour to get there.		4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She has taught me so much about becoming a teacher and she really made herself a person I felt comfortable working with daily.		4		4		4		4		4		He always gave good feedback and suggestions on lessons.		5		5		5		5		I think the combination of all of these things really helped in preparing me for my journey through the education program.		5		5		5		5		I truly don't have any complaints. I think everything and everyone in the Teacher Education Program did a great job in preparing us students for our future.		guthrien02@gmail.com

		Spring		coughlin@go.stockton.edu		Natasa		Coughlin				1		3		1		1				1				3																										4		4		4		4				4		4		2		3		3		3				3		3		4		3		2				3		3		3		3		3				3		4		4		3		4		This program does not address in depth classroom management. I think that one of the courses to become a teacher should be classroom management techniques. I believe it is really important to include a course like that.		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		4		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		3		3				I took only 2 courses in Stockton. EDUC3000 and I believe it was a great foot in the door.		EDUC 3200 was a great course. I learned a lot from Dr. White, and we had to really get familiar with lesson plans, how to write them and how to be successful teaching. EDUC3105 was too fast paced and too much information with not enough demonstration.		All the courses were amazing with real life applications, things I used during my student teaching.		EDUC 4991 was the best course. I loved the openness of the class where we were free to talk about any good or bed things about our experience without feeling judged. Mr. Dolton was very supportive the whole time.		2				4						3		4		3		2		3		3		3		She is a wonderful teacher, I just don't think that our teaching styles are the same.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Bonanni was supportive and encouraging the whole time.		5		5		4		3		n/a		3		5		5		5		n/a		natasa.coughlin@gmail.com

		Spring		chiarols@go.stockton.edu		Stacey		Chiarolanza				1		3		1		1		3						3																										3		4		3		3		Stockton spent a lot of time teaching us how to access learners with various learning style.		4		3		2		3		2		3		We did learn a lot about the diversity of students but not too much that how to integrate their cultural background into our lessons.		3		2		2		2		2		See above.		2		2		2		2		3		Content was not really studied in depth.		2		3		3		4		3		In-depth work concerning higher-level thinking.		2		3		2		2		2		Professors had different  ideas on the definition of formative and summative assessments, hence the subject is still unclear.		2		3		3		2				2		2		2		3		2		2				2		3		2		2		3				3		2		3		2				2		3		2				The gateway course was horrible, not inspiring. I actually almost quit the program because of it		Very knowledgeable. Although literacy in the early grades was difficult to follow, and we need to be taught how to teach phonics		Very difficult, a lot of lesson planning. Too many abstract activities and not enough practical application.		This is where I learned to 75% of what I know now as a teacher. Seminar itself is fine but a little unorganized, perhaps more structure is needed and more relevant teaching activities, the sgo was a waste of time.		4				4						3		3		2		2		3		2		4		I learned a lot but it was too many weeks of seeing  the same thing. I think that the student teaching semester should be split among 2 grades or have student teachers be required to observe in various grades here and there.		2		1		3		3		2		Too by the book, sometimes what looks good in writing does not translate over into Real life application.		1		2		5		3		My assigned  preceptor was not up to speed, the preceptor I chose was awesome.		3		5		5		4		I know it can be tough but I think you need to get potential teaching students in a school during the Gateway program. And it needs to be more positive.		chiarols@go.stockton.edu    By the way our stockton account is life long, that information you have as wrong.

		Spring		scottd7@go.stockton.edu		Debra		Scott				1		7		1		1								3		4																								4		4		2		4				4		4		2		2		2		2				3		3		3		2		2				4		4		3		2		3				3		4		2		4		4				4		4		3		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		4				3		3		3				I feel some of this time would be more beneficial spent in the classroom. If students were to start to observe at this point for a small amount of time, they would have a better understanding of what they are getting into. INTC should focus more on using the smart board-we didn't even get to use it.		The courses were really helpful. I learned a lot about writing lesson plans and different learning styles.		The children with special needs class would be much more beneficial during this semester. Every classroom could benefit from this.		The ST seminar helped immensely. It was nice to talk with others about their experiences and super helpful in getting a portfolio together and practicing interviewing!		3				3				It is extremely beneficial to be able to stay at the same school for both intermediate fieldwork and student teaching!  I am happy that I had the choice.		3		3		4		4		3		4		4		no		3		4		4		4		4		Professor Dolton was very informative and shared with us some of his own interesting experiences.		1		1		4		5		I wish the Gateway class was available when I started in the ed program. I had to navigate on my own.		4		5		5		5		I was grateful to have Kate Juliani to go to for any questions I had about the program. She always had the right answers!!		no

		Spring		stk30855@go.stockton.edu		Danielle		Ferrari-Quenzel				1		4		1		1		3		1						4																								4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I took these some of these classes many years ago. I really do not recall them.		These courses really prepared me to write a well written lesson plan.		I felt like this experience prepared me for student teaching.		I did not feel like this course was beneficial.		4				4				I loved all of my placements in both vineland and millville. The school of education went out of their way to find me placements close to home.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Lower was a phenomenal cooperating teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		Dr. Brown's feedback was an invaluable resource to me professionally.		5		5		5		5		Dr. Boakes went above and beyond to help me come back after anext extended absence.		5		5		5		5		This is a phenomenal student-centered program.		Danim3578@gmail.com

		Spring		crombiek@go.stockton.edu		Karissa		Crombie				1		1		1		1				1		2		3																										4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		4				I wish INTC 2610 was later in the teaching courses because I wanted a refresher on a lot of the materials taught in that class, maybe while building our portfolios in our student teaching or intermediate semester we can use INTC for help using Google Sites.		Building a strong background on lesson plans, assessment, and learning about the CCSS standards is important. My introductory courses prepared me greatly for teaching.		Intermediate courses were helpful when easing into student teaching. The course load and assignments including SGO and unit lesson plan helped prepare me for teaching.		Student teaching ran incredibly smooth. My supervisor was amazing, giving feedback and constructive criticism. I learned a lot through the student teaching experience.		4				4				I think the education program courses are arranged well and are filled with the content we need to succeed.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was extremely welcoming. I learned so much from her and was able to really see the 1st grade classroom learning environment. I learned about differentiation, and ELL students, as well as learning disabled students by dealing with real life examples. My cooperating teacher is an excellent role-model and I learned a lot from her.		4		4		4		4		4		My college supervisor was amazing. She gave constant feedback, and really made me feel relaxed. I was able to enjoy my student teaching experience with her help and learned a lot along the way. My supervisor is extremely knowledgeable in so many areas and I was able to have all of my questions answered.		5		5		4		5		Everyone in the education program is helpful, including my preceptor. She was always willing to meet with me even off scheduled times. All of my questions were answered.		5		5		5		5		I feel that the education program serves the students in the program very well. I think that a full year placement should be a mandatory thing. I think building a relationship with students starting in September makes for a more beneficial student teaching experience.		karissacrombie23@gmail.com

		Spring		burchels@go.stockton.edu		Sharon		Burchell				1		2		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I transferred in and only had to take EDUC 2241. I loved the class and wish we had more integration of this subject throughout the rest of the semesters.		I took summer intro. It was intense, but I learned a lot!		This was an exhausting semester. There are a lot of assignments that are given that don't seem relevant to the outcome. For example, doing a book jacket for one 4th grade novel is not really helping me learn anything.		I thought the class was okay. It prepared us for interviews, but it didn't need to be 3 hours. Also there are a lot of commuters, maybe it should start at a later time.		4				4				n/a		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was very good. She showed strong examples of teaching and then expected a somewhat similar outcome. I loved it because it pushed me to be better everyday.		4		4		4		4		4		n/a		5		5		5		5		n/a		5		5		5		5		n/a		burchels@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		macdon18@go.stockton.edu		Mary		MacDonald				1		1		1		1		3																				10												3		3		3		4				3		2		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		3		4		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		2		3				2		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		2		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		2				These courses were good courses and taken at the right time in my college career.		P&T was one of the courses that helped me the most.		Methods and reading in the content area were also very beneficial courses.		Student teaching seminar was good, I wish there was more of a connection between my student teaching supervisor and my seminar professor.		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I had 2 cooperating teachers, the one Mrs. Evans, was extremely helpful during my entire exproence. The other was ok, but not as helpful. Results above are based off of the more helpful cooperating teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		Wish there was more of a connection between him and seminar professor.		5		3		5		5		Wish faculty would keep students informed early in the process on which certifications are the most beneficial to get. I heard a lot of that towards the end of the process as I am about to graduate, which can be very discouraging at this time - if you didn't receive one of the more beneficial certifications. I am referring mostly to the different science Certifications and which ones are more beneficial to have.		4		4		3		4		Wish faculty would keep students informed early in the process on which certifications are the most beneficial to get. I heard a lot of that towards the end of the process as I am about to graduate, which can be very discouraging at this time - if you didn't receive one of the more beneficial certifications. I am referring mostly to the different science Certifications and which ones are more beneficial to have.		mary614mac@gmail.com

		Spring		wiemerm1@go.stockton.edu		Meghan		Wiemer				1		1		1		1				1																														4		4		3		3				3		4		4		3		2		3				3		4		2		3		3				3		3		3		3		4				4		3		2		4		3				4		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		3				3		3		4		4		3		4				2		2		2		2		2				2		3		3		3				3		2		2				I would add in a few observation hours before entering the actual program to give the incoming people an idea of what being in an actual classroom is like before the program.		I took intro in the summer and it was very helpful and it was a nice way to ease into the program. Challenging, but very enjoyable. Dr. Lebak was one of the best professors I have ever had- learned so much!		I would have liked to learn a little more about communicating with the parents and the laws and things behind education before being sent into student teaching.		Mr. Dolton was extremely helpful- and still is even though seminar is finished. I really enjoyed this course.		4				3				I think two semester placements should be more common if possible. Observing in intermediate and then student teaching in the same classroom made the transition into student teaching a lot less intimidating.		3		4		3		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was fantastic. I loved being in her classroom for two semesters, I learned and endless amount of things from her.		3		3		4		4		4		My supervisor was also fantastic. She was very helpful and positive when providing me with feedback. She made me feel more comfortable throughout the process.		4		4		3		5		Dr. Harvey is my preceptor. He goes above and beyond to make sure that I have everything that I need to succeed.		4		5		5		4		I would start warning the incoming educators ASAP about the Praxis. I don't think the timing of it was stressed enough before entering the program and my student teaching was almost pushed back because of this.		wiemerm1@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		wilso123@go.stockton.edu		Casey		Wilson				1		2		1		1		3																8																3		3		3		2				3		2		2		2		3		2				4		3		2		3		3				2		3		2		2		3				2		2		3		3		2				4		4		3		3		3				2		3		3		2				3		3		2		4		3		3				4		4		3		3		2				2		3		2		2				3		3		3				Information about how to incorporate different cultures would be beneficial.		I feel this semester did a great job at providing information on assessment and the introduction of writing lesson plans.		I feel that the course for Social Studies did not provide enough information on the material we would be teaching during student teaching. The class was very basic and did not help prepare me for the next step.		I feel that Proffesor Gale did a wonderful job with our class and that she provided us with great resources.		4				2						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I was extremely lucky to have had such a wonderful mentor.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Adamski was professional and extremely helpful in furthering my teaching abilities.		4		4		4		4		The introduction to student teaching meeting could have been more informative.		2		2		4		4		It would have been nice to have other program directors helping student teachers not just our proffesors with resume and job related issues.		Mcdonnell_casey@yahoo.com

		Spring		muscianm@go.stockton.edu		Maria		Keefe				1		5		1		1		3				2						5																						4		4		4		4				4		2		4		4		2		4				2		4		4		2		3				4		2		2		3		4				3		3		3		3		3				3		2		2		2		3				3		3		2		2				2		2		2		2		3		2				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		4		3				1515 we could have spent more time discussing diversity in relation to teaching instead of racial injustices that are influencing adults. michael mcknight abd amy ackerman were wonderful. i learned so much from both if them.		P&t had obvious issues during intro.  we should have spent more time working with the process instead of so many ice breakers. all of the students who did not pass could have been given positive feedback instead of embarassing comments in front of the class.		I would have liked more solid information about the sgo and how to write one.		Great and very positive experience.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		she was great		4		4		4		4		4		she was great		4		2		1		1		Orientations never have enough meat to them.		4		5		5		3		More organization between what the teachers are teaching in each of their classes.  There were discrepancies between them at times.  overall good experience		no thank you

		Spring		cooka4@go.stockton.edu		Allison		Cook				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				All classes were great. My Educating Students with Special Needs course could have been more informative. I was disapointed with the information what was/wasn't touched upon.		Both classes were very helpful. A lot of work is pushed through P&T which I feel can be moved elsewhere in the program.		The intermediate semester was jam packed with work. I feel as though the portfolios should include work from other classes and other semesters. The professors should also collaborate more.		This is truly where all of my education came to life. I realized I had learned things I didn't remember learning and utilized them in the classroom. The student teaching seminar however I feel was a waste of time. Completing busy work was time consuming and irrelevant. If this seminar was transformed into two day long workshops I feel it would be more beneficial.		2				3				I was happy to get my first choice placement for my intermediate and student teaching semesters. However I feel that if I know I do not want to be in a urban setting it should not be mandatory.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My CT was an amazing role model for me in the classroom. She helped me become the teacher I wanted to be.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor had high expectations which allowed me to strive to be the best teacher I could be.		4		4		4		4		I wish I had more of a personal connection with my preceptor.		4		4		4		4		The Teacher Education Program can better serve students by laying out the classes which a needed when they first meet with their preceptor. I wish I had seen my whole layout.		cooka4@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		shinnv@go.stockton.edu		Victoria		Shinn				1		1		1		1		3		1																														2		4		2		3				3		3		2		3		2		3				3		3		2		3		3				3		2		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				2		2		2		3		3				2		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		2		2				3		3		3		3				1		2		1				Great courses		Practices and techniques needs improvement in methods of teaching how to compose lesson plans. It's hard to write a lesson plan with 0 experience with a curriculum. Ideas could be to model a lesson and identify key aspects of the lesson plan throughout the lesson.		Teaching strategies often seemed biased. There was a favorite style taught and often a variety of methods were not discussed		Great experience		2		No classroom instructions models were observed. The entire day was spent just utilizing classroom management to keep students from exploding.		4				Placement process was fine		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		A great experience		4		4		4		4		4		Very thorough feedback. Very prompt with responses. Over all great supervisor		3		2		4		4		Good preceptor		3		3		3		3		It was fine		N

		Spring		jeffrie4@go.stockton.edu		Brianna		Jeffries				1		1		1		1		3												6																				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		4		3				3		3		4		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				I wish I had learned in the instructional technology course. I wish it had been more geared towards individual majors and what apps to utilize for specific majors.		I learned a lot from Dr. White and the course prepared me for my intermediate semester.		The course properly prepared me for my student teaching semester.		I learned a lot from my student teaching seminar and Professor Gale was always very helpful and answered any questions I had.		3				3				I was very pleased with both placements.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I could not have asked for a better cooperating teacher or a better student teaching experience.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Breckenridge always provided me clear feedback and was always very encouraging.		3		3		3		3		None		4		4		4		4		I think there could be more praxis prep classes offered for highschool		No thank you.

		Spring		rosenb28@go.stockton.edu		Ariana		Rosenberg				1		1		6		1		3		1																														3		3		4		3				3		3		4		4		2		3				3		4		4		4		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		2		2		3		3				4		2		3		2		2				2		3		3		3				1		4		3		3		3		2				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				2		4		3				I have only taken two of these classes at Stockton. I feel as thought 2610 was very helpful in gaining basic knowledge of some technological tools. #000 I felt was a waist of time, since there really were no content based aspects of the course. The whole purpose of the course was to get our paper work in, which I felt was a waist of time and money, considering I could have done this on my own.		These classes were content driven and very educational.		These classes taught me a lot. Farve should NEVER have been a teacher on her own of 4610. Her first semester teaching this course (as important and integral it is) should have been paired with a veteran education professor. I feel as though the college, and the TEDU program, ripped me off by giving me an inexperienced teacher for such an important part of my education.		Mr. Dolton was wonderful and filled our sessions with important information and related experiences. My supervisor, Hipkins, spent the first half of the semester telling me to submit my lessons a few days prior to them being taught, and then spent the second half not checking them or giving me feedback before my lessons. She then wrote in my evaluations that i should have submitted them prior for comments.		4				4				Pleasantville was the BEST place I could imagine being. They embraced us with open arms.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was wonderful.		2		2		3		2		2		Not attentative.		1		1		1		1		never had a workshop or orientation.   My preceptor was absolutely no help and never knew what he was doing. He would only see me on advising days. Never any other time.		2		4		4		4		N/A		N/a

		Spring		rosatol@go.stockton.edu		Lauren		Rosato				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		3		4		4		3				3		4		4		3		4				4		4		3		3		4				4		3		4		3				3		4		3		3		4		3				3		4		3		3		3				3		4		3		3				3		4		3				All courses were very useful in providing students with information needed  prior to started the education program. It was helpful to get a background to learn about parts of education before being thrown into it.		The introductory semester was really useful. Students were able to spend 80 hours in the classroom seeing what it was really like, without having to teach. It was helpful to see it without having to be nervous about teaching yet.		The intermediate semester was helpful in easing students into teaching. It was really beneficial to watch a teacher teach, and then teach as well. It really helped make the transition into student teaching easier.		Student teaching seminar was useful to hear about each students personal experiences in student teaching and to learn about the interviewing process and how to apply for jobs. Student teaching went very well due to the amount of knowledge and practice we gained in the other two previous semesters.		3				4				I really like the process in choosing schools.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was the one reason my student teaching experience went as well as it did. I started out really nervous and really behind other teaching candidates. Due to my cooperating teacher's constant help and advice, I was successful. She never gave up on me and always went above and beyond to help me succeed. I believe I would not have done as well with any other placement.		3		3		3		2		4		I really liked my supervisor as a person, He was extremely kind, laid-back, and always made me feel comfortable. However, I did not receive a large amount of feedback, it was usually the same feedback.		5		5		5		5		All were very helpful.		4		4		4		4		It would be useful for the School of Education office to be open later in the day due to student teachers not leaving school for a few hours after the school day and then cannot make it to the office hours.		rosatol@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		grassod@go.stockton.edu		Dominick		Grasso				2		1		1		1		3		1																														4		3		3		2				4		4		4		4		3		3				4		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		3		4				3		4		4		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		3				4		3		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		3		3				4		3		4		4				4		3		4				Each class gave me excellent background knowledge of how schools and classrooms operate. The instructional technology course was fantastic. Professor Ackerman really integrated technology and I gained valuable resources to use in my classroom. All of the four classes seemed necessary and were appropriate as pre-professional courses.		Practices and Techniques completely covered domain one and was an excellent course. I took these as summer courses and they were great. I had very little knowledge of how to teach until I took these courses, so when we had to do a demo lesson, it was quite difficult. They were for informative and helpful to my future career.		Each one of these courses gave a wealthy amount of information and demonstrated how to teach students. By completing some work of our own, we learned how students will deal with the work we give them.		The seminar was great for preparing us for the real world interviews and situations that we will come across. This course was very reflective towards our personal experiences in the field.		4				4				Both schools were excellent. The teachers and staff were very inviting towards me.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		An incredible veteran teacher. She was highly professional and followed all procedures that the school wanted or needed. She's a very honest and hard-working teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		She was very professional and gave feedback on each lesson and my progression as an educator. She had quick, informative responses when I contacted her.		5		5		3		4		I did not use my preceptor often, besides for confirming how many courses I would need. My original preceptor Carr, was very informative. Dr. White was encouraging and enthusiastic as well, although I did not visit on preceptorial advising days.		4		4		4		3		I did not know we had a teacher education program website.		grassod@go.stockton.edu  (As I went to get my cap and gown, I was informed by the career center that our stockton email will be active forever.)    grassoDM@gmail.com would be my other email.

		Spring		pescem@go.stockton.edu		Melissa		Pesce				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		3		3				4		3		3		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		3				4		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		4		4				3		3		3		4		3				3		4		4		3				3		3		3		4		4		3				4		3		4		4		3				3		3		3		4				3		3		2				I felt as though these courses were very informational and resourceful. Throughout my student teaching, I used various tools that I gathered in Instructional Technology and I am inspired to pursue my Special Education Certification as well.		I learned a lot and had fun in Literacy Development. It was refreshing to learn through a different perspective. Practices & Techniques seemed dull at times, but it was jam-packed with useful informational.		These were some of my favorite courses in the Education Program. They were also packed with information and it was clear that we did not have enough time to explore all of the tools provided, but I gained most of what I used in my student teaching from these courses.		This semester by far was my favorite overall. Our seminar class was fantastic and Professor Dolton was realistic, fair, and fun.		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		If I had the choice, I would go back and repeat this semester again. I had a blast at my school and my cooperating teacher was the best mentor I could have ever asked for.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Bossard was fair, honest, and supportive throughout my entire experience. I had a great foundation throughout my student teaching experience!		4		4		4		4		I felt well-prepared for my Student Teaching!		4		4		4		4		If anything, some professors/supervisors need to be more realistic in the sense that we are student teachers. I have heard this from several of my Education Major peers. We are going to make mistakes and learn from them. Do not expect perfection because that only puts unnecessary pressure on us as incoming teachers.		melpesh3@gmail.com

		Spring		capaldim@go.stockton.edu		Michael		Capaldi				2		2		6		1		3																8																4		3		3		4				3		4		3		3		1		4				3		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		3		4		First semester at an urban school just observing the teacher sucks.  Very boring, Did close to nothing.		4		4		3		3		4				3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		3		4				3		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4				3		3		4				great and usefull		Intro at an Urban school sucks and is near useless.		love to information   most useful classes and practical in the classroom.		loved it		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		none		4		3		3		4		4		nothing		5		5		4		5		nothing		5		5		5		5		nothing		nothing@gmail.com

		Spring		parisev@go.stockton.edu		Victoria		Parise				1		1		1		1				1				3		4																								4		4		3		4				4		3		3		4		3		4				4		4		3		3		4				4		3		4		4		3				4		4		3		4		3				4		4		3		3		4				4		3		3		4				4		3		3		4		3		4				4		3		3		4		3				3		4		3		3				3		4		3				I think the information given was very important and useful.		I would have liked to go into a bit more depth.		I think the information that we learned was helpful.		I had a great time. I think the SGO was very helpful because it showed me how to do one for the future. Making the portfolio was also helpful to show us what schools are looking for.		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I couldn't have asked for a better cooperating teacher.		3		4		4		4		3		Sometimes I was a little confused on what she would want to see in my lessons.		4		4		4		5		They were helpful.		5		5		5		4		Everything was helpful.		Parisev@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		hennessb@go.stockton.edu		Brittany		Hennessy				1		2		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				Okay		Okay		Okay		Okay		3				3						3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Nothing besides great experience		3		3		3		3		3		Good experience		4		4		4		4		None		4		4		4		4		No comment		Brittanyhennessy@yahoo.com

		Spring		costel39@go.stockton.edu		Ross		Costello				2		2		1		1		3		1																														3		4		2		2				4		4		2		3		3		3				4		4		4		3		4				4		2		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		3				4		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3				2		2		3				Solid courses that gave the foundation for necessary information. Sets the base for teaching.		These courses were very informational. They provided the bulk of the important and useful information.		This semester seemed repetitive. I believe you can blend the intro and intermediate. I gained the most knowledge from intro.		My whole student teaching year was awesome. Everything was great.		4				2						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher Sindy Baker was a dream come true and a true mentor. She cared about my development and was outstanding in every aspect.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor Kathleen Revelle was the same as my cooperating teacher. Extremely supportive and caring.		3		3		4		4		All services were valuable and available.		4		4		4		4		I believe the intermediate semester needs to be reviewed, as I said it seemed repetitive.		rosscos32@gmail.com

		Spring		margonr@go.stockton.edu		Rebecca		Margon				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		4		4		4				3		3		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		4		3				4		3		4		3		4				4		4		3		4		4				4		3		3		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		3		3		3		3		2				3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		4		4				These courses were beneficial. Taking EDUC 1515 taught me that you may be teaching in a diverse district and it is important to be aware of students backgrounds. EDUC 2241 gives an introduction to special education and some behaviors we may experience in students as we are teaching. Gateway prepared us and informed us on what was needed in order to enter the education program.		Both os these courses I believed were great. In my opinion this was the most beneficial semester in the education program. It taught me majority of what I should expect as I enter the teaching world, but also models of instruction, how to differentiate, and major literary techniques needed to implement when teaching.		Intermediate semester  I expected to be more beneficial. In this semester I learned more in depth about teaching mathematics and english language arts at the higher level. Although this was the case I believe that both courses were designed to treat me as a student rather than a teacher. Where as I would have liked the opportunity to take what I learned and apply it from a teachers perspective. I thought curriculum and methods of Elementary Education was the best course during this semester. It taught me about inquiry based lessons, how to use data to differentiate instruction, and also how to ask those deeper critical thinking questions.		I thought the Student Teaching Seminar was needed to provide direction and advice while student teaching. It was nice to share different experiences with peers who were experiencing the same thing in their class. I also liked the feedback I received regarding my resume, cover letter, and portfolio. The information given to us during this semester is extremely helpful in preparing us for interviews.		3				4				I was pleased with both of my placements  during these semesters. Intermediate was more beneficial and an amazing experience. I learned more in this semester than the one prior in regards to teaching. I also saw more of what I was taught at Stockton during this semester.		3		3		3		3		3		3		4		As much as I enjoyed my student teaching experience, I did have difficulty. I would have preferred to be placed with a teacher who has previously had a student teacher in their class. My cooperating teacher struggled with letting me take over and act as the lead teacher during my experience there. Although this was the case, I learned a great deal and learned how to be extremely resourceful.		3		2		3		3		2		I really liked the feedback and suggestions from my supervisor. The only negative I had was on multiple occasions she mistaken me with another student teacher. As I asked her politely about the mistake, she apologized and assured me it was an accident. I felt that she had to many student teachers she was responsible for and did not know how to accurately handle it and provide timely feedback.		5		4		5		5		I really enjoyed my preceptor and felt that she assisted me throughout my college experienced and was really looking out for my best interest.		4		4		4		4		I felt that the program can better serve students by being more accessible. Some faculty is easy to reach and willing to help and advise students; where as other faculty is not. Before I was assigned my preceptor I had a hard time communicating with the School of Education and not all staff was willing to assist and accommodate my needs.		rebeccamargon@gmail.com

		Spring		lawlesst@go.stockton.edu		Thomas		Lawless				2		1		1		1		3																8																3		3		4		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				Excellent		More in depth understanding of special needs and how to teach students with specific learning and physical disabilities (deaf/blind/motor/autism/ etc)		More discussion on repriocity to other states and more guidance on substitute process		Pay a stipend students for student teaching!		2				2				Acceptable		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		He was amazing!		3		3		3		3		3		He was the best!		4		4		4		4		It was great		4		4		4		4		More information about reprocity of license to other states		lawless2014@gmail.com

		Spring		popaa@go.stockton.edu		Ashley		Popa				1		2		1		1		3				2																												4		4		3		4				3		4		3		4		3		4				3		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		3		4		4		3				4		4		3		4		3				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4				3		3		3				Helped ready me for the TEDU program.		The introductory semester was challenging yet taught me so much I did not know. It was a good semester.		The intermediate semester was a lot of hard work but well worth it as it prepared me for the student teaching semester.		The student teaching semester was by far the best semester. To be in the field every day, teaching students, I learned a ton from actually doing the work.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Bernhardt was extremely welcoming and made it very easy to learn in her classroom, and to teach the students myself.		3		4		4		3		3		N/a		5		5		5		5		N/a		5		5		5		5		N/a		N/a

		Spring		becherk@go.stockton.edu		Kimberly		Becher				1		1		1		1		3												6																				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		2		3				3		3		1		4				3		3		2				I feel that students should be required to have more course work with educating students with special needs, and I think that in INTC 2610 more should be done with Google and Google Drive since that is the big push in schools now to be a google school.		I think Practices & Techniques was a great class I just wish they incorporate more of us teaching within the class.		I thought for math teachers EDUC 4120 was really a waste of time. I felt that it was a class geared more toward history and English than math and science. So maybe think about separate classes like there is for methods.		I thought the student teaching seminar was the class that I learned the most in. Also the support that I received from my professor was commendable. I felt this course in and student teaching in general made me the most prepared to be in control of my own classroom.		4		Especially keeping it in Atlantic City! I felt that is what made the experience so valuable.		3				I thought that it was a lot less stressful than other school I have heard of.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I couldn't have had a better cooperating teacher especially for the co-teaching experience.		4		4		4		4		4		I am very thankful for my supervisor taken on me when I was not originally appointed to him. I felt he gave constructive feedback and allowed me to develop professional throughout the process.		3		3		5		5		I felt that precepting was where i received all my information and is very valuable to students.		4		5		4		4		For Faculty to not take vacations throughout the semester there was two different occasions where I needed the assistant of specific faculty members and when I emailed them I got an automated message.		kimibecher42@gmail.com

		Spring		przywar1@go.stockton.edu		Matthew		Przywara				2		1		6		1		3														7																		4		4		4		4				2		2		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				These courses were very solid. They effectively laid a firm foundation which was continuously and deliberately built upon for the rest of the program, highlighting early the important issues and concerns that would become salient as future educator.		Well-designed, not too much busy work. Enough accountability and a great push for actual involvement in schools. Many of my friends in other programs were shocked at the amount of hours we were observing. I found them all necessary.		Each one of these courses were ultimately necessary. I felt that the workload certainly increased from the introductory semester, but I had expected that. The concepts and ideas that had been introduced even before the intro semester really came into salience and were built on even further.		I found this class to be ultimately helpful. However, it did feel at times unnecessary. As a commuter student it was very difficult to know I was losing an entire evening of prep and grading just to drive down to listen to other students' problems. In the end, sometimes I would hear answers to questions I would later have asked myself, and so it was a useful tool. But much of the time it felt like many of my peers were just complaining about the realities of teaching. It did provide a necessary relational support. Student teaching is extremely stressful. It was good to see the friends that I had gotten to know over the last two years and to be able to support one another.		4				4						2		1		3		3		4		3		4		N/A		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was beyond helpful and encouraging. He was all I could have asked for and more.		3		3		5		5		N/A		5		5		5		5		More Dr. White.		Mprzywara25@gmail.com

		Spring		molers@go.stockton.edu		Shannondoah		Moler				1		4		1		1		3		1																														3		3		3		2				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		2		2		2				3		2		3		2		2				2		3		3		2				2		2		3		2		3		2				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				A good introduction		Well planned		Wish curriculum and methods was taught more to the real world, how things actually are in a school system.		Very helpful!		2				3				Atlantic City Martin Luther King Jr school and Estell Manor		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was great		4		4		4		4		4		She gave me valuable feedback!		3		3		2		5		N/A		3		4		4		4		N/A		Molers@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		abbottb@go.stockton.edu		Brittany		Abbott				1		1		1		1				1																														3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				EDUC 1515 help me to better understand the cultural aspect of teaching.		EDUC 3200 gave us a solid understanding of how to correctly use assessments.		For someone who wants to teach lower elementary, these classes were a bit too off topic, however, if I did end up in a middle school, I'd use some of what I have learned from these classes.		After completing all of the prerequisite classes prior to student teaching, I felt that I was well prepared for student teaching and had many resources in my toolbag.		3				3						4		3		3		2		3		2		3		My cooperating teacher is very knowledgeable, though I did not feel completely comfortable developing my own teaching style within her classroom.		3		2		4		4		2		She was great at giving me honest feedback and encouraged me to think outside of the box.		3		4		5		5		My preceptor was of great value		4		4		4		4		I feel that the program is fine as is.		b.abbott1993@gmail.com

		Spring		jancsara@go.stockton.edu		Anne		Jancsar				1		1		1		1		3																												14				3		3		2		3				3		3		2		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				2		2		3		2		3		Developed more content knowledge with my cooperating teacher during student teaching.  Methods of teaching art was not as successful at developing the wide range of content that would be taught in an art classroom.		3		3		2		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		2				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3				3		2		3				More hands on planning instruction.		Professor White provided us with key essential knowledge to help as grow as educators.  She is one of the best professors I have ever had.  I learned so much from her, amazing course.		Methods of teaching art was just a basic review of intro.  Did not develop as an educator.  More diverse content needed.  Reading in the content area did not introduce a wide variety of instructional strategies for my content area.  Would have liked to learn more approaches specific to my content area (art).		If it wasn't for my cooperating teacher I would not be where I am now.  I was placed with an AMAZING cooperating teacher. I developed extremely as an educator and I am fully confident to enter the field.  I do however feel regret towards students who did not have as good as an experience as myself.  Maybe a better screening process is needed?  Something to identify and judge the cooperating teachers before they are placed with the students?		2		Not a great cooperating teacher.  Lessons were outdated and no classroom management.		3		Extremely valuable, but became repetitive towards the end of the semester.  More lessons by student teacher and less hours.		Better screening processes.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Couldn't have been placed with a better teacher.  She had the same teaching style as myself, and is someone I look up to and hope to be as an educator someday.		3		2		1		3		2		Didn't provide a lot of constructive feedback.		4		4		4		5		Preceptor Meg White is fantastic		4		4		4		4		Very active program!  I would push the sub certification more		jancsara@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		baublesd@go.stockton.edu		Dylan		Baubles				2		1		1		1		3												6																				3		4		4		3				4		3		3		4		3		4				4		4		3		4		4				4		3		3		3		4				3		3		4		3		3				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		4				3		4		2		3		4		4				4		4		3		3		4				3		3		4		3				4		3		4				These classes allowed for a variety of opportunities to understand the education system in abstract ways. Instructional technology was a beneficial class as it opened students to an abundance of strategies to incorporate within the classroom.		Practices and techniques was an overview of responsibilities performed in the classroom and helped with common core standards		This semester helped focus on specific content areas and allowed for collaboration among students		This was a tremendous experience and was very beneficial professionally. It allowed for students to grasp the concept of an SGO and other important professional information		3				2						4		3		4		4		4		3		4		Mrs. Willson was very encouraging and made my student teaching experience a great one. She helped me grow professionally in ways that will help me become the best teacher I can be		4		4		3		4		4		Mr. Breckenridge pointed out great things that will help me in the future. He was supportive and informational		4		5		4		4		Each topic had great value		5		4		4		5		The program is well put together and very helpful		Dbaubles@yahoo.com

		Spring		lynchj9@go.stockton.edu		Jessica		Lynch				1		1		1		1		3		1				3		4																								4		4		4		3				3		2		2		4		2		2				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		4				4		3		4		2				3		3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		2				2		3		4		4				3		3		3				Provided adequate preperation prior to entering the teaching program.		Lit development could have focused more on phonics and developing those skills for young children.		Methods of Elem. Math was a little bit of a throw-away course. Could have taken it or left it.		Sometimes a little too long and drawn out for no reason. We were busy!! We didn't want to sit there for so long in long drawn out discussions.		2				2				The School of Education accidentally placed me in Elementary for my first two placements when I was not certified for Middle School (therefore, I could not do my student teaching in Middle School and there is one Middle School requirement). This lead me to be placed in a Middle School classroom last minute after switching with another student. This placement was not optimal for me and was not my strong subject and this caused issues throughout my Intermediate semester since I was taking 6 classes total, expected to complete fieldwork and six lessons, and working 20 hours a weekend part time. I wished my Intermediate semester went a lot differentely.		4		3		3		3		3		4		4		n/a		4		3		4		4		4		n/a		3		2		2		2		n/a		3		4		4		5		n/a		jessicasummerlynch@gmail.com

		Spring		bradle37@go.stockton.edu		Kelsey		Bradley				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		2		3		3				2		2		2		3		2		2				2		3		2		2		3				3		3		2		2		3				3		3		2		3		3		Having more real world experience would have been extremely helpful. Although you went over everything covered in this survey, if we aren't applying it as we learn it isn't as meaningful.		3		3		2		3		3				3		2		3		3				2		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				4		3		2				Great information but being able to apply it would of helped.		Great courses		Focused too much on middle school. Classes should have aligned with placements better.		Great		3				3				Upper township primary was a great experience and it was my first choice.		4		4		3		3		3		4		4		We got along great and she helped me immensely with applying and seeing the knowledge and information I've gained throughout the program. She was a great mentor.		4		4		4		3		4		He was very encouraging and was always available for help when needed. I'm very happy with my experience with Mr.Dolton.		4		4		4		4		Sometimes the information could get confused depending on who you talked to. I also wasn't very happy with the way my preceptor handled his sign ups to meet with him for precepting days. It was first come first serve and since I didn't live on campus I wouldn't get a good slot and it would delay me from signing up for classes.		4		4		4		4		Everything was fine in this area.		Kelseybradley3251@gmail.com

		Spring		mallettj@go.stockton.edu		Jessica		Mallett				1		1		1		1		3														7																		4		4		4		4		Stockton's education program really prepared me to be the best teacher I can possibly be in the future in all aspects!		4		3		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				These courses really prepared me to begin the education program!		The introductory courses were a great beginning to the educ program! They provided us with an effective entrance into the program.		The intermediate classes were excellent, and probably the most helpful. I especially enjoyed Methods!		Student teaching was so difficult, but so rewarding! Stockton highly prepares you for this experience, so it was great!		4				4				I think the school of educ placed everyone to the best of their ability based on each student's choices, and I think it worked out great!		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was extremely helpful!		4		4		4		4		4		I am so lucky to have gotten placed with my cooperating teacher! She was so helpful and absolutely amazing!		5		5		5		5		These services were very helpful in beginning the educ program.		5		5		5		5		I think the Education Program is amazing! I am fully confident to apply for jobs, and become a teacher! I am so prepared thanks to the program!		Jmallett94@aol.com

		Spring		dascherk@go.stockton.edu		Kimberly		Dascher				1		1		1		1		3												6																				3		3		2		3				3		2		2		4		2		2				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		2		3				2		2		4		2		3				4		4		3		3		3				3		2		4		2				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		4		4		4		2				1		2		3		4				3		3		3				EDUC 2241 covers too much material. Although I had a wonderful, kind professor, I felt as though I did not develop a strong grasp on anything. EDUC 3000 was helpful, because it opened our eyes to the rules, expectations, and HIB/legal information for student teaching.		Practices and Techniques was a good class, taught by a great person. I think we should learn a great deal about Danielson and pedagogy during this semester and have it more thoroughly broken down. I know that we went over it many times, but it needs to be heavily reinforced.		I do not feel as though Reading in the Content Area is extremely relevant to math majors. If math majors have to continue taking the course, then I think it should be geared toward math. Not many aspects of this course made sense for us. Our professor was great and very kind, however.     I think Methods of Teaching Math was just an opportunity to get up and practice teaching for 15 minutes every week. That is important, but there needs to be more to the class than that. There also needs to be more feedback from the professors, so student teachers can improve.		I think this was one of the most valuable classes, as we were able to discuss relevant job-related questions, build our portfolios, learn about interviews, etc. Our professor was wonderful.		4				4						4		4		3		2		2		4		4		I think we both grew as individuals and instructors during this time. She became more willing to allow me to take over the classroom by the end of my student teaching. I became more confident in my ability to take over toward the end as well. We worked well together as a team.		4		4		4		4		4		He was a professional, whose feedback was appreciated and valuable.		5		4		3		5		Dr. Boakes was organized and ensured that my classes were always carefully chosen, and that I was on the right track during Precepting.		3		3		3		3		Make it clear about what specific courses are necessary for a BA Math w/ Concentration in Education.		crgirl384@gmail.com

		Spring		carlucc3@go.stockton.edu		Nicole		Carluccio				1		2		1		1				1						4																								4		4		4		4		I originally went to Rowan.. Which is considered more prestigious in terms of their Education Program.... Stockton University has hands down, based in my personal experiences, a more hands on, engaging, and supportive program for prospective teachers. The support staff, such as advisors, preceptors, and professors go above and beyond for the student in the Education Program. My experience at Stockton was nothing less than amazing because we were expected to literally apply what the program was teaching us in diverse ways every single semester.		4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I took these courses at a different university. Except Gateway... Coming from an EDU background Gateway was a waste of my time. I'm sure it was beneficial to people new to the profession.		Very beneficial in terms of how to build lesson plans in Stockton's format. Dina Ciccone was also an amazing Professor.		A lot of this semester felt like a repeat from introductory. The Lit class for middle school is very similar to the lit class required in the intro semester. Dr. Boakes' math class helped a lot when it came to formative assessment during student teaching.		Having the option for full year student teaching was extremely beneficial. I was able to build on my own strengths and weaknesses more because I didn't have to start over and get to know a whole group of students in January. I also spent my break between semesters in December prepping for student teaching since I already knew my students and built expectations for them.		4				4				Full year student teaching is the best way to continuously work on teacher candidates' strengths and weaknesses.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I couldn't have wished for a better cooperating teacher. I was nominated Clinical Intern of the Year and a lot of that has to do with her. Not only what she taught me but also how she allowed me to completely take the wheel of her classroom, experiment with new ideas, and reflect with me on what worked and what didn't.		4		4		4		4		4		My Supervisor was always available and extremely supportive throughout the semester. She was clear on her expectations for me and how I could improve my teaching for her next visit.		5		1		5		5		Dr. White was very helpful.. And if she was unable to answer a question she always found someone else I could talk to who was able to help.		5		5		5		5		My experience in the program was basically perfect.		I was told my Stockton email account will be active forever......... When I picked up my cap and gown on Monday 4/18

		Spring		ferrar11@go.stockton.edu		Steven		Ferrara				2		1		1		1		3														7																		3		4		3		3				2		1		2		2		2		2				2		1		2		2		4				4		2		3		2		2				3		3		4		3		3				4		4		3		4		4				3		3		4		4				3		3		3		3		4		4				4		4		4		3		2				2		2		2		3				4		3		3				Some of them were goo, but it depended on who was doing the teaching.		Disliked going to Atlantic City.		Really good. I would have liked more about what it would be like every single day in the classroom. More idea of what work to give students on a day to day basis.		No more taskstream!!!!!!		2		I had a miserable fieldwork experience.		3				Don't put us with crazy teachers.		3		2		3		2		3		4		2		He was really helpful, day to day.		3		4		3		3		3		Good guy		2		2		2		3		The first workshop can be tweaked to be made better.		4		4		4		4		Get rid of taskstream		no

		Spring		vitranoa@go.stockton.edu		Allyson		Vitrano				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		3		3		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		2				4		3		2		4		4				4		4		2		4		4				4		4		4		3		3				4		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4		2				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I felt these courses prepared me, however, there should have been more technology integration courses.		I felt well prepared with different learning strategies and differentiation.		I felt these classes should have included more pedagogy terms.		This semester prepared me the most out of all education courses.		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Stephanie McKensie was more than I ever could have asked for in a cooperating teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		My college professor addressed my concerns when necessary.		5		5		3		3		My preceptor helped me through the program.		5		4		4		4		Teach more pedagogy terminology.		Vitranoa@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		ksiezopb@go.stockton.edu		Brittany		Ksiezopolski				1		1		1		1		3		1		2																												3		3		2		3		Throughout the program it was awesome to be taught the difference strategies to teaching but they were never taught with actually how you can integrate them into a classroom. They were more so just shown how you can do it rather then actually incorporating it into a daily lesson and class.		3		2		3		3		2		3		Although this is not a special ed undergraduate certification, i think that it would be a lot more beneficial being taught exactly what the difference of a 504 and an IEP. During my student teaching semester i was faced with general questions from my cooperating teaching about 504 or IEP's and was very unsure of what they were or the difference. Also going over how you would bring a child for the child study team. I was very confused on how this process worked.		3		3		3		2		3		I would have liked to get more of an in site of how to talk families or parents during conferences. For example how to come across as stern but still respectful.		2		2		2		3		3				2		3		2		2		2		There are a lot more technology tools and although there is not enough time to actually go through every one, i think that there should be two classes being that technology is such a big component now. One where you would learn general applications and the second being how you can actually incorporate it into the classroom and how to use it.		4		3		2		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		4		2		1		3				3		3		3		3				3		4		2				I thought that the diversity in schools and family was an awesome course to really understand the differences in communitys. EDUC 2241 would be a lot more beneficial if they focused more of on the process of how to classify a student. I do agree that knowing the different disabilities is important but also think knowing exactly how to classify a student will greatly better prepare future teachers. I thought that INTC 2610 was beneficial but would help out more towards the end of the program as you are getting ready for student teaching.I was not in gateway but thought that the ed psych class was very beneficial with the 40 observation hours.		I thought that these classes did give us a lot of ways to incorporate good projects. I thought that EDUC 3105 should be more of how to incorporate these great projects to a class and how to implement them. I thought that EDUC 3200 was a great class.		4610- Was a great class but felt very squished because it tried to incorporate both science and social studies rather then just one like every other class. We talk about how science and social studies are pushed aside and it is here too.I think there should be more of a push on how to make these two classes fun in the short time that teachers are to teach the material.   I thought that the EDUC 4110 was a good class but again how can you incorporate these great skills we learned into an actual classroom. I think too much time is spent on knowing what these concepts are rather then how to actually implement them into your classroom.   I thought that EDUC 4150 was awesome and gave us actual in site on how to use these skills in a classroom. It also gave us much more preparation in using common core and PARCC.		I thought that this course was awesome. Instead of having all these different topics i think that it would be much more beneficial to talk about interviews in more depth and go over how to actually interview. Maybe talk about opening up a classroom on the first day of school. Also talk more about how we get paid. I know retirement is far out of our reach but was shocked when my principal told me that the more certs you have the more you get paid and you make for your retirement. If i would have known this i would have gone for more certs while i was an undergraduate.		3		Helped me realize where i would like to teach.		4		Showed me where i would like to be. I also had an awesome teacher who helped me through and gave me a lot of good advise.				4		4		4		4		4		4		4		nothing my cooperating teacher was nothing but amazing.		4		3		3		4		4		He was nothing but help!		5		5		2		2		I did not get much out of my preceptor advising days.		3		4		4		5		Nothing.		I would not like to give my personal email. But when picking up my cap and gown they have told us that our stockton.edu account will be active for life.

		Spring		sooyl1@go.stockton.edu		Lynn		Sooy				1		4		1		1				1				3		4																								3		3		4		3				3		3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		4				3		3		4		3		3				4		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3		4				4		4		3		4				3		3		3				Sharon Faith was amazing in INTC. I came into my intermediate and student teaching semesters with so much technology background.		Learning to write lesson plans the long way through taskstream was valuable.		I felt that some of the courses were a bit redundant, and there could have been more classroom management instruction.		I felt that the class was very helpful to prepare me for a job interview.  I liked the idea of preparing the cover letter/resume/portfolio and everything involved in the coursework. I felt that the SGO could have been eliminated.		2		It was valuable because the students were amazing. I was a little disappointed that my cooperating teacher was forced to take me and was not interested in having a student teacher.  Additionally, I thought she was inexperienced and not prepared for her job. It ended up being a valuable experience because I learned how Mot to teach.		4				Galloway Township Middle School was a fantastic school to do my student teaching and intermediate placement. The administration was professional, and my cooperating teacher had very high expectations.  I feel that the experience has completely prepared me to have my own classroom.		4		4		3		4		4		3		4		My cooperating teacher set very high expectations for me. It was complicated at times, but it ended up being an extremely valuable experience.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was fantastic and always accessible for any questions I had.  She gave me valuable feedback and encouraged me in times when I needed it most.		5		5		5		5		Kate Juliani and Jeanne DelColle we're always helpful and accessible.		5		5		5		5		I was very happy to continue in my intermediate placement and continue with my student teaching in the same classroom. That was a great system.		Sooyfitness@gmail.com

		Spring		crangan@go.stockton.edu		Nicolette		Cranga				1		1		1		1		3												6																				3		3		2		4				3		2		2		2		1		3				4		4		3		4		3				4		4		4		3		3				3		4		2		3		3				4		4		4		4		3				4		2		4		4				3		4		4		3		4		2				4		4		4		3		2				3		3		4		4				2		2		2				Instructional Technology should incorporate lessons that are more subject area specific. I did not learn a lot of tools that I could apply in my classroom.		I enjoyed having to teach in Atlantic City.		Methods class needs improvement. I did not learn strategies for teaching my subject area.		Perfect.		4				4						2		2		2		1		1		3		2		We had different teaching styles.		3		3		3		3		3		Great advise every time!		2		2		5		5		Norma Boakes was very helpful!		5		5		5		5		Provide more information to the students regarding professional portfolios earlier on in the program.		crangan@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		ramost@go.stockton.edu		Tanya		Ramos				1		1		3		1																																15		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				Courses were very informative and prepared me well for the following semester.		Courses were very informative and opened the doors to teaching in an urban district at the high school level.		Courses were very informative and fieldwork gave me real world experience to teaching my content are at the middle school level.		Really enjoyed this course! It was a great way to keep up with student teaching and answer any questions I had about the teaching profession.		3				3				School of education was very flexible with my placement and I enjoyed my experience.		2		2		2		3		2		3		3		My cooperating teacher was a nice person, but was really unorganized and I felt lost throughout most of my time there.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was amazing. He was very helpful and timely with his evaluations. We always took time to discuss my lessons and reflect on what went well and what needed to be improved.		4		5		4		5		The orientations were the most valuable. They helped prepare me for what was to come.		4		4		4		4		I had a great experience in the Teacher Education program. I would recommend that the program be a little more flexible with commuter students.		Tanyaramos93@gmail.com

		Spring		hustab1@go.stockton.edu		Brianna		Husta				1		1		1		1		3														7																		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				They got me excited to move further in the program		Practices and Techniques was by far my favorite class in the program. My time with Dr. White was invaluable. I couldnt have asked for a better mentor/teacher.		Things seemed to change. Teachers taught/expected different things which sometimes was confusing.		Awesome! Lynne Gale is phenomenal. She really cares about her students learning and success.		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		They were awesome		2		2		3		3		3		Confusing		4		4		4		4		ok		4		4		4		4		Very helpful		no thanks

		Spring		fahrings@go.stockton.edu		Sydni		Fahringer				1		1		1		1		3														7																		4		4		3		3				3		3		3		4		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		3				2		3		3		3				3		3		2		3		3		3				4		4		4		2		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				All courses taught well and provided helpful and useful information		Reviewed a lot about assessment in EDUC 3200 and lesson planning which helped a lot during intermediate and student teaching semesters		All courses taught well, except needed more information and better explanation of differentiation in assessments during seminar		Course was amazing. Learned a lot of very helpful information such as designing SGO's and dealing with problem students.		3				3						3		3		1		2		2		1		1		My cooperating teacher, although a lovely person, was a very new teacher and I felt very unprepared for having a student teacher. I felt that I was not given the opportunity to truly shine as the teacher, as I was never given the option or chance to teach things my way. I was told to teach the lessons the way she wanted them taught, and felt that my creativity was stifled. I was never truly handed the class over to teach the way I would have liked to try and teach the students, and instead, was used more as an assistant or intern to the point that I spent the majority of my time grading and completing my cooperating teacher's daily hall and lunch duties. I was also used to organize her desk and teaching materials, which took time away from allowing me to sit in on other teachers' classes during the free periods we had. I felt that my cooperating teacher was not ready to have a student teacher, as she is a newly tenured teacher, having taught 3 years before I came in.		4		4		4		4		4		Always available when I had questions, and provided very helpful feedback on my lesson plans.		3		4		5		5		None at this time		5		5		5		5		Provide further information on differentiation of instruction and assessment, as I felt that was lacking during intermediate fieldwork		sydni_fahringer@yahoo.com

		Spring		depontet@go.stockton.edu		Taylor		DePonte				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		3		4				3		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Were interested but would  Recommend to make sure students know that gateway is a requirement a head of  Time because I found out last minute and had to take it in the summer in order to start intro on time		Practice and techniques is one of the most influential classes in the program. Learned so  Much in that class. White is a great teacher		Teaching lessons was helpful but actually realized teaching in front of college students and a video camera was a lot more stressful than teaching an actual elementary class		Love how the seminar prepared you for your portfolio. Without this class I would have probably waited until an interview to do my portfolio and would have had an unprepared cover letter, resume etc. Dalton is awesome		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was great. We had a great relationship and I loved how I was able to stay with her for both intermediate and student teaching. I learned so much from her and hope to be as great as she is as a teacher one day		4		4		4		4		4		Super helpful. Had everything submitted on a timely matter. Gave me great feedback that helped me grow as a teacher. Would definitely recommend her as a supervisor.		5		5		5		5		Advising days are definitely helpful because without them I would have been so confused about certain classes, etc		5		5		5		5		I think it is a great education program and would recommend it to anyone		Taydeponte@gmail.com

		Spring		caplanj1@go.stockton.edu		Jordan		Caplan				1		1		1		1		3		1								5																		14				4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3		1		4		I feel as though I was not necessarily taught how to differentiate or modify instruction for ELL students. I had 6 English Language Learners in my student teaching placement, and I was unsure how to go about differentiating the material to meet their needs. I learned from my cooperating teacher and did research on my own, but it would definitely have been beneficial to learn some of this information prior to the intermediate semester and student teaching.		4		4		4		2		4		Possibly instruct students on how to communicate with families. I again learned about this from my cooperating teacher, which is apart of her job as a mentor, but I still think it could be touched upon before student teaching. Especially since student teachers in younger grades come into contact with parents and guardians frequently.		4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4		4				4		2		2		2		3		The only time collecting and analyzing data came up in the curriculum was during the intermediate semester in Curriculum and Methods, and even then I was not taught how to do this effectively. I was essentially shown a chart that a previous student had made, and that was it. I learned about SGO's and collecting data from my cooperating teacher, but I did not learn about it at an in-depth or comprehensive level in the education program. This definitely needs to be addressed early on in the program since it is a central focus in teaching now-a-days.		4		3		2		1		I was told over and over again to use formative assessments, but I was never really taught how to use them as a guide for future lessons. I found myself constantly collecting formative assessments and not even knowing what to do with them or what the next steps would be. I think if you stress formative assessment so much, it should be followed with how to analyze the data that is collected and use those assessments as a resource for future instruction.		2		2		2		4		3		4		Again, more differentiation and modification techniques need to be addressed.		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4				4		4		4				I really enjoyed these courses, and I definitely think they gave me the background needed to succeed as a teacher. Instructional technology was very effective. Educating Students with Special Needs seems like it should be a course for students further into the education program, like in introductory or intermediate. By the time I entered Intro, I could barely remember what I learned from that course.		I think the Intro semester would have been the prime time to introduce differentiation for students with disabilities, as well as English Language Learners. The material in these particular courses was certainly effective, but that information could be added on.		I felt as though Curriculum and Methods was almost a waste of time since it ended up being a synopsis of all of the previous courses. This could be replaced with a class completely dedicated to analyzing formative assessments, differentiation, SGO's, etc. It did include those aspects, but not in depth. The course only glazed over those topics when they should have been the main focal point.		This course was somewhat helpful. I learned some good tips and received lists of many possible interview questions. However, I could have learned all of that information from scrolling through a powerpoint in about an hour. I think it would have been more effective if previous students from the Education Program who went through the same process came in to give us their experiences with getting a job, what the interviews were like, maybe demonstrate a Demo lesson, etc. That would have been extremely effective.		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was wonderful!		4		3		4		4		2		There were times when it was difficult to get in contact with her. She also gave me the days and times that she was going to observe rather than asking what days and times I wanted her to come. I had to follow a pacing plan, so this made it difficult to deliver my most creative and engaging lessons since I had to cater to her schedule. It ended up working out fine, but it was hard to work around.		5		4		4		4		My preceptor was typically unable to answer my questions, but she tried her best and sought out others to help.		4		4		4		4		N/A		jordicap11@gmail.com

		Spring		olivea@go.stockton.edu		Averi		Olive				1		1		1		1														6																				2		4		3		4				4		2		2		4		2		3				4		4		4		4		4				1		2		2		3		4				2		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		2				Gateway was the only course I felt like I didn't get anything out of. I took it in the summer and it seemed unnecessary. The other three courses were very useful and informational. I enjoyed those three a lot.		Practices and techniques definitely helped my lesson plan writing.		Methods was a great class because we taught lessons every week. It got those nervous jitters down. Reading in the content area was a good course as well because it showed me that reading is in all content areas and it's important to focus on those aspects as well in a math classroom.		Student teaching was awesome. The seminar was super helpful and gave great tips to new teachers. It got me started on my portfolio and exposed me to an SGO. I loved student teaching. It was a great experience and I learned so much. I feel prepared for interviews and to teach.		2				3				The urban school district experience was great. I'm happy I got to experience that. I also liked that I got to see high school and middle school. It made me realize I would enjoy teaching middle school as well.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Both of my cooperating teachers were amazing. Both very different styles and allowed me to find my own teaching style while giving advice on a regular basis on how to improve lessons. Both treated me like I was a part of the faculty from the day I started.		4		4		4		4		4		Gave me advice and tips for improving my lessons and classroom management. Very helpful and always available when I needed.		5		3		5		5		Education advisors were always available when needed. Always sending opportunities for education in the community. Never felt like I was lost or didn't know what to do next for my courses.		5		5		5		5		Praxis 2 preparation or tell them to take it early on during their core classes.		Olivea@go.stockton.edu

		Spring		sharkey2@go.stockton.edu		Kelianne		Sharkey				1		1		1		1																														14				4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				2		2		3		3		3		Many of the classes didn't know how to apply what they were teaching to art classes.		4		4		4		4		4		Prepare us more for the praxis test!!!!		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		Same as before good at showing how to use these in normal subjects but not good examples for art.		4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		Great with learning how to self reflect!		4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I would like to have more classes on students with special needs. I feel like there is a big gap in the education system on how to handle situations that happen in real life with students who have special needs.		Loved that we did this in Atlantic city. I learned so much!		This was very helpful! It was the first time I actually got to have a teacher that knew about art education.		Taskstream was not user friendly! I would teach the cooperating teachers more or find a new system!		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I thought she was great! Very kind! She did struggle with taskstream.		4		4		4		4		4		She was awesome too! Very helpful and understanding!		5		5		3		2		Orientation was very helpful.		5		5		5		5		Praxis prep classes would be helpful!		X0okelix0o@aol.com

		Spring		rainier1@go.stockton.edu		Sarah		Rainier				1		1		1		1		3		1				3																										3		3		4		4				3		2		4		4		2		4		I think the program does a good job of making us aware of student differences {cultures, socioeconomic, languages, learning disabilities} but I don't feel that the program focused enough on teaching us different strategies and ways to teach those students. We are aware of the differences, but don't necessarily know what to structure our instruction for them.		3		3		4		3		4				3		2		3		3		4				3		4		4		3		3				4		4		2		4		3		We really didn't focus on ways to have students self-assess themselves. That would be very beneficial.		4		3		4		2				3		4		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		2		4				4		4		2		3				3		3		2		I think that there should be more instruction {conversation} on the variety of educational laws and how they effect what happens in the classroom.		Diversity and Families- This class was a great warm up for the introductory semester and I felt that it really helped me to be culturally aware of how education is different for different cultures.    Educating Students with Special Needs- This class was really disappointing for me. I don't feel like I learned any practical applications on how to effective meet the needs of special needs students in a general classroom setting. I wish there had been practical ways to teach special needs students. This class was just given in lectures and powerpoints and I believe it would have been more beneficial if their was more collaboration and real life educational application. It would also be beneficial to go through the process of how a teacher can refer a student for services.    Instructional Tech- I LOVED this class! I felt that everything that we did in this class was practicial and applicable to teaching in the classroom.    Gateway- I honestly felt that everything that we did in the 4 meetings in Gateway could have been done in 2 sessions.		Lit. Development- I really got a lot out of this class BUT I felt that it would have been much more beneficial to take in the intermediate semester, directly before student teaching. Many of the concepts that would learned about in this class would have clicked more in the intermediate semester.    Practices and Techniques- For the most part, I thought this class was fine. It was dry; lots of power points and information {which I understand is necessary for intro}. I found the grading with the lesson plans during this semester to be VERY subjective. There weren't a lot of opportunities for grades in this semester, I think that more lesson plans should be required. Also, during this class we were supposed to develop a unit and follow 3 students' progress in the field and my class never did either of those things due to our professor and I fell that it put me behind in intermediate.		The major issue that I had with this semester is that we are taking these time consuming classes and we are only getting 2 credits for class, which is not indicative of the amount of time spent.  Methods of teaching MS ELA- I thought that all of the concepts and strategies presented were practical and applicable for the classroom. I really enjoyed this class!     Curric. and Methods- I felt that this class was a waste of my time. It took us 15 weeks to do what we could of accomplished in 4. There was so much time spent of things that weren't that important in the grand scheme of things. This would have been a great opportunity to link assessment and do a full instruction and model of SGO's.    Methods of teaching math- I really enjoyed this class and felt that many of the things that I learned were applicable to the classroom. I felt that we didn't get the time that we deserved with the instructor. The grading in this class was really top heavy with 2 lesson plans equaling 50% of the grade. We should have spent more time going over how to write the type of lesson plan she was looking for.		We really didn't do anything productive in this class. There wasn't anything done in class that couldn't have been done online. The instruction didn't understand the SGO's so he wasn't very helpful in regards to that. It needs to be considered that many student teachers have to leave their placements early to get to this class on time; a class where all of the material could have been on blackboard and had the same effect.		3		From a personal standpoint, I enjoyed getting to build relationships with the students in AC. I believe that it was very beneficial to have an urban experience, but I don't think that it should be required to be AC. Once again, I think consideration needs to be taken for students who lived 55+ minutes away and have to drive there 2-3 days a week! Also, My teacher had a really bad attitude, and it was clear that she didn't want me there at all. Students shouldn't be placed with teachers that don't want them there.		3						4		3		1		2		1		3		4		My cooperating teacher was dealing with a lot of personal issues this semester and was out of my class A LOT. I felt as if I was functioning as a full time teacher with no support or feedback from her. I was very disappointed with the lack of teamwork.		4		3		3		4		3		My supervisor always offered lots of constructive criticism and encouragement.		4		3		5		5		Dr.Boakes was a WONDERFUL preceptor! I probably wouldn't be graduating on time if it wasn't for her!		5		4		4		4		I had experiences dealing with the field placement office {DelColle} that were very dissapointing. I felt like I was being spoken down to and that I wasn't being taken seriously. I was being spoken to as if I was a child {and you shouldn't even talk to children that way} not as an adult.		sweetphilsphanxo@gmail.com

		Spring		vilacham@go.stockton.edu		Maria		Vila Chave				1		2		1		2		2		1																												15		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				2		4		4		4				4		4		4				INTC 2610 didn't provide with additional knowledge of instructional teachnology. But I was able to get more comfortable with Google Apps that I had been using.		These courses prepared me well to teach during student teaching. Content was relevant and current, in some instances, I was better prepared than some professionals in the field.		These courses prepared me well to teach during student teaching. Content was relevant and current, in some instances, I was better prepared than some professionals in the field.		Excellent professor but not sure it was necessary to be on campus for it (vs. being a hybrid course).		4				4				Very pleased with all my placements. However, when we were asked to select our choice districts we were instructed not to choose those where we subbed. Yet when we were completing the paperwork for student teaching I was advised to become a sub in the district.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Without a doubt, my placement and my cooperating teacher have made it possible for me to become the teacher I am now.		4		4		4		4		4		Wonderful and insightful supervisor, coached me to succeed beyond the classroom.		5		5		5		5		Excellent services and resources. Always made me feel valued and answered any questions I had.		4		5		5		4		None. After being in the field and meeting teachers from other colleges, I have realized how well prepared I am thanks to Stockton and the Education Program.		Ceciliavilachave12@gmail.com

		Spring		cocog@go.stockton.edu		Gabrielle		Coco				1		1		1		1		3				2																												3		4		3		2		Stockton thoroughly prepares you to create detailed lesson plans and take each student into account.		3		2		2		2		1		2				3		4		4		3		2				2		2		3		2		3				3		3		2		3		3				4		3		2		3		2				2		2		3		2				2		3		2		3		3		2				2		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		2				The technology class was extremely useful and introduced me to numerous options regarding technology integration. The rest of the classes scratch the surface of a very broad topic.		There was a lot of confusion during this semester. Lesson planning was unclear through the majority of the time spent in class. The classes and expectations did not seem to be cohesive. Ultimately, I did learn many strategies in the literacy class though.		This semester was much smoother. I knew what was expected and was given clear examples. I finally felt ready for student teaching.		I felt the information was useful but could have been given online. Class could have been there for those with problems or questions.		2				3				I had a great experience at Pinelands Junior High. Everyone was extremely welcoming and helpful.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was an awesome cooperating teacher. I felt lucky to have been placed with her. We worked well together and it was a smooth transition as I began to take over her classes.		4		3		3		3		3		He was very supportive throughout the experience. He made me feel much more confident in my teaching.		3		4		5		5		Dr. Boakes is an excellent advisor and is always able and willing to answer questions.		4		2		4		4		It often takes numerous days to receive a response and often these responses are unclear. I found it easier to only communicate with those I knew who would get back to me when needed with accurate information.		Gcoco329@gmail.com

		Spring		jordans2@go.stockton.edu		Sierra		Jordan				1		1		2		1		3														7																		3		4		3		4		More focus on various circumstances in which the learner is in that affect learning. More discussion of urban education and areas with high cases of low socio-economic students/families.		4		4		2		3		2		4				4		3		2		3		4				4		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		2				2		4		4		4				4		4		4				I think that EDUC 1515 only scratched the surface of my racial and cultural aspects of learning and teaching. Their either needs to be another requirement involving racial and cultural sensitivity and awareness of a more in depth discussion in the class. EDUC2241 was great and very informative! Amy Jolly was great! I use nearly all of the tools learned in Professor Ackerman's INTC2610! The connection was truly made when I began student teaching.		Professor White was great in both EDUC 3105 and EDUC 3200! I think that the observations weren't that effective because I didn't observe many of the teaching practices for the lesson scripts. I think it was great to require to go to AC.		Great classes and experience. Would have liked more teaching and planning opportunities to prepare for student teaching.		This class was great and students teaching seamster was great! The entire experience was both challenging and rewarding. The program prepared me for the semester.		2				4				I did a full year placement and I think this was very valuable!		4		3		3		4		4		4		4		He was not hands on, which was fine, but I wish I would have had more guidance. I do however, completely taking over from the beginning offered me a more real experience.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was great! She gave constructive feedback and challenged me to always improve my instruction.		3		4		5		5		Kate Juliani was very valuable!		4		5		5		5		I think that more information about Praxis early on is necessary. Possibly the bootcamp's for praxis core.		sierrajordan81@gmail.com

		Fall		wilbrah1@go.stockton.edu		Mallory		Wilbraham				1		2		1		1		3		1																														3		4		3		3				4		3		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		4		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		3		3		3		3				3		4		4		3				3		2		4		3		4		3				3		4		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		2		3				The technology courses were very helpful in opening my eyes the the numerous resources available for teachers and how they can be used to enhance learning in the classroom. The diversity course contained valuable information that I would not have know if I didn't take the course. I grew up in an area without much diversity so this perspective was helpful.		My literacy course was poorly organized with a professor that did not seem aware of her teaching responsibilities. We played games and activities that could be useful in the classroom but didn't learn much content on teaching students to read and didn't learn many strategies for this area. Educ 3200 was informational. It was a lot of content to cover in on course. We did not spend much time on social studies so I am a little concerned about teaching this subject area but I'm sure I will be fine once I have the curriculum.		Some of these courses I took at WVU and not Stockton so I won't be able to provide feedback for Stockton. I took elementary math however and that was a great course. It really helped me brush up on content for the Praxis exam.		This was the most effective semester. My teacher and I used the co-teaching model which I highly reccomend. I learned many valuable lessons that can't be taught simply in a college course. It was great to be able to apply my knowledge from my courses over past few semesters in the classroom. I felt very prepared from my courses and learned a lot.		3				4				I wish I would of had an extended placement because I loved the time I spent in my student teaching semester. I didn't realize it was possible to find a school around me so it would of been nice to have a school close to my hometown like I did during the student teaching semester.		4		4		4		3		4		4		4		Wonderful teacher. Use of co-teaching model was highly effective.		4		4		4		4		4		Great guy. Taught me a lot and challenged me to improve throughout the semester.		4		4		4		4		My preceptor changed often and it was hard to figure out when and how to sign up for meetings		5		5		5		5		Great program. Thanks for all your help and support.		Mjwilbraham@gmail.com

		Fall		defelic3@go.stockton.edu		Ronald		DeFelice				2		2		1		1		3				2		3																										4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				They were great		Great		Great		Great		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Sarkos was a wonderful cooperating teacher. I was very fortunate to be placed in her classroom and to be allowed to learn from such a highly effective teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Breckenridge was a wonderful cooperating teacher. He always offered advice, support, and feedback. Mr. Breckenridge was always there for me when I needed him.		5		5		5		5		I am pleased with the services I received.		5		5		5		5		The Teacher Education Program does a wonderful job of serving the students in the program.		ronaldjdefelice@gmail.com

		Fall		mountj1@go.stockton.edu		James		Mount				2		2		6		1		3		1		2																												3		3		2		1				3		4		1		2		1		1				3		3		2		1		1				3		1		1		1		2				2		1		2		4		1				3		3		2		2		2				2		2		3		1				2		1		2		2		3		2				2		2		2		1		1				1		3		2		2				1		1		1				No comment, cant remember.		Too rushed with every assignment		extremely rushed. asked to do a history unbit plan with no prior knowledge on how to make history lessons.		went well		1		the fact the everyone had to commute to AC was ridiculous.		2						3		3		3		3		4		3		3		great person.		4		4		2		3		3		Really supportive		1		2		1		1		none		2		2		2		2		none		no thanks

		Fall		maggiob@go.stockton.edu		Bryanna		Maggio				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		2		2		3		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		3		4				3		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		3		4				3		3		4		2				3		3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		3				3		3		3		4				4		4		3				Helped  greatly with use of technology.		Helped greatly with elementary practices, and effective ways of teaching Elem. LAL		Helped greatly with differentiation, and different styles of teaching.		A lot of work, but essential to a successful experience.		4				4				fair and accurate		4		4		4		3		4		4		4		Excellent teacher, very helpful, helping me to be as prepared as possible for future teaching career.		4		3		3		4		4		excellent supervisor, great help.		5		5		5		5		great preceptor		5		5		5		5		very helpful		bryannamaggio@aol.com

		Fall		dowr@go.stockton.edu		Robert		Dow				2		2		1		1		3																8																4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I was in Diversity in Families, Schools, and Communities when it was 3515 with Professor Cleveland and it was informative and a great experience to have prior to placement in Atlantic City public schools.		P&T provided me a solid basis for developing comprehensive lesson plans		Reading in the content area was very helpful in providing me with viable strategies to help students decode the information.		Professor Gale's class was a haven during my student teaching experience. She gave incredible real world advice, and provided us with a sounding board for all our hopes, fears, and concerns.		4				4				3101- New York Avenue School in Atlantic City, NJ.   4600- Manchester Township High School, Manchester Township, NJ.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Helped me develop a rapport with my students that I did not expect to develop so quickly. Provided me with the materials and support to develop and implement engaging activities.		4		4		4		4		4		Assessed me fairly, and always provided sage advice. He has asked me to keep in contact and I plan to.		5		5		4		4		I think I only met with my EDUC preceptor a total of 3 times.		5		4		4		4		Urge Taskstream to streamline their services, especially in regards to evaluations during Student Teaching. The number of lockouts my Supervisor had to deal with was borderline abysmal.		swedishfish0@gmail.com

		Fall		hogbinj@go.stockton.edu		John		Hogbin				2		3		1		1		3																		9		10												2		4		4		3				3		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		2		4		4		2		I was already completely familiar with the content		4		2		2		3		3		I would have preferred to get more of the integration after learning how to structure a lesson, it seemed wasted otherwise.		4		3		2		3		3		learning how to build test questions would have been helpful		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3				1		3		1				no idea		no idea		no idea		It would have been nice to have the class more often if half of them were going to be about SGO's		1				3				I had already been a substitute for several years the introductory sessions were all but pointless.		4		4		4		4		4		2		4		none		4		4		4		4		2		none		3		3		4		4		none		3		3		3		3		none		nope

		Fall		madambac@go.stockton.edu		Christopher		Madamba				2		2		6		1		3																8																3		2		4		4				1		2		1		1		1		1		I came into the program understanding cultural diversity		2		2		1		2		2		Most of my tech in the classroom knowledge came from elective courses, not directly tied to the certification process		1		1		2		1		1		the program did nothing to prepare me to use Common Core or NJCCCS standards.		1		1		1		2		2				1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1				1		1		1				all the pre-professional classes I took were great and did a better job of preparing me to teach than the actual educ program		Atlantic City High School was a horrible place for an 80 experience. The program did absolutely nothing to help me with the problems I was having with my cooperating teacher. I learned nothing from him and he was resistant when I tried to explain I was required to experience certain things during the semester. When I brought this to my professor's attention I was told to keep asking and not offered an alternative.		methods to teaching social studies was horrible, the professor did not show up the first two weeks of class and did no actually grade any of our submitted worked we were automatically given 100s on everything, I was ill prepared for student teaching		I struggled because of the ill preparedness described above		1				4				Atlantic City High School is a horrible place for students to get their first exposer to education		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		none		4		4		4		4		4		none		2		2		2		5		none		2		4		4		4		none		chris.madamba@gmail.com

		Fall		elshoubs@go.stockton.edu		Sara		El-Shobary				1		1		1		1		3		1		2		3		4																								4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Gateway course was one of the best courses that I have ever taken in my life.  It not only changed my way of thinking, but it prepared me for my future as an educator with diverse students. Ms. DelColle really made the course interesting, exciting, informational, and life changing!		I was very unhappy with EDUC 3105.  I felt that I did not learn anything leaving that course.  Not to mention, the professor was not open and willing to help me, her directions and grading were inconsistent, and her demeanor seemed negative and superior.  I wish I could have had more of a take away with this course-- especially because this was the most important aspect in elementary education!!     Given my very stressful time in EDUC 3105, My professor in EDUC 3200 was amazing.  She really helped me like a true professional with what I was dealing with in my other course.  She even went out of her way to offer me feedback, extra knowledge that i should have been learning in my other course, and really showed interest in me.  She involved the whole class in fun engaging activities, and always connected the material that we were learning to our real life situations.  She was always willing to go the extra mile to help us individually; as well as, make sure we all understood everything she was teaching.		Methods of elem math was a great hands on course that helped me teach math in the classroom.  Methods of science/ cirriculum was another very memorable course.  I really like the professor who taught this course.  She was closer in age, down to earth, understanding, and very realistic.  She really took the time to help each and every one of us, and engage us in our own way in the course. She always offered us different ways of thinking, different ideas, and real life stories that could help us in our own ways.  If we had questions not pertaining to her course, she would go out of her way to make sure she found the answers and then more.  Her activities are some of my most memorable, and I used them during student teaching! Defiantly recommend this course and teacher.  She helped us with the new coming science curricula.		Everything went well.  I really liked how we got to talk with other students in our grade and share our stories and ideas.		4				1		EDU LAL was NOT VALUABLE		Ms. DelColle was amazing at getting my placements.  She not only personalized them, because she took the time to get to know me, but she took into consideration my commuting time, too.  I was placed in Brighton Ave.  Please be very careful with the next students places in this school.  Safety is a very big concern.  They do not have a parking lot, so I was parking in the Tropicana.  I was approached several times by strangers in the parking garage, and on my walk to the school.  One time in particular, I had a man come out of an allyway and grab my purse.  As i kept walking and resisting him, he grabbed my arms in an attempt to pull me into the ally.  Luckily, one of my 6yr old students yelled at the man and told me "you need to take a different way to school in the morning, they get used to you".		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I couldn't be any more thankful for my cooperating teacher.  She is truly a great teacher, mentor, role model, and friend.  She always included me, made me feel welcome, and accepted me.  She was always willing to help me on the spot, aid me in any crazy ideas that I had, and was extreamly OPEN to me trying new things in the classroom.  She was a perfect assistant/ was always there when I fell.  She never used any negative tones or words.  She would always go out of her way to help me with school, teaching, and my own personal life. I left school happy.  I woke up every morning eager to go to the school.  She fostered the perfect environment for all of us to learn, grow, and experience life.   She went the extra mile to make me feel comfortable, invest in my life, and care about me.  She would even , make me a PB&J sandwich EVERY morning, because she knew I loved them.  That's a great teacher, and I am so lucky to have worker with her.  She made me feel more prepared to teach than ever before.		4		4		4		4		4		He was always pleasant and very professional.  He really offered me great constructive criticism with good techniques and examples, too.  He was always very fast with communication, and always kept an eye out for me to make sure my experience was 110%.  He was very organized and really opened my eyes to my strengths and weaknesses.  Great mentor!		5		5		5		3		My preceptor was not in the education department and was not knowledgable with many of the courses that I needed to take, or adjusting my CAPP.  Luckily, I would contact Ms. DelColle, and she would really fix things for me, and help my preceptor, too.  This was very stressful in the beginning.  I think Education preceptors should go with students in the education department.		5		5		5		5		NOTE: THIS COMMENT IS REGARDING MY FIRST COOPERATING TEACHER--- *NOT* MY SECOND.   Cooperating teachers make a difference.  In the beginning, I was very close to dropping out of the program, and had made the decision that I never wanted to become an educator.  My first cooperating teacher was not fit for a co-teaching model.  I think there should be a better monitoring process to make sure both the teacher and student are fit for their models.  My situation- my cooperating teacher was not a very good model- though I learned some things not to do, I had more experience in my observational semester.  My cooperating teacher would not release control, was not organized, was very negative to myself and the students, and often talked down to me instead of treating me like an equal/professional.    It was a nightmare.  Thankfully, Ms. DelColle was there for me every step of the way, and gave me the guidance and support that I needed.		Chancesara@aol.com

		Fall		burrn@go.stockton.edu		Nicolaus		Burr				2		1		1		1		3		1														8																3		3		4		4				3		3		4		4		3		4				3		3		4		4		4				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		4				3		4		3		3		4				4		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		4		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		3		3		4				3		3		3				These courses prepared me for understanding the diversity present in the school systems as in terms of ethnic, communities, and learning abilities.		This course out of all my courses at Stockton really inspired me to become an educator. Dr. White is a fantastic educator who allowed me to understand the purpose of teaching and what I can do to make a difference.		The intermediate semester was a crucial course. During this semester I was able to begin teaching some of my first lessons. The content of the course really critiqued my work ethic in terms of developing lesson plans and teaching style.		The Student Teaching Semester definitely prepared me for career in education. Going over the role of teachers and how we can apply everything we have learned thus far to our current classes has been a valuable resource. Also the course has prepared us for hiring experience quite well and has instilled confidence in my abilities to secure a job in the future.		4				3				Atlantic City Alternative High school. Toms River Intermediate Middle School North.		3		2		3		3		2		4		3		Thankful to have a cooperating teacher who really identified the realities of teaching.		4		4		4		3		4		Dr. Flynn has been a great help to developing my approach to education. His experience has guided me to understanding what it means to be a relevant educator in the twenty first century.		4		5		5		5		Dr.Bokes is a great adviser. She has assisted me in understanding what I need to graduate. Great Help.		4		4		5		4		I do not know at this time.		nicolausburr@hotmail.com

		Fall		fosterj5@go.stockton.edu		Justine		Foster				1		2		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I believe these courses have helped in my development. I have continually used the invaluable resources from my INTC 2610 class both in my classroom and in my everyday life. I believe that could should always be a requirement! I believe the Gateway course was tedious throughout, but I understand that there should be something in place to ensure that students are taking all the appropriate steps, I only wish that there was not as much busy work throughout or the same lectures on how to be professionals. Educating Students With Special Needs, EDUC 2241, was such a special course for me and I will definitely be pursuing a masters degree in special education because of it.		The introductory semester was exactly what it was supposed to be. The program felt flipped, however, since most of us were in middle school placements, but we were learning about lower elementary material. I wish it were aligned with what placement we had so we could apply our knowledge better while we were in our 80 hours in classrooms. I think the professors were fabulous and have such a passion for teaching that is beyond anything I have ever seen. This introductory semester is exactly what it should be in that it draws out the passion we have along with inspires us to become better teachers for our whole careers.		The intermediate semester seems so long ago at this point. It was such an informational semester with some amazing professors. I believe I grew so much in this semester. As much as I disliked conducting lessons in front of my peers, after much reflection of it, I see so much growth in myself and in my peers. Everything that was taught to us had such purpose behind it and I truly appreciated that.		My Student Teaching Seminar course was needed in a way. I enjoyed the panel discussion and the information as to what to put in a portfolio. The rest of the class-time I felt as if it was a waste since it reiterated a lot of what we already learned throughout our time in the program.		2				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I could not have asked for a better placement with a better cooperating teacher. From the moment I stepped into Mrs. Urban's classroom, I felt welcome and as if I belonged there. From there, I was able to observe lessons that engaged students in such smart and and tactful ways. This allowed me such a great base of support to built upon as I conducted my own lessons under her careful supervision. She provided me with unbelievable support and feedback throughout my time there. Throughout my time I felt more and more confident everyday until I was able to take over the classroom. I cannot rave enough about how I believe this was all possible thanks to a wonderful cooperating teacher. I will truly miss her and her wonderful classroom! Any student teacher will be lucky to have her!!		4		4		4		4		4		My college supervisor, Mr. Bonnani has been such an invaluable source in my time as a student teacher. Through the conferences with him after my lessons, I had learned so much about not only about my lessons, but about myself as I conducted them. He always took such detailed notes and ensured that he gave positive and constructive criticism that helped me grow as a teacher. He always carries himself in such a professional manner and provided me with additional information such as a whole presentation on dyslexia in which I showed interest. This meant so much to me since he listened to me and remembered my interest enough to send me additional information on the topic. He is such a wonderful supervisor and he not only considers his student, but also the cooperating teacher, students, school, etc. He always taught me such important lessons that were not only for short term, but for my years ahead. Mr. Bonanni is meant to be a supervisor!! I wish I could have him observe me in my future classroom just to continue to hear all the valuable input he always provides!		5		5		5		5		My preceptor is so efficient in everything she does! She ensured that I was always on the right path and never wasted a spare moment!		5		5		5		4		There is a lot of information in the program, so ensuring that it is always organized when provided to students will be such a big help to their success!		JJFost@gmail.com

		Fall		rochem3@go.stockton.edu		Molly		Roche				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		3		4		3				4		4		3		3		3		4				4		4		3		3		4				3		3		3		3		4				3		3		3		4		3				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		4		3				3		3		2		4		3		3				3		4		4		4		3				3		3		4		3				3		3		3				These courses taught me how to incorporate technology into the classroom and opened my eyes to all of the resources out there available to teachers.  These courses also focused on diversity and how it affects the classroom.  I was taught how to become knowledgeable about diversities, such as disabilities, race, religion, etc. that could be seen in my classroom and how to deal with them.		The courses in the introductory semester focused on literacy and effective teaching practices and techniques.  I learned various strategies for teaching reading, comprehension, vocabulary, and writing.  I also learned how to successfully plan, implement, and reflect my teaching.  These courses focused on student based learning, including how to implement meaningful learning activities.		These courses were successful with teaching us how to implement inquiry based lessons for both social studies and science.  We were able to practice teaching lessons and received feedback for the lessons we taught.  We learned about differentiating, but I think that topic could have went into further detail.  Teaching elementary math was a great course which allowed us to learn how to implement math manipulative in the classroom.		The student teaching seminar course was helpful during student teaching.  The seminar gave us a chance to talk about our student teaching experiences and allowed us to give each other feedback.  I think it was very helpful that we had school principal's come in to speak and allow us to ask questions.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was very helpful and encouraging.  She answered all of my questions and provided feedback on a regular basis.  She demonstrated highly effective teaching strategies and classroom management procedures.  Melissa was more than willing to allow me to take over her classroom and responsibilities.  I got very lucky!!!		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was very helpful during my student teaching experience.  She provided useful feedback on every lesson and always gave me useful advice/ideas to try in future lessons.  She had high but realistic expectations that she helped me to achieve.		5		4		5		5		The School of Education was very accessible and easy to work with.		4		4		4		4		I think the Teacher Education Program does an excellent job at serving the students in the program.  I do not have any recommendations at this time.		rochem3@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		stk30147@go.stockton.edu		David		Wright				2		7		5		1		3																8																4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		3		3				Do not have anything to say one way or the other		i did not get along with my co-op teacher at ACHS.  the experience was not helpful		The history seminar was helpful because i got to work with people doing the same thing.  the intermediate class was ok.		I believe to succeed in this course you need a good co-op teacher and a good observer.  from the things i heard in class everyone did not have people helping them succeed		3		mixed feelings.  the class at stockton was helpful.  the work in ACHS was not		3		my co-op taught me a lot.  the class at stockton was ok		i did not have a good experience at ACHS.  i feel the teacher did not want me or show me anything other than how to push play on a dvr		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		great guy and knowledgeable.  willing to allow me to do most of the work without interfering.		4		4		4		4		4		gave great comments without discouraging my work		5		5		4		4		i liked that it allowed me to met my co-op before i walked into the school.		5		5		5		5		everyone in the office has been very helpful as i moved along in the process		ivymutt@comcast.net

		Fall		stk38891@go.stockton.edu		Amanda		Vaccaro				1		2		1		1		3		1																														4		4		3		3				3		3		4		4		3		4				3		4		4		3		4				4		3		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		4		4				4		4		3		3				3		3		3		4		4		4				3		4		4		3		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		4				EDUC1515: there were a lot of reading and assignments in this course, but it provided a good foundation for understanding the diversity aspect in schools. EDUC2241: I thoroughly enjoyed this course. I learned a lot from it. INTC2610: I did not learn much from this course. The projects were repetitive and classes were not productive. EDUC3000: I did not take this course. I took a course equivalent to it and it was very helpful.		Both of these courses were helpful. I thought that Dr Cydis was a great instructor.		EDUC 4110 Methods of Teaching English LAL: there was a lot of work and reading in this course , but it was helpful. The professor had very high expectations of us which made us work harder. EDUC 4150 Methods of Teaching Elem Math: I learned a lot about using manipulative and integrating literature in the subject of mathematics. EDUC 4610 Curriculum & Methods of Elem Ed: I liked how Dr. Lebak taught us the techniques and then applied them to the class, having us participate in them hand on.		I thought the seminar helped prepare us for the interview process. We were able to share out experiences in the classroom as well, which was beneficial.		3				4						3		3		3		2		2		4		3		I wish that I would received more feedback when giving lessons. I also felt out of the loop at times in regards to the students' schedules for PT, OT, etc., which made it difficult when there was a substitute. I would have liked to designed some lessons together prior to going on my own.		4		4		4		4		4		I thought my supervisor helped me greatly during my student teaching semester. When I needed advice or help, he was eager to assist me in any way he could.		5		4		3		3		The first meeting was very helpful. It was nice to sit down and talk about what to expect throughout the semester. Meeting our cooperating teachers during this meeting was a nice touch as well.		4		4		4		4		The staff was very quick to answer any concerns or questions that I had.		amanda.v.vaccaro@gmail.com

		Fall		lawc1@go.stockton.edu		Cheri		Law				1		4		1		1				1																														4		3		3		3				4		4		3		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				For my EDUC 2241 class, I feel I learned so much from my professor about special needs. Not just what the needs may be ie; learning disability, physical or mental disabilities etc..., but how to deal with and teach such students as well. I feel this particular class should be a requirement for all Student teacher canidates even if they are not seeking a special ed. cert. Many teachers will benefit from knowing the signs of different disabilities so they can properly document and report any problems they foresee.		For my EDUC 3105 class, I feel as though the professor spoke to us students as though we had already heard of the information she was supposed to teach us. When I steped into a ELA class this fall I honestly was not prepared for the terminology or materials of the class. Even though I passed the class I feel as though (as Meg White would say) "borrowed the information for the tests and assignments". For the EDU3200 class, I feel I learned a lot. It was my turning point for myself to get organized and manage my time better. Dr. White was tough on me but she made me a better person, student and teacher for it! There were a lot of assignments expected in such a short time frame and it really pushed me. If I could recommend one (or two) things it would be to get rid of one of the reflections and to get rid of one of the flipped lessons. The flipped lesson I found extremely difficult at this level, maybe move them or some of them to the Intermediate semester when we are learning more and more about how to create an inquiry lesson.		For all the courses in the intermediate semester I feel I learned the most about teaching. The 4120 class' professor was excited about teaching us different tools to teach language arts in the middle grades. She even had us do our own project that a middle school (or high school) student may do. She gave us many tools that we will be able to use in the future, not just in an ELA class but many others as well.		I like that there weren't many assignments that needed to be handed in for the final semester, we had enough to worry about for the job at hand. I do wish I had learned a little bit more about SGOs before this semester, maybe how to fill out the state's forms.... I think one should be done as a class in one of the courses in the intermediate semester, or one in each of the classes.		4				4				I don't think I would change anything. I myself did not have any issues with any of my placements. One suggestion would be.... If the school is requiring all student teacher canidates be placed in Atlantic City for a semester, then maybe give the option to have it be either the introductory or intermediate. I think I would have liked to have tried to teach a lesson in the AC class I was placed in.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Kyle is an amazing teacher, she has taught me so much in the 15 weeks I have been here. From day one she was welcoming and accepted my feedback as well. I hope she continues to accept student teachers into her classroom, I feel many would benefit from her knowledge and experience.		4		4		4		4		4		Dr. Lippmann was very supportive in all aspects of my student teaching. She was fair and precise in her evaluations and always offered feedback.		5		5		5		5		My assigned preceptor was Norma Boakes, she was amazing. No matter the time of day or night, I knew I could email her and get a quick response. I am a question asker and she was always willing to answer every single one of them with out hesitation. She almost always knew the answers to the questions being asked and if she didn't, she did not try to dance around it. She would admit she didn't know and go find out right away, especially during office hours when she knew who ever had the answer was around the corner.		5		5		5		3		Many of the dated on the program website were not updated until very late. It would have been nice to have important dated ahead of time so we could have planned accordingly. It was difficult to plan my last day at my job because of this, I had to put my notice in  and stop working a week earlier than needed because I knew dates were coming up but didn't know exactly when.		lawc1@go.stockton.edu  cheriwdavel@aol.com

		Fall		reevest@go.stockton.edu		Taylor		Reeves				1		1		1		1				1																														3		4		4		3				4		4		2		4		2		3				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		3		3				3		4		3		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		2		3				4		4		4		4				2		4		2				INTC 2610 was a great class. It really broadened my horizons on how to incorporate it in the classroom. I wish I hadn't taken it so long ago so I could remember more. EDUC 2241 I feel could use some work. It would have been useful if we had gone over IEP's and 504's more in depth. Those are both things we will encounter in the teacher life and having more familiarity with them would be more useful.		EDUC 3200, Dr. White taught me how to write lesson plans front to back!!!!! I feel like a master. In addition she has end tilled the variety of learner see may encounter. EDUC 3105 was enlightening on how the younger grades operate.		EDUC 4150 taught me how to use manipulative for hands on math. It allows for learning to be engaging and cooperative. EDUC 4110 showed me how a middle school classroom works. I learned about differentiation for students.		I chose the cooperative teaching method for my student teaching. The only negative about this route is that I feel I will not be fully prepared for handling a classroom from start to finish on my own. However on the other hand I learned how to work cooperatively with a team member.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Taught me how to teach outside the box. I have learned how to make learning fun.		4		4		4		4		4		The feedback was clear and concise. Always had positive and constructive feedback available. Always complemented me when deserved.		3		5		3		5		Great job.		5		5		5		5		Always knew where to go for an answer.		Taylreeves@gmail.com

		Fall		ruffr1@go.stockton.edu		Rileigh		Ruff				1		1		1		1		3		1				3								7																		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		3		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				All of these courses were beneficial to me during my student teaching semester. I learned so much in the technology class and that really helped me during student teaching. I was able to assist the tech director on Google apps and I wouldn't have been able to do that without this course.		Practices and techniques was very helpful because it helped me to write a perfect lesson plan. I also learned the different types of lessons, assessments, and so much more!		I really enjoyed taking these courses because it focused on one subject area at a time. We really got to learn in depth all the different strategies that could be used in different subjects and spend more time discussing different ways to teach certain aspects of that subject.		Student teaching seminar was great as well. I do wish we discussed SGOs more in detail. I know SGOs are "our own" but it would have been helpful to maybe do a sample one as a whole class and go into more depth with it. Other than that, seminar was very helpful. Especially with the interview process. I learned so much about being interviewed and fixing my resume and for that I am very thankful!		4				4				I think the Atlantic City experience was very helpful for me. My only comment would be to try and get the first options. I was placed in my third option and that ended up being an hour away, 3 times a week and I was already commuting to Stockton the other two days which is an hour and 20 minutes.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was probably the best cooperating teacher I could ever ask for. She was very helpful in ensuring that I was teaching to my best abilities. She not only taught me, but challenged me as well. She made me feel welcomed from day one and I honestly couldn't have asked for anyone better. She encouraged me to reach out to other teachers and administrators to share my ideas. She is definitely someone I will keep in touch with and continue to learn from.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was very helpful in giving feedback on my lessons before they were taught. She gave me ideas to try and I was able to incorporate them into my lessons. She always was helpful in making me think of different ways to teach different children. It was a pleasure working with her and I will continue to keep in touch with her as well. I loved learned from her and sharing our ideas.		5		3		4		5		The services above were a great deal of help to ensure I had a successful time during my time in the Education Program at Stockton.		4		5		5		4		I have not had any problems so far with the Teacher Education Program. I always had the right information when needed and everyone is always open to help.		rileigh.j.ruff@gmail.com

		Fall		dunleavd@go.stockton.edu		David		Dunleavy				2		2		3		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				.		.		.		.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		.		4		4		4		4		4		.		5		5		5		5		.		5		5		5		5		.		.

		Fall		davisa21@go.stockton.edu		Abigail		Davis				1		1		1		1														6																				3		2		4		4		While student teaching, I find that I struggle with determining what is appropriate for assessments, what is too much or too little. In other words, it is difficult to plan appropriate instruction for all of my learners strengths and weaknesses.		3		3		3		4		2		3		While student teaching, an ELL students came into our classroom. I was so nervous that this type of student that was spoken of so vaguely came into my classroom. I feel like I do not fully know how to reach her (aside from the language barrier). It may be helpful to speak with a graduated ELL student so that we know what is offensive, what is helpful, etc.		4		4		4		3		4				3		2		2		3		2		The level and type of math studied in college is different than that of math taught at the secondary level. That transition this semester was difficult and will continue to be difficult for each math class I teach. It would be helpful to have a class in college to make the transition from being the student of a math class, to the teacher in emphasizing the important key concepts.		3		4		4		4		4		Methods of Teaching Math and Science gave me the knowledge and level of understanding to be able to rate these questions so highly.		3		3		3		3		4				2		3		4		4				3		4		3		4		4		4				2		4		3		3		3				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				1515 was one of my favorite courses at Stockton. It is helpful to understand cross cultural differences.   2610 was another great course to allow future teachers to explore ways that technology can be incorporated.		3200 was very helpful in understanding different aspects of lesson planning.		4120 was a little redundant for Math and Science candidates. This class could be modified to help understand ELL students. OR based on a candidates curriculum to help understand standards or meaningful concepts in the area.  460X of Math/Science was very helpful in becoming comfortable teaching, and finding new strategies.		It was helpful that the course could be molded to what we needed as a class. Maybe more discussion on life after Student Teaching could be helpful.		4		This course was helpful in gaining confidence simply being inside a classroom not as a student.		4		There is great value in having to teach lessons at this stage. Paired with Methods, I feel that I was prepared for student teaching in terms of actually teaching. During this course it might be helpful to look at what is important to your cooperating teacher's lesson plans as part of the coursework.		I thoroughly enjoy having a 'sort of' say in this decision. It would be helpful to be a part of the timeline however. I had great anxiety waiting for my placement, waiting for email replies, etc. This could have been alleviated by being "kept in the loop."		4		4		3		4		3		3		4		It was very helpful being placed with my co-op for a whole year.		4		4		3		3		4		Accessibility was a major positive with my supervisor. Every time I had a question, or needed support he responded quickly. I felt that he fully supported me and wanted me to succeed.		4		5		3		4		Advising days were helpful in meeting for my placements. My preceptor met my expectations. More interactions may be helpful, especially as a transfer student.		4		4		5		4		The faculty was always attentive to whom came through the door and looked forward to meeting or helping them.		akdavis1993@gmail.com

		Fall		gerberd2@go.stockton.edu		Deanna		Gerber				1		1		1		1				1				3		4																								2		3		2		2		I would have like to learn more ways of accommodating ESL students.		3		3		2		3		2		3				3		3		3		2		3				2		3		4		2		3				2		2		3		2		2				4		2		1		2		1				3		3		2		3				3		2		3		2		2		4				2		3		2		1		1				1		3		3		2				2		2		2				I thought the Instructional Technology for Teachers course was helpful.  However, I would have liked to do more with the Smartboard since it is a tool that is very prevalent in the classroom.  It would have been helpful to learn more of the Smartboard's features and what it can do.		I really liked how these courses stressed the different models of instruction.  However, I would have liked to spend more time on learning how to incorporate inquiry based learning.  If more time was spent on this model, I think I would feel more comfortable with using it.		All of these courses were helpful.  I liked how all of the subject areas were covered in this semester.  One thing that I would suggest would be to spend more time talking about ways to differentiate in the classroom among learners.		I really enjoyed the Student Teaching Seminar.  It was great being able to share my experiences with other people and hear about their experiences too.  One thing I would suggest would be to spend more time talking about how to develop SGOs.  We were told to create one, but we did not get much instruction as to how to do it.  Also I would have liked to learn about different grading systems and rubrics that are used in schools today.  I think it would have been beneficial for everyone to do a mock interview, so they know what to expect.		3				3				As much as I was regretting going to Atlantic City at first, I ended up not minding very much at all.  I think it was a good experience for me, and it helped me see what it would be like working in a city school.		4		4		3		3		1		1		2		At times it was a challenge to work with her because she would not always talk to me in the nicest tone.  Also at times she would talk to my supervisor about things before she even talked to me.  Although there were some rough times, I did appreciate my cooperating teacher's willingness to work with me.		3		3		2		3		4		She was very pleasant to work with, and I also appreciated her flexibility.		3		4		5		5		It would be helpful if the advising appointments would be longer.		5		4		4		4		It would be a good idea to offer more of the Praxis Boot Camp days.  The program may want to consider extending the Middle School Endorsement window from one to two years after graduation.		DeannaRGerber@comcast.net

		Fall		badajozn@go.stockton.edu		Nataly		Badajoz				1		2		3		1		3		1		2																												4		4		4		4				3		3		3		4		4		3				3		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		3				4		3		4		3				4		4		3				I thought these courses were a great basis for what the intro to education classes had to offer.		The intro semester was a great way to learn about the education process and served as a platform to launch into intermediate semester.		Intermediate semester was a way to experience what student teaching was going to be like.		Student teaching was the best experience I've had this far throughout the Education program. This semester has truly taught me what teaching will be like in the future and was able to show me how rewarding it will be.		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was so helpful throughout this experience. She had no hesitation to have me take lead when it was time for me to and provided all the tools necessary for me to succeed.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was such a nice person. She was professional, and so encouraging. She was able to give me advice when I needed it and offered constructive criticism that allowed me to progress.		5		5		3		4		I did not meet with my preceptor this semester.		5		5		5		5		I believe that there should be a workshop before the student  teaching begins that tells you how it will exactly be. There was a meeting before the process but I felt it was mainly focused on meeting the supervisor.		badajozn@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		duttweia@go.stockton.edu		Ademir		Duttweiler				2		4		1		1		3												6																				4		4		4		4				4		3		2		3		2		2				3		4		4		3		3				3		3		2		3		3				2		3		3		3		2				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		4				4				N/A		3		3		2		3		2		2		4		N/A		4		4		4		4		4		Supervisor was always available to answer my questions/concerns; always provided timely feedback on everything.		3		3		3		3		N/A		4		5		5		4		N/A		ademirduttweiler@gmail.com

		Fall		mille142@go.stockton.edu		Leighann		Miller				1		1		1		1				1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		I learned so much in the education program at Stockton! The professors were fantastic!		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I learned a lot from EDUC 2241. The professor was so passionate about her job, it made me want to learn about the different types of disabilities.		It was very hands on.		Professors were well knowledgeable and had fun with the material.		I learned so much during my 15 weeks of student teaching. When classes met for the seminar, the professor was great at facilitating discussions in the classroom.		3				4		I learned a lot of hands on lessons for Science and Social Studies!		I absolutely loved the district I was in! The teachers at my school district were so welcoming. Right away, I felt like I belonged at their school.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Even though we did the traditional model, we worked together as a team. In turn, this made our class run so smoothly.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Adamski was a pleasure to have as a supervisor. He provided me with great feedback, and I always felt comfortable when he came to observe me. I am so glad I got to meet him!		4		5		4		4		Preceptorial Advising Days are only valuable when people go, and take advantage of it.		5		5		5		5		There was always someone in the office.		leighann_miller91@yahoo.com

		Fall		garmanj@go.stockton.edu		Jessica		Garman				1		2		1		1		3		1																														3		4		4		4		I was unaware I was walking into a classroom with almost have the class with IEPs.  This scared me more than anything, but it has opened my eyes in so many ways. It was an amazing opportunity to work with these students, and practice making tons of modifications throughout each lesson whether it was planned or modified as the day went on.		4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		I believe I learned most of my knowledge through the process of working with the children hands on, compared to sitting through a class n campus. It is more believable when you are actually in the classroom.		2		3		3		3		3				3		4		4		3		4				3		4		4		3		4				4		3		3		4		I wish I learned more about unit building because it helps see the bigger picture.		4		4		4		4		4		3				3		3		4		4		2				2		3		4		3				4		3		4				I wish I could become more aware about children with IEP's and 504's, and how to make proper modifications		I think this semester future students should be required to visit more than one grade level in order to see where their heart is.		Excellent course yet I wish I learned more about how to create unit plans. I was given one opportunity to build a unit, and it was on a topic that gave me no justice to which I have used yet.		This is by far the best semester, and where I gained my most knowledge. The supervisors were extremely helpful, and I am so privileged to have had a great experience in a great school district.		2				3				keep as is		4		4		3		4		4		3		3		She was great and treated me like part of their grade level team.		4		4		4		4		4		I could not have asked for a better supervisor. Kathy Revelle is an excellent role model to keep around.		5		5		5		4		Excellent		5		5		5		5		I think keeping a opened communication is reasonable		garmanj25@gmail.com

		Fall		hughes29@go.stockton.edu		Michael		Hughes				2		2		1		1		3		1																														4		4		3		4				4		3		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		3		3				3		4		4		3		4				3		3		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		3		3				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		3				I thought all of these courses were very helpful as they prepared me for my fieldwork. EDUC 3000 was a great way to make sure us students completed all the necessary documents in order to begin our fieldwork. It was very helpful going over HIB policy and other important content before beginning the fieldwork.		I found the introductory semester to be very helpful. It was very beneficial to complete 80 hours of field work while completing the complimentary college classes. As a student I was able to relate course content to the real life experience I was having in fieldwork.		The intermediate semester is when I began to feel like a teacher, as I taught multiple lessons. The course work that complimented the fieldwork was very helpful. As a student I was able to take what I was learning in class, and test it out in the field.		I found the student teaching seminar to be one of the highlights of my weeks. Student teaching was very challenging mentally. I was able to find motivation and continue giving my best effort thanks to the student seminar.		3				4						3		3		3		3		3		2		3		My cooperating teacher was very helpful, sometimes I felt like she lacked confidence in me though.		4		4		4		4		2		My supervisor helped me out a lot through out this semester. It wasn't always easy to contact her though.		5		5		5		5		I found my preceptor to be the most helpful out of all these experiences.		5		5		5		5		I think Stockton's School of Education program is excellent.		Michaelhughes428@yahoo.com

		Fall		toudye@go.stockton.edu		Evan		Toudy				2		1		1		1				1																														2		3		3		2		Some professors of Stockton's Education program were more focused on fulfilling their own agendas. I learned a lot, but primarily from fieldwork experience. Expectations were often times unreasonable.		2		3		2		3		1		2		Differentiation was discussed in class and on Taskstream. Specific ideas were rarely given. Students were required to generate our own ideas. Providing future teachers with specific ideas for lesson plans to accommodate special needs will be highly beneficial to be implemented in fieldwork and student teaching.		3		3		2		2		4		A high emphasis on technology was taught, which is positive. I would advise future professors to bring in personal experience into the college classroom. Hypothetical situations and unrealistic goals will not benefit future teacher and/or students.		3		3		3		3		4		This was one of the program's greatest strengths. I felt like my content was high. Stockton has boot camp training sessions to help students pass their Praxis exams. I would incorporate more content with the actual teacher education program though. A lot of focus on pedagogy, but integrating content into each lesson is paramount in the education process.		2		3		4		3		3		The newest trend in education is the inquiry model of teaching. Stockton did a decent job conveying this in the classroom. It might be advantageous to include classroom management strategies that need to be tried in classes where inquiry based learning is taught in urban districts where students are not intrinsically motivated to learn.		3		2		2		2		4		There is a lacking component of idea generation. It would be very helpful to provide future teachers with specific ideas for checking for understanding and giving feedback in a meaningful way.		2		2		3		3		Stockton's education program continued to focus on use of manipulatives. These are important; however, not the solve all. In the introductory semester, we had the interviews which helped student teachers and observers see what resources they naturally use in their everyday practice. The overall comment here is it'd be nice to have more specific examples of resources to use in our career.		3		4		3		3		2		4				4		4		3		4		1		Diversity and culture were rarely mentioned in the program. On the other hand, Stockton promotes reflection in teaching very strongly. This was helpful as I taught lesson to lesson, particularly in the beginning.		2		3		2		3				1		1		1				Educating Students with Special Needs- I had a great professor who taught us concepts well. She was caring and I really gained an appreciation for small group instruction and special education from her class.    Instructional Technology - I felt ill equipped coming out of this class. More time was spent talking about how highly qualified the professor was and all the accomplishments she had done, than there was on teaching us much. She showed us how to get onto websites on the smart board, but barely gave us time to grasp onto concepts. I learned; however,  had to do a lot of self instruction in order to gain success in this class.		Practices and Techniques of Teaching - I learned the basics of making a lesson plan. We were asked to give our first demo lesson during this semester. I was given a base of knowledge, but struggled to understand the art of making lessons in this class. The professor was not helpful. She was highly critical, sarcastic, and condescending. She mocked a student who had a speech impediment. Unfortunately, she was a poor example of an educator.   Literacy Development- On the other hand, I gained a lot of knowledge and practical skills in this class. The professor was gentle, kind, and understanding. She taught me a lot and showed me how a teacher should be through her very actions. Coming out of this class, I walked away feeling confident in teaching and evaluating a students' reading level. A very competent professor and educator. She was and still is a tremendous asset to Stockton University!		Curr. of Teaching Elementary Math- The instructor was very hands-on and helpful. She really showed us how to implement manipulatives in the classroom well. I learned how to properly execute a lesson by doing demo lessons. She gave immediate feedback, which I found helpful to my future teaching career.    Curr. and Methods- I walked away from this class close to leaving the teaching profession. For being a semester away from student teaching, the quality of education I received from this class was very poor. The professor cared very little about the education of future teachers. She was passive aggressive and made it difficult to learn and retain valuable information to help in student teaching.		Student Teaching is the biggest component to the whole program. I have learned so much from teaching in a challenging situation. My cooperating teacher was decent. She allowed me to make some of my mistakes. However, she did not allow me to flander. Stockton's placement in the district I was in gave me real sense of the education world, but gave me a sense of accomplishment surviving a tough school district.		2		Between somewhat valuable and valuable.		1				What was the purpose of sending all of introductory students to Atlantic City? I found those efforts futile and unnecessary. Also, allow the students to set up fieldwork situations. They most likely have connections, maybe even more than the school is aware of. You would benefit more from not being close minded to some students' ideas.		3		2		2		3		1		3		1		It's not the school's responsibility to ensure every cooperating teacher is a perfect fit for every student teacher. However, it might be valuable to screen teachers a little bit better. Make sure the cooperating teacher actually wants a student teacher in their room. I understand that student teachers can set a teacher's normal schedule off kilter. I think a pre-conference with the Stockton faculty, clearly outlining the format and expectations will benefit all situations. Honest and forthright dialogue. We are not a burden. We don't pay money to be made to feel like a burden.		3		4		4		4		3		He was excellent. He encouraged me after every lesson. He gave feedback that pinpointed certain weaknesses in my teaching. I respected and still respect his leadership. He's a great asset to the school.		3		3		2		2		Assigned preceptor was of no help to me. He would show up to appointments 20-30 minutes late. When I reached out to him on certain matters, I would get delayed voicemails saying "good luck..." or " just poke and hope..." Very unprofessional...		4		3		3		4		Honestly,  throughout the whole aspect of the program, I felt like some of your faculty were just there for the pay check. They had little regard for individual success I felt like I was a bother to even ask a question. Service requires sacrifice. Students need to do our part, and most of the time, I did. I don't regret graduating from the school. It has a lot of potential, and some great things to offer. I have to be upright and honest and say that many faculty members dropped the ball. There were some professors and staff who did care and did their best to meet students' needs. As future educators, it's not hard to distinguish effort from skill. Some faculty lacked both. Most lacked effort. Care more about students, not parking lot agendas. The very same time you instruct us to poor into our students, please do future students the same favor. Pour into people, not just programs.		evan.toudy@gmail.com

		Fall		battilaa@go.stockton.edu		Ashley		Battilana				1		2		1		1		3		1																														3		4		3		3				3		4		3		3		3		3				3		4		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		4				4		4		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3				Excellent pre-professional courses. Would have enjoyed another special needs course		I thought I could benefit from more than just the LIT development course in the intro semester. I would have enjoyed another class from another professor rather than spending so much time in the same course with the same professor.		I thought this semester prepared me for student teaching very well.		My student teaching seminar was excellent. I loved my placement and I loved my seminar instructor. Mr. Dolton did an awesome job guiding us through this experience.		3				3				I was happy with my placements each semester.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was absolutely amazing and helped me more than I could have imagined.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor provided me with the feedback necessary to help me become a better educator.		5		5		2		4		Information workshops are always helpful and obviously an orientation was necessary.		4		4		4		4		Offer Praxis II tutoring program.		batt606@gmail.com

		Fall		Degennag@go.stockton.edu		Gina		De Gennaro				1		1		1		1		3		1																														2		3		2		3				3		3		2		3		3		2				3		3		3		3		3				3		2		3		2		2				2		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		3				3		4		4		3				3		2		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		2		2				Done well		Done well		Done well		Done well		3				2				All is ok		3		3		3		3		3		3		4		Nice lady. Fully experienced.		3		2		3		2		3		Nice lady. Experienced.		4		4		5		4		Prepared me well.		5		4		4		4		Stay more current in program. Stop changing program requirements constantly where hard to keep up with.		Hugs923@aol.com

		Fall		pietrush@go.stockton.edu		Holly		Pietruska				1		1		1		1		3		1		2						5																						3		4		4		4				3		4		3		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		3		3				3		4		4		3		4				4		3		3		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		3		3		4		4		4				4		3		3		4		2				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				EDUC 1515- I had taken this course prior to attending Stockton. I had completed 30 hours of observations with this course at Ocean County College. With this and the overall information learned, I really enjoyed the course and found it helpful.  EDUC 2241- I was unaware of the diverse number of learners that exist in the classrooms today. This class was extremely informative in many aspects. I feel more prepared for students I may encounter in my future career.   INTC 2610- I knew that technology was making strides in the classroom setting, but this course drove the point home. A multitude of online resources that can be used in the classroom were introduced, and it was a really significant course.   EDUC 3000- Having all of the paperwork and requirements completed before hand during this course made the transition into the program less stressful.		EDUC 3105- A lot of information needed to be presented to us in a short amount of time. While it was helpful, at times it did feel a bit overwhelming. The different ideas and concepts for differentiation were very informative though.   EDUC 3200- Everything about this course really prepared me for the coming 2 semesters of the program. All of the information was taught in great detail, while also giving us plenty of practice to be the best in our fields as we can be. One of the best courses of the program.		EDUC 4610- This course was very beneficial. We covered and learned about a lot of the projects and such that we would be doing in the field, for example, the UBD assignment. In such a short amount of time, we learned a lot of useful information.   EDUC 4110- This was another course I really enjoyed. Even though it was mainly about ELA, connections to the other subjects were made along the way. This course involved a lot of reading prior to class, but the activities and discussions during the meetings made it a lot more enjoyable and interactive for the overall learning. I would say to possibly make more of the cross-curricular connections for activities and such, especially since a few of us were not looking to mainly teach ELA.  EDUC 4150- Because one of my certifications will be in Math, I really enjoyed this course. Not only was it geared towards the lower grades, but connections were also made to those levels of Middle School Mathematics as well. A lot of manipulatives were discussed and tried out. The purchase of the bag involving said materials was useful, however I wish it was implemented more often.		EDUC 4991- I really looked forward to coming to the seminar every other week. Having the opportunity to discuss our placements with our peers was very beneficial. We were also put into groups several times, with others who were in the same grade level as us. Hearing stories, as well as what others were doing, was incredible. If we were stressed or had any questions, the floor was open. This also constantly kept us on track as to what needed to be completed and when. All assignments were very timely and helpful. Each project/reflection has and continues to prepare us for our coming careers.		4				4				N/A		3		4		4		4		4		4		4		I was always treated as an equal, and felt as though I was hired in the school. That was extraordinary. I feel truly honored to have been placed with Mr. Pagano and his cycle for my Student Teaching experience.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Kaczka was a pleasure to have as a supervisor. If I ever had any questions, he was available to answer them. I was never afraid to ask him a question or communicate openly. Again, another person I am extremely honored to have had for this experience.		5		4		4		5		All of those I have spoken with throughout the program have been very helpful. All questions I have had were answered to the greatest extent. Everyone is willing to go the extra mile to ensure that we have the most beneficial experience throughout the three semesters in the program.		4		5		5		4		In my opinion, everything is running very well. As time changes, so will the needs of those in the program, but for right now, the Teacher Education Program is serving the students very well.		thewhistlerhp@gmail.com

		Fall		heyerf@go.stockton.edu		Frederick		Heyer				2		1		1		1		3																8																2		2		2		2				2		2		2		2		2		2				2		3		2		2		2				2		1		2		2		2				1		2		2		2		2				2		3		2		1		2				1		2		2		2				2		2		2		2		2		2				2		2		1		2		2				2		2		3		2				2		2		2				Pre professional courses provided a base for which to grow. However that was it and continuing classes did not provide growth		Intro semester to EDUC provided a great base from which to grow upon self reflection		Intermediate would benefit from more preparation for student teaching. Not used as a stepping stone but rather a gate		Professor and class was great as a clinic style roundtable		3				2		Felt as if assignments did not have too much structure and that there was no preparation for student teaching		Placements were fine no comments		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		No further comments needed. Perfect mentor/ collegue.		4		4		4		4		4		Very impressed with supervisor this time around. Timely feedback and attainable expectations unlike last semester.		4		4		2		1		Preceptor many times was not in office or was not reachable through email and other forms.		2		2		2		2		Better preparedness needed for students entering student teaching.		fheyer3@gmail.com

		Fall		santora6@go.stockton.edu		Carissa		Santora				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		3				4		4		4				I felt like I got a lot out of these course and eventually it helped me in my student teaching.		I really enjoyed my intro semester it made me passionate about teaching in a low income distrcit.		This semester was very challenging, but I got a lot out of it.		I have throughly enjoyed my student teaching experience.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I had a great experience with Sue, I learned so much and she is a great role model.		4		4		4		4		4		I really enjoyed working with Ronda, she was very insightful and helpful.		5		5		5		5		I had great experiences.		5		5		5		5		This was a great experience.		Csantora91@gmail.com

		Fall		testar@go.stockton.edu		Richard		Testa				2		2		1		1		3																		9														3		3		2		3				4		3		3		3		3		3				3		4		3		3		4				4		4		3		2		3				4		3		3		3		3				4		3		3		3		4				3		3		4		3				3		2		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				4		3		3		4				3		4		3				INTC 2610 was great and very applicable to the classroom		EDUC 3200 was a little slow at times		EDUC 460x math and science was a good class with a good teacher		Student teaching should be worth more credits due to the amount of time put in		2				3				Atlantic city district introductory semester is highly inconvenient to people who do not live in the area		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was highly supportive and encouraging throughout the entire experience		4		4		4		4		4		It was intimidating at first, but he was also very supportive		3		4		3		4		Some days could have been combined to save time for people who do not live in the area		4		4		4		4		Everything was great		richardtesta821@gmail.com

		Fall		millevok@go.stockton.edu		Kenneth		Millevoi III				2		2		1		1				1						4		5																						4		4		4		3				3		3		4		3		4		3				3		4		3		4		3				4		4		3		4		4				4		3		4		4		4				3		4		4		3		4				4		3		4		4				3		4		3		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		3		4				4		3		4				Great classes and great instructors		Awesome classes and awesome instructors		Great teachers awesome classes		Great classes and awesome teachers		4				4				Perfect placements		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Cooperating teacher was amazing		4		4		4		4		4		College supervisor was great		5		5		5		5		Perfect		5		5		5		5		Awesome!		Kmillevoi@gmail.com

		Fall		stk34245@go.stockton.edu		Zachary		Tannoia				2		2		1		1		3		1																														2		3		3		3				3		2		3		3		2		3				2		3		3		2		2				2		2		2		3		2				2		2		2		2		2				4		3		2		2		2				2		2		2		2				2		2		1		2		2		2				3		2		2		1		3				3		2		1		2				2		2		2				INTC 2610 was a very valuable course that taught useful tools that I would not have known about without the class. I still use some of these tools today.		Meg White is one of the most fantastic professors to have when starting your teaching education.		The short classes (Math/LA) did not do much to help retain any of the info from those classes. It seemed like it tried to fit in too many things in one class a week.		If you need to have the biweekly meetings, try to have the meeting a bit later. I had to leave my school an hour early just to get to class on time.		4				1						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Sara Weber is absolutely the best cooperating teacher someone could hope for.		4		4		4		4		4		She was great. She had clear expectations and was always willing to help if need be.		3		3		3		4		N/A		3		3		3		3		N/A		ztannoia@gmail.com

		Fall		dacostar@go.stockton.edu		Rebecca		Da Costa				1		2		3		2		2		1																														4		4		3		2				4		4		3		4		3		3				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		2		3				2		3		2		4				4		4		4				INTC 2610 was the best technology course I've ever taken. It opened my eyes to the different ways in which technology can be incorporated in the classroom to enhance learning outcomes.		I took these courses during the semester. It was an amazing experience, and Dr. Lebak was an amazing instructor. I learned so much from her.		I participated in the summer accelerated program, and it was the best possible experience. I felt very well prepared for student teaching, and I was able to develop a great relationship with other professionals during summer school. Dr. Lebak, Tracy-Bronson, and Boakes were all absolutely fantastic. They were extremely helpful throughout.		Professor Dolton was great at preparing us for professional interviews. The co-teaching model was a great experience because it allowed me connect with the students from the very beginning. I learned so much from my cooperating teacher by teaching alongside her.		4				4		Best experience ever. Please, continue to offer the summer option.				4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She is the best!		3		3		4		4		3		Some problems with email communication in the beginning, but overall good experience.		5		5		4		4		.		5		5		5		3		Mrs. Juliani has always been available to answer questions and provide assistance.		dacostar@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		chemrism@go.stockton.edu		Michael		Chemris				2		1		1		1		3		1		2						5																						4		4		4		4				3		4		4		3		4		4				4		3		4		3		4				4		3		3		3		4				3		4		3		4		4				4		3		3		3		4				4		3		3		4				3		3		4		3		3		4				3		4		3		4		4				4		3		3		4				4		4		3				Provided a ton of insight of what I will expect in the field.  I still use the different technology tools in my student teaching.		My introductory semester was a great experience.  It helped me develop the skills I will need to plan lessons and effectively use different models of instruction to help achieve my  objective in my lesson.		The intermediate semester was very helpful.  It allowed myself to perform teaching practices in the field for the first time and to see how my lesson planning effects a lesson.		Very good experience.  It confirmed my decision to become a teacher.  I had a great cooperating teacher which led to an amazing experience.		4				4						3		4		4		3		4		3		4		I am very glad that I had Ms. Burns as my cooperating teacher.  She has years of experience was not afraid to let me do my own teaching style.		3		4		4		3		4		Very informative and detailed about my lessons.  I loved his criticism as it improved myself as a teacher.		5		4		4		4		Overall the orientations and my preceptors led me into reaching my goal.		4		4		4		4		I was able to meet with anyone I needed in extreme cases and the staff is always very friendly and helpful.		chemrism@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		stk39465@go.stockton.edu		Kevin		Delaney				2		2		1		1												5								9														4		4		3		3				4		4		3		3		2		3				4		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		2				3		4		3		3		3				2		3		2		2		2				4		3		3		3				3		3		3		4		3		4				3		3		3		3		4				3		3		2		2				3		3		4				These courses served as an excellent introduction to educational terminology and the education field as a whole.		EDUC 3200 should have involved teaching lessons as part of the fieldwork. A lot of focus on creating lesson plans, but we did not get an opportunity to teach them.		EDUC 460X was helpful in that it gave potential future teacher candidates the ability to see what others were doing in their classrooms and ideas for future lessons. It also provided ideas on ways to introduce technology into the classroom.		EDUC 4991 is excellent for discussing issues found both in and out of the classroom.		4				3				Observing in the Atlantic City School District was an excellent and valuable experience that I would not have had otherwise.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher would go out of her way and do anything to help me in any way. She should be highly recommended to any future Stockton students in the TEDU program in the K-12 Science track who is willing to travel to Gloucester County.		4		4		4		4		4		She was pleasant to work with.		4		5		5		5		Orientation was good at covering exactly what to expect throughout the program.		4		4		4		4		Have students teach lessons earlier in the program to better prepare them.		kevind86@hotmail.com

		Fall		stk34967@go.stockton.edu		Matthew		Flores				2		2		3		1		3																8																3		4		2		4				4		3		3		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4		4				3		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		4		4				4		4		2		2		4				3		4		3		4				4		4		4				Great, but bring back Ed Psych with 40 hours of Observation. Those 40 hours are very important and can help an undecided candidate decide whether or not they can handle the world of Education, while also learning core knowledge (Piaget, etc)		P+T was very valuable!		all good.		Professor Gale is a godsend. Also, make the meetings more frequent!		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Brestle was very cooperative and a great mentor.		4		4		4		4		4		Mr. Bonanni is the consummate  professional who always gave fair and crucial assessments.		5		5		5		5		N/A		5		5		5		5		n/a		Matthewflores6@yahoo.com

		Fall		creedonn@go.stockton.edu		Nicole		Creedon				1		1		1		1		3		1		2				4																								2		4		3		4				4		4		3		3		3		4				3		3		4		4		4				4		3		3		2		3				3		4		3		3		3				4		3		3		3		3				3		2		4		4				4		3		4		3		3		3				4		4		2		2		1				2		2		4		4				4		3		3				Transfers are not informed they need the praxis core passed until it is almost too late and the website is not always up to date in a timely fashion. These classes also need to be on the same page is the other teaching course because sometimes they are contradicting.		Very informative but it felt like another psychology corse. Focus more on practicing implementing ideas instead of just talking about it.		I did my courses over the summer so I had a unique experience.		The SGO was not discussed in detail making it hard to complete. Make sure teacher actually want student teachers and not just to get paid.		3				4				N/a		3		2		1		2		2		1		1		I am not sure she ever wanted me there. She was not cooperative and was difficult when it came to allowing me to take over the class.		4		4		4		4		4		Wonderful and understanding! Always had a solution to issues I was facing. Very supportive!		3		4		2		2		My preceptor is not bad I just never needed her help for anything.		4		4		4		2		Information is hard to find and not always updated.		Creedonn@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		byea@go.stockton.edu		Amanda		Bye				1		1		1		1		3																												14				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		3		3				These classes were extremely helpful, especially EDUC 2610. Educating Children with Special Needs is an incredibly important and helpful class.		This class was fantastic. Meg White is a fantastic professor.		Reading in the content level was another important and helpful class.		This was a truly fantastic semester. Professor Gale is wonderful. My only issue is with taskstream.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My coop is an incredible teacher and mentor. I feel like a part of the school community and I am going to miss the students, the faculty and my coop greatly.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor is fantastic! She helped me grow as a teacher. She was helpful,encouraging and supportive.		5		5		4		4		n/a		5		5		5		5		n/a		amandalbye@gmail.com

		Fall		continok@go.stockton.edu		Katherine		Contino				1		6		1		1		3		1		2				4																								4		4		4		4		I took an education class on culture that was not requested about culture and education.  I feel that every student that is going to be a teacher should be required to take this class.  It really helped me a lot to learn how culture affects the student and how to integrate other cultures into learning.		4		4		4		4		3		3		Again, if I did not take that class about culture education (that was not mandatory) then I would not have as prepared as I am now.		4		4		2		4		4				4		4		4		1		4				3		4		1		4		4				4		4		3		3		3				4		4		4		3				3		4		4		4		4		3				4		4		2		3		2				2		2		4		4				3		4		2				ook		good		good		Not relevant.  The only good point was learning an SGO.		4				4				Had a great experience.		3		3		4		4		4		4		4		I would recommend Octavia Anderson as a great teacher and role model.		4		4		4		4		4		HE made it clear and easy to work with.		4		3		2		1		It would be nice if we could choose a preceptor.		2		2		2		3		Some late hours would be nice for students that HAVE to work.		I am confused now.  I was told at the grad finale that the stockton.edu email was good for life.    kitkid4@aol.com

		Fall		sutharda@go.stockton.edu		Alia		Suthard				1		4		1		1				1				3		4																								3		4		4		4				4		3		3		3		2		3				3		3		3		3		4				4		3		4		2		4				3		2		4		3		3				4		3		2		2		3				3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		3				3		3		3		4				4		4		4				In all honesty, the only courses I found truly helpful were Educating Students with Special Needs and Instructional Technology for Teachers.  The Diversity was pretty basic.		Excellent courses that I learned a lot from.  However, the Lit Development class was so fast, it probably should have been more credit hours.  I would have definitely liked to have learned how to teach specific things like phonics.  There was not enough time in the class, however, to delve deeply into anything.		Another excellent semester.  I have the same criticism for this semester, that neither the Methods of Teaching LA nor the Methods of Teaching Elem Math were enough credits or delved deep enough for the students to leave truly knowing how to teach this subjects.  They were mere introductions.		Excellent again.  I learned a ton through my student teaching, however, I had an amazing cooperating teacher and supervisor.		4				4				Excellent placements!  I couldn't be happier with the experience!		4		4		4		4		4		3		4		Excellent experience.  I did the takeover model and am really glad about it.  I am not sure if I would have felt as prepared with the cooperative model.		4		4		4		4		4		She was absolutely wonderful!  She was incredibly supportive and offered wonderful ideas.		5		5		5		5		All of these were fine and met their stated goals.		5		5		5		5		The faculty and staff were excellent.  I have a lot of education under my belt, and as a result, I am usually disinclined to take classes from adjunct professors.  Because I had to take most of my classes at night, however, I ended up taking most of my classes from adjuncts for this program and couldn't have asked for better instruction.  I think that your adjuncts came with first-hand, present-day experience that was tremendously valuable.  I am genuinely grateful for this program and this experience; it was wonderful.		aliasuthard@gmail.com

		Fall		busbym@go.stockton.edu		Matthew		Busby				2		2		1		1		3												6																				3		3		4		4				4		3		3		3		4		4				3		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4		3				3		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				They were very detailed and I use many resources in the field today by learning even more new applications.		They prep me for how to write a detailed lesson plan for the occupation.		This taught me how to present lessons in front and that I am more improved on my content area within the lesson.		This semester was rewarding, but difficult at the same time because you are running the entire classroom all five days versus coming in a day. I have found where my strengths are and my areas where improvement needs to be made. Overall, my needs for improvement come from managing the classroom, but I am trying my best to implement different behavior modifications so the students listen and respect the teacher.		4				4				Yes		4		4		4		4		3		4		4		My cooperating teacher was very detailed and organized when she did her job. We have a few differences when it comes to teaching or grading, but we made it work for the whole entire semester. When I have my own classroom, it will be somewhat different because I will be making all the decisions myself.		4		4		4		4		4		My college supervisor just as my cooperating teacher provided clear feedback and information. All suggestions may have been different with the supervisor than the cooperating teacher since she saw me everyday, but they all agreed in the same way with different words of wisdom.		5		5		5		5		No		5		5		5		5		N/A		mbusby315@gmail.com

		Fall		stk37885@go.stockton.edu		Pamela		Fasola				1		2		1		1		3		1																														4		3		2		2				2		4		3		3		1		4				3		3		2		2		4				4		3		2		2		3				4		4		4		4		3				3		4		3		2		3				3		3		3		4				4		3		3		4		3		3				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4				3		4		4				The only pre-professional course I have taken at Stockton was INTC 2610. I felt that the course exposed me to the different types of technology resources, but did not show me everything that I could use the resources for to enhance my classroom.		I found these two courses the most helpful because I want to work at the primary grade levels (K-3), and I felt that the approaches used to teach different forms of reading and writing were great. I had Cydis for both classes and found her teaching style the most useful!		I found that the courses that I was taking during this semester were aimed more towards middle school, and upper elementary. I would have liked to learn more about how to teach science at a lower elementary level.		I felt that the course wasn't helpful. It was useful to teach us how to create a resume, cover letter, and the interview process. I feel that this course could have been online where discussion groups could form. I didn't find it necessary to drive an hour to a class after teaching all day.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		I was pleased with my cooperating teacher. She allowed me to immediately take control of the classroom which established me as not just a student, but as a teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor was helpful in helping me establish writing workshop, which is a curriculum that I was not familiar with before this semester.		3		4		3		5		I only wish that the office provided more information to student teachers. I had to call to fins out my placement during the summer because I was never placed.		4		4		4		4		I felt unprepared about applying to jobs. I didn't realize that I could apply before the end of the semester. I wish that I would have been more informed about the process towards the end of the term.		stk37885@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		piaseckt@go.stockton.edu		Taylor		Piasecki				1		1		1		1		3		1				3		4																								4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Gateway was very helpful with getting all of the necessary paperwork and steps done for the program.		Intro was great for learning lesson planning and narrowing in on literacy in the lower grades.		Intermediate went into great detail about meaningful assessments and lessons. I really learned a lot from Dr. Lebak and Dr. Boakes!		Student teaching has been a great experience! I truly have enjoyed every minute of it. I believe the past two semesters immensely prepared me and made this semester run very smoothly for me.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Butera went out of her way to make me feel as comfortable as possible. She exposed me to many teaching styles and strategies and how to manage the classroom. her feeback was help and constructive and I learned from everything she told me. She encouraged me to be my own teacher but to follow some of the things she did as well in order for me to learn. I had an unforgettable experience!		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Cardone was amazing! She was very understanding and helpful as well as flexible. My students were comfortable with her being there and her presence was very friendly. Her feedback to me was ggreat and i learned a lot from her in our post observation conferences. Mrs. Cardone truly put in time and effort for me whenever she could. I called her when I had an interview the following afternoon and went out of her way to write me a letter of recommendation and discuss some things for me to remember. She was very supportive and I am very thankful to have worked with her!		5		5		3		5		The program seemed a little hectic at times but I did enter when Gateway was first designed so I think everyone was a bit overwhelmed. Overall, the program was very helpful and I learned a lot from it.		5		3		5		4		Everything was very organized and well developed. I just wish the program was a little more commuter friendly. Specifically, the introductory semester fieldwork completed in Atlantic City was a great experience but also a long drive! Looking back I wish I could have been placed in a diverse district closer to home. Otherwise, my other two placements were close to home and made it a lot easier for me to get my work done. Overall, I am very pleased with the program!		taylorpiasecki@gmail.com

		Fall		bauers@go.stockton.edu		Scout		Bauer				1		1		1		1		3																8																4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Cleveland was great. Special needs was waste of time. Boakes is the greatest. Gateway was also a waste of time.		Intro was great. I learned so much. Too much diversity training though.		Intermediate was alright, not as great as student teaching.		THE BEST TIME OF MY LIFE.		3				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Melissa Jones is a saint and I am going to miss her.		3		3		3		3		3		Dennis Flynn was alright, a little lost at times.		4		4		3		3		I wish there were better intro days early on in the college/teaching career		5		5		5		4		I don't have any.		bauers205@Gmail.com or   Bauers@go.Stockton.edu

		Fall		sarnese1@go.stockton.edu		Anastasia		Sarnese				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		4		4		4				4		2		4		4		2		4				4		3		4		4		3				3		3		4		4		3				3		4		3		4		4		I wish there was a technology class further along in the program when the student is actually in the field.  I took a great technology class as a pre requisite but was not able to apply any of it at that time.		4		4		3		4		4				4		4		3		3				3		4		4		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				The gateway course, i felt, was unnecessary.  We really did nothing in class but busy work and talked about how to dress appropriately an abundance of time.      educating students with special needs was a great experience.  I wish it was further along in the program so we could practice writing lesson plans along with the modifications we talked about.     My diversity class was cancelled roughly five times, so it was a bit of a waste but I enjoyed reading the book.		Literacy development is a bit overwhelming, there was a lot of information thrown at us but not a lot of application.   A lot of teacher centered teaching and formative assessment, something we are told not to use.		I loved every class during my intermediate semester.  Everything was very relevant and hands on.  If you do not want us to teacher using a teacher centered model, the professors should not use a teacher centered model.		Wonderful!  Professor Dolton is an engaging and very relevant teacher.  I got a lot from my time in this course.		2		I wish we did more than sit and take notes for 80 hours.  I always felt disconnected and like a third wheel in the classroom.		4		This finally gave the opportunity to feel like a real teacher without overwhelming us.		Richmond Avenue School in AC, did not have a parking lot which was scary.  As a female, I often felt unsafe walking a couple of blocks in AC to my car.		4		4		3		4		4		3		4		She is the best, I cannot say enough good things about her!		4		4		4		3		4		She was not readily available.  She was unable to observe me on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.  In addition, she could not observe me on Tuesday or Thursday before 12 o'clock. Sharing these small time slots with other student teachers was often difficult		4		4		4		3		No comment		5		4		4		4		I often went to the education office and received different answers from everyone i talked to.  No one seemed to be on the same page with one another and this was very upsetting at times.		anasarnese@gmail.com

		Fall		culmonej@go.stockton.edu		Joanna		Culmone				1		3		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I learned a great deal in the pre-professional courses. Technology class was especially beneficial.		I learned a great deal from the introductory semester especially Practices and Techniques. The immersion into Atlantic City was a great experience for Pre-Service teachers.   Lit Development would have been much more beneficial if it was more organized. The instructor was not at all informed on what were our prerequisites and much of the class was self-taught. Some real-life learning perspectives were taught but there was too much information to be taught for the amount of time.		I found all of the intermediate classes to be beneficial where I had learned more than I had not have known before.		Student teaching was a great experience for me as well as the Teaching Seminar.   However, I would strongly suggest that supervisors be aligned to how students were taught to create lesson plans in taskstream.   In addition, I felt very slighted when some supervisors were "following the rules" of not scoring any students more than a 2 for their first few observations even if they felt they deserved more, as opposed to the supervisors who "didn't care about the rules" and if they felt a student deserved more than a 2 that is what they were going to give. This should be cohesive across the board with all supervisors. If there are guidelines then all supervisors should abide by them, it's not fair to the students who deserved a 3 and didn't get them depending on which supervisor they were assigned.		4				4				It is very beneficial to complete student teaching with your previous semester's fieldwork. No matter what term you begin you are able to see the year from beginning to end.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher was amazing. Always made me feel like I was equal to her and taught me a great deal.		3		3		3		3		3		n/a		5		3		3		4		n/a		4		4		4		4		A little less emphasis on how to make the perfect lesson plan considering they are subjective on who is evaluating and more instruction on how to do an SGO		culmonej82@gmail.com

		Fall		mierzwim@go.stockton.edu		Matthew		Mierzwinski				2		2		1		1						2																												4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				3		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Excellent courses with excellent instructors		Excellent courses with excellent instructors		Excellent courses with excellent instructors		Excellent courses with excellent instructors		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She has been awesome		4		4		4		4		4		She has been awesome		5		5		5		5		Everyone has been very helpful		5		5		5		5		Excellent program		matthewmierzwinski@gmail.com

		Fall		porterm3@go.stockton.edu		Melissa		Porter				1		1		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		3				4		4		3		4		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		3		4		4				4		4		2		2		4				2		3		4		2		2				2		4		3		1				4		4		4		4		3		3				4		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		3				Gateway should have been spoken about earlier. INTC should be more interactive.		Lit practices did not prepare at all for the praxis.		Language arts did not prepare us for the praxis.		This was fantastic!		3				2						4		3		2		4		4		4		4		She has been absolutely amazing		3		2		4		4		4		Very nice person. Takes a while to give feedback on Taskstream		4		4		5		3		These were all beneficial		4		4		4		5		Many faculty members helped me through my process with questions that I would not have known otherwise		porterm3@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		duartej@go.stockton.edu		Janine		Duarte				1		1		1		1		3		1				3																										3		3		2		3				3		2		3		3		2		2				3		3		2		2		2				1		2		3		1		1		I felt that we should have had more direction in the content classes we took because most people in the program did not feel like they were prepared for the Praxis through our classes.		2		2		2		2		2				3		2		2		3		3				3		3		3		3				3		2		3		2		3		3				2		2		3		3		2				2		2		2		3				3		4		3				I felt that most classes were great. I think that technology class should have been while we were in the program so that it is fresh for student teaching. I also felt like we only learned mostly on iPads when not every school has those. The new big thing is chrome books. I also felt like Gateway was not that valuable. We learned most of those things in our classes.		I felt that Dr. Cydis did a great job preparing me for intermediate semester. Lit development was also a very useful class.		This was a lot to handle during intermediate but I learned a lot. I do think that there should be more technology incorporated in this. I also think that some directions were unclear		I definitely feel like I had enough guidance from my supervisor and cooperating teacher.		3				3				I felt like I could have taken more out of intro if I could have been more active in the classroom.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Great		4		4		4		4		4		He was great. Provided me with a lot of great feedback.		4		2		2		3		Neutral		2		4		4		4		I felt like praxis preparation could have been better.		JanineDuarteM@gmail.com

		Fall		neunerj@go.stockton.edu		Julie		Neuner				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3		3				3		3		3		3				4		4		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		3		3				3		3		3		3				2		2		2				I think these are good introductory courses to help prepare students for different issues seen throughout school communities.		I think more should be done with Common Core.  The standards are just introduced but never gone over in depth and how to cover them.		I think more "real-world situations" should be addressed, such as classroom management scenarios, behavioral issues, child/home issues.		I would have liked to have learned more about SGOs and how to write them.  These were never explained in any of the semesters throughout the teaching program, but was expected to write one.		2				3				Before getting fieldwork placement for student teaching, I was told there was absolutely no exceptions to staying in the same school but moving to a different grade/teacher.  However, when I received my placement, it was at the same school with a different teacher.  I think this should be addressed as either definitely allowed, or definitely not allow.  I thought it was a little more confusing than need be, but I am very happy with the placements I received.		4		3		3		4		3		4		4		She was great to work with.  She let me take over lessons and subjects whenever I was ready.  She gave feedback in a timely manner.		4		4		4		4		4		She always provided great suggestions and feedback to all lessons.  She was always easy to get in touch with when I needed to talk to her.		3		4		5		5		My preceptor (Dr. Boakes) was great! She was always and still is very helpful throughout my experience at Stockton.  The preceptorial advising days were also very helpful, but sometimes I felt were a little rushed. The Information Workshop was not as beneficial as I thought it was going to be.  I was using the traditional model during student teaching, and I thought the workshop was designed more for the co-teaching model.		5		4		4		5		I think more "real-work situations" shoudl be addressed over the course of the teaching program.  I feel as though classroom management was not touched upon as much as it should, being that it is used daily in a classroom.		neunerj@go.stockton.edu

		Fall		keenj@go.stockton.edu		Jessica		Keen				1		3		1		1		3				2														9														4		4		4		4				4		4		3		3		2		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				Educational psychology isn't on the list above and I believe it should be.  Out of all of the courses listed that one had the biggest impact on me.  I loved that class.  All of the other classes were important to provide the pre-requisite information before joining the education program.The provided useful information that prepared to so begin the program.		Practices and Techniques set the foundation of the rest of our teaching experience.  Learning how to write a proper, well constructed lesson plans piece by piece was so helpful in understanding the big picture.  I feel that information made it so I am able to write high quality lesson plans without having to try. It is all second nature now and it's great.		My methods class was my favorite class throughout the entire experience.  Being able to construct a different lesson plan each week that I was able to teach to my peers gave me the confidence to teach these lessons to students.  We had a round table discussion where we gave each other insight on the lesson plans, with questions and comments about what we liked and didn't like.  It was in this class I knew for sure Teaching is my destiny.		I was fortunate to have an amazing cooperative teacher and an amazing supervisor.  With the emotional ups and downs of the semester experience, they made it enjoyable and easy to maintain.  I had the most amazing experience of my life so far with these students and don't want to leave!!		2		The teacher I was placed with was unfriendly and was hesitant to give me feedback on questions I asked. I felt like a burden in his classroom and was hesitate to speak up about anything.  Honestly, I couldn't wait to be finished my 80 hours. It made me question why I wanted to be a teacher.		4		This teacher completely changed everything around for me.  She made me feel in the right place and that I had a purpose.		I sat in on another Science class in ACHS for the introductory semester that I would recommend using for the observations if possible.  His name is Mr. Manzo.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Mrs. Hannan is an amazing cooperating teacher and I suggest any students going for Biological Science gets placed with her.  Her execution of pedagogy is so well done its inspirational.  The way she interacts with her students is a dream for a teacher.  She has provided me with them most amazing experience of my life.  I feel comfortable talking to her about anything, even if it isn't school related.  She is my mentor and my friend.		4		4		4		4		4		I had my methods class last semester with my supervisor.  So I was so excited when I learned he was going to be my supervisor.  This set the bar a little high for me to start because he was aware of my work and my work ethic already. This was good for me though because it allowed me to push myself even hard to succeed from the beginning and to continue to grow and improve over the course of the semester.  I talked to my supervisor continuously throughout the experience to receive feedback for every observation, beyond what is written on task stream		5		5		5		5		I find orientations are important to ensure you want to continue into the program.		5		5		5		5		Office of Ed is always eager to help with any question you may have.		jesskeen77@gmail.com

		Fall		stk37612@go.stockton.edu		Sarah		Fryling - Gougher				1		2		1		1		3		1																														4		4		4		4				2		1		1		1		1		1				4		4		2		1		3				3		2		3		1		2				3		3		3		4		3				4		3		2		3		3				3		3		3		2				3		3		3		3		3		3				4		3		2		1		1				2		2		2		3				1		1		1				Into was the only helpful course.		Meg White truly is the best and most influential p and t teacher. Little development was a waste and time and I have not once used any materials or information from that class.		Helpful instructors. Focus not on students at higher levels of educational instruction.		Dalton is extremely supportive and helpful. Process to student teach made me feel like I was just a number		4				4				My ed psych placement was more valuable to me.  I felt way more prepared for all my future placements		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Amazing		4		4		3		4		4		Positive and progressive		1		1		1		1		Waste of time, given me wrong and conflicting information on multiple occasions		3		3		3		1		Work for the students. Have student teachers design helpful material. Get live feedback.		Mrsfryling@gmail.com

		Fall		dyerj@go.stockton.edu		Jessica		Dyer				1		1		1		1				1		2																												3		4		2		2				4		4		2		2		2		2				4		4		4		3		4				4		3		3		2		3				3		3		4		4		3				4		4		3		3		3				3		4		4		2				4		2		4		4		4		4				3		4		2		3		3				2		2		2		3				4		3		2				EDUC 2241 was a great introduction to teaching students with special needs. It gave a great insight to students' many difficulties and how to help them work to the best of their ability.   INTC 2610 opened my eyes to many useful technological programs. Creating an online portfolio was also very fun and useful for the future.		EDUC 3200 did an excellent job at introducing me to the different lesson models, differentiation, and assessment. All information learned has been extremely useful in my experience.  EDUC 3105 did a wonderful job at exploring the many different aspects of literature. Creating the final portfolio using many different books surrounding one theme was very fun and gave great ideas to incorporate in the classroom.		EDUC 4610 did a lot of fun, hands-on experiments, but would have liked for a little more in class instruction rather than going home and having to watch an online video.   EDUC 4110 was very beneficial in learning the many different ways you can work with literature in your lessons. I learned a lot in this class.		EDUC 4991 was a great tool in preparing for the real world - building resumes, cover letters, interview practice, etc. Very helpful course. Dolton was a great instructor and extremely helpful.		3				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		Very helpful. Learned a lot from observing then reflecting on my own lessons with her.		4		4		4		4		4		Great reflections. Always encouraging and provided quick feedback.		5		5		5		5		Preceptor was very helpful.		5		4		4		5		Sometimes difficult to get appointments in SOE office, but very helpful when meeting.		jessicardyer@hotmail.com

		Fall		sawyerm1@go.stockton.edu								1		4		1		1		3														7																		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I thought Educating Students with Special Needs was very informative and useful in preparing me for knowledge about educating students with a variety of needs. It also gave me good background knowledge of the different types of learning challenges. Instructional Technology for Teachers was an amazing class. I learned how to utilize many different techniques to keep students engaged. I was able to put these techniques into practice during my student teaching semester not just with Powerpoint, but with Prezi, video recording, and the utilization of mobile devices. I was not in EDUC 3000 because I gained entrance to the School of Education prior to 2005. I learned a lot in EDUC 1515 about the connection between poverty and grades, and encountered issues that will be useful for my future experiences that I otherwise would not have had.		EDUC 3200 Practices and Techniques- this class seemed overwhelming in conjunction with the first semester of fieldwork, but once the work began it all fell into place. Learning how to write successful student objectives and lesson plans was necessary for the beginning of Teacher Education.		The Intermediate Semester was valuable as far as getting used to being in the classroom as a teacher and perfecting writing lesson plans. Teaching 6 lessons definitely helped get my feet wet when it came to being in front of a class. I enjoyed my Intermediate Semester because I felt the classes directly related to my field placement.		Student Teaching Seminar was awesome. Student Teaching itself was very rigorous, but even so I always wanted to go to seminar because everything we learned was necessary and practical. Creating an SGO, learning how to write an engaging cover letter and professional resume, and the mock interviews were priceless in terms of what we really need to know for the reality of applying for jobs and eventually getting hired.		4				4				My placements were just what I requested. I know that doesn't always happen with everyone, but I felt that the School of Education was extremely organized and more than accommodating in arranging my placements.		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		My cooperating teacher is such an encouraging person. She has a lot of experience teaching and obviously I don't, although we are the same age, so that was a great dynamic. She allowed and encouraged my creativity to flow and was always positive in feedback- she would always give suggestions instead of criticism. Her experience in the classroom and helpful manner enabled me to have an amazing semester that I am very sad to leave behind.		4		4		4		4		4		My supervisor is a wealth of knowledge in the field of education. He went above and beyond during our post-observations to help with the interview process, etc. He was extremely positive and I never, with the exception of the first observation, felt intimidated or too nervous.		5		5		5		5		My preceptor was active and knowledgeable regarding everything in my obtaining a degree in education.		5		5		5		5		I can't think of anything the Teacher Education Program could do better. In my experience the whole program was rigorous, organized, fun, challenging, and it shaped me into someone I believe is a pretty awesome teacher.		maryb1013@msn.com

		Fall		lairdj@go.stockton.edu		Jessica		Laird				1		1		1		1		3		1																														3		2		2		2				4		3		2		2		1		2				3		3		3		3		4				3		3		3		2		3				3		3		4		4		3				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		4				2		4		3		3		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		3		4				2		2		2				Would have liked to take a course on school law as well as the above.		Prepared me very well.		Prepared me well.		Great experience. Seminar with Mr. Ray Dolton is a perfect pair with student teaching.		4				3						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was an incredible mentor who offered me the right balance of everything needed to becoming a teacher.		4		4		4		4		4		Very informative and helpful.		5		3		3		3		n/a		2		3		3		4		When asking questions, different staff members would provide different answers. Seemed unorganized at times.		Laird.jessm@gmail.com

		Fall		fishers1@go.stockton.edu		Stephanie		Fisher - Swift				1		2		1		1		3														7																		4		4		4		4				2		3		3		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		4		3		4		4				4		4		4		3		4				4		4		4		4		4				3		3		4		3				4		4		4		4		3		3				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				I think the classes were interesting, engaging, and effective in helping to guide me into this career.		This was the best semester! I learned the basis of everything, and it was new and exciting. the Professor was lovely.		Very well done, helpful, and it was hard work... but a good kind.		The best semester of my life! My professor, supervisor and co-op were amazing, helpful, and positive.		4				4						4		4		4		4		4		4		4		She was amazing!!!!		4		4		4		4		4		Wonderful!		3		3		2		2		I feel i would have liked more advising.		5		5		5		5		I think it would helpful to have more interaction.		stephanie.fisher1287@gmail.com

		Fall		nugents@go.stockton.edu		Shane		Nugent				2		3		1		1		3		1				3		4								8																4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4		4				4		4		4		4				4		4		4				The courses were informative and neccesary.		The literacy class my introductory semester was terrible, the teacher never went over anything that I need to know as a teacher. She was too concerned with showing us cute things to do in the classroom. I had Mrs. White for the other class that year and she was the best teacher I have had in awhile.		These classes were good but nothing stood out.		I loved student teaching but it is very difficult to live and student teach.		4				4						3		3		3		3		3		3		3		We have very different styles of teaching.		2		2		2		2		2		I rarely met with my advisor, except when necessary.		4		4		4		4		Given to us at the beginning of the year but rarely looked at again.		4		4		4		4		Stockton has a good program, it is gradually getting more and more competitive		nugget1205@yahoo.com

						Justine		Foster

						Jennifer		Super
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		First Name		Last Name		Email		Supervisor		Cooperating Teacher		School information				Semester		Domain I: Planning & Preparation 
Response Legend: 1 - unsatisfactory, 2 - basic, 3 - proficient, N/A - Not Applicable												Domain I: Planning and Preparation comments		DOMAIN II: Classroom Environment 
Response Legend: 1 - unsatisfactory, 2 - basic, 3 - proficient, N/A - Not Applicable										DOMAIN II: Classroom Environment comments		DOMAIN III: Instruction 
Response Legend: 1 - unsatisfactory, 2 - basic, 3 - proficient, N/A - Not Applicable										DOMAIN III: Instruction comments		DOMAIN IV: Professionalism 
Response Legend: 1 - unsatisfactory, 2 - basic, 3 - proficient, N/A - Not Applicable												DOMAIN IV: Professionalism comments		Strengths		Areas Needing Improvement		Final Grade

												Name of K-12 School		Grade				1a. Knowledge of content and pedagogy
Knowledge of content and structure of the discipline
Knowledge of prerequisite relationships
Knowledge of content-related pedagogy		1b Demonstrating knowledge of students
Knowledge of child and adolescent development
Knowledge of the learning process
Knowledge of students’ skills, knowledge and language proficiency
Knowledge of students’ interests and cultural heritage
Knowledge of students’ special needs.		1c. Selecting instructional outcomes
Value, sequence and alignment
Clarity
Balance
Suitability for diverse students		1d. Demonstrating knowledge of resources
Resources for classroom use
Resources to extend content knowledge and pedagogy
Resources for students		1e. Designing coherent instruction
Learning activities
Instructional materials and resources
Instructional groups
Lesson and unit structure		1f. Designing student assessments
Congruence with instructional outcomes
Criteria and standards
Design of formative assessments
Use for planning				2a. Creating an environment of respect and rapport
Teacher interaction with students, both words and actions
Student interaction with other students, both words and actions		2b. Establishing a culture for learning
Importance of the content and of learning
Expectations for learning and achievement
Student pride in work		2c. Managing classroom procedures
Management of instructional groups
Management of transitions
Management of materials and supplies
Performance of non-instructional duties		2d. Managing student behavior
Expectations
Monitoring of student behavior
Response to student misbehavior		2e. Organizing physical space
Safety and accessibility
Arrangement of furniture and use of physical space				3a. Communicating with students
Expectations for learning
Directions for activities
Explanation of content
Use of oral and written language		3b. Questioning and discussion techniques
Quality of questions/prompts
Discussion techniques
Student participation		3c. Engaging students in learning
Activities and assignments
Grouping of students
Instructional materials and resources
Structure and pacing		3d. Using assessment in instruction
Assessment criteria
Monitoring of student learning
Feedback to students
Student self-assessment and monitoring of progress		3e. Demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness
Lesson adjustment
Response to students
Persistence				4a. Reflecting on teaching
Accuracy
Use in future teaching		4b. Maintaining accurate records
Student completion of assignments
Student progress in learning
Non-instructional records		4c. Communicating with families
Information about the instructional programs
Information about individual students
Engagement of families in the instructional program		4d. Participating in a professional community
Involvement in a culture of professional inquiry
Service to the school
Participation in school and district projects		4e. Growing and Developing Professionally
Enhancement of content knowledge and pedagogical skill
Receptivity to feedback from colleagues
Service to the profession		4f Showing Professionalism
Integrity and ethical conduct
Service to Students
Advocacy
Decision Making
Compliance with school and district regulations.

		Stephanie		Fisher		stephanie.fisher1287@gmail.com		Lynne Gale		Bayly DiPilato		ACIT		9 through 12		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Fisher has demonstrated:		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Fisher has created:		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Fisher demonstrates:		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Fisher has demonstrated by her actions/planning in her classes and by her dedication to her students in this placement that she will go far as a teacher.

She has grown in both her pedagogical skill and her content knowledge.		1. Knowledge of content and understanding of the need to challenge herself with further reading in the content area when necessary.		Continue to develop the use of higher order thinking skills.		A

																																																																						2. Understanding of pedagogy, particularly the use of meaningful group work in the block-scheduled placement.

																														1. A knowledge of content and pedagogy, with the result that her lessons exhibit both understanding of the subject matter and of the tools to get that same subject matter across to her students.												1. A classroom wherein students respect each other and the teacher. She clearly likes the students, and they her; but, she also holds the line on over-familiarity.  She has established herself as the authority figure in that classroom.												1. Clear expectations for each day's classes. By using the Smartboard, written board work, a class web site, a blog, and a daily roster of the class activities prominently displayed, Ms. Fisher's students are well-aware of what is expected of them today and of what will be expected of them tomorrow.																3. Willingness to try new ideas in the classroom.  The SOAPSTOne  rubric was new to her, and she used it very effectively for an entire unit.

																														2. A knowledge of adolescent behavior.  Ms. Fisher has control of her classes from the moment that the students walk in her door. She organizes and establishes a structure for all to follow. She understands student interests and uses that to her benefit in setting up lessons that are engaging.												2. A classroom where procedures are followed daily.  Whether for the collection of papers or the setting up of her learning-style-based teams of students, all students know what is expected of them.												2. Ability to run group activities (team activities) that have specific objectives and that are timed, to maximize productivity and minimize waste of time.  Team products also have individual components built into each activity, thus ensuring that all members of the team are actively engaged in the overall presentation/product.																4. Establishing classroom rapport; wherein students respect each other and the teacher. She clearly likes the students, and they her; but, she also holds the line on over-familiarity. 

																														3. A use of the resources available to her, including print and media resources.  She has also allowed students flexibility in responding to her assignments, all the while keeping propriety in mind.												3. a classroom where the large physical space is maximized, particularly with her teaming of students.  This is also effective in the class with the wheelchair-bound student.

																														4. All activities are established with the end results in mind.  There is little if any wasted space or time in her block scheduled classes of 90+ minutes; no easy feat for veteran teachers, much less a student teacher.																								Area for Improvement: Ms. Fisher has worked with her co-op and with her supervisor on her questioning skills, and has seen marked improvement in this area.  Ms. Fisher continues to work on using higher level thinking skills in her classes

		Ashley		Battilana		Battilaa@go.stockton.edu		Johanna R. Johnson, Ed. D.		Ms. C. Hampton		Davenport School, EHT		Grade 3		Fall 2015		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths: Ms. Battilana showed progress in the development of materials from varied resources.  Many of the materials she developed on her own.  As she learned more about her students, the student groups were more compatible.  Each lesson planned had a clear beginning and end.  Ms. Battilana improved in delivering lessons that were more student centered than teacher centered.  Ms. Battilana has learned to use some new technology for formative assessment, plikers.  Her co teacher and observer agree that she has made progress in planning for both time and rigor

Areas of Improvement: Most of the goals set were activity-centered rather than learning-centered.  Ms. Battilana has attempted to change that, but her lessons are not consistent.  Assessment of student learning is formative, but what learning is assessed is still vague.  		3		2		2		2		2		Strengths: Ms. Battilana has developed a warm and courteous relationship with her students; they, in turn, are respectful to her and each other. Student behavior in terms of staying focused has improved and Ms. Battilana has learned to use verbal cues, and chimes to focus their attention; the students comply quickly when she employs either strategy.  Student enthusiasm has improved in each lesson, so she has established a culture of learning that is evident.  Transitions during each lesson are smooth with little loss of instructional time.  Routines have been established that the students respond to.  No misbehavior was observed in any lesson.  Ms. Batilana has a better understanding of her students abilities, so her grouping techniques have also improved.  Ms. Hampton and observer agree that Ms. Battilana has shown flexibility with time issues that require lesson adjustment.

Areas of Improvement:  Continue to build the culture of learning sustaining student enthusiasm throughout the entire lesson. Continue to work on student-centered learning and achievement rather than teacher-centered lessons. 		2		2		2		2		2		Areas of Strength:  Ms. Battilana continues to motivate her students in the anticipatory set.  Students appear to be more engaged throughout the lesson.  Ms. Battilana's questioning techniques has also improved, but is sometimes inconsistent.  Ms. Battilana provides students with detailed directions.   Pacing of the lessons has also improved with less rushing to completion. Many of the materials Ms. Batilaina provides her students come from authentic sources and she relies on the core standards, especially for LAL lessons.

 

Areas of Improvement:  Though her lessons have clear anticipatory sets, and procedures, closures are inconsistent.  Throughout the lessons, Ms. Battilana has used formative assessment, but what learning is being assessed is still vague and not directly connected to the goal of the lesson.  The lessons are more process-oriented than learning-oriented.  		2		N/A		N/A		2		2		2		Strengths: Ms. Battilana is eager to reflect and improve upon her teaching techniques and knowledge of content.  She developed many "anchor charts" to introduce new concepts that her co teacher will be able to use for some time.  She also devleoped several of the creative bulletin boards in the classroom.  Though not directly observed, it is evident that Ms. Battilana has complied with school and district regulations since she invited the principal to observe one of her lessons.  He provided her with positive feedback.

Areas of Improvement: Continue to grow professionally and acurately reflect on teaching technques.		Ms. Battilana has consistently improved on the resources she employed in her lesson development.  She has developed many materials for use within the classroom that have become an asset to her co teacher.  Her rapport with her students has been consistently warm and respectful and her management of classroom behavior though the use of verbal cues and chimes has refocused her students successfully each time.  Ms. Batilana directions are mostly clear and in enough detail for students to successfully follow.  Students have become more engaged in the activities that Ms. Battilana planned for each lesson.  She has shown professionism in her relationship with her co teacher and confidence in herself enough to invite the principal to observe a lesson.  		The following areas have been inconsistent: 1.  Developing lessons that are more student-centered.   2. Developing improved questioning techniques; questions that are not factual in nature.   3.  Developing assessments that clearly measure student learning.

 		B+

		Jessica		Garman		Garmangirl25@aol.com		Kathleen Revelle		Kristi Grimley		Seaview Avenue School		4		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		2		2		Jessica's Taskstream lesson were thorough and well scripted.  She displays some knowledge of the concepts taught.  She frequently provided feedback which increased learning.  The instructional strategies used were suitable to the content. Jessica knows her students level of cognitive development and frequently used student interests.  The instructional outcomes of each lesson taught represented some level of expectations for students. Jessica not only used classroom resources but supplemented with videos and the Internet.  

Remember to match all learning activities to the instructional outcomes.  		3		2		3		2		3		Jessica is friendly, caring, and respectful to all.  She demonstrated knowledge about students' lives beyond the class and school.  Jessica's students were productively engaged either with whole group or small group situations.  Routines for distribution of materials were all student oriented. Students had established roles and transition time was minimal.  Student behavior was appropriate with Jessica using proximity to get a student's attention.  There are established guidelines concerning where all materials are kept.  Jessica made extensive use of all available technology. 

Remember to frequently give students rationale as to why they need to learn a particular skill.		2		2		2		2		3		Jessica clearly stated the objective and for each lesson it was visible for all students to see. Jessica modeled the process of  particular tasks. Jessica's vocabulary is  appropriate for this level of students. Jessica gives specific and timely guidance. Student interests and questions are incorporated into each lesson.

Informal assessment is essential in all lessons.  Multiple approaches should used to ensure success for all students. 

 		3		3		2		2		3		2		Jessica  was very reflective of each lesson taught.  She cited specific ways in which a lesson might be improved.  She responded to suggestions with thoughtful undertakings.  Jessica's process for recording student work is efficient and effective.  Jessica has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues.  Jessica  has welcomed colleagues and supervisors into the classroom to gain insight from their feedback. Jessica is proactive in helping students.  She actively works to provide opportunities for student success. 

 		Jessica  engaged students with relevant lessons and  high interest.  Jessica continually searched for ways to make the content accessible and appealing to her students.  Jessica  developed a strong rapport with her students and continually put students first.  Jessica was willing to accept suggestions so that she could continually improve as a teacher. Jessica consistently modeled concern, kindness,  and respect.   She is child oriented and was well liked by students and colleagues.  Jessica's organizational skills were exceptional.  She handled necessary work with a positive attitude.  		Review content strategies before the lesson.		A-

																																																																								Consistent student engagement is  a necessity in all lessons. Multiple strategies need to be used throughout a lesson to monitor student progress.  

																																																																								Remember to provide challenging material and resources throughout each lesson.

																																																																								Each activity should be congruent to your objective.

		KATHERINA		CONTINO		continok@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Steven Ciccariello		Mrs. Octavia Anderson		Brighton Avenue School, Atlantic City		Kindergarten		Fall 2015		3		3		2		2		3		2		It is evident that Mrs. Contino possesses the ability to plan and prepare comprehensive lesson plans. She prepares lessons that are challenging along with being age level and ability level appropriate.  She is knowledgeable of lesson planning content for the kindergarten grade level, and has become familiar with Shared Reading, Shared Writing, Read-Aloud and Circle Time content areas.  Mrs. Contino uses a variety of external resources for lesson planning and works hard to ensure lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.  Improvement needs to be made in the preparation and implementation of both formative and summative assessments.		3		3		3		3		2		During her student teaching experience, Mrs. Contino has demonstrated consistent progress in creating a positive and respectful classroom environment.  Additionally, she demonstrated consistency in the management of student behavior and worked in cooperation with Mrs. Anderson to establish routines that would facilitate a positive and respectful educational environment.  Mrs. Contino is extremely positive in her verbal communication with her students.  She effectively uses positive reinforcement and corrects inappropriate behavior in a professional way.  Her classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.  		3		2		3		2		2		Though progress was made throughout her student teaching experience, improvement in the are of questioning and discussion techniques is needed.  At times, uneven questions were asked and not enough wait time was provided.  

Mrs. Contino is consistently clear and accurate in her communication with her students.  Her language is appropriate for the grade level of her students and her demeanor is positive. 

Mrs. Contino successfully designed lessons that integrated curricular goals using a variety of instructional activities that were both motivating and challenging for her students.  Mrs. Contino needs to improve in the area of pacing lessons to keep students engaged in the learning process and maximize student participation.

Improvement in the area of designing assessments is needed, though progress has been made throughout her student teaching experience.

Mrs. Contino also needs to learn to better make adjustments to instruction plans and accommodate student questions, needs and interests.		2		3		2		3		3		3		Mrs. Contino conducts herself professionally in the performance of her role as student teacher.  She has set high standards for herself and her students, and has established a positive working relationship with her cooperating teacher.  Mrs. Contino complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.

Mrs. Contino understands the importance of the teacher's role in communicating with families in a professional and culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming.

 		Solid command of content knowledge

Using various resources for planning

Classroom management

Communicating with students

Willingness to learn and implement recommendations to strengthen her teaching skills

Utilizing a variety of instructional strategies during lesson presentations.		Greater integration of technology resources into lessons

Assessing students regularly to inform instruction

Questioning techniques - more wait time needed along with asking high level questions

Making sure she informs students what they are going to learn and why they are learning it for ALL lessons		A-

		Pamela		Fasola		pamelafasola@live.com		Barbara Marciano		Lynn Gavin		Osage School		2		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. Fasola demonstrated extensive planning and preparation for her observed lessons.  Her development included jplanning for focused differentiated instruction to meet the varied needs of her students.

Resources to support lessons were age=appropriate, at an appropriate level of challenge, and engaging.  They also revealed a commitment to investing a good amount of time in developing them.

Continue to work to develop more precision in creating assessments that are completely aligned with the instuctional outcomes.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Fasola has demonstrated highly effective effort and skill in managing the classroom and in creating a respectful classroom culture.  She presents a calm demeanor which sets the tone for the class.

Her re-structuring of class time has led to a high level of student engagement.

Ms. Fasola developed engaging charts by which student behavior is tracked.

When necessary to redirect a student, Ms. Fasola is calm, respectful, and sensitive.

Classroom procedures were established early on and allowed for seamless transitions from one activity to another.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Fasola as shown tremendous growth in adapting instruction to meet the needs of her students.  She has reduced the amount of class time for whole group instruction to enable more extensive small group and/or individual attention. Her observed lessons have developed into highly interactive sessions with her students.

Ms. Fasola has also demonstrated growth in monitoring and assessing students' progress.  She provides positive and encouraging feedback to her students, which motivates them to improve the quality of their work.

Ms. Fasola has developed engaging activities that the students eagerly pursue.

 		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Fasola demonstrates thoughtful reflection on her observed lessons. She is commended for her willingness and enthusiasm in taking instructional risks. Her school's initiative of implementing Writer's Workshop presented a challenge for her and her colleagues. She availed herself of district and Internet resources to develop a meaningful and methodical approach to implementing Writer's Workshop, which she readily shared with her grade level colleagues.

Ms. Fasola effectively communicated with parents.  She attended all parent functions and parent conferences.		Ms. Fasola utilized her student teaching experience as an opportunity for tremendous growth.  Her observed lessons reveal extensive planning and preparation. She developed engaging materials to support instruction. She has demonstrated growth in her questioning strategies. She has effectively used classroom time to tighten full-group instructional time in literacy to gain more time in small group and independent practice. She has grown in her ability to provide meaningful and positive feedback to her students.

Ms. Fasola has demonstrated success in the attitude and skills that will make her a highly effective classroom teacher.  It has been a rewarding experience to observe her development in the classroom.		With experience Ms. Fasola will refine the development of assessments that are completely aligned with her instructional outcomes.		A

		Matthew		Busby		busbym@go.stockton.edu		Walter Kaczka		Linda Cozad		Toms River Intermediate East		6		Fall 2015		3		2		2		3		2		2		Matthew has an great depth of content knowledge.  He has shown growth in using resources that extend beyond the textbook.

Matthew will benefit from a deeper knowledge of the students especially in the areas of their background, interests and their readiness to learn.  Additional use of the assessment results should drive the instruction and will benefit the students with a greater understanding of the math concepts and the process of solving problems.		3		2		2		2		3		Matthew is consistently respectful of all of the students in words and actions. He treats all of the students fairly.  Matthew embraces the cooperative/collaborative setting that his cooperating teacher employs to better help all the students learn to the best of their abilities.

An area of focus is to explain the importance of the math they are learning and where it has an application in their lives going forward. 

Continue to explore different ways to present lessons that may vary from the traditional text directed approach.

Periodically review the classroom procedures to see if there are other ways to increase teaching and learning time.  Utilize those practices that provide the greatest amount of time devoted to learning the concepts and demonstrating mastery.		2		2		2		2		2		Matthew consistently and accurately communicates math concepts.  He presents lessons where the students can contribute to the learning instead of just being the recipients of his teaching.

An area of focus would be develop questions that go beyond the process of obtaining a solution and ask the questions that probe for the reasoning behind the solution.  Continue to explore outside resources to enhance the learning experience. 

Consider using descriptors in word problems which include topics the students may have an interest such as sports and current events.		3		3		N/A		3		2		3		Matthew, throughout the student teaching experience, demonstrated professionalism in all of his interactions with staff and students.

An area of focus for continued growth would be to research different professional development opportunities or information to present content in a variety of ways.		Knowledge of the content

Demonstrating professionalism

Incorporating the suggestions offered by his cooperating teacher and supervisor

Treating all students with respect and developing a positive rapport.		Research different methods to present the content

Explore additional resources beyond those provided with the text

Provide examples and make connections to student's interests especially in the design of word problems.		A-

		Michael		Hughes		hughes29@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Ms. Mariah Alexander		Smithville Elementary School		Grade 1		Fall 2015		2		2		2		2		2		2		Mr. Hughes has a more secure content knowledge and has begun to see the interrelationships of content and the prerequisite skills.  He should continue to examine the prerequisite for each lesson he plans for the first few years of his professional career so that he is adequately familiar with the area.  Mr. Hughes enjoyed his students and learned much about them on a personal and academic level.  He has become more adept at understanding the learning process for young children and has realized the importance of his lead in the process of learning.  He successfully acknowledges improvement and relates well to students with special needs and is patient with  their progress.

Mr. Hughes has been dependent on the resources in the class and now has begun to extend learning with additional materials on a limited basis.  As he continues his examination of materials he should be encouraged to add his own resources and ideas to the his lessons.  This also will lead to coherent lessons that can be used for multiple groups of learners (i.e. ILA Reading groups).  Mr. Hughes's instructional groups were determined by his cooperating teacher using assessment of ability levels especially in Language Arts. Mr. Hughes used this information as a guide for instruction. By continuing to write detailed, indepth lesson plans he can ensure that all the ability needs are addressed when he becomes fully responsible for this data. 

Mr. Hughes was prompt in his submission of lesson plans and gradually improved in his inclusion of all elements of a complete lesson. As related above detail is essential to growth as an instructor. 		3		2		2		2		3		Mr. Hughes has developed a quietly respectful manner in his classroom using both words and rapport indicative of a educator.  He involves students personally in his lessons including them in the process of learning.  He organizes his lesson space in an appropriate manner for the lesson he plans.  He has improved in his ability to explain his expectations and content. There are areas in which he will continue to improve as he increase his contact experiences with students.  His classroom procedures are stronger and almost at mastery with all transitions and grouping administered successfully.  He is now more aware of the connection between management and achievement and will surely continue to work on this important area in the future.

Student behaviors are an area in which Mr. Hughes has tried some of his own ideas.  He has adjusted and fine tuned his management for behaviors with more success as he ended his placement and should continue to think of ways he can establish his own plan and style.  The physical space in this classroom is suitable for diverse learning opportunities and Mr. Hughes used all areas in an effective way so that learning took place in whole groups, small group instruction and in an individual setting.  He should also continue to encourage work posture and quiet attention during instruction in the formula for success.		3		2		2		2		3		Mr. Hiughes has progressed much in the area of instruction.  His communication of information, content and directions is now a strength.  He is clear in his explanation of activities he plans and what he expects his learners to do.  He is attempting to include a variety of questions in his interactions with the students.  Some areas like open ended questions are still in the developmental stage appropriate for a pre-service teacher but there have been strong examples of open-ended questioning in the small group settings during ILA instruction.  

Mr. Hughes is engaging as an instructor.  He plans a variety of activities and uses various settings in which the students can participate in those activities..  Some of his ideas about using the desks as a human ten frame in a Mathematics lesson show that he can vary the active learning time for whole group and in small group settings.  He has begun to assess his students and can now begin to use assessments to acquire data about progress as well as his effectiveness as an instructor. He has become more flexible in his instruction as he interacts with students especially at a personal level.  This one on one time has proven beneficial and Mr. Hughes should be commended on his strength.  This ability to adjust his lesson has become stronger toward the end of the placement especially in ILA.		2		2		1		2		2		2		Mr. Hughes shows evidence of maintaining records both academic and non-instructional in a suitable manner.  He is almost at the point of mastery at the end of this placement and would benefit from continuing to seek ways to collect data to inform instruction and present these adjustments in his planning.  There was limited communication with families.  Including the family in the learning process scaffolds learning, which further ensures that every avenue of learning is consistent.

Mr. Hughes interacted with the two professional in his classroom regularly.  He has begun to realize the power of a team concept in the classroom.  As he becomes a professional he will surely have the same opportunities to team teach and should use his experience as his foundation for future endeavors.  He is becoming more comfortable with feedback but must also understand that teachers learn by their own teaching.  Evolution of instruction is a natural process.  Hopefully Mr. Hughes will embrace that opportunity to learn.

A suggestion for improvement would be to actively and accurately reflect on his teaching realizing that as a teacher that responsibility is then considered a strength supporting the standard of "teacher as learner"		Mr. Hughes strengths include:		Mr. Hughes would benefit from:		B+

																																																																						communicative interaction with students on multiple levels during instruction		accepting the natural growth process of a teacher by using his experiences to add to that process

																																																																						developing a plan for improvement in the area of management which is an ongoing process		creating lessons that demonstrate his strengths as a communicator in the class 

																																																																						strong command of interaction on a child's level

																																																																						professional mannerisms indicative of an educator

																																																																						management of groups and transitions during instruction

		Leighann		Miller		mille142@go.stockton.edu		Mike Adamski		Joann Cleland		Frog Pond Elementary		3		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		2		3		Throughout the Semester Leighann demonstrated knowledge of the 3rd grade curriculum of the Frog Pond Elementary School. She significantly increased her awareness of prerequisite relationships and effective instructional methods. Leighann had a firm grip on her students level of cognitive development as well as their cultural backgrounds and range of interests. Leighann's lesson plans contained well written measurable goals and objectives which were directly related to the USA Common Core and NJ Core Curriculum Standards. Leighann designs lesson plans that contain learning activities aligned to the instructional outcomes. These activities contained built in assessments that successfully measured the level of student understanding.		3		2		3		2		2		Throughout the semester, Leighann maintained a positive classroom atmosphere characterized by rapport and respect as evidenced by the interactions between Leighann and the students and among the students themselves. Leighann established a culture in the classroom based on the expectations that the students would put forth their best effort to produce quality academic work. Classroom routines functioned well with smooth transitions between groups and activities. This had very positive effects on the efficient use of instructional time. Leighann established behavior standards to which the students adhered. She refocused those students who drifted off task. The classroom furniture arrangement facilitated various teaching strategies and learning activities..		3		2		2		3		2		At the beginning of each lesson Leighann focused the students and explained what they would be learning and the activities they would complete. These explanations were effective based on how well the students immediately engaged on their assigned tasks. Leighann's open ended questioning techniques improved as the semester progressed, with the end result being lively discussions and sound assessment of student learning. The learning activities were aligned to the instructional outcomes and successfully engaged the students. Lesson pacing improved throughout the semester, as did the infusion of technology and use of available resources. Leighann demonstrated flexibility during her lessons as she retaught material the students didn't understand.		3		2		2		2		3		3		Leighann reflects on each lesson's effectiveness at the post conference. She is always open to constructive suggestions to enhance her teaching performance. Leighann communicated with her students' families at Back to School Night and Parent Conference Week, where she was very well received. Her record keeping is accurate and current. Leighann has maintained a sound working relationship with Coop teacher Cleland and other colleagues in the building. She attends faculty and grade level meetings and seeks out available professional development workshops and programs.Throughout the semester Leighann displayed high levels of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Throughout the semester Leighann demonstrated knowledge of the 3rd grade curriculum in all subjects at the Frog Pond Elementary School. 2. Leighann submitted quality lesson plans on time via Taskstream. 3. Leighann maintained a positive classroom environment based on respect and rapport. 4. Leighann developed a classroom culture based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully engaged the students in lively discussions nd served as assessment indicators of student learning. 6. Leighann maintained a good working relationship with Coop Teacher Cleland and other colleagues in the building. 7. Throughout the semester Leighann displayed a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Continue to explore effective teaching strategies in all elementary subject areas. 2. Continue to explore new materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 3. Continue to infuse technology in future lessons. 4. Continue to focus on lesson pacing, questioning techniques and classroom management. 5. Continue to grow professionally by seeking workshops and programs to enhance your teaching performance.		A

		Taylor		Piasecki		piaseckt@go.stockton.edu		Mrs. L. Cardone		Mrs. K. Butera		Silver Bay Elementary		Grade Two		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. Piasecki has had a very successful field experience and has demonstrated her ability to plan and prepare comprehensive lesson plans. She has worked hard to integrate various instructional strategies into well developed lessons that reinforce student understanding and encourage student participation. Ms. Piasecki was able to demonstrate her ability to differentiate learning activities for students at both ends of the learning spectrum. Her lessons included many cooperative group activities designed to encourage the exchange of ideas and foster a more cooperative spirit among her students. Ms. Piasecki's lesson plans were designed to develop concepts and skills outlined by the district curriculum.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Piasecki has met with much success in the area of classroom management. She has established a positive learning environment for her students and has demonstrated her ability to manage all areas of classroom instruction. Ms. Piasecki has employed various auditory cues and prompts that require familiar and repetitive responses. As a result, Ms. Piasecki has consistently demonstrated strong classroom management skills. Ms. Piasecki's kind and patient manner encourages student participation and reinforces her students' efforts and success. She has established a rapport with her students based on mutual respect.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Piasecki has demonstrated her ability to design lessons that successfully integrate curricular goals using varied instructional strategies and effective technology. She presents new information with great clarity and encourages critical thinking skills through multi-level questioning techniques. Ms. Piasecki's lessons have been creative and incorporate learning strategies designed to encourage the sharing of ideas and foster a cooperative spirit among her students. She uses assessment strategies that are aligned with the lessons' objectives to measure student performance. As Ms. Piasecki continues in her career, she will develop more diverse assessment strategies to be used to monitor student progress.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Ms. Piasecki demonstrates a high level of professionalism and respect for her school community. Her performance as a student teacher was reflective in the high standards she seems to have set for herself. Her dedication to her educational program can be seen in her insightful and meaningful reflections. She has participated in many district professional workshops and first marking period parent/ teacher conferences. Ms. Piasecki has demonstrated her desire to grow as a professional and takes pride in her role as a teaching candidate.		Ms. Piasecki has worked very hard to successfully complete her student teaching experience. She has grown as a professional under the guidance of Mrs. Butera, the quintessential "master teacher". Ms. Piasecki has developed an understanding and appreciation for her role as a teacher. She is a bright and enthusiastic young woman with a promising future. Ms. Piasecki has set very high professional standards for herself and has worked hard to achieve them. It is truly a pleasure to endorse Ms. Piasecki as a teaching candidate.		Ms. Piasecki has had a wonderful opportunity to totally immerse herself in her second grade class. She has learned many important skills, particularly in the area of lesson design and development. Assessment is an important component in lesson design as it not only provides a necessary measure of student learning, but it guides further instruction based on levels of performance and achievement. The ability to create and interpret assessment tools develops with time and experience. Ms. Piasecki's dedication to her personal career goals will guide her to develop the tools necessary to create an effective learning environment for her students.		A

		Gina		DeGennaro		Degennag@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Kimberly Horton		H. Ashton Marsh Elementary		Grade 3		Fall 2015		2		2		3		3		2		2		Ms. DeGennaro presented lesson plans that were detailed and included accomodations for students in her class who did not receive academic support in her classroom.  Her growth in connecting the content and outcomes is almost completely at mastery level.  She acknowledges the areas of need in content and succeeds in adequately planning so that her presentations to the students are strongly connected.  Her knowledge of the class has increased steadily and she has created various activities that support even the neediest of learners in active learning.

Her demonstrated knowledge of the resources was supported in the activities she created for her lessons.  The management of these activities were mastered by the end of her placement.  She had a plan, a set of criteria for grouping and the supplies were packed with everything needed for a group to complete work.  She personally added manipulatives and materials on her own which enhanced the student learning.  All these areas led to a cohesive lesson and by the end of her placement she was highly effective in her presentation of support activities.

Designing assessments that measure progress has been an ongoing learning experience for Ms. De Gennaro.  She quickly understood the need to adjust assesssments according to the students' abilities.  She scaffolded her assessments for students with IEPs successfully evaluating what she needed to know in her exit ticket.  This is a strong indicator of her ability to deal with multiple levels within the class differentiating as needed.		3		3		2		2		3		Ms. DeGennaro encouraged her students to join her in an environment for learning that was respectful.  She provided models of good behavior, gave positive feedback and interacted well with students who needed redirection.  She has a consistent culture for learning that demonstrates that environment.  The challenges she faced with multiple ability levels in one class were met with the same consistency.  She improved greatly in her ability to manage the class as they learned.  She realized that the management program would be a foundation for the learning she hoped would take place.  Once she was secure in that management the other areas became more effective.  Her transitions, materials and grouping of students was managed well by the end of her placement.  

Ms. DeGennaro is realizing the connection of expectations for learning and the students behaviors.  Her more directed explanations encouraged better behavior.  She developed a sense of how to address misbehavior without losing the pace of the lesson or disrupt the other students.  The classroom is somewhat crowded and limits movement but Ms. DeGennaro strived to have the students experience their learning in whole groups, small groups and individually. Her use of organization prior to presenting the lesson helped ease the space issue by grouping according to sets of desks or moving students onto the floor for some instruction.		2		2		3		2		3		Ms. DeGennaro communicates her expectations at a moderate level at this point.  She is steadily improving in this area and will surely master it with more student contact experience.  Her directions are clear and she explains content well at this point.  She is working hard on using a variety of questions in the classroom.  This mastery will also come with more experience.  Ms. DeGennaro engages the students and they are for the most part attentive to her lessons.  The structure and pacing is effective for most students with adjustment being made for some with each lesson.  

Ms. DeGennaro has incorporated assessment into every plan in some form.  There have been projects, completed worksheets, exit tickets and interactive games.  It would be beneficial to try some online assessing applications with students adding to the mix she is using.  She monitors and records progress and uses data to plan future instruction.  This is generally appropriate at this point.  She demonstrates flexibility, clarifying concepts while teaching in an orderly manner.  She is persistent with the students who need her most.  She has adjusted to their needs in several areas with each lesson and this is a strength.		3		3		N/A		2		2		3		Ms. DeGennaro is very reflective of her teaching.  She is open about areas of need and accepts ideas for improvement which she utilizes in her future lessons. She maintains information about her students' achievement for the dual purpose of monitoring their progress and her effectiveness.  This is an asset to her growth.  She is developing a style of teaching that is effective for her subject areas.   She has taken a few chances in presentation which have proved to be successful.  She is receptive to the help her cooperating teacher has provided and interacts in professional inquiry with the staff members around her.

Ms. DeGennaro is professional in manner.  She complies with the rules and regulations of the district using these as a basis for her performance and professionalism.  She has established herself as a lead teacher in her placement and continues to grow as an educator.  In her future experiences she will surely practice some of the same behaviors modifying as needed with that growth.		Ms. DeGennaro's strengths include:		Ms. DeGennaro would benefit from:		A-

																																																																						 professionalism indicative of a successful educator including self reflection, attainment of new skills, and professional development		addressing technology in her lessons more fully especially in Language Arts and Social Studies

																																																																						 high expectations for the success of her students and her role as teacher in the process		establishing a set behavior management system with minor adjustments according to subject needs

																																																																						 flexibility in presentation of content adjusting to the needs of students

																																																																						 content knowledge particularly in the area of Language Arts

																																																																						 receptivity to improvement suggestions with follow through

																																																																						 

		John		Hogbin		wolfhogbin@gmail.com		Lesley Hagen		Mrs. Sue Belding		Gloucester County Institute of Technology		12-Oct		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		John has a solid understanding of the content that he teaches.  His strong content knowledge supports his instruction and his ability to identify students' strengths and weakness in the content. His ability to develop instruction that provides student reinforcement and strengthens their understanding of the content is noteworthy.  John is able to develop lessons that are relevant, student related and incorporates up to date technology.  His use of resources to support instruction is documented throughout his lessons.  Instruction is varied and includes all modalities to maintain student engagement.  Lessons are well developed and coherent and transition from one activity to another proceeds smoothly.  Mr. Hogbin plans instruction to support student understanding and provides study guides along with other support materials ie: study cards, to assist students to be more successful on benchmark assessments and classroom quizzes.		3		3		3		3		3		John exhibits a relaxed demeanor in the classroom which allows for students to feel welcome.  While non-threatening he communicates an expectation for a high level of rigor and students appear to respond well to his countenance.  Students realize that this is a learning community and behave accordingly.  Students are made aware of the objective(s) of the lesson and what student outcomes are expected and they strive to meet those expectations. All lessons have included multiple activities to support student engagement.  During his placement, John's level of classroom management has improved and he is aware of any off task behavior and addresses it appropriately.   The physical layout of the classroom supports a Science lab environment and is safe and accessible for all students.		3		3		3		3		3		Students are always made aware of the intended outcomes of each lesson.  There are clear directions and an explanation of what the goals of the lesson are for students at the beginning of each class.  Questioning techniques have improved and are included in openings of a lesson and as a closure to insure student understanding and to gauge student learning.  Students are encouraged to participate in discussions and to ask questions related to the content that is being covered.  All lessons observed were developed to support student engagement and inquiry based learning.  Material is well paced and meets the district curriculum guidelines.  Students are provided with multiple resources, as well as Cornell notes as the curriculum is not textbook based.  Multiple materials are provided to support instruction and students are well organized as all materials are to be incorporated into their science lab notebook.  KWL charts, questioning techniques, closure activities and classwork activities are all used as forms of daily assessment to gauge student learning.  John has made made minor changes in lessons and altered plans based on student need and student interest.  He has also demonstrated the ability to reflect and make changes based on those reflections in a positive and thoughtful manner.		3		3		3		3		3		3		John's exhibits the ability to identify areas that require remediation in a lesson or in his classroom management style; this level of reflection is necessary to be an effective teacher.  He is motivated to do well in the classroom and provide his students with meaningful instruction.  He can identify activities that do not support student outcomes or understanding and modifies his instruction to support wanted outcomes.  He is consistent with the district rubric that is used for grading and feels comfortable with grading.  He understands the role of an educator in communicating with parents, but has limited communications with parents in this placement.  He works well with his colleagues and peers, and strives to improve his level of content knowledge and pedagogical skills.  He exhibits a high level of professionalism and is appropriate in his actions and communications.  His decisions in the classroom reflect an interest in meeting student's academic needs.  He is compliant with all school and district regulations.		John exhibits an enthusiasm for science and his level of content knowledge spills over into his lessons.  He takes great care in his lessons and develops multiple activities in each lesson to support student understanding and engagement.  His integration of technology in instruction supports student engagement and provides students with online resources to encourage appropriate technology use.  His classroom management style has improved and he is focused on insuring that all students are engaged during the lessons.  John uses  time wisely and there is no wasted instructional time evident in his lessons.  Students are engaged throughout the time provided.  He worked well with his cooperative teacher and was open and reflective about suggestions made by Mrs. Belding or myself during his placement.  During his peer observations he was able to identify poor use of instructional time and state what he would have altered in instruction to make it more meaningful for the students.		In this area I would suggest a continued use of grammar and spellcheck on any and all materials used in the classroom or for parent communication.  During our conferencing we discussed this issue and John has demonstrated much improvement, but still needs to be cognizant of this area.  A continued awareness and inclusion of cross-content integration of standards where applicable in lesson plan development.		A

		Frederick		Heyer		heyerf@go.stockton.edu		Bossard, Allan		Bell, Maurice		William Satz Middle School (Holmdel)		7/8 social studies		Fall 2015		2		2		2		2		2		2		Planning for project based instruction has been effective.  Mr. Heyer has proven to be knowledgeable of content and has presented it at a level appropriate to middle school students.  Planning has been presented in accepted formal formats.  Mr. Heyer has developed a good understanding of students' learning and behavioral characteristics.  		2		2		2		2		2		Interactions are consistently and mutually respectful.  A culture for learning has been enhanced by setting expectations for achievement at lesson introduction and by posing questions at closure.  Time management has improved during the semester to allow for implementation of each task in a lesson.  Students are usually responsive to behavior expectations.  Redirection is provided as necessary.  

Continue to develop a management plan that more assertively sets procedural and behavior expectations.  Remember to repeat expectations often, especially at transitions, and to recognize students for achievement.  This will be especially important at the beginning of a teaching assignment in order to assert your command of the classroom.		2		2		2		2		2		Mr. Heyer was consistent in using vocabulary of the content appropriately.  Interactions between the student teacher and students were positive, leading to a fluid dialog during class and individual discussions. 

Students were consistently engaged in project based lessons in which students were required to research topics and collaboratively complete tasks.  

Mr. Heyer readily accepted recommendations.  He developed more questions to challenge students to think critically.  He also developed task charts so students could gauge their progress.

Continue to encourage students to effectively communicate verbally.  They should speak loudly enough to allow the whole class to hear their comments and you can repeat their comments as well.  Provide guidelines of criteria to be included in group presentations. 		2		2		N/A		2		3		3		Mr. Heyer reflected accurately on the effectiveness of instruction.  He was open to recommendations and implementation could be observed in subsequent observations.  

A positive relationship developed wit his cooperating teacher.  Mr. Heyer complied to district policies and regulations.		Mr. Heyer made consistent progress in developing and implementing appropriate and effective learning tasks.  He accepted recommendations readily.  Communication and interactions with students were fluid and enhanced discussions.  Procedures for management developed.  Questioning skills developed to allow for more critical thinking.		Continue to maintain adherence to formal instructional planning.

As noted in this report: continue to encourage students to develop effective presentation and communication skills; continue to develop assertiveness in classroom management.		A

		David		Dunleavy		DavidDamienDunleavy@Me.com		Dr. Steven Ciccariello		Mrs. Kelly Boyle		Brighton Avenue School, Atlantic City		2		Fall 2015		1		2		2		2		1		1		During his student teaching experience Mr. Dunleavy demonstrated both inadequate and inaccurate content knowledge in the planning of his lessons.  Additionally, lesson plans were changed at the last minute on two occasions during planned evaluations by the College Supervisor. 

Lessons were also planned demonstrating inappropriate knowledge of students' skills and development leading to confusion and classroom management problems during their implementation.

Mr. Dunleavy utilized resources that were generally appropriate for his students, but demonstrated little to no evidence of making connections to previous learning in the planning process.

Mr. Dunleavy designed student assessments with uneven results.  Assessments often lacked rigor and were inappropriate for some learners and not measurable.

 		2		2		1		1		2		Throughout his student teaching experience Mr. Dunleavy struggled with classroom management.  He attempted to make improvements in this area but results were both uneven and inconsistent.  I repeatedly requested that he take suggestions from his cooperating teacher in this area in addition to the ones I provided, but he did not.

Mr. Dunleavy's management of instructional groups and management of materials and supplies was also uneven and only moderately effective.  He also experienced repeated difficulty with classroom management while transitioning from one activity to another during lesson presentations.  This resulted in way too much "down time" resulting is a disruptive classroom environment.

Mr. Dunleavy experienced numerous problems with classroom management during the semester as a result of his inability to effectively implement routine activities such movement from one instructional space to another, pass out papers, collect papers, sharpening pencils, etc...He certainly understands the concept but his inconsistency with implementation was problematic.

 

 		2		1		2		2		1		Throughout his student teaching experience, Mr. Dunleavy has experienced difficulties in communicating with students.  Communication has often been unclear, and his explanations of content have many times been not at the ability level of his students.  Mr. Dunleavy has also been inconsistent in communicating expectations for learning and providing clear directions to his students.  This has created confusion in the classroom with students engaged in activities for no stated purpose.

There is little to no evidence of improvement in the area of questioning techniques by Mr. Dunleavy.  Questions have been uneven and of poor quality with inappropriate wait time.  I have only observed Mr. Dunleavy ask questions which illicited choral responses from the entire class, despite several recommendations to him focusing on asking questions to specific students or having students raise their hands to answer questions.

Mr. Dunleavy does try to make the lesson engaging for his students, but often activities chosen lack purpose and clarity.

Mr. Dunleavy has demonstrated a basic awareness of using assessment to inform instruction.  However, there is an over-reliance on worksheets for assessment purposes which is not always suitable for lower-level and ESL students.

Mrs. Dunleavy has also demonstrated inconsistency in the ability to make adjustments to lessons when it is evident students are not grasping the content.  There needs to be a "Plan B" when the lesson is just not working as planned.		1		2		2		1		1		1		Mr. Dunleavy never established a positive working relationship with his cooperating teacher during the semester, despite my recommendations to do so.

On November 23rd, Mr. Dunleavy abandoned his student teaching responsibility by leaving the Brighton Avenue School to handle personal matters with no notification or approval from his cooperating teacher.  This left his cooperating teacher the responsibility to teach classes that day that were his responsibility with no lesson plans provided.

As a result of this matter, Mr. Dunleavy was directed by Stockton University officials not to return to the Brighton Avenue School the following day.  Mr. Dunleavy ignored that directive, showed up at the school, engaged in a meeting with the building principal and was assigned to sit in another classroom for the day.

The actions of Mr. Dunleavy demonstrated a total lack of professionalism, integrity, and ethical conduct necessary for a student teacher to be effective.  He did a disservice to himself, his cooperating teacher and most importantly his students.  His actions further demonstrate extremely poor decision making on his part and a total disregard of his professional responsibilities as a student teacher.		Utilization of Technology resources during lessons

In general, positive rapport with his students		Inadequate and inaccurate content knowledge in the planning of his lessons

Inconsistency between his knowledge of content and pedagogy with his knowledge of his students' abilities

Making connections to previous learning in the planning process

Classroom management in general

Management of instructional groups, materials and supplies

Transitioning from one activity to another without student discipline issues occurring

Implementing routing classroom activities

Communicating to his students in a clear and consistent manner

Quality and effectiveness of questioning techniques

Making adjustments to lesson where students are experiencing difficulties grasping the content

Inability to develop a positive working relationship with his cooperating teacher

Demonstrating professionalism, integrity and ethical conduct in the performance of his responsibilities as a student teacher

Poor decision making		Other: C-

		Mallory		Wilbraham		wilbrah1@go.stockton.edu		Joseph J. Dougherty		Dale Euler		Memorial School		4		Fall 2015		3		2		2		2		3		2		Strengths 

Demonstrates excellent knowledge of content and content-related pedagogy.

Designs well-organized, coherent instruction using varied, relevant instructional materials and effective grouping of students.

Areas for Improvement

Identify individual students who fail to reach target objectives and provide needed differentiation of instruction for these individuals.

 

 		3		2		2		2		2		Strengths

Promotes an environment of respect and rapport with all students.

Creates a culture of high expectations and fosters students' pride in their accomplishments.

Areas of Improvement

Prepare lessons to anticipate students who may finish the required work early; provide for additional enrichment activities that support the learning objectives. 		2		2		3		2		2		Strengths

Learning activities, instructional materials, lesson pacing and grouping of students work cohesively to foster consistently high student engagement.

Areas for Improvement

Formative assessment strategies should be expanded to engage students in managing their progress. In addition to using assessment results to plan instruction, Ms. Wilbraham should develop students' capacity to understand their progress related to specific learning objectives and be key players in remediation strategy. 

Ms. Wilbraham exhibits progress in using higher order questioning to promote rigor in instruction. Continue to plan and use questioning and discussion techniques that encourage students to analyze and evaluate content and to demonstate creative thinking.		2		2		2		2		3		2		Strengths

Ms. Wilbraham takes full advantage of opportunities to develop professionally. She regularly seeks feedback from supervisors and colleagues and appropriately applies the learning to her work.

Areas for Improvement 

Use student work and assessment results to reflect on the effectiveness of lessons. Reflection may lead to adjustments to a lesson or unit of study and/or differentiation of instruction to address the needs of underachievers as well as high achievers. In addition, embed enrichment activities in lessons and units of study for those students who achieve consistently at high levels.		Demonstrates excellent knowledge of content and content-related pedagogy.

Designs well-organized, coherent instruction using effective materials and resources.

Promotes an environment of respect and rapport with all students and creates a culture of high expectations.

Delivers instruction that consistently fosters high student engagement.		Formative assessment strategies should be expanded to engage students in managing their progress. In addition to using assessment results to plan instruction, Ms. Wilbraham should develop students' capacity to understand their progress related to specific learning objectives and be key players in remediation strategy. 

Prepare lessons to anticipate students who may finish the required work early; provide for additional enrichment activities that support the learning objectives. 		A

		Ademir		Duttweiler		duttweia@go.stockton.edu		Andrew Breckenridge		Patti DeRoo		Atlantic City High School		Algebra 2		Fall 2015		3		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths: Knowledge of content, knowledge of students cultural heritage, assessments in congruence with instructional outcomes.

Areas for improvement: Knowledge of learning process, selecting instructional outcomes, use of technology in instruction, needs more small group activities, designing learning activities, designing formative assessments.		2		2		2		2		3		Strengths: Expectations for student behavior, this is an urban setting and attendance and student behavior is challenging for evem veteran teachers. The management of instructional groups is difficult if the students do not choose to be engaged. Response to student misbehavior has shown some improvement.

Areas for improvement: Creating an environment of respect and rapport, having expectations of the importance of learning, classroom management, Response to student misbehavior. Ademir was very patient with his students but several choose to not participate and need to be engaged in learning.		2		2		2		2		3		Strengths: Explanation of content, response to students was friendly and respectful.

Areas for improvement: Questions and discussion techniques, engaging students in learning, monitoring of student learning, student self assessment and monitoring of progress. Ademir was working with a cooperating teacher whose style was one of a traditional direct instruction. He has tried to incorporate cooperative learning with limited success. Many of the student were not engaged as they chose not to participate. He needs to improve his use of small group instruction and cooperative learning. As with many novice teacher he needs to improve his pacing of his lessons and to talk less and allow time for students to do there work. Often when he told students to work on problems he continued to instruct rather than allowing time for them to work through problems. One area that is not of his choosing is that several students in algebra 2 had not passed algebra1 and these students had difficulty learning new material with an inadequate foundation.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Reflection on teaching, maintaining accurate records, participation in a professional community, receptivity to feedback from colleagues, showing professionalism.

Areas for improvement: Enhancement of pedagogical skills, involvement in a culture of professional inquiry.		Ademir is very passionate about delivering instruction. Knowledge of content and receptivity to feedback from his supervisor and cooperating teacher.		Ademir needs to improve his delivery of instruction. He uses direct far to often but that is the model that his cooperating teacher uses. He needs to allow more time for students to work on assignments and not instruct after he tells them to try a problem. I have encouraged him to make greater use of small group instruction and cooperative learning. It is difficult to teach students that have failed algebra 1 in an algebra 2 class. The attendance problems and lack of engagement in an urban setting has been difficult for him to adjust to. His use of questioning and discussion techniques could use improvement. As Ademir gains more experience his methods of instruction should improve and I think his passion for teaching will allow him to become an excellent teacher.		A-

		Chris		Madamba		chris.madamba@gmail.com		Gene Miller		Jennifer Heller		Rosa International Middle School		6th gr. Social Studies		Fall 2015		2		2		2		2		2		2		1a  Mr. Madamba has displayed effective content knowledge in preparation for lesson planning and instruction.  Lesson plan organization has shown improvement.

  b   Mr. Madamba is aware of the different ability levels of students but tends to teach to the whole group with little differentiation for learning levels.

  c  Student outcomes are written for what the students will learn not do themselves.  The daily and weekly lessons must improve their clarity, balance and organization.  More student centered activity planning would improve instruction.

  d  Mr. Madamba has effectively used school resources and has displayed teacher technology skills, now extend the technology into the hands of your students.

  e  Mr. Madamba has utilized school professional development to enhance engaged student centered learning which should be expanded upon.

  f  Using cooperative teacher resources, Mr. Madamba has developed his own effective assessments.		2		2		2		1		2		2a  Mr. Madamba uses politeness, encouragement and physical proximity to create a positive learning environment for his students.

  b  Mr. Madamba's interest in the subject matter is high but his primary instructive technique is to push the students together through the material.

  c  Smooth functioning classroom procedures lack consistently.  This specifically relates to the organization of collected homework and student classwork, the securing of tests and the returning of graded student work on a timely basis.  Mr. Madamba has learned to complete grades into the computer once completed and regularly posts assignments, makeup work and related video clips to eboard.

  d  The response to student inappropriate behavior should never include whole class punishment, lecture or shutdowns.  Address the student or students individually in the hall while maintaining instruction for the rest of the class.  Mr. Madamba taught large classes of 33 and 34 students-two classes of ICR.

  e  Mr. Madamba has learned to teach in a cooperative group setting.		2		2		2		2		2		3a  Improvement in directions to students for reading assignments and projects will keep parental questions at a minimum.  Mr. Madamba explains content in an interesting way that motivates his students to learn more.

  b  Allow more student questions related to content during discussions for a more effective student response.  Mr. Madamba has improved in the area of higher level follow up HOTS questions that he has preplanned.  He has improved his wait time to include more hands up and regularly makes a point to call on a variety of students in class not the same ones.

  c  Learning tasks for students are a mix of requiring students to think and requiring factual recall.  Students are regular active and motivated in their learning with Mr. Madamba.

  d  Student feedback for assignments, tests and projects should have a 24 hour turn around time.  Work graded after 48 hours is unacceptable and unprofessional. This is an area that has shown improvement over the last 3-4 weeks.

  e  Utilize cooperative teacher and college supervisor recommendations for instructional improvement on a regular basis.		2		2		2		1		2		2		4a  Mr. Madamba has displayed the ability to offer modifications to his instruction through reflective practice.

  b  The maintainence of accurate records has improved throughout the course of his student teaching experience.

  c  Mr. Madamba has participated during the semester in ongoing emails and has learned to be careful in the selection of the wording to parents.

  d  Mr. Madamba has had limited extra curricular experience by attending 1 day at Mt. Misery and has attended only 2 Harry Potter Club meetings.  New teachers must immerse themselves fully into the culture of their school which includes participating in many after school activities.

  e/f  Mr. Madamba has attended all faculty meetings, all department and grade level meetings.  He has attended all professional development days given district and building- wide while maintaining a positive professional attitude during his challenges.  He also worked with special education teachers to develop an understanding for using accommodations to help his inclusion students to be successful in class.  He is a fine role model in his school and dressed accordingly.		Chris Madamba has an engaging personality.  He is collegial with his professional peers and he relates extremely well to the students that he teaches.  His students genuinely like having Mr. Madamba as their teacher.  Chris has a strong content background that allows him to answer many student questions on the fly during classroom discussions accurately.  He has strong technology skills that allow him to create effective to highly effective power points and captures interesting video clips to inspire his students for the lesson at hand.  He has learned to utilize prepared Higher Order of Thinking questions to challenge his learners and has begun to activate student learning through student centered learning activities within the lesson. Chris also has made a point of preparing effective closings to his lesson in order to tie the day's learning together.		Consistency is the main area of improvement for Chris Madamba.  He has shown flashes in preparation and planning, classroom instruction, grading and classroom management but has not done it on a day to day basis.  This may be due to a lack of organization that will get a person to fall behind very quickly, especially in the teaching profession.  Chris continues to improve his overall balance of these areas and when he acquires improved organization he will be greatly successful.		B

		Evan		Toudy		EMToudy@yahoo.com		R. Dolton		Mrs. Sharon Sheppard		Indian Avenue Elementary		5		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		3		2		Evan's lesson  plans are submitted in a timely and appropriate manner.

Evan's lesson plans consistently and accurately meet the Core Content Standards for his fifth graders at Indian Avenue Elementary School.

Evan's sequential and clarity of implementation of his plans are generally appropriate for diverse learners.		3		2		3		3		2		Evan clearly worked diligently to establish an effective and successful environment of respect and rapport within his classroom.

Evan demonstrated moderate expect ions for his students regarding their overall learning various concepts being taught within his teaching assignment.

Evan's management of materials, supplies and transitions was efficient and appropriate for his students.		3		2		3		2		2		Evan's communication with his fifth graders has shown a consistent improvement with each observation. His explanation of content is generally  appropriate relevant to the subject matter he is teaching.

Questioning and discussions techniques has varied and at times been inconsistent but is becoming more consistent with each observation. Remember to ask higher level questions and to follow student response with probing questions as to why they responded the way they did.

Evan has developed engaging and effective lessons for his fifth graders as he progressed through his student teaching experience. His use of instructional materials such as power points, diagrams and worksheets that challenged his students to be successful in the lessons he was teaching. 		3		3		2		3		3		3		Evan reflections are consistent and appropriately surmise his teaching techniques.

Evan's participation in the school culture and school community was one that was successful and well developed from the onset of his student teaching assignment.

Evan professionalism and his commitment to his student was genuine and appropriate during his student teaching assignment.		Evan knows his content and worked diligently to communicate with his students in the fifth class where he was assigned for his student teaching. This class was challenging and at times difficult to reach but Evan persevered and effectively used this experience to better his teaching techniques.

Evan's plans for the most part were engaging and appropriately developed for his fifth graders. His use of various modes of instruction and materials within his lesson clearly made his lessons effective and accurate. 		Remember to always check for understanding by having students respond back to you just what your directives are and how you want them to implement those directions. Constant checking for comprehension is a vital component in teaching any subject.

Remember to work on your questioning techniques by asking higher level questions and those questions that probe students to think on a higher level.		A-

		Richard		Testa		richardtesta821@gmail.com		Walter Kaczka		Delores Dalelio		Neptune HS		12-Sep		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. Testa consistently demonstrated a higher than average command of the content and the pedagogy necessary to present it to the students. 

He consistently demonstrated his knowledge and use of outside reliable resources to enhance the learning experience for his students.

Mr. Testa utilized his knowledge of the available technology to design lessons that engaged the students and helped to explain complex topics.		3		3		2		2		3		Mr. Testa consistently demonstrated in words and actions that he is highly respectful of his students. He routinely demonstrated that his has high expectation for all of his students. On every occasion he was positive interacting with students and staff. 		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. Testa communicates clearly and accurately using the language and vocabulary of science. 

The labs and activities that he presented to the students embodied the scientific method; many were investigative in design and engaged the students as active participants.		3		3		3		3		3		3		During every post observation conference Mr. Testa accurately reflected on his work. He was always challenging himself to plan and present lessons that maintained a high level of interest and participation.

Mr. Testa consistently demonstrated a high degree of professionalism in communicating with families and colleagues at Neptune HS.

 		Knowledge of the content and the pedagogy.

Knowledge and use of reliable resources and technology.

Consistently demonstrating a high degree of respect and rapport with the students.		Continue to be self-reflective in your lesson planning and presentation.

Continue to seek feedback and constructive comments from colleagues and the administration.

Continue to research additional resources to expand the learning experience for the students.

 		A

		Justine		Foster		fosterj5@go.stockton.edu		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Kim Urban		Brigantine Elementary		Kindergarten		Fall 2015		3		3		2		3		3		3		Miss Foster demonstrated good planning and preparedness skills.  Her plans were consistently thorough, well detailed and organized which reflected her training.  Strengths in this Domain include:

*solid content knowledge combined with child-centered, suitable pedagogical approaches

*familiarity with the developmental characteristics of the early learner

*incorporation of a variety of teacher-created and technology based instructional activities and assessments

*good lesson structure inclusive of accommodations for the special needs children

*timely lesson plan submission to this supervisor for review

Miss Foster is an excellent lesson planner and is always fully prepared to teach each day.  Her fine execution of the planned lessons testifies to her impressive planning skills.

 

 		3		3		2		2		2		Performance strengths:

Rapport and working relationship with the children and the obvious respect and the fondness the children and Miss Foster shared for each other

Miss Foster's warm, caring attitude exhibited towards the children and her sensitivity to their academic, behavioral and social needs. This was especially the case with one at-risk child that sought attention in inappropriate ways.  Miss Foster remained steadfast in her patience and sensitivity to his needs in all circumstances.

The establishment of a true culture of learning (underscored by her Cooperating Teacher) that enhanced the learning environment.  Miss Foster promulgated a true, "We are all learning and growing together" relationship with the children.  The children demonstrated an eagerness to learn and interact with Miss Foster.

Miss Foster's capable maintenance of and adherence to established classroom procedures minimized disruptions during instruction periods. Learning on-task time was good as were the multitude of transitions that occur in the typical Kindergarten classroom.

Focus Areas:

Continue to develop skills at "drawing the line" with certain persistent child  behavioral issues.  Firm and fair, followed up with appropriate attention to the infraction and the consequences, often helps minimize or redirect future inappropriate behavior.

 		3		3		3		3		2		Miss Foster possesses all the fundamentals of an effective teacher as indicated in Danielson's Domain 3.  Highlighted strengths in her teaching performance throughout the semester are herein noted:

*the ability to clearly communicate directives, illustrations and explanations to the children in the management of class procedures and in the instructional process

*Miss Foster's effective use of technology in her instruction in an appropriate and supportive manner.  She was careful not to overuse technology which demonstrates her understanding of the need for Kindergartners to "manipulate" the real world and not spend an inordinate amount of time in a virtual realm.

*usage of a probing questioning technique which enhanced class and small group discussion and prompted creative thought and responses to emerge

*abundant learner engagement in the learning process.  The children were eager to participate in the instructional process, contributing ideas and responding to questions with enthusiasm and vigor.

*ah conscious effort to embed assessment throughout each learning experience.  (This supervisor is confident that Miss Foster can accurately explain the academic growth and development of each child in the class, in each subject area, due to her diligent, careful and continual assessment of their progress).  		3		2		2		2		3		3		Miss Foster had a very successful and fulfilling student teaching experience.  She put forth an excellent effort in planning and preparing for each day, each lesson, each child's unique needs.  She took over the planning, management and teaching responsibilities very early in the semester, and did so most capably and with the full confidence of both supervisors.   Additionally, she 

*earned the respect of the parents with whom she interacted (in conferences, before and after school)

*expressed the desire to advance her understanding of child development (requested to review a power point on Dyslexia)

*enjoyed a most collaborative and productive working relationship with her Cooperating Teacher in particular, and the staff at large

*conducted herself in a professional, ethical and dignified manner at all times.

Miss Foster was a true asset to the Kindergarten class to which she was assigned.  Her absence will be keenly felt.		Miss Foster's performance strengths are detailed under each Domain above.  Her strengths are evident across all Domains especially in the area of classroom environment.  A more eager and enthusiastic class of Kindergartners would be difficult to find.  Observing Miss Foster teach and interact with the children has been a delightful experience for both Cooperating Teacher Kim Urban and this supervisor.  

Miss Foster is a born teacher and has a great deal to offer the teaching profession. She truly enjoys the teaching/learning process and will be a valuable asset to any school district wise enough to offer her a teaching position.

 		In consultation with Cooperating Teacher Kim Urban, no significant areas needing improvement emerged.  We are both quite pleased with Miss Foster's growth and professional development over the last few months and believe that she is fully prepared to take on a teaching position of her own.  She possesses all the qualities of a promising young educator.  		A

		Holly		Pietruska		pietrush@go.stockton.edu		Walter Kaczka		Andrew Pagano		Toms River Intermediate East		7		Fall 2015		3		2		2		3		2		2		Holly consistently demonstrated an excellent command of the subject matter.

She also demonstrated the ability to research and to create her own lessons that incorporated station learning and cooperative/team problem solving.

An area of focus would be to become knowledgeable of the students readiness to learn to their full potential by taking into consideration outside factors that may impact the learning.		3		3		2		2		3		Holly was always highly respectful of her students. She established an excellent rapport with each of the classes. The students regard her as their teacher. She was always positive and supportive in her interactions with the students. 

An area of focus would be to explain and when necessary reinforce your expectations for appropriate student behaviors.  Address and correct negative behaviors and praise positive behaviors.  Indicate and follow through on the consequences for inappropriate behaviors.		3		2		3		2		3		Holly has created and presented a number of lessons that raised the level of engagement and participation.  She uses resources beyond the text.  

An area of focus would be to plan questions that at a higher level in Bloom's Taxonomy.  Questions that ask the students to analyze, construct solutions or evaluate outcomes.

Make greater use of the assessment results to inform and direct instruction to address/correct any areas of confusion.		3		2		N/A		3		3		3		Holly exemplifies a high degree of professionalism.  She is accepted by her colleagues as a professional educator.  She functions as a member of the school/district community.  Holly attended and participated in all meetings and professional development sessions. 

Holly makes herself available to her students needing extra help or have questions during her lunch  period. 

An area of focus would be to become familiar with the process the district uses to inform and communicate with the families. In the Toms River district it is the teacher who communicates with the home. 

 		Holly goes beyond the text and the curriculum guide to plan and present lessons that engage the students. She is creative in the design of some learning activities. 

Holly is always positive interacting with her students. 		An overall area of focus would be to differentiate instruction for those learners who may struggle to understand the concepts presented in a single lesson.  Some students may need different means to convey to the content. 

When necessary remind and follow-up on consequences when student demonstrate poor or inappropriate behaviors 		A

		Kevin		Delaney		kevind86@hotmail.com		Lesley Hagen		Mrs. Janet Mead		Williamstown Middle School		7th grade Science		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Kevin demonstrated an understanding of the content areas that he was teaching in seventh grade science.  He worked well with the district curriculum and prepared lessons that incorporated student inquiry, cooperative learning and technology wherever appropriate. Lessons were developed with student learners levels in mind and students met with success in a variety of lessons that he developed.   Kevin's ability to design activities that aligned with the outcomes improved during the semester and he strengthened his understanding of a good use of instructional time. 

Kevin has utilized a variety of resources throughout his placement and was well prepared for his lessons.  He has integrated technology whenever appropriate and included the use of a student response system to the classroom.  As the semester moved on Kevin was able to identify issues in cooperative groups and adjusted and modified them to insure that students worked in a cohesive manner. 

He made every attempt to provide students with study skills and materials to increase their success on unit assessments and quizzes.  The use of foldables, KWL, science notebooks with diagrams and drawings were all included in the repertoire to support student understanding. Kevin and his cooperating teacher worked closely together to align instruction with planned formative assessments. Multiple activities were designed to support student success and engagement in the classroom.		3		3		3		3		3		This was a co-teaching classroom and both teachers worked well together and created a learning community environment in the classroom.  Students appeared respectful and understood that they were there to learn. Class always started at the beginning of the period with students at their seats and read to begin.

The classroom was alive with a variety of student projects and lab stations with items that students had worked on or with throughout the semester.  Students understood their roles in cooperative groups as they were given clear and direct instructions throughout the semester and therefore group work transitioned smoothly. Student work is displayed throughout the room and the hallway.

Materials were always prepared for class and if anything there was an over preparation of activities which sometimes ran into time set aside for closure of the lesson. There was always a good use of instructional time, no students were lolling about the classroom with nothing to do.  Student behavior was well managed and students displayed an understanding of acceptable classroom behavior. 

The classroom was interesting, safe, clean and accessible for all students.  The room was arranged with science in mind and lab stations were about the perimeter of the room.		3		3		3		3		3		Students were aware of the lesson learning targets for each day as they were posted on the board for them to view.  Directions were always clear and focused to what was to happen during the class.  There were often smartboard posts that highlighted cooperative groups as well as directions. Dates for upcoming quizzes or assessments were posted so students could stay on track.

Questioning techniques improved throughout the semester and closure activities began to tie previous learning into application.  Activities and assignments were geared to student inquiry based learning and cooperative group activities provided opportunities for students to self-check with their peers on what they had learned.  Lesson pacing was strengthened during the semester as Kevin was able to identify activities that were not essential to the objective of the lesson and provided more time for more outcome aligned work. Varied instructional strategies were integrated throughout the semester that met with success and provided students with a bank of methods to strengthen their recall and study skills.

Throughout all of the lessons observed both teachers were involved in assessing and monitoring student understanding and progress. Many lessons ended with student groups identifying questions that they still had that would be touched on during the following class. Kevin spent a great deal of time reviewing assessment data and student responses to identify where to better align instruction to increase student understanding and performance on assessments.   During our post conferences Kevin was able to identify areas that he would change in the next lesson to make better use of instructional time. Kevin incorporated multiple activities to support student's ability to make connections to their learning in real world situations.  He was also aware of where students struggled making connections through their responses and attempted to address it in future lessons.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Kevin exhibited the ability to reflect on his instruction and identify what he thought worked and what could be improved.  His main concern was the best use of instructional time and how to get everything covered that was in each unit. At the end of each observed lesson he was able to identify what worked, what didn't and what revisions he would make to provide a better lesson.  Kevin is very aware of the grading system, school policy and how grades are derived.  He has been involved in various activities that deal with communicating with family members by attending back to school night and parent conferences. 

Kevin is active in his seventh grade core team as they meet monthly, but also the team eats lunch together where they discuss program issues. He also attends any and all district or school provided meetings or professional development activities.  He has completed several peer observations and was able to identify and incorporate strategies that he observed in those classrooms into his own instruction.  Kevin and Mrs. Mead have developed lessons that incorporated cross content integration with what was being taught in the seventh grade math class, so that they were supporting learning in both math and science through data collection. 

Kevin was involved in the school's garden and environmental club with his cooperating teacher at the beginning of the semester. Kevin exhibits a professional appearance and demeanor.  He is consistently professionally dressed, always present, early and displays an enthusiasm for his placement, students and the school.  He is compliant with all school and district regulations.		Kevin displays a professional demeanor and exhibits the attributes you would want in a classroom teacher.  He works hard to meet the many demands of a middle school teacher and is aware of the many responsibilities that are attached to this position.  He is enthusiastic and appears anxious to have the opportunity to have his own class.  He has a large repertoire of instructional strategies that he utilizes in the classroom to instill student interest and engagement.  He has demonstrated the ability to develop meaningful lesson plans that reflect a unit purpose, goal and student objectives and align with the district curriculum and the core content standards. He is well versed in the use of technology and how to use it to support instruction.  Kevin is reflective about his lessons and able to identify areas that need slight remediation or could be improved. He is aware of the importance of assessment and how to use data to identify areas of strength and weakness within his classroom and for his use to revise instruction. 		Kevin needs to be aware of time constraints in class to make sure that he can conclude class with a closure activity. Lab activities can often run over, so being aware of the clock is needed to restate key concepts covered and bringing them back into focus for students.		A

		Bryanna		Maggio		Bryannamaggio@aol.com		Mike Adamski		Nicole Langer		H & M Potter School		2		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		2		3		During the semester Bryanna demonstrated strong knowledge of the 2nd grade curriculum of the H & M Potter Elementary School. She significantly increased her awareness of prerequisite relationships as well as effective teaching strategies. Bryanna had solid knowledge of how her students learn as well as their cultural heritage and range of interests. Her lesson plans contained well written measurable goals and objectives which were directly related the the USA Common Core and NJ Core Curriculum Content Standards. Bryanna designs lesson plans that contain learning activities aligned to the instructional outcomes. These activities contained built in assessments that successfully measured the level of student understanding.		3		2		3		2		2		During the semester Bryanna maintained a positive classroom atmosphere characterized by respect and rapport as evidenced by the interactions between Bryanna and the students and among the students themselves. Bryanna established a culture in the classroom based on the expectations that the students would put forth their best effort to produce quality academic work. Classroom routines functioned well with smooth transitions between groups and activities, resulting in the efficient use of instructional time. Bryanna established classroom behavior standards to which the students adhered. She refocused students who drifted off task. The furniture arrangement in the classroom supported varied teaching strategies and learning activities.		3		2		2		3		2		At the beginning of each lesson Bryanna focused the students and explained what they would be learning and the activities they would complete. These explanations were effective based on how quickly the students engaged on their assigned tasks. As the semester progressed Bryanna's questioning techniques improved and resulted in high participation by the students in discussions, and also assessed the level of student understanding. The learning activities were aligned to the instructional outcomes and successfully engaged the students. Lesson pacing improved throughout the semester as did the infusion of technology and use of available resources. Bryanna also demonstrated flexibility throughout the semester as she retaught materials the students did not understand.		3		2		2		2		3		3		At the post conferences following each lesson, Bryanna reflected on the effectiveness of her teaching performance. Bryanna is always open to receive constructive suggestions to enhance the quality of her lessons. Bryanna communicated with her students' families at Back to School Night and Parent Conference week, where she was very well received. Her record keeping is accurate and up to date. Throughout the semester the working relationship between Bryanna and Coop Teacher Langer was solid. She also interfaced with other colleagues in the building, gaining valuable suggestions to enhance her teaching performance. Bryanna attended Faculty and grade level meetings throughout the semester as well as Professional Development workshops when scheduled.Throughout the semester Bryanna displayed high levels of integrity and professionalism in all areas.		1. Bryanna demonstrated sound knowledge of the 2nd grade curriculum in all subjects at the H & M Potter School. 2. Bryanna submitted quality lesson plans on time via Taskstream. 3. Bryanna maintained a positive classroom environment based on respect and rapport. 4. Bryanna's classroom culture is based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Bryannaa's questioning techniques successfully engaged the students in lively discussions and served as assessment indicators of student learning. 6. Bryanna maintained a positive working relationship with Coop Teacher Langer and other colleagues in the building. 7. Throughout the semester Bryanna displayed a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. It is recommended that Bryanna continue to explore effective teaching strategies in all elementary subject areas. 2. Continue to explore new available resources and materials to enhance future lessons. 3. Continue to infuse technology in future lessons. 4. Bryanna is encouraged to focus on classroom management, lesson pacing, and questioning techniques. 5. Continue to grow professionally by seeking workshops and programs to enhance your teach		A

		Julie		Neuner		julieneuner0@gmail.com		Ronda Brown, Ed.D		Amy Parker		Mullica Township		Kindergarten		Fall 2015		3		3		2		2		3		2		Ms. Neuner demonstrates timely submission of required lesson plans. She has demonstrated her ability to make minor adjustments to instructional plans as needed throughout the week. The learning activities are aligned with the common core standards and kindergarten curricular. Activities are designed to engage the learners and to help build upon academic skills previously taught. Ms. Neuner appears to have working knowledge of her students' interests and performance levels. However, her ability to differentiate instructional materials, resources that extend learning, and assessments to measure individual performances are still emergent areas.  		3		3		2		2		3		Ms. Neuner quickly established a learning environment characterized by mutual respect among students and adults. She has also helped to create a culture of learning that supports and encourages students' efforts and recognizes their contribution to the learning process. Ms. Neuner continues to demonstrate growth in the management of transitions from one activity to another. She continues to also demonstrate basic skills in her application of behavior management and wherewithal of monitoring students' during small group lessons and/or center activities. Ms. Neuner utilizes physical space in the room to very effectively for instructional purposes and interactive learning activities.		3		2		3		2		3		Ms. Neuner has shown improvement in the area of communication with students. Although at times, the learning goals are not conveyed during the introduction of the lesson, students have presented an understanding about what they have been learning and are able to demonstrate their knowledge of the skill. Ms. Neuner utilizes basic questioning techniques to assess students' comprehension and/or prior learning of the subject matter. Overtime, she will develop the art of questioning that challenges students at a greater cognitive and reasoning level. Ms. Neuner exercises sufficient wait time and proper pacing of instructional lessons. Closure activities that include brief a assessment of students' learning remains to be an area of progressive development.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Neuner's conduct is professional and upstanding. She models ethical behavior and a polite respect for administration, professional peers, and students. Ms. Neuner exhibits a passion for teaching and a zeal for learning. She is receptive to feedback and compliant in her response to school and district regulations.		Ms. Neuner strenghts are displayed in the following areas:		Ms. Neuner demonstrates a basic understanding and an emergent growth concerning the following areas:		B+

																																																																						Timely regard for required paperwork (ie: lesson plans)		Incorporate assessment strategies to measure individual progress and to help inform future instruction for students who may require additional support

																																																																						Readily accepts feedback and implements useful recommendations to improve instructional practices		Differentiate instructional lessons that ensure the learning needs and success of all students

																																																																						Seeks opportunities (within district/ outside resources) to enhance professional growth		Provide additional resources to challenge learners who present on a higher academic level

																																																																						Participates / volunteers in overall school program (ie: field trips; grade lever PLC; parent/teacher conferences; school events)		Provide follow-up materials / exercises to keep learners engaged when they quickly complete assignments before others

																																																																						Friendly, cooperative, admired, and well like by students and colleagues 

		Scout		Bauer		bauers@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Ms. Jones		Freehold Township High School		Grade ll/US History		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		The instructor's planning and preparation for lesson planning and implementation are sound and, as such, are evidence of her attention to her students and to her craft.  Ms. Bauer continues to exhibit a sound knowledge base with regard to curriculum for US History.  Her understanding of the needs, replete with the inclusion of "special needs" when applicable, of her students is obvious and, as such, continues to be illustrative of a salient student teacher strength in the areas of lesson design and lesson implementation.  Instructional goals continue to be clearly established and set for students at the onset of the lesson, and, subsequently addressed within the ensuing scope and sequence of the lesson.  Instructor expectations for students continue to be offered and explained, replete with clear and cogent directions regarding student responsibilities for successful lesson completion.  Assessment strategies continue to reflect multi-modal, multi-sensory approaches to problem solving as well as "pre-assessment", "formative assessment", and "summative assessment" formats affording all students involved an opportunity to succeed and excel.  It is strongly suggested that all lesson plans continue to be "timed out" in an effort to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully completed within the time constraints of the class period. 		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Bauer continues to create and maintain a classroom atmosphere that is, at once, both student-friendly and extremely challenging with regard to student analysis of issues in "history" embedded within the curriculum presented in the classroom setting.  Students were found to be open to the delivery of important and challenging instruction from the instructor.  The opportunity to engage in open dialogue regarding the "enduring understanding" statements put forth in the lesson continues to be evident and, as such, continues to serve as a catalyst for continuing discussion: students to instructor; instructor to students; and, peer to peer.  Classroom procedures continue to be carefully crafted and implemented throughout the session.  Transitions, also carefully crafted and implemented, continue to be in evidence and, as such, continue to serve to provide an inner structure that students could rely upon throughout the lesson.  Off-task student behavior continues to be a non-issue.  With regard to the organiztion of physical space withhin the classroom, Ms. Bauer continues to exhibit sound ability for assigning creative and alternate "stations and/or grouping situations" that afford students optimum opportunities for intellectual growth within the classroom setting. 		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Bauer's lesson planning continues to present as quite ambitious and quite challenging with regard to both scope and sequence., replete with a statement of "enduring understanding" that allows students to visualize the overarching impact/relevance of the lesson on both the inidividual and on the society at-large.   Given same, it is strongly suggested that the instructor "time out" each and every sub component (section) of the procedures section of the plan, prior to implementation, to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully accomplished within the time frame of the class peirod.  Learner outcomes (objectives) continue to be clearly delineated and discussed at the onset of iinstruction, apprising all present of the rationale for the lesson as well as their individual and collective responsibilities with regard to same.  Ms. Bauer continues to exhibit a comfort level with regard to the subject matter under discussion that affords her the capability of instruction, sans notes, throughout the class period. Her ability to maintain the focus of the lesson, and of station work/grouping of students, is viewed as a salient student teacher strength.  It is strongly suggested that when planning which involves multiple areas of "history" to be covered the instructor inform students of the need to focus, completely, on those areas that can be addressed within the time constraints of the class period, and, that any remaining areas of focus be addressed and completed the following school day.  This will enable students to plan more carefully and reduce or eliminate student concern regarding overall responsibilities. 		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Bauer continues to utilize the post-teaching conference with the Supervisor as an opportunity to contemplate/discuss the results of the lesson in a continuing effort to refine and enhance her teaching ability. Ms. Bauer remains quite open to constructive criticism and discussion regarding all aspects of teaching within the classroom setting: design, planning, implementation, assessment, and reflection.  Student records are carefully maintained.  The parents of Ms. Bauer's students are a focus of the instructor's continuing efforts to connect and discuss student strengths and student weaknesses.  As much as is possible, Ms. Bauer continues to explore for opportunities to engage in professional development that will serve to enhance and embellish her educational knowledge base.  Ms. Bauer has and continues to present as an accomplished teacher of history at the secondary level.  She presents as a professional who has the care and concern for her students and for her profession formost in her thinking.		Ms. Bauer presents as an accomplished student teacher of history at the secondary level.  Her lesson plan development reflects sound planning, replete with strategies and/or techniques that serve to afford students the best possible educational outcomes.  Her lesson plan design is found to be challenging and one that is replete with the inclusion of higher-order-of-thinking questions designed to challenge students in all areas of history instruction.  Ms. Bauer has an obvious care and concern for her students that serves to "drive"/"govern" all that is planned, implemented, and assessed within the classroom setting.  Her ability to teach, sans notes, is both a reflection of her preparation for the lesson, and, a signal to her students that she is in complete control of the lesson, and, as such, a contributor to the enhancement of the knowledge base of her students within the classroom setting.		It is strongly recommended that the following continue to be considered with regard to all areas of instruction: "time out" all parts of the procedures section in order to ensure that all that is planned can be accomplished within the time constraints of the class period; allow ample time for a full and complete closure set statement/activity that will highlight both a comprehensive review of the lesson and linkage with regard to the lesson(s) that will follow.		A

		Taylor		Reeves		reevest@go.stockton.edu		R. Dolton		Carrie Merrit		Ocean City Primary		1		Fall 2015		3		3		2		3		3		3		Lesson plans were submitted in a timely and appropriate manner.

Lesson plans clearly reflected the Core Content Standards for first grade.

Lesson plans were organized and sequentially structured to effectively cover all of the above criteria in Domain I.		3		3		3		3		3		The rapport between Taylor and her students was one of genuine caring and thoughtfulness for her students. Taylor demonstrated a real respect for each of her first graders by having high expectations for each and every one of them both from a educational and social concept.

Taylor's use of classroom supplies and materials were effectively planned and carry out to enhance her first graders knowledge of the lessons she taught. This fact is accurately defined in her lesson on recycling where numerous materials were used and incorporated in the lesson. Again this is one of many examples where Taylor used physical items to enhance and engage her students.

Transitions and the monitoring of student behavior was successfully applied by Taylor throughout her lesson by reinforcing the rules of transitions and addressing those students in a respectful but firm manner that strayed from the task at hand. Both transitions and addressing student behavior was accomplished with little or no loss of instructional time.		3		3		3		3		2		Communication with Taylor's first grade students was done with the same amount of enthusiasm and animation with every lesson observed. Taylor's directions were clear, concise and reinforced so her first graders knew exactly what was expected of them. The use of group activities, questions, student interaction was accomplished with unlimited enthusiasm-meaning that you have to love your lesson that you are teaching and this fact was clearly evident in Taylor's presentation to her first graders.

Taylor's feedback to her students was one of consistency, meaning if the feedback was positive or the feedback was correcting a behavior it was addressed in a respectful and positive manner. This type of response is one that generates student respect for their teachers and this was clearly on display in this first grade classroom.

As Taylor gained more experience her pacing and structure of her lessons developed a consistent pattern of making sure her students knew what was expected of them and if they understood the concept/objectives being taught. This was clearly documented in observation #6 where the students presented their letters to the entire class, and Taylor assisted and make sure all students understood each presenters points within their letters.		3		3		3		3		3		3		As Taylor moved through her student teaching assignment she became more aware of how her lessons were progressing. Her ability to critique her own lessons as what worked and what needed adjustment was clearly defined by Taylor in our post conferences. This was defined by her acknowledging to this observer when she was rushing a topic and then when she was totally confident with the overall lesson. As stated her ability to adjust was clearly effective as she moved through her student teaching assignment at Ocean City Primary School.

Taylor is without question a sound and ethical educational professional. This is clearly established by her strong passion for her students, her content knowledge and her dedication to continue to strive to the best she be for her students and their overall success. 		Quality lesson plans that were structurally and sequentially sound.

A genuine and positive rapport with her students. 

An enthusiastic and animated style of teaching her students. 

Overall Taylor is a conscientious educator, who works diligently to develop innovative lessons to improve her students overall academic success.

 		Continue to plan sequentially sound and engaging lessons.

Continue to check for student comprehension when introducing a new skill or concept within your lesson.

Continue to exhibit the same energy, enthusiasm and animated style that you brought to your student teaching assignment.		A

		Abigail		Davis		davisa21@go.stockton.edu		James E. Burke Ed.D.		Stephanie Clark		Egg Harbor Twp. High School		11-Oct		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Areas of strength in planning and preparation include the following:

* Available classroom resources were effectively used to influence instruction throughout the semester including extensive use of Smart Board technology.

* Learning activities and instructional outcomes observed were logically planned for, coherent, well detailed and tailored for the needs of her student groups.

* Ms. Davis included considerations for exceptional students in her planning noting adjustments to be made during instruction.

* Abigail demonstrated an in-depth knowledge of the CP and advanced math curriculum as exemplified by her ability to deliver leveled core instruction that met the needs of her students.		3		3		3		3		3		The following strengths of the classroom environment were observed throughout the fall semester:

* Ms. Davis developed a positive working relationship based on mutual respect and trust with her students. Her positive and upbeat instructional demeanor was modeled by students in their relationships with each other.

* Student expectations were established with PODs and homework reviews becoming constants in instructional planning. Students could depend on and feel comfortable with the consistency of Ms. Davis's expectations.

* Reasonable learning expectations were planned for and delivered by Ms. Davis using a well paced, instructional style that fit well with the needs of each student group.

* Abigail effectively monitored student behavior and managed educational progress throughout the semester employing good classroom movement and effective oversight as each lesson progressed. 		3		2		3		3		3		The following strengths in instruction are highlighted along with suggestions for improvement:

* Ms. Davis's effective oral communication and instructional pacing skills matched the abilities of her student groups. Abby demonstrated the ability to plan for and adjust her instructional pacing as needed.

* Instructional time was planned for and used effectively with Ms. Davis who incorporated time management techniques as the semester progressed.

* Group instructional activities observed were motivating and well-received by her students. Abigail used available resources to create these activities including the use of the Smart Board and portable white boards.

*  Ms. Davis presented her students with a strong, confident demeanor that earned her respect and cooperation from her students.

 Suggestions for improvement:

- Continue to move toward a more balanced approach of student-teacher input in each lesson by promoting student engagement giving you more opportunities for formatively assessing student progress. Planning for and implementing the addition of open-ended questions to encourage student feedback as well as continuing to design innovative group activities/discussions are ways to move toward a 50-50 balance of student-teacher involvement in the overall lesson.

- Make every effort to include a closing review of the days events into each lesson. This is important in reinforcing your instruction and helping students to retain key elements of your lesson.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Davis consistently demonstrated a professional demeanor with her supervisor, cooperating teacher, students and her high school colleagues. Abby is a willing learner herself embracing learning opportunities and blending them into her professional repetoir. She willingly participated in professional growth opportunities including the PLC initiative being implemented at EHTHS. I was impressed with Ms. Davis's focus and commitment to the professional learning community at EHTHS as well as her dedication to improve as an educational professional. I am confident that these positive characteristics will carry forward to her professional teaching career.		In addition to and summarizing the above, the following educational and personal strengths of Abigail Davis are noted:

*  Effective planning and preparation for instruction was consistently observed with considerations for exceptional student needs included in the planning process.

*  Ms. Davis possesses an in-depth knowledge of college prep. and advanced mathematics matching the needs of a demanding high school core curriculum.

* Abigail demonstrated a mastery of the available instructional technology and used it to enhance instruction.

* Ms. Davis's instructional pacing and communication skills were very effective in providing students with coherent instruction that met their learning needs.

* Abigail developed a positive working relationship with her students, cooperating teacher, supervisor and the school staff in general. In doing so, she earned the respect of the school community of EHTHS. 

* Most importantly, Abby sought to improve her instructional abilities by accepting and actualizing constructive suggestions for improvement. This quality of being able to self-reflect and refine ones skills will allow her to continually evolve and improve her skills as an educational professional.		Summarizing from above, the following suggestions for improvement are noted:

- Continue to reflect upon and refine your formative assessment skills by developing and using open-ended questioning techniques and creating group activities to engage students in the learning process.

- Continue to develop and implement innovative instructional ideas into your lessons. Your risk-taking in this area is recognized and applauded!

- Make every effort to include a closing review of the days activities as a learning reinforcer.

- Lastly, continue to explore available educational technology and how it can positively influence instruction. You have made a good start in this area and can build upon it.		A

		Melissa		Porter		melissaxchristine1@gmail.com		Joseph J. Dougherty		Cynthia Moyer		J. Mason Tomlin		5		Fall 2015		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths

Uses a variety of appropriate materials and technology tools to support learning.

Has good understanding of the important concepts of the discipline and prepares coherent lessons. 

Areas for Improvement

Use all available information to understand the interests, needs and gifts of each individual child, including written work, formative assessment results, anecdotal information, previous teachers, family conferences, and other resources to obtain a full portrait of the student. Plan instruction and assessments to maximize opportunities for learning for each child.		3		3		2		2		2		Strengths

Develops excellent rapport with students and creates a respectful learning environment.

Expects high quality work and fosters student pride in their work.

Areas for Improvement

Ensure that students remain engaged and challenged with meaningful learning even when the lesson is completed prior to the end of the period.		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths

During one-to-one conferencing with students, consistently provides strong instruction and assesses progress in real time.

Provides tools, materials and resources that engage the students in learning and support the stated outcomes.

 

Areas for Improvement


There should be intentional training of students in understanding the criteria for high-quality work by using effective tools such as rubrics. Students should develop self-assessment skills over time, learning to interpret rubrics accurately and identify where their strengths and areas for improvement lie.		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths

Reflects regularly on effectiveness of lessons and makes adjustments to instruction as appropriate.

Participates in a wide range of activities to promote her professional growth.

Areas for Improvement


Develop higher order questions, aligned with New Jersey academic standards, for use in instruction. Possible sources of professional growth in this area include Web-based and print instructional resources, collaborative professional learning with colleagues and recent research on questioning.

Professional development on creating and applying rubrics as an instructional tool is recommended.		Has a good understanding of the important concepts of the discipline and prepares coherent lessons. 

Develops excellent rapport with students and creates a respectful learning environment.

Expects high quality work and fosters student pride in their work.

Provides tools, materials and resources that engage the students in learning and support the stated outcomes.		Use all available information to understand the interests, needs and gifts of each individual child, including written work, formative assessment results, anecdotal information, previous teachers, family conferences, and other resources to obtain a full portrait of the student. Plan instruction and assessments to maximize opportunities for learning for each child.

There should be intentional training of students in understanding the criteria for high-quality work by using effective tools such as rubrics. Students should develop self-assessment skills over time, learning to interpret rubrics accurately and identify where their strengths and areas for improvement lie. Professional development on creating and applying rubrics and training students to monitor their own progress is recommended.

Develop higher order questions, aligned with New Jersey academic standards, for use both in instruction and assessment. Possible sources of professional growth in this area include Web-based and print instructional resources, collaborative professional learning with colleagues and recent research on questioning techniques.		A

		Nataly		Badajoz		nbadajoz@aol.com		Mrs. Lucy Cardone		Mrs. C. Ward		Pine Beach Elementary		Grade Five		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Badajoz has had a very successful field experience and has demonstrated her ability to plan and prepare comprehensive lesson plans that are aligned with the CCCS standards. She has worked very hard to integrate various instructional strategies into well developed lessons that reinforce student understanding and encourage student participation. Ms. Badajoz was able to demonstrate her ability to use advance technology in an effort to gain and sustain student interest. Her lessons included many cooperative group activities designed to encourage the exchange of ideas and foster a more cooperative spirit among her students. Ms. Badajoz utilities a variety of resources and provides her students with many opportunities to demonstrate their understanding. Ms. Badajoz designed her lessons to develop skills and concepts outlined by the district curriculum.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Badajoz has met with much success in the area of classroom management. She has established a positive learning environment for her students and has demonstrated her ability to manage all areas of classroom instruction. Ms. Badajoz's kind and patient manner encourages student participation and reinforces her students' efforts and success. She has established a rapport with her students based on mutual respect.		3		2		3		2		3		Ms. Badajoz has demonstrated her ability to design lessons that successfully integrate curricular goals using varied instructional strategies and effective technology. She presents new information with great clarity and encourages higher critical thinking skills through effective questioning techniques. Ms. Badajoz's lessons have been creative and incorporate cooperative learning strategies designed to encourage an exchange of ideas and promote collaboration and cooperation among her students. She uses assessment strategies that are aligned with the lesson objectives to measure student performance. As Ms. Badajoz continues in her career, she will develop more diverse assessment strategies to be used to monitor student performance.		3		3		2		N/A		3		2		Ms. Badajoz demonstrates a high level of professionalism and respect for her school community. Her performance as a student teacher is reflective of the high standards she has set for herself. Ms. Badajoz has participated in many professional development workshops throughout the semester. She has demonstrated her desire to grow as a professional and takes pride in her role as a teaching candidate.		Ms. Badjoz has worked very hard to successfully complete her student teaching experience. She has grown as a professional under the guidance of Mrs. Ward, a "master teacher". Ms. Badajoz has developed an understanding and appreciation for her role as a teacher. She is a bright and enthusiastic young woman with a promising future. Ms. Badajoz has set very high professional standards for herself and has worked hard to achieve them. It is truly a pleasure to endorse Ms. Badajoz as a teaching candidate.		Ms. Badajoz has had a wonderful opportunity to totally immerse herself in her fifth grade class. She has learned many important skills, particularly in the area of lesson design and development. Assessment is an important component in lesson design as it not only provides a necessary measure of student learning but it guides further instruction. The ability to create an interpret appropriate assessment tools develops with time and experience. Ms. Badajoz's dedication to her personal career goals will guide her to develop the tools necessary to create an effective learning environment for her students.		A

		Ronald		DeFelice		ronaldjdefelice@gmail.com		Andrew Breckenridge		Christina Sarkos		New York Avenue School		7Th		Fall 2015		3		3		3		2		3		3		Strengths: Knowledge of content related pedagogy, Knowledge of student skills, Instructional outcomes are suitable for diverse students, designing coherent instruction, use of instructional groups, design of formative assessments.

Areas for improvement: Extend the use of technology for the students.		3		3		3		3		3		Strengths: Creating an environment of respect and rapport, high expectations for student achievement, management of transitions, monitoring of student behavior, Organization of physical space, students pride in work was demonstrated by having sample student work displayed in the classroom.

Areas for improvement: None at this time.		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Expectations for learning, student participation, engaging students in learning, monitoring of student learning, response to students was friendly and respectful.

Area for improvement: Improve discussion techniques.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Maintaining accurate records, participation in professional community, professional manner of dress and interaction with students, Growing and developing professionally, compliance with school regulations.

Areas for improvement: Engagement of families in the instructional the instructional program.		The co teaching model of instruction with his cooperating teacher should be a model for this process. The small group instruction worked very well as each teacher was able to interact with the small groups. Cooperative learning was done on each observation and the students were enthusiastic about learning. The teachers were able to engage all students in learning as the students were eager to answer questions. This student teacher was able to improve his interaction with students and was very calm and professional with his interaction with the students. Overall, I have seen few examples of the co teaching model that worked as well as the student teacher and his cooperating teacher.		Continue to improve discussion techniques. Try to incorporate more technology in the lessons although there was evidence of the use of technology.		A

		Rileigh		Ruff		rileigh.j.ruff@gmail.com		Linda Stimeck		Karla O'Connell		Charles Street Elementary School		3		Fall 2015		2		3		3		3		3		2		Rileigh plans detailed, coherent lessons with a variety of activities. She usually follows the workshop model, beginning with an anticipatory set followed by teacher input. She provides for guided and independent practice and plans for closure. She includes whole group activities, partner work, and individual assignments. Rileigh always includes copies of print material along with her lesson plan. She submits her plans early and makes adjustments based on feedback. 

Rileigh's researches resources to enhance the textbook and district curriculum, and uses appropriate technology throughout her lessons. 

Rileigh works closely with her cooperating teacher to plan solid lessons which address the needs and interests of their students.		3		3		3		3		2		Rileigh has been involved since before school started in setting up the classroom and establishing and carrying out routines. She uses some of the strategies associated with Whole Brain Teaching as a positive way to draw students' attention and to help them focus. 

Rileigh addresses her students with respect and enthusiasm and they respond in kind.

Rileigh is encouraged to monitor the attentiveness of the students, especially in longer lessons, and provide little stretch breaks as needed. 

 		3		2		3		2		3		Rileigh's lessons are engaging and activities are varied. She follows the workshop model in most lessons. She pulls from a variety of resources to enhance the curriculum. She plans challenge activities for students who finish work early. Students can also be challenged to explain their thinking or prove their answer by applying an alternate strategy.

Rileigh checks for understanding by asking for a thumbs up or asking if there are any questions. In addition, it is suggested that she ask some specific questions to assess at a deeper level. For example, ask "what did you find challenging?" or "what strategy did you use?"

 		2		2		2		3		3		3		Rileigh reflects on her lessons and usually can identify aspects that contribute to success and aspects that could be improved upon. She is responsive to feedback and strives for continuing improvement in her teaching practice.

Rileigh goes above and beyond expectations to involve herself in all aspects of the classroom and school community. She arrives early and stays late and takes an active role in schoolwide activities. In particular she was instrumental in helping to set up the school-wide Junior Flower Show which involved displaying contributions of each student in every class in the school. She also presented training to her colleagues on various uses of Survey Monkey technology. 

Rileigh is well-liked and respected by the administration and teaching staff at her school.

 		Rileigh submits detailed plans and researches ideas and materials to enrich her lessons. She works closely with her cooperating teacher to establish effective routines and expectations which result in positive behavior and interest in learning among her students.

Rileigh's lessons flow smoothly and provide for active engagement of her students. 

Rileigh exceeds expectations in her professionalism. She teaches with confidence and is involved in all aspects of the classroom and school community.		Some lessons run longer than expected. When this happens, it is important for Rileigh to provide closure even though the lesson may need to be resumed at a later time. 

As stated above, as Rileigh checks for understanding, it will be helpful to ask questions specific to the lesson objectives.		A

		Carissa		Santora		csantora91@gmail.com		Ronda Brown, Ed.D		Sue Savino		Charles L. Spragg		Third		Fall 2015		3		2		2		2		2		2		Ms. Santora demonstrated an ability to plan instructional lessons that are in alignment with common core standards outlined for language arts & literacy. Lessons conducted during visits were primarily designed for whole group instruction. Such activities included the use of Smartboard technology that allowed students to engage in an inquiry stance that assessed their prior learning. Ms. Santora frequently utilized game play as a strategy to reinforce previously taught skills and made necessary adjustments to these activities as the various rotation of classes occurred during the teaching periods.

Lesson planning is an essential component for preparation and teaching. It is a necessary practice that is to be completed in a timely manner for proper review and feedback.

Recommendations for future instruction are as follows:		3		2		2		2		2		Ms. Santora has established a mutual respect with students and adults in the learning environment. During the observed visits, management of students' off task or disruptive behaviors were inconsistent at times. Ms. Santora often displayed two fingers (as a peace sign) in efforts to quiet students or to settle them during an instructional activity. Although this standard of conduct appeared to have been established, implementation of this strategy yielded uneven results.

Recommendation for future instruction		2		2		3		2		3		Ms. Santora has demonstrated an ability to design lesson activities that engage students in the learning process. Suitable pacing of the lesson is an area in need of improvement as Ms. Santora often neglected to properly close instructional exercises prior to transitioning to new activities.  Questioning techniques and class discussions are emergent areas. During post observation conferencing, Ms. Santora expressed an awareness to adjust lessons based on the level of activity and student groups.  Assessment criteria to measure the progress of individual learning presented a challenge for this supervisor as many of the instructional activities were conducted in a large group setting.

 

Recommendation for future instruction:		3		2		N/A		2		2		3		Ms. Santora modeled ethical and professional conduct during the field experience at the Charles L. Spragg Elementary School. Outside responsibilities limited her participation and attendance concerning after school events.		Ms. Santora displays a passion for working with children. She is able to establish a positive rapport with students and a collaborative bond with her professional peers. Ms. Santora demonstrates strength in the areas of: lesson plan development; student engagement; and the inclusion of technology. Ms. Santora exhibits a calm, and at times, shy demeanor. However, her quiet disposition helps to refocus and settle students who may display rambunctious behavior.		Please review recommendations posted in the appropriate Domains (1-3).		B

																														Design lessons using additional resources (outside of classroom materials) to support learning goals and skill sets												Post classroom rules and refer to them as often as necessary												Monitor instructional time and pacing of exercises to allow for proper closure of the lesson

																														Create learning activities that focus more on individual (learning) outcome and less on competition among groups/teams												Remind students of behavior expectations during game play and/or large group activities												Incorporate lesson activities that promote high-level student thinking and explanation of their responses

																														Differentiate instruction to ensure success for all learner																								Provide opportunity for students to engage in discussion /reflection concerning instructional lesson

																														Submit lesson plans in a timely fashion

																														 

		Robert		Dow		swedishfish0@gmail.com		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Mr. Tormollan		Manchester Middle School		Grade 6/social studies		Fall 2015		3		3		2		3		2		3		Mr. Dow continues to exhibit a sound knowledge base for middle school social studies curriculum.  He continues to demonstrate sound knowledge regarding the strengths and weaknesses of his students in areas of both lesson planning and implementation of instruction within the classroom setting.  Instructional outcomes are carefully selected and highlighted on the front board of the classroom for student use.  It is strongly suggested that all instructional outcomes are addressed by the instructor, verbally, at the onset of instruction in an effort to clearly apprise students of their respective responsibilities and to allow a forum for student questions regarding same.  Assessment planning and strategies continue to employ the use of a multi-modal, multi-sensory approach to problem solving, vis-a-vis the use of technology, the use of manipulatives/handouts, and the use of group/station work.		3		3		2		3		3		Observation continues to reveal that the instructor provides for a classroom atmosphere that is student-friendly and teacher-driven in scope.  Students are apprised of the importance of the lesson; however, it is strongly suggested that this vital component of the lesson be offered and addressed at the very onset of the lesson, verbally as well as written on the board, in an effort to "ground" students with regard to teacher expectations and to the essence of the meaning of the lesson with regard to both the individual and society at-large. Transitions, well designed and planned, were found to be problematic with regard to student movement from one activity and/or station to another.  		2		2		2		2		2		Observation reveals that lesson progression initiates with students being apprised of their individual and/or group responsibilities as well as the presence of statements of "enduring understanding" and "objectives" on the front board of the classroom.  It is strongly suggested that with regard to both enduring understanding statements and objectives the instructor address each, verbally, discussing the importance of both with regard to the individual and society at-large.  This will serve to afford students both the opportunity to understand more fully the importance of same, and, the opportunity to ask questions of the instructor prior to the onset of the lesson.  It is also strongly suggested that the instructor "time out" each section of the procedures section of the plan in an effort to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully completed within the time constraints of the class period.  It is also strongly recommended that the instructor include a "closure set statement/activity" within each lesson plan that covers a timely "review of the essence of each lesson, and, "linkage" with regard to the lesson((s) that will follow.  Transitions remain, at times, problematic, most especially with regard to group work and providing ample time for a complete "closure statement/activity prior to the end of the class session.		2		3		3		3		3		2		Mr. Dow continues to utilize the post-teaching conference session with the Supervisor in an effort to reflect on all aspects of lesson planning, lesson implementation, and lesson assessment.  It is strongly recommended that the instructor continue to reflect on and refine his approaches to the following: "timing out" the procedures section of the plan in an effort to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully accomplished within the class time limits; verbally discussing established statements of "enduring understanding" with students at the onset of instruction; ensuring vis-a-vis Q&A that all student inquiries are addressed and responded to prior to the onset of instruction; providing smooth and meaningful transistions from one aspect of the procedures section to the next; and, designing planning that includes a closure set statement/activity, and, ample time for same to be completed within the time constraints of the class period.  Mr. Dow continues to maintain accurate student records and continues to refer to same regarding student performance.  As much as it is possible, and with the advice of his cooperating teacher, Mr. Dow continues to seek connections with the parents of his students regarding student performance.  Mr. Dow continues to explore for opportunities for professional development in an effort to enhance his knowledge base regarding all aspects of teaching within the elementary school program. 		Mr. Dow presents as a student teacher who has a care and concern for his students.  Lesson plans are established replete with statements of enduring understanding, essential questions, a multi-sensory, multi-modal approach to problem solving; independent and/or group student work/responsibilities; the use of technology; and an obvious understanding of the special needs of students present within the classroom setting.		The following are areas in need of continued attention at this point in time:  "timing out" each section of the procedures section in an effort to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully accomplished within the time constraints of the class period; once a statement of "enduring undertanding" has been established and posted on the front board of the class, same needs to be discussed, verbally, with the class in an effort to ensure that all present clearly understand the importance of the lesson, and, focus of the instruction prior to engaging in any activities; making certain that a closure set statement/actiity is included in the lesson plan; providing that smooth and meaningful transitions are embedded in the plan and acted upon during implementation of the plan in the classroom setting; using "refection", post lesson implentation, to ensure that ensuing plans are enhanced and embellished and thereby afford all students the optimum opportunity to accomplish all that is required of them within the classroom setting.  		A-

		Janine		Duarte		duartej@go.stockton.edu		Bossard, Allan		Lovato, Patricia		Fairview El. (Middletown Twp.)		1		Fall 2015		2		2		2		3		3		2		Ms. Duarte demonstrated a good understanding of the interests of first grade students and often connected those interests to instruction, especially in observed language arts lessons.  Lesson plans were consistently well organized, utilizing appropriate lesson plan formats.  Technology as well as hands-on resources, often teacher made, were used effectively.		2		2		2		2		2		Ms. Duarte was successful in developing a mutually respectful relationship with students.  

A culture for learning was supported by  focusing on the lessons' goals and recognition of student achievement.

Through the course of the semester, Ms. Duarte made continued progress in maintaining classroom procedures and classroom management by stating expectations and recognizing compliance.

 

As you plan for future experiences, investigate management plans that would apply to other age levels.  Remember, consistency in expectations and student engagement in learning is important at all levels.

 		2		2		2		2		2		Steady progress has been made in communication skills.  As the semester progressed, verbal and non-verbal communication became more animated, adding to the interest level of instruction.  

Interactions have proven to be fluid, enhancing and encouraging student participation and questioning.

Students have been consistently engaged in age appropriate activities.		2		2		N/A		2		3		3		Ms. Duarte was accurate in assessing the effectiveness of her instruction.  She was eager to accept recommendations and then implement them in subsequent observations.

Throughout the semester she was compliant to district regulations and presented herself professionally in dress and manner.		As evidenced by comments made in each domain of this report, Ms. Duarte has made good progress in developing the skills of a competent beginning level teacher.  

Strengths include a high degree of organization and willingness to accept and implement recommendations.		As a new teacher, continue to develop management strategies to appeal to varied grade levels.  As noted, continue to be consistent in expectations and to engage students in the learning process.

 		A

		Jessica		Keen		keenj@go.stockton.edu		Andrew Breckenridge		Melissa Hannan		Atlantic County Institute of Technology		Biology		Fall 2015		3		3		3		2		3		3		Strengths: The ability to design coherent lessons, make connections with previous learning and the use of analogies. Ms. Keen has continued to improve on her teaching skills and has developed a good rapport with her students.

Areas for Improvement: Continue to improve knowledge of the learning process. 		3		3		3		3		3		Strengths: Creating a learning environment, Establishing a culture of learning, monitoring of student behavior.

Areas for Improvement: Response to students should usually include saying there names rather than pointing to students for a response.		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Expectations for learning, hands on activities, Monitoring of learning, response to students.

Area for Improvement: Use of questioning and discussion technique.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Maintaining records, participation in professional activities, receptivity to feedback.

Areas for improvement: Enhancement of content knowledge and pedagogical skills.		Designing coherent, hands on activities, establishment of a culture for learning, maintaining records, receptivity to feedback, respect for students, monitoring of learning, drawing analogies.

 		Questioning and discussion techniques, responding to students by name, improve knowledge of the learning process.		A

		Matthew		Flores		stk34967@go.stockton.edu		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Mark Brestle		Brigantine North Middle School		8-Jul		Fall 2015		3		3		2		3		3		2		Strengths:

Content knowledge; overall pedagogical competence

Skilled in research and quality resource selection which enriches instruction and maximizes learning

Ability to plan for maximum student engagement in the instructional process

Ability to plan logically sequential, well paced instructional activities designed for completion in the allotted time frame

Ability to design meaningful and informative embedded assessments

 

 

 

 		3		3		2		2		2		Strengths:

Quality of student-teacher and student-student relationships; comfort level with adolescent learner, developing a culture of learning

Patience and persistence

Time management, transitions, readiness to teach upon student arrival to each class

Alignment, management and productivity of student work groupings

Good usage of voice, modulating as needed to maintain interest and to entertain (to the delight of his students)

Area of focus:

Continue to develop strategies to enhance classroom management and student behavior skills.  Good growth was noted throughout the semester.  Keep it up.

 

 

 

 		3		3		3		2		2		Strengths:

Effectively incorporates a variety of meaningful, interesting and relevant instructional strategies (via Multiple Intelligences Learning theory) which enhances learning

Ability to connect the study of past events to current events thereby breathing life and relevance to the topics examined 

Generates good student engagement and enthusiastic participation, attentiveness, and productivity

Adaptable and flexible, and the ability to be so without affecting the flow of instruction or student focus

Area of focus:

Questioning technique  -- i.e., patience to follow up on incorrect student responses; correct and/or build upon their responses to avoid any possible embarrassment or any future reluctance to volunteer   

 		3		2		2		2		3		3		Mr. Flores put forth an outstanding effort in carrying out the myriad responsibilities of his student teaching experience.  He demonstrated energy, enthusiasm and a sincere devotion to providing his students with a first rate learning experience each day.

Reflecting on Mr. Flores' overall performance relative to the the elements of Domain 4, one will readily see a high level of correlation.  Mr. Flores was always able to self-reflect on his teaching, keenly identifying his strengths and areas that needed more attention.  His desire to excel prompted his immediate attention to any areas deemed as needing improvement.  His record keeping was thorough and accurate, and parents with whom he interacted trusted him in taking a key role in their children's educational life.

Mr. Flores interacted well with his cooperating teacher and the staff at large.  He took the lead in developing an Anti-Bullying Program which is slated to continue beyond his student teaching assignment.

Mr. Flores conducted himself in a professional manner at all times and served as a powerful role model for his students.

Mr. Flores is fully prepared to take on a teaching assignment of his own which this supervisor hopes is soon to be afforded him.		Mr. Flores' performance strengths are detailed in each of the Domain commentaries above.  His overall student teaching experience was a most successful one and he is fully prepared and eagerly awaiting for the opportunity to direct the learning of his own students in any school desirous of appointing this impressive, dedicated educator.		In reviewing Mr. Flores overall student teaching experience with cooperating teacher Mark Brestle, no significant areas needing improvement emerged.  We identified two areas under Domains 2 and 3 above that Mr. Flores will address once he has his own teaching assignment and has more experience over time.  

 		A

		Sarah		Fryling		sgougher@me.com		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. Smith		Swift School		3		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Fryling demonstrates knowledge of and the importance of key concepts in both language arts and math and designs coherent instruction to ensure student understanding. She demonstrates knowledge of her students developmental intellectual, social, and emotional characteristics which influences the types of lessons she creates. Mrs. Fryling utilizes district resources, materials and technology as well investigates her own materials to enhance instruction. Mrs. Fryling plans instructional groups based on individual learning needs. Lessons that were observed were well organized and implemented within the time allocated.  Continuous assessment was embedded in instruction and took into account the varying needs of students with special needs. 		3		3		3		3		3		Teacher-student interactions are very friendly and caring and demonstrate respect. Mrs. Fryling creates a culture for learning by having high expectations for all students.  Small- group work is well organized and all students are on task throughout the lesson. Routines for handling materials and supplies are seamless and result in no loss of instructional time during or after Mrs. Fryling's initial presentations. 

There was never any evidence of student misbehavior during the lessons observed.		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Fryling's directions and procedures are clear and students are continuously drawn into conversation to ensure a high level of participation during her lesson presentations. Mrs. Fryling creates her own materials and uses external resources to engage students in their exploration of the content of the lesson. Mrs. Fryling provides timely feedback as well as exemplars of high quality work so that students are constantly aware of performance expectations.  Mrs. Fryling persists in creating exciting approaches to engage students in learning and knows when to make lesson adjustments when needed.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Fryling made thoughtful and accurate assessment of each lesson's effectiveness, which she used in planning future instruction. Her relationship with her cooperating teacher can best be described as mutually supportive.  Mrs. Fryling took the initiative in assuming a leadership role among the faculty by sharing her expertise with technology when new hardware and software became available at the school. She was generous with her expertise and was willing to share insight and ideas especially for those with less experience with technology.

Mrs. Fryling welcomed feedback from her cooperating teacher and supervisor whenever suggestions were made.		Mrs Frlying displays an extensive knowledge of key concepts and standards of the third grade curriculum. She planned and implented coherent instruction that reflected her understanding of the prerequisite skill sets necessary to ensure student understanding. Mrs. Fryling is knowledgeable of individual student's needs and designs instruction that reflects differentiated activities and assessments. She uses student interest to foster engagement by choosing themes that instantly capture student attention.  Lessons incorporate with technology music, dance and hands on demonstrations, giving all students a chance to participate.

Mrs. Fryling is willing to share her knowledge and expertise with colleagues.  She enjoys co-planning of thematic units and gets excited about student progress.		Mrs. Fryling did not demonstrate any systemic areas in need of improvement.  However, it is clear that Mrs. Fryling has a life long career commitment to expand her repertoire of teaching practices.		A

		Marybeth		Sawyer		maryb1013@msn.com		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Ms. Wyckoff		Pleasant Plains Middle School		Grade 7/Language Arts		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Sawyer continues to demonstrate a sound understanding of the curriculum designed for her lesson plans as well as a sound understanding of the needs of her students.  Instructional goals continue to be selected with an obvious sense of student ability to grasp the concepts introduced in the class sessions.  Instruction continues to be found to be coherent throughout, with evidence of the employment of sound transitions that serve to guide students through the plan toward obvious "understanding/conclusions" regarding the material under study.  All assessment plans designed for lessons are found to include a multi-modal, multi-sensory approach to problem solving.		3		3		3		3		3		Observation continues to reveal successful ability on the part of the instructor to create and maintain a positive educational climate/atmosphere within the classroom setting.  Ms. Sawyer continues to instruct, sans note, throughout the class period, and, in doing so, provides students with a clear sense of the instructor's ability to deliver sage instruction enhancing student knowledge base with regard to areas of language arts instruction.  Students are observed focused on the instruction provided and responsive to the expectations of their instructor with regard to all aspects of lesson completion.  The instructor continues to present the anticipatory set statement/activity in such a fashion that all students in attendance are fully aware of the rationale for the lesson and the importance of same on their lives as learners within the classroom setting.  All classroom procedures continue to be established in a clear and meaningful manner.  Transitions created to guide students toward lesson completion are found to be extremely well planned and consistent with the flow of the lesson from anticipatory set statement/activity to closure set statement/activity.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Sawyer continues to display sound ability for both formal and informal communication with her students regarding all aspects of instruction.  Student inquiries continue to be responded to in an efficient and student-centered fashion.  Directions regarding all aspects of the plan are offered, both within the plan and, verbally, to students at the onset of instruction, in a clear and meaningful fashion affording students the opportunity to complete their assigned tasks without hesitation and/or confusion.  Higher-order-of-thinking questions continue to be offered in an attempt to provide the best possible classroom atmosphere possible for the successful completion of an in-depth analysis of the literary works under study.  Careful planning continues to ensure that all students are engaged in the planned activities.  Assessment strategies continue to reflect both formative and summative formats thereby ensuring all involved have an ample opportunity to complete assignments/responsibilities with a sound understanding of the lesson, and, of learner outcomes.  Ms. Sawyer continues to display a "flexibility" and a "responsiveness" that allows for a thorough and meaningful study of the topic(s) embedded in her lessons.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Sawyer continuously takes full advantage of the post-lesson conference with the Supervisor in an effort to "reflect" on all aspects of the lesson and on the effectiveness of same with regard to student understanding of the major elements embedded within the plan.  All student records are well maintained and are available for considering overall student performance.  As much as is possible, and with the advice of her cooperating teacher, Ms. Sawyer continues to attempt to connect with the parents of her students regarding student performance.  As much as is possible Ms. Sawyer continues to explore for opportunities for professional development regarding all aspects of instruction within the classroom setting.  Ms. Sawyer, in both her activities within the classroom setting and with discussion with the Supervisor regarding post-lesson analysis of teaching efforts, continues to exhibit sound professional understanding with regard to all aspects of teaching.		Ms. Sawyer's efforts within the middle school classroom setting are acknowledged and applauded by this writer.  Student teacher strengths include the following: comprehensive lesson plan writing; a sound sense of the strengths and the relative weaknesses of her students; a clear understanding of the needs of students identified with either an IEP or a 504 plan; a clear understanding of the need for a statement of enduring understanding" and "essential questions" that are unpacked from same; the planning and implementation of smooth and meaningful "transitions" that serve to provide student with a sound sense of the flow of the lesson as well as how internal aspects of the plan are "linked"; and, finally, clear evidence of a care and concern for her students and her chosen profession that are reflected in all that the instructor sets out to accomplish within the classroom setting.                                                   		In an ongoing effort to provide the optimum level of instruction for her students, the instructor is strongly encouraged to continue to provide for the following: "timing out" each section of the procedures section of the plan in an effort to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully completed within the time constraints of the class period; and, continuing to provide a meaningful closure set statement/activity, with ample time for same, that addresses a comprehensive "review" of the lesson as well as "linkage" with regard to the lesson(s) to follow. 		A

		david		wright		stk30147@go.stockton.edu		Gene Miller		Scott Middleton		Voorhees Middle School		8th gr. Social Studies		Fall 2015		2		2		2		3		2		2		1a  Basic to highly proficient history content.  Mr. Wright learned his content to a point where he did not even require notes.

  d  For most lessons Mr. Wright utilized much research outside of class that included primary and secondary sources that he introduced his students to.  Mr. Wright rarely used the textbook because of the depth of the outside related material he provided-many times through power point slides.

  e  Mr. Wright learned how to design creative student centered activities, but under the best laid plans he learned to adapt those plans when the activity fell short of student understanding or motivation.

  f  Mr. Wright did an effective job of designing all of his own quizzes since October and has effectively created the last three Chapter assessments for his students successfully.  Continue to grow in the higher cognitive challenges for your students in your assessments through problem based learning and student essay writing using rubrics.		2		2		2		2		2		2a  Positive and polite teacher interaction provided that the students enjoyed the teacher as much as the teacher enjoyed his students.

  b  Historical content was a strength for Mr. Wright, presenting it in student centered learning activities more consistently is recommended.

  c  Use of instructional groups should be expanded above direct instruction.

  d  Mr. Wright was blessed with mostly well behaved students, however Mr. Wright needs to be aware of classroom work volume and address all off task learners to develop the most highly effective classroom environment for learning.

  e  Mr. Wright improved the accessibility of classroom space by small and large student grouping and better used the classroom space to move around and instruct from multiple areas within the room while effectively using the laser pointer for geographic place locations on maps.		2		2		2		2		2		3a  Mr. Wright's instructional purposes of his lessons were usually clearly and successfully communicated to his students.

  b  Mr. Wright continued to grow throughout this experience evidenced by higher level cognitive follow up questions that were preplanned.  He also began in November effectively using student responses to trigger further follow up questions related to the content.

  c  An area to improve would be the scaffolding of student centered activities to activate the ability to differentiate the instruction to the variety of levels of the learners.

  d  Mr. Wright developed all student quizzes by October and developed the last 3-4 major assessments for the chapters taught with great success.  Explore further ways to assess your students other than chapeter tests.  Posters and essays were also incorporated by Mr. Wright.

  e  Mr. Right was very responsible as a teacher and learned to be flexible while having to adjust lessons on the run into the next class.  Continue to discover ways to engage your students to reach their optimum performance daily.(This is a goal for going forward)		2		2		2		3		2		3		4a  Mr. Wright daily reflected on improving instruction through his daily consultations with Scott Middleton.  He also maintained a relctive journal to help him remember his successes and his areas to improve in.

  b  Mr. Wright maintained effective grading and attendance records throughout student teaching.

  c  Mr. Wright communicated with parents through two rounds of parent conferences, through Back to School Night and during chaperoning student dances.

  d  Mr. Wright immersed himself into the entire school culture by his attendance at after school sporting events, assisted with Student Council, assisted with boys basketball tryouts and offered to run the game clock after school. He began to know many of his students outside of the classroom environment which is a positive for teaching in the classroom.

  e/f  Mr. Wright always was on time for work and dressed in a shirt and tie.  He attended all faculty meetings, spec education meetings,grade level meetings, PLC Meetings and all professional development training during this semester.  He worked collegially and is an outstanding role model.		----Researching content and its organized presentation utilizing power point slides is highly effective.  The research included the incorporation of primary source excerpts which is a part of the common core.

----Mr. Wright is a hard worker who prepares well and is willing to make any and all recommended adjustments to improve his instruction.

----Mr. Wright was willing to immerse himself into the entire school community inside and outside of the classroom.  This allowed him to become collegial with other teachers in the building and to know many students beyond those who he instructed.

----Mr. Wright was professionally connected to his students.  He never yelled once, yet monitored them closely and was able to steer them into valuable learning activities that allowed them to achieve successfully.		---Increase student centered learning activities, at least one daily.

---Loosen up and use more voice inflections-as a quiet man you need to be more dramatic to fully effect and motivate your students.		A

		Amanda		Bye		byea@go.stockton.edu		Virginia C. Mulford		Kim Petrella		Seaview Elementary		K-4		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Strengths

Amanda has demonstrated a clear understanding of the media in all her lessons.  She has taken the time to use resources that are age appropriate which enhanced the learning.  In developing her lessons she was aware of any students with special needs, noteworthy Amanda also had work ready for students she anticipated would be finished the assignment early.  Lessons were presented for the age to understand and Amanda was able to tie in previous lessons that the students could build upon.  In reviewing the projects completed she was able to use a rubric assessment that lent itself to specified strategies being learned and participation.

Improvement

 As the weeks progressed Amanda continued to develop into an excellent teacher, any improvement would be experience.

 		3		3		3		3		3		Strengths

In reflecting the teaching experience, Amanda used many teaching strategies and was able to handle classroom activities with ease.  The cooperating teacher had an established program and Amanda was able to adapt to it easily.  Students entered the classroom excited to see her and would generally make sure to say good bye and look forward to the next lesson.  The interaction between student and teacher was real and embraced the learning experience.  Classroom management was taken seriously and maintained.  The art room was well functioning and made for an incredibly positive learning environment. 

Improvement

Again at this point Amanda would grow with more time, experience in the classroom, varying age levels.

 		3		3		3		3		3		Strength

As Amanda grew in confidence her voice modulation also improved along with the ability to "work the room",  assisting individual students as needed. Lessons had a natural flow to them from introduction, presentation and work station to the cleaning up practices. Art terminology was often introduced and reinforced, adding to the art terminology word bank.  Note worthy is the times that the lesson was interrupted from visitors, P.A. announcements and students coming to class late as Amanda was able to maintain the learning environment.   Questions asked were never ignored, and many times Amanda was able to seize the moment and reinforce a procedure.  A rubrics was established for the lessons and varied with the grade levels, although Miss Bye did keep art work and review overall accomplishments. 

Improvement

Continue to work, explore various assessments, especially for older students.

 		3		3		3		3		3		3		Strength

Miss Bye was a critic of her own work, her reflections were used to improve the lesson and she did so professionally.  Meeting the parents she prepared an introductory letter so the families would know who was teaching the class.  Amanda met all the requirements but generally went far beyond the norm.  At the onset she was painting a silhouette mural in the school hallway, helped set up bulletin boards and unpacked supplies.   It was noted that she attended all faculty meetings and participated in several community projects. Overall Miss Bye was proficient and professional at all times.

Improvement

None noted.		Miss Bye has developed into a professional art teacher.  She has mastered methods in developing lessons that are meaningful and can link lessons to enhance the learning environment.  Her unique personality is inviting for all students, she is kind and genuinely cares about her classes.  She works well with others and is willing to learn and make necessary changes that improve upon her teaching skills. Amanda does not sit behind the desk, rather she is at every work station assisting students as they experience a method in art. Her lessons flow with ease and students are actively engaged.		The only need would be experience in the classroom as she will continue to develop and grow.		A

		Amanda		Vaccaro		stk38891@go.stockton.edu		R. Dolton		BreAnna LaCasse		Upper Twp. Primary		1		Fall 2015		3		3		2		2		3		2		Lesson plans were sequentially developed as they pertained to the students knowledge and skills within their grade level.

Core Content Standards were successfully addressed within the confines of Amanda's lesson plans.

Learning activities were designed to engage Amanda's first grade students and to use the instructional materials to enhance their learning during her student teaching assignment.		3		2		3		3		3		Amanda's interaction with her first graders was as identified in all her observations was genuine and sincere.

Management of instructional groups and transitions were accomplished in an effective manner where their was little loss of instructional time.

Student behavior was successfully managed and monitored by Amanda through her consistent movement throughout the classroom. 		3		3		3		3		2		Amanda directives and explanation of content to her students was clear and concise. 

Student engagement was and discussion was effectively managed and useful as evidenced in Amanda's frequent use of the turn and talk model of instruction.

Feedback to students was positive and generated a environment for quality learning within Amanda's classroom.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Amanda effectively understood the concept of self reflection by recognizing what went well within her lessons and what could be adjusted to improve the overall effectiveness of the lesson.

Amanda receptiveness to this observers comments was positive and clearly used to improve her overall lessons.

Amanda's professionalism and work ethic are without question of the highest quality,  and as stated in her reference she will be a definite asset to any district that employs her.		Clear, consistent and sequentially developed lesson plans.

Strong knowledge of content and employing that knowledge within her lesson plans.

A genuine and accurate concern for the success of her students both educationally and socially.

An appropriate and professional demeanor towards the improving all aspects of her teaching.		Continue to implement a system for checking for understanding of new concepts being taught to your students.

Remember that the best developed lesson plans may need adjusting during the lessons presentation to reach your desired objective.		A

		Joanna		Culmone		culmonej@go.stockton.edu		Johanna R. Johnson, Ed. D.		Ms. D. Efstatos		Slaybaugh School, EHT		Grade 3		Fall 2015		2		2		2		3		2		2		Strengths: Ms. Culmone's plans are detailed and clear. Ms. Culmone's plans demonstrate knowledge resources beyond the district offerings.  She developed plans using technology and resources for classroom use such as the "plicker app" and numerous videos to motivate the students' interest.  Core standards have been at the center of her plans.  The materials she researched and developed were aligned with these standards.

 

Area for Improvement: Differentiation of instruction for students with lesser ability as well as students who may be gifted.		2		2		3		2		2		Strengths:  Ms. Culmone concentrated efforts on collaborative learning procedures.  Students understood their "job" within their groups and executed them with little prompting.  There was litte loss of instructional time when transitioning from large group to small group activities.  No misbehavior was observered, but Ms. Culmone used "whole brain" verbal cues to refocus student attention when they became too excited or chatty.  The students promptly responded to her cues.  Instructional groups were developed prior to the lessons, and materials were available for the "materials manager" to pick up quickly.  By the excitement and enthusiasm expressed by the students, a culture of learning was evident.  Ms. Culmone provided content that was relevant to the students' lives.  Ms. Culmone established an environment of respect and rapport that was reciprocated by the students to her.  

Area of Improvement: Ms. Culmone learned to modulate her voice so that she was not shouting above the students to be heard, and she learned whole brain techniques to focus their attention.  Continue to devleop these management skills. 

 

 		2		2		3		2		2		Strengths: Ms. Culmone gave clear directions for each lesson.  She learned to use delving questions as a form of feedback to students when they were working in small groups.  Formative assessment was used throughout all of the lessons, especially with the use of "plicker" technology and exit tickets.  She demonstrated flexibility to accommodate "teachable moments" when students were working diligently and needed additional time. 

Area for Improvement: Though improvement has been observed, continue to develop high level questioning techniques. 		3		2		3		2		2		2		Strengths: Ms. Culmone is very reflective on each of her lessons challenging herself to do it better next time.  Her use of technology to enhance formative assessment is evident.  Ms. Culmone developed an on-line reward system that is able to be accessed by parents.  Ms. Culmone has participated in district professional development and volunteered for a county-wide program through the Southern Regional ETTC office. It is observed that she is in compliance with the school and district regulations.  In addition she has shown professionalism, her co teacher states that she has gotten along very well with all fo the teaching staff.

Area of Improvement:  Continue to grow and develop professionally by taking advantage of all professional conferences and workshops.		Ms. Culmone's strengths are her use of technology to enhance her lessons, the rapport she has developed with her students as well as her colleagues, and her desire to improve her teaching techniques at every opportunity.  Her professional behavior and ability to self reflect are strengths.  		Ms. Culmone has shown improvement in all areas since her first observation.  She should continue to improve her questioning skill, lesson pacing, and management skills.		A

		Cheri		Law		lawc1@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. Kyle		Shaner Elementary School		1		Fall 2015		3		2		3		3		2		3		Mrs Law plans and implements effective instruction using available resources.  Her planning reflects students' interests and abilities.  She gathers formal and informal information about student performance and uses it in planning instruction. Lessons incorporated the use of technology and students were thoroughly engaged during Mrs. Law's initial presentations. Although Mrs. Law identifies the various learning modalities addressed in each lesson, an area for improvement for the future should include developing varied instructional accommodations and modifications for diverse learners beyond individual conferencing strategies. This should also include varied assessments.		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Law is adept at creating a classroom culture that is sensitive to the needs of all students.  Her tone and demeanor reflect sensitivity and caring for all the students.  Students are polite and demonstrate respect for Mrs. Law and each other.  They respond well when Mrs. Law provides verbal prompts for students to return to their desks for individual practice after a hands on activity. Mrs. Law expected all students to complete work that was high quality and praised students accordingly. There has been no evidence of behavior issues in any of the lessons observed. Students are highly engaged in activities. Mrs. Law effectively manages the handling of materials and resources and transitions between activities were seamless.		3		3		2		3		3		Mrs. Law effectively provides clear directions and demonstrates examples of what she expects students to do in each lesson observed. She consistently asks students challenging questions to monitor understanding and includes student ideas when explaining key points. Students actively participate in all activities. As discussed in the final meeting with Mrs. Law's cooperating teacher, Mrs. Kyle, Mrs. Law should continue to work on pacing instruction consistently with the use of a timer in order to meet curriculum and building organizational requirements.		3		3		3		3		3		2		Mrs. Law is very receptive to any recommendations on how to improve her teaching.  She also accurately reflects her own strengths and areas that need improvement. In the final conference, time management was discussed as an area in need of improvement in terms of planning and punctuality.

Mrs. Law has demonstrated keen interest in participating in building workshops and activities.  She has a friendly demeanor and has established positive relationships with her cooperative teacher and building colleagues. 

 		Throughout the student teaching experience Mrs. Law developed engaging lessons that captivated student attention and achieved good results. She has a wonderful demeanor with the students which enhanced instruction. The classroom environment reflected respect and rapport between the students and Mrs. Law. Clear standards of conduct were evident and as a result there were never any issues with managing student behavior.		Areas in need of improvement are lesson pacing and punctuality related to building procedures. This was discussed in the final conference and Mrs. Law acknowledged that these were areas she needed to improve.		A-

		Shane		Nugent		Nugget1205@yahoo.com		Mike Adamski		Stephanie Mahr		Tuckerton Elementary School		4		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		2		3		Throughout the Semester Shane demonstrated knowledge of the 4th grade curriculum of the Tuckerton Elementary School. He significantly increased his awareness of prerequisite relationships and effective teaching strategies. Shane had solid knowledge of his students' cognitive development level as well as their cultural heritage and range of interests. Shane's lesson plans contained well written measurable goals and objectives which were related the the USA Common Core and NJ Core Curriculum Content Standards. Shane's lessons contain learning activities which are aligned to the instructional outcomes containing built-in assessments to gauge the level of student understanding.		3		2		3		2		2		Shane maintained a positive classroom atmosphere characterized by respect and rapport as evidenced by the interactions between Shane and the students as well as among the students themselves. Shane established a classroom culture based on high expectations that the students would try their best to produce quality academic work. Smooth transitions between groups and activities as well as sound classroom routines had positive effects on the use of instructional time. The students adhered to the established classroom behavior standards and remained on task thought the lessons. The classroom furniture arrangement supported varied instructional strategies and learning activities.		3		2		2		3		2		At the beginning of each lesson Shane focused the students and explained what they would be learning and the activities they would complete. These explanations were effective based on how well the students engaged on their assigned tasks. Shane's open ended questioning techniques got stronger as the semester progressed, with the end result being lively discussions and sound assessment of student learning. The learning activities were aligned to the instructional outcomes and successfully engaged the students. Lacing pacing improved throughout the semester, as did the infusion of technology and use of available resources. Shane demonstrate flexibility during his lessons as he retaught material the students didn't understand.		3		2		2		2		3		3		Shane reflected on each lesson's effectiveness at the post conference. He is always open to constructive suggestions to enhance his teaching performance. Shane communicated with his students' families at Back to School Night and Parent Conference Week, where he was very well received. His record keeping is accurate and up to date. Shane has maintained a sound working relationship with Coop Teacher Mahr and ICS Teacher throughout the semester, as well as other colleagues in the building. He attended faculty and grade level meetings as well as professional development programs when they were scheduled. Throughout the semester Shane displayed a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Throughout the semester Shane demonstrated sound knowledge of the 4th grade curriculum in all subjects at the Tuckerton Elementary School. 2. Shane submitted well designed lesson plans via Taskstream. 3. Shane maintained a positive classroom environment based on respect and rapport. 4. Shane developed a classroom culture based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully engaged the students in lively discussions and served as assessment indicators of student learning. 6. Shane maintained a good working relationship with Coop Teacher Mahr, ICS Teacher Smith and other colleagues in the building. 7. Throughout the semester Shane demonstrated a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Continue to explore effective teaching strategies in all elementary subject areas. 2. Continue to search for new materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 3. Continue to infuse technology in future lessons. 4. Continue to focus on lesson pacing, questioning techniques and classroom management. 5. Continue to grow professionally by seeking workshops and programs to enhance your teaching performance.		A

		Michael		Chemris		chemrism@go.stockton.edu		Walter Kaczka		Kelly Burns		Neptune MS		8		Fall 2015		3		2		3		3		3		3		Michael consistently demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter and the pedagogy. 

He was adept at researching and using a variety of resources beyond the text and the curriculum.

Michael is extremely knowledgeable in the use of SmartBoard technology.

He used varied and multiple forms of assessments.		3		2		3		2		3		Michael consistently interacted with the students with the utmost respect in both words and actions.

He effectively managed the time period with routines and procedures to maximize teaching/learning time.

Michael is skilled in offering opportunities for cooperative learning in pairs and in small group activities. 		3		3		3		3		3		Michael commuicated clearly and accurately. His instruction was always at the appropriate level for the learner and the subject. He perfected the use of equity sticks to foster full participation and contributions from each member of the class. Michael frequently used games and challenges that he researched from reliable sources on the internet to keep engagement and participation at a high level. 		3		3		3		3		3		3		 Michael  functions as a faculty member in the Neptune Middle School community. He attended back to school night and evening parent conferences. He utilized the district's program in reaching out to families with the guidance and collaboration of his cooperating teacher.

He continued to grow professionally by attending PLC's, professional development sessions, meetings and conferences.		Knowledge of content and pedagogy

Knowledge and use of technology.

Knowledge and use of vaired instructional strategies and assessments to inform instruction.		Continue to research the latest strategies in teaching mathematics. 

Continue to research effective techniques to modifiy/improve student behaviors.		A

		Jessica		Dyer		dyerj@go.stockton.edu		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Lorraine Mitzel		Brigantine Elementary		1		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		2		3		Strengths:

Ever improving pedagogical competence

Recognizes developmental ability levels of the children and plans instruction accordingly (via Multiple Intelligences Theory)

Content knowledge and quick to learn and implement new math and writing programs in district

Incorporates meaningful, embedded assessments that inform instruction

Focus Areas:

Need to prepare and preview instructional strategies prior to lesson execution (especially technology)

Plan more small group/partner activities including craft projects (tactile focus)

Completely familiarize self with district curriculum, determining which areas need concentration and which can be addressed with less intensity (advisement for future teaching assignment)

 		3		2		3		3		2		Strengths:

Ability to establish a good rapport and working relationship with her children thereby laying the groundwork for a true culture of learning to emerge

Understands of the importance of developing independent responsibility and self-reliance in her children requiring them to carry out as many responsibilities for their belongings, material and hygiene as well as their learning.  This understanding led to well organized lessons good on task time and smooth transitions.

Recognizes the importance of a productive and positive learning environment carrying out instruction and facilitating learning in a calm, yet purposeful, manner

Focus Areas:

Increase the amount of positive praise and commentary for good work and behavior.

 		3		3		3		2		2		Strengths:

Breathes life and vigor into her children's learning experiences by varying lesson activities, using good time management skills and incorporating Multiple Intelligences Learning Theory to address the children's myriad learning styles

Communicates directives and explanations to the children with clarity and clear expectations

Encourages good active child engagement and participation in lessons by ensuring all contribute to ongoing discussions and tasks and holding each accountable for their learning

Understands the importance and efficacy of embedding assessment as instruction unfolds thus informing future teaching plans

Focus Areas:

Note commentary under Planning and Preparation (Domain 1) regarding small group and craft activities

 		3		3		3		2		2		3		Miss Dyer put forth a good effort to provide quality learning experiences for her first graders each day of her student teaching semester. She capably managed all teaching and class management responsibilities to the expectation levels of both this supervisor and her cooperating teacher.  Miss Dyer's interactions with parents, whether informally (before or after school) or formally (conferences) were positive and reflected the trust parents had in Miss Dyer's relationship with their children.  Miss Dyer was willing to take the initiative in any way that would advance the growth and development of the children and enhance the climate and productivity of the classroom.

Miss Dyer comported herself in a professional manner at all times and with all entities with whom she interacted.  She was punctual, responsible, and desirous to excel.

 		Miss Dyer's performance strengths are outlined under each of the 4 Domains above.  By all accounts, Miss Dyer had a very successful student teaching experience.  Both Cooperating Teacher Lorraine Mitzel and this supervisor are pleased with the overall effort Miss Dyer put forth.  We feel that she is fully prepared to acquire and to excel with a class of her own.  

Any administrator seeking a quality educator for his or her staff should give very strong consideration to this enthusiastic and well prepared educator.		In consultation with Cooperating Teacher Lorraine Mitzel, it was determined that no significant area of improvement are worthy of note. Suggestions and recommendations for improvement appear under Domains above which include previewing lessons prior to teaching, more small group/craft activities, and positive commentary for learning and behavior.  Those suggestions and recommendations will certainly be part of Miss Dyer's professional growth and development as she advances in her career.		A

		Anastasia		Sarnese		anasarnese@gmail.com		Mildred Peretti		Amanda Cirillo		Folsom School District		K		Fall 2015		3		3		2		3		3		2		Anastasia demonstrates knowledge of the content as she creates a diverse interactive lesson accommodation different learners including visual, audio and kinesthetic regularly in all lessons. Her creativity and art skills are well noted in every lesson, bulleting board and activity.

She has a grasp for student age interest areas to motivate learning while providing relevance for retention of learning.

She designs comprehensive coherent lesson plans with anticipatory sets, innovative lessons with lots of hands on activities, and a closing checking for internalized understanding.

 

Anastasia needs to continue to develop more rigorous and diverse assessments in conjunction to more rigorous goals for different learners.		3		3		3		3		2		Anastasia's classroom environment demonstrates respect and positive rapport between students and teachers.

She provides the significance of each lesson/content to provide relevance to real life experiences for this age group.

Anastasia manages classroom procedures, mainly center learning, through regular monitoring of students being on task, with all materials readily available,a nd a regularly implemented routine for center learning activities.		3		2		3		3		3		Anastasia communicates well with her students demonstrating a good rapport while providing clear directions and expectations to avoid confusion of learning.

All students are regularly engaged in different kinesthetic activities to enhance motivation and learning of the concept through different medians, i.e. reading, computer, drawing, etc.

All students are well monitored and provided positive feedback when appropriate.  Student self assessment is noted, too.

 

Anastasia integrates ample questioning orally and through activities, but needs to challenge students more frequently with higher levels of thinking.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Anastasia reflects on her teaching experiences with an open mind and is always receptive to suggestions, ideas, games, and new teaching strategies. She regularly is searching the Internet for innovative and fun ways to present material that is age appropriate and motivational for her students. Anastasia participated in her professional community throughout the semester by assisting with the Drama Club, attending Back to School Night, Attending the Craft Show, and donating baby objects to her class' baby basket for charity.

Anastasia was limited to only one task to maintain accurate records for the Student Standard Goals Report.  However, this daily, tedious report for each student was essential to the placement of students in appropriate ability and readiness groups.

 

Continued engagement of families and communication strategies for parents is needed.  Consider a web page or weekly newsletter for your future class.

As a professional, continue to grow and develop new teaching strategies and service to the students.		Anastasia displays a positive learning environment with good classroom management. Her personal creativity and passion for teaching is expressed in every lesson with innovative ideas, games and interactive activities that appeal to all students for learning.. She provides visual , audio and kinesthetic activities for different learners, and designs different accommodations for diverse learners and abilities.

Anastasia demonstrates a positive rapport with all of her students, and challenges all to meet their potential through active participation.  She is consistent in her teaching abilities, competent in her content, a good role model for respect and appropriate behavior along with oral and written language expression.		Anastasia needs to continue to grow in parent communication and additional questioning promoting critical thinking.		A

		Deanna		Gerber		gerberd2@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. Lee		Chatsworth Elementary		1		Fall 2015		3		2		3		3		3		3		Ms. Gerber has demonstrated strengths in the areas of planning and preparation. She provides students with the facts and concepts and teaches students how to analyze key ideas and compare them to one another. Her teaching is consistently aligned with expected curriculum outcomes for the grade level. Ms. Gerber utilized all available resources in her lessons and is very comfortable using existing technology in the classroom.

In all of Ms. Gerber's lessons she identified how to address diverse learning needs, however, an area for improvement would be for her to design individual differentiated assignments and assessments for students with special needs.		3		3		2		3		3		Ms Gerber has established a positive rapport with the students.  Her interactions with students are friendly and demonstrate caring and respect. It is evident that the students see Ms. Gerber as an authority figure as well as seek her assistance when completing work. Ms. Gerber has worked hard on improving classroom management skills which was evident during the last observation. She needs to continue to focus on developing nonverbal cues to manage student behaviors.		3		3		2		3		3		Ms Gerber provides clear directions and procedures to students during her lesson presentations. She continuously asks students what they think to engage them in discussion.  Ms Gerber provides continuous positive feedback to students and closely monitors students when they work independently.

Ms. Gerber should continue to work on increasing student engagement with the design and use of high interest videos and physical materials. Also, grouping of students to support instructional needs is another area for improvement.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Gerber is to be commended for her efforts to effectively respond to feedback provided to her by her college supervisor and cooperating teacher. She consistently took steps to improve each area that was identified.  Ms. Gerber continues to seek ways to participate in and be part of school activities. It is evident that Ms. Gerber actively seeks ways to assist colleagues in the school. She adheres to all school rules and reminds students to do so, as well.		Ms. Gerber's strengths include planning coherent instruction and the warm and caring classroom environment she has created. Students see her as an authority figure and ask for her assistance when completing work.  She has made an effort to use technology in her lessons and utilizes resources that are available in the classroom. Additionally, Ms. Gerber welcomes feedback from colleagues and this college supervisor.		Ms. Gerber should continue to work on enhancing student engagement through the use of high interest videos and materials. Improving lessons with the use of differentiated assignments and assessments would enhance instruction for students with special needs.		B+

		Sara		Elshoubary		chancesara@aol.com		Wayne C. Newell		Janine Wilson		Cape May City Elementary School		K		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		The entire domain of planning and preparation is a strength which Sara possesses Her knowledge of emerging sources of planning sites on the internet is outstanding and the result are obvious in her lessons. She is skilled in designing and creating specific curriculum for the entire class and the individual child and she displays the willingness to do so.		3		3		3		2		3		A particular strength for Sara is her ability to build upon her experiences to improve her skills. She is only interested in improving and developing in order to become a true professional and to provide the best platform for future students' success.		3		3		3		3		3		Sara's ability to create and utilize any and all sources of teaching assistance, such as the myriad of software and programs, allows her to maximize her instruction especially her assessment skills. Additionally, this approach allows her to individualize her approach, to be responsive, flexible, and to differentiate instruction.		3		3		3		3		3		3		I have found Sara to be quite unique. She has displayed a singular goal as I have interacted with her. She desires to improve as a future professional. She processes and accepts all constructive observations and suggestions without hesitation		Sara has many strengths which I have fully outlined under each domain.		None, other than more time in the classroom to hone her craft.		A

		Ken		Millevoi		kmillevoi@gmail.com		Wayne C. Newell		Lorna Robertson		Stone Harbor Elementary School		First		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ken is extremely talented in developing fast paced, high interest lessons which can constantly provide him with information as to whether the students have conquered the material. At the root of the plan is the desire for Ken to enjoy presenting the lesson as much as it is for the students to have fun.		3		3		3		3		3		Ken loves teaching and the students love having him as the biggest learner in the class. He creates a classroom where a "well thought out" wrong answer is accepted as equal to the correct response. Failure could possibly be, not having the desire to attempt.		3		3		3		3		3		Ken connects with every child. Ken wants each child to learn and to have fun doing it. Ken wants to have fun, while the students are learning. When something is not working, Ken figures out why, and the lesson evolves. Ken fosters critical thinking skills in every child not just the most talented.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ken loves teaching and he has done everything he can to improve his craft, in every way. Ken is a wonderful individual, and it shows in every way. He treats every individual with courtesy and respect from the smallest child to the Superintendent.		Ken's strengths are many. He is confident. He is bright and kind. He can be silly and serious. He is driven, yet, not obvious. He is unafraid of the "attempt" or the "wrong" answer. He loves teaching, which is easily recognized, and he desires to have every child and himself have fun through the process. Ken fosters critical thinking skills in every child, not simply the most talented or gifted.		None		A

		Molly		Roche		rochem3@go.stockton.edu		Mildred Peretti		Melissa Durham		Warren E. Sooy Elementary School		2		Fall 2015		3		2		2		3		3		2		Molly displays good content knowledge and pedagogy integrating interactive, relevant, hands on, interesting lessons age appropriate for diverse learners.  She integrates visual, audio and kinesthetic activities regularly in every lesson plan to appeal to different learners and abilities. Molly uses a variety of technology resources for her own  lesson development and for student use during center skill work. Molly designs a very coherent lesson plan with an anticipatory set and sequential procedures while modeling and using repetition for student understanding. Her closing demonstrates student internalized understanding of the concept.

Continue to develop accommodations for special needs students and varied assessments to demonstrate learning and rigor challenged.		2		3		3		3		3		In a small classroom with 20 students, Molly is successful arranging the room into 6-7 differentiated centers of learning. During class instruction, Molly is capable of managing the entire class' behavior while teaching. She monitors all students and keeps them on task. Molly provides a positive learning environment with all materials made and readily available, especially the technology.		3		3		3		2		3		Molly communicates well with her student providing good expectations and directions for student understanding.  She challenges student to think critically through her regular questioning and hand on activities promoting higher levels of thought. All student are engaged in he lesson as she executes centers for learning in LA and math.

Molly is flexible and adapts to changes by adjusting her lesson according to student assessment and needs.

Molly needs to continue to develop skills to engage all students by making them accountable during peer presentations.

You need to model always with displaying the process and expectations.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Molly is very conscientious an reflects accurately on hr lessons.  She is open minded and integrates suggestions to enhance her lessons. Molly is a willing volunteer for many school functions like the Renaissance Club, football ticket taker, and cooperates with  her peers in creating and sharing innovative ideas and teaching strategies.

Molly needs to continue to grow in maintaining accurate records so she will be prepared for other grades of instruction. Also, she needs to develop more ways to keep parent communication open and frequent, creating an ally for student growth .		Molly is a very conscientious and dedicated teacher with an interest and passion for technology and its application in the teaching process for students motivation and learning. Through many resources, Molly develops a well designed lesson  plan for diverse learners and their accommodations. To challenge students, she continually questions students through prompting and activities to promote critical thinking skills.

Molly is a total school advocate, volunteering to work where ever needed for the betterment of the school.  She worked well with her co teacher and her peers to communicate new ideas and strategies for the department.		Molly needs to continue to develop more parental communication including perhaps a web site,  and comments on papers returned home.

Molly needs to continue to develop strategies to hold all  students accountable during peer presentations.

 		A

		Mount		James		mountj1@go.stockton.edu		Mike Adamski		Toni Romano		Manchester Township Middle School		8 / Mathematics		Fall 2015		2		3		2		3		2		3		During his student teaching James demonstrated knowledge of Algebra and the Mathematics curriculum of the Manchester Township School District.He taught 2 sections of Algebra 1 Honors which is a high school course taught to the advanced 8th graders. James displayed significant growth in his knowledge of prerequisite relationships as well as effective instructional methodology. James has full knowledge of how how his students learn as well as their cultural background and range of interests. Each of his lesson plans contained well written measurable goals and objectives that were congruent to the USA Common Core Standards for Mathematics. James also developed learning activities that were aligned to the instructional outcomes and contained built in assessments that gauged the level of student mastery.		3		2		3		2		2		James maintained a positive atmosphere in the classroom characterized by respect and rapport as evidenced by the interactions between the students and James and among the students themselves. The culture that James established in the classroom was based on the high expectations that the students would try their very best and produce quality academic work. James developed classroom routines which function well and coupled with the smooth transitions between groups and activities provided for the efficient use of instructional time. The students were well behaved and on-task throughout the semester as they adhered to the standards James put in place. The furniture arrangement in the classroom supported various teaching strategies and learning activities.		3		2		2		3		2		James communicated what the students would learn and what activities they would complete at the beginning of each lesson. His explanations were clear and effective based on how well the students immediately engaged on their assigned tasks. James' open-ended questions prompted the students to actively participate in lively discussions at a high level. The students' answers also served as assessment indicators on their level of mastery. The learning activities were aligned to the instructional outcomes and successfully engaged the students. James' lesson pacing improved as the semester progressed, as did his use of technology and resources to enhance the quality of his lessons. James was always flexible and adjusted the lesson as needed to insure all students grasped the material.		3		2		2		2		3		3		At the post conference James reflected on each lesson's effectiveness. He is always agreeable to receive constructive suggestions to enhance his teaching performance. James communicated with his students' families at Back to School Night and Parent Conference Week, and was very well received. James'record keeping is up to date and accurate. James maintained a solid working relationship with Coop Teacher Romano and other colleagues in the building. Throughout the semester James attended grade level and faculty meetings as well as professional development programs when they were scheduled. At all times James demonstrated high levels of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Throughout the semester James demonstrated sound knowledge of the curriculum for Algebra 1 Honors and Math 8 at the Manchester Township Middle School. 2. James submitted quality lesson plans on time via Taskstream. 3. James maintained a positive classroom environment based on respect and rapport. 4. The culture in James' classes reflected high expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully prompted the students to participate in discussions and served as assessment indicators of the level of student understanding. 6. James developed and maintained a positive working relationship with Coop Teacher Romano and other colleagues in the building. 7. Throughout the semester James demonstrated a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. It is recommended that James continue to seek out effective teaching strategies in all mathematics areas. 2. Continue to explore new materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 3. Continue to infuse technology into future lessons. 4. Continue to focus on lesson pacing, questioning techniques, and classroom management. 5. Continue to seek ways to grow professionally by attending workshops to enhance your teaching performance.		A

		Alia		Suthard		sutharda@go.stockton.edu		Kathleen Revelle		Christine Frankle		Ocean City Intermediate School		5		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		Alia displays extensive knowledge of the important concepts in the area of Language Arts.  She also provides clear explanations of this content.  She frequently provided feedback that expands their learning.  The instructional strategies used were entirely suitable to the content. Alia knows her students level of cognitive development and frequently used student interests.  The instructional outcomes of each lesson taught represented high expectations for all students.

Alia not only used classroom resources but supplemented with guest speakers and field experiences.  This included a magician who was an inspirational speaker and  a surfer who spoke of disabilities.

All learning activities were matched to the instructional outcomes.  Alia provided challenging material and resources throughout this semester.

 		3		3		3		3		3		Alia is friendly, caring, and respectful to all.  She demonstrated knowledge about students' lives beyond the class and school.  Students frequently applauded in her class. She frequently communicated the importance of learning each skill taught. Her classroom was a place where learning was valued by all. In each and every lesson, Alia's students were productively engaged either with whole group or small group situations.  Routines for distribution of materials were all student oriented. Students have established roles and transition time was minimal. 

Student behavior was appropriate with Alia using proximity to get a student's attention.  There are established guidelines concerning where all materials are kept.  Alia made extensive use of all available technolgy. 		3		3		3		3		3		Alia clearly stated the objective and for each lesson it was visible for all students to see. Alia frequently modeled the process of a particular task. Alia's vocabulary is  appropriate for this level of students and she expanded each lesson using rich language to expand their usage. 

Many discussions enable asked students to justify their answers. Students are intellectually engaged.  Alia frequently asked students to give rationale for their answers.  Standards are set high for students and Alia gives specific and timely guidance.  Student interests and questions are incorporated into each lesson.  Multiple approaches are used to ensure success for all students. 

 

 

 

Make use of wait time.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Alia was very reflective of each lesson taught.  She cited specific ways in which a lesson might be improved.  She responded to suggestions with thoughtful undertakings to improve each lesson.  Alia's  process for recording student work is efficient and effective. Alia regularly sent emails to parents discussing students' achievement and successes. Alia has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues.  She has volunteered for a school play, participated in a door decorationg contest, and obtained outside resources to benefit other students in the school.  Alia has welcomed colleagues and supervisors into the classroom to gain insight from their feedback. 

Alia is proactive in helping students.   She actively works to provide opportunities for student success. 

It was a delight to supervise such a professional as Alia and she will be a valuable asset to any school district. 		It was apparent that Alia spent countless hours designing lessons that had clear objectives, formal assessments, and active participation.  She engaged students with relevant lessons with high interest.  The ultimate goal of each lesson was to foster critical thinking and communication through a variety of forms.  There were many examples of strong evidence that Alia continually searched for ways to make the content accessible and appealing to her students. This included arranging for guest speakers to come to her school.

Alia’s experience in other professional areas has assisted her tremendously in the classroom. Her content knowledge in the area of Language Arts is phenomenal.  She developed a strong rapport with her students and continually put students first.  Alia is confident, yet willing to accept suggestions so that she could continually improve as a teacher. Alia consistently modeled concern, kindness,  and respect.  Character education and desirable work habits were infused with every lesson she taught.  She has a natural talent beyond her years in education.  She is child oriented and was well liked by students and colleagues.

Alia has a very enthusiastic personality.  The goal in her classroom was to set high expectations for all students academically and behaviorally.  She is very self motivated,  dedicated and knowledgeable.  Alia will be an asset to any school district. 		Continue to use "Think, Pair, Share" to allow students more engagement.		A

		Nicolaus		Burr		burrn@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Mr. Tormollan		Lacey Township High School		Grade ll/US History		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		3		The instructor's planning and preparation for classroom instruction contiues to be quite sound and quite challenging.  His knowledge base, with regard to all aspects of history instruction, was found to be extensive and, as such, served as a catalyst for student exploration of areas of study under consideration within the classroom setting. The instructor's awareness of student strengths and relative student weaknesses continues to be obvious and, as such,, is viewed as a salient student teacher strength.  Students are continuously provided with rigorous assignments involving the use of technology, namely, "schoology" and "kahoot".  All directions continue to be clear and student-centered.  Instruction continues to be bell-to-bell and continues to exhibit coherent, informative instruction replete with the presentation of higher-order-of-thinking questions that serve to afford students the ability to delve more deeply into the topic for the lesson.  Assessment strategies continue to include pre-assessment, formative assessment, and summative assessment strategies, each challenging in scope and sequence, and each format requiring an in-depth analysis of the causes of and impact of history both for the individual and the society at-large.		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. Burr continuously establishes a classroom atmosphere that is student-friendly and one that affords students the opportunity to produce their best efforts within the classroom setting.  Instructor-driven expectations are always offered at the onset of instruction.  Students are continuously made aware of both the learner outcomes that are anticipated, and, the pathways through which the instructor will lead students to desired "outcomes" regarding the focus of the lesson.  All classroom procedures are found to be well designed ad carried out with a proficiency level that was obvious and to be applauded.  		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. Burr exhibits sound ability for communication of all aspects of instruction with his students.  He employs a rigorous stream of higher-order-of-thinking questions throughout each session,, challenging students to look beyond the obvious and to delve, in-depth, into issues of history embedded in his lessons.  Assessment involves the following formats, each challenging and informative: pre-assessment strategies; formative assessment strategies; and summative assessment strategies; affording all present the opportunity to fully engage in the learning process.  Mr. Burr's decision making activities/planning are sound and reflect his care and concern for both his students and his chosen profession.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. Burr continuously utilizes the post-teaching conference with this Supervisor to the best of his ability.  All student records continue to be well maintained and, as such, continue to be utilized regarding student performance.  As much as is possible, and with the advice of his cooperating teacher, Mr. Burr continues to attempt to connect with the parents of his students regarding all aspects of student performance.  As much as is possible, Mr. Burr continues to explore for opportunities for professional development in the field of education.  Mr. Burr continues to perform his student teaching duties/responsibilities in a professional manner.		Mr. Burr continues to exhibit salient student teacher strengths that include the following: a care and concern for his students; sound design/planning/implementation/assessment/reflection of lesson plans for use within the classroom setting; sound ability to establish and maintain a professional and student-centered classroom atmosphere conducive to learning; sound use of higher-order-of-thinking questions in an effort to challenge students;  knowledge of student strengths and relative weaknesses regarding all aspects of learning; and, excellent use of elements of technology in an effort to enhance/embellish the delivery and study of history within the classroom setting.		It is strongly recommended that the instructor continue to "time out" his lessons, prior to implementation of same, in an ongoing effort to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully accomplished within the time constraints of the class period.		A

		Zachary		Tannoia		ZTannoia@gmail.com		Linda Stimeck		Sara Weber		Bret Harte Elementary School		K		Fall 2015		2		2		3		3		2		2		Zachary's lesson plans are detailed and address most areas on the Taskstream lesson plan format. He usually follows the workshop approach, including an anticipatory set, teacher input, guided and independent practice, and closure. 

I suggest that Zachary plan more intensive modeling prior to independent activities so that students can refer to examples and build independence. 		3		3		2		3		2		Zachary and his cooperating teacher have established routines to help students account for their behavior. Zachary's instruction is usually engaging so students stay on task while he is presenting. Zachary took on the responsibility of transitioning students from one activity to the next with little down time. 

Zachary addresses students with confidence, respect and enthusiasm, and they usually respond in kind.

As stated above, more teacher modeling prior to independent tasks will help students work more independently. 		2		2		3		2		3		Zachary's lessons include varied activities and sometimes allow for varied response options. He has experimented with partner work. Zachary has assisted his cooperating teacher in administering district assessments. As he gains experience it will be important for him to create formative assessments and incorporate his findings into his lesson plans. 

 

 		2		2		2		3		3		3		Zachary reflects on this lessons and can articulate a few ideas of what makes a lesson successful. He is very receptive to feedback and will sometimes incorporate suggestions into his plans. 

Zachary has developed good relationships with his cooperating teacher and other colleagues. He presents himself professionally and is willing to put in extra time as needed. 

Zachary participates in all aspects of the classroom and school community. He attends faculty meetings, PLC's, parent conferences, and professional development. He keeps current in the profession by following various education forums and reading the latest articles in education publications.		Zachary has enthusiasm for teaching and truly enjoys interacting with his students. He submits detailed lesson plans but is flexible when it comes to making adjustments based on student stamina and time constraints. Zachary presents with confidence and professionalism. His lessons usually contain a variety of engaging activities. 		Zachary continues to grow in his understanding of early childhood development. He needs to be more aware of the challenges inherent in learning activities and plan more direct instruction before sending students off to work independently. 		A-

		Jessica		Laird		lairdj@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Ms. Lisa Maletta		H. Ashton Marsh Elementary		Grade 1		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. Laird has a well developed knowledge of the content and pedagogy for her grade level.  She is acutely aware of the prerequisites for learning and provides support for her students throughout her lessons.  She has been able to select goals that are achievable and balanced with attention to detail and management during every observation.  She has developed her own teaching style which is interactive and engaging for the students. Her lesson plans reflect her genuine ability to do above and beyond. She is prompt and complete in all her assignments. Her hard work paid off with several flawless lessons in which her students were totally engaged and on task.  She chooses goals which are clearly identifiable as appropriate but always adds some element of learning that enhances the common core requirements.

Ms. Laird has a knowledge of her resources and choose many enrichment activities to enhance learning in her classroom.  For instance she developed ways to teach addition to 10 which was tactile and at the same time taught the commutative property of addition.  This extension of knowledge was accurately embedded in her teaching methods and students thrived on her creative manner.  The cohesiveness of the lessons was evident from lesson submission to her observational experience.  She is a natural leader and the students thoroughly enjoy her interaction as well as the learning aspects of everything she does. Ms. Laird used several grouping models and various styles of co-teaching during her placement and each was done successfully and was well planned from start to finish.  She is learning the importance of assessing students and has chosen some common ways to assess at the closure of a lesson.  She attempted to use what data she had to inform instruction in the classroom.  She also monitored these as an indicator of the success of her methods which was helpful in improving instruction.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Laird thoroughly enjoys her interaction with the students.  She greets them and calls them to order at the beginning of her lessons using signals and her voice to manage and direct.  The students understand that this classroom is a work place and that she is the leader of their learning.  She explains clearly her expectations and explains directions with attention to detail like modeling a difficult step or procedure.  She has all materials prepared and at hand so that managing the lesson is organized and flows seamlessly from start to finish.

Ms. Laird has mastered the area of managing behavior realizing very early that it was crucial if learning is to take place. She developed verbal signals like clapping or rhymes so that students were aware when she needed their attention.  She used them sparingly. She varied grouping and styles of learning and encouraged all her students to be involved which helped her manage the behaviors.  She clearly stated what she expected from the students.  The classroom space is suitable for all kinds of learning and Ms. Laird took advantage of all of that space in some way.  There were designated areas for whole group, individual and small group activities.  When monitoring she could easily view all her students and their work areas so that she was aware of on task behaviors.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Laird is adept at communicating with students.  She has demonstrated this consistently in her placement. She used her expectations as a set of standards for the students so that they had a very clear understanding of what they needed to do.  Her directions for activities included modeling and demonstration. When explaining content she used the overhead projected work so that she could easily point out where she was in an activity.  The students responded well to all the attention to detail and completed activities with little confusion.  Her types of questions included various open ended questions especially in the area of Language Arts.  She was able to use the wait time in her questioning to her benefit to monitor how the students were reacting.  She encouraged full sentences in their answers.

The students in this class were engaged in high quality learning experiences.  The lessons that Ms. Laird presented had attention to detail.  She sought out ways to improve her delivery and practiced lessons beforehand mentally.  As an observer of her cooperating teacher she was able to pick out methods that worked and she used many of the same ideas in her instruction.  This pacing and structure was well learned.  Ms. Laird exemplified what it is like when attention to teaching pays off in achievement.  Learning how to assess while teaching as well as at then end of a lesson is very much improved.  With some additional contact time with students she will definitely master this area.  She has to still work on feedback to students for assessments which an area she did not have a chance to practice at length in first grade.  She again can achieve mastery when she has some exposure to various grades and subjects.  

Finally Ms. Laird is exceptionally flexible with her lessons.  She understand how to speed up or slow down according to how the students are learning which is a great skill to have as an instructor.  She responds genuinely to her students and really listens to what they are saying.  She is an advocate for learning and for her students and is persistent in her effort to support both in her teaching.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Ms Laird is reflective as a teacher.  She uses her experiences to learn how to become better at teaching.  An example is using detailed planning for management, pacing and flow of instruction.  She works through the lesson looking for areas of weakness or parts that may benefit from attention ensuring that her lessons go well.  She is part of a community of teaches who use inquiry as a way of learning.  Ms. Laird is an active part of that inquiry bringing ideas to share with her cooperating teacher, testing and evaluating her own methods and ideas to increase student involvement in learning as well as attending professional development outside of the district during the NJEA Convention.

Ms. Laird is receptive to feedback from those around her.  She is also at the point where she is inspiring others in their teaching.  She has an energy that is obvious when you enter her classroom.  She is realistic in her expectations for students but also aspires to bring them quality learning experiences.  She is professional in her manner and inquisitive as a young teacher.  Her demeanor is respectful and she shows the integrity of a practicing professional.  She cares about her school and her students with those same qualities evidenced in her conversations with this evaluator.		Ms. Laird's strengths include:		Ms. Laird would benefit from:		A

																																																																						consistent successful management techniques which encourage achievement and success for students		Continuing to seek ways to bring about enriching lessons that support learning

																																																																						strong content area knowledge in Language Arts and Mathematics for primary school grade levels

																																																																						exemplary professionalism indicative of a successful educator including self reflection, attainment of new skills, and professional development

																																																																						high expectations for the success of her students and her role as teacher in the process

																																																																						effective communication for management and instruction in the class

																																																																						modeling integrity and respect for education and as a mentor for students

		Nicole		Creedon		ncreedon13@gmail.com		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Susan Simmons		Reeds Road Elementary		Grade 6		Fall 2015		2		3		3		2		2		2		Ms. Creedon has a basic awareness of the content and pedagogy for the grade level placement experience.  She attempted to use the resources at hand in most lessons and progressed to implementing some additional ideas and resources as she progressed.  She is aware of the prerequisites necessary for the skill she is teaching especially in Mathematics.  She set goals that were attainable and has begun to practice methods that can support her instruction to the advantage of the students.  At this point she is dependent on the text resources for the class and has made some extensions of learning to include other resources. Preparation of lessons in a timely fashion will be expected in her profession.  She will have to set priorities to complete tasks she is responsible for on schedule.  Knowing the resources will help in this area.

Ms. Creedon has some clear knowledge about some of the students she taught.  When teaching she is now at the point where she moderately aware of how well the students are involved in the learning process itself.  Technology is one untapped resource that may have provided more interactive activities for the students.  Extension of knowledge and connective resource implementation is crucial for future success in instruction.  In the design of coherent instruction Ms. Creedon has progressed somewhat but is now challenged to bring about activities and structures that engage the students.  This is an area she can work on as she begins to teach.		3		2		2		2		2		Ms. Creedon created an environment of respect and rapport using actions and words that indicated both.  However, the students were not all involved in the same respectful rapport.  Examining how students react with one another is a strong indicator of how they are receiving the messages about behavior.  Ms. Creedon had some classroom control and the students attempted to listen and participate with most of them on task.  The management of misbehaviors became difficult when one student was involved with the teacher leaving some breaks in management of the rest of the class.  Students benefit most from a structured management system that has no loopholes.  Ms. Creedon will continue to develop her management as she attends to her own class. These areas have improved but experience is needed for mastery.  

Classroom procedures were for the most part intact.  However, various subjects require a multitude of methods and models for instruction.  Ms. Creedon modeled direct instruction best when observed and is also effective in one on one interaction.  Some models of co-teaching were not observed. The physical space in this class is limited with little available room for movement.  The structure of the lessons reflected this.		2		2		2		3		3		Ms. Creedon attempts to communicate in a generally appropriate manner with her students.  Her voice level and projection is something she has been working on.  Practice with commands is important to improvement.  She is learning to have more involved conversations about learning.  The more involved the students are in an activity the more they are on task eliminating conversations about work behavior.  When Ms. Creedon settles on a management system that works for her and the class she teaches, her student interaction in questioning and discussion will improve.  Engagement in instruction is dependent on on good communication, a stable management system and clear objectives via directions.

Ms. Creedon has used assessments common to many classrooms.  She has learned to use the closure portion of a lesson to assess their abilities.  Now her next step will be learning to have them self-assess in a quick manner.  She attempted some self-evaluations in small group instruction which seemed successful and she should examine how these could be implemented in other ways to assess learning.

Ms. Creedon has been flexible in her instruction. Sometimes, she over planned or found a prerequisite weakness that altered her lesson.  These lesson adjustments are normal and she did change or adjust in an appropriate fashion.   She is stongly persistent and should use that persistence to find ways to increase her own skills as she begins to work in her own classroom.   		2		3		N/A		2		2		3		Ms. Creedon is respectful of education as a profession.  She has integrity in both behavior and manner.  She is an advocate for students. She has participated in the school community through faculty meetings and in-service.  At this point using some outside professional development through the University or through online sources may help her develop as a learner and a teacher.  

Ms. Creedon shows a professional manner with the students and staff.  She complies with school and district regulations. She maintained records of progress for her students informing her of their achievements and needs.  Ms. Creedon was an observer at parent/teacher conferences which should give her a better understanding of how important that data is.

Ms. Creedon is reflective but does not attempt to take the next step and try something beyond the text.  She is receptive to feedback and should use that feedback to her advantage thus improving with experience.  		Ms. Creedon's strengths include:		Ms. Creedon would benefit from:		B+

																																																																						Genuine respect for students and their abilities		Learning ways to include all students in active learning

																																																																						Strong inclusion of adopted text materials in lessons		Seeking methods of instruction that include technology based learning, project based inquiry, etc

																																																																						Admirable professionalism in the classroom		Finding a class management system that can be used consistently across the content areas as a basis with only minor adjustments for various subject areas

																																																																						Formatively assessing students with respect to their ability level

																																																																						Persistence and patience in instruction

		Matthew		Mierzwinski		mierzwim@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Ms. Kelly Montgomery		Emma C. Attales Middle School		Grade 6		Fall 2015		3		2		3		3		3		2		Mr. Mierzwinski has a strong knowledge of the content area of Mathematics and designs lesson plans that are clearly relevant for the students he teaches.  He is able to review prerequisites along with new content using a format that has been repeated in all his lessons.  The goals in his lessons were attainable during the time period allotted.  He has a balance between instruction and practice often with activities that support understanding content within word problems.  Elements like notetaking, terms and modeled problems are common to his lessons and he uses this method consistently so that the students have a reference in their notebook for test preparation and homework support.  

Mr. Mierzwinski has a natural leader in the class.  He is knowledgeable and interesting to his students.  They responded to his attention to detail, his orderly manner and structure.  He designed activities that were engaging and supported his efforts.  The design of his lessons show order and structure clearly resulting in daily progress. In addition Mr. Mierzwinski created exit strategies that formative and used these to evaluate his methods and adjust for the needs that arose.  His students were engageed to perform and welcomed his attention in relation to their progress.  They benefited from the instructional planning, the delivery of the lesson and the follow up assessment in a genuinely positive way.		3		3		3		2		2		Mr. Mierzwinski created an truly inviting environment in which to learn,  He welcomed students at the door each day and began his classes promptly using the recitation of the objective for the day.  He maintained a rich culture for learning but was relaxed with the students.  Using an appropriate amount of feedback and reinforcement Mr. Mierzwinski encouraged and nurtured his students so that they were at their prime.

Mr. Mierzwinski had a highly effective set of classroom procedures that were used consistently throughout his placement.  The grouping, transitions and whole instruction each had procedures and directions explained by Mr. Mierzwinski so that the activity itself flowed fluidly with little distractions because of behaviors.  When presented with a misbehavior Mr. Mierzwinski was firm and guided the student to get back on track.  He monitored students, physically placing himself near possible issues so that his presence was a deterrent to misbehaviors.  He learned to use his voice as a tool.  They knew what he wanted and obliged in general. All these areas developed quickly in his placement and in the final weeks were mastered.

The physical space in this class is suitable for learning.  Although the classes are full the students are comfortable and safe in their environment.		3		3		3		2		3		As mentioned Mr. Mierzwinski learned early in his placement how to use his communication to benefit his teaching and ensure student achievement.  He is well spoken, uses a tone that is firm and pleasant while letting the students know that he was in charge.  In explaining content he was thorough and knowledgeable but spoke at their level so they could grasp the concept.  He communicated relationships between concepts, ideas, terms and rules in Mathematics.  He gave clear directions and clarified them of needed.  His questioning is superb in the area of Mathematics.  As he continued his placement he learned how to ignore the distractions in discussions that lead a teacher astray and remained focused on discussion.  

Mr. Mierzwinski is engaging as a teacher.  He is able to treat even the mundane areas with energy and interest.  He paces according to the skill level of the ability groups.  He adjusted when needed and created assignments that included every skill level within the class.  He used assessments normally created for spot checking achievement.  He used application skills on occasion to determine if the students could apply their learning to another area which was administered with ease and efficiency.  He is effectively flexible in his instruction, clarifying and elaborating when necessary. 		3		3		2		3		3		3		Mr. Mierzwinski is an active and professional student teacher. He participated in "Walk to School Day" with his school, volunteered at McTeacher's Night at McDonalds, chaperoned the Halloween Dance, with permission of the principal. Some of these activities were ourtide of the school day demonstrating his commitment to his students.

In addition Mr. Mierzwinski was an active learner with respect to his profession. He attended all staff, grade level, and team meetings and communicated with parents through email and phone. Beyond the scope of his classroom he also attended the Nation Conference for Teachers of Mathematics in Atlantic City.  Finally he attended the National Network of State Teachers of the Year (NNSTOY) workshops at The Seaview in Galloway, where he was speaker.  He is interested and his energy pays off in quality professional development.  He is a lifelong learner.

Mr. Mierzwinski worked well with his cooperating teacher using the team relationship to enrich the classroom and instruction.  He was receptive to feedback and in some instances was also viewed as an expert advisor to others.

 		Mr. Mierzwinski strengths include:		Mr. Mierzwinski would benefit from:		A

																																																																						consistent management techniques that encourage achievement using common elements in all lessons		learning about more in depth extensions of learning connected with his content area that can extend his methods of teaching (i.e.: project based learning, computer applications)

																																																																						knowledgeable background in Mathematics appropriate for the middle school student

																																																																						considerable interest in professional development opportunities which help him improve his instructional knowledge

																																																																						exemplary behaviors indicative of a qualified educator including respect, integrity, and persistence

																																																																						high expectations for the success of her students and her role as teacher in the process

		Rebeca		da Costa		dacostar@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Ms. Cathy Cozzan		Reeds Road Elementary		Grade 1		Fall 2015		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. daCosta demonstrates a innate ability to understand the children she teaches and how the learning process is part of their learning.  She has consistently designed lessons that address that learning process stimulating children to succeed under her supervision.  She has a clear connection between her lessons and the prerequisites that may be necessary for them to achieve.  Her ideas for instruction always included the least able student completely: addressing their needs throughout her instruction, through personal interaction and support as well as through adjustments in the academic program.  Ms. daCosta successfully addresses all content areas with the same effectiveness.  She can evaluate the possible areas of need and adjusts her lessons to meet all those needs.  Because of this ability she is able to design and execute lessons that bring about rich interaction between teacher and student.  She has improved remarkably in the area of goal setting and assessing her students' progress.  She learned to embed that assessment in her lessons as well as in exit activities.  She should continue to find ways for students to self-assess their work.

Ms. daCosta is knowledgeable about resources she has in the classroom for use in instruction.  But more importantly Ms. daCosta also seeks other enrichment resources to help support   her instruction.  She has also developed several activities where she was responsible for the idea, the compilation and the delivery of her own resources supporting and enriching the learning in her class.  Her lessons are coherent and structured well.  She paces as needed according to what is going on in front of her that day.  She has developed a high quality instructional program which demonstrates her hard work and talent as a teacher.  Assessing students is a growth process for student teachers.  Ms.daCosta has challenged herself to find ways to assess as she teaches.  She also concentrated on assessing early in the school year to help develop methods and programs for specific learners.  By using these assessments she was better able to plan future instruction based on needs and achievement levels.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. daCosta has maintained an environment that is both inviting and interactive.  She uses her words and actions to stimulate interest in learning thus creating a wonderfully rich culture for learning.  She challenged herself to find ways to reach all students and involve them fully.  The students were very good observers and imitated her respect with each other.   Ms. daCosta always set high standards for learning and managed her classroom with the same high quality.  She learned to use her voice as a tool, directing and explaining, correcting and encouraging.  All these areas improved as she became comfortable with the students.  She understood that her role is as a director and provider of knowledge and that sometimes directing means correcting and redirecting the students.  She is now almost at the proficient level and no doubt will be able to use much of what she learned in her future classroom.  She has become a qualified manager of the procedures in the daily classroom setting.

The classroom space and its use was optimal during Ms. daCosta's entire placement.  It was easy to see that she worked closely with her cooperating teacher on using the entire classroom as learning space. It was easy to see that managing the space was closely connected to managing the lessons.  She grouped, transitioned and completed lessons with an accurate eye for learning and interaction.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. daCosta is engaging as an instructor.  She calls her students to attention and has genuine knack for timing.  Her wait time is used wisely commenting on the good behaviors she is observing and she only begins when everyone is settled.  Ms daCosta stimulates their thinking about subject areas and new ideas.  She is structured but encourages students to think for themselves about their learning.  She listens with interest keeping in mind that she has a lesson to complete.  She also is encourages student participation and interaction using language as the connector between learning and the student.  Her prompting for ideas and questioning has greatly improved to an effective level.

Ms. daCosta has strived to include assessments in her lessons as part of her record keeping.  She has used some common forms of assessments at the end of class as well as trying to assess as she teaches.  This last area is most evident in small group instruction where she can assess and redirect as needed in Math or Language Arts .  She is most flexible in the small group setting and addressed student needs at all times.  She also learned to adjust her management when it came to small group settings where she realized that her whole group methods were not working as well. This was observed as she taught three separate groups and adjusted as she taught so that she ultimately eliminated all management issues by the end of the second group.  She can think and adjust on her feet.

Ms daCosta's persistence in including even the most timid learner is clearly well planned and timely.  This engagement has been evident throughout her placement and is demonstrated in many content areas.  She should continue to examine ways to include all learners.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Ms. daCosta demonstrates a strong professional demeanor in the areas of service to her profession and school. She developed a weekly newsletter to parents to inform about homework, upcoming events, and what we was done in the classroom and a weekly work chart for struggling learners to showing performance during the week.  She helped students write a classroom book, Steve, that was shared with their families. Parents then wrote a message on the back of the book, which was shared with the class.  Ms. daCosta also worked with the intervention teacher testing some students in DIBELS performance assessments to get experience on the testing process.  She  presented in the Grade 3 Around the World project where she talked with them about the Brazilian culture, cuisine, and language of her home country.  She had students send Veterans Day cards. Veterans sent pictures back holding the greetings, which she shared with the class.  Finally she was involved in an interview with the Press of Atlantic City where she discussed what it was like to be student teaching.

These areas supported her interaction with students, their community, their parents and the the world.  Throughout her experience in the school she maintained a quiet respect for her profession, the colleagues around her and the students.  She was an advocate for learning while in the classroom as well as when in discussions about learning with the teachers.  She is reflective, a true lifetime learner and an asset to all professionals in her placement.


 		Ms. daCosta's strengths include:		Ms. daCosta would benefit from:		A

																																																																						ability to stimulate achievement through interactive learning		seeking opportunities to learn about various methods of assessing and documenting progress for all learners in various grade levels

																																																																						management methods that work for her students

																																																																						enthusiasm for the profession of teaching and realizing that she herself is a student forever

																																																																						professional integrity and respect for her school and her students

																																																																						energy that is contagious, both in the classroom and beyond

																																																																						content knowledge presented in a well planned manner

		Danielle		Ferrari-Quenzel		danim3578@gmail.com		Ronda Brown, Ed.D		Maria Loper		Holly Heights		2		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Qunezel has demonstrated her ability to fully plan and execute a logical and unified instructional lesson inclusive of structured activities, related resource materials, and assessments to evaluate students' learning.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Quenzel has established a learning environment where mutual respect is evidence among adults and students. During presentation of a lesson, students are informed concerning the importance of the content and of the expectations for learning. Ms. Quenzel models an awareness of students' behavior and effectively addresses and manages any misconduct in a manner that results in little loss of instructional time.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Quenzel effectively communicates the learning goal for each lesson and provides clarity of instructional activities. Students are often required to repeat directions to ensure their understanding of the task.  She has displayed growth in the area of  discussion techniques that allow students to dialogue in conversation with peers / adults.  Ms. Quenzel has learned to design (differentiated) assessments, conducive to the skill level of the students, that provide useful feedback and help to inform future instruction.  

 		3		3		2		2		3		3		Ms. Quenzel has thoroughly documented her reflections concerning each of the observed lessons. A detailed report of her thoughts and impressions include information that identifies strengths and successes concerning the prepared lessons and suggestions that offer strategies to consider for future performances.		During post-observation conferences, Ms. Quenzel eagerly receives feedback and recommendations concerning her instructional practices. She has learned to employ and execute many of the strategies and methodologies discussed, to enhance her classroom performance and achieve greater outcomes of student learning. 		None at this time.		A

		Ken		DeCarlo		ken.decarlo@yahoo.com		Bossard, Allan		Wishart, William		Shore Regional H.S., West Long Branch		10,11		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Multiple resources and activities were consistently planned into each lesson.  Coherently designed lessons were developed to provide background knowledge to be utilized in research or interactive activities later in the double period block.  

Content knowledge is up to the needs of high school instruction.

Mr. DeCarlo gained an understanding of his students' ability levels and interests as the semester progressed.		2		2		2		2		2		Interactions were consistently mutually respectful.  To build rapport, it was recommended that Mr. DeCarlo develop some less formal communication with students that would connect to their interests.  He worked toward that end and improvement is noted.

Classroom procedures that promoted efficiency were maintained.  Students were familiar with procedural expectations and typically complied.

Expectations for learning were established at the introduction of lessons.  To support a culture for learning, Mr. DeCarlo was urged to provide constructive feedback to students to recognize their work and achievement.  He worked toward that goal and improvement is noted.

The students in the observed lessons were very compliant to behavioral requirements.  Very little if any misbehavior was noted.  Be mindful that not all groups of students you encounter will be so compliant and develop management plans that might be needed in future assignments.  		2		2		2		2		2		Instructional directions and explanations were consistently clear.  In order to enhance instruction and make it more interesting to students, Mr. DeCarlo was urged to go beyond the facts that were presented and delve deeper into the "story" of history.  Improvement is noted.  

Students were consistently engaged in activities that were directly linked to the goals and objectives.

As noted, multiple types of activities and resources were utilized, such as use of computers for research, group and partnered tasks.  This appealed to various types of learners and allowed for introduction of activities to promote higher order thinking skills.

Besides paper/pencil tasks, assessment was possible via monitoring students as they worked and redirecting if necessary.		2		2		N/A		2		2		2		Mr. DeCarlo was open to recommendations and was conscientious in implementing them.

He maintained record keeping for grades an tests.

When given an opportunity to be involved in an activity outside of the classroom, Mr. DeCarlo did by participating in the High School Field Day Battle of the Classes.

Mr. DeCarlo consistently presented himself professionally in appearance and in communication.  He was compliant to school regulations.		As illustrated in the above narratives, Mr. DeCarlo has been successful in attaining a level of competency in planning and implementing instruction and in maintaining productive classroom management.  He has been especially conscientious in implementing recommendations such as those related to communication with students.		As you gain experience, continue to focus on communication skills.  Develop behavior management plans for future use. 		A

		Stacey		Chiarolanza		staceychiarolanza@yahoo.com		Carol Reynolds		Jenna Graves		H. Ashton Marsh School		K		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths:		3		2		2		3		2		Strengths:		2		2		2		2		2		Areas of Strengths:		2		2		N/A		2		2		2		Areas of Strengths:		Willingness to grow professionally

Desire and willingness to engage in discussions for the purpose of improving knowledge of pedagogy and important content and skills of the subject being taught

Creates an environment of respect and rapport in the classroom among students

Appropriately manages student behavior

 

 

 		Continue to develop an understanding of important concepts, skills and prerequisites  required in the discipline being taught

Ensure that standards, learning goals, learning activities and assessments are clearly identified and are aligned		A

																														Teacher has an awareness of student's cognitive development												Talk between teacher  and students and among students is respectful												Explanation of content is made clear to students														Teacher makes an accurate assessment of the effectiveness of instructional activities used

																														There is an awareness of the special needs represented by students in the class												Students participate willingly in all lesson activities												Elaboration is provided to excite students about learning														Relationship with colleagues is supportive and cooperative

																														Learning resources are suitable to the planned activities and learning outcomes												Teacher demonstrated knowledge and caring about individual students												Materials and resources are used to support learning goals and are aligned to the learning goal														She actively participates in professional inquiry

																																										Transition between large and small group activities is smooth																										She welcomes supervisors in classroom for the purpose of gaining insight from feedback

																														Areas for Improvement:												Student behavior is appropriate and standards of behavior is established												Areas for Improvement:

																														Ensure that all instructional outcomes can be assessed by the the proposed assessment plan																								Provide learning tasks that have multiple correct responses and that encourage higher order thinking

																														Ensure that assessment criteria and standards for student work is clear																								Fully integrate assessment into instruction through extensive use of formative assessment

																																																						Identify ways that students can self assess or monitor their progress

																														 																								Identify ways that students can respond directly to one another's ideas

																																																						Identify ways to include students that do not volunteer in class discussions or who do not raise their hand to answer questions

		Heather		Popielarczyk		mycatsgrey@gmail.com		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Ms. Maglio		Priff Elementary School		Grade 4/Core Content Areas		Spring 2016		3		3		3		2		3		3		Ms. Popielarczyk's knowledge base with regard to the planning and preparation of lesson plans for her students continues to be quite sound in all respects.  Creative design and planning continues to be implemented, initiiating with a thorough and informative "do now" activity, followed by a set of "procedures" designed to challenge and inform students of the topic(s) under study. and culminating in a well-planned closure set statement/activity summarizing the essentials of the lesson and providing linkage with regard to the lesson(s) to follow.  The instructor's awareness of student strengths and/or weaknesses continues to be evident in the carefully designed plans that serve as the locus for instruction within the classroom setting.  Goals established for lessons are found to be clear, student-centered, and with practical application to real life situations.  Instruction is found to be quite coherent throughout the instructional periods.  Transitions from one aspect of the lesson to another throughout the plan were found to be carefully crafted, embedded within the procedures section of the plan, and, as such, served as areas of clarity for students as they moved through the lesson.  Assessment is found to be both formative and summative in scope, with individual and collaborative student efforts required based on the scope of the plan.		3		3		2		3		3		Ms. Popielarczyk's classroom continues to be one in which students are actively involved in all aspects of the instruction.  Students are assigned both individual and collaborative work and are observed actively engaged in their assignments.  The instructor's approach to creating an atmosphere in which students can prosper and problem solve, individually and/or collaboratively, continues to be child-centered, caring, and challenging for all students involved in the process.  All classroom procedures were found to be well planned and successfully carried out by the instructor.  Transitions embedded within the procedures section of the plan continue to be evident and, as such, serve as informational guidelines for students as they move through the instruction.  Off-task student behavior does not present as an issue in Ms. Popielarczyk's class.		3		3		2		3		3		Ms. Popielarczyk continues to demonstate sound ability to "communicate" with her students regarding the importance of the lesson, how to navigate the requirements set forth in the lesson, the practicality of the essence of the lesson, and how to navigate through the lesson either independently or collaboratively.  Ms. Popielarczyk continues to employ a ongoing use of Q&A, highlighting higher-order-of-thinking questions designed to guide students through the process of discerning the salient and important differences to be found when studying the topic(s) found within her plans.  Consistently, all students are observed actively engaged in the lessons, oftentimes recording their "answers" to direct and/or indirect inquiries from the instructor on their white boards and holding same high for instructor "review" and assessment.  Assessment is found to be both formative and summative in scope, quite demanding, and student-centered in both scope and sequence.  Ms. Popielarczyk continues to present as one who is quite flexible and quite responsive with regard to student efforts and student questions regarding material presented within the classroom setting.		3		2		2		2		2		3		Ms. Popielarczyk continues to utilize the post-teaching conference with the Supervisor as an ongoing opportunity to consider "how the lesson went", and, to offer methods and techniques that may be employed in future lessons based on current and timely learner outcomes.  All student records continue to be well-maintained and, as such, continue to be available for a perusal of student performance.  As much as possible, and with the advice of her cooperating teacher, Ms. Popielarczyk continues to seek connections with the parents of her students regarding student performance.  As much as possible, the instructor continues to explore for opportunities for professional development in the areas of instruction within the elementary school setting.  Ms. Popielarczyk continues to present as an accomplished student teacher of elementary school students in core academic areas of instruction.  Her care and concern for her students and her chosen profession continue to be in evidence within the classroom setting and, as such, are viewed as salient student teacher strengths at this point in time.		Ms. Popielarczyk continues to present as an accomplished student teacher of elementary aged students within the classroom setting.  The following student teacher strengths are highlighted:  an obvious care and concern for her students, ongoing; careful design and planning of lesson plans that are replete with elements of a diversified approach to problem solving; the utilization of a multi-sensory, multi-modal approach to problem solving; and evidence of sound ability to "reflect" with her cooperating teacher and/or her Supervisor regarding "how each lesson faired post-implementation.		Ms. Popielaczyk is strongly encouraged to continue to employ her excellent lesson building skills which serve to challenge and enlighten her students, ongoing.  It is strongly suggested that the instructor continue to incorporate the technique of "timing out" each segment of her procedures section, ongoing, in a continuing effort to make certain that all that is planned can successfully be accomplished within the time constraints of each class period. 		A

		Tanya		Ramos		tanyaramos93@gmail.com		Walter Kaczka		Todd Pisani		Marlboro MS		6,7/Spanish		Spring 2016		3		2		3		3		3		2		Areas of strengh:  Knowledge of the subject matter and pedagogy

Identifying clear, accurate and measureable instructional outcomes

Knowledge of resources and technology

Designing coherent instruction incorporating a range of teaching/learning strategies		3		3		2		2		3		Areas of strengh: Demonstrates a high degreeof respect for students and staff

Demonstrates a rich culture for learning by always being fully prepared with well planned lessons

Designs the physical space and desk arrangement to foster collaboration and for the best view for the SmartBoard		3		3		3		2		3		Areas of strength:  Uses questioning techniques that assess the degree of learning

Uses a variety of assessments: quizlets, Do Now's, exit tickets, activity sheets and Q&A

Present lessons that utilize a variety of activities and strategies for student engagement and learning		3		2		3		3		3		3		Tanya is professional in all of her interactions with students, staff and families

She is professional in dress, demeanor, and preparation		See all of the above comments. Tanya has consistently demonstrated those qualities of an effective teacher in all areas. 		No significant concerns or areas needing correction. Continue to grow in the tools/techniques used to manage the behaviors of students who easily become distracted or unfocused.		A

		Steven		Ferrara		ferrar11@go.stockton.edu		Mike Adamski		Bob Guadagnino		Toms River HS North		11		Spring 2016		3		2		2		2		2		2		Throughout the semester Steve demonstrated knowledge of the Language Arts curriculum of the Toms River school district. He has steadily increased his awareness of prerequisite relationships and effective teaching methods. Steve understood how his students learn, their interests and cultural heritage. Steve's lesson plans contained appropriate, measurable instructional outcomes aligned to the USA Common Core Standards. Steve made use of instructional materials and resources to enhance his lessons. He selected learning activities that were related to the instructional outcomes. Steve used small and large group instruction in the presentation of his lessons. Each of the learning activities had built in assessments to measure the level of student understanding.		3		2		2		2		3		Steve created an atmosphere in the classroom characterized by respect and rapport as evidenced by the interactions with his students as well as among the students themselves. The culture in the classroom reflected Steve's high expectations for the student's to produce quality academic work appropriate for Honors level courses. The students followed the established classroom routines which maximized the use of instructional time. The smooth transitions between groups and activities added to this as well. The students were well behaved and adhered to the classroom conduct standards. Steve refocused students who drifted off task. The classroom furniture arrangement supported varied teaching strategies and learning activities.		3		2		2		2		2		Steve focused the students at the beginning of each lesson by clearly explaining what they will be learning and what activities they will complete. These explanations were effective based on how well the students immediately engaged on their assigned tasks. Steve used open ended questions that successfully prompted the students into discussions that helped to assess their level of understanding. Steve selected learning activities that were aligned to the instructional outcomes. His lesson pacing continued to improve and he made good use of technology and other instructional resources to enhance his lessons. Steve also demonstrated flexibility by adjusting the lessons to cover material the students did not understand.		2		2		2		2		2		3		Steve reflected on the effectiveness of each lesson at the post conference. He is always open to constructive suggestions to increase his teaching performance. Steve efficiently recorded the results of student academic work completion as well as tests and quizzes on the school's portal. Steve attended faculty and department meetings and maintained a solid working relationship with Coop Teacher Guadagnino and other colleagues in the building. Steve also participated in Professional Development activities that were scheduled. He also assisted in advising the Drama Club. Steve demonstrated a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas throughout the semester.		1. Steve demonstrated knowledge of the high school Language Arts curriculum of the Toms River Regional School District as well as the USA Common Core Standards. 2. Lesson planning and preparation were strong and submitted on time via Taskstream. 3. Steve maintained a positive and respectful classroom atmosphere conducive to learning. 4. Steve established a classroom culture based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully engaged the students in discussions and assessed student learning. 6. Steve maintained a strong working relationship with Coop Teacher Guadagnino and other colleagues in the building.		1. Continue to explore effective teaching strategies. 2. Explore new instructional materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 3. Continue to infuse technology into future lessons. 4. Continue to expand on your knowledge of the students with whom you work. 5. Continue to focus on questioning techniques, lesson pacing, wait time and classroom management. 6. Continue to attend professional development workshops when available.		A

		Meghan		Wiemer		wiemerm1@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Joan Timmons		Jordan Road Elementary		2		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Wiemer has demonstrated an appropriate grasp of the content and pedagogy necessary for the subjects she teaches.  She is aware of the the learning processes necessary for the students to learn and plans lessons that reflect well developed relationships between her established goals and her instruction.  She is clearly knowledgeable about the content structure and aligns the goal attainment so that it can be achieved in the time period of the lesson.  Her ability to adjust for the needs of her students is successful as indicated by their progress as the placement proceeded.  Ms. Wiemer continues to pursue content knowledge through her professional inquiries about content especially in English Language Arts and Mathematics.

Ms. Wiemer demonstrates her accurate knowledge of the resources and uses resources that are supportive of the academic levels of her students.   Her explanation and use of the resources during instruction are indicators of her efficient use of those resources when she plans and instructs.  She is able to extend the use of the materials beyond the day's lesson and uses some to review briefly an earlier lesson or skill.  Ms. Wiemer connects her lesson elements cohesively so that the lesson flows effortlessly.  Ms. Wiemer is able to group students effectively for instructional activities and these are related to academic data she secures from previous instruction.  The lesson format appropriately fits in the unit of study with evidence of what prerequisites came before so that when she delivers the lesson the continuity and connection are evident.  Ms. Wiemer has used a variety of methods to evaluate her students.  She has improved greatly in this area and should now concentrate of rubrics and self assessment areas as she enters her own classroom.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Wiemer creates an environment and culture for learning in various ways.  She is able to use her classroom procedures as support for varied lesson activities.  These areas of culture, environment and procedures are intertwined so that the students understand through their classroom procedures that order is necessary for work and that work requires order.  Ms. Wiemer managed the procedures from the start of her placement and these reflected her close of observations of what the cooperating teacher did in class.  She was able to use her observations in a genuinely refined method so that students lost no instructional time.  She establishes a culture by attending to the objective/goal of the lesson calling students to attention and reviewing it with them.  She notes any changes to the goal as compared to the prior lessons so that students understand that they are building their skills based on earlier learning and that learning was important today as it was when they learned it.  Ms. Wiemer interacts throughout this process with words and actions that celebrate the learning successes.

Ms. Wiemer was firm in her handling of behaviors.  Although her words were always kind and respectful she was able to address the misbehaviors, although few, with consistency bringing about the change necessary for the students to stay on task.  If the behavior was related to an academic frustration she was able to calm and support the student until he/she was able to proceed in their learning.  Her high expectations were always clear.  The space in the classroom was used with appropriateness and the areas were spacious and lent themselves to multiple activities.   		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Wiemer communicates well on many levels with the students.  She is able to direct activity, instruct, prompt and question with a consistency that stimulates the students to respond and learn.  Ms. Wiemer is aware of the importance of her communication both in what she displays (charts, graphs and models) as well as what she says.  All her communication is closely connected with instruction.  She does not waste any time with outside or off topic conversations and is able to use her words to redirect students to get back on topic.  Ms. Wiemer has steadily improved in her questioning and prompting to the point of mastery for both Language Arts and Mathematics once she understood the idea of extending ideas from the students' answers to prompt further discussion.  All her students participate through her gentle timely prompting and inquiries during her lessons.  She is methodical but relaxed with the students and they respond to her organization and attention to task.  This leads to engaging lessons that Ms. Wiemer delivers.  The lessons are evidence of her careful planning and detail which  through her well developed communicative efforts.

Ms. Wiemer continues to become more capable of assessing the students' progress.  She is able to attend to assessing through her questioning especially in the small group settings on a successful level but her whole group instruction shows some marked improvements since the placement began.  With continued practice in her own classroom and with more content experiences she will be able to assess more deeply during her whole group instruction.  Ms. Wiemer is extremely flexible in her instruction and has opportunities to stop and clarify a skill before she introduces further instruction.  She has a responsive nature during her instruction.  She is focused and aware of the whole class.  She also designs some questions so that all students can participate on their level which is evidence of her adjustment and responsiveness.  She is encouraging and attentive to her class.  When needed Ms. Wiemer was able to adjust instruction to the needs of her students and this provided a fuller experience for even the most challenged learners.  She is persistent especially with the most needy of students and also adjusts for those who can do more advanced work.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Wiemer is reflective of her instruction and improved with each lesson she taught.   She was able to grasp and learn content so that the multiple skills needed for learning were part of her lessons.  Her instruction was based on data and she worked closely with her cooperating teacher so that she instructed according to the data.  Her grouping and attention to instruction were reflective of these conversations about data.  She communicated within the policy of the district and attended activities outside the school day so that she was a presence for the families.

By engaging in the professional learning community Ms. Wiemer was able to understand the connectiveness subject matter beyond her grade level.  She could see the interrelationship of the Mathematics program as they piloted a new program and discussed the lessons and connections during their preparation periods.  By attending and participating she supported her own enhancement of knowledge of content along with the craft of instructing students.  She was receptive to feedback from her colleagues and her cooperating teacher and spent time beyond the class day making sure that her instruction was the best possible.  She is a genuinely respectful and ethical young educator when it comes to how she behaves and how she responds to teaching and her role with the students.  She had reached the decision making role by the end of her placement with respect to her own instruction and this was based closely and accurately with academic data for her students.  		Ms. Wiemer's Strengths include:		Ms. Wiemer would benefit from:		A

																																																																						ability to stimulate achievement through interactive learning		directing her study of content as it relates to the CCCS to understand more fully the interrelationships of major content subject skills

																																																																						management of time: lesson planning and assignments, instruction and activities		continuing to use assessments in her instruction using technology to secure data

																																																																						content knowledge and the ability to understand the multiplicity of skills needed for learning to take place

																																																																						enthusiasm for learning on a personal and professional level with respect to education

																																																																						organizational skills that lead to strong learning components in lessons

		Jordan		Caplan		caplanj1@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Nicole DiGiacomo		Jordan Road Elementary		1		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. Caplan has an natural ability to instill a love for learning with the students she teaches.  She understands fully the learning processes she needs for the children to learn.  Her lesson planning is most appropriate for this grade level and she has continued to add her ideas and additional materials to make the lessons lively and rich in content.  Ms. Caplan is also aware of the developmental level of the children which helped her to choose activities that were engaging and timely for them.  Her attention to the students who showed evidence of academic needs were addressed appropriately through differentiated materials for instruction.

Ms. Caplan's attention to the prerequisite skills made the lessons she taught connected.  The students benefited from this connection in every lesson observed.  The learning goals were clear and the students read each goal with her so that they were aware of the work before them.  She often referred back to the objective and made sure to include that objective/goal statement in the closure activity.  When she had the children self assess she used statements that included that goal on a 3 point scale.

Ms. Caplan has demonstrated an increased ability to use the classroom materials effectively for extending knowledge.  The students were engaged in consistently coherent instruction that was evidenced by careful lesson planning.  The various learning activities included students working alone, in pairs and larger groups which proved her ability to plan for many varied types of learners and at many levels effectively.  Ms. Caplan also attempted to include assessment that was valuable as a tool for further instruction as well as at first grade level.  She has improved and with continued practice in her own classroom will no doubt add more types of assessments to her lessons.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Caplan brings a love of learning to the classroom.  She truly creates a genuine environment that speaks of the respect and the importance for learning.  Students interacted appropriately with her and each other as they modeled her behaviors.  She encouraged them to learn and this culture permeated all the lesson activities. Her expectations were obvious to the students and they complied with the a set of rules for each area of the class including whole group carpet lessons and small group.  She reminded them of the importance of order before each transition and with each new activity in a well developed manner.

Ms. Caplan supported her environment and culture for learning by establishing and following a set of procedures that was consistently presented in each lesson.  The students were aware of work posture, how to sit at their desks and how to use materials and their resources appropriately.  They cleaned up and knew where things belonged.   Although these procedures were set by her cooperating teacher Ms. Caplan was a adept observer of how to use procedures to insure order and time on task.  She emulated these skills when she began to take over lessons supporting the norm for procedures so that good behaviors were supported and encouraged.  There were very few misbehaviors in the class and most were academically related.  By adjusting her activities Ms. Caplan quickly learned to deal with students on their level and at their level successfully.		3		2		3		2		3		Ms. Caplan began her communication with the students before the lesson begins.  Her manner and call to attention means that something is about to happen.  She used this time at the beginning of the lesson to help the students transition from what they are doing and prepare them for the lesson she will teach.  The students were given simple directions and they followed her direction to clean up and come to order in record time.  Ms. Caplan always focused the students on the subject and the goal before moving the students from their desks into a learning area.  This was appropriately supported by her simple communication.  The students joined her at the carpet for a general skill lesson and were clearly engaged in the instruction that took place.  Ms. Caplan had a well developed manner of teaching the major subjects and used the reading workshop and math lesson models efficiently.  The students were divided for small group instruction appropriately according to the data Ms. Caplan secured and with the assistance of her cooperating teacher.  The materials and resources were available and of high quality.  She was responsive and flexible evidenced by her attention to the finer details of the lesson including on level materials that met the needs of her learners.  Each student received a timely comment from her as they worked.  She often walked around to monitor and comment on the students' work and ask questions.

Ms. Caplan has been developing a more engaging quality to her questions.  She realized that the students could offer more if she questioned further.  By changing her techniques she improved student response and participation.  She included all students in conversations.  As she continued her placement her assessments became more valuable for securing data.  She assigned rubric values to performance and asked the students to tell her in the closure how they felt about their own skill.  She offered feedback during the lessons that was generally supportive.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Caplan is a reflective teacher.  She is able to accurately identify her needs as well as her strengths in instruction. These reflections often brought about adjustments based on the learner.  Her data procurement included many varied assessments and she set high expectations about improving her skills by seeking ideas and support from her cooperating teacher and her colleagues.  Ms. Caplan communicated with families according to the accepted policy of the district of her placement.  She was able to inform parents of progress through her cooperating teacher and worked with student behaviors to improve performance.  As a member of the learning community she met and discussed trends and programs with colleagues on an appropriate level.  She was of service to the school attending events outside of the school day including Back to School Night and the Stem Fair which indicate her clearly effective immersion in the school community.

As a professional she has developed content knowledge which she applied to lessons in the classroom.  Her efforts to understand the complexity of the content, even at the primary level, gave her insight into the multiplicity of skills she needed to learn for instruction.  She was receptive to feedback and worked through problems until a solution for her instruction could be found.

Ms. Caplan was an obvious advocate for her students.  She was ethical and respectful of her profession.  She was in compliance with school and district rule and regulations in an appropriate manner.		Ms. Caplan's Strengths include:		Ms. Caplan would benefit from:		A

																																																																						Promptness and completeness of required assignments and lesson plans		Continuing to find ways to encourage students to self assess their work

																																																																						Detailed lesson organization including planning of activities, material preparation and visual aids (charts, graphs, models)		Further in depth study of CCCS and content areas of Language Arts and Mathematics in successive grade levels to learn about the interrelationships

																																																																						Management in the classroom including procedures, time on task, flexibility and responsiveness to need

																																																																						Positive behavior management that encourages students

																																																																						Collegial attitude toward learning and partnerships in her placement

		Jennifer		Super		jsuper13214@gmail.com		Raymond Dolton		Mr. Meade/ Mr. Grimley		Belhaven Middle School		8		Spring 2016		3		2		2		3		3		2		Lesson plans are consistent, clear and submitted within the appropriate guidelines established by the student teaching problem. 

Jennifer's lesson plans clearly acknowledge the use of classroom resources such as eraser boards, smart board and various handouts.

Jennifer employs different learning models within her activities such as cooperative education, direct instruction and differential instruction.

Both formative and informative assessments are clearly incorporated in Jennifer's lesson plans.		3		2		2		3		2		Jennifer has effectively established a productive and consistent learning environment through positive interaction with her students.

Management of classroom procedures are appropriate and consistent within Jennifer's classroom.

Monitoring of student behavior and the response to misguided behavior is effectively and consistently handled by Jennifer within the confines of her classroom.		2		2		3		3		3		Jennifer's lesson encompass a multitude of learning models and these are appropriately structured and paced throughout her teaching.

Jennifer lessons are engaging, realistic and business like in their implementation. Monitoring of student learning is effective as well as feedback that Jennifer gives to her students. Her feedback is timely, genuine, and by no means over done. Her ability to  make a lesson adjustment is clearly effective as demonstrated when the computer/smartboard broke down and Jennifer continued on with the lesson as if nothing had happened. 		3		2		2		2		3		3		Jennifer has completed all the tasks as stated in this domain in a dependable and consistent fashion.

Jennifer's ability reflect on her lessons is realistic and appropriate. She is truly aware of what works and what needs to adjusted within her lessons.

Her receptivity to feedback from her co-teachers and this observer is positive and is clearly implemented within the framework of her teaching.

Jennifer's integrity and ethical conduct is without question and she has effectively become a positive role model to her students and a viable member of  Belhaven Middle School.		Jennifer's knowledge of content and the implementation of that content to her students is extensive.

Jennifer's ability to develop engaging and challenging activities for her students. 

A positive interaction with her students and her colleagues at Belhaven Middle School.		Remember to always check for comprehension when teaching a new skill, topic or giving directions to your students		A

		Brittany		Hennessy		hennessb@go.stockton.edu		Wayne C. Newell		Heather Roth		Carl T. Mitnick Elementary School		First		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Throughout her student teaching, Brittany has demonstrated her commitment to be fully prepared for her lessons by skillfully planning. She fully displayed the ability to expect the unexpected, which is the essence of a first grade classroom.		3		3		3		3		3		As I noted in my midterm evaluation of this classroom, I am a huge fan of the full year approach to student teacher. Brittany was so far ahead and ready to jump into actual instruction in January. She knew the students, they were comfortable with her, and most importantly, Heather and Brittany were ready and committed to work as one, and as a team. Brittany learned from Heather and as the semester progressed continued to add her personal touches to her teaching craft.		3		3		3		3		3		At the midterm, Brittany was still adding to her skills in 3b. questioning and discussion techniques, a truly challenging area. l have observed much improvement in this areas, likewise, Heather has observed the same. I have commented that Brittany is relentless in seeking a response from students, very willing to wait for the best answer. Brittany is exceptional in engaging every student and pacing and adjusting the lesson as it progresses. She has demonstrated the ability and commitment to take the district's curriculum and resources and infused many of her technological skills and current strategies to energize and improve the instruction.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Brittany is ready to become a full time professional educator. She possesses all the skills and the necessary commitment to continually challenge herself. As the semester is coming to a close, Brittany has assumed all of the responsibilities of a teacher and is performing especially well.		Many, please refer to my comments under each domain. In assigning all "3" s in each of the frameworks,
I am certifying that Brittany has mastered the tasks which will be required of her as a full time teacher.
The fact that the Superintendent has offered Brittany an assistant  position, to begin immediately, substantiates
this position.		None		A

		Natasa		Coughlin		coughlin@go.stockton.edu		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Marissa Russo		EHT -- Fernwood		6		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		2		2		Strengths:

Planning and level of preparedness to teach

Knowledge of the adolescent learner which informed instructional strategies

Application of relevant, current and useful resources both print and tech based

Areas for Improvement:

No significant areas needing improvement noted for Domain 1.  Mrs. Coughlin should continue to plan and prepare with the efficiency and clarity she exhibited throughout the semester.		3		2		2		2		2		Strengths:

The understanding of the need to establish and reinforce classroom practices and procedures developed well as the semester progressed.

The quality of the interaction between and among the individuals in the classroom.  The students enjoyed working with Mrs. Coughlin.  She understood their interests and proclivities which contributed to a wholesome classroom climate.

Areas for Improvement:

No significant areas needing improvement are noted for Domain 2.  Mrs. Coughlin demonstrated the skills to manage student behavior and provide good learning experiences for the students.  Her continued vigilance to those established critical classroom procedures, once a contracted teacher, will make for smooth running, organized classrooms and successful educational programming. 

Also, as your level of comfort and understanding of the American learner culture grows, so will your success as an "American" educator.		2		3		3		2		2		Strengths:

Questioning and discussion techniques which stimulated thought and active participation

Skills at establishing student small group arrangements that made for productive group work (as per her knowledge of the students)

Student engagement in the learning process

Areas for Improvement:

Continue to seek ways to address the needs of all students 

Continue to monitor student attentiveness to ensure that all students are actively engaged 

 		3		2		N/A		2		2		3		Strengths:

Mrs. Coughlin put forth good effort in her student student teaching experience.  She comported herself in a professional manner at all times.

This supervisor is impressed with Mrs. Coughlin's ability to accurately assess her teaching performance as we reviewed each lesson in post conference.  She was able to identify weaknesses and develop remediational strategies quickly.  Their implementation was evident in follow up observations.

Mrs. Coughlin has a strong desire to succeed and be a first rate educator.  This supervisor is certain that she will achieve that distinction.

Areas for Improvement:

The opportunity to interact with parents was not afforded to her.  This will be an area in which she will need exposure and experience.

Mrs. Coughlin is encouraged to continue to seek out professional and personal growth and development experiences.  		Planning and preparedness

Knowledge of the adolescent learner and applying same to instructional practice

Application of good resources to motivate students and enhance instruction

Relationship with students and mutual respect

Understanding the need to reinforce classroom practices ad procedures

Questioning and discussion techniques

Ability to group students for productivity 

Student engagement in the learning process

Ability to self reflect on performance and develop strategies to improve areas of need

Overall effort to achieve success in her student teaching experience

It has been a pleasure to have Mrs. Coughlin as a student teacher.  She will make a positive impact in our field as her career unfolds.

 

 		Continue to seek out strategies for addressing the needs and active engagement of all your students.

Upon being awarded a teaching contract, remember to engage the parents of your students as early as possible.  

Continue your efforts at acculturation in the American education system.  You have already learned that our students bring to our schools a wide variety of needs beyond the academic.  They have social, emotional, cultural, societal, linguistic, behavioral, familial and others.  Embrace these needs, learn how to deal with them, and address them with the same vigor you demonstrated in your student teaching.  		A

		Sydni		Fahringer		fahrings@go.stockton.edu		Raymond Dolton		Amy DePasquale		Ocean City High School		10		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		3		2		Sydni's lesson plans as stated in all her evaluations have been submitted in an effective and timely manner as prescribed by Stockton's student teaching program.

Sydni's planned activities are clearly aligned to her students skills and knowledge for the subject matter she teaches.		3		2		3		2		2		Sydni has developed an appropriate and effective working rapport with her students. Her classroom is one that clearly emphasizes consistency between her students and teachers as they engage in their various class activities.

Sydni's classroom management techniques are timely, structured and consistent regarding expectations of student work and behavior.

Sydni's overall classroom is one that promotes an environment that is conducive to learning for all levels of students she teaches. 		3		2		3		2		2		Sydni clearly has the voice and mannerisms of a seasoned teacher. Her directives are clear and she demonstrates a high degree of expectations for her students when teaching or reinforcing a new skill or topic within her lesson.

Sydni's classroom activities include different learning modalities which effectively engage her students in the lessons being taught.

Sydni's lessons are effectively paced and structured. Her monitoring of student behavior is appropriate and addressed with respect and minimal amount of instructional time lost, if any.

Feedback to her students is genuine, respectful and timely.

 

 		2		3		2		2		2		3		Sydni completes all the above tasks in a consistent and reliable manner.

Sydni has demonstrated and maintained a professional attitude and dedication throughout her student teaching assignment at Ocean City High School.

Sydni has graded papers, inputted grades, attended parent conferences, workshops, faculty meetings and adhered to all the rules, procedures and regulations of the Ocean City School District.

Sydni's integrity, ethical conduct and service to her students is without question, and consistent to Stockton's University guidelines for our student teachers.		Sydni's ability to submit and implement consistent and engaging lesson plans. 

Sydni's use of various teaching models to create engaging and challenging activities.

A strong and confident voice and total approach to the art of teaching.		Remember to consistency check for comprehension when introducing a new skill or topic.		A

		Lynn		Sooy		sooyl1@go.stockton.edu		Lynne Gale		Andrea Wells		Galloway Township Middle School		8th Grade Language Arts		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		3		2		Strengths-

1.    Understanding student interests; making certain that the double period language arts class involved activities that would be  focused and meaningful for all students,.

2.    Understanding the content and structure needed for a successful eighth grade language arts class.

3.    Making certain that the resources needed were available to her, whether from the district or from her own extensive research on the units that she was assigned to teach. 

4.    Differentiating learning activities within the 90 minute instructional periods, so that student interest and focus did not flag in the longer English periods.

 		3		3		2		3		3		Strengths -

1.    Creating a classroom wherein students respected the teacher and each other. Mrs. Sooy plainly liked her students and treated them with respect in both words and actions.

2.    Quickly establishing herself as a teacher of record in the classroom. Mrs. Sooy continued to set very high standards for her students and for herself. 

3.    Setting up instructional groups that took into consideration the academic abilities  and  -in many cases  - the personality types of her students. 

4.    Managing classroom misbehavior in an  effective manner; never over-reacting to the student misbehavior. She exhibits great patience. Mrs. Sooy had no classroom management issues!

5.    Endeavoring to know and understand what motivates students.		3		2		3		2		3		Strengths - 

1.   Clearly expressing the goals for each day both orally and in writing; making certain that students understood changes in directions as activities changed within the double period of instruction. Mrs. Sooy explained to the students exactly what was expected of them and - more to the point  - why it was important for them to know.

2.   Using multi media/technology in such a way that even students with limited academic abilities could understand and respond to the lesson activities.

3.   Monitoring students' learning on a daily basis with appropriate exit tickets and guided note taking - which was also graded.  [No mean feat for a middle school language arts teacher.]

4.   Demonstrating responsiveness to changes within the school day, so that students always knew exactly what was expected of them.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Strengths -

1.    Consistently reflecting upon her own teaching, the profession itself, and the Galloway Township Middle School.

2.    Maintaining accurate and complete student records from early in her student teaching experience.

3.    Being receptive to ideas from the co-op, other teachers on her team, and her supervisor. 

4.    Taking an active role with the child study team and the guidance office to ensure that those students needing counseling and supports got what they needed.

5.    Showing her advocacy for students who were the less able academically or for students who had special needs (although not yet classified as special education students). Mrs. Sooy's service to the students was recognized not only by her co-op, but also by faculty and staff at GTMS.		Strengths '

1.    Understanding of the content and pedagogy necessary for successful middle school English instruction. 

2.    Making sure that there were resources available for students at all points in the lesson in multiple formats, so that all could be both successful and challenged in her class.

3.    Using groups to underscore the importance of the instructional goal for the day. Also holding those same groups responsible for the success of each member of the group with assessments of all the group's work and of the individual's productivity within the group.

4.    Planning and preparing for lessons, so that she was ready for whatever occurred in the course of the school day.  Over planning so that she would never waste class time.

5.    Continuing to reflect on her own teaching, on the profession itself, and on GTMS.

6.    AND ESPECIALLY Showing her advocacy for students who were the less able academically or for students who had special needs (although not yet classified as special education students). Mrs. Sooy's service to the students was recognized not only by co-op but also by faculty and staff at GTMS.		Areas in Need of Improvement -

Continue to work on questioning skills at higher levels.

 		A

		Casey		Wilson		mcdonnell_casey@yahoo.com		Mike Adamski		Christine Morsch		Toms River Intermediate School East		8 / Social Studies		Spring 2016		3		2		2		2		2		3		During the semester Casey demonstrated thorough knowledge of the 8th grade Social Studies curriculum of the Toms River School District. She is increased her awareness of prerequisite relationships and effective teaching methods. Casey was fully aware of how her students learn, their interests and cultural backgrounds. Casey's lesson plans contained appropriate, measurable instructional outcomes aligned to the Standards. Casey made use of technology, instructional materials and resources to enhance her lessons. She selected learning activities that aligned to the instructional outcomes. Casey used both large and small groups in the presentations of her lessons. Each of the learning activities had built in assessments to measure the level of student understanding.		3		2		2		2		2		Casey created an atmosphere in the classroom based on rapport and respect as evidenced by her interactions with the students as well as among the students themselves. The culture in the classroom reflected Casey's high expectations that the students would expend good efforts and complete quality academic work. The students followed the established classroom routines that maximized the efficient use of instructional time. The smooth transitions between groups and activities added to this as well. The students were well behaved and adhered to the established conduct standards. Casey refocused students who drifted off task. Casey had the furniture in the classroom arranged to facilitate varied instructional strategies and learning activities.		2		2		2		3		2		Casey focused the students at the beginning of each lesson and clearly explained what they will be learning and what activities they will complete. These explanations were effective based on how well the students immediately engaged on their assigned tasks. Casey used well formulated open ended questions that prompted the students into discussions and assessed their level of understanding. Casey selected learning activities that were aligned to the instructional outcomes. Her lesson pacing improved as the semester progressed and she made use of technology and other instructional resources to enhance her lessons. Casey has also demonstrated flexibility by adjusting the lesson to cover material the students did not understand.		2		2		2		2		3		3		Casey reflected on each lesson's effectiveness at the post conference. She was always open to constructive suggestions to improve her teaching performance. Casey recorded the results of student academic work completion as well as tests and quizzes. Throughout the semester Casey attended faculty and grade level meetings and had a solid working relationship with Coop Teacher Morsch and other colleagues in the building. Casey demonstrated a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas during her student teaching.		1. Casey is very knowledgeable of the 8th grade Social Studies curriculum in the Toms River School District. 2. Lesson planning is strong and submitted on time via Taskstream. 3. Casey maintained a positive classroom atmosphere conducive to learning with rapport and respect in evidence. 4. Casey has a established a culture in the classroom based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully engaged the students in discussions and assessment of learning. 6. Casey maintained a sound working relationship with Coop Teacher Morsch and other colleagues in the building.		1. Continue to explore effective teaching strategies in Social Studies. 2. Explore new instructional materials and resources to enhance lesson quality. 3. Continue to infuse technology into future lessons. 4. Continue to focus on questioning techniques, wait time, lesson pacing and classroom management. 5. Continue to attend professional development activities when available to further enhance your teaching performance.		A

		Kelsey		Bradley		kelseybradley3251@gmail.com		Raymond Dolton		Collette Bove		Upper Twp. Primary		Kindergarten		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		2		2		Kelsey's lesson pans are sequential, clearly structured and submitted in a timely manner.

Kelsey demonstrates an accurate knowledge of her students skills, interests and learning process.

Kelsey effectively utilizes the classroom resources to engage and develope her students content knowledge within her plans and her lessons. 		3		2		2		3		2		Kelsey effectively interacts with her students in a manner that creates a clear and respectful learning environment.

Kelsey's monitoring of student behavior is consistent , respectful and immediate within her classroom setting. 

Kelsey's management of transitions and instructional groups is appropriately planned and implemented within her classroom.		3		2		2		2		2		Kelsey's directions and expectations are pronounced and clearly stated to her students.

Structure and pacing of Kelsey's lessons are consistent and appropriate for this grade level.

Feedback to Kelsey's kindergarteners is timely and positive. 		3		2		2		2		2		3		Kelsey's reflections on her teaching are genuine and consistent throughout her student teaching assignment.

Kelsey continues to grow as a professional educator and demonstrates a true service to her students and Upper Twp. Primary School.

Kelsey's receptivity to feedback back from colleagues is professional and positive.		Lesson Plans are sequential, structured and submitted in a timely manner.

Positive and effective interaction with her students and those with whom she works with is professional.

Classroom management is clearly defined within Kelsey's classroom and appropriately implemented.		Continue to develope sound and engaging lesson plans for your students.

Continue to consistently check for understanding when teaching a new skill or topic.		A

		Victoria		Shinn		shinnv@go.stockton.edu		Gene Miller		Lisa Smith		Southampton Elementary		2		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		3		2		1a  Developing creative lessons for Math were was a content strength area for Victoria.  She has the ability to plan and connect independent hands on student Math lessons of high interest that keeps all students on task throughout the entire lesson. Strengthening her phonetic/syllabication background would be a focus area moving forward.  b  Victoria demonstrated her knowledge of her students by lesson building to specific individual student interests.  This made most lessons effective to highly effective by connecting directly to her students' interests. The use of Writer's Workshop helped to identify student interests.  She regularly examined student homework to target skill sets that needed improvement.  The creation and use of learning centers would be another excellent practice to explore further in order to modify and differentiate student work connected to their variety of learning levels.  c  All objectives were devised to meet the Core Curriculum proficiencies in all subjects.  d  Victoria's resources have been expanded throughout the semester to include Smart Board, Brain Pop, Scholastic Magazine and leveled readers across the curriculum.  e  She has met all learning and instructional goals for the students by developing fun and differentiated learning activities(i.e. The Gummy Worm in Centimeters).  f  Victoria has developed formative assessments like Kill and War Dragons on Clipboard as an example of her creative assessment capabilities.		3		2		2		3		2		2a  Victoria has developed an outstanding student rapport with her class. All interactions have reflected a genuine warmth between Victoria and her students.  They love having her as their teacher.  This results in an overall environment of student comfort and the willingness of the students to take risks.

  b  Victoria sets high expectations for her learners through modified activities that meet her student individual needs.  High student class participation and content importance is stressed on a regular basis day to day.

  c Classroom management procedures and transitions are effectively done. All classroom routines function smoothly and volunteers are utilized to distribute materials as a regular practice.  Consider expanding the use of the ticket economy rewards system and consider expanding the use of cooperative learning groups.

  d  Victoria monitors all students very closely and addresses off task behaviors in an effective but kind, casual way.  She has developed great vision in the classroom to see everything that is occurring with her students.  This is a special talent for a first time teacher!

  e  Student desks are arranged to accommodate student differentiated learning.  This set up appears to be station-like, yet much of the student work observed was independent practice at the stations.		3		2		3		2		3		3a  All of Victoria's communication has developed into a clear, concise style for giving student directions.  Content is explained clearly with voice inflections and intonations that trigger the learners' imagination and inspires them to focus more deeply on the content presented. The students become active learners with the activities she develops. Vocabulary and student content explanations are a part of this clear communication practice.   b  Victoria's questioning practices have expanded to include open-ended questions with deeper probing higher level follow up questions directed to the "Why".  Victoria has learned to build question upon question to deepen the students' understanding of the content.  c  Her lessons highly engage the learners through high interest topics that many times are connected to the student interests in the class.  In front of the whole group she uses animated voice intonations to excite her learners almost in a cartoon like fashion.  Her learning materials and activities are creative and fun which encourage higher level cognitive thinking by her students.  As s a co-teacher she works seamlessly with her partner to address student needs and to initiate new learning activities when not lead teaching.  d Expand pre-assessment use in order to increase student data for targeting previous student knowledge and skill levels before activity building. Regular student evidence of content mastery is collected. e  Victoria has regularly demonstrated her ability to adjust to last minute instructional interruptions and has adapted her instruction to maintain the pacing priorities of the content.  The teacher regularly plans learning activities with student connected interests in mind as a professional response to her student learners.		2		3		3		3		3		3		4a  Victoria has been realistic and accurate on the effectiveness in the planning and delivery of her lessons.  She reflects with Lisa Smith, her cooperating teacher, but not on a daily basis.

  b Victoria has been effective in the processing of student academic grades and efficient in the return of student graded work for the students to have the knowledge of how they are performing in class.  She has been supported by PD in service on Writing and Scoring and the Use of Rubrics.

  c  Victoria has participated in regular parent phone contact and conferences with great success for her students.  Families are regularly engaged with the knowledge of their child's learning activities for all subjects in Victoria's classes.

  d/e  Victoria has immersed herself into the full culture of the Southampton Elementary school and district.  This is evidenced by her participation in: All professional development training during half and full days for teachers, all faculty meetings, all grade level meetings, participation in I&RS meetings and has attended monthly every BOE Meeting since January. She weekly has participated in the Family Science Night for the semester as well.

f  Victoria is a highly effective performing educator ready to assume a leading classroom role upon graduation!		--The development of creative student centered lessons of high interest

--Content presentation is delivered in a fun and imaginative format.  Whatever lesson she taught even straight from the text , Victoria added her own ideas and original activities to spice up the lesson

--Outstanding student rapport in and out of the classroom

--Is a driven person to achieve classroom goals and excellence as a teacher

--  Highly effective classroom management

--A willingness to learn and to improve.  Has attended all trainings and meetings to grow professionally

-- Has established positive parent relationships to support the classroom learning activities for her students

 		--Increase cooperative learning and learniing center work

--Lesson pacing within allotted time which will come with further practice		A

		Lauren		Rosato		laurenrosato@comcast.net		Mike Adamski		Heather LoBiondo		Port Republic School		1 / all subjects		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Lauren continued to demonstrate knowledge of the first grade curriculum of the Port Republic School. Throughout the semester she also increased her knowledge of effective teaching strategies. This evaluator definitely saw the advantages of having a two semester placement as Lauren knew the students well and her working relationship with Coop Teacher LoBiondo was strong. The Co-Teaching model was also effective for Lauren as well. Lauren's lesson plans contained well-written measurable objectives and made use of technology and other available materials and resources to enhance instruction. The learning activities Lauren selected were aligned with the instructional outcomes and contained built in assessments which measured the level of student understanding.		3		2		2		2		2		Classroom interactions for the most part were respectful. A positive culture existed in the class reflecting Lauren'e expectations that the students would put forth a solid effort to produce quality academic work. Classroom routines functioned well. Time management definitely improved as the semester progressed. Lauren was always prepared and the materials for the lesson were well organized. An area in need of continued focus is classroom management. Students need to be kept on task and held accountable for misbehavior. Lauren is aware of this and has acknowledged the need for improvement. Throughout the semester the classroom was well organized and accommodated varied instructional strategies and learning activities		2		2		2		2		2		Lauren communicates what the students will be learning at the beginning of each lesson. It is recommended that she put more inflection into her voice to stress important concepts and to keep the students focused. Lauren's questioning techniques are open ended to prompt discussion and participation. Her questioning techniques have shown improvement as the semester progressed. As with all novice teachers, continued focus in this area is recommended. The learning activities are related to the instructional outcomes. Continued focus on ensuring the students remain on task is essential to their success. Wait time and lesson pacing showed signs of growth during the semester. Lauren has demonstrated flexibility in making adjustments as needed. It is recommended that Lauren learn to shift gears if necessary to maintain student interest. Lauren assessed student learning during each lesson from the results of the open ended questions as well as the statements the students made during the discussions.		2		2		2		2		2		2		Lauren reflected on each lesson at the post conference. She was very accepting of suggestions to enhance her teaching performance. There is a need for Lauren to improve in the area of Classroom Management. Her Time Management Skill have improved as the semester progressed. Holding students accountable is an area that Lauren must focus on. Lauren participates in professional development activities when scheduled. She regularly attended faculty and other meetings with Coop Teacher LoBiondo with whom she developed a good working relationship. Lauren displayed professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Lauren's lesson planning and preparation was on target and submitted on time via Taskstream. 2. Lauren displayed appropriate knowledge of the first grade curriculum of the Port Republic School. 3. Lauren demonstrated good rapport with her students. 4. Classroom culture was based on expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully sparked student discussions and participation. 6. Learning activities successfully engaged the students and were related to the instructional outcomes. 7. Lauren maintained a good working relationship with Coop Teacher LoBiondo.		1. Classroom management techniques is a critical area for Lauren to focus on improving. Increasing the accountability on students who are not on task or misbehave is of vital importance.. 2. Continue to work on questioning techniques, wait time and lesson pacing. These areas showed improvement as the semester progressed. Continued growth in this area will enhance Lauren's teaching performance. 3. Continue to explore new materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 4. Continue to infuse technology. 5. Continue to attend professional development activities when available.		B

		Samantha		Wood		woods5@go.stockton.edu		Patricia Martino		Kerrie Benitez		Arthur Rann		K		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Wood consistently created comprehensive lesson plans.  The goals and objectives aligned with the core standards and all the learning activities related to the goals and objectives.  She demonstrated that she was knowledgeable of the content presented at the kindergarten level.  In addition, she was familiar with the children's developmental levels, backgrounds and individual needs, which were addressed in her lessons.  

She designed assessments to be ongoing, and she used the children's feedback to make adjustments to the lesson, if necessary.  Ms. Wood utilized a variety of materials and activities in order to maintain the interest of the children and to present material in different formats.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Wood maintained control of the classroom at all times.  Even when working with small groups, she monitored the activities of all the children.  The children followed established routines and knew what was expected of them.  With gentile reminders, Ms. Wood was able to correct any unacceptable behaviors. 

Excellent preparation and planning allowed for smooth transitions.  Materials were efficiently distributed and maximum use of instructional and class time was utilized.

Ms. Wood had established an excellent rapport with all the children; there was a mutual respect between teacher and student.  She exhibited a genuine love and respect for the children.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Wood provided clear communication to the children at all times.  She maintained high expectations of them, which they respected and responded positively.  She ensured that all students had opportunities to participate in the activities. 

Some lessons involved small groups, which were formed according to the needs of the children and/or the lesson at hand.  Ms. Wood paced the lesson well, and usually was able to complete all that was planned. 

Feedback to students was positive and productive.  She allowed wait time, and if needed, provided prompts for the student to respond accurately.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Wood was able to reflect on her lessons, and adjust future instruction/lessons when necessary.  She presented a professional demeanor whenever this supervisor was present, and according to her cooperating teacher, had become an integral part of the Kindergarten Unit.  She readily accepted feedback but required very little in the way of suggestions for improving instruction. 

Ms. Wood possesses good instructional skills and an instinctual ability to relate to the children. They experienced fun while learning.		Ms. Wood has developed excellent  instructional skills and classroom management skills.  She presents as a more veteran teacher rather than a student teacher.  Lesson are well planned and she is consistently well prepared for the class.  She genuinely cares for the children and takes a personal interest in the individual needs they present.		Ms. Wood should continue to grow professionally through course work, professional literature, and observation of other classrooms and teachers. 		A

		Brianna		husta		hustab1@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Johanna R. Johnson		Mr. Steven Ferguson/Mr. Mark Hobin		Cedar Creek High School		Grade 9 and grade 12		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strength: Ms. Husta's plans demonstrate an understanding of prerequisite relationships.  Her plans also reflect her knowledge of the students with special needs.  Her lesson plans have changed 180 degrees since the midterm.  Her lesson plans have been clear, balanced and suitable for diverse students.  Ms. Husta began to develop her own lessons using materials from varied sources. The plans have been coherent, concise, and cohesive.  Each plan had a definite beginning middle and end with formative assessment utlized throughout each lesson through the use of whole group closure or exit tickets.  When necessary, Ms. Husta adjusted her plans during implementation.

Area of Improvement:  Continue to grow how you design your assessments by varying the type of assessment in addition to monitoring student progress as they complete an activity, and the use of an exit ticket.

 		3		2		2		3		2		Strengths: Ms. Husta was very at ease with the students and they with her.  She greeted the students each class and bid them well at the end of the class.  At no time did any student speak disrepectfully to her or she to them.  When Ms. Husta had reluctant or obstinate students, she would speak privately and encouragingly to these students.  It appeared that she was in no way threatening to them but was genuinely caring.  Since the midterm, Ms. Husta emphasized the importance of their work product, and had high expectations for their achievement using appropriate praise as the students offered comments and participated in their activities. There was little loss of instructional time in the management of material distribution or collection.  

Area of Improvement:  Continue to develop grouping skills and management of those groups. 		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths:  Ms. Husta's explanations and directions were concise and easily understood.  She appeared confident in her delivery which also conveyed high expectations for learning.  Her questioning techniques and quality of her prompts improved substantially.  Students were more eager to participate.  Instructional materials were appropriate and developed by Ms. Husta.  Feedback to the students came in the form of delving questions.  Structure and pacing of each lesson improved substantially.  Ms. Husta adjusted her lessons as was needed to provide enough time to complete each lesson in the 45 minute blocks of time with no loss of student understanding or content.

Area of Improvement: Continue to develop grouping skills and involving students in self assessment.  Provide more time for student discussion giving them more opportunity to flesh out their ideas and thoughts and respond to their classmates' ideas and thoughts. 		2		2		2		3		2		2		Strengths:  Ms. Husta reflected on the lessons since the midterm with determination to improve each lesson for future teaching.  As a LAL teacher, she realized and appreciated the amount of time it takes to read and score multipe writing assignments for different grade levels and numbers of classes, and was able to maintain records of student progress.  Ms. Husta had an understanding of the needs of individual students within her classes as evidenced by the way she monitored their progress during activities.  Ms. Husta was very active in service to the school involving herself in after-school activities and events as well as chaperoning a class trip to NYC.  Ms. Husta became receptive to feedback from her supervisor and her colleagues.  She reached out to faculty other than her co teachers when attempting new strategies to enhance and grow her pedagogical skills. Her growth was evident in both the planning and delivery of her lessons since the midterm. Ms. Husta was compliant with school and district regulations and her demeanor and dress were evident of her professionalism.

Area of Improvement:  Continue to grow your cache of content knowledge and pedagogical skills by reaching out to your colleagues in all disciplines.  		Strengths:  Ms. Husta's strengths are greatest in her classroom management skills.  Her demeanor and interaction with her students has been very professional and encouraging.  She was able to turn around the reluctance and obstinancy of several students throughout the semester in a way that did not draw attention to them, but was private, kind, and encouraging.  When necessary, she would adjust a lesson to fit the need of the indivudals.  Her plans have improved substantially and she admits that since she has improved her plans, delivery of those lessons has been easier and student learning has become more evident to her.  Ms. Husta's involvement with school activities and events beyond the school day shows her enthusiasm to be a part of the school as a whole. Finally, Ms. Husta's turn-around since her midterm demonstrates her determination to improve her professional skills.  Her willingness to have an extra observation so she could demonstrate her continued growth was testament to her desire to continue to improve.  

 

 		Ms. Husta should continue to develop specific plans for assessments and differentiation of instruction.  Grouping of students for different activities need improvement as well.  Provide students additional time when in discussion with classmates to flesh out their ideas and thoughts and respond to their classmates' ideas and thoughts. She should continue to reach out to experienced colleagues to improve her pedagogical skills.		A-

		Thomas		Lawless		lawlesst@go.stockton.edu		Mike Adamski		Matt Maleske		Pinelands Regional Junior High School		9 / Social Studies		Spring 2016		3		2		2		2		2		3		Tom demonstrated strong knowledge of the World History curriculum of the Pinelands Regional Junior High School and how it related to the overall discipline of Social Studies. He increased his awareness of prerequisite relationships and effective teaching strategies. Tom knew how his students learned, their range of interests and cultural backgrounds. Tom's lesson plans contained appropriate, measurable instructional outcomes that were aligned to the NJ Core Curriculum Content Standards for Social Studies. He made use of instructional materials, technology, and resources to enhance his lessons. Tom selected learning activities that were aligned to the instructional outcomes. He used small and large group instruction in the presentation of his lessons. Each of his learning activities had built in assessments to measure the level of student understanding.		3		2		2		2		2		Tom created an atmosphere in the classroom based on rapport and respect as evidenced by his interactions with the students as well as the interactions among the students themselves. The culture in the classroom reflected Tom's expectations that the students would try their best to complete quality academic work. The students followed the established classroom routines which maximized the use of instructional time. The smooth transitions between groups and activities added to this as well. Tom's students were well behaved and adhered to the established conduct standards. Tom refocused students who drifted off task. The classroom furniture was arranged to support varied instructional strategies and learning activities.		2		2		2		3		3		Tom focused the students at the beginning of each lesson and clearly explained what they would be learning and what activities they would complete. These explanations were effective based on how well the students immediately engaged on their assigned tasks. Tom used open ended questions that successfully prompted the students into discussions and assessed their level of understanding. Tom selected learning activities that were aligned to the instructional outcomes. His lesson pacing improved and he made use of technology and other instructional resources to enhance his lessons. Tom also demonstrated flexibility by adjusting the lessons to cover material the students did not understand.		2		2		2		2		3		3		Tom reflected on each lesson's effectiveness at the post conference. He was open to constructive suggestions to enhance his teaching performance. He efficiently recorded the results of student academic work completion as well as tests and quizzes. Tom attended faculty and department meetings and had a solid working relationship with Coop Teacher Moleski, ICS Teacher Lopez and other colleagues in the building. He provided extra help to students after school and also participated in faculty activities. Tom demonstrated a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas throughout the semester.		1. Lesson planning and preparation was on target and submitted on time via Taskstream. 2. Knowledge of the World History curriculum is strong. 3. Has demonstrated good rapport with his students. 4. Classroom culture was based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Questioning techniques successfully sparked student discussions. 6. Learning activities successfully engaged the students and were related to the instructional outcomes. 7. Tom maintained a good working relationship with Coop Teacher Maleski and ICS Teacher Lopez.		1. Continue to work on classroom management techniques. 2. Continue to focus on questioning techniques, wait time and lesson pacing. 3. Continue to explore new materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 4. Continue to infuse technology into future lessons. 5. Continue to attend professional development activities when available.		A

		Kathi		Lloyd		lloydk3@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Christine Stanford		Washington Avenue School		5		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. Lloyd has a clear understanding of the content and pedagogy necessary for instruction at her placement level.  She was able to examine content and look for skills that may be necessary to isolate so that students would become better students.  An example was her skill lessons on identified writing skills.  She taught visualization through words using their senses to describe a scene so that their writing became more robust.  It was an appropriate treatment of the skill.  Ms. Lloyd's knowledge of her students was evident in her lessons.  She was clearly aware of the processes that must take place for the students to learn.  In Mathematics she demonstrated solving problems by dissecting the parts of the problem in order to solve it.  She also had activities that physically involved students through games that reviewed place value/decimals and ordered pairs/coordinates which addressed the multiple learning styles in her class.  Her goals were clear and stated in connection with the CCCS for the grade level.  Ms. Lloyd was knowledgeable about resources and sought the support of her cooperating teacher in Mathematics to help her improve her lesson delivery.  Her lessons had continuity and connection.  The progression from one activity to the next was clearly appropriate and well developed.

Ms. Lloyd can continue to try developing assessments that have a rubric for scoring so that she can more fully assess her instruction and students' achievement when she enters her own classroom.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Lloyd is respectful and kind to all her students.  She is consistent with her manner in the classroom.  She interacts with the students with the same respect that they have for one another.  It is admirable to see a class that is so oriented to the team effort in learning and she was an important part of that team.  This culture emulates the mannerisms of her cooperating and inclusion teachers. There was a pride in their work and the students were always on task. The procedures were followed consistently and the students abided by rules of honor, respect and  hard work.  Ms. Lloyd managed the procedures set by her cooperating teacher consistently through all lessons.  The students were able to transition from one activity to another with ease.  It reflected the careful planning on Ms. Lloyd's part to be sure that every moment was task related.  Her materials were always prepped before the class and she had her groups determined prior to the lesson. These are all examples of a well developed set of classroom procedures.

The space in this classroom was used to the fullest and all areas of the class were used throughout her placement  appropriately and safely.		3		2		3		2		3		In the area of instruction Ms. Lloyd's strengths lie predominantly in her engagement in learning and flexibility during instruction.  She is responsive to academic needs and is able to pinpoint errors and missteps to bring a student back on board during instruction.  She adjusted her lessons so that the inclusion students could participate in some of the activities with the whole class.  She grouped in various ways and assigned co-teaching assignments for her professionals.  She communicated well when instructing but sometimes it was hard to hear her.  Ms. Lloyd stated that she did not want to disturb the inclusion teacher's instruction in the back of the room.  Even though she was quiet the students were attentive to their tasks.  Her expectations for the students are high.  She is a role model for them and she was admired by them.

Ms. Lloyd continues to work on her questioning and we have discussed how her adjustments made a lesson richer during our conferences.  With practice and exposure to more teaching it will become more natural to extend learning through questioning.  Her assessments were geared to her learners in an appropriate way.  She varied her assessments according to the goal and will work on standardizing through rubric development. Students should also be self-monitoring at the end of lessons and this is an area that she should address.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Lloyd is reflective as an educator.  She listens carefully to ideas during post-conferences and is able to find ways to improve her teaching.  She maintains records and data for her students and shares progress with her cooperating teacher to determine grouping in major subjects accurately.  She consistently participates in the learning community at her school and enjoys learning about her craft through in-service experiences and meetings.  Ms. Lloyd continues to enhance her content knowledge by interacting with and observing the teachers.  She brought her own love of reading to the classroom and worked on some shared reading selections and novels with the class.  She is respectful of her chosen profession and is serious about her efforts to learn in a genuinely admirable manner.  She was in appropriate compliance with all school and district regulations throughout her placement.

 

Ms. Lloyd has limited communication with the families and abides by the accepted protocol of communicating through her cooperating teacher. She has attended conferences with her cooperating teacher to become more aware of the responsibilities involved in connecting learning with the home.		Ms. Lloyd's Strengths are:		Ms. Lloyd would benefit from:		A

																																																																						Persistence and patience in instruction		Continuing her pursuit of content knowledge especially as it relates to English Language Arts

																																																																						Admirable professionalism in the classroom		Working on voice and projection so that all students have the benefit of her instruction

																																																																						Strength in English Language Arts content		Creating assessments that are rubric based and connect directly to her lesson objectives

																																																																						Genuine respect for students and their abilities

																																																																						Organizational skills in planning and executing lessons

																																																																						 

		dylan		baubles		baublesd@go.stockton.edu		Andrew Breckenridge		Kathy Willson		Absegami High School		11 Calculus		Spring 2016		3		2		3		2		3		3		Strengths: Knowledge of content and pedagogy, selecting instructional outcomes, designing coherent instruction, designing student activities.

 

Areas for improvement: Knowledge of the learning process, demonstrating knowledge of resources.		3		3		3		2		3		Strengths: Creating an environment of respect and rapport, establishing a culture for learning, management of instructional groups, organizing physical space.

 

Areas for improvement: Response to student misbehavior since his class were higher level learners so there was little to no misbehavior. This will be a developing response as he moves to lower level learners.		3		3		3		3		3		Strengths:  Expectations for learning, student participation, engaging students in learning, monitoring of student learning, response to students.

 

Areas for improvement: Discussion techniques, student self assessment.

 

 		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Reflecting on teaching, maintaining accurate records, participating in a professional community, growing and developing professionally, showing professionalism, receptivity to feedback.

 

Areas for improvement: Communicating with families, enhancement of content knowledge and pedagogical skills.		Knowledge of content and pedagogy, receptivity to feedback, establishing a culture for learning, confidence is his skills, reflecting on teaching, engaging students in learning, designing instruction, grouping of students for activities, response to students.		Enhancement of content knowledge and pedagogical skills, discussion techniques, knowledge of resources.		A

		brittany		ksiezopolski		ksiezopb@go.stockton.edu		Walter Kaczka		Jennifer McAuliffe		F J Dugan ES		4		Spring 2016		2		2		2		3		2		2		Brittany consistently planned lessons in various subjects designed to have the student actively participate in the teaching/learning process.

There were always activities that included cooperative learning and independent work. She incorporated the technology where appropriate. The students were very familar with the SmartBoard and the Chromebooks.  She aligned the lesson objective to both the NJ common core standards and the district's curriculum.		3		3		2		3		3		Brittany was always highly respectful of all of her students. She interacted with them in a positive, support manner.  The room furniture was arranged to maximize viewing the SmartBoard for all in addition to groups of 4/5 for brain storming and collaborative learning activities.  The room is bright and full of displays of student work and subject related materials. 		3		2		3		2		2		Brittany's instruction was evenly paced and appropriate for both the subject matter and the grade level of the learners.  The lessons included activities that required the students to think critically. There was guided practice, independent activities, group projects, opening and closing lesson procedures.   It was evident to this observer that the results of assessments are regularly used to frame the future lessons so that all students learn to their full potential.		2		2		2		3		2		3		Brittany is the profesional educator in every sense of the word. Her demeanor whether it was working with colleagues or with students was positive, professional and appropriate.  She functioned as a member of the greater school community. She attended all meetings, conferences, and school based activities. 		Knowledge of the subjects

Knowledge and use of appropriate resources

Knowledge of how to create lessons designed to engage learners and encourage active participation		Continue to research best practices and technology to bring the most effective techniques, activities into the classroom		A

		Debra		Scott		scottd7@go.stockton.edu		Raymond Dolton		Lisa String		Woodbine Elementary		3		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Lesson plans submitted in a timely and efficient manner as prescribed by the student teaching program.

Lesson plans are concurrent with grade level and with the Core Content Standards.

Lesson plans include numerous and varied activities for specific topics being taught.		3		2		2		2		3		Debra creates a genuine and respectful atmosphere that is conducive to learning. 

Classroom procedures such as transitions, materials and supplies are handled in an efficient and effective manner.

Monitoring of student behavior has improved but continues to need work. 		2		2		2		3		2		Directions and expectations of those are clear and concise. Remember to continually check for understanding of your directives, a fact that has adequately improved over the course of Debra's student teaching assignment.

Feedback to students is frequent, positive and genuine.

Structure and pacing  of your lessons are accurate and appropriate for your assigned grade level.		2		2		2		3		2		2		Debra completes all the above tasks in a competent and timely matter. 

Debra has shown a dedicated and professional relationship with Woodbine Elementary School. As stated in past observations she comes to school early, stays late, attends faculty meeting and worked diligently on the school play. These actions clearly show a real commitment to her students, the school and the community. 

Debra continues to grow as an educator as evidenced by her total commitment to her students and their success, both academic and socially.		A genuine and sincere concern for her students and the school community. 

The ability to take suggestions and feedback, and implement those points into her lessons.

Lesson plans that are complete, structured and submitted in a timely fashion.		Continue to work on your classroom management plan. Classroom management is not an overnight achievement but a continual work of consistency, trial and error process until you find what works best for you and your students. Classroom management is built by being an effective teacher, effective teachers are pro-active and consistency plan engaging and challenging lessons for their students.		A-

		Kimberly		Becher		becherk@go.stockton.edu		Andrew Breckenridge		Kristen Andre		Margaret Mace		6th		Spring 2016		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths; Knowledge of content and pedagogy, knowledge of students, demonstrating knowledge of resources, designing instruction, congruence with standards.

 

Areas for improvement: Clarity of purpose of lesson.		3		3		3		3		3		Strengths; Creating an environment of respect and rapport, establishing a culture for learning, managing classroom procedures, monitoring of student behavior, organizing physical space.

 

Areas for improvement; none in this domain.		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Directions for activities, student participation, grouping of students, monitoring of student learning, response to students.

Areas for improvement: Quality of questions and prompts.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths:  Accuracy in reflection, maintaining accurate records, receptivity to feedback, showing professionalism.

 

Area for improvement: Engagement of families in the educational program.		Creating an environment of respect and rapport, creating a culture for learning, knowledge of content and pedagogy, designing instruction, monitoring of student learning, response to students, accuracy in reflection, receptivity to feedback, showing professionalism.		Clarity of purpose of the lesson, quality of questions and prompts, engagement of families in the education program.		A

		Taylor		DePonte		taydeponte@gmail.com		Mrs. Lucy Cardone		Mrs. K. Husenica		Hooper Avenue Elementary		Kindergarten		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. DePonte has had a very successful field experience and has demonstrated her understanding of the importance of developmental readiness skills. She has developed comprehensive lesson plans that integrate varied instructional strategies to reinforce student understanding and encourage student participation. Ms. DePonte consistently incorporated activities that highlight short mini-lessons and and engaging center tasks, all necessary components to motivate and sustain the interest of her young learners. She was able to demonstrate her ability to differentiate learning activities for students at both ends of the learning spectrum. Ms. DePonte's lesson plans were designed to develop developmental skills and concepts outlined by the district curriculum.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. DePonte has established a positive learning environment for her kindergarten students. She has worked very hard to manage whole group lessons and periods of transition from one activity to another. Ms. DePonte has employed various auditory cues and prompts that require familiar responses. As a result, Ms. DePonte has consistently demonstrated strong classroom management skills. Ms. DePonte's kind and patient manner reassures her students that they are important to her and encourages their participation in all classroom activities.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. DePonte's lessons have demonstrated her ability to engage her students in the learning process. She presents new information with great clarity, simplifying even the most challenging skills. Ms. DePonte encourages her students to share their ideas and work cooperatively in partner activities. Her lessons have been creative and interactive, both necessary components when teaching young learners. Ms. DePonte and her cooperating teacher used the co-teaching model, which integrated varied collaborative teaching strategies. This model encouraged Ms. DePonte to plan varied group activities to reinforce important readiness skills. Materials and resources were always prepared and ready for each activity. As Ms. DePonte continues in her career, she will develop more diverse assessment strategies to be used to monitor student progress.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. DePonte demonstrates a high level of professionalism and respect for her school community. Her performance as a student teacher was reflective of the high standards she seems to have set for herself. Her dedication to her educational program can be seen in her insightful and meaningful reflections. She has participated in many district professional workshops and faculty meetings. Ms. DePonte has demonstrated her desire to grow as a professional and takes pride in her role as a teaching candidate.		Ms. DePonte has worked very hard to successfully complete her student teaching experience. She has grown as a professional under the guidance of Mrs. Husenica, the quintessential "master teacher". Ms. DePonte has developed an understanding and appreciation for her role as a teacher. She has worked very hard to meet the challenges of providing a consistent and age appropriate classroom program for her diverse young learners. Ms. DePonte is a bright and enthusiastic young woman with a promising future. She has set very high professional standards for herself and has worked very hard to achieve them. It is truly a pleasure to endorse Ms. DePonte as a teaching candidate.		Ms. DePonte has had a wonderful opportunity to totally immerse herself in her kindergarten classroom. She has employed the "co-teaching" model with her cooperating teacher and inclusion teacher and has seen firsthand the challenging needs of diverse young learners. Ms. DePonte has learned many important skills, particularly in the area of lesson design and development. Assessment is an important component in lesson design as it not only provides a necessary measure of student learning, but it guides further instruction based on levels of performance and achievement. The ability to create and interpret assessment tools develops with time and experience. Ms. DePonte's dedication to her personal career goals will guide her to develop the tools necessary to create an effective learning environment for her students.		A

		Brianna		Jeffries		jeffrie4@go.stockton.edu		Andrew Breckenridge		Linda Vuong		Atlantic County Institute of Technology		Algebra 1		Spring 2016		3		3		3		2		3		3		Strengths: Knowledge of content and pedagogy, Knowledge of students, selecting instructional outcomes, designing coherent instruction, assessments in congruence with instructional outcomes.

 

Areas for improvement: Demonstrating knowledge of resources, knowledge of resources to extend content knowledge and pedagogy.		3		3		3		2		3		Strengths: Creating an environment of respect and rapport, establishing a culture for learning, management of instructional groups, organizing physical space.

 

Areas for improvement: Managing student behavior since there has not been any misbehavior that she had to deal with.		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Communicating with students in a positive manner,  engaging students in learning, grouping of students, using assessment in instruction, demonstrating flexibility and positive responsiveness.

 

Areas for improvement: Quality of questioning and discursion techniques.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths: Reflecting on teaching, maintaining records in a hard copy and electronically, growing and developing professionally, showing professionally, receptivity to feedback.

 

Areas for improvement: communicating with families, service to the profession.		Positive role model and encouraging questioning, establishing a culture for learning, receptivity to feedback, engaging students in learning, creating a culture of respect and rapport.		Quality of questioning and discussion techniques, knowledge of resources to extend content knowledge and pedagogy.		A

		Brittany		Abbott		abbottb@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. Carmody		Shaner Elementary		kindergarten		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to plan and develop cohesive instruction that is aligned with grade level and core standards.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to maintain a classroom culture that reflects respect for all students and herself.  Students follow routines and procedures and behaviors were managed with established whole brain strategies.  Lessons were productive at all times.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully engaged students in learning.  Her use of mannerisms and enthusiasm for each activity gets students excited to see what is next. Each student has a chance to participate and competes to be recognized.		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st continues to challenge herself regarding student acquisition of skills.  She is concerned that students at this grade level have difficulty with abstract thinking and has a tough time reconciling the pace of instruction required in meeting curriculum expectations. 		Planning, preparation and creative approaches to delivering instruction.		Continue to pursue methodology to solidify abstract concepts for early learners.		A

		Ashley		Popa		popaa@go.stockton.edu		Ronda Brown, Ed.D		Christina Bernhardt		John C. Milanesi		1		Spring 2016		3		3		2		2		3		2		1c: Ms. Popa instructional lesson and unit plans include important concepts in the discipline. Lesson formats are uniformed and mirror instructional designs borrowed directly from the prescripted textbook curriculum (ie: teacher's guide).

1d: It is important to seek resource materials and other related exercises to supplement textbook activities and to extend students' content knowledge of the skill.

1f: This component is addressed in Domain 3.		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Popa has done a nice job concerning the management of student behavior and the daily operation of classroom routines.

Bulletin boards showcase pride in students' work and their study of academic subjects/topics introduced in class. (Math- Skittles tally charts; Science- Life cycle of a butterfly & Earth Day).		2		3		3		2		2		3a: Ms. Popa instructional activities are often engaging and of interest to the students. Practice exercises at times however, require a more detailed explaination of the task or a sample model that represent the expected outcome or result. 

3d: Prerequisite skills help students to make sense of (new) information. Prior to teaching the lesson, it is important to assess students' knowledge and background information of the topic/subject matter in efforts to identify the "gaps." This strategy also is a means to monitor learning and to address areas that appear to be difficult for the student. A variety of performance opportunities for students to demonstrate the learning objective is essential. This may include quick assessments or 'popcorn' responses (ie: thumbs up/down; clap if yes/no; raise your hand if..). Assessments may also be differentiated for students who require various levels of support.

3e: Demonstrate flexibility in the design and delivery of instruction. Determine what the outcomes of instruction should be and how the students will demonstrate those outcomes. Plan the lesson so that students obtain the specific skills, concepts, & strategies needed to demonstrate learning. Use the textbook and prescribed instructional lessons as a resource, but look for opportunities to diversify the and be creative with structured lesson (ie: make it your own) using the theme ideas provided.

 

 		3		3		2		3		2		3		In addition to Ms. Popa's teaching experiences at Milanesi Elementary, she also had opportunity to participate in several professional activities to include in-service day trainings, IEP meetings, and PLC sessions.  Ms. Popa has had exposure to the district's grading system required for official reporting of students' achievement. Ms. Popa continues to grow and develop in the area of classroom practices and pedagogical approaches. 		Ms. Popa has connected well with her students and appeared to have established a nice working rapport with the assigned cooperating teacher. She has displayed a suitable regard for paperwork as required lesson plans were most often submitted in a timely fashion for review and feedback.

During post-observation conferencing, Ms. Popa is receptive to feedback and recommendations concerning her instructional practices and performance.		Components that continue to be of challenge and areas in need of attention have been discussed in the aforementioned Domains 1 and 3.		B

		Jennifer		Degand		degandj1@go.stockton.edu		Kathleen Revelle		Mary Kay McGlynn		Northfield Community School		2		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		3		3		 

Jennifer's TaskStream lessons are thorough and well scripted.  She spends countless hours on her plans.  She is conscientious and prepares her lessons well.  She is very aware of the cognitive development of her students.  She uses multi-disciplinary materials.  All instructional materials are congruent with her instructional outcomes.  She makes use of many instructional resources, as well as her own creativity, to enhance her lessons.		3		3		3		3		3		 

Jennifer has a warm and caring rapport with her students.  She has high expectations for all learners.  Classroom procedures are well established and done efficiently.  Jennifer has established smooth transitions for all activities.  She monitors behavior respectfully and directly.  Her repetitive classroom management techniques make optimal use of classroom time.		2		3		3		2		3		Jennifer provides clear directions and expectations to all students.  She repeatedly refers to her objective throughout the lesson.  Formal assessments are well established. Her techniques makes use of maximum student learning.  Her enthusiasm is contagious.  All lessons observed were creative and well received by her students.  She adjusts the pacing of her lessons and does so like an experienced teacher.  

 		3		3		2		3		2		3		 


Jennifer is reflective and adjusts her teaching professionally.  She is always willing to learn new things.  She has developed a positive rapport with all her colleagues.  She is to be commended for  volunteering in the Make a Wish Foundation.   Jennifer adheres to all policies and procedures and does so willingly. 


 		 


Jennifer has a natural talent beyond her years in education.  She has a wonderful rapport with her students and it is evident that she is enjoying her field.  She is extremely organized and as a result, her lessons have gone smoothly.  A productive learning environment is evident.  She has high expectations of herself and her students. Jennifer continually puts students first.  She always was willing to accept suggestions so that she could improve as a teacher.  

 		Remember to allow students to participate in any aspect of the classroom to promote more learning. Use visuals whenever possible.		A

		Maria Cecilia		Vila Chave		vilacham@go.stockton.edu		Mrs. Lucy Cardone		Mrs. K. Strevens		Cedar Grove Elementary		Three		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Vila Chave has had a very successful field experience and has demonstrated her ability to plan and prepare comprehensive lesson plans that are aligned with the CCCS standards. She has worked very hard to integrate various instructional strategies into well developed lessons that reinforce student understanding and encourage student participation. Mrs. Vila Chave was able to demonstrate her ability to differentiate learning activities for students at both ends of the learning spectrum. Her lessons included many cooperative group activities designed to encourage the exchange of ideas and foster a more cooperative spirit among her students. Mrs. Vila Chave utilizes a variety of resources and provides her students with many opportunities to demonstrate their understanding. Mrs. Vila Chave designed her lessons to develop skills and concepts outlined by the district curriculum and employed advanced technology resources to enhance her lessons. Her assessments were diverse and aligned to student needs and ability levels.		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Vila Chave has met with much success in the area of classroom management. She has established a positive learning environment for her students and has demonstrated her ability to manage all areas of classroom instruction. Mrs. Vila Chave has employed various auditory cues and prompts that require familiar responses. As a result, Mrs. Vila Chave has consistently demonstrated strong classroom management skills. Mrs. Vila Chave's enthusiasm promotes student interest and encourages student participation. Her kind and patient manner reinforces her students' efforts and propels them toward success. She is very comfortable in front of the classroom and has established a rapport with her students based on mutual respect.		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Vila Chave has demonstrated her ability to design lessons that successfully integrate curricular goals using varied instructional strategies and effective technology. She presents new information with great clarity and encourages higher level thinking skills through her use of a hierarchy of analytical questions. Mrs. Vila Chave's lesson have been creative and incorporate cooperative learning strategies designed to encourage the sharing of ideas and foster a cooperative spirit among her students. She uses assessment strategies that are aligned with the lesson objectives to measure student performance. Mrs. Vila Chave demonstrates flexibility and has been able to "fine tune" her lessons based on the needs of her students.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Vila Chave demonstrates a high level of professionalism and respect for her school community. Her performance as a student teacher was reflective of the high standards she has set for herself. Her dedication to her educational program can be seen in her willingness to accept suggestions regarding her professional growth and development. She has had the opportunity to work with the CST and provide support for Spanish speaking students and their families. Mrs. Vila Chave has particiipated in many professional development workshops throughout the semester, and has also prepared and presented a Google workshop for faculty and staff within her building. She has participated in PARCC preparation lessons which will provide her with valuable insight into the challenges that face teachers in today's school communities. Mrs. Vila Chave has demonstrated her desire to grow as a professional and takes pride in her role as a teaching candidate.		Mrs. Vila Chve has worked very hard to successfully complete her student teaching experience. She has grown as a professional under the guidance of Mrs. Kate Strevens, the quintessential "master teacher". Mrs. Vila Chave has developed an understanding and appreciation for her role as a teacher. She is a bright and articulate young woman with a promising future. Her ability to work in a bilingual setting will enhance her role as a teacher. Mrs. Vila Chave has set very high professional goals for herself and has worked hard to achieve them. It is truly a pleasure to endorse Mrs Vila Chave for a teaching certificate.		Mrs. Vila Chave has had a wonderful opportunity to totally immerse herself in her third grade class. She has learned many important skills, particularly in the area of lesson design and development. Mrs. Vila Chave's dedication to her personal career goals will guide her to develop the tools necessary to create an effective learning environment for her students.		A

		Karissa		Crombie		crombiek@go.stockton.edu		Mrs. Lucy Cardone		Mrs. A. Raichle		Cedar Grove Elementary		One		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Crombie has had a very successful field experience and has demonstrated her ability to plan and prepare comprehensive lesson plans. She has worked hard to integrate various instructional strategies into well developed lessons that reinforce student understanding and encourage student participation. Ms. Crombie was able to demonstrate her ability to differentiate learning activities for students at both ends of the learning spectrum. Her lessons included many cooperative group activities designed to encourage the exchange of ideas and foster a more cooperative spirit among her students. Ms. Crombie's lesson plans were designed to develop primary skills and concepts outlined by the district curriculum.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Crombie has met with much success in the area of classroom management. She has established a positive learning environment for her students and has demonstrated her ability to manage all areas of classroom instruction. Ms. Crombie has employed various auditory cues and prompts that require familiar responses. As a result, Ms. Crombie has consistently demonstrated strong classroom management skills. Ms. Crombie's kind and patient manner encourages student participation and reinforces her students' efforts and success. She has established a rapport with her students based on mutual respect and fairness.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Crombie has demonstrated her ability to design lessons that successfully integrate curricular goals using varied instructional strategies and effective technology. She presents new information with great clarity and encourages critical thinking skills through multi-level questioning techniques. Ms. Crombie's lessons have been creative and incorporate learning strategies designed to encourage the sharing of ideas and foster a cooperative spirit among her students. She uses assessment strategies that are aligned with the lessons' objectives to measure student performance. As Ms. Crombie continues in her career she will develop more diverse assessment strategies to be used to monitor student progress.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Crombie demonstrates a high level of professionalism and respect for her school community. Her performance as a student teacher was reflective of the high standards she seems to have set for herself. Her dedication to her educational program can be seen in her insightful and meaningful reflections. She has participated in many district professional workshops and faculty meetings. Ms. Crombie has demonstrated her desire to grow as a professional and takes pride in her role as a teaching candidate.		Ms. Crombie has worked very hard to successfully complete her student teaching experience. She has grown as a professional under the guidance of Mrs. Raichle, the quintessential "master teacher". Ms. Crombie has developed an understanding and appreciation for her role as a teacher. She is a bright and enthusiastic young woman with a promising future. Ms. Crombie has set very high professional goals for herself and has worked hard to achieve them. It is truly a pleasure to endorse Ms. Crombie as a teaching candidate.		Ms. Crombie has had a wonderful opportunity to totally immerse herself in her first grade class. She has learned many important skills, particularly in the area of lesson design and development. Assessment is an important component in lesson design as it not only provides a necessary measure of student learning, but it guides further instruction based on levels of performance and achievement. The ability to create and interpret assessment tools develops with time and experience. Ms. Crombie's dedication to her personal career goals will guide her to develop the tools necessary to create an effective learning environment for her students.		A

		Gabrielle		Coco		cocog@go.stockton.edu		Mike Adamski		Shannon Leek		Pinelands Regional Junior High School		7 / Mathematics		Spring 2016		3		2		2		2		3		2		Throughout the semester Gabrielle demonstrated knowledge of the Mathematics curriculum of the Pinelands Regional Junior High School School. She also increased her knowledge of effective teaching strategies. Gabrielle knows her students well, how they learn and their cultural backgrounds. Gabrielle's lesson plans contained well-written measurable objectives that are aligned to the Core Curriculum Content Standards for Mathematics, She made use of technology and other available materials and resources to enhance instruction. The learning activities Gabrielle selected are aligned with the instructional outcomes and contained built in assessments that measured the level of student understanding.		3		2		2		2		2		Gabrielle created a classroom atmosphere based on rapport and respect as evidenced by her interactions with the students as well as among the students themselves. The culture in the classroom reflected expectations that the students would try their best to complete quality academic work. The students followed established classroom routines which maximized the use of instructional time. The smooth transitions between groups and activities added to this as well. The students were well behaved and adhered to the established conduct standards. Gabrielle refocused students who drifted off task. Gabrielle had the classroom furniture arranged to support varied instructional strategies and learning activities.		3		2		2		2		2		Gabrielle focused the students at the beginning of each lesson and clearly explained what what they will be learning and what activities they would complete. These explanations were effective based on how well the students immediately engaged on their assigned tasks. Gabrielle used open ended questions that successfully prompted the students into discussions that assesd their level of understanding. Gabrielle selectd learning activities that were aligned to the instructional outcomes. Her lesson pacing improved and she made good use of technology and other resources to enhance her lessons. Gabrielle also demonstrated flexibility by adjusting her lessons to cover material the students did not understand		2		2		2		3		2		3		Gabrielle reflected on each lesson's effectiveness at the post conference. She is always open to constructive suggestions to increase her teaching performance. She recorded the results of student academic work completion as well as tests and quizzes. Gabrielle attended faculty and departments meetings and maintained a solid working relationship with Coop Teacher Leek and other colleagues in the building. She participated in school functions and attended professional development activities when scheduled. Throughout the semester Gabrielle demonstrated a high level of professionalism and integrity in all areas.		1. Gabrielle is very knowledgeable regarding the mathematics curriculum of the Pinelands Regional Junior High School. 2. Throughout the semester Gabrielle's lesson planning was strong and submitted on time via Taskstream. 3. Gabrielle maintained a positive classroom atmosphere conducive to learning. 4. Gabrielle classroom culture was based on high expectations for student achievement. 5. Gabrielle's questioning techniques successfully engaged the students in discussions which helped assess student understanding. 6. Gabrielle maintained a good working relationship with Coop Teacher Leek and other colleagues in the building.		1. Continue to explore effective teaching strategies. 2. Explore new instructional materials and resources to enhance future lessons. 3. Continue to infuse technology into your lessons. 4. Continue to work on lesson pacing, questioning techniques, and classroom management. 5. Continue to attend professional development workshops when scheduled.		A

		Mary		MacDonald		macdon18@go.stockton.edu		Joseph Dougherty		Kimberly Evans		Rancocas Valley High School		9		Spring 2016		3		2		2		3		3		2		Strengths

Ms. MacDonald has a strong knowledge of content and pedagogy. Her knowledge and use of resources is excellent. When designing instruction, her lessons are clear, coherent and strongly aligned to learning objectives. She also uses instructional materials and student grouping effectively.

 

Areas for Improvement

Ms. MacDonald's skill in use of summative and formative assessment needs improvement. In particular, she should focus on various formative assessment tools that provide data for differentiating instruction to meeg the unique learning needs of all students. This is a skill that is typically honed over time with intentional effort, including networking with other professionals.		3		2		2		3		2		Strengths

Ms. MacDonald has created a classroom culture of respect and rapport, including highly productive interactions among students.

 

Areas for Improvement

The planning and implementation of instructional strategies that engage all students in learning requires a concerted effort to build a strong repertoire of varied instructional strategies for individual students. Ongoing professional development, reading, and collaboration with colleagues and supervisors should be followed by multiple practices in the classroom and reflecting on the outcomes.		3		2		2		2		2		Strengths

Ms. MacDonald's communication with students is very effective and written and oral language is appropriate at all times.

Areas for Improvement

Ms. MacDonald's skill in questioning techniques can be honed further by focusing professional growth on (a) developing higher order thinking skills and (b) increasing student participation in discussions. In addition, she can work to ensure that her instruction motivates students who do not voluntarily engage in discussions, or other prompts. Designing and posing questions directed to the interests and academic strengths of these students can be a goal for Ms. MacDonald's growth.

 		3		3		2		2		2		3		Strengths

Ms. MacDonald conducts herself with integrity at all times and exhibits professional conduct in all situations. She consistently demonstrates a genuine concern for fostering the success of all students.

Areas for Improvement

All classes have a mix of students with differing strengths and challenges. To meet the needs of each individual student, it is suggested that Ms. MacDonald intentionally identify each of her student's strengths and challenges and use this information as a baseline that changes as she collects data on every student throughout the term. Instruction and assessment, then, should be designed with individual students in mind.   		Ms. MacDonald's lessons are clear, coherent and strongly aligned to learning objectives. She uses instructional materials, including a wide range of resources, to engage students. Communication among students in collaborative groups is consistently effective.

She consistently demonstrates a genuine concern for fostering the success of all students.		The planning and implementation of instructional strategies that engage all students in learning requires a concerted effort to build a strong repertoire of varied instructional strategies for individual students. It is suggested that Ms. MacDonald seek opportunities to incorporate higher order questions in instruction and use formative assessment data to further hone differentiation.

 

 		A

		Bryan		Griffiths		griffi64@go.stockton.edu		Rebecca Garofalo		Mrs. Wenzel		Belhaven Middle School		6 grade Math		Spring 2016		2		2		2		3		2		3		Mr Griffiths struggled with the Math content area throughout the semester, which is mainly due to the fact that he is not content specific.  However, by utilizing the "Big Ideas" Math series, he was able to learn and apply effective instructional lessons, but found it difficult to create lessons on his own.  By the end of the semester, he was responsible for an entire unit and was able to make connections and create a performance task as a summative assessments.  Secondly, Mr. Griffiths has a basic knowledge of his students because he is still learning how to modify instruction to meet all needs. Hopefully, as he grows in the profession, this will become less of an issue.  Throughout the student teaching experience, Mr Griffiths expanded his knowledge of resources.  At the beginning, resources was very basic, but as he grew throughout the semester, the resources from the text expanded and became evident.  Mr Griffiths instruction included whole and small group instruction with resources, and lessons were structured appropriate to the grade level. Lastly, the assessments were designed as formative assessments (exit slips) at the end of each class, and student self assessment was evident multiple times during each lesson.  Mr. Griffiths used these assessments to guide his instruction throughout the unit to determine if the students were able to attain mastery with the unit test and performance task at the end of unit 5.		3		3		3		3		3		Mr Griffiths maintained a positive classroom environment.  He accomplished this through behavior strategies geared to reward positive behavior.  In addition, he used other strategies like "put your finger on your nose," to bring students back for whole group instruction.  Mr Griffiths has excellent rapport with his students, which enabled them to feel comfortable to ask questions and engage in discussion. 		3		3		2		3		2		Mr Griffiths communicated with his students and gave explicit direction and explanations for activities.  At the beginning of the semester, Mr. Griffiths found it difficult in questioning students for a higher level of thinking.  However, as the semester progressed, he learned and applied strategies to engage the student in the thinking process.  By the end of the semester, Mr Griffiths was comfortable answering in a question instead of giving the students the answer.  Mr Griffiths struggled with engaging the learning process at the beginning of the semester.  However, by the end of the semester, he was able to assign activities with materials and resources to complete a performance task.  When Mr. Griffiths created the performance task, he found out that instead of a 1 day lesson, it turned out to be a four day lesson.  Pacing is one area that needs to improve.   Mr Griffiths showed consistent improvement in using assessments to self assess and track student progress.  During the semester, he used exit slips to track student progress and raising of hands, 1-4, to self assess. 		2		2		3		3		3		3		Mr Griffiths reflects on his teaching, but sometimes fails to implement suggestions through self reflection.  Teachers are life long learners, and we need to reflect and self assess to have effective and successful instruction.  Mr. Griffiths maintained records through exit slips after each lesson; however, he needs to stay on top of his grading and use organizational skills for timely feedback.  In addition, Mr. Griffiths participated in teacher/student conferences with his cooperating teacher.  He is involved in extra curricular activities and participates in schools and district projects.  He came in early, worked with students during his lunch, and stayed afterschool to help students succeed.  He is an advocate for his students and will do whatever is needed for student success.  Lastly, Mr. Griffiths is always professional, and it was a pleasure working with him this semester.		Mr. Griffiths greatest strength is his ability to connect with the middle school student, which is not an easy task.  In addition, he is commended for his classroom management skills with some of the classes observed because it is difficult to keep a middle school student on task during group activities.  In addition, Mr. Griffiths circulates throughout the room during activities and conferences with groups and individuals to facilitate the learning process.		If Mr Griffiths wants to continue to teach Math, he needs to improve his content subject knowledge.  He struggled with connecting new skills to previous taught skills.  In addition, he needs to continue to take the time to research, plan and find resources for activities that are not in the text.  Lastly, Mr. Griffiths needs to improve his time management and record keeping skills.  Time management is essential to an effective lesson and staying up to date with record keeping is needed to track student progress and provide student feedback in a timely manner.		B

		Allyson		Vitrano		vitranoa@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. McKensie		Hess School		3		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to plan and develop cohesive instruction that is aligned with grade level and core standards.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to maintain a classroom culture that reflected a positive environment.  Students follow routines and procedures and behaviors are managed with established strategies.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully engaged students in learning. She uses probing questions and her personal enthusiasm for the subject matter to motivate students to participate.		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st has used personal reflection and  collaboration with her cooperating teacher and supervisor to enhance her professional growth.		Planning, preparation and creative approaches to delivering instruction.		Continue to build confidence in managinging challenging individual student behaviors.		A

		Sierra		Jordan		jordans2@go.stockton.edu		Lynne Gale		Scott Meile		Davies Middle School, Hamilton Twp. Atlantic County		8th Grade Language Arts		Spring 2016		3		3		2		3		2		3		Strengths –		3		3		3		2		2		Strengths '		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths -		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths '		Strengths –		Areas in Need of Improvement –

Continue to work on questioning skills, particularly in discussions of literature. 		A

																														1. Understanding of the content and structure needed for a successful eighth grade language arts class.												1. Creating an environment where students respected her and each other. This was made somewhat difficult in the beginning of her student teaching experience because of the student management system in place from her veteran co-op teacher. Ms. Jordan had to amend student attitudes toward the class and toward their own behavior. She did this well, with her strong classroom management skills evident 												1. Setting high expectations for learning for her students and for herself. Ms. Jordan gave directions both orally and in writing at all points in her lessons. She explained to the students exactly what was expected of them and -  more to the point  - why it was important for them to know.														1. Continuing to reflect on her own teaching, on the profession itself, and on Davies Middle School culture in particular. Ms. Jordan understood very early on that Davis Middle School culture could work for her and could also work against her, and she made the necessary changes in her own planning and execution of lessons in line with what she had found.		1. Understanding of the content and pedagogy necessary for successful middle school English instruction. 

																														2. Understanding of students' skills and proficiency in English;  taking the necessary steps to ensure that all students could be successful in the class regardless of IEP status or limited English ability.												2. Managing instructional groups became much more successful once miss Jordan realized that she could not depend on the co-op teacher's management of instructional groups.  By the end of the semester, groups were organized, focused and on task.												2. Grouping students for various activities, including a very involved lesson on revising and editing student written essays. When necessary Miss Jordan saw that she had to amend the directions given and did so without hesitation.														2. Keeping accurate and up-to-date student records. Ms. Jordan graded everything that the students wrote, which is no mean feat for any middle school English teacher.		2. Making sure that there were resources available for students at all points in the lesson in multiple formats so that all students could be both successful and challenged in her class.

																														3. Making certain that the resources needed were available to her,whether from the district or from her own extensive research on the units that she was assigned to teach. 												3. Managing transitions within the long period of instruction,such that students were not bored and were on task for the entire period. This is no mean feat for a 90 minute middle school language arts class												3. In each class there was either a guided note taking assessment, an exit ticket, or an assessment  by students of their own and their group's work. In all classes there was both formative and summative evaluation of the days lessons and of the unit.														3. Participating in all of the in-service available to her from Hamilton Township School District and being equally involved with student activities (including a volleyball tournament).		3. Using groups to underscore the importance of the instructional goal for the day. Also holding those same groups responsible for the success of each member of the group  with assessments of all  the group's work and of the individual's productivity within the group.

																														4. Differentiating learning activities within the 90 minute instructional periods, so that student interest and focus did not flag in the longer English periods.												4. Monitoring student behavior well. And, when necessary using the resources of the middle school,including the child study team and the guidance office for student  issues that occurred in her classroom and in her community.  She was commended by the school psychologist for her work with students in the light of a tragedy in the spring semester at Davies Middle School																										4. Taking an active role with the child study team and the guidance office to ensure that those students needing counseling got what they needed, in the light of the suicide of an eighth grader at Davies.		4. Planning and preparing for lessons so that she was ready for whatever occurred in the course of the school day.  Over planning so that she would never waste class time.

																														5. Setting high standards for her students with the concomitant resources available for students to be successful.																																						5. Showing her advocacy for students who were the less able academically and for students who had special needs, her service to the students of Davis Middle School was recognize not only by co-op but by faculty and staff at Davies.		5. Continuing to reflect on her own teaching, on the profession itself, and on Davies Middle School in particular.

		Brittany		McIntyre		mcinty10@go.stockton.edu		Barbara Marciano		Mrs. Morris and Mrs. Foley		Whitehall Elementary		3		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. McIntyre has put forth a noteworthy amount of effort in planning her lessons.  She utilizes interesting resources beyond those which the district provides. Her lesson activities are engaging, multisensory, and multimodality.  They are logically sequenced so that students develop an understanding of important concepts. As well, they address the varied needs of her students ranging from those with learning disabilities to gifted learners.  Ms. McIntyre utilizes technology in the planning of her lesson, and she incorporates engaging and helpful use of technology through students' independent use of laptops, use of the interactive whiteboard, and use of internet video and internet resources.

Ms. McIntyre has demonstrated her ability to work with a variety of grouping plans, including whole group instruction, cooperative learning groups, small group skill-based groups, partners, and individual instruction. 

Ms. McIntyre has shown growth in her use of varied types of formative assessment.  She has effectively adjusted instruction based upon the results of the formative assessments.  Continue to seek creative ways to assess students and consider ways to use the district's required summative assessments as a means to identify content and skills that need to be retaught or enriched.

 		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. McIntyre has established herself as a caring and respectful teacher.  In turn, her students exhibit respect for her and for each other.  Classroom routines are clearly in place resulting in a calm and orderly atmosphere that reflects joyful learning. She notes and encourages students' efforts. Instructional time is maximized due to her effective planning and preparation in which all materials are on hand and ready for use.  Ms. McIntyre transitions from one activity to another seamlessly. She supports learning activities by rearranging classroom furniture to promote movement and station learning, when appropriate. Expectations for student behavior are high. Ms. McIntyre's high level of student engagement results in no observed discipline problems.  Students are on-task and involved in the lesson.

 

In addition to introducing the lesson content, Ms. McIntyre will work to communicate the importance of the content and learning.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. McIntyre communicates with students effectively.  Her explanation of the instructional concept or skill is clear and invites student participation and thinking.  She utilizes open-ended questions, which challenge students to think and/or offer multiple responses.  Her effective use of questioning enables students to attain concept development.

Students are grouped appropriately for the lesson activity.  Lessons have a clearly defined structure.  Activities are multisensory and multimodality. Materials and resources support the learning goals and require intellectual engagement.

Ms. McIntyre has demonstrated growth in her use of formative assessment. She monitors instruction, and her feedback is specific and timely to individual or groups of students.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. McIntyre has done a highly effective job of reflecting on her lessons with clarity and insight.  Her expectations for herself are high, and she eagerly seeks ideas and means to improve her lessons and to expand her own instructional reportoire.  She is conscientious in regard to submitting plans far in advance of their due date.  She reviews student work on an ongoing basis and provides effective feedback and encouragement to her students.

Ms. McIntyre has been a participant in I&RS meetings as well as parent conferences.  As well, she participates in faculty meetings and school voluntary events.

Ms. McIntyre has demonstrated a high level of professionalism throughout her student teaching experience.		Ms. McIntyre has done an excellent job in student teaching. She establishes positive relationships with everyone in the school community. She is focused and works hard in planning effective and motivating lessons in which her students fully engage and enjoy.

Her lessons belie her status as a student teacher and more resemble those of a successful veteran teacher. 

Ms. McIntyre possesses the knowledge, skill, and attitude that will make her a successful teacher.		Ms. McIntyre has demonstrated success in all aspects of her student teaching experience.  However, she is interested in taking her skill set to the next level.  As such, she will continue to deepen her knowledge and understanding of the important role of assessment to the degree that students will become increasingly responsible for their own goal setting and goal achievement.                             		A

		Rebecca		Margon		margonr@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mr. James Scarano		Dawes Avenue Elementary		3		Spring 2016		3		2		3		3		3		2		Ms. Margon has a accurate knowledge of the structure of the content she taught.  She was able to use the content knowledge to develop lessons that supported learning and her instructional goals effectively.  The goals were related to the CCCS subject standards for the level and Ms. Margon was accurately aware of the prerequisites for the subject.  She has increased her knowledge about the students in her classroom and should continue to seek ways to understand the developmental levels of the students she will teach.  She understands the learning process and with continued practice in her own classroom will achieve proficiency soon.  There was attention to the special needs of her students and with the help of her cooperating teacher Ms. Margon was able to understand the complexity of the academically and socially needy students she will meet.

Ms. Margon demonstrated a knowledge of the resources she needed for instruction.  She was willing to learn quickly what was needed in her new class setting and embraced the challenge of her assignment.  She is just at the point of proficiency in the area of extension of knowledge and should continue to examine her content to seek ways to extend learning using the resources.  Her verbal interaction will be important in achieving that proficiency and Ms. Margon should examine closely how she questions students for extension of ideas. This will be addressed in Domain 3.  Ms. Margon's efforts to design coherent instruction through preparation prior to a lesson paid off in activities and interactions with students that promoted their achievement.  She has a patient attitude toward learning and assisted the students in learning working closely with the professionals in her classroom.  Her grouping was accurate based on their performance and skill and she encouraged them to participate and learn.  The activities were interesting to the students and supported her goal for learning and independence.   Her lessons were appropriate for the unit structures in English Language Arts and Mathematics.  The design of assessments at this point is basic and will develop as she meets her own students and begins to fully take responsibility for the methods of data.  She offered students a variety of assessments and this is encouraging growth.  She is comfortable with using technology to gather data and this should also be encouraged as she enters the profession.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Margon created a orderly environment depending on the set of classroom procedures for that order.  She was encouraging to the students in words and actions throughout her lessons.  She has improved in this area as she continued her placement realizing that she needed to interact more fully for the students to view her as the lead instructor.  Her genuine culture for learning is evident in her attention to the children and her instruction.  Ms. Margon stays on target throughout the lesson and has demonstrated her ability to address students who are off task bringing them back to learning.  She followed and worked closely with her cooperating teacher on procedures.  The grouping and transitions improved greatly as her placement ensued.  She continued to increase her skill and understand her role as an instructor and leader.

Ms. Margon managed the behaviors in the class with improvement in the second half of her placement.  There was a stronger response to the misbehaviors and she stayed within the acceptable behavior consequences set by her cooperating teacher.  She was encouraging to the students who performed well responding positively so that they understood that they were working as expected.  Her expectations were somewhat dependent on the classroom management system.  Ms. Margon should remind students regularly how to behave in the multiple activities they encounter during the day so that they learn good behaviors that span the day and situations.  Ms. Margon was very adept at using all the learning areas in the classroom,  She has a set of established areas she used for instruction and used each one safely and appropriately.		2		2		3		2		3		Ms. Margon was engaging the students in learning activities in her lessons appropriately.  She created assignments and activities that were supportive the the objective of the lesson and the students responded with interest and participation.  She grouped students based on data and instructed in small groups during English Language Arts and Mathematics successfully.  There were some issues with on task behaviors that she addressed individually with students and she worked with her cooperating teacher on improving her response. She was patient with students and persistent in her response to each student.  The was consistently done throughout her placement.  Her responsiveness garnered improvement in behavior and academic progress for many of her needy students.  They benefited from her responsiveness and consistent manner.  Her adjustments based on their needs was evident in her small group lessons.

Ms. Margon is working on improving how she communicate with students.  By the end of the placement she was adding information to her cooperating teacher's comments during team teaching in a more consistent manner.  Her directions were clear along with explanation of content but there were some lulls in communicating during instruction.  This skill will come with more practice in a subject on a daily basis in her own class where she can better explore how to keep students engaged more fully in conversations. Concentrating on types of questions like "Why did you do this step?" or Where did this answer come from?" instill further thinking and may be a place to start.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Margon is a reflective educator.  She is often ready to examine her needs before she even realizes her strengths.  She can feel what is needed and should be encouraged to use colleagues in the future to help her gain strength in instruction.  She maintains records on student progress as well as the daily  non-instructional records with ease and should be seeking ways to use and compile data for report cards and required documents for her own classroom.  Ms. Margon participated fully in the learning community at her school and learned next to professionals in the field.  She has an understanding that the teacher is also a student of education.  She was always receptive to ideas and feedback from her cooperating teacher and used some of the ideas in her instruction.  Ms. Margon involved herself in the school and class activities when possible and was an advocate for her students. She reached the decision making position close to the end of her placement by should be encouraged to find ways to increase student productivity as she begins to teach.  Ms. Margon was always ethical and respectful of her school and her position.

Ms. Margon is steadily improving in the area of communicating information with families and used the acceptable format of the district to communicate progress, etc through her cooperating teacher.		Ms. Margon's Strengths include:		Ms. Margon would benefit from:		A

																																																																						timely organizational skills in planning and executing lessons		continuing her content studies and extension of ideas into her questioning during learning activities when teaching

																																																																						genuine interest in improving her skills through content study and interacting with colleagues as a team member		using her interactions with students more frequently to direct the lesson

																																																																						professional integrity and respect for her school and her students		developing more extensive assessments that contain rubrics and differentiating those assessments according to student skill

																																																																						management of groups and transitions during instruction

																																																																								 

		Sarah		Rainier		rainier1@go.stockton.edu		Ronda Brown, Ed.D		Felicia DiIenno		Collings Lake		1		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Ms. Rainer has demonstrated her ability to develop a cohesive and unified instructional lesson to include related activities, reinforcement exercises, and assessments strategies to evaluate students' learning. Instructional outcomes for individuals who present with varied abilities may however require a differentiated approach to evaluate their learning.

 

 		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Rainer has established a learning environment that mirrors respectful behavior, talk, and attitudes among adults and students. Classroom procedures are organized and managed in a routine fashion that result in smooth transitions and little loss of instructional time. Student misconduct is addressed swiftly and politely, and is generally effective.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Rainer effectively communicates the learning goal for each lesson and provides clarity of instructional activities. Students are often required to repeat directions to ensure their understanding of the task.  She has displayed growth in the area of  questioning techniques that challenge students' reasoning and higher order thinking skills. Ms. Rainer uses a number of quick assessment strategies throughout the lesson to examine students' recall and comprehension of information. Continuous feedback and encouragement are  also provided to support students' efforts and participation in the lesson. 		3		3		2		3		2		3		In addition to Ms. Rainer's teaching experiences at Holly Heights Elementary, she also had opportunity and exposure to the district's grading system. Her responsibilities included recording grades for all homework assignments, tests, quizzes, and formative assessments. Ms. Rainer developed testing materials to assess students' learning and maintained  paperwork required for official grade reporting . 

 		During post-observation conferencing, Ms. Rainer eagerly receives feedback and recommendations concerning her instructional practices. She has learned to incorporate many of the strategies and methodologies discussed, to enhance her classroom performance and achieve greater outcomes of student learning. 		Designing & utilizing differentiated assessments to evaluate student learning, and establishing a management system that effectively and consistently address students' behaviors are noted areas for continued growth.		A

		Matthew		Przywara		mprzywara25@gmail.com		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Ms. Garrity		Ocean Township High School		Grade 12/Film Study		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. Przywara's delivery of instruction continues to illustrate his sound knowledge base with regard to subject matter and student needs within the school setting.  He continues to present as well prepared with regard to the appropriate selection of standards, learner outcomes (objectives), and procedures that will "carry" the lesson forward for student consideration and mastery.  His knowledge of student needs continues to be evident in his sage use of Q&A, offering higher-order-of-thinking questions that serve to challenge students in their overall analysis of works under study.  Goals planned and embedded within the plan continue to be presented in a clear and meaningful fashion.  The flow of instruction, from onset to conclusion, continues to be quite "coherent" and student-centered in both scope and sequence.  Assessment planning continues to be well-planned, offering formative and/or summative measures.  		3		3		3		3		2		Mr. Przywara continues to develop and maintain a classroom atmosphere that is student-centered, goal orientated, highly structured, and challenging for all students present within the classroom setting.  Students are observed carefully following the instructor-led discussions, asking sage and meaningful questions of the instructor and/or their peers, and, offering in-depth analysis of the topic under study throughout the class session.  All classroom procedures continue to be well-maintained and carried out.  Transitions, from one aspect of the instruction to the following, continue to be well-planned and, as such, designed for student understanding of the continuous flow of instruction.  Off-task student behavior is not an issue in Mr. Przywara's classes.		3		3		3		2		3		Mr. Przywara continues to demonstrate sound ability to connect with his students regarding all aspects of instruction from directions regarding instructional materials and the use of same to expectations regarding student outcomes with regard to materials presented in the classroom setting.  His use of viable and challenging Q&A, replete with higher-order-of-thinking questions, continues to engage his students fully in the learning process. Assessment, formative and/or summative in scope, is well-planned and serves to highlight student understanding of the concepts found in the plan.  Throughout the instructional period, Mr. Przywara continues to exhibit a  "flexibility" and a "responsiveness" with regard to student ability to decode/process/encode valuable information regarding all aspects of instruction.		3		2		2		2		3		3		Mr. Przywara continues to utilize the post-teaching conferencing with his Supervisor as an opportunity to critique all aspects of the lesson in an ongoing attempt to continue to provide the optimal instructional experience for his students within the classroom setting.  All records continue to be well-maintained and, as such, continue to serve as a means of assessing student performance.  As much as is possible, and with the advice of his cooperating teacher, the instructor continues to attempt to communicate with the parents of his students regarding student performance.  As much as is possible, Mr. Przywara continues to explore for opportunities for professional development in an ongoing effort to enhance his knowledge base with regard to teaching skills and English instruction.  Finally, Mr. Przywara continues to present as an accomplished student teacher of English and Film Study. His care and concern for both his students and his chosen profession are obvious and, as such, are to be considered salient student teacher strengths at this point in time.		Mr. Przywara's performance within the high school setting offers the following student teacher strengths:  careful and complete planning and preparation of lessons (Danielson, part #1); sage use of Enduring Understanding statements and Essential Questions (Wiggins & McTighe); ability to delve, in-depth, into abstract issues regarding all aspects of literature (Danielson, part #3), and, the ability to connect with students in a "caring" fashion regarding their ability to perform within the high school English setting (Noddings).		Mr. Przywara is strongly encouraged to continue to refine and hone his academic skills set in an effort to continue to provide the optimum educational experiences for his students, ongoing.		A

		Jessica		Mallett		mallettj@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Ms. Vacante		Central Regional Middle School		Grade 8/Language Arts		Spring 2016		3		3		3		2		3		3		Ms. Mallett's preparation and planning are, at once, obvious and quite thorough in both scope and sequence.  Her attention to detail, to student special needs, to the flow of instruction, to the placement of embedded transitions, and to the offering of both an anticipatory set statement/activity and a closure set statement/activity continue to clearly illustrate the care and concern she held for both her students and her chosen profession.  Her knowledge of language arts content is obvious and, as such, continues to serve as a catalyst for the delivery of istruction to her students.  Her knowledge of student needs, student strengths, and student weaknesses is also obvious and, as such, continues to provide a clear rationale for lesson planning and preparation.  Instructional goals are found to be both challenging and obtainable.  Instructor expectations for student performance are offered and are quite detailed and designd for student action regarding same.  Instruction continues to be found to be coherent with numerous "transitions" embedded within the plan.  Instructor-offered directions and instructor monitoring continue to serve to provide "safe passage" with regard to student completion of all assigned tasks.  Assessment is both formative and summative in design and offers an educational challenge for students as same move through the planned activity.  The planning of the lesson continues to center on the employment of co-teaching efforts by the instructor and her cooperating teacher, replete with evidence of the myraid responsibilities of each educator with regard to student performance.  		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Mallett's classroom continues to be an "atmosphere rich" environment with support, encouragement, repetition of directions, and ongoing monitoring of student efforts.  Students are observed fully engrossed in the particulars of the plan, working either individually or collaborativly on their assigned tasks, and quite comfortable with the format presented by the instructor.  All materials, replete with handouts, continue to be well formulated and available for all involved in the lesson.  Transitions, from one aspect of the lesson to the next are operational and, as such, continue to serve as bridges and/or links from one aspect of the instruction to the next throughout the class period.  Off-task student behavior is a non-issue in Ms. Mallett's classroom.  Students are continuously observed as quite comfortable and quite responsive with regard to the co-teaching approach to problem solving within the classroom setting. 		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Mallett continues to display sound ability with regard to communicating with her students.  Her monitoring of student efforts, sans notes, continues to represent an excellent example of her ability to follow student performance, assessing student progress in an ongoing fashion throughout the class period.  Expectations for student mastery of the academic elements under study continue to be presented in both a clear and concise fashion, with continuous follow-up and continuous praise for students on an ongoing basis.  Ms. Mallett continues to utilize a consistent, child-centered, challenging use of higher-order-of-thinking questions throughout the session in an ongoing effort to elicit appropriate and correct student responses to both direct and indirect efforts for problem solving.  Students are continuously encouraged to strive for the best possible answers to prompts as they continue to problem solve within the classroom setting.  The flow of instruction continues to be appropriate and is found to be embedded with "transitions" that serve to provide the learner with linkage from one aspect of the lesson to the next.  Students are encouraged to problem solve both independently and collaboratively throughout the class period.  Assessment planning continues to highlight both formative and summative formatting, affording students the opportunity to utilize areas of significant strength when problem solving.  Ms. Mallett continues to demonstrate a flexibility and repsonsiveness with regard to salient individual differences found among her students as they continue to problem solve.  "Essential questions" continue to be placed on the front board of the classroom, alerting all to the rationale for the lesson.  Student responses are repeated by the instructor in an ongoing effort to make certain that all present hear and utilize peer responses.   		3		2		2		2		3		3		Ms. Mallett continues to utilize the post-teaching conference with the Supervisor in an effort to review all aspects of the lesson, from design, to planning, to implementation, to assessment, centering on those methods and/or techniques that were found to be productive and those that, post-lesson, may require additional modification with regard to lessons to follow.  All student records continue to be well maintained and, as such, are available for continued analysis regarding student performance.  As much as is possible, and with the sage advice of her cooperating teacher, Ms. Mallett continues to seek parental contact, based on need, regarding student performance. As much as is possible, Ms. Mallett continues to explore for opportunities for professional development in all areas of teaching, most especially with regard to middle school education.  Ms. Mallett's continued care and concern for both her students and her chosen profession are obvious and are considered salient student teacher strengths at this point in time.		Ms. Mallett presents as an accomplished student teacher of middle school students.  Her planning and preparation for lesson implementation are found to be well developed, child-entered, and challenging in both scope and sequence.  Her implementation of planning is found to be highly successful in all respects.  Her use of higher-order-of-thinking questions and the charting of "essential questions" on the front board of the classroom are designed to provide both a balance and a challenge for her students as the navigate the central and important aspects of the lesson.  Her ability to monitor/teach, sans notes, as students problem solve is viewed as a salient student teacher strength at this point in time.  The atmosphere that the instructor creates/provides within the class setting is found to be one that signals that the class setting is a safe and productive place for students as they move through the learning process.  Finally, the care and concern for her students is forever obvious to her students and, as such, provides the foundation for all that takes place within the learning environment of the 8th grade language arts classroom.		Ms. Mallett is encouraged to continue to provide salient, and meaningful, and challenging, and caring instruction to her students, ongoing. 		A

		Michelle		Lombardi		lombar48@go.stockton.edu		Carol Reynolds		Maryellen Fitzpatrick		H. Ashton Marsh School		2		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths:		3		2		2		3		2		Areas of Strength:		2		2		2		2		2		Areas of Strength:		2		2		N/A		N/A		2		2		Areas of Strength:		Michelle demonstrates a willingness to grow professionally. She is open to suggestions and will implement suggestions given

She demonstrates a caring and warm demeanor with her students. There is evidence of mutual respect between her and her students.

Michelle is conscientious and thorough in completing lesson plans and is well prepared for lessons.		Continue to develop a knowledge of content, pedagogy and standards that are central to subject being taught

Continue to ensure alignment of objective, standards, teaching procedures and  assessment.

Ensure the focus of a  lessons is on  students understanding of  concepts and development of skills. Reduce focus on the completion of  worksheets or performance of a rote procedure		A

																														Clear explanation of content is provided												Talk between teacher and student and students is respectful												Instructional purpose of lesson is clearly communicated to students														Accurate assessment of the lesson's effectiveness is made. Suggestions are made as to how lesson can be improved

																														There is an awareness of students cognitive ability and students are group accordingly												Students participate willingly in learning activities												Students engage in the learning tasks														There is a process to record student information from student's assignments

																														Materials and resources are identified that will support learning												Students are productively engaged during independent work												Modeling is used to ensure that  process and task is understood and followed														Teacher participates willingly in discussions regarding curriculum implementation and grade level decision making

																														Assessment outcomes are addressed in plans												Good management of instructional groups and transitions												Evidence of  learning is elicited from students														Teacher welcomes supervisor into classroom for the purpose of gaining feedback and insight

																																										Standards of conduct are established and successfully implemented

																														Areas for Improvement:																								Areas for Improvement:														 

 

																																										 

																														Ensure that learning outcomes and learning activities represent high expectation, rigor and an opportunity for higher level thinking																								Develop open ended questions that encourage students to think and offer multiple possible answers

																														Write learning outcomes to represent a range of types: factual, knowledge, conceptual and understanding																								Identify opportunities for students to respond to one another's ideas and not directly to teacher as well as ways to have students who do not volunteer respond to questions

																														Ensure that all learning outcomes have a method for assessment																								Ensure that students are aware of the assessment criteria thereby allowing for self-assessment

																																																						 

 

 

		Shannondoah		Moler		molers@go.stockton.edu		Lucia G Pollino		Rachel Mattera		Estelle Manor Elementary School		2nd grade		Spring 2016		3		2		2		3		2		2		Ms. Moler is very knowledgeable of the content she teaches and has evidenced throughout her recent lessons that she has knowledge of students' skills, language proficiency and the learning process itself.  

She consistently prepared lessons in a timely fashions with all components completed.  It is clear in the lessons observed that Ms. Moler researched varying strategies using a variety of resources to design learning activities that were coherent with the content to be taught.  Her use of formative assessments throughout the lesson, and adjusting her lessons based on her findings was evident during the lessons observed. 

The components of her lesson plans included the goal,  purpose and objectives of the lessons which were clearly stated and suitable for all levels of learners.  Students were aware of the objective of each lesson Ms. Moler taught.  

She planned lessons with varying strategies including direct instruction and independent practice as well as student collaboration through inquiry apporoaches and instructional groups. 

 		3		3		2		2		3		Ms. Moler's actions and students' responses to her indicated that there was an environment of respect and rapport in the classroom at all times.  

Ms. Moler calmly and effectively managed student behavior.  She organized the physical space in the classroom for all lessons observed in a manner that were indicative of a safe environment with student accessibility to all necessary supplies as well as Ms. Moler's accessibility to the students. Methods were in place for all non-instructional student processes (coats, lunch lines, snack time, bathroom breaks, etc.) as well as procedures for transitions from one activity to the next, distribution of materials, supplies, transitioning to collaborative group work, etc.  

 		2		3		2		2		3		Ms. Moler's questioning and discussion strategies with both words and actions evidenced that there was an environment of respect and rapport in the classroom at all times.   Ms. Moler's quality of questions and methods used for questioning (popsicle sticks to choose who responds instead of raising hands, etc), discussion strategies and prompts given were all techniques used to insure student participation and engagement.   During lessons observed, Ms. Moler made minor changes from activities in lesson plans, at times.  This demonstrates her flexibility and responsiveness to student needs. 		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Moler is very reflective of her teaching techniques and is always ready to share how the lesson went, and how it can be improved in the future.   Ms. Moler has communicated with the families throughout her student teaching.  She worked closely and collaboratively with her cooperating teacher and offered suggestions that she was able to implement.  She used technology to communicate with the parents, engaging families in their child's school experience.  On several occasions, when observing Ms. Moler, she was actively involved in the school-wide activities that were taking place (Hat day for Cancer research, Dr. Seuss activities, Spirit week...crazy hat day, etc.)  She was compliant with all school and district rules and regulations, and always put the needs of the students first when making decisions.  

Ms. Moler is well on her way to becoming a Master teacher. 		Ms. Moler has developed an environment of mutual respect and rapport in the classroom as indicated by all Ms. Moler's words and actions and students' responses to her.  

Ms. Moler calmly and effectively manages student behavior.    

She consistently prepares lessons in a timely fashions with all components completed.  Ms. Moler researches varying strategies using a variety of resources to design learning activities that are coherent with the content to be taught.  

Ms. Moler is very reflective of her teaching techniques and is always ready to share how the lesson went, and how it can be improved in the future.    

The sentence, Even lessons with the best outcomes, always have something that could be improved  is one that Ms. Moler truly believes. 		Ms. Moler should continue to develope activities that involve more student collaboration and are cooperative in nature. 

Ms. Moler should continue to develop instructional activities at varying levels to meet the needs of all students in the classroom. 

 

 		A

		Averi		Olive		olivea@go.stockton.edu		Raymond Dolton		Sue Palmer/George McNally		Ocean City High School		9		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		3		2		Lesson plans are timely, sequential and consistent with the guidelines established for the student teaching program.

Averi clearly identifies the skills and the capabilities of her students,  therefore creating lessons that are engaging and creative.

Averi's use of classroom resources such as the textbook, handouts and the smart board clearly adds to the development of structured lessons.		3		2		2		2		2		Averi has developed a sound and respectful rapport with her students and they with her during her student teaching assignment.

Management of classroom procedures such as transitions and instructional groups are appropriately carried out within her assigned classes.

Response to student misbehavior is respectful, timely and appropriate. 		2		2		3		3		2		As stated Averi has developed creative and engaging lessons for her students. Her pacing and lesson structure is appropriate and well planned.

Student participation in classroom activities is effective and evidenced by her students responding to her quality of questions. 

Remember to always check for understanding when introducing a new skill or giving directions so students are aware of just what your expectations are for them. 		3		2		2		3		2		3		Averi has established herself as dedicated and engaged member of the Ocean City High School faculty. Averi has attended school events, workshops, faculty meetings, student presentations and she is a respected member of the Ocean City Math department.

Averi has developed into a competent, dedicated educational professional. She is totally receptive to feedback from her colleagues as well as this observer. Her desire to improve her teaching skills is without question as documented from the latter statement and within her reflections both written and in our post observation conferences.		Averi clearly demonstrates a strong knowledge of content, and displays that knowledge by implementing it into her lessons.

Averi has developed lessons that are challenging and engaging for her students. 

Averi's dedication and work ethic towards her students and Ocean City High School in general, has been effective and consistent.

Averi's positive and respectful interaction with her students and the staff of Ocean City High School has also been consistent and appropriate.

A point that must be noted during Averi's student teaching assignment is that she was totally responsible for the material and the class as whole due to the absence of one of her co-teachers. She met this challenge with enthusiasm, dedication and handled this situation as if she were a veteran teacher.

 

 

 		Remember to consistently check for comprehension when giving directions or introducing a new skill.		A

		Nicole		Carluccio		Carlucc3@go.stockton.edu		Mildred Peretti		Megan Scheer		Folsom Elementary School		5		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Nicole demonstrates good knowledge of her content and integrates diverse teaching strategies in all of her lessons. Her lessons are relevant, age appropriate, interesting, and allow students to refer to real life experiences for understanding of application. Nicole integrates technology regularly into all of their lessons for visual, audio, and linguistic learners. She provides a thorough lesson plan including a hook, modeling, guided and independent practice and a closing to check for understanding. She provides accommodations for special needs, as well as other levels of abilities in the classroom with individualized handouts, worksheets or activities structured to meet their needs.

Continue to develop more rigorous objectives and goals to challenge  students more frequently. Nicole's formative and , especially, her summative assessments need to follow this rigor with more writing opportunities included.

To understand student past knowledge , she needs to pre assess them more often for different contents to check for their needs.		3		3		3		3		3		Nicole has a clear command of her classroom. Routines are adhered to regularly with specific expectations and clear directions .  Consistent enforcement of classroom rules are applied and students respond positively with an orderly, well behaved, and on task classroom. This is especially noticeable with group work/centers, which is most of Nicole"s lessons. She has great classroom management.

Given the small room, Nicole had no choice to rearrange furniture.  However, she effectively used the class' organization of group desks, reading desk for small group instruction, and independent reading centers to their best use. She regularly has five centers running around the room in  an efficient and smooth manner.		3		3		3		3		3		Nicole provides a positive learning environment communicating her expectations and directions in a clear manner: many times modeling them for clarity or writing them on a visual slide. Nicole's enthusiastic mannerism is contagious to her students as she excites them with  interest and relevant driven hands on lessons for fun learning.  Students are actively involved the entire period with audio,  visual, linguistic and kinesthetic activities to appeal to different learners.  She groups her students according to ability and learning  potential.

Nicole is a natural teacher with good instincts and proactive in student needs. She is always prepared in material, substance, and enthusiasm for teaching and learning.  Her questioning challenges students to think critically and to problem solve regularly.  Her flexibility and responsiveness to student  interest and needs is exemplary.

Nicole circulates and monitors student learning frequently, providing positive feedback along with peer assessment.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Nicole reflects accurately about her lesson teaching and effectiveness. She is very receptive to others' suggestions.  Her open mindedness is an asset that adds to her creativity and resourcefulness.

She writes lesson plans for all subjects completely independently. She created a unit for science starting 3/21 ending 5/2, grade all assignments, inputs grades in to computer independently, conferences with students 1:1 with writing, makes decisions such as seating, behavior modifications, and academic accommodations. 

 

Nicole requested Coop email to parents when necessary, Communicates via Friday folder independently, takes and uploads photos for class website, greets parents when in building for PTA or volunteer work, and assist in parent-teacher conferences. 

 

Nicole works collaboratively with teachers on all grade levels, running a "station" on innovation day on her own but invited other staff  to participate, meet with peer, Victoria,  for PLC.

 

Nicole does  Writers Workshop 4/8, attended an "Ed Camp" in Collingswood 4/30, and volunteered for Mock interview in front of peers to better prepare for real interviews.

 

Nicole  maintains professionalism through interactions with peers and students. Practicing patience and using stern but clam voice to correct behaviors when necessary, using positive reinforcement with ED student. 

 		Nicole is a born natural teacher with great teaching and communicative instincts.  She is creative, innovative, diligent, energetic, has good work ethics, works well with her peers and students, and has the knowledge to be prepared for every lesson.

Nicole provides differentiated accommodations for her diversified classroom with different abilities and learning styles.

Nicole has great classroom management skills performing regular stations/centers in reading daily. She demonstrates command of the class and her student respond positively by being on  task and enjoying the learning experience.

Her compassion for her students is only surpassed by her passion for being an educator.		Nicole needs to continue to develop higher rigorous goals with appropriate assessments to continually challenge all students.		A

		Nicole		Guthrie		guthrien02@gmail.com		Bossard, Allan		McGinn, Patricia		Hugh J. Boyd El.; Seaside Heights		6		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Demonstrated a working knowledge of the math and science concepts at the grade level(s) taught.  Was able to build upon prerequisite learning.

Consistently able to describe the learning needs and personalities of her students.  As the semester progressed, developed and presented increasingly engaging activities to engage students.

Goals and objectives were grade and curriculum appropriate.  Instruction was planned with coherent order of lesson presentation.

As Ms. Guthrie gained experience, she expanded her repertoire of teaching options, such as use of centers and group learning that supplemented the usual program activities.		2		2		2		2		2		Marked improvement is noted in classroom management of procedures and behavior.  Interactions between teacher and students were typically respectful throughout the semester.  As the semester progressed, Ms. Guthrie developed an appropriately assertive presence in the classroom.  She became more direct in explaining procedural processes.  Behavior expectations were stated and she became consistent in following through with both positive and negative consequences.  Feedback to students regarding academic and behavior achievement helped to support a positive learning environment.		2		2		2		2		2		Objectives and goals were consistently clearly stated, allowing for focus on lesson essentials.  Verbal and non-verbal communication has developed to provide more animated presentation to support enthusiasm for learning.  

Students were typically engaged in the lesson.  When necessary, students were redirected.  As experience is gained, be more mindful of fostering higher order thinking skills.  

As noted in Domain 1, as the semester progressed, learning activities became more engaging and held students' attention.  Improvement in planning and implementation was supported by increasingly stronger management skills.		2		2		2		2		2		2		Ms. Guthrie was consistent in evaluating the effectiveness of her teaching.  She was always open to suggestions and worked toward implementing them.  

She was compliant to school regulations and presented herself professionally in appearance and behavior.

Ms. Guthrie participated in the school community beyond the classroom.  She participated in grade level priority team meetings, faculty meetings and PLC's.  She tutored students in pre-school morning sessions and worked with the technology club.		As noted in the above narratives, Ms. Guthrie has successfully developed competent skills in planning and implementing lessons and in developing management procedures.  A strength is also noted in her willingness to follow through with suggestions and to reflect on the effectiveness of her teaching.  		As you gain experience, work toward the more sophisticated concepts of incorporating higher order skills and accommodating learning styles.  		A

		Anne		Jancsar		jancsara@go.stockton.edu		Virginia Mulford		Alison Ciavaglia		Lenape High School		9=12		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Miss Jancsar was proficient and beyond in all categories.  Her clarity of the lesson and delivery was outstanding. It was obvious to the observer every lesson planned had great prep work and useful resources.

No improvement		3		3		3		3		3		Teacher had art room set up for safety and a creative learning environment.

No improvement.		3		3		3		3		3		AnneJancsar has a natural ease about her lesson and delivery.  Lessons were challenging yet all students were engaged, thus demonstrating that the teacher identifies the strengths in her students.  Students were given a rubric evaluation to fill out at the end of the project.  Each rubrics was created for specified objectives to be learned in the experience.  In the question/answer segment many techniques were used, a ball with  terminology words on it , that the students would catch then define the term.

 		3		3		3		3		3		3		Respect and rapport were exemplerary.  Miss Jancsar presented herself as a caring teacher that developed a true realistic association with her students.		As a student teacher Miss Jancsar grew and flourished under the cooperating teachers directions.  Lessons were unique, challenging and all noteworthy in that they could be adapted for various age and learning levels.  Classroom management was maintained due to the efforts of keeping the lessons interesting and students engaged.  The art room was set up for terminology lists, displaying art work and safety.  Miss Jancsar went so far as to creating a monthly newsletter that listed art shows, highlighting a specific students work each month.		Experience would be the only area for improvement as in having her own teaching position.		A

		Nicolette		Cranga		crangan@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Dennis Flynn		Ms. Davies		Central Regional High School		Honors Algebra ll/Grade 10/11		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Cranga's knowledge base with regard to higher level mathematics instruction continues to remain an obvious and salient component of her overall skills set.  Her plans continue to require and call for student proficiency with regard to unpacking the elements that comprise the challenge of Algebra instruction at the highest levels.  Her continuous ability to "ground" her lessons with salient and understandable "connections" to practical applications of same within the realm of her students also remains a salient and laudable student teacher strength.  The structure of her plans is consistently replete with referencs to the teaching/instructional process, guided practice/monitoring, formative and/or summative assessment strategies, and, a meaningful closure set statement/activity.  Ms. Cranga's approach to problem solving continues to be "rich" with student opportuniity to both observe problem solving by the instructor vis-a-vis board work, by individual student efforts, and, by collaborative student efforts.  Planned goals and instructor expectations for student involvement are continuously offered for students at the onset of instruction.  Overall, instruction is found to be extremely well-planned and "coherent" each class period observed.  Assessment planning continues to be centered on formative and/or summative strategies designed to involve both student strengths and the remediation of relative student weaknesses, ongoing.		2		3		2		2		2		Ms. Cranga continues to create and provide a classroom atmosphere in which students are encouraged to engage in problem solving measures, are challenged by high level of difficulty Algegra problems offered by the instructor, and, one in which students are often placed in collaborative problem solving situations wherein student to student agreement on outcomes is required and stressed.  Students are continuously found to be focused, interested, engaged in the problem solving efforts set by their instructor.  Instructor efforts regarding the scope and sequence of the instructional flow of the lesson continue to present as areas in need of attention and focus. Transitions from one aspect of the instruction to the following need to be well-planned and well-implemented, providing students with a structure that they can rely upon as they navigate the planned instruction from onset to conclusion.  The closure set statment/activity aspect of the overall procedures section of the plan continues to require attention with regard to affording time to complete same within the plan, presenting a sage and valuable "review" of the essential components of the lesson, and, presenting a "linkage" statement revealing the connections between the current lesson and the lesson(s) to follow.		2		3		2		3		3		Ms. Cranga continues to demonstrate sound ability to communicate quite well with her students throughout her lessons.  Her expectations for her students continue to be clearly delineated and, at times, repeated for clarification.  The "practical" applications of the problem solving efforts found within the plan continue to be developed and then shared with students at the onset of lessons.  The use of a rigorous Q&A employed for student challenge continues to be present in lesson plan implementation.  Students are found to be responsive to direct questions from the instructor, and, to volunteer answers to ongoing problems throughout the class periods.  All students are observed fully engaged in the instruction from the "do now" to the closure set statement/activity.  Assessment has been found to be both formative and summative in scope with student participation, student responses to problem solving efforts, and student ability to work collaboratively with peer(s) as indicators of student ability to perform within the classroom setting.  Ms. Cranga continues to demonstrate sound ability to provide "flexibility" and "responsiveness" to lesson plan delivery and student requirements.  Her ability to circumnavigate the classroom, sans notes, throughout the class period, replete with examples of problem solving, continues to be extremely productive with regard to student understanding throughout the class period. The planning of and placement of "transitions" from one aspect of the procedures to the next as well as providing a sound and meaningful closure set statement/activity continue to be areas that require additional attention at this point in time. 		3		2		2		2		3		3		Ms. Cranga continues to utilize the post-teaching conference period with the Supervisor as an opportunity to "reflect" on all aspects of the lesson, from design to assessment.  Her ability to recognize aspects of the lesson that one would wish to alter, modify, and/or change with regard to ensuing lessons continues to be considered a salient student teacher strength.  All classroom records are well maintained and available for perusal with regard to all aspects of assessing student performance.  As much as is possible, and with the advice of her cooperating teacher, the instructor continues to attempt to connect with the parents of her students regarding student performance.  As much as is possible, the instructor continues to explore for opportunities for professional development regarding teaching strategies and/or techniques as well as productive information regarding teaching higher level mathematics at the secondary level.  Ms. Cranga continues to illustrate sound ability to instruct students in areas of higher-level mathematics processes.  In addition, the instructor continues to present as an accomplished student teacher of mathematics within the high school setting.		Ms. Cranga continues to exhibit the following student teacher strengths:  careful and challenging planning and preparation of lesson plans; the ability to reference the "practical" application of higher-level Algebra problems for student consideration; the ability to circumnavigate the classroom, sans notes, while implementing planned instruction; and, the ability to exhibit a care and concern for her students and her chosen profession.		The following areas are lesson/teaching components that require additional attention at this point in time:  "time out" all aspects of the lesson to ensure that all that is planned can be successfully completed within the time constraints of the class period; respond to off-task student behavior in a timely fashion and, as such, guide student(s) back to the lesson; plan and implement smooth and meaningful transitions that link one aspect of the procedures section to another; and, plan and implement/provide ample time for a strong closure set statement/activity replete with a comprehensive "review" of the lesson as well as "linkage" with regard to the lesson(s) that will follow.		A

		Ariana		Rosenberg		ariana.rosenberg@gmail.com		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Grace Connelly		South Main Street School		2		Spring 2016		2		2		3		2		2		2		Ms. Rsenberg was able to state appropriate goals that could be achieved in a time period scheduled for the lesson.  There was a stated balance and clarity in the goals.   The objectives for the lessons were usually attainable if the lesson was planned in detail.

Ms. Rosenberg has a mostly accurate knowledge of content and pedagogy and connects her goals with the CCCS. Though not proficient it would be beneficial to continue to seek ways to master content and connect it with student instruction.  She is appropriately knowledgeable about the students and only needs to work on the learning processes for her assigned grade level to become proficient across the indicator.  She can do this by applying her knowledge of content and students to design lessons that use a workshop model of instruction.  There were examples of this in her planning but she also neglected to teach during one lesson and merely guided students who struggled to finish multiple questions.  Ms.  Rosenberg has a mostly appropriate knowledge of the resources but needs to apply those resources to the student level while teaching.  Her design is coherent in a partial way. Some elements of instruction were not present in all lessons.  She is creative with her resources using some of her own to instruct the students which fit well into the unit structure but she often planned more than was possible for the students to complete leaving a lesson unfinished or well over time.  These areas will improve with experience and Ms. Rosenberg should continue to find ways to stay on target with her goals and timing when teaching.

The assessments were present and often represented the students' independent efforts.  She did not note in lessons how she would use the data but discussed the ways she would monitor further teaching.   Finding ways to record and keep data that is rubric centered with a reference to the goal will be necessary in her own classroom.		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Rosenberg creates an environment that is respectful and manages the students with the same respect and consistency.  She abides by the set of procedures set by her cooperating teacher for classroom behavior and uses this as a basis for her activities.  The students responded well to her management.  Ms. Rosenberg monitored student behavior and explained her expectations for activities and classwork.  The students were well managed and used several areas of the classroom for learning appropriately.

In establishing a culture for learning young students are dependent on the teacher for guidance. Ms. Rosenberg has a moderate understanding of the importance of relaying the importance of the lesson to their overall learning and achievement.  She wants them to achieve but she needs to connect what they are learning to what they have learned on a regular and consistent basis.  She does display their work and encourages completion of tasks consistently. With consistent practice in a classroom this will improve.		2		2		2		2		2		Ms. Rosenberg communicates moderately well during her lessons.  She relays directions for activities and uses oral and written language well.  Her areas for improvement would be in stating her expectations for learning and in explanative support for content.  This was uneven throughout the placement with lessons that had secure content explanation with others that did not. In her discussions with students she did miss some opportunities to expand on what a child answered.  Her questioning, although improved needs more concentrated practice.  She did state objectives and they were posted during the lesson.

Students were engaged in a mostly appropriate manner during instruction.  This area is almost proficient and will surely be something to achieve with additional attention to pacing and structure so that the activities and assignments flow and are completed on time.  Ms. Rosenberg has included some assessments in her lessons and can continue to work on a rubric system for her assessments so that when she enters her own classroom she can be more familiar with the responsibilities of performance based assessments that are based on the lesson objective.   Ms. Rosenberg did have some good examples of assessments in her lessons but no rubric for scoring. Ms. Rosenberg is flexible in her instruction but should once again be mindful of instructional time.		2		3		2		3		2		2		Ms. Rosenberg does reflect on her teaching during the post conferences and has applied some of her ideas to the following lessons.   She does communicate with families within the school policy and has attended conference to gain knowledge of working with parents. When working with a subject area Ms. Rosenberg is prepared for the current task.  She will find it valuable now to extend that learning so that she can see the content across grade levels.  This will ensure that she knows what is a prerequisite and what is an extension in the lesson. She is receptive to feedback but sometimes was not able to apply it to further lessons.  Turning in lesson plans early may have afforded her more time to change her lesson through discussion with her supervisor.

Ms.  Rosenberg is in consistent compliance with all areas of professionalism except all district and school policies at this point. Punctuality in lesson planning when she is employed may be problematic if not attended to prior to entering the profession. It is important to have planning done prior to the lesson.

She has grown professionally through her interactions with her learning community and is of service to the school through mentoring and tutoring.  She has participated in school projects and activities appropriately.		Ms. Rosenberg's Strengths include:		Ms. Rosenberg would benefit from:		B+

																																																																						Interests in multiple subject areas		Attention to deadlines and lesson assignments which will be necessary when she teaches

																																																																						Consistent behavior management in the classroom		Working on the skill elements of lesson plans including minor subjects especially at the primary level connecting it to Language Arts skills

																																																																						Service to students in need		Mentally practicing her lessons for timing to be sure that it conforms to the scheduled amount of time

																																																																						Ability to apply procedures that have been set in the classroom consistently

																																																																						A pleasant responsiveness to students she teaches

		Melissa		Pesce		pescem@go.stockton.edu		Bossard, Allan		Dolente, Grace		Roland Rogers El., Galloway Twp.		6		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Multiple resources and activities were consistently planned, appealing to various interests and abilities of the students.  Instruction was consistently planned using appropriate formats that provided coherent order of teaching steps.  

As the semester developed, it was apparent Ms. Pesce gained a good understanding of her students' abilities and personalities, as she discussed their needs and adaptation of instruction during observation meetings.		2		2		2		2		2		Interactions were consistently mutually respectful with a very positive rapport.  Students appeared to be comfortable interacting with Ms. Pesce, allowing for a fluidity of interactions.  

Management of classroom procedures developed throughout the semester and is well established.  

Expectations for learning are established at the beginning of the lesson and are reinforced verbally during the lesson with feedback.

Student behavior has typically been compliant and on task.  This is supported by engaging assignments and feedback as to achievement. 		3		2		2		2		2		Communication skills are very strong.  Directions and explanations are consistently clear and vocabulary is subject appropriate.  The strength lies more so in the enthusiasm expressed in verbal and non-verbal forms.  Enthusiastic teachers have enthusiastic students.

Students are consistently engaged in activities that are directly linked to the objectives and goals.  

Multiple types of activities, such as the use of technology, centers and group activities appeal to various learning styles.

Besides formal paper/pencil tasks, assessments are typically by monitoring and working one on one with students during lessons, allowing for redirecting.

Continue to develop skills to prompt higher order and critical thinking skills. 		2		2		2		2		2		2		Ms. Pesce was conscientious in assessing the effectiveness of her teaching.  She considered suggestions and they were often apparent in subsequent observations.

Ms. Pesce was involved with professional responsibilities such as attending faculty and PLC meetings.  She attended a full day in-service on the writing process.  She also participated in school functions that benefited the school community such as the St. Baldrick's fundraiser and the faculty vs. students sporting event.  She was asked to mentor a student with emotional issues.

Ms. Pesce maintained compliance to school regulations and presented herself professionally in appearance and communication.  She formed an especially effective working relationship with her cooperating teacher and other professional staff members.		As noted in the above narratives, Ms. Pesce has successfully developed competent skills in planning and implementing instruction and in developing management procedures.  Her communication skills are above average.  She was conscientious in improving her skills by accepting suggestions.		As you gain experience, continue to develop skills to address learning styles and higher order thinking skills.		A

		Allison		Cook		cooka4@go.stockton.edu		Kathleen Revelle		Donna Ferrara		Smithville School Galloway Township		4		Spring 2016		2		3		2		2		3		3		Allison's TaskStream lessons are thorough and well scripted.  She is conscientious and prepares her lessons well.  She is aware of the cognitive development of her students.  She uses multi-disciplinary materials.  All instructional materials are congruent with her instructional outcomes.  She makes use of many instructional resources, as well as her own creativity, to enhance her lessons. Her Prezi Presentations were efficient, well developed, and thorough. 
 		3		3		3		3		3		 


Allison has a warm and caring rapport with her students.  She has high expectations for all learners.  Classroom procedures are well established and done efficiently.  Allison has established smooth transitions for all activities.  She monitors behavior respectfully and directly.  Her repetitive classroom management techniques make optimal use of classroom time.


 		3		3		2		2		3		Allison provides clear directions and expectations to all students.  She repeatedly refers to her objective throughout the lesson.  Formal assessments are well established. Her enthusiasm is contagious.  All lessons observed were creative and well received by her students.  She adjusts the pacing of her lessons and does so like an experienced teacher.  

 

It is suggested that Allison make use of informal assessment during her lesson.

 		3		3		2		2		2		3		Allison is reflective and adjusts her teaching professionally.  She has developed a positive rapport with all her colleagues and support staff personnel.   Allison adheres to all policies and procedures. 

 		 


Allison has a natural talent beyond her years in education.  She has a wonderful rapport with her students and it is evident that she is enjoying her field.  She is organized and as a result, her lessons have gone smoothly.  A productive learning environment is evident.  She has high expectations of herself and her students.

 

 		Consistent student engagement is a necessity in all lessons. Multiple strategies need to be used throughout a lesson to monitor student progress. 		A

		Ross		Costello		costel39@go.stockton.edu		Kathleen Revelle		Sindy Baker		Northfield Community School		2		Spring 2016		2		3		3		3		3		3		 

Ross's Taskstream lessons are thorough and well scripted.  He is conscientious and prepares his lessons well.  He is very aware of the cognitive development of his students.  He uses multi-disciplinary materials.  All instructional materials are congruent with his instructional outcomes.  He makes use of many instructional resources, as well as his own creativity, to enhance his  lessons.  Ross also has attended many activities for the students outside of the classroom.  He is well known in the community.

 		3		3		2		2		3		Ross has a warm and caring rapport with his students.  He has high expectations for all learners.  Classroom procedures are well established and done efficiently.  Ross has established smooth transitions for all activities.  He monitors behavior respectfully and directly.  His  repetitive classroom management techniques make optimal use of classroom time.

 

Make sure all expectations for student behavior is clear and direct.  Corrections to students should be done privately whenever possible. 

 		3		3		3		3		3		Ross provides clear directions  to all students.  He repeatedly refers to the objective throughout the lesson.  Formal assessments are well established.   His  techniques makes use of maximum student learning.  His  enthusiasm is contagious.  All lessons observed were creative and well received by his students.  He adjusts the pacing of his lessons and does so like an experienced teacher. 

 It is suggested that Ross make consistent use of informal assessment during his lesson.		3		3		2		3		2		3		 


Ross is reflective and adjusts his  teaching professionally.  He has developed a positive rapport with all colleagues.  He is to be commended for  volunteering to attend student activities outside of school.   Ross adheres to all policies and procedures and does so willingly. 


 		Ross has a natural talent beyond his years in education.  He has a wonderful rapport with his students and it is evident that he is enjoying his field.  He is extremely organized and as a result, his lessons have gone smoothly.  A productive learning environment is evident.  He has high expectations of himself and his students.

 		 

Being consistent with student behavior  is a necessity. 		A

		Maria		Keefe		muscianm@go.stockton.edu		Lesley M. Hagen		Carmella Bell		Voorhees Middle School		8th		Spring 2016		3		2		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Keefe has worked dilligently to find the most current sources to include technology whenever appropriate to classroom instruction.  Her knowledge of content is strong in the areas that she taught in this middle school science class environment.  She demonstrated a keen understanding of the middle school student and was able to adapt lessons quickly if she discovered the students were not engaged or meeting with success.  She is open to identifying new strategies to introduce content to students.  Instructional outcomes that were selected were aligned with the National Science Standards and were appropriate for the middle school student.  Understanding limits of students prior knowledge is still improving and she is continuing to make that growth.  Mrs. Keefe attempted to integrate cross content standards when applicable.

The assignments that were developed were highly engaging and kept students focused on the planned activities.  Mrs. Keefe's grasp of content was a strength and allowed her to develop well-planned lessons.  Her ability to identify appropriate materials and resources to support her instruction was well done.  Her student goals were appropriate and supported her in developing meaningful assessments.  She provided students with options related to assessment which is a good strategy to support student understanding and to address various learning styles of the students that she taught.		3		3		2		2		3		Mrs. Keefe was observed in an environment that demonstrated positive student interaction and peer to peer interaction.  The classroom displayed a culture of learning and students appeared to understand their role as learners.  Students were prepared and followed instruction.  There were no discipline situations observed by this observable that appeared disruptive or out of the ordinary for a middle school class environment.  Students knew the ebb and flow of the classroom and the expectations for performance.  Materials were always ready for students to begin the planned lesson and were readily available.  

Some of the classes observed were larger than most and consisted of students who received ics or a one on one aide.  Those students were not behavior issues and they were not observed to be issues.  Insuring that students are focused at the end of the instructional period would still be an area that should be a focus in the future.  Students should understand that the period does not end until the classroom teacher releases them.  This is a skill that most beginning teachers find somewhat daunting.  The classroom was organized to meet the demands of a science classroom environment and was set up to meet the needs of required labs.  It was safe, colorful and reflected current unit focus areas with new vocabulary and t		3		2		3		2		3		Ms. Keefe continues to provide students with the outcomes that are anticipated at the beginning of every lesson, either verbally and/or written.  Her explanations and directions are clear and concise and she is aware when students require additional clarification during a lab, discussion or task.  She models when appropriate in a lesson to do so to support student learning.  She is positive and has a teacher presence.

The teacher invites students to respond directly with questions.  Some questions are designed to promote student thinking, while some are just right there responses.  Increasing the use of questions during closure will support the goal of student developing a clear understanding of content and the ability to make future connections in their learning.  Thought provoking question development could still improve to provide a more meaningful transition from learning to understanding. Throughout the lessons observed most students are engaged and actively participating at some level in the lesson.  Materials and resources support the learning goals and require student engagement.  Many lessons are inquiry based and well paced.  Students are grouped at lab tables to complete group activities.

Mrs. Keefe attempts to elicit evidence of student understanding through planned assessments and activities throughout her lesson.  She has provided students with a variety of options when being assessed which allows students to take ownership of their learning and assessment outcomes.  During group work or seat work Ms. Keefe circulates about the room to provide supports to students where help is needed.  Ms. Bell, Mrs. Keefe's cooperating teacher, consistently praises her ability to alter plans or make changes in a lesson when something doesn't appear to be working or meeting the needs of the students or the lesson		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mrs. Keefe appears to be able to identify specific areas in a lesson or strategies that may need to be altered to make improvements to the lesson.  She consistently identifies areas that she might change or alter when teaching the same material again.  Mrs. Keefe's process for keeping records appears to meet the district standards and she maintains all grades and paperwork in tandem with her cooperating teacher, Mrs. Bell.

There appears to be little communication/conferences required in this district other than teacher initiated calls home when necessary.  I would state that the 2 in this instance is only because of the lack of situations where conferences are scheduled by the district.  It is noted that both Mrs. Bell and Mrs. Keefe call home on occasion to speak with parents on student progress, needs or issues.  Mrs. Keefe regularly participates in activities and district or outside offerings that are geared to promote professional inquiry.  Mrs. Keefe has volunteered to participate in after school professional development activities, and participates in all team meetings.

Mrs. Keefe is open to feedback from other teachers and supervisors related to her performance in the classroom, and as it relates to her professional growth in the classroom.  In addition, Mrs. Keefe displays a high level of interest in meeting the needs of the students that she instructs and maintains a high level of professionalism to support the school and the district.		Mrs. Keefe has developed a teacher presence and students identify with her as one of the classroom teachers. Mrs. Keefe continues to demonstrate the skills and strategies that align with the proficient level of mastery at the conclusion of her student teaching experience.  She has devoted much time to the preparation of the materials that she used in her instruction and insured that everything that she developed was accurate in content and grammar.  She was thorough in her planning and had begun to identify cross content standards that were appropriate in her lessons. Her integration of technology into instruction provided an additional layer to her instructional expertise and increased student interest and engagement.

The relationship that Mrs. Keefe and Mrs. Bell have developed what represents a true co-teaching partnership and it is evident that they both respect each other in the classroom and professionally.  Mrs. Keefe is open to reflection related to her instructional approach during our discussions and open to suggestions as to ways to improve a lesson.  Her interest and love of Science is evident and is reflected in the materials and assignments that she prepares for her students. She has worked hard to provide the students that were in her charge with a well balanced and interesting curriculum.  Her love of offering relevant hands on and lab experiences was evident in every observation.  Her abiltiy to integrate technolgy into instruction was well executed in the lessons that were observed. 		Continue to work to develop stronger closing and opening questioning techniques to engage student thought and to assist them in making connections to the real world.  Try to always plan for modifications that may be needed and vary outcomes for different learning levels when possible.  Continue to strengthen time management so that each lesson closes with your connecting the learning to what was just taught.		A-

		Kelli		Murray		murray24@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. McEvoy		Shaner Elementary		kindergarten		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to develop cohesive instruction that was aligned with grade level and core standards.

Assessment was embedded in instruction.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to maintain a classroom culture that reflects a positive nurturing environment.  Students follow established routines and procedures and behaviors are managed with school wide whole brain behavior strategies.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully engaged students in learning.  She uses probing questions and creative activities to motivate students to participate.		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st used personal reflection and collaboration with other professionals to enhance her professional growth.  She sees her improvement in the area of classroom management and appreciates the guidance she has received from her ct and supervisor.		Planning, preparation and creative approaches to delivering instruction.		Continue to build confidence in managing challenging individual student and whole class behavior issues.		A

		Rebecca		Goff		goffr1@go.stockton.edu		Barbara Marciano		Mrs. Farley		Walnut Street Middle School		6		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Goff has demonstrated proficiency in all observed phases of planning and preparation.  Her cooperating teacher commended Ms. Goff for her ability to change the assignment depending upon the needs of students. She enlivens her lessons with engaging Internet resources. 

The English Language Arts block consists of approximately 85 minutes.  Ms. Goff plans effectively to enable lesson segments to flow seamlessly one to another.  Her lessons are engaging and hold students' interest.

Ms. Goff did an outstanding job of designing an essay rubric for her writing unit.  She utilizes frequent formative assessments to ensure that students are on track for success.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Goff has established classroom routines and expectations effectively.  She has created an caring environment and a calm atmosphere as reflected in the dimmed lights and background music as students are quietly working. 

 

Ms. Goff emphasizes the importance of learning, at times by using herself as an example in which she relates anecdotes as to how the skill has helped her when she was a middle school student.  She emphasizes the importance of the learning in other classes and in life.

 

Ms. Goff utilizes a variety of grouping options.  She effectively monitors student work and provides necessary feedback.  Furniture may be arranged to support the grouping model being used.		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Goff communicates well with students.  Her expectations for learning are clear; her explanations of content are detailed and supply many examples.  She utilizes the gradual release model in which she projects her own work as a model and seeks student input to complete or correct it before having students work independently. She incorporates effective questioning to enable students to understand the content.

During Writer's Workshop, Ms. Goff regularly confers with students regarding all phases of their writing. Students know what is expected of them and are able to measure their own performance against the rubric which Ms. Goff provides. Ms. Goff provides ongoing feedback to students.  Ms. Goff imputs all student grades on the district's electronic grade program, Genesis.

According to her cooperating teacher, Ms. Goff demonstrates a high degree of flexibility in her ability to adjust lessons in response to student performance. 		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Goff reflects on teaching both during and after the lesson.  During the lesson, plans are altered based on her observation of student performance.

Ms. Goff communicates regularly with families through email.  She works with parents to effectuate improvements in student performance.  Her cooperating teachder indicated the Ms. Goff has had breaktrhrows with a couple of students.  She employs different strategies with dealing with the diverse nature and needs of the families of her students.

Ms. Goff participated in parent teacher meetings as well as professional development provided by the district.  She demonstrates a passion for working with students.  She works with grade level colleagues to share ideas.

Ms. Goff involves herself in any charitable fund-raising activities which the school sponsors.		Ms. Goff's cooperating teacher indicates that Ms. Goff is a tremendous asset to the classroom.  She indicated that the student teacher placement has resulted in a mutually beneficial relationship.  They have worked extremely well together in the co-teaching model.

Other strengths include the following:		Assessment is a comprehensive area of study.  Ms. Goff has made noteworthy strides in her various methods of student assessment.  Continue to work and expand these and work to have students set goals and assess their own performance.  Effective student self-assessment is a higher-level demand of teachers and represents an area in which Ms. Goff is ready for growth.		A

																																																																						Comprehensive planning using multiple resources,

																																																																						Ability to divide the lesson into seamless segments that may include varied grouping models,

																																																																						Ability to adjust the lesson based on student performance;

																																																																						Willingness to take instructional risks in implementing pilot lessons;

																																																																						Ability to form positive relationships with administration, faculty, students, and parents,

																																																																						Effective management of classroom routines and student behavior,and

																																																																						Ability to motivate and engage students in the lesson

		Kimberly		Dascher		dascherk@go.stockton.edu		James E. Burke Ed.D.		Mary O' Sullivan		Egg Harbor City Community School		7/8 Mathematics		Spring 2016		3		3		2		3		2		2		Strengths:

*Ms. Dascher displayed strong content skills in the area of mathematics and it's structure at the middle/high school levels

* Ms. Dascher's personality and temperament matched up well with the needs of the middle school student. She was particularly effective in addressing the needs of exceptional students at all levels.

* Kimberly consistently demonstrated mastery of classroom resources available to her including the effective integration of Smart Board technology.

* Learning activities designed by Kimberly were innovative and interesting to her students helping them to stay on task.

Suggestions for improvement:

- Continue to refine your assessment skills both in the formative and summative areas. This will help you to design increasingly more targeted lessons focusing on student needs and outcomes.		2		2		3		2		3		Strengths:

* Ms. Dascher had a positive working relationship with her students garnering their respect for her efforts.

* Kimberly worked to improve her classroom management skills through refined planning and time management.

* The overall classroom physical environment was always safe and secure.

* Students were effectively monitored with Ms. Dascher using an active management approach to supervise her students.

Suggestions for improvement:

- As we discussed, it is important to be proactive in addressing student disruptive behavior. Several ideas were shared during our post conferences including having personal conversations with students, pausing when unacceptable behaviors arise and minimizing opportunities for identified students to interrupt the flow of instruction. 

 		3		2		3		2		3		Strengths:

* Ms. Dascher demonstrated a mastery of the overall math curriculum during planning and instruction flexing her instructional planning based on both individual and group needs. 

* Kimberly displayed strengths in instructional pacing and voice modulation in all phases of instruction.

* Instructional activities observed were both innovative and engaging for her students. Her students genuinely enjoyed these innovative activities which increased cooperation and participation and reinforced learning.

* Ms. Dascher consistently displayed the ability to adjust the pace and content of instruction as needed on the fly to benefit student learning needs as they arose.

* A key strength was Ms. Dascher's persistence in finding ways to engage students in the learning process. Her "can do" attitude was appreciated by her students as exemplified by their willingness to cooperate with her efforts.		3		2		2		3		3		3		Strengths:

* Ms. Dascher was consistently professional throughout the student teaching experience. Her dedication to her student's academic and personal welfare was evident in her willingness to go above and beyond her role as a classroom teacher. She supported students in the after care school program and reached out to staff to help her support students in need. Our pre and post-conference discussions always included exchanges in ways to support students in need. Her integrity and ethical conduct was of the highest order.

* Kimberly was successful in creating a positive working relationship with her cooperating teacher and the faculty as a whole. She was receptive to new ideas and regularly blended these refinement into her instruction. Kimberly's skill levels as a teacher increased rapidly throughout the student teaching experience as a result of her ability to be receptive to suggestions for improvement and her "quick study" personality.

* Lastly, Ms. Dascher displayed the ability to be reflective in reviewing her teaching efforts and to make refinements to her plans that would positively effect future lessons.		    Summarizing from the above, the following strengths of Ms. Kimberly Dascher are noted:

* Strong content skills in the area of mathematics as they relate to the middle school student.

* A personality and temperament that matched up well with the needs of the students in her care.

* Instructional pacing and communication skills were well suited for this teaching assignment. Ms. Dascher displayed the ability to adjust her instructional pacing based on each student grouping.

* Ms. Dascher's persistence in finding ways to engage her students in the classroom was laudable. Her work ethic was a consistent strength throughout the semester.

* Kimberly displayed an honest and open caring attitude toward her middle school students that was appreciated by all including this observer.		       Summarizing from above, the following suggestions for improvements are noted:

- Continue to refine your skills in designing formative and summative assessments that will allow you to prepare targeted lessons based on student performance.

- Reflect on the behavioral issues you faced during instruction and identify ways to proactively address unacceptable student behaviors and promote positive student participation in the learning process.

 

 		A

		victoria		parise		parisev@go.stockton.edu		Mildred Peretti		Danyele Passalaqua		Folsom Elementary School		5		Spring 2016		3		3		2		3		3		2		Victoria is prepared with adequate knowledge of the content for all lessons.  Her pedagogy includes anticipatory sets, modeling, guided and independent practices and a closing for a coherent lesson plan.  Victoria integrates lots  of Internet resources for diverse teaching styles and  ideas for innovative instruction.

Victoria needs to continue to provide rigorous objectives and  assessments for all student abilities.		3		3		3		2		3		Victoria presents a positive learning  environment with all materials available and  ready  for use. Expectations and directions are clear with classroom management procedures applied for a safe and  orderly learning environment. Smooth transitions are noted.

Victoria creates a positive culture for learning.

Victoria needs to continue to develop consistent behavior expectations during group and independent learning activities.		3		3		3		3		3		Victoria provides good instruction by communicating appropriately with her students.  She provides good questioning to challenge students  to think at  higher levels of thought through responses and  activities. All students  are  actively involved in  her innovative lesson with activities for all different learners : audio, visual,  kinesthetic.

Victoria is conscientious and displays flexibility and responsiveness to suggestion  and  student needs regularly.  She is regularly trying to improve and   adjust her teaching  to facilitate student understanding  in  a fun manner.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Victoria reflects well on her lessons and is very receptive to suggestions and open minded

4b. Takes grades and posts them on school site, performs mini SGO, writes lessons on OnCourse, maintains notebook of studetn behaviors, developed Monday Folders (weekly communication with parents for grades, HW, etc), created a bathroom sign  in and out sheet, created a make up folder for absent students and grades on Google Classroom.

4c. Monday folders, parent teacher conferences, IEP meetings, and sign agenda booklets daily

4d. Attended Board and all faculty meetings, worked at Homework Hangout, volunteered to do hair and make up for school play and participated in school wide assembly

4e. Attended an in service day, regularly interacts with peers to exchange ideas and strategies, explores the NJEA website, visits online teaching sites and began department meetings for coordination of content.

4f. Developed class motto "Go Above and Beyond" for character development, offers lunchtime help for students in need, created precept quote of the day, and has pull out program for small groups when they are not meeting their standard.		Victoria is strong in her lesson preparation, development and instruction.  She has thorough plans with pacing and smooth transitions to provide maximal instructional time. She uses multiple resources for innovative lessons, knows her content, and understands her students interests and abilities.  She make accommodations for students with different abilities using audio, linguistic,visual and kinesthetic activities regularly.  In most lessons, she integrates technology to stimulate interests, clarify directions, and to stress key elements.

Victoria communicates well with her students, provides a positive learning environment, demonstrates good classroom procedures, challenges students to think critically and to be problem solvers through her prompting, questioning, and activities.

Through  all of her participation in the the total school program, she demonstrated professionalism.		Victoria need to continue to develop more consistent expectations and strategies for group and independent activities.

Also, she needs to continue to stress rigor in her objectives and assessments to challenge all students to their potentials.		A

		Natalie		Cordivari		cordivan@go.stockton.edu		Lynne Gale		Tara Wheaton/ Jim Escharge		Texas Avenue School		8th Grade Language Arts		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Strengths:		3		3		3		2		2		Strengths:		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths:		3		3		2		3		3		3		Strengths:		1. Use of multiple materials in order that all of her students may be successful. This included all of the limited resources available to her at  Texas Avenue School, video short clips as appropriate, and extensive use of print materials from the Internet that had to be condensed and revised  so that middle school students could understand the primary source documents.		Continue to work on improving questioning techniques.		A

																																																																						2. Willingness to try multiple approaches in order to focus and engage her students, including those with IEP's and those with limited English ability .

																														1.  Using resources outside of the district's limited resources, as the school materials were sadly lacking.												1. Creating a classroom wherein students respected the teacher and each other. Ms. Cordivari plainly liked her students and treated them with respect in both words and actions.												1. Clearly expressing the goals for each day both orally and in writing. Making certain that students understood changes in directions as activities changed within the double period of instruction.														1. Consistently reflecting upon her own teaching, the profession itself, and the Atlantic City School District and Texas Avenue School.		3. Use of assessments both formative and summative to focus on content and pedagogy necessary in the middle school English class.

																														2.  Understanding and assessing student abilities and needs, especially in this multi-national school population.												2. Quickly establishing herself as a teacher of record in the classroom, Miss Cordivari continued to set very high standards for her students and for herself. At the same time making sure that all students including IEP students and ESL students were actively involved in the lessons at all points.												2. Using multi media in such a way that even  students with limited academic abilities or with limited English ability could understand and respond to the lesson activities.														2. Maintaining accurate and complete student records from the early early in her student teaching experience because of the absence of her co-op.		4. Ultimately, Natalie Cordivari's willingness to make of her situation a successful student teaching experience without complaint is her true strength. Very early in the semester, Natalie Cordivari had to take on the full responsibility for all of her classes. While she still had the support of Texas Avenue School administration and  faculty, she did much of the planning both short-term and long-term on her own.

																														3.  Understanding student interests; making certain that the double period language arts class involved activities that would be  focused and meaningful for all students, including those with IEP's and those with limited English ability.												3. Setting up instructional groups that took into consideration the academic abilities of all students. Further, groups were set up with similar instructional goals, but with differentiated materials												3. Monitoring students learning on a daily basis with appropriate exit tickets and guided note taking -  which was also graded.  [No mean feat for a middle school language arts teacher.]														3. Participating in all of professional development opportunities afforded her by the district including Read180 training .

																														4.  Clearly defining goals for every lesson and clearly defining goals for the entire unit, despite having little support from her  co-op in planning these lessons.												4. Managing classroom misbehavior in an  effective manner, never over-reacting to the student misbehavior												4. Demonstrating responsiveness to changes within the school day, so that students always know exactly what was expected of them on a daily basis and within the unit.														4. Quickly developing a sure understanding of middle school language arts education by virtue of her having to do much of her planning without the support of a co-op.

																														5.  Taking full responsibility for all classes earlier then would normally have been advised because of the absence of her co-op.																																						5. Being receptive to ideas from the inclusion teacher, her supervisor, and the entire staff of Texas Avenue School.

																																																																				6. Performing all duties attendant to the position of a full time teacher in her position as a student teacher at Texas Avenue School.

		Erin		McDonald		mcdona32@go.stockton.edu		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Camila Grassi		EHT -- Miller		5		Spring 2016		2		2		2		3		2		2		Strengths:

Knowledge of students increased as semester unfolded

Use of various resources, both print and technology based, to enhance instruction

Recommendations:

No significant areas needing attention are cited in this Domain.  

Miss McDonald is encouraged to continue to expand her knowledge of long term planning and curriculum mapping.		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths:

The quality of the rapport and relationship with the students improved as the semester progressed.   There were initial inconsistencies in those areas that, although customary with student some teachers, took longer for Miss McDonald to remedy.  It was evident that by semester's end, the relationship between Miss McDonald and her students was positive and productive.

Recommendations:

Miss McDonald is encouraged to seek out strategies to establish a good rapport and working relationship with her students at the very outset of a new school year.   Setting the tone early lays the groundwork for a productive and fulfilling school year for all.  Review the commentary provided in your evaluation reports and the discussions that you had with me and your cooperating teacher.  There was much wisdom shared with you that you should make a priority to consider. 

 		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths:

Communicating directives and explanations of content

Questioning technique and engaging students in instructional activities in both covert and overt means

Recommendations:

Miss McDonald, you demonstrated good overall instructional practice.  Continue to develop your own collection of instructional activities, materials, strategies, and teaching modalities that you will need to call upon once you are a contracted teacher.  		2		2		N/A		2		1		1		Strengths:

The main concern that Miss McDonald's cooperating teacher and this supervisor had regarding Miss McDonald's student teaching experience was her seeming lack of initiative, the drive to take charge, do whatever it takes, to go above and beyond.  She did not seem to realize the seriousness of student teaching and its impact on her future.  Both cooperating teacher and this supervisor believe that Miss McDonald has the fundamental skills to teach and do so with effectiveness.  She demonstrated those skills in the lessons observed. The students were engaged and learned the concepts taught.  Her final grade reflects her semester long performance.  Our belief is that Miss McDonald showed improvement as the semester unfolded and that she will be an effective teacher once assigned her own class and undertakes the responsibilities that accompany that professional assignment.

Recommendation:

Miss McDonald, you have the training, intelligence, and skills to be an effective teacher.  We believe in you.  Work hard, be diligent and share the talents and abilities we believe you possess with your future students.   Actualize the difference your training has prepared you to make.		Knowledge of students which informed instructional practice

Usage of a variety of resources to stimulate learning

Relationship with students as the semester drew to a close

Communicating directives and providing clear explanations of content

Questioning and discussion technique 

**See notes above for further explanation**.		Beyond the areas noted above, no significant areas of improvement are noted.  Planning and instructional practice were satisfactory.  Classroom management improved as the semester progressed.  Miss McDonald is aware of the areas that need attention.

Several final notes for you, Miss McDonald, to consider are as follows: 

Work on developing a compendium of strategies to build and maintain good working relationships and effective classroom procedures with students at the outset of the school year.  The first couple weeks set the tone for the balance of the school year.  Be persistent in the reinforcement of classroom practices and procedures.

Continue to seek out professional development opportunities to strengthen skills in developing a "Culture of learning" and broadening your instructional strategies.

Be available to visit other classrooms (perhaps friends or relatives who are teachers) to observe the instructional program and the overall learning environment.  

Do well!		B

		Michael		Capaldi		capaldim@go.stockton.edu		Ronda Brown, Ed.D		Mrs. Fischer		Buena Regional Middle		7		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		2		Mr. Capaldi demonstrates a proficient knowledge of content and the ability to advance students' understanding of instructional material via the implementation of pedagogical strategies and lesson activities. Mr. Capaldi provides a variety of performance opportunities for students to include question & answer sessions, worksheet exercises, interactive quiz games,and writing assignments. Formal and informal assessments are used to evaluate students' understanding of the subject matter, but with no differentiation noted for individuals who may require such level of support, or increased rigor for those who can be challenged beyond the standard assessment. 		2		2		2		2		3		This domain presents as constant challenge for Mr. Capaldi. He makes great efforts to be assertive, yet respectful, and at times firm; however, management of students' behavior is not entirely successful. Transitions are somewhat uneven, routines for independent tasks undefined, and dismissal at the conclusion of the instructional period appear to be non-established.

 		3		2		3		2		2		Mr. Capaldi generally begins each lesson with a statement of purpose concerning the subject matter. Lighthearted jesting is commonly observed during his interactions with the students. Mr. Capaldi incorporates a variety of interactive resources to engage learners. His "out of the box" lesson designs infuse technology that include social media venues, video feeds, and real time response games. Mr. Capaldi's subject matter aligns to the prescribed curriculum and core standards, however he is able to creatively develop instructional exercises that are motivating and of high interest to students. 

3d: Mr. Capaldi uses formal and informal assessments to evaluate students' learning. The demonstration and use of students' self-assessments, or monitoring of their own progress, however, remains an emergent skill.  

3e: Student's conduct at times can be quite chatty. Despite multiple warning to settle down or to stop talking, Mr. Capaldi has oft proceed with the planned  "fun" activities although an immediate adjustment to the lesson (such as an alternative assignment) may be warranted . This adjustment may be temporary and the planned exercises may resume following the demonstration of appropriate behavior.

 		3		3		2		3		3		3		During post-observation conferences, Mr. Capaldi demonstrates an open and receptive mindset to hear and receive constructive feedback related to his practice and performance in the classroom setting. He often engages in conversation and provides reflective thoughts regarding his challenges and successes with the instructional lessons. Mr. Capaldi continues to grow and develop professionally as he readily accepts recommendations and implements suggested changes concerning teaching strategies and approaches. 

 		Mr. Capaldi presents as a constant professional. He models respect, integrity, and a passion for teaching history. With ease, Mr. Capalid has connected with his students and appeared to have a working rapport with the assigned cooperating teacher. He is not afraid to take risks with introducing new ideas and activities that support intended learning outcomes. Other notable strengths concerning Mr. Capaldi include:		Components that continue to be of challenge and an area in need of attention have been discussed in the aforementioned domains 2 and 3.		B+

																																																																						A solid repertoire and knowledge history content

																																																																						Engaging and interactive activities & resources

																																																																						"Out of the box thinking" concerning instructional lessons and related activities used address the prescribed curriculum

																																																																						Use of technology to establish relevancy of subject matter and to appeal to students' interests & learning styles

		Bailey		Krasovec		Krasoveb@go.stockton.edu		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Aubrey Calhoun		EHT -- High School		9		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		2		2		Strengths:

Lesson planning and preparedness to teach each lesson

Incorporation of print and technologically based resources to enhance instruction

Knowledge of students and ability to design plans that stimulate and generate interest in her students

Recommendations:

Continue to expand repertoire of strategies to motive students and foster learning

Gain greater familiarity and insight into long term planning, units of study, mapping		3		2		2		2		2		Strengths:
 

Rapport and relationships with students; establishing a wholesome climate for teaching and learning

Sensitivity to student needs, especially those at risk;  patience

Endeavors to know and understand what motivates students and apply in planning and developing instructional strategies

Recommendations:

Marked improvement was shown in your class management and control.  Continue to research and apply effective strategies in those areas.

 

 

 

 

 		3		3		2		2		2		Strengths:

Questioning and discussion techniques which stimulate thought

Feedback to students; time on task; student overt and covert engagement in the learning process

Flexibility, and realization that a lesson may need a change of direction

Recommendations:

Develop of a compendium of strategies that can be called upon when a change is needed mid-lesson

Continue deepening understanding of lesson topics and content prior to teaching		3		2		N/A		2		2		1		Strengths:

Ability to accurately assess teaching performance and adapt instructional practice accordingly

Collaboration and coordination with Inclusion Teacher responsible to assist the special needs students

Desire to learn, grow, and develop into a good educator

Recommendations:

Address the punctuality matters we discussed and the perception that your willingness to go above and beyond was regarded as less than expected.   Those are key areas that fall under the realm of professionalism.  This supervisor is certain that you will take the necessary steps to ameliotrate those matters and do so with success.		Miss Krasovec had a substantially successful student teaching experience.  As noted above, and regarded by this supervisor as essential to quality teaching performance, her key areas of strength included :

planning and preparedness

knowledge of students informative of instructional practice

sensitivity to student academic and behavioral needs, patience, desire to "know" them

incorporation of a variety of teaching resources

questioning and discussion techniques, feedback and flexibility, student engagement and time on task

sincere and accurate self reflection on performance

collegiality and ability to plan and work well with others

desire to perform well.

Miss Krasovec has a exciting future ahead of her in the satisfying and fulfilling field of education.  She has a wide variety of life experiences to share with students having the good fortune to be assigned to her charge.  

Miss Krasovec will be an asset to any school district who seeks to employ her.

 

 		As noted above, a preponderance of the commentary under "Areas Needing Improvement" are stated as behaviors recommended for continued attention.  They are the areas that will certainly be addressed once class assignments are fully her responsibility as a contracted teacher.  Those areas included:

long term planning and deeper understanding of content prior to teaching

motivational strategies

class control and management

punctuality and willingness to go above and beyond to address student needs

Miss Krasovec fully understood and validated the above recommendations and plans to address each with devotion and purpose.

 		A-

		Kelianne		Sharkey		sharkey2@go.stockton.edu		Virginia Mulford		Sandra Koberlain		Clearview High School		12-Sep		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Miss Sharkey grew developmentally as the lessons were planned for introduction, demonstrations, participation , clean up and review.  All tasks were done with ease as the class period flowed from one directive to another.  A rubrics was developed with each lesson and Miss Sharkey's lesson were very engaging  and purposeful.  Some lessons were incredibly challenging for any teacher and Miss Sharkey presented them with a calm reserve as she was very well prepared for the lesson.

No area for improvement.		3		3		3		3		3		As the lessons presesnted  were well planned there was no noted mis behavior.

Miss Sharkey was able to work one on one with students correcting any mistakes and encouraging their production.  Her genuine caring for the students was noted, there did exist a natural respect, rapport between teacher and student.		3		3		3		3		3		Miss Sharkey  delivered excellent, meaningful lessons that engaged all levels of students.  Questions asked would reinforce the  art terminology.  There is a calmness in her voice that evoked students to ask questions and her answers were clearly delivered.  Students grew to rely on her for assistance.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Without question Miss Sharkey grew professionally, she came alive in front of the students delivering her lessons.   Her time working the room assisting students as needed was done naturally.  Her added influences for the field trips and assisting in the area art show, community project was noteworthy. 		Miss Sharkey is a natural in the teaching profession.  She remains a consistent calm that engages all she meets.  Her time in creating meaningful lessons was exemplerary.  The classroom management ran smoothly as she was on task at all times.  Miss Sharkey  gained confidence in this teaching experience.		Continued growth in the teaching profession as experience would allow.		A

		Jessica		Lynch		lynchj9@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Olenik Hipkins		Mrs. Robin Dennis		South Main Street		1		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		Ms. Lynch has an organizational strength as an educator.  She is thorough in her work efforts to produce lessons that clearly connect content with goals.  She attends to the standards when planning and includes many of her own additional resources and activities to create a rich experience for the students.  She is aware of what the prerequisites are prior to planning.  This enables her to review prior learning as she teaches.  Her English Language Arts instruction is especially well developed.  Ms. Lynch has a natural instructional timing and knows when to change up an activity.  Ms. Lynch is effective in her attempts to address the learning processes necessary for young students.  She thinks and practices her lessons so that she can find missteps before they happen in class.  All these areas of preparation are secure and accurately displayed in her planning.

Ms. Lynch demonstrated her knowledge of the resources.  She used both the Mathematics and English Language Arts series with ease and familiarity and designed lessons using all the elements of the programs effectively.  She extended knowledge on occasion with the students and continued to improve in this area as she taught. Her lessons were coherently designed so that anyone would be able to read and teach her lessons.  The detail and structure employed workshop models of skill lessons, modeling and practice, and independence.  She became more adept at assessing her students and always had an assessment that reflected her goal/objective accurately.		3		3		3		2		3		Ms. Lynch created an environment of respect and rapport throughout her placement.  She used her own respect for education and her love of teaching to the class on a daily basis.  Every student was important to her.  She was generous with her positive praise and used the same manner to correct or redirect students.  She celebrated achievements by posting and displaying their work.  These areas supported her culture for learning and inquiry.  The students took pride in their work. They understood the importance of work time in the class.  Ms. Lynch had the opportunity to work with many levels of students and those who were English language learners.  She found something for everyone to achieve at multiple levels.  She was able to use her cooperating teacher for support when she was instructing allowing her to concentrate on the lesson while her cooperating teacher support the most needy of the students.  Ms. Lynch always switched to small groups and gave them an additional does of learning and support activities.  All these areas lead to a culture and environment that was enriching and successful for the students.

Ms. Lynch managed the classroom with the established procedures set by her cooperating teacher.  She realized early in her placement that the procedures provided a foundation for learning and she quickly used the same reward and behavior system while she taught.  She managed materials and supplies easily.  Her lessons were well prepared as stated in Domain 1 and she began working on getting students involved in distributing and collecting materials so that she could provide guidance elsewhere.  All the work areas in the classroom were used regularly by Ms. Lynch and her students.  The space is suitable for many activities.  Ms. Lynch is becoming more confident in her ability to correct misbehaviors.  With practice she has come to understand the importance of a regular policy for work and social behaviors that need to be supported and enforced for a class to run smoothly.		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Lynch communicates well in the classroom.  Her firm yet gentle voice is encouraging for young students.  When explaining content she animated and interesting to listen to and the students enjoy her discussions with them.  Her directions for activities a orderly and clear to the students.  She voices her expectations before the class moves into activities in a well planned manner.   She improved mostly in the area of direction to master the domain indicator fully throughout the second half of her placement.  She is engaging as a teacher and uses a voice that gets the children excited about learning.  All of her written communication was on level and clearly written with the students in mind.  Ms. Lynch began engaging students in learning from the start of each lesson letting them know that important learning was about to happen.  She grouped students according to data and with the assistance of her cooperating teacher.  She structure her lessons as stated in Domain 1 so that all students had an success filled opportunity to participate and learn.

Ms. Lynch also used assessment to inform her grouping and style of teaching especially in the small group instruction.  She was able to find methods of feedback that would make the students proud of their accomplishments.  She began to work with self-assessment more fully as the placement ended.  Ms. Lynch was also responsive to the social and emotional needs of her students.  She worked with patience and persistence even when the child was unwilling or unsure effectively.		3		3		2		3		3		3		Ms. Lynch maintains reflective attitude toward her instruction.  She was able to accurately identify her needs and her strengths with little prompting during post conferences.  She always had suggestions for improvement or revision.  She maintained records and data about her students and worked closely with the neediest of students on an individual level appropriately. As a member of the professional learning community at her school she encouraged and displayed strengths as a resource in technology.  She became involved in the school activities when she was able and delved into professional inquiry through research and discussions so that her instruction could become stronger.  She is a appropriately professional and respectful of her school environment.  Her conduct and behavior are high quality and she is a role model for her students.

Ms. Lynch communicated with parents with the assistance of her cooperating teacher and attended conferences to learn about family communication and support.  She helped relay individual student information through her cooperating teacher and made some connections with the home.		Ms. Lynch's Strengths include:		Ms. Lynch would benefit from:		A

																																																																						Using resources that support accurate and coherent instruction		Using her technology skills more fully in classroom instruction

																																																																						Organizational skills that include careful planning for instruction		Continuing her pursuit of content skills across many grade levels to connect with the CCCS more completely

																																																																						Time management in assignments and lesson plans as well as during her lessons

																																																																						Advocacy for all students in the class

																																																																						Content area knowledge gained through personal learning and learning community

		Samantha		Elwell		elwells2@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Ethel Lippman		Mrs. Olkowsky		Hess School		5th		Spring 2016		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to plan and develop cohesive instruction that was aligned with the grade level and core standards.  She demonstrated the initiative to research resources that extended classroom supplies and materials.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully demonstrated her ability to maintain a classroom culture that reflected a warm caring environment.  Students follow routines and procedures and behaviors are easily handled with whole brain behavior intervention strategies.		3		3		3		3		3		The st successfully engaged students in learning.  She uses probing questions, creative presentations and her passion for the subject matter to motivate students to participate.		3		3		3		3		3		3		The st has used personal reflection and collaboration with her cooperating teacher and supervisor to enhance her professional growth.		The st has displayed extensive knowledge in the areas of mathematics and social studies. She anticipates student misperceptions and develops a wide range of strategies to meet the needs of diverse learners.		The st will continue to benefit from weighing the effectiveness of each lesson relative to student outcomes.		A

		Sharon		Burchell		burchels@go.stockton.edu		Gene Mi9ller		Jennifer Zagorski		Allen Elementary School		1st Gr.		Spring 2016		2		2		2		3		3		3		1a  Sharon demonstrates effective knowledge for all content areas taught in 1st grade.  Her especially strong and creative areas of lesson planning and activities are found in Social Studies and Science.

  b  All pre-observation conferences began with the individual student needs in the classroom.  She planned with full awareness of IEP, 504 and Title I students.

  c  The instructional outcomes became more accomplished week after week of instruction.

  d  Sharon utilized outside resources on a regular and highly effective basis to develop creative and student centered learning activities from:  the library resources and online searches for creative planning like Pintrist.  This was in addition to the required curriculum ideas and text book activies provided.

  e  Sharon managed highly effective planning for Leveled Readers and fun activities for Word Work. She has practiced selecting her own learning goals for group learners and those learners have performed exceptionally well!  f  Assessments have come from exit tickets, and creative Social Studies map assessments and interesting Science assessments.		2		2		2		2		3		2a  Teacher-student interactions were positive and polite.  In the last weeks of student teaching Sharon appeared to relax and enjoy her students as much as they were enjoying having her as the teacher!

  b  Content was successfully and effectively stressed daily.

  c/d  An area to strengthen is to experience whole classroom discipline and the ability to step up to individual off task student issues without basic skill and one on one aides in the room.  Only then will you truly experience the full responsibility of teaching students in a classroom environment.

  e  This was an outstanding strength that Sharon learned from the structure of her her cooperating teacher, Ms. Zagorski.  The floor mats in front of the board for whole group, cooperative group stations, independent guided practice at their individual desks and into the small group table and book shelf areas for pair and share activities.  This was one of the most utilized classrooms the supervisor has observed along with student posted work, the ever changing Habitat Board and the colorful postings of reinforcement posters and sayings!		2		2		3		2		2		3a  Expectations and directions for learning activities continued to improve each observation.

  b  Q & A prompts were effective and at times thoughtful in the way they invited the students to think on higher levels-especially for this diverse learning group.  Student participation was expanded to almost 100% by Observation 6.  Sharon learned to wait for discussion questions to be answered by the entire class having all of their hands up.  Choral responses were regularly utilized with thumbs up or down or both hands on the head for a quick checking for student understanding.

  c  Sharon learned to group students in skill levels and mixed skill levels.  Some differentiating did occur for some of the lessons taught.  This should be expanded.

  d  Feedback to students was consistent and effective.  Sharon learned to have full classroom visualization in order to monitor all students being on task.

  e  Responses to students are always more effective once you have spent time learning about each individual		2		2		2		2		2		2		4a  Areas that Sharon were asked to improve reflection on by her cooperating teacher motivated her from noticeable growth and improvement.  Sharon also maintained a supervisor directed weekly reflective journal that helped with identifying personal growth goals as well.  Sharon was accurate in her understanding of focused growth areas and improved throughout the semester.

  b  Sharon completed successfully all academic grading in all subject areas of 1st grade.

  c/d  Family engagement came by participating in :  The February Parent Conferences, Parent Teacher Sweet Heart Breakfast, Dojo Parent Classroom Management Program, in class Parent-student Valentine Party and the 100 Day Parent Lunch.  Limited extra curricular programs after school for children would be a focus area in a new school district.

  e/f Sharon has observed teachers out of the classroom, participated in Faculty Meetings when held, grade level meetings,PLC meetings for Reading and Writing, Library Curriculum Meetings for Classroom articulation, 10 hors of Whole Brain PD and 2 hours of training in Collaborating With Music in the Classroom.  Sharon has modeled her professionalism inside and outside the classroom and took professional improvement comments to heart by making personal adjustments to be her best at all times!

 

 		Lesson Planning-The creativity behind many of the lessons utilized fresh student centered activities to activate the minds of first grade students.  Many outside resources were researched and used beyond the recommended curriculum activities and the related subject texts.  Overall student learning was enhanced by Sharon's creative planning abilities to inspire student learning.

 

Collaborating-Collaboration with the cooperating teacher had lessened by Easter with Sharon planning and preparing on her own.  Once she was clearly approached to use her cooperating teacher as a collaborator, Sharon began to take off in the classroom enjoying her students and the lessons that she created each day.  Going forward collaboration which once may have been a weakness, is now a strength to be utilized during the planning process.

Content Knowledge-Sharon was well prepared to teach all first grade subjects and left her comfort zone of Social Studies and Science to learn Reading, Writing and Spelling areas.		--Extend building personal student relations with all learners in the classroom-do not limit those relations to only a few.  Talk about different things to each child tapping in during down time.  Connections made through personal student interests or just colored hair bands all will make a difference as you have now learned!

--Increase your flexibility within the schedule.  You can go off lesson course to make the most of a teachable moment or don't sweat the instructional time lost on a fire drill or an assembly-it's all a part of teaching-adjustments.  Do not be so hard on yourself if each class period is not filled with curriculum programming!		A

		Jeffrey		Pilla		jpilla42@yahoo.com		Andrew Breckenridge		Michael Latorre		Millville High School		Environmental Science 2		Spring 2016		2		3		2		2		2		2		Strengths: Demonstrating knowledge of students, instructional groups.

 

Areas for improvement: Knowledge of content and structure of the discipline, selecting instructional outcomes, designing coherent instruction, selecting instructional outcomes.		3		2		2		2		3		Strengths:  Teacher interaction with students, both in words and actions, organizing physical space, management of instructional groups.

 

Areas for improvement: Establishing a culture for learning, management of classroom procedures, monitoring of student behavior, expectations.		2		2		2		3		3		Strengths: Feedback to students, response to students.

 

Areas for improvement: Expectations for learning, questioning and discussion techniques, engaging students in learning, monitoring student learning.		3		3		2		2		2		3		Strengths: Reflecting on teaching, maintaining records, receptivity to feedback, showing professionalism.

 

Areas for improvement: Communicating with families, enhancement of content knowledge and pedagogical skills.		Grouping of students, teacher interaction with students, receptivity to feedback, showing professionalism, feedback to students.		Engaging students in learning, questioning and discussion techniques, expectations for learning, establishing a culture for learning, management of classroom procedures, knowledge of content and pedagogy, designing coherent instruction, monitoring of student behavior.		B

		Alexa		Glickman		a.glickman0@gmail.com		Carmine C. Bonanni, Jr.		Melissa Newhall		EHT -- Swift		1		Spring 2016		2		3		2		3		2		2		Strengths:

Lesson planning and high level of preparedness to teach each day

Plans crafted with thought, care and organization; well detailed

Ability to access and apply current and interesting teaching resources both print and tech based

Areas for Improvement:

No significant areas for improvement submitted in this Domain.  

Mrs. Glickman should increase her familiarity with long term/unit planning and curriculum mapping; "future planning"; develop an in depth knowledge of the curricula that she is responsible to cover in her future teaching assignments		3		2		3		2		2		Strengths:

Rapport and working relationships with the children; mutual respect

Establishment and reinforcement of basic classroom practices and procedures; transitions; grouping children for productive cooperation during small group/individual instructional activities

Attentiveness to the myriad special needs of the children

Areas for Improvement:

A careful review of Mrs. Glickman's performance relative to the Domain 2 Components and Elements indicate no significant areas for improvement.  Mrs. Glickman should take special care to get to know her children as early and as thoroughly as possible with future class assignments; to familiarize herself with their particular interests, learning styles, cares, worries, personalities, etc.  That knowledge will be useful when planning instruction, projects, seeking resources, etc., for lesson planning.

 		3		3		3		2		2		Strengths:

Clearly expressed expectations for learning, and independent responsibility for adherence to classroom procedures

Questioning and discussion techniques

Student active engagement in instructional activities whether conducted in independent, small group or large group settings

Areas for Improvement:

No significant areas for improvement are indicated.  Miss Glickman should continue to expand her collection of instructional activities, strategies, materials as well as her familiarity with different teaching/learning modalities.		3		2		N/A		2		2		3		General Commentary

Miss Glickman has had a most successful and fulfilling student teaching experience.  She enjoyed teaching and the children responded well to her.  As the semester unfolded, one could see Miss Glickman grow ever more comfortable and confident.  Miss Glickman comported herself, as reported in each observation report, in a professional manner at all times.  

With the exception of Component c (Communicating with Families), Miss Glickman addressed all other Domain 4 Components with seriousness and vigor.  (Miss Glickman will need to establish relations with the parents of her students upon being awarded a contracted teaching assignment and having her own class).  She attended professional growth opportunities and attended class and school wide activities beyond the school day.  

Miss Glickman has the requisite initiative and drive to succeed at her chosen profession.  She works hard to do well.  Both Cooperating Teacher Newhall and this supervisor are confident of her success with whatever assignment she may be offered.  

 

 

 

 		Careful and thoughtful lesson planning and preparedness to teach

Ability to access resources to enhance instruction both print and tech based

Rapport and working relationship with children

Establishment and reinforcement of basic classroom practices and procedures

Attentiveness to myriad needs of students

Expectations for learning and behavior clearly expressed

Questioning and discussion techniques 

Student engagement in learning activities in all settings

As noted above, Miss Glickman addressed all aspects of Domain 4 in a thorough and efficient fashion, and did so in a professional manner. 

Miss Glickman is fully prepared to take on her own teaching assignment.  She will met with much success.

 

 

 

 

 		As noted throughout this evaluation, there are no significant areas that need improvement.  Miss Glickman's teaching performance and attentiveness to the 4 Danielson Domains indicate that she is a born teacher and will serve our profession, and the children she teaches, very well.

Miss Glickman is encouraged to continue to seek out quality professional growth and development opportunities as her teaching career unfolds.

 		A

		Eric		El		ele@go.stockton.edu		Lesley M. Hagen		Renee Carfagno		Wallace Middle School		8th		Spring 2016		3		2		3		2		3		2		Mr. El developed his lessons to meet the intent of the Core Content Standards in Civics, but to also address the needs of his students.  He developed lessons that incorporate appropriate content but also promote student engagement and learning through inquiry.  Mr. El demonstrates a general understanding of student ability levels, but the majority of the lessons are geared to teaching the whole group.  There were inclusion teachers in some of the classes which modified instruction or provided additional support to meet the needs of the special needs students. Inclusion teachers were responsible for the development of all special needs student grades.

Outcomes written as objectives are written in terms of what students will learn, rather than what they will be able to do by applying what they have learned.  Outcomes are suitable for most of the students in the classroom. Mr. El facilitated the integration of technology whenever appropriate.  He provides additional technology resources to students to support their related learning.  Lessons were organized to support student learning and instill student interest.  Lesson openings and closure activities provided students with a clear picture of the Big Ideas that were covered for future learning. Well developed questioning techniques could be strengthened to establish higher order thinking skills and allow students to make connections to what they experience in everyday life. 

The ability to develop assessments that allow students to apply what they have learned to a certain task or test question takes time to develop. Assessments are aligned with the district curriculum to insure that students' learning matches identified student outcomes and should reflect what is taught in the curriculum.		3		3		3		2		3		Mr. El had established a positive working relationship with his students and his students always exhibited respect for both he and the cooperative teacher.  Students appeared to participate willingly and appropriately in the classroom environment.  The classroom appeared to be a positive environment for learning and students were generally on task. Mr. El communicated the importance of the content through his interest in the material.  Mr. El always conveyed what his expectation was for the students in the class and encouraged them to complete assignments and submit them on time.  

Mr. El's classroom routines functioned smoothly and students knew the classroom culture and the teacher's expectation for their behavior.  There appeared to be a routine for checking homework and collecting assignments that students were familiar with in this classroom.  Posted on the board was a statement asking students to monitor their own behavior so that no one else will have to, this is a powerful statement which puts the responsibility of student conduct squarely on the students' shoulders.  Standards of conduct had been set and were established, some classroom situations may have required additional oversight such as students staying off task when completing a classwork assignment.  Always provide a presence so that students know that you are aware of what they are doing at all times, this is a key component to maintaining discipline in a middle school environment.

The classroom was organized to support the instructional goals and activities that were covered in this classroom.  It is a colorful, inviting classroom which supported and encouraged student engagement and was well maintained.  Materials were always  made available to students to support their learning and the projected outcomes of the content that was taught.		3		2		3		2		3		Mr. El always insured that students knew the goal of the lesson and the learning outcome by either reviewing it or having students copy the student goal.  Mr. El always provided clarification during a discussion or task.  Mr. El modeled when it was necessary or appropriate to support student learning or provide a guide for learning.  Students clearly knew what the expectation for the lesson was and what anticipated lesson outcomes might be at the opening of the lesson.  The teacher invites students to respond directly with questions.  Some questions were designed to promote student thinking, while some are just right there responses, question development for deeper understanding should be investigated.  Increasing the use of questions during closure of a lesson will support the goal of students developing a clear understanding of content and the ability to make future connections in their learning.

Most students were intellectually engaged during lessons that were observed.  Materials and resources were available to support the learning goals and required student engagement.  Most lessons were well paced and required student participation.  Students are seated in a traditional classroom configuration unless completing a group activity.  Questions at times could be revised or reworded to meet the level of the students who will be exposed to them.  Check over writing prompts to insure that they are clear and concise so students know exactly what you want from them in their written response.

Mr. El attempted to elicit evidence of student understanding through planned assessments and engaging activities.  During group work or seat work both teachers circulated about the room to insure students were on task and to provide supports when help was needed. Identify and share writing rubrics that will be applied to their writing to support clarity in their writing style, and to let them know what is expected of them.  Mr. El appeared to be able to identify when activities were not as successful as he hoped, and was able to alter the lesson to better meet the needs of the students or the goals of the lesson.		3		3		3		3		3		3		Mr. El appeared to be able to identify specific areas in a lesson or strategies that may need to be altered to make improvements to the lesson.  He consistently identified areas that he might want to change or alter when teaching the same material again.  He was open to suggestion in our post conferences. Mr. El's process for keeping records appeared to meet the district standards and he maintained all grades and paperwork in tandem with his cooperating teacher, Mrs. Carfagno.  Insuring that grades were submitted to parents in the electronic grade book is key to keeping parent contact positive.

There appeared to be few communication/conferences required in this district, other than teacher initiated calls home, he did attend parent conferences when scheduled.  Mr. El was to attend some IEP meetings when possible. Mr. El regularly participates in district provided activities geared to promote professional inquiry.  Mr. El had attended professional development activities that were offered by the district and all core team meetings that were scheduled.

Mr. El displayed a positive demeanor and working relationship with his cooperative teacher.  Mr. El appeared open to feedback from other teachers and supervisors related to his performance in the classroom.  Mr. El displayed a high level interest in meeting the needs of his students and maintained a level of professionalism to support the school and the district.		Mr. El was enthusiastic about his subject matter and appeared to take an interest in his students completing their work.  Lessons observed were highly engaging and students actively participated in the lessons and followed the procedures set up in the classroom.  Materials were always clear and well developed prior to the lesson and teacher preparation was in evidence.  

Mr. El always reflected a positive and professional demeanor and attempted to meet the intent of the Core Content Standards in Social Studies and related content areas when appropriate.  He worked in a co-teaching classroom environment and they worked together to develop a team.  Planned activities encouraged student participation and engagement and students worked well collaboratively in partnerships that were teacher established.  		Mr. El's student discipline appears to be fairly well balanced and he knows to use his teacher voice to maintain control of the class, when needed.  It is noted that all classes that have been observed demonstrated appropriate classroom behavior and student management. Constant awareness of student behavior and positioning in the classroom so that you can see all students is important to manage a middle school classroom.  Time management when closing a lesson will help you to identify when to begin with wrap up questions.  Continue to work on developing higher order questions that are thought provoking and will require students to respond with dialogue responses.		A-

		Dominick		Grasso		grassod@go.stockton.edu		Dr. Johanna R. Johnson		Ms. J. Wenzel		Chelsea Heights School, AC		Grade 3		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths: Mr. Grasso's strengths are in his ability to write strong lesson plans.  He has an good understanding of his students' needs.  Mr Grasso demonstrates a good understanding of how to plan to meet the core standards with outcomes that should indicate progress toward meeting those standards.  Mr. Grasso relies heavily on the district materials but worked diligently to prepare materials on his own to compliment the district resources.  The activities planed continue to be moderately challenging, but pacing has improved. For these lessons all assessments were formative. Mr. Grasso improved his questioning techniques and has learned to randomly call upon students rather than calling upon the same ones repeatedly.  

Areas for Improvement: Though lesson pacing has improved, Mr. Grasso must continue to time the segments of his lessons so that students are able to continue to focus.  Mr. Grasso has to realize when he is losing the students' attention.		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths: Mr. Grasso continues to be respectful to all of his students.  His attention to them is always positive; the students react in kind.  Mr. Grasso has high expectations for his students and when he thinks they are not confident in learning new concepts, he is persistent.  There is little instructional time lost during transitions and the physical space was utilized to the best of his ability.  

Area of Improvement:  Mr. Grasso becomes so intent on the lessons he is teaching that he often does not see when students are inattentive or chatty.  It is recommended that he continue to work on modulating his voice rather than raise his voice above the chatter.  Though Mr Grasso has begun to use verbal and nonverbal cues to redirect back to focus, he needs to add to those strategies and use them more often.		2		2		2		2		2		Strengths:  Mr. Grasso mostly gives detail directions and provides the students with models of various types such as drawings and manipulatives.  He has been working on pacing his lessons and it has improved.  Mr. Grasso has begun to ask students to justify their answers not settling for just a correct answer.  He gives students wait time and does not rush them into answering.

Areas of improvement:  Mr. Grasso still needs to be mindful of differentiating instruction for those students who struggle to keep up with the rest of the class even though they were not special needs students.  		2		2		2		2		2		3		Strengths:  Mr. Grasso took on the responsibility of this class while his co teacher was ill.  On his own reflections, he was able to identify those skills he needed to improve in both classroom management and instruction, and began to work on improving them.  Mr. Grasso has always been very receptive to his co teacher and supervisor's feedback.  His desire to improve his skills and knowledge was evident in every conference.  Mr. Grasso's dedication to the school and its children was exemplary.  He gave of his free time to work with the wrestling team and volunteered to stay with students after school.  He comported himself with a professional demeanor and dress throughout the semester.  His greatest joy was when a student told him they would miss him.  His caring for his students was evident in conversation and observation as well.

Areas of Improvement: Continue to grow in acquistion of pedagogical skills and knowledge		Mr. Grasso's strengths are in his detailed lesson plans, his devotion to his students, his desire to improve with every lesson delivery, and professional demeanor.		Mr. Grasso should continue work to develop additional classroom management skills and should continue to work on lesson pacing and lesson time management.		A

		Cory		Adamonis		adamonic@go.stockton.edu		Gene Miller		John Senft		Highland HS		10thgr USI CP/Honors		Spring 2016		2		2		2		2		2		2		1a  Cory regularly completes related outside readings to prepare for lesson planning and class instruction beyond the text.  He plans with technology in mind and regularly introduces primary and secondary source readings in his lessons.  Cory has an overall effective content knowledge for USI.  Cory should begin exploring related USII content as a part of his professional readiness.

  b  Cory has demonstrated the ability to consider student strengths and weaknesses including special needs to create effectively planned lessons.

  c  All educational outcomes planned for follow the school and required state curriculum.

  d  As a true strength, technology when available helps to drive instruction.  This includes the use of the smart board instruction, the use of student centered technology hands on lessons, the use of internet websites and the creation of student researched technology projects.

  e  Throughout the course of the semester improvement was demonstrated in connecting outside materials to class instruction beyond the text and notes.  Cooperative group instruction and regular pair and share activities with increased reading for text and writing activities created a higher student interest for instruction.

  f  Limited assessment creations occurred successfully for both CP and Honors level students.

  c		1		2		1		1		2		2a  Increased teacher-student interaction needs to improve at the start of class consistently ensuring all students are readied learners from the start of the bell.

  b  Cory regularly connects real world situations to the content to emphasize the importance of the content to his students.  This relevance of the material allows Cory to establish content importance for each lesson he teaches.

  c/d Consistent classroom procedures with given consequences will immediately improve class discussions,transitions into groups,instructional group practices and reduce off task learner conversation undertones.

  e  Cory regularly uses the entire classroom in a safe way to create student centered learning activities in stations and in pair and share groups.		2		2		2		2		2		3a  Cory has improved his delivery of content and the providing directions to each class for each activity.  He has achieved this through self confidence building to be in front of the class and by accompanying oral directions with smart board posted directions and typed in directions on all handouts.  This has eliminated many student questions about what they are supposed to do.  He also learned to slow down his speech and extend wait time on Q & A.

  b  Overall questioning has improved.  Cory has learned to script higher level questions ahead of time-although not used enough-and has done an effective job of developing probing follow up questions to student answers.  Discussions still need structure by requiring equal student participation through hand raising-eliminating the calling out of the answers which worked for the Honors classes.

  c  He has shown overall improvement in creating student centered learning activities that extend beyond the text, connect to his learners and regularly engages learning through primary source readings in cooperative groups.

  d  Cory's grading of student work and assessments, teacher feedback and overall summative test results by unit of study indicate effective academic achievement of the students by the teacher.  He regularly reviews student data to determine lesson planning or the need to reteach-this is an important skill Cory has acquired.

  e  Cory has shown improvement in the ability to be flexible in the classroom and to handle unexpected instructional interruptions that are a part of teaching.		2		2		2		2		2		2		4a  Through self reflection Cory has been accurate on his lessons' effectiveness and the extent he achieved his instructional outcomes.  This has come from consulting with his cooperative teacher and by using his self reflective journal to self examine his successes in class as well as any short comings.

  b  The teacher's process of recording student work and documenting student success has been effective.

  c  Cory has participated in parent teacher conferences related to 504 planning and IEP concerns. Improving parent contact for low performing students is a focus area for improvement going forward.

  d  Service to the school was demonstrated by completing a Women's History Showcase in the main hall at Highland High School to celebrate Women's History Month in March, assisting the History Club and participating on MLK Day in a student Day of Service cleanup at a local park and by attending after school extra curricular events.

  e/f  Overall Cory attended all faculty meetings, department meetings, attended parent conferences for 504 and IEP students, observed out of the class room subject area teachers for expanded classroom management ideas and instructional practices and attended all PD district training days that included a Google Maps presentation that he incorporated into his class instruction as a project.  Cory has presented himself as a teaching professional and has been an excellent role model for the students at Highland HS.		-Cory has worked very hard to improve his class instruction from January to now.  He is now a confident, intelligent and knowledgeable teacher that has demonstrated the ability to teach USI CP History and Honors in an effective student centered genre that meets The Common Core.

-Cory has established a positive rapport with his students in class and students outside of class.  They see him as a teacher and enjoy having him as their teacher. Cory demonstrates an enjoyment and passion for the history that he teaches and his enthusiasm is reflected in each class he teaches.

-Cory invests time regularly after school with his students in order to provide extra help or to allow make up work to occur.

-Cory takes supervisor recommendations well with no excuses and remains positive for any recommendations made.

-  I see Cory as a work in progress that will just keep getting better and better as he practices his craft and will be a great asset to a lucky school district.  He brings a solid background of content knowledge and has the enthusiasm to connect it to his students.		-Overall preparation should include more differentiation.  Cory knows how to do it but doesn't always take the time to plan it.

-Cory must enforce his classroom management plan for complete instructional success.  That means calling home and giving detentions when necessary after the warning.  Cory brings harmony to the classroom and can be taken advantage of by a few repeat offenders.		A-
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		Stephanie		Fisher		stephanie.fisher1287@gmail.com		Bayly DiPilato		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Stephanie demonstrates this especially in the teaching of critical ELA skills such as how to write advanced commentary and how to research scholarly databases. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Stephanie was always cognizant and considerate of students' needs whether physical or academic. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Students were constantly held to high expectations through Stephanie's consistency and persistance aligned with assignment/acitvity requirements. 		2		Uses resources available through the school, but has no knowledge of resources available elsewhere.		There simply wasn't enough evidence to support a score of a 3; however, it should be noted that although Stephanie relied more on in-house resources, I would not agree entirely with the descriptive statement for a 2 score as Stephanie does have knowledge of resources available elsewhere. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Stephanie's lessons were consistently challenging and demonstrated differentiation. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Stephanie demonstrated compentency in designing effective, fair, and rigorous assessments for her students. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Stephanie demonstrated a strong ability to build respect and rapport with her students. It was a pleasure to watch as teacher and class built a strong bond conducive to a positive learning environment. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Stephanie demonstrated the ability to keep students on task and correct others in a way that still kept their academic interest and respect for their teacher. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Stephanie demonstrated strong skills in the pacing of her lessons and ability to keep students on track during transitions. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students were constantly challenged and engaged in their learning under the direction and instruction of Stephanie. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		It was rewarding to watch Stephanie move from a 2 to a 3 in this area over the course of the semester. She now demonstrates a strong skill set in posing questions that are challenging, engaging, and push the class discussion forward into higher levels of thinking. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Stephanie is able to clearly communicate instructions, directions, and expectations. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Stephanie has been exposed to a variety of teaching methods including team-based learning and project-based learning. She has done an excellent job adapting her plans to these models. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Stephanie was able to maintain a high level of student engagement. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Stephanie demonstrated the ability to create and follow multiple assessments. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Stephanie demonstrated on more than one occasion her ability to be flexible in lesson plans, procedures, assessments, and other materials used during a lesson. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Stephanie took part in our department's PLC on lesson study by observing, modeling, and reflecting on each lesson study lesson. She also partook in our Back to School Night and our I&RS team meetings. She is actively involved in coaching at the high school level (outside of our school district) which I believe helped her easily and quickly establish positive relationships with our students in class. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Stephanie maintained a high level of professionalism throughout her entire course of student teaching. With students, colleagues, and parents, Stephanie demonstrated a strong understanding of teacher presentation. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Stephanie quickly learned how to use and maintain our school's electronic grade book as well as TurnItIn.com to establish, record, and maintain student grades. Additioanlly, Stephanie kept accurate records/notes on new activities and materials used throughout each lesson, student presentation schedules, and materials needed for activities and assignments. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Stephanie converesed with multiple parents during back to school night and was present during multiple phone calls home. Through relfective conversation, Stephanie demonstrated an accurate understanding of the content covered during each parent-teaching conversation. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Stephanie demonstrated accurate judgement of a lesson's effectiveness and how a lesson could be built upon for improvement. 		Understanding of student outcomes		Continue to hone skills in lesson plan design and preparation

																																																																																																																																										Consistent in holding high expectations for her students

																																																																																																																																										Provided detailed and meaningful feedback for all students in extensive writing assignments

																																																																																																																																										Strong desire to improve and take note of new ideas and approaches to lessons and assessments

																																																																																																																																										Good rapport with students and colleagues

		Ashley		Battilana		Battilaa@go.stockton.edu		Christina Hampton		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Throughout her student teaching, Ashley has become very proficient in the content knowledge required to plan 3rd grade lessons.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ashley is able to plan for students of varrying needs, and does so on a regular basis. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ashley creates lessons that have the correct level of rigor for all learners, and her desired outcomes are measurable.  		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ashley is excellent at finding and creating resources for effective lessons.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ashley's lessons consistently challenge and differentiate for students.  She allocates a reasonable amount of time for each lesson.  		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ashley has designed many assessments throughout the trimester.  She has used the results to plan for future assessments.  		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students love Ashley.  They respect her and listen to what she says.  		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ashley manages student behaviors regularly and has great ideas to manage the class.  		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ashley effectively manages classroom procedures.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ashley has high expectations of all her students, and helps them to reach those goals regularly.  		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ashley uses good questioning techniques during the lesson to keep the students engaged and to formatively assess them.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ashley always communicates clearly with the class.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		All of Ashley's tasks and activities are challenging and she uses scaffolding while teaching.  		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ashley always engnages students in class.  Her lessons are well paced.  		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ashley regularly uses assessment with instruction.  She provides specific feedback to help the students to reach their goals.  		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ashley is always flexible as needed in the classroom.  		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ashley has built relationships with other staff members.  She has actively participated in PLC time.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ashley is always very professional.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ashley keeps track of student information in a variety of ways.  		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ashley has come to fully understand the role of the teacher.  She communicates with students and families effectively.  		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ashley is excellent at self-reflection.  		Ashley has done an excellent job this semester.  She built a classroom culture of caring and respect from day 1.  She has been a pleasure to mentor and work with.  She puts endless hours into planning engaging and meaningful activities for the students.  She is ready to run her own classroom, and I am confident that she will be very successful as a teacher.  I wish she could stay and co-teach with me the rest of the year.  She has become an integral part of our classroom.  Great job, Ashley!  You're going to be an amazing teacher!!		Keep working on differentiating instruction to meet all levels.

		Jessica		Garman		Garmangirl25@aol.com		Kristi Grimley		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		They have improved over this semester to include goals, connections and formative assessment!		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Student needs were addressed with mods.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		This was an area of growth.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Many resources were found on her own.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Lessons were planned nicely		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Formative assessments were an area of growth		3		Established respect and rapport with students		This was a strength		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Classroom management comes with time!!		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Routines were established and followed most of the time.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		The students were excited to learn.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Similar questions were asked often.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		At times, the student teacher would accept incorrect answers from students to seemingly spare their feelings.  This communicated inaccurate information to the rest of the class.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Students were engaged in many of her activities		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Students were engaged		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Assessment was used sporadically to support instruction		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		She was flexible and able to go with the flow and needs of the students.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Always professional and sought out ways to participate.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Very professional at all times.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Nice work		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		She did a nice job participating in parent-teacher conferences.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Our reflections on her teaching became more and more similar as the semester went on.		Jessica's biggest strenght was creating a warm classroom environment in which the students felt important.  She developed a fantastic rapport with the students right off the bat, and this continued to grow throughout the semester.  Jessica also took feedback very well.  She was always eager to hear how she could improve lessons. 		She has already begun to improve using assessment to help guide her instruction, and I'd like to see her continue to grow in this area.  Assessments need to be deliberately designed to determine student levels and to help guide instruction.  

		KATHERINA		CONTINO		continok@go.stockton.edu		Octavia Anderson		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Ms. Contino is pretty much knowledgeable of lesson planning content for kindergarten. Has become more familiar with Shared Reading, Shared Writing, Read-Alouds and Circle Time content areas that are done in the morning over the last week.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Very knowledgeable about student needs and abilities		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Sometimes the planning of Ms. Contino's lessons is focused on the fun of the lesson and not focusing on whether the students are learning the skill or not. Also sometimes the level of rigor is too high for our grade level (K) and therefore the students do not learn the desired skill. She has been reflecting on her lessons after they are completed and we have talked about what was good, what needs to be adjusted and how if a lesson "seems good & fun" the students may not be able to handle the lesson without small group instruction or one on one help.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Uses a variety of external resources for lesson planning.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Contino has been very attentive to planning for different groups of students and their needs.		1		Only summative assessments used. Results not used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Contino hasn't designed any assessments to give students. Only administered district assessments.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		As Ms. Contino moved from observing to full fledge teaching instruction she had to make that shift in gaining the respect of her students. The students had to learn that listening, paying attention and following directions with Mrs. Anderson needed to be the same when they were with Ms. Contino. If students did not follow classroom/school rules Ms. Contino would enforce the consequences.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		At first Ms. Contino was very lenient and gave way too many chances. Then she began to learn that in order to be effective and getting student behavior in control she had to be consistent and firm with managing student behavior. This transition came and has been working better for her.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Contino has continued to use classroom routines established by co-operating teacher.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Contino has been switching her focus from just completing tasks to get done to focusing more on the quality of work and making sure the students are learning the concepts/skills that are needed.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Throughout her student-teaching we have discussed using questioning to challenge students and make sure they are paying attention, learning and understanding that they are expected to pay attention and explain what they are learning.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Communication is very clear.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms.Contino has been working diligently to pace lessons to keep students engaged. I have reminded her about lengths of lessons for 5 year olds, where they sit, student participation and appropriate types of lessons to keep students engaged.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Contino has been using district assessments or co-operating teacher-made assessments to inform her of student progress.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Has learned how to appropriately do this instead of rapidly moving through activities.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Ms. Contino has participated in district and school related meetings, as well as developed relationships with colleagues.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Has been working on this throughout the semester, and has become better towards the end of the semester.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Contino has been shown how co-operating teacher keeps records in grade book and spreadsheets.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Contino has communicated with families on occasion during dismissal.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Reflecting on teaching has been important for Ms. Contino in regards to future planning with her students.		knowledge of students needs and capabilities		scaffolding learning of skills (making sure students know 1st level of learning before moving onto the next level...not assuming they know)

																																																																																																																																										making sure students get extra help they need		behavioral management during lesson time (making sure students are attentive and participating in lesson)

																																																																																																																																										using various resources for planning		assessing students regularly to inform instruction

																																																																																																																																										willingness to learn and take criticism to strengthen her teaching skills		making sure she tells students what they are going to learn (objective) and why they are learning it (how they will use the concept/skill)

		Pamela		Fasola		pamelafasola@live.com		Lynn Gavin		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Lesson plans are clear and concise.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lessons are differenciated to meet the needs of all students.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Lessons are well thought out and challenge the learners.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		A variety of technology was used during most lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson were aligned to the Common Core.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Informal as well as formal assessments were used to design and plan for future lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The classroom environment was one of respect for both Miss Fasola as well as respect for the students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Behavior modification and positive reinforcment was used daily and adjusted as needed to better meet the student's needs.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Rules and expectaions are clearly posted in the classroom. Transitions between activities were smooth as a variety of techniques were used.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Lessons are motivating and challenging and the students understand their role as learners.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Higher level questioning was used during all lessons.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Lessons and directions are clearly communicated to the students.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Groups were leveled in math and reading and flexible grouping was used when needed.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Lessons are designed to engage the learners.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Informal and informal assessments were used consistanly to check for understanding.  Children were often given a self evaluation after the lesson was over.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss Fasola is able to quickly modify the lesson to meet the needs of the learners.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Fasola took the initiative to learn and explore the Writer's Workshop and volunteered he knowledge with staff.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Fasola completely complies to the Voorhees Districts regulations.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Fasola maintains exellent records of each students assessments, progress and difficulties.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss Fasola communicated regularly with parents to keep them informed of their child's progress and up coming activities and events.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss Fasola reflects on her lessons and communicates ways in which she can improve the lesson if need be.		Miss Fasola excels in her planning and organization of lessons and follow up activities.  She is kind and caring and has a wonderful rapport with students and staff. She is hard working and completly dedicated to being the best she can be.  Miss Fasola has been a pleasure to work with these past few months and will be truly missed by the children and me. We wish her the best at her new job as a kindergarten teacher.		Honestly Miss Fasola does not need to improve on anything at this time other than to familiarize herself with the curriculum.

		Matthew		Busby		busbym@go.stockton.edu		Linda Cozad		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Matthew uses several outside resources such as mathematical videos, worksheets, and educational math games for the students to use.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Matthew needs to watch his time allotments for various activities.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Students tend to be talking while Matthew gives directions. Matthew has tried counting to three; this did not work well. He lately tried ringing a bell to get the students attention. This is working better for him.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Transitions are rough,but getting better.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Matthew needs to extend his questioning to be more rigorous as to challenge the students.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Activities are scaffolded, allowing for a stronger understanding of the concept.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Matthew participates in required meetings and stays for our extra help after school with students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Matthew stays for our extra help after school with students.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Matthew kept his own records of the classes' grades and completion of homework and would update them daily.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				The cooperating teacher did all communication with parents.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				creates structured classroom atmosphere		develop higher order questioning techniques

																																																																																																																																										keeps accurate records of student progress		communicate the importance of the content for future learning and relevance to students

																																																																																																																																										seeks out additional resources to use during instruction		show enthusiasm during instruction for the topic

																																																																																																																																										demonstrates professionalism

		Michael		Hughes		hughes29@go.stockton.edu		Mariah Alexander		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Mr. Hughes has shown improvement with content knowledge, and with more experience, will continue to enhance his content knowledge. 		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mr. Hughes showed improvement with understanding student needs but still needs more practice with differentiating lessons and small groups, as well as placing students. 		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Outcomes are related and clear to learning obective. However, Mr. Hughes need to show more levels for the differentiation of struggling and advanced learners. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Hughes followed district guidelines with curriculum, using school provided resources. However, towards the end, he began to use more creative ways of planning lessons, allowing his personality to show, which the students really enjoyed. 		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Mr. Hughes has shown improvement in his ability to meet various learners in the classroom. However, more cognitive awareness and differentiation is needed. 		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Towards the end of his teaching experience, Mr. Hughes began to develop his own formative assessments to check for student understanding. However, this was recommended by cooperating teachers and his supervisor. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Mr. Hughes has established a great rapport with the students from the beginning. The students are sad to see him go. 		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Mr. Hughes has shown improvement with classroom management, but still needs more experience and more strict expectations in whole class, as well as small group with the students. He'll get there!		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mr. Hughes has managed the flow of the classroom, and transitioning from one lesson or time period to the next. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mr. Hughes has shown great growth in this area and shows that he cares about student work. 		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Mr. Hughes is also improving in questioning techniques, but can use more experience. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Instruction communication is clear.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		While Mr. Hughes has shown improvement in keeping students engaged, there are many instances when the cooperating teacher needs to intervene in order to keep students engaged.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Activites are aligned with outcomes, but Mr. Hughes does not always pace the learning/activitites with ALL learners, more just the average learners. Not all students are actively engaged in learning.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Mr. Hughes uses sporadic assessment to support his instruction and his feedback to the students is very general instead of specific comments/replies that would enhance their learning.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Mr. Hughes can make adjustments as needed, but needs more experience with adjusting lessons on the spot/in the moment throughout daily teaching. He cares about students' interests, however, he needs to include more student interests into his teaching.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Mr. Hughes is very friendly and outgoing with all staff. He has the will to take on tasks asked of him, but we did not witness him volunteering in school or community events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Hughes always used professional language and dresses appropriately. He is very respectful to everyone in the school, and he complies with all rules and regulations.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Mr. Hughes collected student data for his SGO, but there was no record keeping other than that. There was not student progress report record keeping.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		While Mr. Hughes was very respectful to parents and sat in on parent meetings, he didn't take a lead role in discussions. He did not contact parents during his time, other than a welcome introductory letter, and a final farewell letter.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Mr. Hughes always reflects on his observed lessons, but still needs more experience being a reflective educator on a daily basis to improve his overall teaching.		Mr. Hughes had a great rapport with the students from the beginning. They are all disappointed to see him leave. He was ready and willing to take on any assignment. He improved his assessment methods, classroom management, and student behavior over the course of time that he was with us.		Mr. Hughes will benefit from more experience in the classroom with regards to understanding how to differentiate lessons for various learners in a classroom, in addition to meeting a variety of student needs and practicing questioning techniques, specifically higher order questioning.

		Leighann		Miller		mille142@go.stockton.edu		Joann Cleland		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Leighann was able to produce plans that were effective, well thought out and differentiated.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		SHe knew the popuation of the class and her lessons complemented the background knowledge of the students.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Goals for the lessons were clearly stated and the evaluations were appropriate.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Leighann used a varitey of sources to teach teh standards.  She loved to use the internet to find hands on activities to reinforce skill and teach new concepts.  If there was a 4 for this category she would get it!		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons were well planned and taught at an appropriate pace.  Leighann kept the pace at a reasonable level and even challegened those who were ready to move along.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Leighann became very good at creating a rubric to assess her instruction and help her plan for the next lessons - especially in the area of writing.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students were given respect and shown  respect.  She taught them how to resolve differences peacefully and respectfully.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Students knew what was expected of them at all times and the rewards and consequences associated with the expectations.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Leighann was able to complete all the duties of a regular teaching day!		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		See previous answer about managing behavior.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Leighann used higher order thinking questions at each lesson and even planned ahead for different types of questioning for lessons..		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Leighann produced weekly newsletters, maintained the class website and communicated with parents through the homework logs.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were taught lessons that were interactive and hands on when appropriate.  The lessons were engaging and kept the students' interest.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		See above.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Leighann did a great job assessing during a lesson and after.  She used this information to drive her instruction.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Beacuse she informally assessed during lessons, Leighann was able to adjust lessons when necessary.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Leighann participated in every event and activity in district - faculty meetings, professional development, Back to School Night, parent-teacher conference, etc.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		YES!		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Leighann maintained the attendance, lunch count, all grades, progress reports, marking of work, etc.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Class website, newsletters, I &RS paperwork, etc		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		After school we would talk about the day's lesson - what went well and areas of improvement.		Leighann fully embraced her teaching experience.  She was willing to try a variety of teaching methods.  Leighann always wanted to do what was best for the students!  We will miss her.  Miss MIller will be an excellnet teacher  - she already is!		None at this time.

		Taylor		Piasecki		piaseckt@go.stockton.edu		Kathleen Butera		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Piasecki presented all content accurately and effectively. Plans were designed and aligned appropriately to the common core standards with specific activities and assessments to meet the needs of all students.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lessons were aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for certain groups of students. Ms. Piasecki incorporated small group, partner work and independent instruction as well as the use of manipulatives, anchor charts, and technology to foster students academic success.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Lesson objectives were clearly stated at the beginning of each lesson. Students were give a variety of opportunities for formal/informal assessment-thumbs up/down, show what you know chart, what stuck with you chart, whole brain techniques, check list(teacher observation), plickers(computer generated)written self assessment, and written formal assessment.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		A variety of resources were used throughout Ms. Piasecki's teaching which include, teacher' s edition, computer programs(united streaming, brain pop jr., wonders technology, a-z reading/science, plickers and teachers pay teachers), chrome books, Barnes & Noble and school library for mentor texts.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Time was well managed and lessons allowed for differentiated instruction through the use of small groups, leveled readers, modified work and enrichment activities.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Piasecki learned to create a pleasant classroom environment through her consistent positive reinforcement. She used strategies such as, a behavior clip chart, team points, mystery walker, brownie points, blurt chart and verbal cues(whole brain teaching)		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Piasecki consistently enforced classroom routines. Students performed their jobs( team captains-paper passers-calendar-math master-etc....). The students transitioned nicely from whole group to either small group or partner with a cue from the teacher. They respond to the chimes as a signal to transition from partner/small group activity to independent work.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Piasecki's has learned to use Bloom's Taxonomy to enhance students learning and engage them in conversation so that they benefit fully from lessons.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Piasecki designed lessons and activities to engage the students and meet all their needs. She provided modifications(manipulatives, charts, leveling, reducing assignments, etc.) as well as enrichment activities(challenge problems). Students worked in small groups, some needing assistance from Ms. Piasecki while other small groups completed tasks with their peers.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Throughout Ms. Piasecki's student teaching experience she made herself readily available to assist colleagues in various tasks(sharing lesson ideas, assisting in implementing Plickers-computer assessment, creating a positive school environment , & visiting their classrooms) . Ms. Piasecki attended various meetings before and after school as well as school functions(PTO meeting, Holiday Fair). She also established a positive rapport with parents by attending back to school night, parent conferences, attending PTO meetings, and assisting with our Thanksgiving Play.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Piasecki presented herself in a positive, professional manner. She arrived early to school each day( dressed professionally, with a smile on her face) and stayed an hour after school to prepare for the next day. Ms. Piasecki addressed colleagues and administrators in an appropriate and positive manner.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Piasecki kept accurate records using checklists and grade book. Students keep a work in progress folder, all completed work goes in team basket to be collected later, and a clipboard with a checklist is used for teacher observation.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Piasecki was able to attend back to school night, parent meetings and parent conferences for report cards. Parents all received weekly reports and are on the Remind app. She is aware of how to keep accurate records of parent contacts by documenting-phone calls, meetings, emails, & responding to weekly reports.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Piasecki continued to review her lessons and share her thoughts on the materials. She was open to suggestions and when needed adjusted her lesson accordingly to benefit her students.		Ms. Piasecki has successfully demonstrated her awareness of different learning styles and has adjusted assignments to meet the varied needs of the students. Taylor plans well and works diligently at being organized. Her preparation is thorough and the results are evident. One of Ms. Piasecki’s strengths is the ability to be flexible and adjust various schedule changes in order to complete tasks during her instructional time.I have found Ms. Piasecki to be resourceful and adaptive. She has made an outstanding effort to present material in interesting ways, either through experiment, technology, or use of manipulatives. Taylor is receptive to new ideas and constantly looks for innovative methods to present course content. Ms. Piasecki possesses a positive and enthusiastic personality , which is reflected in her teaching and has resulted in the excellent rapport she has with her students. In addition, Taylor has effective classroom management skills. She implements a variety of strategies such as, behavior clip chart, team points, whole brain teaching techniques and blurt chart. In summary, Ms. Piasecki displays the qualities that make a teacher successful. Taylor is professional, dependable, motivated, and in tune with the needs of her students. She works well with colleagues and administrators and is able to learn from those around her. In summary, Ms. Piasecki displays the qualities that make a teacher successful. Taylor is professional, dependable, motivated, and in tune with the needs of her students. She works well with colleagues and administrators and is able to learn from those around her.		In summary, Ms. Piasecki displays the qualities that make a teacher successful. Taylor is professional, dependable, motivated, and in tune with the needs of her students. She works well with colleagues and administrators and is able to learn from those around her. While there is always room for improvement, the only way Ms. Piasecki will learn more and grow as an educator is through her own experience in the field.

		Gina		DeGennaro		Degennag@go.stockton.edu		Kimberly Horton		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Gina worked hard throughout this student teaching experience to preparing engaging lessons that reached the designated objective.  She took into consideration the learning styles of the students when preparing lessons which in turn kept the students on task and motivated to complete the assignments. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		When planning lessons Gina modified when needed and grouped appropriately taking into consideration the students needs (504,  ESl, and IEP). When a student when not allowed to take part in an activity she was sensitive to the religious and cultural heritage of the students.  I had a student who was not allowed to participate in our Halloween activities so Gina planned accordingly always being respectful of the student's beliefs.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Every lesson had clear objectives and a planned practice for the various abilities in my class.  Some lessons needed additional days to complete.  Gina always had a way to measure the objective either by a written quiz, graded practice paper or specific questions to make sure the objective was reached.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		When lessons were developed Gina strategical used manipulatives when appropriate. Her lessons on teaching multiplication always included the use of cubes which really helped my struggling math students understand how to multiply. I also liked the way she used pumpkins to discuss the life cycle of the pumpkin.  There were also times she prepared games to make a boring science or social studies reviews fun.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Gina was always mindful of the time restraints we experience in our school.  She always checked schedules to make sure lessons could be achieved in the alotted time.  Obviously a fire drill or special visitor made her realize that even when planning flexibilty is key. We also change classes for science and reading  so time is important when presenting information.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Gina designed assessment tests and used available resources provided by our text when appropriate. She always included an extra credit question that really helped students boast their grade.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Gina, worked with struggling students at lunchtime and children that needed to make up work.  She  established a positive repore with  the students by having "Lunch Bunch" with students and making sure she connected in the morning with them by asking how their weekend was or what did they do the night before.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Gina is always fair and firm with my students.  She always took into consideration their 504's or IEPs.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		The distribution of materials was established at the beginning of the year and that seemed to make the distribution and collection a snap.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Our classroom culture is evolving every day.  Since September the children learned their role as a learner .  The hardest part has been the  homework and study expectations of the students.  Gina has done a great job making sure their planners are filled with the nights homework assignments and needed materials to accomplish their work.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Gina has done a great job varying the questions so that some checked for understanding and others made them think about what they had learned.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Her directions are always clear and consistent.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		When planning lessons Gina worked hard to prepare tasks that engage the students in the activity.  After the task was passed out she walked around to see that all students were engaged on the task.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		All activities were aligned with the NJ core curriculum standards and she paced the work to the learners.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Gina consistently checked for understanding using appropriate questions or worksheets.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		After presenting a lesson Gina would adjust her plan if she saw that a large majority of students did not seem to understand.  Sometimes concepts required more then one lesson, for example rounding was difficult for my class and required many lessons and lots of practice.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Gina attended all my conferences and attended all workshops.  She also participated in our "Jeans for Verterans Day", attended a PTO meeting and our "Back to School Night." Gina meet with me in August to prepare my classroom for the new year.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		When retesting was needed Gina worked during her lunch to prepare students to take a retest. She also worked to help students who were absent.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Gina is very organized. all tests were graded in a timely manner.  She kept me on top of students progress throughout the marking period. She was very good about recording  scores on the computer.  She recorded all homework and stayed on top of those students who frequently do not do their homework.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Gina attended all of my parent conferences and added when appropriate.  She is always professional and sensitive to the needs of the students.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		 Gina, should continue to search for materials to engage students in her lessons. She should continue to use the internet  when she can get the students on line.		It has been delightful having Gina in my class. She is organized and always follows through on her assigned tasks.  Her lessons and materials were grade appropriate and she always goes the extra mile to make learning fun. All tests and practice pages were graded and recorded.  No task was to difficult for her and she seems to enjoy her work. My class benefited greatly by having her this year.  We will miss her.		Keep addressing  the behaviors in the classroom.  Sometimes a technique will work one day and be a disaster another day. 

		John		Hogbin		wolfhogbin@gmail.com		Suzanne Belding		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		John has a solid command of the science concepts.  He also is knowledgable in, and has developed lesson on, 21st century skills including evaluation of websites as reputable sources for research.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Definite growth was seen in addressing activities and reinforcement to assist student in the mastery of concepts.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Again, clear growth was shown.  John's later lessons include introduction, framework type questions, the concepts, then reinforcement and application.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Lessons include videos, examples, images, from various sources. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons were both in depth but accessible.  More depth was provided for interested students, but the main objectives were made clear, and presented in different methods (oral, visual, diagram, and in some cases kinesthetically where applicable) to reach as many learning types as possible.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments were appropriate.  Results were discussed and topics in need of additional reinforcement before the exam were identified.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		John is much mor comfortable in front of the class.  His classroom management has improved.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		John maintains an atmosphere that is welcoming and relaxed, but still communicates high academic standards.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Later lessons had a much better transition and flow.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Expectations are stated, written on board, and reinforced with warm ups, closing activities and assignments.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Asks questions at all levels.  Will re-phrase if no response from students.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Expectations and assignments are clearly stated.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Improvement was shown.  		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		All activities were aligned with curriculum, engaging, and appropriate.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessments included KWL charts, extemporaneous questioning to guage student understanding, closure activities that were reviewed to measure understanding and need for reinforcement.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Regularly reflected on each lesson and made adjustements as needed for the next class.

John is a good critique of his own presentations and offers and acts on ways to improve.  		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Active participant in Science Department activities (PLC , in-service)		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Very professional and appopriate in dress, actions, communcation.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Grading down with a rubric, grades recorded.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Although John did not interact with parents beyond the Back to School night, we discussed all parent communcations.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Reflective and motivated.  Takes initiative to  alter and improve his own lessons.		John's strengths include his knowledge, enthusiasm, communication , classroom presence and organization.		Practicing writing on the smartboard and white board to make the words a bit more readable.  

		Frederick		Heyer		heyerf@go.stockton.edu		Maurice Bell		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Student text along with several reliable internet resources were used.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		All lesson were properly aligned. Use of Bloom's taxonomy for differtiation and cognitive challenge.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Was aware of students with behavioral issues  and was able to correct them in a manner that did not disrupt class instruction.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Students were constantly reminded towards the end of class to monitor their time. They returned materials and were ready to move on to their next class.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Students always enjoyed the challenging nature of the questioning. It provided an avenue for deeper reflection.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Activities were challenging in that they required proper research and time to complete. Students were always engaged and on task.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Was an active participant in our parent teacher conferences last week. Also was involved in regular communications with parents.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Is always professional with students and leads them by example. Participates in kids concerns, our bi weekly meetings to address student concerns.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Maintained all student records during the marking period. Was instrumental in grading and meeting with students about outcomes.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Was always professional with parents and really understands the importance of what we do.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				I believe that his overall strength is listening. He listens to criticisms and suggestions and takes them on. He understands that they can only make him better at his job.		The only area of improvement would be to continue working on commanding the attention of the students. Making sure that he has their total undivided attention in all lessons.

		David		Dunleavy		DavidDamienDunleavy@Me.com		Kelly Boyle		Fall 2015		1		Inadequate or inaccurate content knowledge		Mr. Dunleavy did not become familiar with the content knowledge that was evident in his teaching.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				1		Outcomes are not clearly related, lack rigor and/or are inappropriate for some learners and/or are not measureable		Mr. Dunleavy did not have enough planned for the time alloted for each lesson. The students did not have rigorous activities that expanded on their learning. Measurable assessments needed to be in place throughout the day, written and/or verbal.		1		Uses only classroom provided resources and does not seek to expand own skill.		Mr. Dunleavy only planned the "scripted lessons" and did not bring any of his owns thoughts, ideas or plans to be added to the day. No additional games, activites or crafts were brought to show support of the students.		1		Lesson plans are not structured, sequenced or engaging and are unrealistic in their expectations.		Students are not engaged. Not enough material is planned, too much time wasted.		1		Only summative assessments used. Results not used to plan for future instruction.				1		Inadequate in respect and rapport with students		Due to the lack of preparation on Mr. Dunleavy's part, the students started to take control while the teaching was happening and I started to hear some "made up" answers to test him if he was listening or not. I heard a student give the answer "eleventeen" a few times, which he did not address. Also the classroom supplies are not being taking care of, inside the desks are a mess and in general the structure of the classroom is breaking down.		1		Inadequately managed student behavior		The students are starting to take advantage of the lack of control that Mr. Dunleavy has on the classroom. They are calling out and losing the general rules of the schoolday.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		The students desks are becoming filled with 'undone' projects and/or worksheets that do not have a place. The shared supplies are not being taken care the way they should.		1		The classroom culture has a lack of teacher or student commitment to learning. Medium to low expectations are the norm with hard work not expected or valued.		The "work" assigned by Mr. Dunleavy was often refered to the students as something that "just needed to get done".		1		Asked students very few [if any], and/or low level or confusing questions		Towards the end of the semester, Mr. Dunleavy started to ask more appropriate questions, but then would answer before the students had a chance to answer.  		1		Communication is often unclear and/or inaccurate				2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		While the students are all together as a group, a variety of questions need to be asked to keep all engaged, but a lot of the students were lost.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				1		Adheres to the instruction plan in spite of evidence of poor student understanding or students’ lack of interest.		Mr. Dunleavy would have the answers that he wanted in his head and would find it har to stray from that. He would not accept the students answers (all were acceptable answers) if it ws not what he was thinking.		1		The candidate has little to no collaboration with colleagues and avoids involvement in school, district and community activities.		Mr. Dunleavy did socialize with some of the other staff members and they informed me that he mostly talked about how he did not want to go into the teaching profession and would rather go into the military. I found these conversations confusing and frustrating, especially personally knowing so many people that just lost their jobs in this field.		1		Candidate may disregard or reject school and district regulations, engages in practices that may be self serving and/or dishonest.		Mr. Dunleavy was often on his cell phone. Mr. Dunleavy was often unprepared for the students. On Tuesday November 24th, Mr. Dunleavy left in the middle of the day, leaving me with no notice and no plans. 		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Math Fluency is usually taken every day and the results are recorded. Mr. Dunleavy would occasionally praise a student if he could see improvement from the day before.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. Dunleavy can speak Spanish, which is very helpful to the parents that do not speak English.		1		Misjudges whether the lesson was effective		Mr. Dunleavy sat with me after each morning and afternoon session and listened to the notes, but then the very next day would do the exact same thing. When I asked him why he didn't take the notes and try it the new suggested way, his response more than a few times was that he did not want to be in a classroom like mine and would turn down any job that wasn't middle school Math. He showed no effort in wanting to become a better teacher. It really just seemed that he just was trying to pass the class, and do the time.		Mr. Dunleavy is an excellent artist and was able to add some nice pictures to some of our classroom posters for visual effects. 		I would not reccommend Mr. Dunleavy for a teaching position in any school district.

		Mallory		Wilbraham		wilbrah1@go.stockton.edu		Dare Euler		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		This area has shown consistent improvement throughout the semester. Ms. Wilbraham is becoming more comfortable unpacking the standards and applying them to the needs of the students in this classroom.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		With several classified students in class, it is imperative to have an understanding of their needs, abilities, and learning styles. Ms. Wilbraham has demonstarted patience and understanding of needs. She has adjusted her teaching style and reteaching to help students comprehend each lesson.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Wilbraham's lessons consistently include goals and objectives commensurate with the expectations of the standards. She has learned to build the lessons to raise student achievement in areas where they are deficient.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Wilbraham is proficient in incorporating appropriate technological supports within a lesson.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons have developed well to demonstrate the diverse needs of learners and to adjust practice and tools to meet student needs.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Few summative assessments required for writer's and reader's workshop. Most assesssments are evaluation of final writing and reading packets. Formative assessments primary focus with few summative tasks.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Students accept Ms. Wilbraham as a co-teacher. She receives the respect and response of any professional in the class.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Consistency comes with experience. When looking at completeing a teaching task, it is easy to respond looking for the most efficacious manner. She is fully competent in maintaining class discipline and order, however. 		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		There are a couple of transitions which both of us have not found the most efficient manner to expedite the changes. These seem to be attached to room layout, material storage, and time constraints. She has no control over room size or the equipment we have.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		All students are expected to complete learning tasks at a rigorous level. For those students with special needs, the outcomes reflect the learning goals and objectives identified by the IEP and/or the special education teacher.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questions guided students from basic inquiry to more critical thinking responses. All students were included in responses based on a system developed within the class to include every student.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		This area continues to improve especially as Ms. Wilbraham becomes increasingly comfortable with the standards and the processes. She also is aware when students are  not understanding a concept. She then reteaches the lesson and adjusts the material for increased unserstanding.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		This has been clearly demonstrated. In debriefing sessions, we regularly discussed pacing and presentaiton to insure information was presented in chunks most likely to result in student understanding. She became adept at seeing this prior to developing a lesson, adjusting the quantity of material and the pacing to meet class needs.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		See above.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Ms. Wilbraham has developed a good sense of student understanding using formative assessments. She is able to observe student work and then evaluate how well students are grasping concepts.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Many writing tasks used student interests to enage student interest. Mentor text was chosen based on knowledge of class interests and familiarity with text.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Ms. Wilbraham attended student acitivites and supported the school community frequently when time permitted.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Wilbraham demonstrated professinal decorum at all times. Her work ethic is excellent. She fully understands the role of a professional in the workplace.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Wilbraham entered grades on PowerSchool, in the grade book, and corrected homework daily. She stayed for homework club, daily assisted students to be successful on tasks, and gave reliable feedback to guide students to finish work as required.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Wilbraham sent messages to families about school events. She posted pictures to our class story site. 		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Judging the effectiveness of lessons develops over time. It is an acquired skill. Ms. Wilbraham has responded to her own lessons several times, adjusting what she taught to make her lesson more effective. 		Ms. Wilbraham's work ethic is a significant asset. She is dedicated to her profession and willing to invest time and effort to improve. She responds well to feedback and is learning to reflect on her own practice. She has an intuitive response to student needs and presonalitites. Her desire to craft a lesson of rigor designed to meet student needs results in lessons that engage and demonstrate rigor. 		Full understanding of CCSS will come when she has accepted a position. Developing a classroom management system that works for her style will also be a future goal. 

		Ademir		Duttweiler		duttweia@go.stockton.edu		patti deroo		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Needs to continue to focus on being very concise & direct.  Less talk, more student action.  However, significant progress has been made!		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		.		There are many!!  Very professional, hard working, established good rapport with students & peers, good sense of humor (a necesity) - basically, very willing to go the extra mile to help any student.		Continue working on talking less.

		Evan		Toudy		EMToudy@yahoo.com		Sharon Shephard		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Mr.Toudy is most confident teaching math.  He developed and followed routines.  Language Arts is more of a challenge for him.  He should continue to find strategies for teaching Reading and Writing.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		The school is an urban population with mostly hispanic students.  Many parents do not speak English.  It is important to be aware of what our students face each day when they get home.  Most of them do not have the privledges that many middle class students do in in other districts.  It is the teacher's obligation to be sensitive to the background of the children they teach.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Lesson plans were completed weekly.  One should know the Core Curriclum Content Standards enough to be sure that the activities and lessons will address those strandards in some way.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Toudy was responsible for planning 5 areas of instruction daily.  He would use the teacher's edicitions  and the district pascing guide to plan the lessons.  He would seek out supplemental materials for instruction in Math, Science and Social Studies to enhance instruction.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Mr. Toudy began to differentiate in math and language arts with the use of centers and district approved websites.  Most of his lessons were bases in whole group instruction.  Lesson pacing was uneven and sometimes hindered small group or individual instructioun.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Mr. Toudy planned some activities that required teacher created assessments with rubrics.  He also followed the required district pacing using the district required district assessments.		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		Mr. Toudy worked every day to develop a rapport with the students, however, there was a disconnect in the classroom.  Many of the students did not respond to him in the way he would have liked.  It is a skill that needs to be developed when he is responsible for his own classes with no support person in the classroom.   The students responded more to the cooperating teacher.  Consistency on Mr. Toudy's part will give him the rapport and respect from students he is looking for each day.  		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Mr. Toudy was uneven in his management of student behaviors.  Setting up, following routines, and setting expectations are the first step.  The  way to keep the students in line is to develop a system and keep consistent.  It must be done every day so that the students know he is in charge.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Management of materials is crucial to a smooth lesson.  Always have the books, papers, pencils, supplies that are necessary and at your fingertips.  Having to find papers or not having what you need slows down or stops the flow of instruction.  This gies the students the chance to get off task and may set up behavior problems that can be avoided.  		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		At the beginning of the school year Mr. Toudy made the effort to develop a rapport with the students as a class.  As the semester progressed, he began to single out certain students for inappropriate behaviors which caused a disconnect with some of the students.  They refused to respond to him in lessons.  The way to develop a positive culture in the classroom is to notice and point out the positive as well as the negative.   Try to be positive first as then the students feel a sense of accomplishment.  But it important that the compliments be genuine and appropriate to the situation. 		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Mr. Toudy have been given materials based on Bloom's Taxonomy to help him develop the skill of asking higher order thinking questions.  He is working to make the students more responsible to answerin questions and taking less time to just tell them the response he is looking for from them. He should continue to ask leading and prompting questions to have the students tell why, how or explain their thinking.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Mr. Toudty worked throughout the semester to bring his instruction down to the level of the fifth graders understanding.  At times he would have activities or teach a skill with too much information and they students were confused.  As he teaches he needs to remember what age his students are in the classroom.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Mr. Toudy should continue to look for ways to have the students engaged in the lessons.  This comes with thorough planning and materials preparation.  Modeling is vital to students to understand what the teacher expects from them.  His proximity to students during lessons is important to keep the students on task.  Find activities that they like to do which will keep them engaged.  We know not all activities will be liked by the students, but the teacher's modeling get most involved.  Then it is the teacher's job to monitor and get the student's engaged.  Students need to see the purpose to what they are doing.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Students need to know the outcome of the lesson or what is requred of them from the beginning.  Confusion can cause the activity or lesson to fall apart and then students exhibit negative behaviors.  		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Certain assessments are required in district pacing guides.  Mr. Toudy should develop a variety of assessments but not all need to be pencil and paper.  Use the skills of observation to assess student learning and adjust lessons as needed.   As he teachers there needs to be more observation of students and immediate feedback through a lesson.  Just telling them the answers does not help the students learn a skill or understand why their work is incorrect.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Sometimes a teacher must adjust a lesson as it is being taught.  Mr.  Toudy has to develop the skill of noticing what is going on with the students as he teaches.  When he sees that the students are confused then he must adjust the lesson right there.  If he sees they understand then pick up the pace.  Know the Curriculum Content Standards so students but also know your students and their abilites and plan accordingly.  Sometimes a teacher is reflecting, instructing, assessing and changing plans at the spur of the moment.  		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Mr. Toudy was involved in school activities outside the school day.  He participated in various 1/2 day workshops, attended weekly common planning meetings and the monthly PLC meetings.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Consistency is the key to being successful with students in the classroom.  Mr. Toudy followed school and district policies with some inconsistencies in addressing student behaviors.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mr. Toudy graded and assessed the students regularly and kept the records up to date.  The next step is to closely monitor the grades and keep the parents in the loop especially if the students are in the D or F range.  		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. Toudy participated in the parent conferences in November as well as making phone calls home to some parents.  It is important to make positive calls as well.  All parents want to hear from the teacher.  Always start a conference or a call with the positive.  Keep date, time and notes on the calls for future reference.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Mr. Toudy is learning that reflection every day is a necessity.  Always think about what went well, what may have flopped and what can be done the next time.  Every lesson will not be perfect, but reflection and changing what is done will make it more successful the next time.  Reflection should include the students.  What is being done for them individually?  How can you reach the students who experience difficulty?  What can be done to challenge the students who have that sense of being able to learn with help?  		Mr. Toudy's strength is in teaching mathematics.  It was evident that he has the background knowlege to teach mathematics.  It is the subject he was most comfortable with during the day.  As the semester continued and the routines were established the class ran smoothly.  Mr. Toudy also developed the ability to teach the students at their level with proper vocabulary and pace.  He followed the pacing guide recommended by the district.		Mr. Toudy spent many hours in conversation with the cooperating teacher.  The skills that he must continue to refine include classroom management both materials and student behavior.  It is important to establish routines and stick to those routines throughout the day. His successful lessons were well prepared and thought out.  

He also needs to prepare each and every lesson and reflect while planning and after the lessons.  Until he becomes confident with all subject matter he should carefully plan out what the lessons will look like.  Days when Mr. Toudy was not prepared made for a days where students did not respond well to his lessons or his management of the day.  Coming in each day fully prepared will make for a smoother day.  

		Richard		Testa		richardtesta821@gmail.com		Dolores Dalelio		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mr. Testa has a thorough command of the content.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mr. Testa addresses student needs and abilities equitably		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Mr. Testa's plans are detailed, accurate, and always aligned to the standards. The plans always include a variety of instructional stategies.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Testa uses outside resources from a variouse scientific websites.  He also creates content on his own.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Mr. Testa's lessons always are aligned to instructional outcomes based on curriculum and the Next Generation Science Standards.  Mr. Testa excels at working with time allocations and included differentiation to all levels of student achievment		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Mr. Testa creates and designs all assesments to reflect future instruction		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Mr. Testa has a fantastice rapport with students.  They respond well to him in all aspects of classroom instruction. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mr. Testa has a excellent command of classroom management.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mr. Testa has an excellent command of transitions.  His steady and calm demeanor is an advantage to the smooth transition between activities.  Student respond very well to him.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mr. Testa has developed an outstanding culture of learners.  		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questioning is one of Mr. Testa's greatest strengths.  He uses questioning in many areas of his lessons to keep students engaged and as formative assessment.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Mr. Testa has oustanding communication skills with students and collegues.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Mr. Testa uses excellent learning tasks and activities to motivate students to learn.  He is always working withing the appropriate pacing.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Mr. Testa creates engaging lessons that are student centered.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Mr. Testa uses assessment regularly to monitor acheivement and to use data to drive his instruction		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Mr. Testa makes minor adjustments instruction to accomadate students.  He is very flexible within his instructional plan.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mr. Testa functions well in the Neptune High School staff. He is well liked and respected by all of his colleagues.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Testa has the highest standards of integrity.  He always complies with school and district policy.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mr. Testa maintains student information and records		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. Testa communicates with families in a professional manner.  He provided both positive and, when needed, constructive communication to families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Mr. Testa is always reflective of his practice.  He is self- reflective but also reaches out to his cooperating teacher for constructive comments and feedback.		See all of above.		Continue researching the latest best practices in teaching science. 

		Holly		Pietruska		pietrush@go.stockton.edu		Andrew Pagano		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Goes above and beyond on a regular basis to use material from external resources whether it is for a Do Now, a daily lesson, or a homework assignment.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Learning activities and materials are suitable to the instuctional outcomes and are always challenging.  The differentiation for different students can be improved in during a specific class.  She does a great job differentiating her lessons from day to day.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Overall, the students are behaved.  There are times when classes get a little too noisy once the work has been finished or there is waiting between tasks.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Instructions for transitions often have to been given more than once.  Distribution and collection of materials is great. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		The questioning technique is something that has been improved upon, however, I feel that there could be more higher level questions asked.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Does a great job engaging all the students in the instruction whether it be with group work, partner work, or overall class discussions.  Pacing was greatly improved throughout the semester.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Participated in every administrative meeting, professional learning committee meeting, and professional day.  Also was at every cycle meeting that occur on a weekly basis. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Very professional in her behavior, attendance, and attire.  Conducted herself to the highest standards and with extreme integrity throughout her time here.  Held many extra help sessions on her free time for the success of her students.   		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Needs to improve on the way she grades assignments which will come with more experience.  Records kept were excellent.  She had a ledger that she recorded everything in.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Our district has the classroom teacher communicate with families.  The only connection made was at Back to School Night.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				Always goes above and beyond what is in the textbook to enhance her lessons.  Shows compassion and dedication to her students.  Puts in the extra effort to make sure the students are successful.  Very creative and professional.		Realizing that not every student will understand what they are taught the first or second time.  Need to get graded assignments back to the students as soon as possible and review the mistakes that were made.  needs to follow up on warnings given if students continue poor behavior. 

		Kevin		Delaney		kevind86@hotmail.com		Janet Mead		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mr. Delaney consistently demonstrates understanding of prerequisite relationships among science topics when scaffolding lessons and selecting lesson targets to match the unit goal.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mr. Delaney is aware of student personal interests and uses this information to engage students with the content in an unusual way.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		The daily learning targets developed by Mr. Delaney are properly stated as students will know and be able to do upon mastering the lesson target.  The outcomes reflect several different ways students will gain this new knowledge; representing opportunities for small group work.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		On more than one occasion, Mr. Delaney has purchased supplemental materials to enhance the lesson. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Mr. Delaney uses the Focus, explore, reflect, apply learning cycle to deliver instruction of guided inquiry.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Mr. Delaney has used on-line assessments in Google Forms with the Google for Education app.  He uses item analysis of results to adjust further instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mr. Delaney uses verbal and physical cues to re-engage students.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mr. Delaney has mastered such techniques.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students are well versed in both their and the teacher role in reaching the learning target.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Teacher questions uncover student misconceptions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		The teacher's language is well developed, expressive, and enhances student vocabulary.  He invites student to participate in discussion leading to further understanding of the topic.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Student engagement is managed by switching specific students into and out of small lab groups based on need and readiness.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Mr. Delaney makes use of Do-Now activities to engage students to ensure all students are engaged in lessons.  He also uses small group and think-pair-share techniques.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Mr. Delaney uses the student interactive notebook for formative assessment.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Lesson plans are changed to meet the needs of the learners.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mr. Delaney attends and contributes to school improvement team meetings and core team meetings.  Mr. Delaney has input on decisions regarding student awards and positive referrals.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Delaney is consistently prompt and has perfect attendance. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mr. Delaney has taken a leading role in grading student assignments.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. Delaney has taken the lead during parent conferences while discussing student successes and needs for intervention.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Mr. Delaney participated in daily de-briefing to assess his own progress in meeting his teaching targets.  He was able to make needed adjustments to accommodate changes which altered the amount of time available for particular lessons.		Mr. Delaney has excelled in all areas addressed during the co-teach period.		Mr. Delaney can develop communication techniques for making calls home to parents.

		Bryanna		Maggio		Bryannamaggio@aol.com		Nicole Langer		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Throughout her entire time in my classroom, Bryanna has always created lesson plans with a solid command of content knowledge.  She made sure her lesson plans were precise and followed along with what she was being required to teach.  There was not one day where I felt that Bryanna did not teach a lesson well because she did not understand the material she was teaching.  Anytime that Bryanna may have thought that she was unsure, she always asked me to double check her understanding, days before she was expected to teach the lesson.  From day one, I was very impressed on how much dedication Bryanna put into her lesson planning.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Bryanna found many innovative ways to address the various needs and abilities of the students in this classroom. More than half of my students are considred below level, and many of them are extremely below level.  I also have a few students who are extremely above level so Bryanna needed to find multiple ways to teaching the same material, but on various levels.  Her dedication to making sure that each student understood the concepts being taught is admirable.  She found fun ways to engaged the unengaged/struggling students while challenging those students who strive to learn more.  		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Bryanna adopted my methods of checking for understanding when  she completed a lesson.  She would modify lessons to make sure she reached the right level of rigor for individual learners and then, she would check for understanding.  She would use the Marzano's "Fist to Four" method where the students would 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Bryanna is always finding other sources to supplement the weekly text.  She has utilized teacherspayteachers.com to find different games or projects for the kids to do to practice the skills/strategies being taught.  She finds a brainpop video on brainpopjr.com for anything we are teaching as a building background exercise for the kids.  The videos are short, introduce the topic/skill/strategy that will be taught and are fun and interesting and will hold everyone's attention.  She has created her own quizzes, tests, games to make sure she reaches every child's level of understanding and uses gonoodle.com for brainbreaks when she realizes that the students are losing focus.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Bryanna is always precise with her instructional time.  She plans everything and leaves wiggle room time so that if the students aren't understanding, she has more time scheduled to do more practice and if the kids are enjoying a lesson, there is extra time to continue with the lesson.  She manages her time to have small group instruction with at least one guided reading group a day and on most days, she manages to have two groups.  If a lesson looks like it might be difficult for the children to understand in one day, she plans accordingly and schedules it as a two day lesson.  She understands that every child in the class learns at a different speed and is conscientious of making sure she reaches each individual learner.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Bryanna is quick to find innovative ways to assess student knowledge.  She uses quizzes, projects, tests and homework to keep the assessments varied.  She will then quickly grade the assessment and if she notices that a lot of students have not done as well as she hoped, she reteaches that specific area and will retest them in a different way.  She uses the assessments to see what students might need extra help in certain areas and which children need to be challeged.  She has already switched some students in guided reading because they are function higher than what their RIT score says they are at.  She is very on top of the entire class and makes sure that no one gets left behind.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Each and every one of my students have nothing but love and respect for Ms. Maggio.  They view her as their second teacher, not a student teacher.  They look to her for approval, guidance and sometimes, just extra hugs.  She makes each student feel special and loved.  She repeatedly makes sure they know she believes in them and supports all of their hard work.  It is going to be very difficult for many of my students when Ms. Maggio's time is up in our classroom.  		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Maggio is very skilled at managing student behavior.  Over the time she's spent in my classroom, she has taken all my advice, guidance and suggestions on handling all the different behaviors and personalities in my classroom.  I've watched her go from unsure if what she was doing was acceptable, to gaining some confidence to taking action all on her own.  Classroom management is something that one learns through practice .  It is because of this that I am a firm believer that Ms. Maggio will have an easy time during her first year teacher with managing her classroom.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Bryanna consistantly uses different methods of distribution, collection and transition.  She uses our superhero of the week to help pass out papers, table captains to collect papers and brainbreaks or other fun ways (i.e. calling by the color studnets are wearing, letter of their name, birthday month) to transition between activies.  She keeps the students on their toes and they all eagerly await to see what fun Ms. Maggio has in store for them.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Bryanna has created an atomosphere in the classroom where all the students know their responsiblities.  They know that Ms. Maggio expects them to come to school, ready to learn and to have fun.  She has high expectations for the students, but each of those expectations are based upon each student's individual ability.  The students are all encouraged to do their best and that as long as they try their hardest, Ms. Maggio will be thrilled with whatever outcome they get.  		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Throughout each of Bryanna's lessons, she takes the time to pause and ask questions to guage each student's understanding.  She uses questions to challenge a student's way of reasoning and she uses questions to build background.  She is so intuned to each student's ability that she scales how she asks a question, depending on who she's talking to.  This makes it a more positive atomosphere for those extremeley low students to feel comfortable in partcipating.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		The line of communication between the students and Ms. Maggio is wonderful.  She speaks clearly, loudly and repeats herself multiple times to make sure the students are aware of what the directions are.  When speaking with students regarding their work, Ms. Maggio always starts with something posititve and finds a professional way of making suggestions on how to improve.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Maggio makes it a necessity to make sure each task and activity are able to be scaffolded with appropriate pacing for student engagement.  She creates games/projects and finds ways to differentiate based on each student's ability.  Some times, she place students in groups based upon their level and use different directions for those groups.  Other times, she'll mix up the students and place them in groups where the levels and abilities are different to challenge the lower students and give the higher students opportunities to help their peers.  No student has ever been singled out due to their inability to complete an assignment.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Bryanna always finds fun and engaging ways to keep the students focused on the task at hand.  Using interactive games, brainpop videos, brainbreaks or projects, each and every one of her lessons has always been well planned and practiced.  She is so prepared that she makes each lesson flawless and fun.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Bryanna uses first to four method of assessment when she quickly wants to guage where the studnets are  and our superhero self assessment (novice (1)-I don't understand at all,  apprentice(2)-I sort of understand but need some coaching, practictioner(3)-I understand, expert (4) I understand and can explain the concept to someone else.  She alternates methods constantly to make sure she is getting accurate information on each student.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Bryanna is very aware of the students and their level of understanding.  There have been times when Bryanna is teaching and she realizes that either the students aren't understanding the material, are not engaged or they are struggling with the concepts deeply.  She has stopped, taken a step back, reevaulated the situation and made adjustments to the lesson in order to gain understanding, reestablish focus and take the extra time to understand.  It's very impressive to see a novice teacher see that the children need to be redirected, refocused or taught in an entirely different manner.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Bryanna has formed a wonderful relationship with all my colleagues.  She has particpated in all of our grade level activities (our Thankful Celebration, collaboration days,) has attended professional development days (teacher inservice days), helped me present a workshop (during our Ocean Ed Tech Expo-she helped present my Google for Beginners presentation) and has volunteered at our school events ( setting up for Terror in the Halls, worked a station at our Makerspace Event, came to back to school night and sat in and particpated in parent/teacher conferences.  The principal knows her by name and is aware of her teaching abilities.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Bryanna is always on time, professional and ready to teach and learn.  She activly prepares all lessons and comes to school early or stays after to make sure everything is ready.  She makes her own copies, and doesn't rely on myself to make sure she is prepared.  She knows the needs of each of the students and makes sure she addressess each of those needs in every lesson.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Bryanna immediately grades all assignments, quizzes and tests and records the grades on our online gradebook.  She never leaves anything for the last second and is a pro at grading papers, leaving postitive, constructive criticism on the backs of all assignments and getting it back to the students as soon as possible.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Bryanna has a great relationship with most of the parents.  She knows them by name, converses with the ones she sees daily and will write notes to any parent she needs to get in touch with.  She has sat in on conference calls to parents with me and will include her take on the situation.  THe parents all love Ms. Maggio.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Bryanna is aware when a lesson goes wonderfully and when a lesson needs adjustments.  She's so excited when every student grasps the task being taught right away.  When the students do not, however, Bryanna has no problem coming to me and seeing how she can present it in a different way.  She wants to improve and it's apparent in the honesty she portrays when she says, "How can I do this a better way?"  		Bryanna is a strong teacher.  She dives right into whatever needs to be done and finds fun, innovative ways to reach each student in our classroom.  She is well prepared, well organized and prompt.  She understands what needs to be done, finds ways to make sure it gets done and then picks up where she needs to go next.  She is sympathetic to each students, hands out hugs when needed, dries tears when they appear and dance along to brain breaks with the students.  She is honestly a person who was meant to be a teacher and I am so thankful that I got the chance to guide her along in her education.  I know that she will be an amazing teacher!		Bryanna needs to just keep working on her classroom managment.  This is something that only gets better with time and practice.  Keeping all students focused, quiet and working comes with time and she is on her way to having a fabulous classroom management.  I also believe that when she has her own classroom, it wil take some of the uncertainty away. 

		Julie		Neuner		julieneuner0@gmail.com		Amy Parker		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Lesson planning outcomes were always alighned to Common Core Standards.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Julie is an expert at finding additional resources for teaching using the internet.  She did this almost daily.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson plans were written clearly and included a variety of activities for each learning outcome.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Julie created and administered many assessments to individual student progress		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students all respect Miss Neuner and she treats them all fairly.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Julie created a warm and comfortable environment for all students.  Positive reinforcement helped limit behavior issues.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Classroom procedures are practiced daily so students follow directions quickly.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students understand the high expectations for learning so they take the "work time" very seriously.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Julie used a variety of questioning techniques to make sure all students were engaged.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Julie redirected students as needed to make sure all students participate.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Julie was good at engaging students because she frequently made up games or used the SmartBoard, which they love.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Students were actively engaged in lessons because of hands on activities or SmartBoard lessons.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Julie was an active and involved member of our Kindergarten team. She attended and participated in every meeting.  She always volunteered to help with all our group projects.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Julie was always professional in the way she dresses, her actions and communication with the school community.  She is responsible and dependable.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Julie maintained accurate records and tested all 19 students individually.  These results were used for SGOs and parent conferences.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Julie frequently responded to parents through email and home newsletters.  She was also present during conferences to meet with parents.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				dedicated		Julie may need to have additional activities to fall back on when students complete assignments quickly.  The pacing of lessons is something she will learn over time.  When students are finished, Julie will need to have other assignments/learning games or books available to do with students.
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		Scout		Bauer		bauers@go.stockton.edu		Melissa Jones		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Bauer is always prepared knowing all material before teaching it.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Student's individual needs are always addressed in her lessons.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Bauer teaches three Honors World History courses which requires a higher degree of rigor and two Academic U.S. II courses. She consistently plans lessons which challenge her students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Bauer uses a variety of resources in her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Focus is placed on		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Bauer aligns all of the assessments to the learning goals.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Bauer has wonderful rapport with her students.  She has built great relationships with them and respect is obvious.  They will truly miss her.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		From day 1, classroom management has been Ms. Bauer's strong point.  She the awareness of a veteran teacher in the classroom and always corrects behavior when necessary.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Students know what is expected of them as they move between activities.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Bauer takes education seriously and this is conveyed to her students. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Bauer is always challenging her students with higher order thinking.  She asks critical thinking questions and has the students seek to find answers for themselves rather then giving it to them. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Students understand what is expected of them as Ms. Bauer makes her expectations very clear.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Various learning styles are addressed through activities.  Ms. Bauer pays close attention to varying activities in the units.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		As stated in #16, Ms. Bauer varies her lessons to address the various learning styles of her students.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Bauer assesses her students throughout her lessons.  She pays close attention to being certain that her students are understanding the information.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Bauer adjusts her lessons to accomodate each class period's needs.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Bauer has an excellent relationship with all of her colleagues.  She is always looking to lend a hand if needed.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Bauer was extremely professional throughout her entire student teaching experience.  She is a model student teacher.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Bauer was self motivated as far as record keeping. She took the initiative at all times and was extremely organized maintaining student grades.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Bauer participated in Parent Teacher Conferences and maintained excellent relationships with families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Bauer was always open to suggestions and looking for ways to improve her lessons. 		Ms. Bauer has developed into an outstanding teacher.  She plans thoughtful lessons and pays close attention to maintaining the rigor in her classroom.  Classroom management is a top priority to her and she does this flawlessly.  This has allowed her to establish excellent relationships with her students which show a high degree of respect.   Ms. Bauer also takes initiative in all aspects of teaching.  She is self motivated and consistently stayed on top of record keeping and planning.  She did an excellent job and I am very proud of the work that she did!		None

		Taylor		Reeves		reevest@go.stockton.edu		Carrie Merritt		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		At the start of the school year, Taylor was extremely nervous about what to plan, what to teach, how to fit it all in, how to meet and know the standards....and this was only the beginning of her nerves!

Taylor has made tremendous gains in her lesson planning abilities! She now understands what is appropriate and developmental for young learners. She has studied and practiced making lessons that meet the needs of all learners.

She does not settle at using dittos or lessons straight out of a teacher's manual--Hallelujah!  Always remain creative Taylor.  It won't always be easy, but it makes for meaningful learning!		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Taylor has come to understand her students.  Her lessons are FUN, creative, and DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE. Her lessons have become differentiated to meet the needs of ALL students. The content that Taylor plans her lessons on meets the demands of our 1st grade curriculum.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Taylor is leaving with a bag full of tricks to help her classroom run smoothly and efficiently. She understands that young children need to feel respected and cared for.

She is warm and inviting with her students. When students need redirection she uses positive but firm language. She understands the system of logical consequences.

T-Dawg, don't forget all these "responsive classroom" tricks.  Remember, create a classroom with love and respect and build those rules early.  It will make the rest of every school year better.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Taylor has improved dramatically since September providing clear outcomes and expectations for behavior and learning for her students! She clearly understands the importance of this and how it will help students gain independence and experience meaningful learning!

 

NEVER FORGET: these little people are like blank slates. Assume they know very little.  Therefore: MODEL, MODEL, MODEL!		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		This are is probably Taylor's most improved area. As with anyone who hadn't had the opportunity to teach young children, Taylor needed a bit of time to develop this skill.

She now understands the developmental level of her students and meets the needs of her very diverse learners.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Taylor is continually improving on the amount of material and the pacing of each lesson. She is beginning to trust in her ability to plan activities that are "just the right amount" of content and timing.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Education should be fun and meaningful. Taylor has bought into this system! She is going to provide students with a positive learning experience!

She is aware that students learn in multiple ways. She provides lessons and activities that embrace various learning styles.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Taylor has been an active participant my classroom. She is positive, excited and a willing learner. It has been fun to be a "team" with her.

She has participated in extracurricular activities including: the EASE tutoring program, volunteering at school events (for example the OCNJ Half Marathon), PLC meetings, and staff meetings.

She has formed positive relationships with me (her cooperating teacher), colleagues, parents and students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Taylor has gone above and beyond to be part of the OCPS community. She challenges herself to perform at a high standard.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Taylor, I will miss your assistance with this. UGH...data!		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Taylor assists in dismissal each day. With this she has had the opportunity to meet and have discussions with parents on a daily basis. She has handled herself in a professional manner.

Additionally, she assisted in the parent conference process; helped right daily reminders or notes home to parents/families. 

She understands that the family unit is different for each child; as is each child's home life. She uses this knowledge to help with lesson planning, behavior management and understanding each child.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Willingness to learn		Continue to trust in yourself

																																																																																																																																										Willingness to spend time creating active, cognitively engaging lessons		Remember, these students need everything modeled for them...they are little.  Always have fun!

																																																																																																																																										Understanding of the importance of classroom management skills

																																																																																																																																										Rapport with students

		Abigail		Davis		davisa21@go.stockton.edu		Stephanie Clark		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Davis clearly demonstrated that she understood and had a good command of the curriculum. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Davis did a nice job of addressing student needs, especially with students with 504 plans, and students who spoke little English.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		The lessons were planned well and clearly related to the end goal of the unit of study.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Davis did a nice job of using internet and classroom resources, and integrating them into her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Davis has learned time managment skills and knows how to gauge how far each class will get with a lesson.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments are built into Ms. Davis's lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Clear teacher-student rapport was evident.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Davis consistently addressed any student misbehavior accordingly. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Davis has greatly improved her lesson transitions.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students understood their role as learners and asked questions to further their learning and fix any misunderstandings. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Davis has greatly improved her questioning techniques, now asking more rigorous questions to students during the lesson.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Davis continuously communicated lessons and directions for activities very clearly.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Davis greatly improved her lesson pacing throughout the semester. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		All activities used were aligned towards the learning goals and most of the students seemed engaged.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Davis now uses assessments in her instruction regularly to get immediate feedback on student understanding.  One that she uses a lot is having students complete practice problems on communicators, and hold them up to check their answers.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Davis was an excelled participant in our department-based PLCs.  She even wrote up PLC reports for some of the meetings.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Davis was continously professional during the course of her student teaching.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Davis graded assignments, quizzes, and tests, and input the grades in the online gradebook.  She also kept accurate records of student home work. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Although Ms. Davis did not make any personal phone calls or emails to parents on her own, we kept in contact with many parents reguarly, as a team.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Strengths:  

-Teacher/student rapport

-Lesson planning and also planning different activities to strengthen student learning

-Communication with students about behavior and grades

-Clearly communicating lessons to students

-Professionalism

-Being actively involved in department PLC's and being respected by other staff members		Areas for Improvement:

-Questioning skills:  Asking higher-level thinking questions to students during a lesson

-Using closure in lessons as a way to tie together all ideas discussed during the lesson

		Melissa		Porter		melissaxchristine1@gmail.com		Cynthia Moyer		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Lesson plans reflect a solid knowledge of subject matter, prerequisite skills, and cross curricular connections. Lessons convey correct knowledge, vocabulary, concepts and processes.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lesson plans reflect the needs of struggling students, and general student population.  Future plans should also address the needs of students with advanced academic abilities.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Lesson plan outcomes are related and measurable.  Additional focus on correct level of rigor for individual learners needs to be addressed.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Lesson plans include a variety of sources: Basal reading text, internet, instructional texts, and resource books.  These have made the lessons creative, focused, and engaged all students. Melissa has also used colleagues as resources to develop her plans.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson plans are aligned to standards.  Lessons have clear time allocations, and are challenging for the majority of students.  Adaptations and modifications are planned to meet needs of students with academic needs.  		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Lesson and unit plans clearly identify summative assessments.  Some lessons have formative assessment plans that help determine future instruction.  Assessments are clearly communicated to students and directly relate to lesson objectives.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		One of Melissa's strongest attributes is her ability to relate to her students.  She has established an environment of mutual respect and has striven to develop a strong rapport with them.  She is aware of each students' personality and interests, and has used this knowledge to develop relevant lessons that engage her students. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Melissa has a strong command of behavior management.  She is consistent and fair.  The students are aware of, helped to establish, and fully participate in the classroom behavior system. Melissa also models and upholds our students to our district code of conduct and character education virtues. She uses positive and effective interactions with her students to encourage appropriate behavior. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Melissa has established jobs and procedures within our classroom. The procedures are clear and efficient, transitions are effective, allowing for maximum time on task and learning. Group work is organized and supportive communication among class members is promoted and expected.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The students are held to high expectations.  They use self-reflection, and teacher feed back to set personal learning goals.  Melissa has consistently raised the level of expectation for learning when appropriate.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questioning strategies were used to engage students and foster higher order thinking.  Follow up questions were utilized to expand, clarify, and assess student learning.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Melissa communicates openly with all students and others.  She encourages self-expression, reflection and evaluation in students. She also engages students in a variety of modes of communication.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Learner's interests and skill levels are considered and met, engaging them in the learning process.

 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Students know the criteria for success, and receive clear, immediate, and constructive feedback.  

 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessment is used and accurate, specific feedback is given to students in a timely fashion.  Formative assessment use should increase.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Melissa has demonstrated her flexibility daily, adjusting lessons for pacing, content, and rigor to meet student needs.  		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Melissa has become part of our school culture and community.  She has participated in a 3 day fifth grade camping experience, interacting with staff, students, and parents while there in a professional manner.  She has attended PTO meetings, faculty meetings, in-services, and grade level meetings within our school. She recently volunteered at a benefit volleyball game that involved school staff, as well as our community fire and police officers.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Melissa has conducted herself ethically, modeling ethical behaviors, including honesty, fairness and respect for individuals and for rules. She is reliable and follows through on her commitments.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Melissa has maintained all records of attendance, student assignments, grading, electronically posting of grades, and communications of progress effectively, efficiently, and in a timely manner		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Melissa has participated in parent conferences and in email communications with parents with providing both positive and areas in need of change or growth.  She has handled these professionally and sensitively.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Melissa has improved in this area and can reflect, providing a specifically accurate judgement on the effectiveness of a lesson. She is still developing her skills at providing specific suggestions to improve.		Melissa has a pleasant, outgoing personality, and a strong desire to be a great teacher.  She also has a strong desire to provide her students with the best opportunities to succeed.  She uses a variety of resources to engage her students and to enrich the learning experience. 

Her strongest asset is her connection with her students. She has establishes an environment of mutual respect and develops a strong rapport with them. She is a caring and empathetic teacher, and works hard to get to know her students' interests and personalities. This combined with her excellent classroom management establishes a productive and pleasant learning community in the classroom.

She will be a great teacher.		All teachers have areas to grow or improve in. Melissa's area include explicitly planning formative assessments, with pre-determined changes in instruction.  She will also benefit from developing a stronger repertoire of strategies for improving her lessons as she reflects. Her students with exceptional academic abilities will benefit from her expanding her pedagogy in differentiating to meet their needs.

		Nataly		Badajoz		nbadajoz@aol.com		Cheryl Ward		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Nataly's lesson were always aligned to the Common Core Content Curricular Standards.  Each standard was included in her lessons and the objectives were clearly stated.  They were very easy to follow.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Nataly's lessons addressed the needs of all of our students in the class.  There are four student's with IEP's, two students with 504's, five students who are in Basic Skills, two students in General OMNI, and four students in Language Arts OMNI.  She created organizers and visuals to assist the students when needed.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		The goals that Nataly sets represent valuable learning and most students met the goals.  When a student doesn't meet a goal, you have to plan accordingly to help him/her meet that goal in future lessons.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Nataly has used a variety of resources to plan her lessons, such as, mentor texts, created powerpoint presentations, used youtube, Quizlet, Kahoot, and Plickers.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Nataly's lessons were always aligned with instructional outcomes which were challenging for the higher learners, but allowing differentiation for the students that needed it.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Nataly prepared both formative and summative assessments.  She used the app, Plickers for formative assessments, and the students really enjoy it.  During lessons, Nataly used great questioning techniques for all levels of learning.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Nataly is well-liked and respected by all students.  She has built a relationship with each one of them.  		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Nataly has become more comfortable with managing student behavior.  She responds to student misbehavior in ways that are appropriate and respectful of the students.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Each student has a job in the classroom.  We have two paper passers and two paper collectors.  When materials need to be distributed or collected, Nataly calls on the students, and they do their job.  As the students are passing out papers, she reminds the other students to put their name, number, and date on the paper in order for them to stay on task.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		There are high expectations in the classroom for learning.  Nataly continually praises the students, and in turn, they want to try hard.  Her encouraging nature gets them to want to participate and try their best.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Nataly has improved on asking questions that meet the needs of all students.  She always encourages the students to look back in the book to find the answer; especially when the same kids are raising their hands.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Nataly has improved in the way she communicates with the students since the beginning of the semester.  She makes sure she has given all instructions before the students begin an assignment.  If necessary, she goes over the directions again if she sees a student is not understanding what he/she is supposed to do.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		During lessons Nataly keeps the students engaged.  She plans lessons that are challenging and scaffold with appropriate pacing for engagement.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		When beginning a lesson Nataly always lets the students know what she expects of them, therefore she has been very successful in keeping them engaged during the lesson.  When they know what you expect of them, they stay more focused on the outcome.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Nataly uses assessment regularly by asking questions throughout the lesson, monitoring students while they are working independently, and using exit slips at the end of a lesson.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Nataly has demonstrated flexibility and responsiveness throughout the semester.  If she is teaching a lesson and discovers it is too difficult or too easy, she quickly modifies the lesson to meet the needs of the students.  Early in the semester we were writing a paragraph about superheroes and some of the students were really struggling, so she quickly changed the topic for the paragraph to make it a little easier.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Nataly has built several relationships during her semester at Pine Beach Elementary School.  She had the opportunity to observe and participate in lessons with the Kindergarten through Fifth Grade classes this past week.  This is a great way to see the way other teachers handle their classrooms and students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Nataly has always been very professional.  She arrives to school on time, she is respectful to others, follows all school and district rules, and provides opportunities for student success.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to maintain records				Since my grade book and parent communication log is on the computer, Nataly does not have access to it. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Nataly understands the importance of communicating with families.  I have an open line of communication with all of  my parents.  At the beginning of the year, I give them my email, eboard address, and phone number so the parents can contact me if they need me at any time. I also send them regular reminders about things that are going on in school through the website, Remind.  I've shared my parent communication log with Nataly and my eboard.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Nataly has always asked me if there is anything she could do to improve her lessons.  If I gave her any suggestions, she would always try them in her next lesson.		It has been a pleasure having Nataly as my student teacher this semester.  The one thing I really admired about Nataly is that she never really seemed nervous when she taught.  She stepped into the role as a teacher very quickly and easily.  She is a natural.  I know that she will do great things in the future, and I wish her the best of luck.  Any school district will be lucky to have her as an employee.		Nataly has done a terrific job this semester!  

		Ronald		DeFelice		ronaldjdefelice@gmail.com		Christina Sarkos		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mr. DeFelice exhibited strong content knowledge throughout the semester.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. DeFelice has consistently used outside resources and original materials, that he created himself, to enhance the effectiveness of each lesson. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Throughout the semester, Mr. DeFelice met the variety of student needs in the classroom through the use of stations.  He frequently grouped students according to level which enabled him to provide enrichment activities for more advanced students and remediation for students who where struggling with a particular concept.    		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		I am really impressed over Mr. DeFelice's ability to incorporate a variety of assessments into his daily lesson plans to assess student learning and plan for future instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mr. DeFelice's classroom management skills have increased tremendously throughout the semester.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mr. DeFelice has established routines and procedures that allow students to smoothly and quickly transition from one activity to another.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Mr. DeFelice consistently challenged students to use higher level thinking skills through the use of logical, purposeful, and thought provoking questions.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		All of the activities that Mr. DeFelice created were engageing and incorporated various levels of complexity to meet all of the student needs in the classroom. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		All of the teachers and administrators at my school were greatly impressed with Mr. DeFelice's hard work and dedication this semester.  He was always willing to lend a helping hand and consistently went above and beyond with any task that was asked of him.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. DeFelice consistently demonstrated a high degree of professionalism and always complied with school and district regulations.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mr. DeFelice did a wonderful job maintaining students' grades, classroom performance, and overall progress throughout the semester.  

 

 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. DeFelice attended a number of parent conferences throughout the semester.  He always showed the utmost professionalism while discussing student progress/concerns with parents and guardians.  		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Mr. DeFelice's growth and development in our profession is evident.  He did a wonderful job throughout the semester creating instructional activities that motivated and challenged all the students in our classroom.		Continue to work on classroom management skills.  

		Rileigh		Ruff		rileigh.j.ruff@gmail.com		Karla O'Connell		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		When Rileigh prepared lessons she was always very thorough and detailed.  She was also very open to discussing plans and tweaking when necessary.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Rileigh knows our students well and did many things throughout her time in the classroom to meet the needs of the students.  She understands their backgrounds and supports all students to help them be successful.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Rileigh understands how to create effective lesson plans.  Her lessons reflect an effective model: Objective, Anticipatory Set, Direct Instruction, Guided Practice, Independent Practice, and Closure.  All parts of her lessons flow and are measureable.  In addition, lessons were modified to reflect the individual learners in our classroom and provide reteaching, enrichment, and modified assignments.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		When planning lessons, Rileigh did not stick to just the textbook assigned to each subject.  She sought out various resrouces from what was available in the classroom and things she found on her own on the internet.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		When lesson planning, Rileigh always considered the levels of the students and provided differentiation in the activities when appropriate.  		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Rileigh used assessments to reflect on students' progress and reviewed material with students as needed.  She understands the connection between instruction and assessment.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		This is a strength of Rileigh as a teacher.  The students respect and enjoy being around Rileigh as a result of Rileigh's hard work and dedication in the classroom.  The students know that Rileigh wants to be in school with them each day and wants them to be successful.  Students are very comfortable asking Rileigh for assistance with a variety of tasks and also enjoys talking to them.  She knows the students and is a keen observer in reading students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Rileigh along with myself have created a classroom conducive to learning and she was very consistent in her expectations of student behavior.  Students know the rules and are reminded of the rules by Rileigh when needed by guiding students to get back on track with their behavior.  		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		There is little time wasted in our classroom.  Co-teaching is a very effective model of teaching and with two teachers in the room, it helps to limit down time in the classroom.  When one of us is working with a small group, the other is able to monitor the other students ensuring all students are remaining on task.  Also through being prepared for each day, Rileigh ensured that transitions between subjects and other times of the day are smooth.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Rileigh and I have created a classroom where students are supportive of one another and take responsibility for their learning.  Each day Rileigh has demonstrated her work ethic and set an example for the students of how to support and be an active member in our classroom.  Through her modeling, the classroom culture reflectives high expectations and support to all students.  		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Rileigh asked questions when teaching to ensure students' understanding of the concepts.  She was effective in ensuring she asked all students questions and varied the level of the questions depending on the concept being taught.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Rileigh used clear and accurate speech when speaking with the students.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Rileigh understands the importance of students being engaged when learning.  Together we prepared tasks and activities that provoked student thinking and appropriate scaffolding when needed based on the indivdual learners in the classroom.  		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		In our class, Rileigh was able to experience a diverse group of learners.  Several students had individual education plans to follow and her lessons considered the needs of those particular students as well as the other students in the class.  Her lessons support students being engage and learning to be active learners.  		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		As mentioned earlier, Rileigh understands the connection between instruction and assessment and she uses the assessment tools to guide her instruction.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Rileigh became more confident in adjusting lessons and throughout her time she learned to adjust pacing based on how students were doing with the material.  		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Rileigh was a member of the Flower Show committee at the school.  This was an ongoing project that just recently finished up.  She was able to support the efforts specifically with her understanding of technology.  

In addition, Rileigh participated in School Based Management meetings.  These meetings consist of administration and a representive from each grade level to discuss concerns and upcoming events.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Rileigh has been recognized in our school as being a hardworking and dedicated educator.  She offered to present during a faculty meeting, arrived at school early each day and stayed late as needed, and always maintained a positive attitude.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Rileigh was very responsible with maintaing records and assisted in grading papers each week.  		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Rileigh met with parents of each student during parent teacher conferences.  She was professional and helped to discuss areas of strenghts and weaknesses. 		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Continuing to reflect on our teaching will always make us more effective.  		It has been a pleasure to co-teach with Rileigh and throughout the experience, I have been able to observe her dedication to teaching during that time.

Throughout Rileigh’s student teaching experience, she was highly motivated to learn as much as she could and perform to her best capacities.  She put in the effort to develop effective lesson plans and monitor student progress.  

Rileigh demonstrated numerous strengths as a teacher, but from my observations one of her greatest strengths was how quickly she learned about the students and recognized their individual needs.  She was always sincere in working with students to ensure their understanding of new material and their success in various activities.      

In addition, Rileigh exhibited confidence in showing her leadership skills.  She recently presented to teachers during a faculty meeting on the use of Screencast-o-matic and Survey Monkey.

Rileigh displays the qualities that make a teacher successful.  She is dependable, motivated, and dedicated.  She works well with colleagues and administration.  		In going forward I would say don't be afraid to try new things in the classroom and always be reflective on your teaching practice.  

		Carissa		Santora		csantora91@gmail.com		Susan Savino		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		A few gaps in content knowledge.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Adept at addressing student needs and abilities.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Outcomes are sometimes related, with correct level of rigor, and measurable.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Used school and internet resources.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Pacing in whole group and differentiation in small group are important.		1		Only summative assessments used. Results not used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments were summative in nature.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Developed good rapport with students.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Consistency is key.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Change routines until a smooth one is found.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		Stress learning rather than completion of task.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Use varying ways of choosing students; don't only choose volunteers.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Some inconsistency in communication.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Keep pace moving to keep interest level high.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Pacing of activities and engagement level are important.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Specific and accurate feedback is important.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Makes adjustments as needed.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Outside demands sometimes impinge on teacher availability.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Honest and compliant.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Assisted with some records.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				N/A		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Self aware		Establishing rapport with students.		Planning, pacing, and classroom management.

		Robert		Dow		swedishfish0@gmail.com		Michael Balog		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Outcomes are clearly related and vigorous.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Uses various supplements and resources.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson are challenging and differentiated.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Continue to work on consistency in consequences.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Continue to work on classroom procedures and their efficiency.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Continue to practice delving techniques and higher level questioning.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Tasks and activities are challenging and appropriate.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well		Activities are engaging and aligned.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Continue to modify instruction accordingly.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Continue good relations with peers and volunteering for school, district, and community activities.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Has high standards and complies with school regulations.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Continue keeping accurate records.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				n/a		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				Mr. Dow has great knowledge of his content area.  He clearly has a passion for working with children and cares about their learning.  Mr. Dow uses a varrying array of teaching techniques to make sure he reaches all learners.  He strives to make sure his goals are reached and that his students get the best they can out of each and every lesson.  He is determined and listens to suugestions to continue to improve his teaching methods.		Continue to use time wisely in order to maximize the potential of lesson plans.  Continue to work on class management skills and consistency in order to enhance the learning environment.  Continue to keep accurate records of grades, plans, etc. 

		Janine		Duarte		duartej@go.stockton.edu		Patricia Lovato		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Janine researches and uses the internet to supplement her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Janine aligns her lessons to  instructional outcomes.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Janine has developed in her managing of student behavior.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Janine has establishled a smooth transition for distribution and collection of materials since September.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Janine has made steady progress asking students a variety of questions.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Janine has the students engaged in their learning.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Janine participates in activities and is willing to help.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Janine has a strong work ethic.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Janine is thourgh with her record keeping.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Janine is learning to establish communication with families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Janine is organized in her planning. She has implemented creative lesson plans throughout this marking period. Janine is a motivated student teacher and has worked hard.		Janine should continue to develop in communicating and asking questions.

		Jessica		Keen		keenj@go.stockton.edu		Melissa Hannan		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Very proficient in lesson planning- on level and imaginative		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		X		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		X		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Uses various methods and has a grasp on the use of technology in the classroom		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		X		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		X		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Creates a classroom environment that is condusive to learning- great raport with students		3		Managed student behavior consistently		X		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Students are well aware of daily classroom procedures		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		X		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Needs to work on upper level questioning techniques		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		X		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Many hands-on  and group activities to platform learning 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		X		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Uses multiple forms of summative and formative assessments		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		X		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		X		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		x		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		X		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		X		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		X		Strengths are student raport, classroom environment, record keeping and lesson planning		Classroom management and upper level questioning

		Matthew		Flores		stk34967@go.stockton.edu		Mark Brestle		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mr. Flores has a good command of content especially US I, his knowledge of US II increased significantly throughout the quarter. Mr. Flores also has an excellent awareness of current events and military procedures which benefits him greatly when he associates and explains concepts which link historical ideas to students modern lives.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mr. Flores has shown a particularly good capacity for addressing the needs of the lower level students, using his patience and willingness to 'reexplain' concepts in multiple ways to promote understanding. He has addressed the numerous IEPs in the lower level classes. An emphasis on perspective and tolerance throughout the course helps students respect different cultural heritages. Mr. Flores' ability to speak Spanish helps him to relate, communicate and educate the many Hispanic students in our district.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Although outcomes are always considered, not all are measurable. Ability levels were mostly appropriate which is difficult, as this is the first year our school is using heterogeneous grouping for our 8th grade classes. Needs of lower level students were frequently address with study guides, yet  the interest of upper level students were still piqued. Learning outcomes were measured using questioning techniques and a student three finger prompt feedback method. This three finger feedback method provides a direct and immediate evaluation, from the student to the teacher about the effectiveness of learning, especially of difficult concepts.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Flores has a great command of resources especially the internet, his lessons are interlaced with videos, music, maps and many other resources that not only educate but maintain the students' attention and interest. His technology skills are so well honed that students are often entertained while being educated.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Mr Flores' lessons are always aligned to instructional outcomes, not only outcomes for that day but also often for the week, section and even the unit. His many co-op group activities are often organized and timed using musical interludes of varying lengths to differentiate instruction to groups of different ability levels.  He also differentiates instruction by providing annotated notes and study guides using cloze procedure for the lower level students.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments are well designed and effective. They include both summative and formative assessments. Mr. Flores uses a three finger technique, that allows him to get direct feedback from students after presenting difficult concepts that helps him decide if the topic was understood and the lesson can proceed, or if the concept needs to be 'retaught.'  Mr. Flores also uses 'exit tickets' to determine the effectiveness of lessons and the amount of learning that took place which determines the sequence of future lessons. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Mr. Flores has a very good rapport with the students often using student's names and other terms of positive reinforcement. Some classes are normally very talkative, yet Mr. Flores handles the disruptions well and brings the class back to order when necessary. Mr. Flores is comfortable, relaxed and at ease in front of the class, he smiles often which exudes confidence. Mr. Flores is also quite entertaining for the students- using voices, singing and dancing, as well as, jargon from current social media that the students can relate to. These techniques endear him to the students who expressed disappointment that he will be ending his time here at BNMS.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Mr. Flores like most new teachers needs to continue to develop strategies and techniques for managing student behavior. He has been mostly successful with student deportment, having only a few negative incidents which he handled well. Some of the classes are difficult. Some students continue to call out and try to be funny, which causes some disruption. Mr. Flores handles student misbehavior in three ways. First, he tells the students to raise hands before speaking out. Second, he uses individual student's names to hold them accountable for their behavior. And finally, his lessons are usually good enough to hold the student's interest which reduced disruptions. This strategy proved successful for the majority of the classes.   		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		The distribution  of materials and the transitions between activities are performed smoothly and efficiently. The students are prepared for the discussions at the beginning of the class because Mr. Flores has been keeping them informed on current world affairs. Students bring some knowledge of current events to the class due to the discussions and interest established on previous days. Mr. Flores organizes his lessons well, with timed transitions and differentiation of instruction.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The expectations of learning by the teacher and the students were always high. The students would often enter the classroom discussing the topic of the day, for example 'states refusing to allow Syrian refugees' and inquiring as to the change in world affairs. Students were able to understand their role as learners while discussing such topics as:  the concept of 'states rights' v. 'federal power,'  major differences between the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution, reasons the US becomes a world power, as well as, Social Darwinism, among many others.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Mr. Flores uses questioning techniques that progresses from literal to higher order level of thinking. This is especially effective when linking up old knowledge to new knowledge in order to create knowledge chains in the brain to guide students understanding of content and concepts from one day to the next. Mr. Flores also uses questions to guide the students through the content and ideas of daily lessons, as well as, to higher levels of thinking on difficult concepts. The questions/activities are designed to take the students from literal cognitive levels (such as: What is a Law?) to higher levels of thinking, by analyzing the difference between, and need for, each type of laws that would guarantee for example: either Personal Liberty or Social Order.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Mr. Flores has a loud, deep voice which projects across the room. He speaks clearly and slowly, explaining certain difficult points in more relevant language and situations that students can better understand. Mr. Flores also uses different voices and accents very effectively to engage the students and enhance communication.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		An example of Mr. Flores' challenging activities can be seen in the following lesson: the concept of analyzing and determining the difference between 'Personal Liberty' and 'Social Order' is a higher level cognitive skill for most middle school students, Mr Flores guided the student up the cognitive ladder and then allowed them, through a co-op activity to learn the difference for themselves. There were multiple handouts used as scaffolding to guide the students' thinking. The students progressed through the stations helping each other find the answers and raised their thinking levels. Scaffolding was also used in lessons to help the lower level students, one example is in a jigsaw group activity, Mr. Flores would put some words or sentences in bold print to help focus students' attention to the correct answers.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Activities were effective and engaging, including but not limited to: analysis of a political cartoons, think-pair-share, group work with discussions, direct instruction incorporating  visually enhanced power points and Prezis. The pacing of lessons would be dictated by the ability levels of the groups and often accompanied by a musical piece to have a consistent time period.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Mr. Flores uses a questioning technique to assess learning, especially at the beginning of a lesson to hook up old knowledge to new knowledge. He also utilizes a feedback system of asking students to indicate whether they feel confident about their understanding by raising fingers once he prompts them with a cue. Three fingers indicates outstanding understanding, two fingers equals good understanding, while one finger would tell the teacher that the lesson needs to be retaught. This formative evaluation is used especially when difficult topics are taught.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Mr. Flores will often entertain students' questions as a way to reinforce learning and/or to clarify concepts to ensure learning. He will often stop with the historical content of a lesson to help student understanding by making the concepts relevant to their lives. He also sings, uses voices and references to social media, in order to pique students' interests.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mr. Flores participated in common planning periods with the social studies teachers to work on long term projects like choice boards and menus. He also attended articulation meetings with the 7th grade teachers to discuss logistics and cross- curriculum lessons. Mr. Flores also has professional relationships with other teachers and administration.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Flores complied with the policies and regulations of the school and district. He conducted himself with professionalism and the utmost integrity. His appearance was consistently appropriate, he wore ties everyday and always looks well groomed. His concern for the success of the students is apparent even to the students.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mr. Flores accurately and efficiently maintained all the records for all the classes (6) of a full time teacher. He graded all assignments, checked homework and entered all grades into the computer program 'OnCourse.' He also included comments for all students on the rosters. 'Oncourse' also provides teachers with websites, this website provides student the ability to find classwork and homework for the all the courses, Mr Flores also maintained  the website with up to date assignments and homework.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. Flores attended  Parent-Teacher conferences where he defended the grades and interacted with the parents of the students. All the parents who attended the conferences were thrilled with the job Mr. Flores did throughout the quarter and happy with the progress of the classes. He displayed confidence and a pleasant demeanor throughout the meetings and all the parents were happy with the results. Mr. Flores, at need, also called a few parents throughout the quarter to discuss student progress.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Mr Flores and myself would often reflect on the lessons and suggestions would made, for example how to  keep the students on task while in co-op groups and how to evaluation students during presentations. The suggestion was that all students should read at least one aspect of the report during the presentations, to ensure total participation. Other reflections included effectiveness of lessons,  higher order thinking activities, and improving classroom deportment.  However, time constraints sometimes limited our ability to reflect on some lessons, but I'm sure Mr. Flores reflected on his own, due to the fact that he has very high standards and takes great pride in his work and the results.		Mr. Flores does a very nice job of integrating current events as a hook and to help explain concepts related to the day's lesson. He used the problem of whether States have the right to ban Syrian refugees, or is it under the federal government's jurisdiction, an issue that has been debated for decades. This hook reinforces a difference between the Articles of Confederation and the US Constitution over the issue of states' rights. He also showed a biased article that depicted an overall theme of the class, that of identifying and understanding different perspectives. This article was also a good segway to that day's lesson, that of writing the US Constitution. This technique is particularly effective in promoting learning, piquing interest of students and is one of Mr. Flores' strengths.

Another of Mr. Flores' strengths include his rapport with the students and his questioning technique that leads students to predicted conclusions. His demeanor in front of the classroom is unusually composed for a beginning teacher, this is  probably a product of his existing life experiences and military background, as well as, a strong knowledge of content especially in US I. Mr. Flores also has a good command of the current educational procedures, jargon and skills which will serve him well in the current evaluation climate in schools today. Another strength of Mr Flores is his planning and preparation for each lesson which demonstrate tremendous industry and effort. This preparation helps create lessons that engage student interest, promote cognitive development and establish a positive learning atmosphere in which the students enjoy coming to class. Mr. Flores will make, in my opinion, a fine teacher who is very well prepared.		Mr. Flores, as with most beginning teachers, needs to continue to develop techniques and rationales for managing student behaviors. He already knows the importance of knowing student's names in order to keep them accountable for their behavior. He also needs to establish his own printed rules and guidelines of appropriate student behaviors and expectations for the course that should be given out at the beginning of the school year. Just a note to be aware of (has not been a problem as of yet) but in trying to be popular with the students, do not cross the line where they view you as a friend and equal, as this could lead to problems if discipline is required at a later date. Also, always be open to students perspectives even if you don't necessarily agree with them, try not to say "no, not right" to an answer, but see if you can spin the answer to be 'rightish' so as not to embarrass the student and have them not want to answer questions in the future. Matthew does such a good job that it hard to find deficiencies.

		Sarah		Fryling		sgougher@me.com		Renee Smith		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mrs. Fryling displays confidence when teaching her lessons and shows a strong command of  knowledge across all content areas. Prior to teaching a lesson she often researches different strategies to enhance her instruction.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lesson plans address the individual learner.  Mrs. Fryling recognizes the importance of differentiated instruction.  She often incorporates hands-on activities and kinesthetic learning.  She is also sensitive and respectful to the students.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mrs. Fryling uses a variety of resources to enhance her lessons including various websites such as

Google docs., Go Noodle, Scholastic, Super Teacher worksheets, BrainPop Jr., and Plicker, etc.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson is specific and detailed to meet the needs of the individual learner.    Lessons allow for differentiated instruction.  NJCSS are fulfilled and met  throughout Mrs. Fryling's lessons.  		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Formative and Summative assessments were implemented frequently to drive instruction, and allow opportunities to reteach various skills when necessary.  		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Mrs. Fryling has developed a warm caring relationship with the students. Students are encouraged to treat one another with respect. Students are respectful and follow directions.  Mrs. Fryling uses visual and verbal cues to modify behavior when attention is needed.  She provides opportunities for students to respond to questions in a non-threatening environment.  Mrs. Fryling is encouraging and uses positive reinforcement to motivate her students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mrs. Fryling uses visual and verbal cues to modify behavior when attention is needed.  Mrs. Fryling uses positive reinforcement to motivate her students.  She has also utilized Class Dojo an online positive behavior management system.  Mrs. Fryling is also firm and consistant with enforcing the rules.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Routines are established.  Students recognize the expectations of transitioning between activities. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mrs. Fryling has high expectations for all learners.  She encourages students to redo or correct assignments which allows for students to learn and reflect upon their mistakes.  Upon completion of a  lesson, she encourages students to self- reflect on whether or not a skilll has been mastered.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Higher order level questioning was often utilized throughout her lessons.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Activities are challenging at times. She is able to provide the appropriate supports/scaffolding for students to build upon until a various skill can be mastered. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Mrs. Fryling utilizes various formative and summative assessments to drive her instructon and to better meet her students' needs.  She has used rubrics, plicker, individual conferencing, etc. to collect data on students' strengths and weaknesses.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Mrs. Fryling addresses the students needs and often takes time to engage the class in "teachable moments." She also recognizes when lessons need to be adapted.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mrs. Fryling is active throughout our school community. She has attended fundraisers for our school.  In addition, Mrs. Fryling collaborates with colleagues and has helped our staff with numerous technology questions and shared various apps that support our curriculum.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mrs Fryling is very professional in and around our school community.  She arrives to work early and is always well prepared.  She attends all faculty meetings and our weekly PLC (professional learning communities) meetings.  She provides and researches creative hands - on learning activities that are engaging for the students.  Mrs. Fryling is actively assessing students throughout her lessons and during our reading conference period.  In addition, she documents her data collection on individual students. She follows up with activities suited for reteaching and/or enriching the student population. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mrs. Fryling provides all daily lesson plans and assessments for each student.  She successfully administers Unit and Trimester Tests for math and reading.  Mrs. Fryling conferences daily with small reading groups and individual students.  She uses the eIRLA to document data collected on individual students and sets individual power goals that drive her instruction within the small groups.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mrs. Fryling communicates with families concerning their child's academic progress and behavior cocerns through email and Class Dojo.  She is always pro-active when a problem arises and immediately communicates with the parents, so that the problem can be addresed and resolved.  Daily newsletters and websites were also utilized to inform parents of upcoming events as well as highlighting the focus lessons for the week.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Mrs. Fryling readily takes all suggestions and is able to implement them clearly and professionally.  		Mrs. Fryling is enthusiastic and energetic in and out of the classroom. She has a wonderful rapport with her students.  She creates individualized lesson plans infused with technology and kinesthetic learning.  Mrs. Fryling has a way of making learning fun, but does not lower the expectations of her students. She is an asset to the classroom and truly believes that all students can achieve!  She is going to be a fabulous teacher!		N/A

		Marybeth		Sawyer		maryb1013@msn.com		Shari Wyckoff		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		All Lesson Plans were completed thoroughly and timely		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson plans were always created to fit the needs of the students 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Student behvior issues were barely an issue but when something did take place it was handled within the classroom and professionally		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Classroom procedures were always fluid and completed competently		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questions were always engaging and on topic. Students were involved and on task		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were paced appropriately and challenged. They were also grouped into mini-cohorts created by Marybeth to allow for room for academic improvement within the classrooom.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Marybeth participated in every PLC she was asked to participate in. She also attended department meetings, staff meetings, pep rallys, IEP meetings, and RISE meetings, and more. Marybeth quickly built a rapport with the staff, students, and some of the parents within the district within the short time that she taught here.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Marybeth's professionalism was stellar in every aspect		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Marybeth maintained an accurate gradebook and attendance record for the first marking period and the start of the second marking period with my guidance. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Marybeth was given the opportunity to communicate with parents in an IEP setting, during team meetings, and through email in reference to their children and their academic and social standings		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				*Content Knowledge

*Empathy and withitness

*Preparedness		*I honestly cannot think of any areas of improvement at this time. Marybeth was lucky enough to be graced with a group of wonderful loving students that had a yearning to learn and took to her very quickly. She was confident with her content knowledge and willing to adapt to any and all changes when needed. Any school district will be lucky to hire her.

		david		wright		stk30147@go.stockton.edu		Scott Middleton		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Mr. Wright did a very good job of preparing his content knowledge for his lessons.  He was able to reach the point where he needed very few paper notes in front of him.  The difficult test comes when students ask questions, and Mr. Wright handled them correctly and comfortably.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		A general cross-section of student needs were addressed.  In the future expand those.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Mr. Wright's lesson plans were well thought out as he worked to coordinate all aspects of the lesson, including building them for the correct level of rigor for most learners. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Wright typically used used a variety of content sources in preparation for his lessons.  He regularly went beyond the course textbook to gain different supporting points for his lessons.  These included video clips, related music, stills to support lesson points, and supplemental quotes and biographies.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		It can be difficult to attain the lesson points to meet the curriculum goals yet also differentiate instruction.  Mr. Wright expanded the methods used to develop coherent instruction as the semester progressed, increasing levels of cognitive challenge.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Early into the placement Mr. Wright initiated the construction of all assessments and gained much experience in this phase of teaching.  Mr. Wright created one all-subjective written exercise which was a successful part of his experience.  Continue to expand types of assessments.		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		Mr. Wright established an environment of respect fairly quickly.  Near the end of his placement is when he really reached a higher level of comfort and rapport with the students.  It could be seen that both he and the students reacted positively to this. 		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		There were no major behavioral issues in Mr. Wright's classes.  However, Mr. Wright needs to maintain a consistency in his behavior management; loose management in the small things can lead to larger issues.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Mr. Wright showed strides in this area as his expertise in rapport and assumption of authority became more comfortable (see #10 above), which led to efficient transitions and more productive class time.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		By the end of his placement Mr. Wright had strengthened his command of his use of questions, often taking good advantage of teachable moments arising from student questions and expanding those instances into higher level questions directed back to the students.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Mr. Wright improved his communication with the students as he incorporated such techniques as wait time and pauses, follow up and reinforcement questions, and observational assessment to evaluate communication.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Learning tasks and activities were regularly developed to be able to meet the lesson and curriculum goals.  Look to make these more student centered and scaffold them to keep students engaged.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Mr. Wright developed visual, auditory, and even musical elements of instruction to enhance his lessons.   He would also use collaborative learning groups within teacher instruction.   A goal moving forward would be to explore methods of greater differentiation, and style of presentation in order to engage your students.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		End of learning assessments were administered and evaluated regularly by Mr. Wright to determine levels of learning.  During instruction look to incorporate formative assessment methods, by the teacher and/or the students, to help analyze learning and the need for redirection of instruction.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		This semester saw many uncontrollable interruptions in the overall schedule and in the daily routine.  Mr. Wright was very flexible and comfortable in responding to these changes, learning how to adapt and/or divide lessons.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mr. Wright very quickly made himself part of the professional community, participating in a wide variety ways.  These included evaluations at soccer and basketball tryouts, assisting the student council, attending after school sporting events, attending and volunteering at the district EdCAMP, and attending student council and PTA after school events.  Students outside of his classes knew who he was because he was out of his room, visible and active.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Wright was a continuous model of professionalism in one's field.  He regularly arrived early to work, dressed as a professional, and finished his day at or beyond the district required times.  He fulfilled all position duties such as hall monitoring, lunch duty, and as necessary class coverage support.  He attended all IEP, general staff, grade level, department and PLC meetings.  He also attended all professional development opportunities, both district required and optional.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Early on Mr. Wright assumed a lead role in maintaining student records.  In addition to the classroom records book, Mr. Wright also developed supplemental forms of record keeping of assessments, homework, and attendance.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. Wright communicated with families through the on-line grade book system.  He also participated in the back to school night activity, giving a short presentation and meeting with parents afterwards.  He attended the two days of parent conferences, directly discussing student progress with parents.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Mr. Wright regularly reviewed the effectiveness of lessons with his cooperating teacher and his program supervisor.  He kept a journal of these same things to be able to further visit at a later date.		- Mr. Wright made great efforts to learn the content required for instruction, including being able to handle student questions with comfort, and able to instruct with little note support.  He incorporated multiple sources into his presentations.

- Mr. Wright integrated himself completely in the school community, supporting the school in a vast array of areas.

- Mr. Wright worked very hard to successfully complete this phase of his teaching preparation.  He was receptive to all suggestions, most often attempting to incorporate these suggestions immediately.

- Evan as a developing teacher, Mr. Wright maintained a positive learning environment in the classroom, gaining the respect and attention of his students. 

- Mr. Wright was a consummate professional in all aspects of this placement, gaining the respect of both students and staff.		- Continue to explore methods by which you can engage your students on a daily basis

- find the "class room you" and style of presentation which will further motivate your students

		Amanda		Bye		byea@go.stockton.edu		Kim Petrella		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		See below.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		See below.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		See below.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		See below.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		See below.		1		Only summative assessments used. Results not used to plan for future instruction.		See below.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		See below.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		See below.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		See below.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		See below.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		See below.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		See below.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		See below.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		See below.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		See below.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		See below.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		See below.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		See below.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		See below.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				See below.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		See below.		Amanda has all of the qualities necessary to be an effective art educator. She has consistently planned rigor appropriate lessons for her elementary students, clearly indicating goals. She has created a creative and mutually respectful environment in the classroom which has resulted in enthusiastic, engaged learners. She is a particularily nurturing individual who is sensitive to her students needs and abilities. She consistently reflects and revises her lessons as necessary to accommodate all learners.		Although few, there are some areas in which Amanda can improve upon. Amanda needs to relax and have fun with her students. She's too serious!! She has grown leaps and bounds since she began her student teaching, but she still needs to loosen up. I'd suggest again that she take the time to talk her students on a more personal level. I have seen her start to do this. She tends to jump into her daily routine in a very serious, almost monotone manner which I think can alienate the children, resulting in them tuning her out. She still needs to be louder and create more of a presence in the classroom as well. Again, she's grown tremendously in this area, but there have been occasions where the normal artroom chaos has seemed to have frazzled her a bit and when she tries to take control her voice starts to quiver, which I think the kids recognize. She needs to be more confident here as well and this will assist her with her general classroom management.

One other area where I can see her needing to grow directly relates to my above comments. On occasion when she is presenting a lesson, I believe her seriousness gets the best of her and she tends to rush through her presentation. When she does this she speaks too quickly, important information is sometimes omitted and communication with the students is compromised.

		Amanda		Vaccaro		stk38891@go.stockton.edu		BrieAnna LaCasse		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Vaccaro planned extensively for daily lesson plans. She planned extra activities in case a lesson target was not mastered.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Vaccaro planned detailed lessons, but in the future, try to differentiate for diverse learners.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Vaccaro always had a learning goal and target and connected the target to the unit goal and the previous day's lesson.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Vaccaro researched and used several resources for lessons and lesson planning.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Ms. Vaccaro plans extensive lessons that should be shortened for first grade students. Minilessons should be specific and about 10-15 minutes in first grade.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students showed respect for Ms. Vaccaro.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Ms. Vaccaro used a positive behavior plan with students, but during some lessons students were off-task and not engaged during lesson.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		The transitons and material collection is planned, but students have difficulty in this area.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Vaccaro has high expectations for all students.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Vaccaro planned questions for each lesson. All students were required to respond to questions and were monitored. Ms. Vaccaro used questioning and turn and talk as formative assessments during lessons.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Some minilessons were lengthy. Ms. Vaccaro has been working on giving students a concise and specific goal for the minilesson to shorten it.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Engaging lessons were planned. Ms. Vaccaro can work on maintaining a more lively pace during lessons to keep students engaged.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Activities were designed to be engaging, but students had some trouble staying focused when instruction was being given. A more lively pace should be maintained.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Vaccaro actively participates in all meetings and events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Vaccaro is very professional and follows all school rules.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Vaccaro grades assessments and records data.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Vaccaro communicates with families in the classroom.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Vaccaro is reflective and suggests ways in which she can improve her teaching.		Ms. Vaccaro is very hardworking and professional. She arrives to school very early and stays well after the students leave. She plans extensively for all lessons and is very dedicated to the students.		Ms. Vaccaro could improve by planning lessons that are more concise. She tends to overplan and lessons take up more time than anticipated.

		Joanna		Culmone		culmonej@go.stockton.edu		Donna Efstatos		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Joanna is extremely knowledgeable and often uses external resources, including all a variety of online book sources, video clips, classroom blogs, web pages, evaluation tools, etc. She has used her knowledge and skills to inspire other teachers to incorporated these resources in their teaching methods.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		As mentioned in previous evaluations, Joanna's lessons are always aligned to instructional outcomes, cognitive challenge and differentiated instruction.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Joanna has improved a lot over the last 9 months in managing student behavior.  She is always conscious of student behavior, and quick to handle "off task" or "disruptive" behavior.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Good transistions from lesson to lesson, subject to subject, and movement around the room or in the hall.  She has complete control of classroom procedures.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questions are consistently challenging and aligned to Common Core Standards.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ask any student in my class...they love Joanna's lessons and are engaged because the lessons are creative, fun, and get them moving around.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Joanna is always participating and engaged in our weekly PLCs and in-service opportunities.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		As stated in overall comments, Joanna demonstrates professionalism once she enters into our building.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Joanna's organizational skills have demonstrated her ability to maintain accurate records.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Through Class Dojo, student planners, and weekly correspondance, Joanna has continued support from her parents, as she informs all parents of weekly happenings, student behvior, etc.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Joanna came into this student placement more prepared than any other student I've had from Stockton.  Joanna is creative, aritistic, funny, energetic, knowledgeable, confident, and extremely motivated to jump in to a challenge.  She is sensitive to the individual needs of her children and has connected to each child based on their academic needs and personal interests.  Her research and technology skills are truly an asset in the classroom.  She is not afraid to learn something new, get involved in school functions and/or traditions, mingle with the staff, and because of her involvement...she is well liked and respected by both staff and administrators.  

Joanna has truly improved in her classroom management skills and transistions from lesson to lesson.  She is always focused on child behavior, finding ways to motivate positive behavior daily.   		I don't feel Joanna has any areas to improve in her methods of teaching.  She is always organized, prepared, creative, and knowledgeable about her subject areas.  She has inspired many of us to become better teachers.  

		Cheri		Law		lawc1@go.stockton.edu		Jenna Kyle		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mrs. Law was always using a variety of instructional resources in order to enhance student learning.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Guided reading groups and strategy groups would have allowed for differentiation for different groups of students.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mrs. Law is always consistent in her management and students always know what behavior is expected. She has set high standards for her students and would handle discipline issues with consistency and always in a respectful manner.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Continue to work on transitions between subjects. Taking too long to transition will take away from important instruction time. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		During the mini lesson, Mrs. Law would make sure to ask challenging questions in order to have students interact with new knowledge. This led to a deeper understanding of the lessons being taught. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Mrs. Law would make sure students understood what was expected of them. If she noticed students were not understanding directives, she would make sure to clear up any confusion and re teach as necessary. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Mrs. Law would make sure all students were engaged during her lessons. She would redirect students who were not engaged in order to get them back on track. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Using conference notes to group students into strategy groups and guided reading groups would help advance student learning. Mrs. Law would take conference notes, but did not use those notes to help further her instruction. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Mrs. Law always has pleasant interactions with colleagues. She would give advice when warranted, and took suggestions from colleagues in order to enhance her instruction.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Mrs. Law is honest and complies with school and district regulations. The most important components of our balanced literacy program are conferencing, strategy groups, and guided reading groups. These help address the needs of students on a daily basis. Mrs. Law only conferred with students and did not conduct guided reading or strategy groups.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mrs. Law graded tests, put the grades into a grade book, and monitored student progress on a regular basis. She needed no assistance and did this effectively. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mrs. Law would always communicate with families in a professional and culturally sensitive way. Our parents know how much Mrs. Law cares for her students and appreciated her dedication. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Mrs. Law has shown a deep love and dedication to her students. Each student truly knows how much she cares for them and how much she wants them to succeed. This is not something that can be taught. Caring for her students and celebrating their success comes very naturally to Mrs. Law. Her students have grown academically and have become more confident in taking risks because of her dedication and high expectations. 		When prepared, Mrs. Law's lessons go very well. Continue to work on planning lessons in advance to give yourself time to adjust and prepare to teach the material. 

Mrs. Law's time management improved greatly over the past few months. Continue to work on this skill in order to improve your instruction.

Mrs. Law would greatly benefit from coming to work on time, if not early. Teachers have many meetings and other duties that will come up before students arrive on a daily basis. Coming to work on time, if not early, every day will ensure that you are prepared. 

		Shane		Nugent		Nugget1205@yahoo.com		Stephanie Mahr		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Shane has a wealth of information that he adds to the content being taught.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Shane always differentiates instruction to meet all of the students' needs in the classroom.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Shane does very well at challenging students at all of their various levels.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Shane always does well at adding to lessons and curriculum.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Shane consistantly differentiates outcomes, lessons, and expectations for the students.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Shane always checks for understanding in various ways.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		All of the students Shane comes into contact with adore and respect him.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Shane struggled with this area in the beginning of the year, but as the months went on he has mastered it!		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Shane impliments classroom routines well.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Shane has helped to create a classroom that is caring with high expectations.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Shane does very well with high level questioning techniques.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Shane does very well with communication with students and staff.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students are consitantly engaged in learning.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Shane is always supportive and assists at the school in various ways.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Shane always acts in a very professional manner.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Shane helps with grading and record keeping.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Shane has communicated with families at various times throughout the trimester along with myself.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Shane is a great teacher!  He is very good at showing his love for content and students.  The students are consistantly engaged and eager to learn.  He does a great job at making content exciting and fun to learn.  He differentiates to the various learning needs in the classroom while maintaining high expectations.		There are no areas that Shane needs to work on at this time.

		Michael		Chemris		chemrism@go.stockton.edu		Kelly Burns		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Plans are detailed and accurate as well as alligned to the standards.  Multiple uses of technology cited.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Plans are differentiated as needed from class to class to best reach all learners.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Exit tickets are used daily to measure understanding of knowledge and content.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		He pulls sources from varied resources to engage all learners and keep participation at a high level.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		see comment above		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Uses a variety of assessments and uses results to drive instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		He continues to have a mutual respect for the students and asks them how they are doing every monday morning.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		He is consistent and firm with managing student behavior.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Activities and transitions are well planned and time is managed well.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		He has high expectations for all students and works with them to achieve success, even if they need extra help after school.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Level of questioning varies and is always challenging.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		He uses the language and vocabulary of mathematics at the appropriate level.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		All tasks and activities are designed to keep engagement at a high level.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		see above		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Different methods of Assessment are used consistently and feedback is given as needed and relevant.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		see previous copies.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		He has participated in Back to school night, all professional development, daily PLC's and Parent teacher conferences.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		He is professional in all aspects of his duties.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Always keeps accurate attendance as well as grades up to date in parent portal.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Participates in phone calls on Thurs. as well as email alerts and conferences.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		He always welcomes feedback and constructive comments to improve his practice. 		He uses multiple strategies and resources to keep the lessons interesting and student engagement at a peak.		Continue to research and use best practices to drive instruction and student engagement.

		Jessica		Dyer		dyerj@go.stockton.edu		Lorraine Mitzel		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Topics presented to students were well researched.  Ms. Dyer was able to answer all informational questions from the students showing a strong command of content knowledge.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Cultural heritage was acknowledged in planning holiday activities.  Ms. Dyer was very sensitive to student's needs, giving one on one attention or adding additional time for students that needed it.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Throughout the day lessons included a variety of materials, and technology.  This variation helped with keeping student interest.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Reading lessons included grouping.  The Math curriculum offered multi-level challenges.  Ms. Dyer would mix it up as to the complexity of the topic.  Some lessons needed an extra day.  Ms. Dyer was very aware of student's ability levels and attention span, and adjusted these lessons accordingly.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Dyer created Science and Social Studies assessments to coincide with her lessons.  These assessments enabled students to work independently with little teacher assistance.  The assessments were interesting, creative and were on point with the lesson topic. The assessments were age appropriate.  They were entered into the Grade Book as a report card grade.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students viewed Ms. Dyer as their teacher. They listened to her, responded to discipline issues and felt very comfortable asking questions or asking for help.  The students were respectful of Ms. Dyer and she showed how much she cared for each individual child in the classroom.   Ms. Dyer established herself as an authority figure from the start of the school year.  She maintained her status as an authority figure throughout the semester.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Our first grade classroom has an established discipline program, with behavior cards and sticker charts.  Ms. Dyer was consistent with managing student behavior. Throughout the day students were praised for appropriate behavior, and given reminders as needed.  Students were rewarded with a sticker at the end of the day on their individual sticker cards, if they maintained a green behavior card. With consistent discipline, Ms. Dyer's lessons ran smoothly.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Materials for the day were well organized.  Lessons were well thought out and everything for the day was within hand's reach.  Transitions were smooth, with relatively little noise.  Students were always complimented for their quiet transitions.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Each morning the students recite a poem about Trying Their Best.  Encouragement is also given throughout the day, with each lesson.

Neatness, organization and high quality work is expected from each student.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questioning techniques improved throughout the semester.  Ms. Dyer questioned students regularly throughout her lessons.  She moved away from always calling on the capable students.  She varied her questions and called on all children, even those reluctant students. Ms. Dyer prompted students to answer as needed.  Students were active participants.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Dyer's lessons were age appropriate.  She spoke to the children on their level.  She always asked if anyone had any questions at the end of her lessons to clarify information presented or directions that were given.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were actively engaged throughout the day.  There were always follow up activities available for those students who completed their work early.  There were books to read, centers to work on, or choice papers available. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		There were activities that were whole group, small group, partnerships or individualized.  Activities throughout the week were varied to keep student interest high.  Ms. Dyer  was flexible with her timing to insure student understanding and keeping student interest.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessments were used in all subject areas.  Assessments were graded in a timely fashion, results given to students and parents almost immediately.  Scores were entered onto the Grade Book which is also accessible to parents via OnCourse. Core subject areas had pre-made assessments used with students.  Subjects such as Science and Social Studies assessments because there is no formal program, were teacher generated.  Ms. Dyer created many assessments throughout the semester.  Also, independent worksheets and choice papers were used as grades as well.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		There was a lot of flexibility needed this semester in our classroom.  There were many unexpected interruptions.  Ms. Dyer was always able to adjust her daily plans and timing when these issues occurred.  She improved with planning lessons to fit into time limits.  As some lessons were longer, she adjusted her plans to implement the rest of the lesson the following day.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Ms. Dyer was friendly with the staff and the administration.  She attended meetings and weekly Common Planning for our grade level.  She participated in school wide programs which were part of the school day.  There were no opportunities for community activities this semester, as the staff has contractual issues. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Dyer always maintained a high level of professionalism.  She was always punctual for school, dressed professionally, and conducted herself with the utmost integrity.  The students were always greeted in the morning in a positive way which set them up for a successful school day.  Ms. Dyer's demeanor is always pleasant and positive. Students have a good feeling when they are around her.

 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Dyer did most of the grading, entered grades electronically on Grade Book and participated in all parent conferences.  She contributed to the discussions at parent conferences. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Dyer was comfortable speaking to parents during conferences, back to school night and informally during holiday parties.  She sent home a letter to parents at the beginning and at the end of her Student Teaching experience.  The parents held her in high esteem and respected her as a teacher.  The feedback from parents toward Ms. Dyer was very positive.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Dyer was always realistic about her lessons.  She was able to critique herself on how well her lesson went or what areas needed improving.  She was always open to new ideas and suggestions. 		From the beginning Jessica Dyer always took the initiative with teaching, helping and collaborating.  She did the same when she was doing her 80 hour field work last spring.  She maintains a high level of professionalism and confidence.

Jessica bonded quickly with the students and effectively took over the classroom instruction/ routines early on in the semester.

Jessica was sensitive to the student's needs and levels of understanding.  She planned her lessons with all students in mind and made sure that all students received full instruction.  She questioned students appropriately, and responded to their questions appropriately.

Her lessons were interesting, fun and used a variety of materials.  The children responded positively and had a high interest level.

In my professional opinion Jessica Dyer is a born teacher, and will be an asset to any school setting. I would highly recommend her for a teaching position.		Prepare lesson materials a day in advance to avoid any glitches.  That includes technology.

Implement more craft projects for students as scheduling permits.

Become more comfortable with the teacher manuals, knowing what students really need to practice and what can be eliminated, especially with Math.  Children really enjoy math centers, games and hands on activities.

Continue to reinforce positive behavior more than behavioral issues.

 

		Anastasia		Sarnese		anasarnese@gmail.com		Amanda Cirillo		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Sarnese has a strong understand of our Kindergarten standards as well as the Teaching Strategies Gold standards. She utilizes this knowledge when planning her instruction. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		As the semester progressed Miss Sarnese incorporated several activites that addressed various student needs. She specifically would create lessons that would help reach various learning styles.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Sarnese uses a wide range of resources when planning her lessons. She has increased her use of technology as the semester progressed.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Sarnese does an excellent job planning lessons that are aligned to the Kindergarten standards. She has done a great job differentiating for the various leveled groups.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Miss Sarnese's assessments are well designed and developmentally appropriate.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Sarnese has built and excellent rapport with the students. She treated them with respected and gained respect from them as well. Miss Sarnese will be missed.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		This is an area that Miss Sarnese has shown a lot of progress in. She continues with developing the skills needed for handling difficult behaviors. With more time I am confident that she will develop her "bag of tricks."		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Sarnese has established clear and consistent routines for managing materials.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Over time Miss Sarnese has incorporated more higher level questions into her lessons. She challenges the students to think critically.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		The activities planned with Miss Sarnese were very engaging and fun for the students. The pacing was developmentally appropriate and the difficulty level was tiered based on the students she was working with.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Sarnese continually assesses the students in her lessons. 		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Sarnese is very willing to volunteer at school wide events. During her time here she has attended; PLC meetings, community day, and after school activities. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		From the start of the semester, Miss Sarnese has been very professional in all of her dealings here at school. She attended orientation, inservice days, back to school night, and parent conferences. At all of these events Miss Sarnese presented herself in a very professional manner.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Sarnese did an excellent job with helping to record documentation and notes about the students. We implemented Teaching Strategies Gold this school year which relies heavily on notes and record keeping. Miss Sarnese was able to contribute valuable documentation on student progress.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss Sarnese understands the importance of communication with families. Each week she created a news letter giving a preview of what we will be working on in the coming week.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Throughout this procress Miss Sarnese has been very reflective. She knows when lessons go well and also when things don't go quite as planned. I feel as though this ability to reflect will be very beneficial to Miss Sarnese in the future.		Miss Sarnese is strong in lesson planning and student rapport. She creates an environment in which students are learning and having fun while they are feeling safe and supported. I commend Miss Sarnese for the work she has done.		Often times teaching students with special needs can be a difficult task. The management of these students often calls for a separate bag of management tricks. This is an area in which Miss Sarnese needs to continue to develop. I confidently feel with more experience she will pick these tools up without a problem.

		Deanna		Gerber		gerberd2@go.stockton.edu		Monica Lee		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		You included videos from the Internet when applicable.  You also utilized the school librarian as a resource for books.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Your lessons had activities and materials that were suitable.  Differentiating is difficult to do, but it is important.  You can offer extended opportunities for higher learners, and reduced activities for lower learners.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		You were trying to manage behavior.  Firmness is imperative.  The students will pick up on the tone of your voice.  If your tone is always the same, it makes it difficult for them to know what is expected.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Distribution and collection of materials is fine.  Again, using a different tone of voice would make transitions go smoothly.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		You were able to ask basic knowledge and comprehension questions.  Using Bloom's Taxonomy as a guide is a great way to ask questions that require higher level thinking.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		The children were engaged at times.  At other times, they were not actively engaged with the lessons.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		You increased your interactions with other teachers in the last couple of weeks.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		You were honest and complied with district regulations.  You were quick to point out student behavior issues, but your suggestion was always to move their seats.  Also, addressing student behaviors on your own, rather than sending them to me will give you experience in dealing with them.  It would be a good idea to read up on peer mediation, and addressing behavior issues with students.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		You maintained records of information.  It would be a good idea to read up on using rubrics.  Also, when you are given oral answers, it is always a good idea to write down the student's response.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		You were able to communicate with parents at the conferences you attended.  You sent a letter at the beginning, and attended Back to School Night.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				You are able to complete lesson plans in a timely manner.  You are able to organize materials.  You have increased your personal interactions with the students in the last week or so.		Preparation is key for success.  The more prepared you are, the better your lessons will be.  You need to work on classroom management, and challenging students.

		Sara		Elshoubary		chancesara@aol.com		Janine Wilson		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Sara's lesson are well formed. This kindergarten class abilities are on a wide spectrum, and her plans always incorporate activities for all different levels. She challenges the high students all the way down to reteaching the students that haven't grasped a concept the first time. Her lessons always engaged the students.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Sara has planned lessons and made activities that involve the students interests. For example we have a student that is struggling so Sara reached out the parents at a recent conference and asked what his interests are so she could make a fun sight word game for him involving hotwheel cars. She also has taken into consideration the beliefs of a Jehovah Witness student that is in our class when planning lessons.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Sara shows respect for the diverse talents of all learners, and is committed to help them develop self confidence.  She uses students' strengths as a basis for growth and their errors as an opportunity for learning.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Sara has set up a "Plicker" account for our class on the internet. The students love this activity and are being tested on skills at the same time. She just didn't set it up for our class and show me how to use "Plicker", but she also showed the other kindergarten teacher as well as the first grade teacher.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Sara's lessons are well formed and differentiated.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Sara assessed the students and uses their weaknesses as areas of improvement.  She has made numerous centers that focuses on areas of student weaknesses, as well as challenging students who have mastered certain skills.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Sara has established an excellent rapport with the students over her time here in the classroom.  She is a shining example of what a respectful, caring educator should be.  She understands that each students has an individual situation that may require special attention!		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Sara accepted the challenge of teaching a "tough" classroom and has excelled.  I am very proud of her the way she has handled this class, we have a few students that have very challenging behaviors.  If  she can succeed in this classroom, she can succeed anywhere.  		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Sara is organized and prepared ahead of time, which makes for smooth procedures.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Sara has established a nice relationship with the students.  They respect her and they know what she expects from them.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Sara is very good at challenging what the students currently think and believe by the questions she asks them.  She loves to create ways for them to think outside the box.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		The students know what is expected of them.  Sara gives directions verbally and also visual.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Sara used multiple styles of teaching which allowed for the students to be engaged and show off their own talents.  You could hear students saying, "I love this", "This is so fun", "Can we do that again" while she was teaching.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Sara has demonstrated extraordinary creativity into the planning and implementation of her lessons.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Sara uses traditional and non-traditional ways of assessing the students' grasp of concepts taught in the class.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Her flexibility is one of her strongest attributes.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Sara volunteered to make a scarecrow for our kindergarten classes for a community scarecrow contest in cape may. Our scarecrow won 1st place and all the students and their parents get to go on a free trolley ride to visit the cape may light house. She is always willing to help out other teachers.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Sara has been  incredibly enthu8satic about student teaching.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Sara assessed the students with a teacher made assessment in the beginning of November. She scored all of them and recorded all the data and made an excel spreadsheet that made doing the report cards very easy.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Sara just recently held parent/teacher conferences with myself and the parents of the 22 kindergarten students in our class. She also made sight word cards for all the students and parents to work on and alphabet card/games for our basic skills students.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Sara is constantly reflective of her practices in the classroom.  She is always willing to change plans to increase success.		Sara has excelled as a student teacher.  She has demonstrated initiative, creativity and insight to the students while planning and implementing lessons. She consistently provided instruction to meet diverse learners.  She has developed skills of a high qualified beginning teacher.  She was a huge asset to our class, and will be greatly missed.  		I have no areas for improvement.  Sara was always eager to learn and teach.  She was willing to do whatever it took to get the job done! Great Job!

		Ken		Millevoi		kmillevoi@gmail.com		Lorna Robertson		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Plans were always completed on time with comprehensive plans: objectives, learning activities, differentions, assessments.  Each lesson that he planned was well thought out with many hands on activities and a technology component.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		All lessons were planned with differentions for all students.  He had lessons for special needs, ESL, enrichment, and at risk students.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ken used many types of materials/text for his lessons.  He made powerpoints, smartboard lessons, used books including basal text , trade books and mentor texts, Nearpod assessments, and blended learning videos.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons were well thought out with a hook, instruction, guided practice, individual practice, differentiated activities, and assessment.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		He designed assessments on Nearpod for the students.  He checked each subject test to make sure all objectives were covered and if needed, would make up his own assessment.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ken has great interpersonal skills.  He developed strong relationships with the kindergarten last year that became his first grade class this year.  He quickly made strong ties to the second graders he taught, along with the other students in the building.  		3		Managed student behavior consistently		He used and then refined a behavior program for first and second grade.  He also created personal behavior plans for students to help them self-reflect on their own choices.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		He was exceptional at switching subjects/classes with smooth transitions between them.  First and second graders change classes with their belongings.  He set up book bins for the second graders so they could transition into the first grade room with ease.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ken has high expectations for all his students.  He motivated them to reach their potential and then challenge them to reach even higher goals.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		His questions would encourage students to infer, compare, contrast, and make predictions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		His directions for activities were well thought out and clear for student understanding.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ken would research activities to challenge and engage his students.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ken's activities were planned for fun, hands on learning and sometimes very messy(which the children loved!).		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		He used both formative and summative assessments to gauge understanding of learning.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ken learned to expect the unexpected and always had back-up activities or would change his instruction as needed for students' needs.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		He developed a solid relationship with staff member, administration, and parents.  He participated in PLC, teams, articulation groups, in-service, and conferences.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ken always acted and dressed in a professional manner. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		He was responsible for grading and recording grades on Genesis for homework, classwork, assessments, progress reports, and report cards for first and second grade.  He completed these tasks accurately and in a timely manner.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ken would contact parents in a professional way through conferences, emails, and written notes.  To communicate with ESL student's parents he would send home letters translated into Spanish.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		After teaching, Ken would reflect on his lesson deciding what was effective and he would use again; and what wasn't effective and how he would change it for next time.		Ken is extremely comfortable in the classroom and with his students.  He comes ready to motivate his students to their highest expectations.  His use of humor in his lessons keeps his students interested in the lesson and keeps them on their toes.  He is self-motivated to create a lesson that is exciting for both his students and himself. Ken is dedicated to his profession, students, and school. Best student teacher I have had the pleasure to work with in my thirty plus years of teaching. 		None at this time.

		Molly		Roche		rochem3@go.stockton.edu		Melissa Durham		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		see below		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		see below		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		see below		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		see below		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		see below		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		see below		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		see below		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		see below		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		see below		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		see below		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Molly is by far a natural when it comes to teaching. She has gone above and beyond to get the best learning experience out of the her Student Teaching. Not only has she built a fabulous and professional rapport with students, staff, parents and faculty, but she has become involved in the community as well by working Athletic events and helping out with Renaissance events. Molly took the wheel early on in her student teaching. She became very comfortable in what she was doing and co-planned with me very well. We sat each and every day and spoke about what each lesson would entail for the following day, what materials needed to be used as well as incorporating technology into each lesson. Molly would incoporate fantastic hands-on activities for the students in each lesson. She would make her own worksheets up, games, centers, power points, etc to enhance her lessons to the fullest. Students really took to Ms.Roche early on. Her outgoing personality, love for each student, kind heartedness, and willing to help each student, was really uplifting for this class. I can truly say my first experience with a student teacher was such a great experience. Not only did I hope to have taught her some great things that she can carry along with her in her future teacher experiences, but she taught me many things as well and I am most thankful for that.		The only thing I would recommend for Ms.Roche is timing of lessons. Sometimes our lessons can be so wonderful and entailed that we loss track of time and tend to stretch our whole group lessons into the following periods. So maybe trying to keep an eye on time so students don't get to ancy and get the best out of the lesson.

		Mount		James		mountj1@go.stockton.edu		Toni Romano		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		James displays a solid knowledge of the important concepts and the ways they relate to one another.  He answers student questions accurately and provides feedback that furthers their learning.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		James has a good idea of the range of interests of the students in the class.  He is also aware of the special needs represented by the students in the class.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		All of James' outcomes take into account the varying needs of individual students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		James has provided the students with a variety of external resources.  He introduced the class to several math websites that helped them expand on their mathematical knowledge.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		James plans for students to complete projects in small groups and carefully selects group members based on their ability level and learning styles.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		All of his learning outcomes have a method for assessment.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		James has an amazing rapport with his students.  The talk between him and the class is uniformly respectful.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		There is no disrespectful behavior among the students.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Students move smoothly between large and small group activities.  Cleanup at the end of the period is fast and efficient.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Everyday the students get to work right away when an assignment is given.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		James calls on most students, even those who do not initially volunteer.  He makes effective use of wait time.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		James' explanation of content is clear and invites student participation and thinking.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		There is a mix of different types of groupings, suitable to the lesson objectives.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		The pacing of his lessons provides students the time needed to be engaged.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		James always circulates during small group and independent work, and offers suggestions to the group of students.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		James is able to smoothly adjust to an unexpected event.  He is able to make both minor and major adjustments to a lesson.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		James frequently volunteers to participate in school activities.  For example, he chaperoned the Halloween dance and has attended several sporting events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		James attended all Professional Development workshops.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		James uses a variety of facilitation grids to record student progress toward learning goals.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Information about the instructional program is available on a regular basis. (Powerschool)		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		James is always looking for ways in which a lesson might be improved.		James has established a smooth running classroom.  He has established routines and procedures that are well understood by the students and the class can basically "run itself".		James is encouraged to continue to create lessons that reflect the important concepts of the discipline. 

		Alia		Suthard		sutharda@go.stockton.edu		Christine Franckle		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Alia displays extensive knowledge of the important concepts/standards in Fifth Grade Language Arts, Social Studies, and beyond. Also, her lessons were always based on the students' prior knowledge and understanding; they build their understanding on what they already knew. This procedure engaged the students in developing their own understanding/relationship with the skills taught which led to an effective outcome consistently.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		The utilization of differentiated instruction through content, process, and product was evident in Alia's lesson planning. Flexible and cooperative grouping along with pacing the lessons appropriately addressed the variety of students' needs, abilities, and cultural heritages within the classroom daily.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Lesson planning and assessments developed by Alia tapped into different readiness levels, interests, and academic abilities . Her instruction planning was based on the New Jersey Common Core Curriculum Standards. Varied assessments provided clear, measurable, and reliable outcomes which guided future planning and instruction.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		A multitude of resources were used during daily instruction and management of the classroom to reach the diverse learning styles within the classroom. Multi-sensory learning techniques were implemented utilizing fiction and nonfiction novels/textbooks, CD's , guest speakers, video streaming, and technology focused lessons. Also, email, updates on the school's website, and Gradebook met the communication needs of parents, staff, and administrators.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		The grouping of students is how Alia aligned her lessons to provide significant, cognitive challenges and differentiation for diverse groups of students. She incorporated distinct cooperative group patterns, such as pairs, threes, and quads.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		The assessments were well designed with clear criteria and varied based on the differentiation of instructions to meet the needs of all students within the heterogeneous classes. The assessment tools were adapted for the needs of individual students to show successful outcomes and direct future learning. Based on the assessments' results, Alia planned future instruction based on the needs of the students.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Alia has exceptional rapport with the students. She created an environment of respect build on trust, fairness, and consistency.Also, Alia used encouraging dialogue, always stating positive verbal cues with positive actions. Finally, she smiled ALL the time which communicated the love of teaching and the students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Overall, the students behaviorally knew exactly what to do daily within the classroom based on the clear, precise, consistent procedures and rules established.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Being organized, I believe, is the key to success, and Alia has established an organized classroom which sets the high expect ions for the importance of organization. This allows effective distribution and collection of materials and the application of smooth transitions between activities. There is no accidental "down time" in the classroom.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Alia has established a culture of high expectations by having a classroom environment based on conditions that challenge, support, and lift all kids. The use of cooperative groups facilitate a student- centered learning environment and allows every student to meet success on a daily basis.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Higher level questioning techniques, Bloom's taxonomy, are utilized to guide instruction and provide feedback. The leveled questions asked made connections to students' prior knowledge, continually engaged them in the learning process, and providing feedback of understanding of the concepts/standards taught.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Communication was communicated by Alia clearly, accurately, and consistently at all time to the students and their parents. Students and parents knew what was expected during class time and beyond the school day. Her communication skills created a clear picture of her expectations for everyone involved in the educational process.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		The strategies and learning tasks implemented in the classroom enabled the students to be 100% engaged. By adjusting the pacing, level, and content of instruction, Alia responded to the learner's needs, style, and knowledge base. Flexible grouping was the focal point of the differentiation of instruction, which resulted in high levels of student engagement.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		The strategies and learning tasks implemented in the classroom enabled the students to be 100% engaged. By adjusting the pacing, level, and content of instruction, Alia responded to the learner's needs, style, and knowledge base. Flexible grouping was the focal point of the differentiation of instruction, which resulted in high levels of student engagement.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessments utilzed on a daily basis were varied, provided feedback on weaknesses and strengths of student learning, and guided future instruction.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Her lessons and instruction always accommodate and adjust to the students' needs.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Participating in a professional community has been achieved. Alia volunteers for "Homework Clinic" on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Also, she has assisted with the 4th and 5th grade students for the school play, "Into the Woods." Next, she donates to the monthly faculty organizations and breakfasts. Alia recently attended the NJEA Convention and participated in several in-service staff workshops. She also attended the Excellence in Education Conference that was offered by the NJEA and the NNSTOY (National Network of State Teachers of the Year). She is an active member of the 5th Grade team, and she works cooperatively with the other team members. Alia is an asset to the Ocean City Intermediate Schools.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Professionalism is shown 100% of the time by Alia. She is committed to change and continuous improvement based on the needs of her students, knowledge of subject matter and pedagogy, and working relationships/obligations with the school community and beyond the classroom.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		She maintains accurate records via the internet site, Guidian Link, and the teacher's grade book. Alia efficiently records homework and grades daily. Her turn around time for grading assessments is exceptional. Parents and students want feedback in a reasonable time, and Alia always has the feedback from tests, projects, and daily work back to the students and posted for parents to view quickly.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Alia fully understands the teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming.Calling and emailing parents are avenues through which Alia has professionally communicated with the families. She sends positive emails to at least four students each week. Also, she has sent mass emails to families to remind them of upcoming assignments and events happening within the school. Finally, if a parent can't be reached by email, she will call home or write a personal note .		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Alia is continually reflective of her teaching. She is able to assess the effectiveness of her lessons, interaction with the students, and the classroom environment and take the necessary steps to improve where it is needed. Based on the complexity of teaching, she understands that there is always room for improvement and perfection is truly not attainable.		It’s a pleasure to write a recommendation on behalf of my student teacher, Alia Suthard. She completed three months of student teaching and has been responsible for teaching two sections of Language Arts and two sections of Social Studies to fifth graders at the Ocean City Intermediate School under my supervision. During Alia’s student teaching experience, I witnessed a self-directed, highly motivated, and dedicated teacher. Alia was told in the spring of 2015 that she was assigned to my 5th grade classroom for the following school year. From the moment she learned of her assignment, she began to develop, implement, and participate in ALL aspects of preparing for the forthcoming school year. This required summer learning and set-up of the classroom prior to her actual September start date. She dedicated many long hours before and after school as well as during the weekends to develop highly engaging student-centered lessons and monitored student progress which guided the future learning for the students. She demonstrated all of the qualities of a highly effective teacher. Also, Mrs. Suthard possessed a natural, positive, enthusiastic personality. She developed a great rapport with the students based on respect and was truly interested in their progress as students and as people outside of the classroom environment. Always ready with a smile and a kind word, Alia created a positive classroom environment where all students felt safe and accepted. I found the OCIS facility members accepted her as a strong working member of the staff, and she has had a positive working relationship with them. In addition, Mrs. Suthard’s classroom management skills and establishing a classroom environment that cultivated learning were her greatest strengths. She handled the necessary detailed work required with skill and accuracy. She established routine classroom procedures by setting high expectations for all the students academically, behaviorally, and socially. This culture of high expectations challenged, supported, and lifted all kids to meet success in her classroom. As an educator for 31 years and one who is sincerely interested in cultivating highly proficient teachers, I am confident that Mrs. Alia Suthard will be an asset to your school district as an educator. She is self-directed, passionate, dedicated, knowledgeable, and she has extraordinary classroom management. She nurtures every learner to reach his/her highest potential. I recommend her earnestly knowing that she is especially worthy of top consideration for the teaching position within your district. Sincerely, Christine Franckle		Time-management would be an area where Alia needs some improvement. Based on the complexity of teaching, she understands that there is always room for improvement and perfection is truly not attainable.

		Nicolaus		Burr		burrn@go.stockton.edu		Gavin Tormollan		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Mr. Burr has continued to work to gain a better understanding of the required knowledge.  He worked to study curriculum materials and to become more learned in the history materials he was responsible for.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mr. Burr continues to vary the methods of instruction to reach students with different needs and styles.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		The level of rigor was appropriate for individual learners.  The fact that Mr. Burr created an intense level of rigor in his class was important to keep the students engaged.  He made the rigor measurable and clearly stated.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Burr succeeded in using outside sources including the internet in order to help develop students understandings of materials.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Plans were sufficient and met all goals.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Mr. Burr made great strides in improving his lessons design from the beginning of the semester until the end.		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		Mr. Burr struggled developing the respect in his classroom that he desired.  This is the one area that I feel he is struggling to develop.  He expects to develop respect but is not sure how to get it when students are disrespectful.  I feel he needs to strengthen his discipline or enforce regulatons in the room without repeating himself over and over which shows that he is not really going to enforce behaviors that are desired in the class.  This would cut back on the times students would talk back or be disrespectful.  He also needs to find a way to difuse a situation without engaging the students in arguements.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		See above.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		i commend Mr. Burr on the use of electronic classrooms in order to have students hand in work online.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		Mr. Burr needs to try to get more quality work for lower level students and not lean on the classes strongest kids to carry the class.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		The questions asked were often the right questions but Mr. Burr needs to develop his techniques to get more students to answer these questions.  To often most questions are answered by the same students and many students know if they do not raise their hands, act uninterested or just say I dont know that Mr. Burr will not choose them any more.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Mr. Burr is able to communicate accurately with his students.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Pacing is going to be key to Mr. Burr's success.  Often students finished and were waiting for instuction on the next task.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Mr. Burr made great strides at attempting to engage his students in daily assignments however the pacing issue has been off just a bit. This will continue to improve over time.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessments were used appropriately.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		One of the greatest things that Mr. Burr learned over this semester was the ability to adapt and change on the fly. He was able to make adjustments to lessons on the go when he realized they were not going as planned.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Mr. Burr got along well with his colleagues.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Mr. Burr was honest and followed school regulations.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Grades were prompt and accurate.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mr. learned the importance of communicating with families either through phone calls or email contact.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Mr. Burr is able to see his mistakes and is willing to work on them to improve his teaching.		Mr. Burr's overall strength is his passion.  He is determined to succeed and that drives him to get better in multpile facets.  Planning is a strong suit as well as creating activities to try to engage the students.		Mr. Burr needs to continue to work on classroom management and creation of the respect and discipline.  

		Zachary		Tannoia		ZTannoia@gmail.com		Sara Weber		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Being this was Kindergarten, he know the content, however, worked through the semester on ways to teach it to 5 year olds.  He became more confident through out the semester with planning skills.  He was aware that he needed assistance with planning for such a young age since he was not experienced with this grade level.  He did grow through the semester and his lessons became more solid.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Was aware of students needs in the classroom and the variety of levels that were in Kindergarten.  He took the initiative to help those students who were struggling, especially in writing.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Zachary would plan his lessons with me.  We would discuss and reflect on them and even adapt them for the afternoon class.  		2		Uses resources available through the school, but has no knowledge of resources available elsewhere.		Used resources available, did not have the opportunity to use technology since there was not much available.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Had some gaps in explaining directions, were not always clear to the students.  As time went on, he would know which students needed extra help and repeated directions and focus on helping the needs of those students.  He also learned how to adapt the writing lessons for those students needing more challening work.		1		Only summative assessments used. Results not used to plan for future instruction.		Used only school benchmarks		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Used Whole Brain Teaching		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Used Whole Brain Teaching		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		established good transitions between activities		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		n/a		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		at times, needed to adapt vocabulary for a younger age group		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		see comment above		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		n/a		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		n/a		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		had student work that needed to be checked		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		did well with instruction, needs to work on when students have a conflict with another student		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		n/a		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		n/a		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to maintain records				cooperating teacher kept student records		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		attended parent teacher conferences		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		n/a		Had a great rapport with students and staff.  Was very confident in teaching and a great learner.		Needs to work on taking initiative when planning.  Planning was very guided by the cooperating teacher.  Would have liked to see more creativeness in his own lessons.

		Jessica		Laird		lairdj@go.stockton.edu		Lisa Maletta		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms Laird consistently plans lessons that prove she has a strong command of the content knowledge.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Laird worked hard throughout the semester to get to know each of her students on a personal level.  She used this information when dealing with students individually as well as in whole group activities.  This allowed Ms. Laird to cater to each students' needs, abilitites, personal likes and dislikes and heritages as appropriate in the classroom.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		As part of Ms. Laird's careful planning and her knowledge of and rapport with her students, she was able to plan appropriate outcomes for her students each lesson.  As the semester progressed and Ms. Laird became more familiar with her students, she became adept at planning outcomes that were achievable yet challenging for her students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Laird used many resources to supplement her lessons.  She has a depth and bredth of technological knowledge which she put to good use to engage her students throughout many lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Laird's command of content knowledge, understanding of her students, and careful planning allowed her to align the state standards and her instructional outcomes for each individual student.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Laird used a variety of assessments, thanks to her knowledge of technology, that allowed her to track the progress of her students.  She was able to use those assessments to reteach skills when needed and to plan future lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Laird started out the year with an outstanding rapport with her students as well as students in other grades.  She worked hard throughout the semester to keep that rapport going and to get to know her students on an even deeper level.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Laird was clear and consistent in her expectations and the students came to know that quickly.  That in itself cut down on many would-be distracting incidents.  This gave the students comfort in their surroundings and eliminated confusion for the students.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Laird distributed tasks to students or other teachers when necessary and where appropriate in order to keep her lessons running smoothly.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The students knew Ms. Laird expected their best and they were happy to challenge themselves in order to produce work they could be proud of.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Laird varied her questions in order to assess student understanding of content matter on different levels.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Laird's communication with her students as well as other teachers was clear and consistent.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Through reflection of her first lesson, Ms. Laird became adept at keeping students engaged, especially 'fast finishers.'		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. Laird planned and implemented many engaging and informative lessons throughout the semester.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Laird was able to use her knowledge of technology to quickly and accurately track student progress.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		There are many distractions in any given school day and Ms. Laird handled each one with ease in order to keep her students on task.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Laird has developed a great relationship with teachers, parents, substitute teachers and administrators in our building.  Her ideas are respected and welcomed by many colleagues.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Laird has proved to be a constant professional throughout the semester.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Laird has maintained accurate records throughout the semester showing student learning and growth.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Laird has been in contact with all families of her students.  She was an active presenter at Back to School night as well as during Partent-Teacher Conferences.  Ms. Laird speaks with families of students who get picked up everyday and has been in written contact with other families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		From the beginning Ms. Laird has been able to use her lesson reflections to improve her lessons.  She might tweak a lesson on the spot or use her reflection to plan future lessons.		Ms. Laird was an asset to our classroom and to our school.   She clearly enjoys working with children to help them reach their highest potential.  She has a great knowledge of technology which she is able to use daily in her lessons to engage her students as well as to assist them.  Ms. Laird has a positive attitude and has taken on every challenge presented to her without ever appearing flustered.  She has a great rapport with students, staff, and families in our school community.		Ms. Laird will be able to quickly learn and immerse herself in her future grade level curriculum.

		Nicole		Creedon		ncreedon13@gmail.com		Susan Simmons		Fall 2015		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		It takes a great deal of experience in order to have a solid command of all content.  Nicole is still learning to go beyond what is written in the teacher manuals and add more content to her lessons.  She will learn to be more aware of the common core standards and PARCC requirements and incorporate these into her lessons.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Some of Nicole's lessons did not address all student's needs.  There was limited differentiation in the lessons.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		The outcomes for the subject areas of Reading, Social Studies, and Math were clearly defined in the manuals and Nicole followed them accordingly.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Some lessons were supplemented through external resources.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Reading and Social Studies lessons were not differentiated.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Nicole had limited experience in designing assessments.  She created a few short vocabulary quizzes.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Over the course of her time in the classroom, Nicole became much more open to developing a rapport with the students.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Nicole's had some difficulty in managing student behavior.  She did show some improvement over time.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Nicole progressed and showed much improvement in managing transitions.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Nicole maintained the culture of high expectations in the classroom.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		On some occasions, students seemed somewhat confused by a question.  Often, just a handful of students were responding.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Nicole has learned to use her 'teacher's voice' and communicate clearly.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		There were occasions when a number of students were not engaged.  Some lessons moved slowly and students lost interest.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Activities were mostly limited to what was outlined in the teacher manual.  The use of available iPads and Chrome books was very limited.  Integrating technology into learning outcomes would increase students' engagement.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		There was very limited formative assessment.  Summative assessments were used regularly.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Nicole has become more flexible in her lessons.  As she gains more experience she will be able to better anticipate areas in the lesson where students will experience difficulty.  This will enable her to predict student's questions and prepare explanations.

 

 

 		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Nicole has been able to collaborate with teacher's in the sixth grade unit.  She volunteered on one occasion to help set up a school event.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Nicole always exhibited professionalism during her student teaching experience.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Nicole assisted in grading assignments and keeping records effectively.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Nicole had limited experience in dealing with families of students.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Nicole will continue to improve with reflecting on her teaching.  This is a skill that develops over time.		Nicole is very organized and has improved greatly during this experience.  She has made personal connections to the students and they genuinely like her.  She is prepared for her lessons and has all her copies made in advance.  She possesses great determination to succeed as an educator.  Her plans to obtain a Master's degree indicate a desire to gain greater knowledge in the field of education.		Nicole should be sure to include differentiation in her lessons.  Students' individual needs have to be addressed.  Also, I would suggest that she integrates more use of technology into her lessons.  It is a great way to get students engaged in learning.  Finally, the use of a short exit ticket is an efficient way to assess students' understanding of the lesson.

		Matthew		Mierzwinski		mierzwim@go.stockton.edu		Kelly Montgomery		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Matthew focused the second half of his semester on utilizing outside resources and he did a great job.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Matthew is able to differentiate his lesson plan to meet the needs of all learners in the room as well as knowing how long a lesson will take to teach.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Matthew continues to work on finding a consistent strategy to manage student behavior.  We discussed many options throughout his semester and also addressed that every class may need a different strategy.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		The class had well established routines which reduced wasted transition time.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Matthew continues to focus on higher order questioning. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		The students are engaged and active participants during every lesson and activity.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Matthew went above and beyond with his participation in the school community as well as the community of Absecon.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Matthew demonstrated professionalism from day one.  He followed all district rules and school rules.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Matthew maintained an accurate grade book and other records.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Matthew communicates professionally with parents.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Matthew reflects on every lesson and seeks constructive criticism.  He takes the criticism and refines his lessons for each additional period.  He has a wonderful rapport with the students and the parents have complimented him throughout his time here.  He works well with the team and the community.  He designs lessons that are varied with instructional methods and activities.		Matthew is encouraged to continue to work on his classroom management.

		Rebeca		da Costa		dacostar@go.stockton.edu		Catherine Cozzan		Fall 2015		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mrs. da Costa has acquired an extensive knowledge of the concepts to be taught and how these relate to one another and to to other subject areas. She understands what prerequisites are necessary for students to be successful in first grade. Because of her understanding of students and content she can easily predict what misconceptions may come up and how to address these.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Not only has Mrs. da Costa demonstrated understanding for student needs academically she has addressed social, emotional, and economic needs within the classroom. She considers these needs when planning for lessons in the classroom and for lessons or activities that are extended into the home for homework assignments. She secured a big buddy for one of our students who does not have a supportive home when it comes to homework or studying words. She plans differentiated homework assignments for the students, and behavior management is customized for the needs of students.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		All learning objectives are clearly stated and student friendly. Mrs. da Costa is well organized and plans lessons in advance to allow for discussion and preparation. She always provides challenges and allows students to work cooperatively to solve more complex assignments. Her use of formative assessment allows her to make adjustments within the lesson and awareness of possible misconceptions allows her to be prepared to reteach. Most of our content taught is based on student success towards the student growth objective. She has become very involved in designing lesson to help them meet this overall objective.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mrs. da Costa has demonstrated the ability to find wonderful resources on various websites such as Pintrest and Teacher Pay Teacher. She has also spent time creating her own teacher made resources. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Mrs. da Costa has become very aware of our districts pacing guides and benchmark assessments that help her design and teach lessons to keep up with pacing and covering those objectives necessary for district benchmarks. She plans for multiple ability levels and develops lessons that keep all students challenged and feeling successful.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Mrs. da Costa has utilized the district required assessments but has demonstrated her ability to design assessments to use formatively. These assessments have been used in all areas including math, reading, writing, science and social studies.  In addition she uses these to measure student growth and to design future lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		It is evident by the students love for Mrs. da Costa that she has created a warm and respectful classroom. She is very involved with the students on both a personal level, asking them about their night and out of school sports. She is able to speak with them about behavior and students are truthful with her because of her respect and rapport.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Behavior management is the biggest area of growth. Mrs. da Costa has worked very hard at finding the right fit for managing this class. She is aware that each year this changes based on needs of students and class. She has individualized some students behavior management by focusing on their work habits and creating a chart that is sent home to parents at the end of the week. In addition, the overall class behavior system focuses on positive behaviors and rewards.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mrs. da Costa is excellent at managing the demands of the day, keeping pace with the academic rigor, and adjust to sudden unexpected schedule changes. She has a take home folder system that allows her to keep papers organized and going home. She is able to adjust the normal schedule to accommodate special additions such as laptop/computer lab, bully proofing lessons, enrichment classes, and special days centered around celebrations. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mrs. da Costa has created an atmosphere that is both nurturing and academic. She stresses the importance of working as a team and having students help one another. Students are challenged in a multitude of ways and the importance of hard work and perseverance are stressed. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questioning techniques were something both Mrs. da Costa and I worked on this period. Questions were designed to promote thinking and explaining rather than one simple correct answer. Mrs. da Costa also created visual prompts to allow students to use these questioning techniques when discussing in peer groups. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Mrs. da Costa does an excellent job at communicating learning goals and expectations to the students. She provides oral, written and illustrative directions along with clearly communicated goals that are posted daily.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		During the lessons taught Mrs. da Costa has prepared them to engage and challenge students of all levels.  Her lessons are well designed and the activities require higher level thinking by students.  		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Mrs. da Costa hoes her best to engage all students intellectually. She designs lessons that require high levels of thinking by students. She does an excellent job at having students reflect on learning as part of her closing with the use of teacher created exit tickets.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Mrs. da Costa has incorporated both formative and summative assessments in her plans. She has used both district provided assessments along with teacher created assessments. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		The first grade classroom lends itself to being flexible and responsive daily. Mrs. da Costa has captured many teachable moments and has had to adjust her lessons on the fly due to unforeseen circumstances and events.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		The entire first grade unit at Reeds Road has seen Mrs. da Costa as a asset to the team. She has always demonstrated team collaboration and a willingness so share. She attends our professional learning communities after school and contributes to the discussions around student performance.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mrs. da Costa has demonstrated a positive and professional demeanor throughout this experience. She is a pleasure to work with.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Together  we created excel spreadsheets to track all student performance. She has been responsible for grading and imputing student scores.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mrs. da Costa has done a fantastic job and communicating with families on many levels. She creates a weekly newsletter that is sent home to parents outlining homework and special activities students are doing during the week. She also has created a weekly chart for some students who are having difficulty completing classwork. This lets parents know what assignments have been completed daily. In addition, two of our students are having serious difficulty with handwriting and she prepared a note to parents explain the importance of this skill and included worksheets and I-pad applications that can be used to help improve their child's skills. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Our discussions about student learning and lesson techniques are always reflective. We spend most of our lunch and time after school discussing what is going well and what we can do to make learning more fun within the first grade classroom. Mrs. da Costa is always willing to try new things and reflect accurately on them.		Mrs. da Costa establishes and monitors routines and procedures for smooth operation and efficient use of time. Instructional groups are used effectively, transitions between activities and management of materials are done successfully with minimal amount of instruction time lost. 

Mrs. da Costa maintains an engaging classroom environment that is orderly and productive. Standards of conduct are clear and behavior incentives are evident. Reinforcement of positive behavior is stressed and a warm and caring environment is demonstrated by students and teacher. Mrs. da Costa has a clear knowledge of the students and sets instructional outcomes based on this understanding. She maintains accurate records and communicates well with families on a regular basis.		All areas of Mrs. da Costa's co-teaching experience were fulfilled successfully. 

		Danielle		Ferrari-Quenzel		danim3578@gmail.com		M Loper		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mrs. Ferrari-Quenzel incorporated many interesting and fun resources into her lessons to get her students engaged in the learning process. She incorporated books, picture cards, online interactive materials for our math and reading programs, videos, raps and many different web-based sites.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		When planning lessons she used structured and engaging activities to accomodate all students in our classroom.  The lessons were aligned to the instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations.  She provided differentiated instruction when grouping students to complete an activity.  She was constantly observing the students interacting with each other as well as providing help to the students who needed her individual attention.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		She managed student behavior well during instruction.  She clearly gave students her expectations for the lesson and corrected any behaviors that occurred during instruction.  She utilized a behavior chart to keep students on track throughout the day.  Each student would start out on Ready to Learn then go up and down the chart as needed.  The goal for each student was to be at the top of the chart on Outstanding by the end of the day, however, if someone didn't make good choices they moved down to Think about It or Teacher Choice. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		She created a friendly and fun classroom environment for all of her students. There were various classroom procedures evident in her learning community.  There were instructional groups, teams, individual, and diffferentiated groups used to complete many activities that took place in her classroom. She explained her expectations with each activity she prepared as well as consequences if a student didn't make the right choice. Materials and supplies were readily available for students to effectively complete an activity whether it was done with teamwork or individually. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		She incorporated many different levels of questioning to include all students in a discussion during a lesson. Students would be eager to answer the question asked by raising their hand.  Students were actively involved during instruction and she kept things fun and exciting for all students to learn.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		She taught lessons that were fun and engaging for all students to be a successful learner.  She incorporated many resources and technology in her lessons that grabbed the students attention.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		She attended many different meetings and workshops throughout student teaching.  She attended grade level meetings and PLC's with our second grade team.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		She showed professionalism throughout her student teaching experience.  She set high expectations for herself as well as her students to be successful. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		She maintained a gradebook for her students to record homework, tests, classwork and group activities.  She effectively graded all work by using a scale of E/S+/S/S-/N.  If students received an N parents had to sign and return their child's paper so parents were informed of a problem area.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		She understood the teacher's role in communicating with families about their child's progress.  She would write comments on top of the students work to keep parents informed of their progress or why they received a certain grade. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Mrs. Ferrari-Quenzel has done and outstanding job during her student teaching experinece.  She has utilized many different resources into her lessons by gaining the attention of her students. She incorporated the use of many intelligence learning styles, intergrated technology, aligned curriculum to NJCCS, differentiated instruction, taught using cooperative learning and used hands on materials/manipulatives within instruction when plannning and teaching her lessons to her students.  

She has also created a warm and friendly classroom environment. She effectively created an environment of respect and rapport, established a culture of learning and managed classroom procedures/student behavior within her classroom.

Furthermore, she has developed effective use of instruction in her classroom. She has comminicated with students during lessons by asking them questions and discussing their thoughts throughout lessons.  She engaged her students in learning by starting with a video/rap or story to get their attention and introduce what they were going to learn about.  She incorporated various assessment techniques to evaluate her students by creating an exit ticket, by asking questions about the lesson or by drawing a picture of what they have learned in that lesson. 

Mrs.Ferrari-Quenzel has developed in her professional responsiblities.  She has reflected on her teaching finding ways to improve on lessons that she taught or ways to change a lesson if she had to do it again.  She communicated with families through notes or personally seeing them at school, participated in professional workshops/inservices and grade level meetings/PLC's.

Overall, having Mrs. Danielle Ferrari-Quenzel as a student teacher in my second grade classroom was been a wonderful asset to our school family.  The students really enjoyed her teaching them with many fun and exciting ways to learn in our classroom.

 		Mrs.Ferrari-Quenzel did a wonderful job student teaching in my second grade classroom. She effectively maintained my classroom and students to be successful learners. 

		Ken		DeCarlo		ken.decarlo@yahoo.com		William Wishart		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ken Took control of the class from the get go.  He was really eager to learn as much as he could about the content. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		As time went on he got better at making sure that all students needs were address. He developed lessons that were both challenging, but also at the level the students could process and be successful. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		He continued to switch uplessons and did a lot of varying activities to engage students. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		He used different tactics to ensure that students were going to be successful. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Lesson plans were well developed and showed great depth and mastery in planning lessons for all learners. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Established a great rapport with students.  He got very comfortable being in front of the room.  He built relationships with the students in the short time he was here. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Dealt with all issues, but there were limited to none. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Developed routines with the students and they knew the expectations throughout all lessons. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Develoepd a great classroom culture.  		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Used a wide variety of questions to engage students in the learning process.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		He communicated expectations and objectives daily, which were clear and concise. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		As he moved in on more and more experience he began to develop challenging questions for active engagment. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Students outcomes were aligned throughout his lessons. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assesments were up to the level of the students ability and he provided great feedback to esnure that students were being successful in the future.  		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Most all lessons seemed to engage students needs and peaked their interest on several topics that they might not have been interested in before. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Developed relationships with all members of the department.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Established high standards and expections. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Was extremely profesional in and out of the classroom. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		He continually acted professionally from start to finish.  He was a great asset to have in the classroom.  		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		He has shown the ability to make judgements on his lessons and use them to imrpvoe it for next class. 		His number one greatest strength was his ability to not be afraid to ask questions and seek out answers to things he didn't know or understand.  He was very eager to learn and want to make each and every lesson better.  Mr. DeCarlo showed true character and developed into a well rounded student teacher.  Never once was he unprepared or lacking depth in his lesson planning.  It is my professional belief that Ken will make a great teacher, because he has the drive to get better. 		One can always improve in content.  I personally think that all teachers need to continue to grow in their craft.  Ken is a young teacher who will need to learn that it is okay to make mistakes and fail from time to time at trying new things out.  He should also improve on taking more reisks in the classroom.  Trying different styles of teaching to make him more well rounded and complete.  

		Stacey		Chiarolanza		staceychiarolanza@yahoo.com		Jenna Graves		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mrs. C was always well prepared and ready to teach each lesson!

 		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mrs. C always tried  to incorporate  differentiation instruction  in each of her lessons  for all the different types of students.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		In kindergarten you must learn to be flexible with all these students that are all on different levels . Mrs. C has come a long way and learned so much throughout her experience!		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mrs. C was always well prepared with books and fun lessons which included technology in a lot of her everyday lessons.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Mrs. C always had plan B ready incase plan a lesson wasn't working with the students. Very well prepared.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Mrs. C always help the students and challenged them through each lesson.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Students love Mrs. C she is very sweet with them.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Mrs. C learned how to bring students back together when some started to get off track. She showed a lot of improvement with the classroom management which is one of the hardest thing to do in kindergarten		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mrs. C was always very well prepared.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mrs. C always challenged the students on a higher level thinking.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Mrs. C always asked Challenging questions to all of the students.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Mrs. C clearly communicated each lesson to the students so they knew what their job was.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Mrs. C always planned a fun lesson that engaged all the students.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Mrs. C often times did fun  science experiments in which the students loved. The pumpkin volcano was one of their favorites.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Mrs. C always gathered work and information from the students to check their progress and to assess them.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Mrs. C showed flexibility in her lessons which accommodated to the students needs at the time.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mrs. C volunteered at our school many times. She donated her time after school to help out with the mast program and also showed her support at the mother son dance in April.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mrs. C always did what was best for her students and redirected her lessons to meet each of their needs.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mrs. C help to gather and maintain records of each student effectively.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mrs. C always communicated openly with the parents and sent home notes explaining lessons and fun activities we were doing within the school day.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Mrs. C always listened and tried to improve after each lesson she taught.		Mrs. C was a very big part of our class this year! The students will surely miss her! She has grown so much through these 15 weeks and we are all very proud of her and her progress. Mrs. C will make a great teacher.!		Mrs. C has shown so much improvement since the beginning of the year. She learned how challenging kindergarten is especially since all the students are all on different levels of learning. She learned how important it was to show differentiation for different groups of students within the classroom and  for each lesson! Which is hard and challenging concept. Mrs. C also improved on her classroom management. She did a great job overall! :)

		Heather		Popielarczyk		mycatsgrey@gmail.com		Mary Maglio		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		She researches a variety of materials to insure that she can answer all student questions.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Heather differentiates all student needs.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Outcomes are clearly related and a rubric is given for evaluation when needed.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		The Internet is utilized to bring content to life.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons are fine.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments are designed to summarize what was taught and reviewed that ultimately leads to more student questioning for furture knowledge.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Students have respect for her teaching. She has a good rapport with the students. They are very sad to see her leave.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Student behavior has improved greatly since she came.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		She prepares in advance all materials that she will need.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		She challenges all students, and they raise to her level of expectations.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		All the time. She is great at questioning to review, pull prior knowledge, or make students think outside the box.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Directions are oral and written on the board.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Learning tasks are well thought out and planned.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		She designs projects for self-learning, and her lessons are engaging.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		By using small individual white boards, she can receive instant feedback to assess all students immediately.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		She is flexible and her questioning technique elicits more student questions to accommodate curiosity and learning.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		She participates in meetings, clubs, and school events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		High standards of all.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		All grades and records are kept up to date in a timely manner.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		She understands and has demonstrated it all.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		My input is always welcomed and improvements are taken to heart.		Ms. Popielarczyk is a mature, dedicated teacher. She relates well to the students and has a genuine interest in their well being and success.  She researches materials to make her lessons interesting and more informative. She shows up to work on time and stays late. There is nothing about her that would not make her an excellent teacher.		When making lessons fun, classroom discipline can sometimes be an issue. She needs to be prepared for this possibility.

		Tanya		Ramos		tanyaramos93@gmail.com		Todd Pisani		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Tanya searches for and utilizes various resources from the district and on-line as well as resources that she designs.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Ramos has designed many lessons that are conducive for students' varied levels of ability and interests.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Ramos has firmly established classroom rules and consequences.  She also consistently maintained them.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Ramos developed routines that worked very nicely in both the distribution and collection of materials she utilized during her lessons.  Ms. Ramos also structured activites carefully so there was little loss of instructional time in transitioning from one activity to another.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Ramos developed and utilized higher order thinking questions based on Bloom's Taxonomy.  Her questions were also challenging and provided students opportunities to think at a higher level.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Ramos designed lessons that were appropriate to their students' developmental levels.  They were also challenging questions, which required students to be engaged during her lessons.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Ramos has established collegial and professional relationships with staff members and has attended faculty, parent/teacher conferences and IEP meetings.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Ramos has established a high level of integrity and has complied with all district policies and regulations.  She is very diligent in being certain that all students succeed in the acquisition of the Spanish language and culture.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Ramos has maintained accurate records and reports of student progress in all of the assessments she has designed and implemented.  		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Ramos fully comprehends her responsibility in communicating with parents/guardians in a professional and sensitive manner regarding students' progress.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				I would like to thank you for the opportunity to serve as a cooperating teacher for Ms. Tanya Ramos.  It was truly a pleasure to have her as my student teacher.

 Ms. Ramos has demonstrated confidence, professionalism, integrity and collegiality throughout the entire student teaching semester.  She has developed excellent rapport with students and she carefully develops and designs innovating and creative lesson plans that are conducive to students' readiness levels and interests.  Moreover, Ms. Ramos has also established a collegial, professional and supportive relationship with faculty members and administration.

Ms. Ramos also constantly reflects upon her lessons and how she may improve them.  She searches for unique strategies to implement into her teaching repertoire and utilizes her high technological abilities in virtually all of her lessons.  Ms. Ramos has also designed and implemented various assessments that reflect student learning, which have served as a guide/gauge for her in determining if she needs to review/reinforce the vocabulary/grammatical concepts presented or continue with the next topic.

I firmly believe that Ms. Tanya Ramos will be a very successful teacher in whatever districts she many find employment.  She will be a true asset to the district and community. 

 

 		It is recommended that Ms. Ramos continue to implement and utilize the strategies she has developed during her student teaching semester throughout her teaching career.  I also suggest that she continue to reflect on her lessons.  

		Steven		Ferrara		ferrar11@go.stockton.edu		Robert Guadagnino		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		One of Steve's greates strengths is knowledge of the resources available to him.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Steve's lessons are very multi-layered but clear and coherent, so the students are always able to complete the work within the time alloted.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		He continues to improve in this area.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mr. F. was easily able to establish a routine in the classroom.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Steve is very capable of formulating questions that challenge the students to go beyond the text.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Steve's lessons always alloted for enough time but challenged the students in appropriate ways.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Steve participated with me on PD days as well as assisted me with the Spring Play as lobby designer.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		It was obvious that he cared.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Steve was consistent in grading the assignments and posting them on the portal.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		I preffered to handle these situations as I am still legally responsible, but he was always present.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Excellent knowledge of subject.  Great lesson designer.  Very creative lessons.		He has improved very much in the areas of classroom management and personal flexibilty, but there is always room for growth.

		Meghan		Wiemer		wiemerm1@go.stockton.edu		Joan Timmons		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Wiemer did address the needs of students who were not working at grade level and or having confusion with the content at times. She often had the Co-operating teacher working with a student one-one or in small group.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		In the beginning, Ms. Wiemer was just relying on the resources provided through the school. By the end of her placement, Ms. Wiemer was using a variety of resources beyond what the school was providing, many gathered and accessed through the Internet. Ms. Wiemer, through the  appropriate use of these resources, planned effectively.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Wiemer planned learning activities designed to engage students and advance them through the content.  Pacing was appropriate and reasonable. Ms. Wiemer designed and selected instructional materials and resources that were appropriate to the learning needs of the students. Students were organized into instructional groups based on formal and informal assessments. The lesson activities supported students in learning the content or concept being taught.

 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Wiemer manages student behavior in a fair and appropriate manner. She sets reasonable behavioral expectations for students. Ms. Wiemer's response to misbehavior is effective and sensitive to students individual needs. Ms. Wiemer uses several preventative strategies to avoid problems and misbehaviors such as proximity, engaging activities, positive reinforcement, and anticipating possible problems and making adjustments before the class begins.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Wiemer manages classroom procedures smoothly. Management of transitions between activities and materials is done to maintain momentum and maximize instructional time. Students know and understand the rules and procedures in place and are followed with minimal disruption to instruction. Students are observed working productively even when they are not under direct supervision of Ms. Wiemer.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Wiemer continues to strengthen her questioning skills. She has started to include many effective questioning strategies that encourage students deeper thinking. She promotes learning through discussion not only allowing students opportunities to share their ideas but to explain their reasoning. She has included questions that are varied in level and have multiple answers. Ms. Wiemer makes sure that all students get a chance to participate and is sure not to let a few students dominate the discussion.

 

 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Wiemer has made steady progress in her ability to scaffold her lessons to best support her students and reach the learning goal. Her activities are aligned with the goal of the lesson and promote a higher level of thinking. Students were observed on task and participating. Ms. Wiemer would use several strategies like Turn and Talk, Think, Pair, Share, Voting, to make sure that all students were actively engaged not just a few. She began her lessons with background knowledge or posting a question to increase student interest. As students were doing a Turn and Talk, Ms. Wiemer  monitored and coached into these discussions, to ensure meaningful conversations. Lessons were well paced as a result of her planning and delivery of the lesson.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Wiemer participated along with her colleagues in weekly grade level PLC meetings to discuss curriculum, assessments and reflect on data. She has also participated in professional development for the pilot program in Math to prepare her for teaching the class. Ms. Wiemer has attended the STEM Fair and performance of Cinderella during after school hours which demonstrates her commitment to the children and the school community. Ms. Wiemer has put in long hours after school to meet, discuss and plan for her students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Wiemer is in compliance of all school and district regulations. She is professional during all interactions with colleagues. Ms. Wiemer has always been receptive to the feedback given and implemented many of the suggestions. I consider her very trustworthy and of good character. She always has the students best interest in mind.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Wiemer monitored student progress both formally and informally. As an example, anecdotal notes were taken while conferencing with students during their Independent Reading time. During Guided Reading group, data was collected and recorded to help inform instruction. Ms. Wiemer kept track of completed assignments both in class and homework. Her process for recording student progress is effective and efficient.

 

 

 		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Wiemer worked on finding ways to communicate student progress as well as information on curriculum with families. Homework was checked promptly and returned on a daily basis to inform students and parents of daily progress. Homework help newsletter was sent home in math. Each day at dismissal, Ms. Wiemer was available to talk to parents and answer any questions.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Ms. Wiemer's strength include:		Ms. Wiemer has continued to work on and improve on: 

																																																																																																																																										openness and willingness to continually learn and improve her craft		deepening her students level of understanding through questioning.

																																																																																																																																										thorough lesson planning		providing opportunities for parents to understand both the instructional program and their child's progress. 

																																																																																																																																										consistent, fair and effective management of student behavior		differentiating instruction

																																																																																																																																										creating an environment where students felt respected and valued

		Jordan		Caplan		caplanj1@go.stockton.edu		Nicole DiGiacomo		4/16/16		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Caplan did an excellent job of learning our curriculum and planning of  lessons. Her lessons were carefully planned, and asked questions if she needed clarification on anything she was teaching. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Each lesson Miss Caplan planned was differentiated to meet the needs of all her learners. She made modifications for students who needed extra support and enrichment activities for students who needed a challenge.  She went above and beyond creating lessons for one particular student, who had never been in a classroom setting before. Even though the content was difficult for this student, she made sure this student had success in each lesson she taught.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Miss Caplan's lessons met the needs of all her learners with formative assessments throughout. She would take the information from her assessments to measure student outcomes and create re-engament lessons in areas she felt students needed further instruction. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Caplan often used other resources, other than what was provided by our school, in her lesson planning. She would often go to the library for read aloud books to enhance instruction, she would bring in artifacts she felt would increase student learning, find websites and videos to use in lessons, and create anchor charts to hang around the room. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Caplan differentiated each of her lessons to meet the needs of all the students in her class.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Miss Caplan used a variety of assessments throughout her lessons such as post-its, quick writes, informal observation, and exit tickets. She was then able to base her lessons on the results of the assessments and address areas that need further instruction. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Caplan had wonderful rapport with the students. She was calm, yet firm, and the students respected her. Each day they were excited to see her!		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Miss Caplan did her best to manage student behavior in the classroom. I saw an improvement in her management throughout her time in the room. She did have some challenging behaviors in her class and did a good job of managing those behaviors while trying to attend to the rest of the class. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Each time there was going to be a transition in a lesson, Miss Caplan would remind the class what they needed to do, allowing for smooth transitions. For distribution of materials, she would assign a table monitor to pass out the materials. This was a great system to use to keep any disagreements between students at bay.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss Caplan had high expectations for all of her learners. The students knew that they had to try their best and she would encourage them throughout her lessons. 		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Miss Caplan should continue to work on asking higher order thinking questions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		For each lesson Miss Caplan taught, the students knew what was expected of them and were able to easily follow directions. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Lessons were were engaging and challenging for her learners. Lessons were designed to meet the needs of all learners with enrichment activities and modifications when needed.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Lessons were engaging and well-paced.  If timing was becoming an issue, she was able to recognize if she needed the pace to slow down or move a little more quickly.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Caplan used a variety of formative assessments in her lessons. She would use the results of her assessments to advance student learning. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss Caplan was able to adjust her lessons as needed. She would use topics she knew students enjoyed to enhance the lessons (ex: Shopkins, candy).		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Caplan attended many school events, professional development workshops, and PLC meetings. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Caplan was very professional throughout her time at our school. 		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Miss Caplan should continue to work on maintaining anecdotal notes on each of her students to address areas of improvement. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss Caplan understands the importance of communicating with families. She took the time to attend back to school night and parent teacher conferences, and on her own created a letter to parents introducing herself and a goodbye letter at the end of her student teaching experience.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss Caplan would always invite suggestions for areas to improve and use the suggestions to improve further instruction. She was able to recognize if something did not work in one of her lessons, and would create different activities for students to better understand the concept.		Miss Caplan is a natural teacher. She was a pleasure to work with. She went above and beyond on numerous occasions to ensure the success of each of her students. She bonded with and made special relationships with each of her students. 

Miss Caplan is a hard worker and made sure her lessons were engaging, well-paced, and challenging for her learners. I watched her confidence grow as an educator and her enthusiasm for teaching grow each day. I have no doubt she will be a wonderful teacher!		Miss Caplan should continue to work on maintaining anecdotal records on her students and classroom management techniques. 

		Jennifer		Super		jsuper13214@gmail.com		Keith Grimley		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Super has a solid command of the subject area content.  She taught students in both 7th and 8th grade in varying levels.  As she progressed through the student teaching experience, she developed a more in depth methodology to impart her knowledge of the subject area to her students.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss Super's plans continued to become more detailed and adaptable as the student teaching experience progressed.  		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Miss Super understands her learning targets for each lesson and works to reach all learners.  She elicits constant feedback from her students to ascertain the levels of student comprehension. 		2		Uses resources available through the school, but has no knowledge of resources available elsewhere.		Miss Super continues to explore the resources available to her. As a student teacher the plethora of available material is sometimes overwhelming and she has progressed in the area of finding the best resource available to communicate the concept.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Super continues to improve the rigor, content , and attention to detail in her lessons. The material she presented was on target and she often split her class into groups of varying levels after a formatively assessing abilities.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Miss Super continued to improve her assessments, often looking at results and either adding a re teaching component or moving ahead to more advance material.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Super has the respect of her students and treated them with respect in return.  The students will miss Miss Super.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Students were attentive and well behaved when Miss Super was leading the lesson.  She addressed any behavioral issues with professionalism and did not allow them to affect the direction or pace of the class.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Super maintained a lively pace in the class and had routines established for students.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss Super kept the students engaged and on task, efficiently utilizing the available time .		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Miss Super is constantly evolving her questioning strategy.  Improvement has been seen in this area.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Students understand most expectations and directions.  Miss Super has shown great improvement within this area.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students remain engaged in class activities and the progression of the lesson moves from the basic concepts to the more complex.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		The activities in class are designed to keep students on task and engaged.  Miss Super adjust her level of instruction based on student feedback and observation.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Miss Super frequently assessed the students, giving timely feedback, and allowed students to revisit errors and learn from their mistakes.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Miss Super would often adjust her pace or difficulty of the lesson when confronted with questions or gaps in previously learned knowledge.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Miss Super worked with two cooperating teachers and several Special Ed staff members.  Miss Super also volunteered to work with students before and after school.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Super shows professionalism in her actions and the way she conducts herself both inside and out of the classroom.  She is punctual and often stays beyond the school day to complete work.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Miss Super continued to improve during the student teaching semester in the area of maintaining student records.  She frequently monitored students overall progress and kept track of missing or incomplete assignments.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		With the short time student teaching and the mid-year introduction to the class, Miss Super had little interaction with students families.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		As a student teacher it is ofetn difficult to compare lesson performance based on limited previous experience.  Miss Super is developing this skill and I believe she will continue to grow in this area with more experience.		Miss Super has a strong command of the subject area and I believe she would be able to instruct any level of middle school math.  She has a good rapport with the students and staff and has no problem assimilating herself into different levels.  She shows a willingness to improve and self-reflect.  Miss Super has shon considerable growth throughout her time at belhaven.		Miss Super did a good job this semester but could continue to work on a few ascpects of teaching.

Miss Super should look to include more activities into her teaching protfolio, including technology based projects and real world interactions with the students and mathematics.  Miss Super has improved on, but should continue to work on her leveled and directed questioning.  Also look to include an set of expectetions for each lesson and close out the lesson with a summary of the day.  

		Brittany		Hennessy		hennessb@go.stockton.edu		Heather Roth		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Hennessy is excellent at creating lesson plans. She's organized and thoughtful. She is always at least a week ahead with her lesson plans. She takes the time to familiarize herself with the curriculum in order to add additional activities to enhance learning and the meet the diverse needs of our classroom.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss Hennessy's ability to differentiate instruction is strong. She has a strong command of the curriculum and she knows the needs of our students. She has incorporated a variety of techniques and strategies to meet the diverse needs of our classroom. This includes, using small group instruction, providing leveled activities, creating learning centers, using manipulatives, and incorporating technology sources.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Miss Hennessy sets clear objectives for each of her lessons. She has rigorous expectations for her students, but she supports them and leads them to be successful at achieving these goals. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Hennessy researches her topics and incorporates a multitude of resources when teaching. She has used literature, technology, hands-on science experiments. She even created a live ecosystem for a science lesson. She goes above and beyond to create authentic learning experiences for our students.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Hennessy is on target with her pacing for each lesson. She does an excellent job planning appropriately for our time frames. She maximizes her time by preparing well in advance for each lesson.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Miss Hennessy incorporates a variety of assessment strategies both formative and summative. She collects data and uses this data to make informed decisions about her instruction. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Hennessy has developed a strong bond with each and every one of our students. She has established a rapport of mutual respect. She takes a genuine interest in the students' lives and is very personable with them.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Miss Hennessy has developed a strong sense of classroom management. She uses a positive approach and lots of praise. This provides incentive for anyone who may not be following the rules to fall in line hoping to be complimented or rewarded. She uses a clip chart and provides incentives through a bi-weekly auction of prizes for the students to work towards.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Hennessy plans ahead and prepares her materials. She has established routines to smoothly transition between activities and to gather materials when needed. She is organized and this leads to successful execution in her teaching.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss Hennessy sets high expectations for her students and the students are eager to achieve these goals. There is a very positive culture in our classroom, students work hard to achieve academic success, they support each other in their efforts which is evident in the way they compliment one another and work together. Miss Hennessy has set a wonderful example for our students.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss Hennessy uses questioning often in her lessons. She has worked hard to raise her level of questioning in order to challenge our students to take their thinking to a new level. She asks questions that require thinking beyond the text.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Miss Hennessy is clear in her communication with the students. She breaks tasks down for them and provides clear and concise directions. She often uses higher level vocabulary and presents it in a manner by which the students can understand it at their level.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Miss Hennessy uses a variety of instructional strategies to engage her students in learning. Each lesson is presented in a scaffold approach where students work their way to independence with the material that is being presented.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Miss Hennessy plans instruction that is highly engaging to students. Her lessons are interactive and require students to participate often. She often has students up and moving. She incorporates many technology resources that are of high interest to our students. She also uses hands-on activities to get the students involved with her lessons.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Hennessy uses both formative and summative assessments. She uses the data she collects to drive her instruction.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss Hennessy is a strong planner. She plans in advance for scenarios that could arise during her lessons. She is flexible and able to think on the spot in order to modify her instruction to meet the needs of her group.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Hennessy has become an integral part of our first grade team. She always goes above and beyond to participate. She has attended soccer games for our students, helped with parent teacher conferences, and attended district events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Hennessy always conducts herself with the utmost professionalism. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Hennessy has done a tremendous job maintaining records for our students. She has kept a grade book, completed progress reports and report cards. She has also been involved with using rubrics to score our writing samples. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss Hennessy has open communication with our parents. She has sent notes pertaining to classroom events and she has communicated during parent teacher conferences.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss Hennessy is a reflective teacher who always seeks to improve her teaching!		As this semester closes it is with a heavy heart that we say goodbye to Miss Hennessy. She has been with us since September and has become a very important part of both our classroom and our building family. She is an excellent teacher candidate is who is ready to take on her own classroom. She is to be commended for her strong relationships with the students. She is an excellent planner who always work ahead of schedule. She has a strong sense of classroom management. Miss Hennessy has innate qualities that will lead her to be a very successful educator. I look forward to hearing of her future success! OUTSTANDING JOB!		Not Applicable!

		Natasa		Coughlin		coughlin@go.stockton.edu		Marissa Russo		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Natasa had a solid command of content knowledge.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Natasa addressed some variety of students needs.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Outcomes are clearly related.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Uses varied resources.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Some learning activities and materials are suitable for instructional outcomes. There was little differentiation.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments are well designed.		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		Natasa had some gaps in rapport, with some of the more challenging students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Natasa put forth effort to manage behavior in the classroom. It was not always successful, but her effort was consistent.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Natasa established a routine.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Expectations were high for all learners.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Asked aligned questions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Natasa put forth an incredible effort to communicate clearly and accurately.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Natasa has made improvements in the realm of scaffolding and proper pacing.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Activities are aligned.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessment is regularly used.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Natasa has made improvements in the realm of flexibility.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Natasa frequently participates in school, district, and community events; willingly.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Natas is known for having high standards and portrays professionalism.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Natasa assists with maintaining student information.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Natas has not communicated with families, but has witnessed how the communication should be implemented and executed.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Natasa accurately judges her effectiveness.		Natasa is extremely organized and motivated to do well. Her planning and preparation is excellent. Additionally, execution of lesson planning is also, usually, successful. Because she has a high sense of self-awareness. She is able to reflect on her own strengths and weaknesses, which provides for readjustment.		Natasa has struggled with gaining rapport and respect with some of the students. Because of this, she has, at times, had difficulty with maintaining engagement with the students. However, Natasa has attempted various efforts and has sought the advice and council of her colleagues, which is encouraging. With experience and time, it is expected that Natasa will find her own classroom management style, which works for her.

		Sydni		Fahringer		fahrings@go.stockton.edu		Amy DePasquale		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Overall, the teacher candidate has a solid foundation for general content knowledge. With the various texts included in an English curriculum, it is important that the teacher candidate use resources to become an expert on each text before beginning the unit. This means doing research and sharing insights with colleagues.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		The teacher candidate was fully aware of her students' various needs. This can be a challenge in an inclusive setting; however, Sydni met that challenge and was able to provide her students with the tools they needed to succeed.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		The teacher candidate set appropriate objectives for each class.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		The teacher candidate used a variety of resources to expand her knowledge throughout the semester. She used technology to her advantage when creating her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		As time went on, the teacher candidate became more aware of potential learning challenges for the students and was able to address each one.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Though Sydni needs to continue to work on formative assessments, she has a strong understanding of summative assessment design.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The teacher candidate built a strong rapport with our students. This established a positive learning environment.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		The teacher candidate had set classroom rules and procedures that she followed.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Classes ran smooth due to set routines.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Sydni had high expectations for our classes, which encouraged the students to meet those expectations.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		This is the one area that the teacher candidate needs to work on. She tended to call on the same students. By creating a variety of questions ahead of time, the teacher candidate will be able to actively engage all types of learners throughout the lesson.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		The teacher candidate has a strong 'teacher voice' and communicates clear instructions.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		The teacher is aware of the different level of skills in the classroom and created appropriate activities to meet the needs of all learners.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Classroom activities were aligned with common core standards.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Teacher candidate needs to work on formative assessment throughout the lessons.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Sydni was able to adjust lessons when needed to accommodate student questions.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		The teacher candidate joined in on PLC meetings and added her input into the discussions. She also attended the OCHS talent show.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		The teacher candidate worked hard to provide students with a positive learning environment.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Sydni did a great job with grading assessments as well as maintaining accurate student records.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		The teacher candidate is fully aware of the importance of communication with families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Sydni reflected on each lesson in order to improve her teaching.		Sydni came to class prepared and on time. She maintained a positive attitude and worked hard to encourage our students to strive for success. She has a particular strength in the area of technology use. Overall, she was able to prepare strong lessons that provided students with the opportunity to grow.		The teacher candidate needs to work on pre-writing her discussion questions before teaching each lesson. This will allow her to ask questions that reach a higher level of critical thinking.

		Lynn		Sooy		sooyl1@go.stockton.edu		Andrea Zerler-Wells		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Lynn has developed her knowledge in many aspects of the Language Arts curriculum. There are still a few gaps in her understanding about grammar rules. She did a lot of extensive work in developing background knowledge and providing outside information for the text lessons. Lynn needs to become more familiar with the aspects of the text and develop more of the lesson from there.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lynn developed wonderful lessons. She would incorporate many different styles to meet the needs of the students. She learned about their backgrounds, so that she could be aware of their abilities and any cultural interests. I am impressed with how much time she devoted to making the lessons engaging for the students, so that they stay focused.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Lynn would explain the purpose for the lesson, what the material would be and at the end of the period would wrap up the lesson with feedback from the students about the content. She would use exit tickets when appropriate. She would set guidelines for the students, so that they knew the expectations.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		As stated previously, Lynn would bring in a variety of outside sources to develop her lessons. The students especially enjoyed her use of children's books to develop some of the writing lessons. She would find interesting, relevant videos and web sites that were intriguing to the students. Through these methods, Lynn continued to enhance the verbal communication skills of the students.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		There were accommodations made for students who needed extra time, students who would benefit from an oral response, rather than a written one and would provide ear phones for a student who had a concussion. Students would decide on the groups for some projects, and at other times Lynn would discuss the students with me so that she could provide a diverse mix. The groupings would develop new friendships, at times, or at the least a new respect from fellow student.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Lynn refined rubrics to use for various assignments. She used one for quick writes that were being graded and one for persuasive writing.

She would carefully explain and write on the board what the expectations were for assignments. There would be detailed information for the students to follow, Lynn developed lessons based on what she saw as a weakness in the content or lack of usage in their writing skills and testing skills. She was concerned about making sure that the students would have the base they needed for success.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The rapport  Lynn has with the students is excellent. They respect her and look to her for academic as well as personal guidance. She has developed a relationship with the students that is obvious in the atmosphere of the classroom.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		The behavior in the classroom is excellent. Lynn has established her boundaries and the students respect them. I have not seen a behavior issue in the classroom, hallway or anytime there is an encounter with students. There are students who are troublesome in other classes, but are respectful, involved and have shown growth academically and socially under her guidance.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Lynn continued to follow part of the established routine and then incorporated some of her own into the daily activities. The students know when to take out papers, how to set up the heading, and know where to put papers when they have completed an assignment. Lynn will give clear instructions, so that the students know what to expect.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Lynn explains the importance of education to the students. She will emphasize the importance of education in being successful in life. She will make connections between a lesson and how it will be useful as the students go through the different phases of their life. This encourages the students to do better in their lessons. The quality of questions and interactions have improved with this approach. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Lynn has grown in her awareness of calling on the same students. In the beginning she had not been aware of this. She will ask good, relative questions, pause, look around and call on students who have not participated often. She will call on students who do not raise their hands, knowing that will know know an answer but are shy. If a students does not have an answer, or is incorrect, she is supportive. The student does not feel uncomfortable.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Lynn will explain verbally, write directions on the board, rephrase, and  ask students to clarify. She will put up the instructions again, when the lesson is repeated the next day.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Lynn provides different levels of instruction. She will challenge students with lessons that may seem simple, but have depth to them. She will give students time to reflect and encourage students to interact and help each other to share ideas.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		The lessons are engaging to the students. They have developed insights into life situations. Lynn spends a lot of time making sure that the activities will achieve the desired outcome.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Lynn will write comments on student work, so that they know what is done well and what should be given more attention. She will comment on a response a student delivers orally. Students are asked to give feedback to their classmates. The remarks show that the students are aware of the model responses that have been provided.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Lynn will assess the way a lesson developed and make adjustments. She has learned that lessons may not go as planned and is developing her understanding to change as the lesson progresses. She has discussed her concerns when she went in the direction of student interest. I explained that this was a good technique, since she never let the lesson get out of hand.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Lynn has developed a rapport with the teachers and other faculty. She is outgoing and engages people in friendly conversation. She is interested in knowing about the techniques that other teachers use. She has been requested to substitute teach by several of the teachers in our building. She has been a sounding board for teachers who have felt comfortable sharing concerns with her. She has come to school plays and after school sports activities.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Lynn complies with the rules and expectations of the district. She attends meetings and asks relevant questions. She offers to help with extra activities and help teachers with lessons.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Lynn keeps records of student grades. She will let me know if a student is missing assignments. She will follow up with a student to make sure that they are caught up with their work. She will discuss how they can improve their time management.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Lynn has been involved with  parent/teacher conferences. She spoke with parents and gave them good direction. She was at Back-to-School Night. She introduced herself and let the parents know what her position would be during the school year. We would discuss certain cultural differences and how to best address any concerns.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Lynn would critique her lessons. She would discuss suggestions for changes. She would ask for advice when she felt that her limited experience did not give her enough knowledge to draw upon.		1. Ability to develop lessons that are relevant

2. Creative in devising a variety of lesson delivery concepts

3. Willing to work with students and make accommodations

4. Warm and professional with students

5. Asks insightful questions for development of higher level thinking

6. Asks professional questions to improve teaching techniques and knowledge of curriculum

7. Took in-service classes that were influential in lesson planning and delivery

8. Willing to take part in extra activities during  school and after school

9. Wanting to learn about new programs

10.Involved in CST and counselor meetings

11.Incorporates suggestions; wanting to hear what can be done for improvement		1. Knowledge of some grammar rules

2. Calling on more students- improvement is obvious since the beginning

3. Letting students develop answer more before continuing; less teacher direction at times

		Casey		Wilson		mcdonnell_casey@yahoo.com		Christine Morsch		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Throughout her practicum, Ms. Wilson has consistently planned lessons and activities that demonstrated her understanding and mastery of the content covered in this class. Her lessons are always motivating and engaging for the students she is teaching.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		All of Ms. Wilson's lessons consider the ability levels and cultural differences of the students she teaches.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Wilson's lessons have clear outcomes and are measured daily through various formative assessments.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Wilson has used a wide variety of resources throughout her student teaching experience. She is very comfortable using different forms of technology, books, art, and other supplemental material. She has also used the approved textbook as a supplement to this class.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		When planning lessons, Ms. Wilson considers the time needed for instruction and related activities. She also plans for post activity debriefing time and closure. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Wilson consistently creates a variety of appropriate assessments for the students in class. She has develop formal tests, writing assignments, and projects that assess comprehension of various concepts.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students in my classes have a deep respect for Ms. Wilson. She allows them to share their feelings and opinions when various topics are being discussed. She also allows them to ask questions without judgement. Students are eager to share their news and events in their lives with Ms. Wilson. It is evident that they have not only enjoyed this experience, but have learned a lot from Ms. Wilson in the past few months.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Wilson is very confident as the leader of the classroom. When a situation arises either in the classroom or cafeteria, Ms. Wilson assertively addresses it. She handles discipline like an experienced teacher. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Wilson handles all transitions in a timely and controlled manner. Students in our classes are well aware of classroom policy and procedure and Ms. Wilson easily conformed to our established standards.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		From the moment students enter the classroom to the moment they are dismissed, they know that they can expect to be learning. Ms. Wilson's lessons are executed according to her approved plans with little to no wasted time. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		One of the most challenging things for a student teacher to do is develop questions that keep students engaged and encourage high level thinking. This is especially challenging when teaching  gifted and talented students. Ms. Wilson is not only able to ask high level questions, but also give thoughtful comments on students' answers. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Wilson is very articulate and her instructions are detailed and clear.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		As mentioned above, Ms. Wilson develops interesting and engaging activities that challenge students at multiple learning levels. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Wilson uses a variety of formative and summative assessments that are aligned with Toms River Schools approved curriculum.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Wilson has the advantage of teaching almost the same lesson to four different classes each day. Because of this, she is able to self reflect between classes and make minor adjustments when she feels they are necessary. She has frequently added information or instructions that she realized could be helpful after teaching the class once or twice. This is a valuable skill for all educators and she adapts very well to changes as they are presented.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Wilson has collaborated with our Language Arts teacher to teach the history of the Holocaust while she reads The Diary of Anne Frank with our classes. She attends all cycle and department PLC meetings, and has attended our district professional days. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Wilson has a very professional demeanor. She acts and speaks appropriately at all times, whether we are in the classroom, faculty room, cafeteria, or the halls. Ms. Wilson greets students at the door as they enter in the morning and between classes, and she readily greets other teachers and administrators as they pass. Several teachers and administrators have conveyed to me that they are impressed with Ms. Wilson's professionalism and positive attitude. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Wilson collects, grades, records, and hands back student work in a timely manner. She has kept impeccable records of student performance.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Wilson has attended parent conferences and communicates in a positive, professional way with parents. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Wilson is eager to be the best teacher she can be, therefore she accepts constructive criticism easily and makes necessary adjustments. 		Ms. Wilson is a confident, positive, happy teacher. She is mature and clearly ready for a class of her own. Her general strengths include effective lesson planning and execution. In addition, she develops activities that are engaging. Students enter class anticipating a fun, challenging lesson every day. They are eager to come to class, which is the greatest compliment for a middle school teacher. 		As Ms. Wilson gains experience, she will only become a stronger teacher. Throughout my career as an eighth grade teacher, I have had several student teachers. I have also mentored several first year teachers. Ms. Wilson stands out as the best student teacher I have ever had. From the very beginning, I was able to trust that my students were in a positive learning environment. I hope to have the opportunity to continue to see Ms. Wilson grow as a teacher in her own classroom.

		Kelsey		Bradley		kelseybradley3251@gmail.com		Colette Bove		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				2		Uses resources available through the school, but has no knowledge of resources available elsewhere.		....		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Need to think of all students		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Need to be more consistent		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		.....		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		need to vary students that you call on		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		need to challenge and engage all students		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		....		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		.....		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		.....		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		.....		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				Kelsey has a wonderful rapport with most of the students. She has great behavior strategies for keeping students on task. She uses her voice to excite the students about the story or lesson at hand. 		Kelsey needs to make sure she calls on a variety of students during her lessons. She also needs to learn to using quesioning strategies to help keep all students involved and on task.

		Victoria		Shinn		shinnv@go.stockton.edu		Lisa Smith		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Lesson plans were completed on a timely basis.  Plans were detailed and easy to follow.  Ms. Shinn grew from the beginning of the year by utilizing all resources provided by the school as well as technology and internet resources. If she was uncertain of content she would research to be prepared for the lesson. As new subject matter is introduced Ms. Shinn should continue to review, learn and use varied and authentic resources.

　

 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Victoria is well aware of each individual’s strength and weaknesses. Keeping students’ needs in mind she was able to differentiate to meet those needs. Cultural heritage and diversity is  minimal with in the class. Ms. Shinn used Homework, classwork and assessments to drive her lessons and differentiation.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Lesson plans are well developed and objectives are clearly stated and met. Lessons were planned and through formative assessment small adjustments were made. Ms. Shinn worked hard to offer different levels of expectations and work she should continue to work on higher order questioning during lessons.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Shinn grew in this area by using a variety of resources available through the school, texts, technology, community and internet. This skill enhanced her lessons as well motivating students for high engagement.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Lessons were aligned to the CCS and objectives were stated and met within lessons. Her Knowledge of the students was evident in differentiated lesson planning. Well-developed lessons and engagement sometime led to lessons running out of time. Ms. Shinn needs to remain cognizant of time, sometimes missing the opportunity for closer. It is important to provide closure, even if the lesson was not completed as planned		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		This is an area that Ms. Shinn made great strides.  In moving from pre and summative assessments she began to incorporate more formative assessments by using white boards, exit tickets, Venn diagrams, turn and talk, post-it notes, and keeping antidotal records. This is an area that she can continue to grow in adding other forms of assessment and then using it to drive instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		There was an atmosphere of mutual respect between Ms. Shinn, students and staff. Ms. Shinn took a genuine interest in the students by taking the time to listen about their interest and even participating in a reward program of teacher lunch. She was pleased and took pride in each of their accomplishments not just a select few.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		The overall classroom management of student transition times, routines, and behavior expectations were clearly in place.  Student behavior was well monitored. Off task times were properly and subtly addressed through various means both verbally and nonverbally.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Transitions were structured and well-practiced procedures with clear and concise directions. Materials were gathered and laid out for the following day. In the morning lessons were organized and smart board lessons were pulled up for efficient transitions.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		High expectations were set where students understand their role as learners. We often talk about going the extra mile and give it your best. Hard work and recognition are given as warranted through rewards both verbal and through a ticket economy.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Victoria used more open ended questions with direct instruction and think pair share. She moved from direct recall and rote drilling to more student directed activities. Ms. Shinn needs to continue to promote critical thinking and questioning through description, compare and contrast and summarization.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Instructions and expectations for the lessons and students are clear and accurate as reflected in student participation and classwork.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Content and presentation were delivered in unique and imaginative way to keep students engaged. As the weeks progressed, Ms. Shinn became stronger in learning to read the students and tweak lessons as needed. Becoming more aware of off task students will change daily and with each new group of students. Being more aware and having strategies to redirect and refocus should be an ongoing endeavor.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. Shinn used variety of resources available through the school, texts, technology, community and internet that helped to enhance and differentiate her lessons.  Based on reflection good decisions were made for modifications or sometimes re-teaching a lesson in a different way.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		In moving from pre and summative assessments she began to incorporate more formative assessments by using white boards, exit tickets, Venn diagrams, turn and talk, post-it notes, and keeping antidotal records. This is an area that she can continue to grow in adding other forms of assessment and then using it to drive instruction based on her new job, students and curriculum.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Based on reflection, classwork and assessments decisions were made for modifications or re-teaching a lesson in a different way.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Shin has attended grade level meetings, observed a 3rd grade classes for curriculum connections, attended a writer's workshop for improved instruction, attended a Next Generation Curriculum Meeting at night, BOE meetings at night, and Wednesday Night Family Science participation, and I&RS meeting. All were great opportunities to see the many roles and responsibilities of being a teacher.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Shin was early every day to work, abided by dress codes and went above and beyond to make this the best learning experience possible.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		In the co-teaching model Ms. Shinn took over all evaluation and grading for all subjects and recording them in Real Time.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		 Ms. Sinn has had valuable exposure for family communication. She has had parent phone calls with behavior concerns, two parent conferences and two phone conferences.  These are valuable experiences for a student candidate to experience.

 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		 In reflection often Ms. Shinn made accurate judgments of lesson effectiveness, made suggestions and incorporated changes as warranted.		Detailed and timely lesson plans.

Great time management skills

Creative lessons that reached beyond text and used technology and outside resources

Reflected and made changes appropriately

Great interaction with colleagues and administration

Not afraid to talk and address issues with parents

Went to all extra activities during and after school to grow professionally

Strong rapport with students 

Classroom management skills		Continue to develop assessment strategies to monitor understanding and drive instruction

Continue to work on pacing and closure 

 Design more cooperative learning opportunities and center work

 

		Lauren		Rosato		laurenrosato@comcast.net		Heather LoBiondo		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Lauren's lesson plans are always well written.  She utilizes and documents many resources to provide ample materials for instruction.  She focuses on her goals and objectibves aligns lesson presentations accordingly.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lauren makes sure to spend extra time with the students in the class that require extra attention and accommodations.  She is very patient with any students requiring extra help and always does her best to make sure they have a general understanding of the concepts before she moves on.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Her outcomes are related and the academic needs of the students are fulfilled.  However, rigor seems to be an area in which Lauren continues to work on.		2		Uses resources available through the school, but has no knowledge of resources available elsewhere.		Lauren was encouraged to find and utilize other available resources aside from the ones she was given.  She showed steady progress throughout her time here.  However, it is something I encouraged her to continue doing to add more differentiation in her instruction.  Although she showed steady progress while researching and using related resources, I would suggest that she continues to seek new ideas and become familiar with the various resourses available in education. 		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Differentiation is an area that Lauren continues to struggle with.  The students definitely learned a great deal from her, but she tended to stay with what was safe and rarely taught "outside the box".		1		Only summative assessments used. Results not used to plan for future instruction.		N/A		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Lauren's students loved her.  She was sweet and kind to everyone.  She was patient and the children knew she was always there if the needed her.		1		Inadequately managed student behavior		Lauren's greatest challenge is managing classroom behavior.  Although she is very kind and considerate, her demeanor is quiet and passive, which results in escalating disruptive behavios in some students.  We discussed finding non-verbal cues to control disruptive behaviors and/or to keep the students on task.  She did try to implement a few behavior modifications that I suggested, however, these were not used effectively.  Lauren needs to understand and believe that she is not going to "upset" the students when a correction in their actions is warranted.  		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		well done, clear instruction		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Questioning skills, prompting and wait time improved steadily throughout her time in the classroom.  She learned to pace her lessons accordingly and asked relevant questions.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		  		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		I continue to encourage Ms. Rosato to try to find differentiated, engaging activities to make learning more fun for First Graders.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Mrs. Rosato assessed the students using curricular materials after each lesson/unit taught.  She also administered some performance assessments in Math. and helped with the ELA SGO.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Always pleasant to colleagues		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Ms. Rosato continues to work her and be successful at all of her endeavors.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Rosato was always helpful in the grading of assignments.  She also got into the important habbit of fixing mistakes and reviewing trouble-shooting areas for the students.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Rosato was always pleasant and friendly. She also learned the importance of assessing studens' needs, identifying trouble areas, and reteaching as needed.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Ms. Rosato and I spent many hour reflecting and communicating about the teaching profession and the amazing opportunities and challenges that go with the profession.  She was always very receptive to feedback and never stopped trying to improve.  		work ethics
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		Samantha		Wood		woods5@go.stockton.edu		Kerrie Benitez		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Wood had an impressive command of content knowledge.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		The students in the classroom came from various backgrounds and had a variety of learning needs.  Ms. Wood sought ways to address their needs and differences.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Wood's lesson plans were exemplary.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Wood used a variety of resources and materials.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Wood had excellent time management skills and all lessons were aligned to the instructional outcomes.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Wood carefully reviewed assessments and planned future lessons accordingly.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Wood established an excellent rapport with the students.  They adored and respected her.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Wood's ability to effectively manage student behavior was effortless.  She treated all students with respect and took the time to talk to kindly talk them about their behavior and how they could improve their behavior.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Transitions were effortless.  Ms. Wood is very well organized and has thoroughly thought out her plans for each day and this aided in the effortless transitions.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Wood was able to differentiate the expectations of the students in order to meet their learning needs.  The students were challenged appropriately.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Wood asked thought-provoking questions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Wood's communication skills were excellent.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were impressively engaged in the lessons.  They were eager to learn and enjoyed the learning challenges presented.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		All students were engaged in lessons and lessons moved along smoothly.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Wood used a variety of ways to assess the learners and feedback was individualized.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Wood was able to adjust lessons as she taught to make any changes that were necessary.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Wood was a valued member of both our kindergarten unit and our school family.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Wood's maturity and professionalism were beyond what would be expected of a student teacher.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms.  Wood did an excellent job maintaining records and assignments.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				At my request, Ms. Wood did not communicate directly with the families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Wood is an intuitive teacher and was very aware of how effective the lessons were and what changes, if any, needed to be made.		Ms. Wood was an outstanding student teacher.  Her competence was extremely impressive to the entire kindergarten unit.  Her abilities are what one would expect to see in a novice teacher.		Continue seeking ways to increase your already broad knowledge sense.

		Brianna		husta		hustab1@go.stockton.edu		Stephen Ferguson		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Brianna started reading the materials she would be teaching while she was observing during the fall semester; thus, she was very prepared to begin planning around the core principles of the units.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Brianna was always attentive to what would and would not work with the students, often spotting potential problems before they became issues in the classroom.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Brianna was always ready and available to discuss the results of the assessments that were given.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Brianna does extensive research of materials and resources available for teaching each lessons. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Brianna's classes, especially the College Prep freshmen, were extremely diverse; therefore, differentiation was a neccessary skill Brianna had to master early in the student-teaching process. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Brianna devised comprehensive unit plans that were both thorough and flexible. She used these as a guide throughout the unit which helped her focus on what she needed to be doing for the students.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		The students in Brianna's class thoroughly enjoyed having her as a teacher because it was obvious that she cared about them and their education. This served her well throughout the semester.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		I witnessed very few disruptions but those that did occur, Brianna dealt with quickly, respectfully, and efficiently. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Brianna takes account routine as part of her planning and factors these transitions into the lesson. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Brianna was always careful to establish the goals and objectives with the students which kept them focused on the task at hand.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		This was an area she worked on throughout student-teaching, even up to her final lesson trying new methods. She has a clear understanding of the types of questions she needs to be asking and various approaches to engage all students.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Brianna was always clear and consistent in communicating both with students and faculty alike.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		She has thoughtfully designed engaging and challenging learning activities. Many students were able to finish within the alloted time but accomodations were made for students needing longer. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Brianna's primary focus was always on her students. She did quite well addressing them during whole-class instruction; however, she was most impressive when working with the students one on one. When working one on one, she was sincere and encouraging which ellicited sharper and more meaningful responses.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Brianna did an excellent job layering and scaffolding her assessments. She worked with both long term and short term assessments that helped her better design or trouble shoot her final/unit assessments.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Brianna was quick on her feet when lessons were complicated by fire drills, technical difficulties, or even just unpacking teachable moments with her students.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Brianna has fully become part of the Cedar Creek family. She has developed many close, professional relationships with colleagues and she has attended many after-school events. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		She has maintained the utmost professionalism throughout her entire time at CCHS. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Her turn-around time on providing feedback and/or grading assignments is impressive, often within two days for all students.  		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		She addressed all issues effectively and appropriately, consulting with her cooperating teachers when necessary. She made phone calls and attended conferences routinely		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Brianna was engaging in reflective conversations with multiple teachers throughout her time here at Cedar Creek. She was extremely focused on who to better improve her craft as well as what she could learn from others.		Brianna is a very strong teaching candidate. She is completely committed to the profession and has all of the content knowledge to become an excellent educator. She cares deeply about her students who will miss her in the classroom.		Brianna is encouraged to develop her command in front of the classroom. She has already made tremendous strides as a lecturer and further attention to this component will help her become an even better educator.

		Thomas		Lawless		lawlesst@go.stockton.edu		matthew maleski		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Tom was a perfect fit for our World History class, which surveyed various civilizations around the world during the Middle Ages.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Tom did a great job incorporating diversity into his lessons.  In particular he emphasized women's studies, and area of the curriculum frequently overlooked.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Tom maintained high expectations and standards for his learners.  His assignments were challenging to his students, in addition to being relevant, and appropriate.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Tom consistently looked outside the textbook resources to enhance his lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		As stated previoiusly, Tom worked diligently to create challenging appropriate, and relevant lessons.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments demonstrated long range planning.  Tom regularly reflected on the effectiveness of lessons, as well as scores on assessments, and made appropriate adjustments where needed.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Tom worked hard to achieve a classroom of respect.  He developed many positive relationships with students as a result.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Tom did his best with a challenging group of students.  At all times he demonstrated patience and understanding, but did not hesitate to impose consequences for innappropriate behavior.  When possible, detentions would be used as an opportunity to catch up on missing work, and forging better connections between teacher and student.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Tom recognized that a high level of organization is the key to success		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Tom worked to impress upon his students the importance of their education, and the required effort it would take.  Student projects showed effort and enthusiasm.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Tom asked many meaningful questions of his students		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Tom has become very good at communicating his expectations to the class.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Tom makes great effort to create engaging lessons by developing projects that are "fun" to make and present, but also reflect a variety of ideas and information.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		As previously stated; Tom developed projects and assessments that the students found fun and challenging.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		As stated earlier; Tom would regularly make adjustments to lessons as they progressed throughout the day.  He would quickly make revisions to a lesson in even in the four minute changeover betwen classes.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Tom worked proficiently with other professionals in the building, and also volunteered his time to participate in extra-curricular activities.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Tom was an exemplar of professionalism who became knowledgeable with school policies and programs.  Tom regularly made himself available afterschool to give students extra help.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Tom learned to use Oncourse systems for all grading, as well as Google Classroom.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		When necessary, Tom reached out to the families of students in a positive and professional manner.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Tom is an exceptionally knowledgable and compassionate aspiring educator.  He strives to challenge his students to perform at their best by providing meaningful and challenging assignments.		Tom should work to be more clear and consistent in regards to behavioral expectations of the class.  Tom should also continue to add technological strategies to his skill set.

		Kathi		Lloyd		lloydk3@go.stockton.edu		Christine Stanford		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Lloyd has a solid grasp of content and in instances when she needs assistance, she reaches out to her colleauges or researches the topic in order to become proficient in the topic.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Lloyd developed many choice based activities to cater to different types of learners as well as developed lessons in which students were transitioning to different activities.  This type of learning addressed students' needs and varying abilities.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Lloyd's outcomes were directly in line with the level of rigor expected by the Common Core standards, as well as, PARCC.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Lloyd consistenly reached out to various reources, including, but not limited to khanacademy, learnzillion, pinterest, NJ model curriculum, and Pleasantville district resources.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Student stations were thoughtfully developed to include various activities for special learners.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Lloyd reflected upon her assessments and used the data to guide her instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Lloyd and the students have a very special relationship.  The students see her another teacher and respect her as such.  Since Ms. Lloyd has been her since October, she has become part of our classroom family. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Lloyd moves swiftly to address student misbehavior and deal with it thoroughly by removing students, talking to them in the hallway, and when needed, giving the students a detention.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Ms. Lloyd does have many transitions during her lessons to keep students actively engaged.  Some students cause problems during these transitions due to their attention seeking behaviors or from not following directions. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Lloyd expects quality of all students and often askes students to redo their work when it is clear that the quality is subpar.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Lloyd asks many higher order thinking questions and gives sufficient wait time for students to respond.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Lloyd carefully explains concepts to the students in different ways.  Directions are clearly given.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		The learning activities are challenging and often that requires more time than expected. 		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		The learning activities are challenging and often that requires more time than expected.  Pacing can be problematic for such varied learners.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Lloyd is constantly asking students how they have internalized the lesson and how they feel about their learning.  Ms. Lloyd is constantly getting feedback from the students.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		On several occasions, Ms. Lloyd has had to modify her lesson on the fly due to struggling learners.  SHe adapts well and is able to change her lesson with ease.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Lloyd is an asset to our school community.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Lloyd complies to all district rules and regulations.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to maintain records				The classroom teacher maintains the grade book.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Lloyd participated in some parent teacher conferences in which behavior had to be addressed to the parent.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Lloyd communicates effectively with her colleagues and listens to any advice that they have for her.		Ms. Lloyd is well-prepared and confident. She enjoys teaching and works hard to develop thoughtful lessons.		Pacing and timing which will come with more and more experience

		dylan		baubles		baublesd@go.stockton.edu		Kathleen Willson		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Content knowledge is solid.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Addressed a variety of my students needs.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Dylan clearly defined outcomes.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Dylan supplement instruction with outside resources.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons were aligned to Calculus curriculum.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Planning was varied.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Environment was positive.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Dylan managed student behavior consistently.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Classroom procedures were efficient.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Classroom environment was good.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Dylan varied his questions and methods of questioning.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Communication was clear.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students activities were engaged.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Activities were well paced for learners.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessment was accurate.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Instruction was flexible.

 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Dylan was well liked by students and teachers at Absegami.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Dylan exhibited high level of integrity.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Dylan is very good with technology and quickly mastered our grading system.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Not applicable		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Dylan's reflections were spot on.		Dylan did a good job student teaching. He was a pleasure to work with. He has a pleasant and positive attitude and my students enjoyed having him as their teacher.  He is kind and firm with students and worked to help them improve their grades.  
 		I believe Dylan needs to continue working hard developing lessons and engaging students in their mathematics.

		brittany		ksiezopolski		ksiezopb@go.stockton.edu		Jennifer McAuliffe		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Miss K takes the time to become familiar with content, using teachers guides. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss K's plans addressed needs of both general ed and special ed students. In math, she often incorporated more challenging classwork for students who had a strong grasp of a particular topic.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Outcomes are clearly related to standards and differentitated for low and middle students. Sometimes they are also differentiated for high level students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss K regularly uses additional resources beyond the textbook, such as the internet, in order to plan lessons. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson plans include time for small groups.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Informal assessments are used regularly by Miss K to determine grouping and pacing of future instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss K has developed a positive relationship with students this semester. They are all very sad to see her go!		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Miss K worked hard throughout the semester to more consistently manage student behavior.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Miss K continues to work on transitions in the classroom that do not waste time. This can sometimes be especially challenging for a student teacher in a co-teaching environment as it may not always be clear  who is "up next".		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss K has maintained a positive learning environment in the classroom.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss K has workd hard to be sure all students are engaged when questions are asked.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Miss K incorporates challenging activities into lesson plans when possible.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Miss K is continuing to work on the pacing of lessons. She engages learners with the use of various resources during lessons.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss K uses questioning, exit cards, and other classwork to assess during instruction.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss K was an active member of both our grade level team and staff as a whole while in our district.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Miss K is learning what resources are available to students in the school environment.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss K is responsible for grading all work and assists in keeping track of completion of classwork and homework.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Miss K attended conferences and has been present during phone conversations and other family communication but this has remained the classroom teachers' responsibility.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss K is able to identify specific strengths and weaknesses after teaching a lesson.		Miss K has worked hard this semester to plan engaging and appropriate lesson plans. She has developed a positive relationship with colleagues and students. She continually looks to improve upon her teaching and lesson plans and takes suggestions and constructive criticism well. She has become more responsible for classroom management and classroom routines.		Miss K continues to work on timing of lessons. She has worked hard to become more dilligent in checking over written work for errors. 

		Debra		Scott		scottd7@go.stockton.edu		Lisa String		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Scott was prepared for lessons.  When she did not have command of a topic, she would familiarize herself with the material to gain command of the content.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Scott used Woodbine's curriculum and state and national standards to guide her lesson planning.  When additional support was needed, she located materials to supplement with.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Ms. Scott tried to group heterogeneously to have higher ability students help lower ability students.  I would also recommend trying to differentiate assignments to meet varying abilities. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Scott used homework, classwork, and assessments to guide instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Scott makes connections with each student.  She developed a caring, trusting environment.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Ms. Scott came up with her own attention grabber with the class.  She became more assertive and through the weeks.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Ms. Scott utilized classroom helpers for routine tasks.  Transition times were challenging due to groups of students moving to other classrooms for instruction.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Scott set high standards for the students and encouraged them to put forth effort.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Scott used varying levels of questioning in all subject areas.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Explaining grouping and project directions were sometimes unclear.  Ms. Scott adapted and improved.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Ms. Scott created appropriate tasks but needs to focus on timing when delivering instruction.  Some lessons stretched out too long and she lost the focus of some students.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Scott quickly graded papers and gave immediate feedback on assignments.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Ms. Scott made adjustments after lessons to try a new approach for the following lesson if instructional delivery did not work.  During lessons, she attended to student comments a little too much and lost time. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Scott volunteered a lot of time helping with our Middle School play. She attended faculty meetings and in-house workshops.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Scott demonstrated professionalism daily.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Scott graded assignments and kept the grade book while student teaching.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Scott attended parent teacher conferences to experience the communication needed between the school and home.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		By the end of student teaching, Ms. Scott was able to identify areas she needed to work on and areas she was improving in.		Ms. Scott's strengths include holding the students to a high standard and making them accountable for working hard.  She shows compassion and truly cares about the students.  She created bonds through one-on-one conversations with each child.  Her professionalism is apparent in everything she does.		During instruction, Ms. Scott should focus on pacing and student engagement for improvement.  I would also recommend more of an assertive role with the students.  Sometimes when the students feel too comfortable, it is hard to reel them in for instructional time.

		Kimberly		Becher		becherk@go.stockton.edu		Kristen Andre		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Becher used many resources to design activities for our students including:

Presi, Coggle, Teachers Pay Teachers, Flip Charts, Poll Everywhere, Edublogs and Nearpod		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Becher's lessons were well-planned and executed.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Students respected Ms. Becher and responded to her corrections.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Routines were easy to follow and allowed for more student independence.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Becher pushes students to communicate their mathematical thinking to one another through the use of her questioning techniques.  She is able to easily adjust her questions depending on the student's ability.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were regularly engaged and challenged.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Becher collaborated with various other teachers duing her time at the district.  She attended many extracurriculur events and functions.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Becher has always shown the utmost professionalism and has interacted appropriately with both staff and students.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Becher actively recorded information in our online records system.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Becher embraces all that being a fantastic teacher involves.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				great ability to vary instruction based on individual needs.		continue to have high expectations for students

																																																																																																																																										concise knowledge of mathematics 		continue to assess frequently and make instructional changes based on those assessments.

																																																																																																																																										extensive experience with a large range of online resources		continue to ensure that students are engaged and optimal time is spent on task

																																																																																																																																										able to create a variety of assessments and activities

		Taylor		DePonte		taydeponte@gmail.com		Karen Husenica		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. DePonte used various resources to plan her lessons, including songs, charts, and hands-on objects.  She was well-read on all subjects.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		We have numerous needs in our room this year, including ELL, IEPs, OT, Speech, and behavioral issues.  Ms. DePonte handled all instances and needs of the children tactfully and with great care.  She also kept their needs in her mind while planning her lessons. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		There were various methods used for exit slips as well as learning activities.  Ms. DePonte recognized individual needs and geared her lessons to meet those needs.  I was especially happy with how she handled those children who were at a higher level.  She would give them tasks that would make them think outside of the box and reach higher than they are used to. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. DePonte would use video resources and songs, as well as our Wonders program to facilitate a great all-around lesson.  She would use appropriate content and a variety.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. DePonte allotted appropriate time for her lessons, but remained flexible with her planning, as there are many things that occur throughout the day that are out of the control of a teacher (fire drill, etc.).  Even with the various needs of our class, she was able to meet their needs, whether it be through music, art, etc. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. DePonte learned from the start that a valid exit slip, as well as a variety of kinds of assessments is a great tool to facilitate future instruction.  She recognized that a strong base is important to move on to the next task.  		3		Established respect and rapport with students		My students were calling me Ms. DePonte after she left.  The children respected and admired her.  She gave them respect, which in turn made them have respect for her. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		We had individualized plans for some students, but she managed them seamlessly with a class behavior plan.  Consistency was key with this.  		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Classroom jobs helped to facilitate this, as well as a well-labelled room.  Much of this was complete and in place when Ms. DePonte arrived, but she continued with them in place.  		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The children were always engaged and knew their "job" was to learn and do their best.  Ms. DePonte showed how much she valued that, and in turn, the children would strive to do better than the day before.  It was very cool to see. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. DePonte asked questions that aligned to the standard that she was covering.  She actually wanted all children to aim high.  She was good at asking them How and Why questions.  This really kept the conversation going.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. DePonte helped to keep communication clear in class with the students, as well as with the parents, through the use of a weekly newsletter.  This was begun prior to her arrival in January; however, she kept it up during her time at Hooper.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		I was impressed with how she would differentiate within her centers for the various needs of the children.  They were all working on the same skill, but varied the level of difficulty as needed.  This was especially evident in Science and Math.  		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		It was evident from the start of the lesson what the children would be learning and what she wanted them to come away with.  Her lessons were very hands-on, which was terrific for our Kindergarten class. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. DePonte would use her exit slips or assessments as a starting point for the next day.  She was constantly going over their assessments as she prepared for future lessons.  		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		There was a math lesson in which you could see the children were not getting it at the intro.  She changed gears and took a different approach, and it went pretty well!  She amazed herself and kept the children engaged.  		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. DePonte was always willing to help at a school function, and was extremely helpful during out Parent Night for Language Arts.  She would contribute ideas during out daily lunch with the other Kindergarten teachers.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. DePonte was always dressed professionally, acted professionally, and carried herself as such.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. DePonte helped to take notes that I would input in the TS Gold format that the District is using.  		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. DePonte was aware of phone calls, etc that I would make, but that was never her responsibility.  I kept that as my own.  		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. DePonte was spot on when she noticed a lesson needed more work, or if more time was needed.  		Ms. DePonte is a professional who is well-liked and respcted, not only by the students, but the faculty at the school.  She adapts easily to change and is not afraid to try new things/approaches.  		Sometimes I think she is too hard on herself, but this will come with time, and experience.  

		Brianna		Jeffries		jeffrie4@go.stockton.edu		Linda Vuong		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Brianna has a solid background of content knowledge and plans her lessons with the intent of addressing student's common misconceptions.  		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Brianna was very considerate in planning for student's needs by constantly monitoring and observing student learning styles and learning needs to accomodate them. 		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Due to the varying level of student learning abilities, it was hard for Brianna to focus on learning outcomes for all of them. Some were higher functioning and some were extremely low functioning so it was hard for Brianna to apply the correct level of rigor. More frequent assessments should be used and more anchor activities that can help accomodate both the higher functioning and lower functioning students. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Brianna frequently used online resources to supplement her instructional activities, creating activities that peeked student interests and engaged students in learning.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Activities should address varying learning levels to help challenge students.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		More frequent assessments should be used to check for understanding. Assessments were designed to address common misconceptions.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Students are very respectful of Brianna. Brianna has developed great rapport with the students. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Brianna has great classroom management skills. She is firm, fair, and consistent and the students respect her for it. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Students knew what was expected of them upon arriving to class. Routines and procedures were effective in not wasting instructional time, keeping students on task, and monotoring student behavior. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Brianna set high expectations for here students and they knew what was expected of them upon entering class. Learning activities were planned to maximize learning in the classroom. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Brianna frequently asked students to come up with answers and ideas before teaching the concept. This allowed students to think criticallly. She also encouraged them to discuss ideas with their peers to come up with solutions on their own.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Brianna communicates with the students very clearly and very effectively. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Brianna starts her lessons off easy and then makes it more and more challenging, scaffolding so that students can apply the skills to solve more challneging problems. Learning activities are used to pace the lesson to keep students engaged. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Brianna designs activities that are based on student interests, allows students to interact with their peers, allows students to move about he room and engages students in learning.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		More assessments can be used to monitor student progress before moving on. Brianna can use these assessments to help differentiate instruction and offer feedback by going over mistakes with only the students who made them and provide more challenging problems for the higher level learner. For topics that most students struggled with, by using these assessments, Brianna can plan to reteach or clarify when necessary. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Brianna edits and modifies her lesson based on student's learning needs. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Brianna collaborates well with her collegues, is always wiling to help and volunteers her time to participate and attend school functions. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Brianna is cautious of the school rules and follows all rules. Brianna is always trying to help students succeed.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Brianna maintains records and monitors student progress daily.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Brianna is very aware of how communicating with families is important in helping students succeed. She is very sensitive and accomodating of students needs.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Brianna reflects on her lessons andfinds ways in which she can improve. 		Brianna has great classroom management skills, communicates effectively and is very respectful of her students and her collegues. She is cautious of deadlines and punctual at all times. She maintains records accurately and consistently. Brianna is also very caring, thoughtful and considerate of her students making meaningful observations to accomodate them so that they may learn to their full potential.		Brianna can improve in areas of differentiating instruction. It is very hard to cater to the higher level learner and the lower level learner at the same time. More assessments should be used to monitor student progress, address common misconceptions and sometimes, reteach certain topics that student still need clarification on.  

		Brittany		Abbott		abbottb@go.stockton.edu		Debra Carmody		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Brittany made sure to thoroughly review content before teaching students. She used a variety of resources to plan lessons. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		We had a variety of student abilities in our classroom and Brittany made sure to have alternative plans where needed to meet student needs. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Brittnay's lesson prepared students for a variety of assessments, students were able to demonstrate content knowledge in order to meet Core Content standards. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Brittany used a variety of resources, books, internet, other teachers to devise her lessons. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Brittany devised challenging lessons to address Core Content Standards and district standards.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Brittany used assessments to guide her instruction and assess her own performance. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Students loved Brittany and there was evidence of mutual respect. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Brittany learned and followed our WBT techniques in our classroom. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Brittany managed transitions with minimal disruption. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students worded hard to show Brittany their best each day. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Brittany learned how to use questioning to deepen student knowledge. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Brittany was able to communicate content and expectations to students with ease. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Brittany devised lesson that built upon the information learned from previous lessons. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Students looked forward to lesson daily, and loved the activities Brittany planned. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Brittany used assessments to help plan future lessons to make sure to address any holes in student learning. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Kindergarten doesn't always follow the path laid, Brittany was able to make adjustments where needed. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Brittany always conducted herself in a professional manner and was a welcome addition to our team.  She volunteered at our annual bookfair. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Brittany followed all school rules and regulations and was a welcome member of our team. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Brittany followed all procedures for complete and appropriate data collection in our classroom. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		While Brittany did not have the opportunity to directly communicate with families, she was aware of all communications and was able to express her ideas. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Brittany was pretty hard on herself in the beginning, but through reflection began to see the global effect of her teaching and accept slight blips, correct them and move on to new content. 		Brittany is a dedicated student of teaching.  She maximized her learning experience here and went over and above to provide students with the best lessons/experience. She would be a valuable asset to any teaching staff. 		Brittany can sometimes be hard on herself, but when she reflects, she can see the way to overcome any shortcomings and use them as teachable moments. 

		Ashley		Popa		popaa@go.stockton.edu		christina bernhardt		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Popa always demonstrated a high level of content knowledge. She has a high level preparedness.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Popa adjusts to a variety of the student's needs and abilities. Ms. Popa's questioning techniques promote high student participation.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Popa is clear and concise on outcomes she expects from her students. She adjusts the level of rigor for individual learners needs.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Popa not only uses the curriculum that is available through school, but supplements with a variety of resources. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Popa aligns her instruction to the different needs of each student. This is evident everyday in guided reading groups, strategy groups, and math groups. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Popa's lessons are well designed and scaffold to guide students to identify details. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Popa has warm and positive teacher-student interactions. There is a good rapport between the teacher and her students. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Popa has consistent student behavior management strategies. The students are well behaved and cooperative. The students have consequences for their actions and they are aware of the rules. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Transitions occur smoothly and a well-established routine was evident.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The classroom is filled with a wonderful learning experiment. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Popa challenged the students on a daily basis. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Popa's communication is clear and concise.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffold to appropriate pacing and engagement.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. Popa has engaged all students with well organized and well-paced lessons. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Popa uses assessment in all varieties during her lessons. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Popa accommodates lessons to adjust to the needs of her students. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Popa participated in literacy night, PLC, School Leadership, and Child Study Team meetings. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Popa is an outstanding teacher. She complies with all rules. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Popa assists with maintaining information of assignments, progress, and records.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Popa fully understands and adheres to all the needs of her students. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Popa is aware and documents when lessons need to be adjusted.		Ms. Popa is solid and has a well established routine. She is effective in adjusting lessons and the needs to her students. Teacher-student interactions were and positive. A good rapport between students, parents, and faculty. Ms. Popa is well organized with high student engagement. Classroom management and the classroom atmosphere is conductive to the learning environment. Ms. Popa was wonderful to work with. 		Continue to learn everyday. 

		Jennifer		Degand		degandj1@go.stockton.edu		Mary Kay McGlynn		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Degand's  lessons demonstrated solid command of content knowledge.  Lesson plans show consistent alignment of objectives, strategies, and assessment with standards.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss Degand used a variety of teaching methods to reach all learners.  She varied lessons and differentiated instruction when needed and grouped students appropriately.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Students had individual goals as well as group goals.  Miss Degand always reviewed the goals with the students.  Goals were set in accordance with the curriculum and posted.  Individual needs were addressed during each lesson to ensure each student maximizes time and works to full potential.  Rigor of lessons and activities were clearly stated in lesson and activities.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Degand used a variety of resources in and out of school including textbooks, internet sites ,smart exchange, ipad apps, videos, and much more.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Degand's lessons are differentiated to meet student goals and to focus on different learning styles.  She used learning centers, Daily 5, groups, remedial and enrichment activities that were designed to engage all students and immerse them into learning.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments were used regularly in Miss Degand's lessons.  Student work was collected and assessed, observations of achievements and progress were discussed with students and recorded.  Formative and summative assessments are designed to help ensure goals were reached.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Degand has a kind manner.  She encourages students with her smile and praises their effort. Teacher-student interactions are friendly and demonstrate caring and respect.  Such interactions are appropriate to the ages, developmenta;  levels, and cultures of the students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Student behavior is generally appropriate.  Redirected as needed and appropriate consequences given when needed. Miss Degand uses positive reinforcement to promote good behavior.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Instructional time is maximized due to effiicent routines and procedures. Students contribute to management of peer groups. Routines are well understood and engaged in consistenly by students.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The classroom culture is a cognitively busy place where learning is valued by all. Students understand their role as learner and consistently expend effort to learn by engaging in tasks.  Instructional outcomes, activities, and assignments convey high expectations for students.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss Degands questions are of high quality and support lesson objectives allowing adequate time for students to respond.  A variety questions are used to challenge students cognitively and advance higher level thinking.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Miss Degand always clearly communicates what is expected of her students. She has the ability to foster communication with students that encourages them to continue to explore the subject matter.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Miss Degand has excellent strategies that encourage student engagement. She leads a community of students that is always motivated and encouraged to work hard and suceed, due to her positive personality and creative lessons.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Student groupings were based on instructional goals, materials and resources were readily available with no disruption.  All lessons are structured and pacing is appropriate.  Miss Degand promotes problem solving in her lessons and students are given a choice when applicable.  		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Degand used effective feedback during instruction that was specific, descriptive, and understandable.  Her comments gave students information they needed to adjust what they were doing and get better at it or solve the problem. She provided time for students to think and reflect.  Feedback was provided "on the spot" or on work products to support learning.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss Degand promotes the successful learning of all students.  She differentiates the lessons and makes adjustments when necessary.  She seizes an opportunity to enhance learning, buidling on a spontaneous event or student interest or successfully makes a minor adjustment to a lesson when needed.  Miss Degand persists in seeking effective approaches for all students.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Degand has volunteered at many school events, including the Father/ Daughter Dance and Northfield Educational Foundation's Winter Carnival. She was also actively involved in our 2nd grade Renaissance program. Which was a coin drop/penny wars contest. Through Miss Degand's involvement with the Make a Wish Foundation we chose to donate our monies raised to that organization. Miss Degand has visited other 2nd grade classrooms to observe different teaching styles and techniques. She has incorporated some of these ideas into her lessons. She also observed 1st grade classrooms to learn about the reading programs used prior to students entering 2nd grade.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Degand adhered to all district policies with regard to professionalism.  Her interactions with other teachers and administrators were appropriate for the school setting,  She activitely participated in all activities designed to enrich the students educaitonal experiences		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Degand keeps thorough records of grading, reports, parent interaction, etc. Her excellent organizational skills allow her records to be accurate and in tact.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Establishes respectful and productive partnerships with families to ensure that they are aware of their child's progress.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss Degand is always thinking about how she can improve her lessons. Even in a flawless lesson, Miss Degand takes time to reflect on student acheivement, groupings, materials, engagement, and assessment. She is sure to take many things into consideration to be sure that next time it can be even more effective.		Miss Degand is caring, organized, detail oriented, and truly wants what is best for her students. She builds strong relationships with both students and staff alike. 		Miss Degand demonstrated effective classroom mananagment most of the time but should try new techniques to make it even more effective.  

		Maria Cecilia		Vila Chave		vilacham@go.stockton.edu		kate strevens		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Mrs. Vila has a full understanding of the standards and plans lessons aligned to both the standards and the needs of the students		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		All students need are met. Lessons and homweowrk are translated when needed. Lessons are differentiated to meet students' needs. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mrs. Vila uses many resources including technology. She creates many of her own lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		All lessons are differentiated to meet the needs of the students. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mrs. Vila addresses student behavior in a professional way while respecting the feelings of the students. She has implemented behavior plans for different students and has had success.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Mrs. Vila is well prepared and runs the classroom smoothly. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Mrs. Vila always uses different questioning teachniques and styles to ensure student involvenmet. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students are always actively engaged. There are different levels of activities based on student ability.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Mrs. Vila has been a wonderful resource for our staff. She is highly regarded and is always willing to share with the staff. She participates in all professional oppurtunities and has even led a schoolwide workshop on the Next Generation Science Standards		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mrs. Vila is always professional. She offers her services any oppurtunity she has. She has been a translator during meetings with the Child Study Team.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mrs. Vila is organized and maintains an effective record system.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Mrs. Vila communicates well with families. She translate for our esl students when neccessary. She has reached out to our families to better understand each student and meet their indiviual needs.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Mrs. Vila has truly been an asset to our classroom. She brought with her a well of knowledge that has not only benefited each student but also me as a veteran teacher. Mrs. Vila is hard working, dedicated, and knowledgeable. She works well with our staff and is highly regared. It has been an absolute pleasure having her in my classroom. 		Mrs. Vila has grown throughout the student teaching experience. She was always open to advice and used it as an opportunity to become a better teacher. Mrs. Vila self reflected on all her lessons and found areas in need of improvement. She always respected my advice and input.

		Karissa		Crombie		crombiek@go.stockton.edu		alexis raichle		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Karissa was always well prepared and had a strong command of the knowledge she was teaching. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Karrisa addressed and modified her instruction and materials based on individual student needs.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Karissa's instructional outcomes were aligned and measurable. Her level of rigor was adjusted accordingly to meet the needs of individual students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Karissa used and shared great external resources throughout the course of her student teaching. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Karissa planned her lessons according to the individual needs of the ELL, approaching, on, and beyond level students in each subject area. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Karissa used accurate formative and summative assessments consistently to guide her lesson planning and use of instructional time.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Karissa immediately established a fine rapport with the students. There was a mutual respect and loving bond developed between Karissa and each student. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Karissa was faced with some challenging student behavior. She handled each situation professionally and appropriately. The classroom behavior was consistently controlled. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Karissa's classroom procedures were efficient and followed by the students.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The classroom environment was always conducive to learning. The students understood their role and what was expected from them. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Karissa asked questions that were aligned with the learning objectives and standards. She presented higher level thinking questions to the beyond level learners.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Karissa's communication was clear and concise throughout her student teaching experience. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Karissa used engaging activities and learning tasks that the students enjoyed. She modified and challenged students appropriately. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		All Karissa's lesson activities were aligned with her learning outcomes. Her lesson were engaging and paced appropriately.  		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Karissa's formative and summative assessments were accurate and aligned with the learning objectives. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Karissa demonstrated flexibility in her teaching practices to accommodate the needs of the students. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Karissa developed an excellent working relationship with the staff at Cedar Grove. She worked collaboratively with the five other first grade teachers. She was an asset to the first grade professional learning community. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Karissa showed professionalism on a daily basis at the school and district level. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Karissa did an excellent job recording individual student data throughout the course of her student teaching. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Karissa was very professional in interacting and communicating with the families of the students. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Karissa did an excellent job reflecting on her teaching practices. 		Karissa's Strengths:

Organization

Planning and preparation

Use of assessment 

Creativity

Rapport with her students

 		Karissa has continually applied her self reflections and constructive criticisms throughout the course of her student teaching. Her passion and work ethic will have her thriving in this profession. At this time, there are no specific areas that need improvement. 

		Gabrielle		Coco		cocog@go.stockton.edu		Shannon Leek		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Gabrielle has a very solid grasp of the 7th grade curriculum as well as the common core standards in math.  Her lesson plans have always been very detailed and thorough.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lesson plans always incorporated a variety of questions and activities that could be differentiated based on student levels.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Classwork and assessments have always been related to the content and have provided for feedback to help steer the remainder of the unit.  Each lesson provided for the correct level of rigor based on our expectations.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Lesson plans were created using a variety of classroom resources as well as technology sources.  		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lesson plans are engaging, well paced, and provide for significant differentiation when needed.  Each lesson provides an integral part to the unit as a whole.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments have been spaced appropriately within each unit and have provided us with valuable feedback to gauge student readiness for the next lesson/unit.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Gabrielle excelled here in developing a good relationship with students.  As a seasoned teacher, I recognize how important this is to a good class environment.  Due to theie respect for her, they wanted to work hard to meet her expectations.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Student behavior was rarely an issue due to the wonderful structure of the class.  When students are busy they seldom have time to act out or get off task.  Also, when students are aware of what is expected of them it limits disruptions.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		This was never an issue.  Ms. Coco maintained a lively pace and did a wonderful job managing classroom procedures.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		For the most part the students were consistently on task.  They knew what was expected of them and put in the appropriate amount of effort.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		In a math class, questioning students and making connections is very important.  Ms. Coco was very thorough in explaining things and asking questions when needed.  Students were able to make connections between the lessons and see how the unit came together as a whole.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Gabrielle did an excellent job in communicating clearly with the students.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were actively engaged in lessons and the content and lessons were taught at an appropriate pace.  		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Again, excellent job here.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessment has been structured and used regularly to help provide specific feedback.  Ms. Coco regularly used the feedback to help shape future lessons.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Coco has been incredibly flexible and responsive in whatever I have asked of her.  Even with state testing occuring during her time here and therefore providing very little for her to do, she was always willing to do whatever I asked.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Gabrielle truly shines in this area.  She has spent numerous hours outside of the regularly scheduled school day volunteering her time to participate in community service projects when asked by the students.  She has participated in a staff basketball tournament, a staff/student dodgeball tournament and a kickball tournament.  All of these activities were not required, but when asked by students to participate, she stepped up.  Ms. Coco has also been an active member in my 3 PLCs and has helped out and contributed in any way she could.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Gabrielle was the epitomy of professionalism during her time here at Pinelands.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Gabrielle has been responsible for all grading, monitoring, and recording of student grades.  She has been effective at using the results to gain information about student progress.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		This has not been much of an issue but Gabrielle has been very effective at communicating with both students and parents when needed.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Gabrielle has a good grasp of gauging how effective lessons and activities are and modifying as needed.		Gabrielle has continued to impress me with how well she has done over the course of the year with both the students and taking over my class load.  She is conscientious, organized, eager, and compassionate in everything she does.  She will make an excellent asset to any school distict that hires her and I am truly going to miss her when she leaves.		Nothing really stands out to me as needing improvement at this time.  Any minor changes or improvements that needed to be made as we progressed though the year were heeded at the time.

		Mary		MacDonald		macdon18@go.stockton.edu		Kimberly Evans		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. MacDonald has a solid command of content knowledge.  She is very knowledgable about the content area.  She is able to transport this knowledge to her lessons.  It is very obvious that she is very competent in her content knowledge.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. MacDonald addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage. She attended to the IEP and 504 plan accomodations of students throughout her lessons.  She differentiated instruction for the varied ability level of her students.  She was cognizant of cultural differences among students and addressed it accordingly.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. MacDonald plans for clearly related, correct level of rigor, and measureable outcomes.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. MacDonald pulled from various sources, including the Internet, to develop her lessons and activities.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. MacDonald aligns her lessons to instructional outcomes effectively.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. MacDonald provided the students with a variety of assessments.  She used each assessment to determine where her students were currently and to plan for future lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. MacDonald established respect and rapport with her students.  She respected her students and they in turn respected her.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. MacDonald was consistent and fair in addressing student behaviors.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. MacDonald has set up classroom procedures for the collection of materials.  There are efficient transitions between activities.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. MacDonald sets high expectations for her learners.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. MacDonald consistently used questioning throughout her lessons.  She varied her delivery of these questions and used their responses to direct the next part of a lesson.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. MacDonald gives clear instructions consistently.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. MacDonald differentiated instruction to keep all students engaged.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. MacDonald keeps all students engaged in learning.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. MacDonald uses assessment throughout her lesson to gauge student learning.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. MacDonald is capable of making adjustments to her plans in order to accommodate student needs.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. MacDonald has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues.  The staff considers her a valuable member of the school community.  She has participated in many school events, including the Red and White Night Pep Rally, the Battle of the Bands, Walk for Water charity event, the environemntal club, and she has attended some of the students' athletic events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. MacDonald has a high standard for integrity.  She complies with school regulations and works to provide opportunities for student success.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. MacDonald maintained an electronic gradebook, graded assignments regularly, and kept records such as class attendance effectively.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. MacDonald reached out to parents regarding concerns and missing assignments via email and phone calls.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. MacDonald regularly reflected on her lessons, discussing what went well and what she would do differently.		Student rapport

Organization

Planning

Delivery

Grading assessments		Time management

Closure of lessons

		Bryan		Griffiths		griffi64@go.stockton.edu		Gina Wenzel		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Mr. Griffiths demonstrated a general knowledge of sixth grade math concepts and was able to produce what the students were expected to do with ease.  He had difficulty breaking those skills down into manageable pieces for a student, and needed to utilize the textbook as a guide to help him.  		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Mr. Griffiths always made an attempt to differentiate the lesson based on students' needs.  His strategies were very basic and only focused on the lower level students. 		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Mr. Griffiths showed improvement in this area with help from the textbook.  He was able to have outcomes that connected to the lesson and were relevant and measurable.  The level of rigor was average.		1		Uses only classroom provided resources and does not seek to expand own skill.		Mr. Griffiths was required to use our textbook series for his lesson, but also was given the opportunity to take advantage of our second block to use supplemental resources and practice implementing authentic lessons.  He did not take advantage of this opportunity.  		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Lessons were much more cohesive after utilizing the textbook as a guide and allowed for lessons to be suitable to the outcomes.  There were many issues with time management, and there was little cognitive challenges for the higher level classes and basic differentiation techniques for the lower level students.  		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Mr. Griffiths grew stronger in his assessment strategies as well.  He learned the appropriate times to use exit slips, attempted formative assessments during his lesson and not just at the end, and even created his own assessments for his unit.  Some of them did need to be revised.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		This has been his strength all along since he began his fieldwork in the fall.  Right away he began interacting with the students, learning about them, and working hard to help them be successful.  He gained a wonderful rapport with them and they are going to miss him terribly.  		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Mr. Griffiths created his own positive behavior system that helped him focus on positive behaviors instead of negative ones.  He still had issues with addressing behaviors and understanding appropriate consequences for certain behaviors.  		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Mr. Griffiths struggled with finding a system that worked for him when organizing materials for each class.  He attempted to use the systems that were already in place, but had trouble following through with them.  		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		Hard work was valued throughout the time Mr. Griffiths taught.  He created a very positive classroom culture, but the rigor of expectations was basic and the focus was more on the product and not the process.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Mr. Griffiths demonstrate tremendous improvement in his questioning strategies and was utilizing questioning strategies on a regular basis.  The questioning however was not differentiated and address all the needs of the students.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Some directions and instructions were unclear.  Communication was also mostly verbal without visuals.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Students were engaged when lessons were structured and followed adequate pacing to keep kids on task.  Activities were not differentiated to allow for higher level thinking, and instruction was not scaffolded to address the needs of lower ability students.  Pacing was an issue throughout the placement.  		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Mr. Griffiths implemented lessons from the textbook series and followed that pacing most of the time.  When he did create authentic activities, pacing was an issue but that task did require students to problem solve and apply learned skills.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Mr. Griffiths demonstrated growthi in his knowledge and understanding of assessment.  He used assessments but at times still struggled on appropriate times to use them, how to analyze them to direct instruction, and how to use more than just an exit slip.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Mr. Griffiths was very flexible when it came to lesson adaptation and what was being achieved in the classroom.  He was constantly reflecting on students' feedback and adjusting his plans to best meet the needs of the students.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Mr. Griffiths had wonderful relationships with our team and was very pleasant to everyone in our building.  He did participate in our school's pep rally when asked but did not attend any other school or community events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Griffiths was a model student teacher when it came to demonstrating professionalism.  He understood the expectations of him as a student teacher and the followed our school's regulations daily.  		1		Unable to or struggles to assist with maintaining of student records or may lack organization leading to disarray or errors/confusion		As Mr. Griffiths took the lead in a unit, he struggled with organization of assignments and was asked numerous times for records and never did produce them.  This led to much confusion when it came down to students missing assignments and even assessments.  There were also issues with following through and actually grading things once they were collected.  He needed reminders regarding many assignments that were his responsibility.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		There were more discussions regarding family communication than actual evidence of communication.  Mr. Griffiths did attend back to school night as well as parent conferences prior to his student teaching placement.  He also attended numerous meetings with parents in which he was an active participant.  He did send one email during his placement regarding an issue that was very professional and well written.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Mr. Griffiths right away can identify if a lesson was a success or not.  He is able to at times develop appropriate solutions to the problems he encountered and can adapt his future lessons to meet the needs of the students.  		Mr. Griffiths greatest strength is his genuine love for the students and for being a teacher.  He wants to be successful, but most of all he wants the students to be successful.  He went above and beyond to help them whether it was him giving up lunch and coming in before school to meet with students or him creating an effective positive behavior plan that tied to our Renaissance theme to encourage them.  He also has a wonderful personality that would fit well in any middle school.  The students absolutely loved him, and he maintained a very positive and comfortable classroom environment.  Since day one of him being in my room in the fall, he has been interacting with the students academically and personally.  He developed a fantastic rapport with them right from the beginning, and they all miss him terribly.  He also demonstrated a tremendous amount of growth from the beginning of his student teaching placement.  He was not able to write a lesson plan, implement a lesson that wasn't direct instruction, use questioning strategies, etc.   He is now capable of doing all of these tasks.  Lastly, every single day Mr. Griffiths demonstrated complete professionalism during his time at Belhaven.  He appropriately interacted with the staff and administrators, addressed parents in formal and informal settings, and continuously made students understand he was an authority.  		Mr. Griffiths was weak in content knowledge related to teaching pedagogy as well as math instruction.  This was the biggest barrier for him throughout his placement.  After utilizing the textbook as a guide, he showed amazing growth but unfortunately he did not take advantage of various opportunities to teach authentic lessons.  He also really struggled in the areas of classroom management, time management, and organization.  Organization will be Mr. Griffiths's weakness that will hurt him the most.  He had a hard time keeping track of grades, assignments, etc. and following through with important tasks.  At times important materials were lost as well, including student assessments.  Lastly, another area of improvement that I wish I observed more of during his placement is his ability to utliize supplemental resources to enhance his lessons.  His lessons were very basic with little visuals, real world connections, performance based tasks, etc.  

		Allyson		Vitrano		vitranoa@go.stockton.edu		Stephanie McKensie		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Vitrano always saught to teach the best lesson she could. To do this, she would ask several questions , research the unit of studies, as well as explore on the internet for ideas. She was eager to discuss any ideas she had through email and during planning time.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Vitrano grew in this area as her student teaching experince unfolded. I saw her truly grasp the timining of an effective lesson, as well as learn how to differentiate her lesson based on different needs of the students. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Vitrano was able to learn through out her student teaching proper discipline. This was one are she struggled with at first, but has shown improvement. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Vitrano is able to use whole brain teaching to run the class well during transitions. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Vitrano constantly challenged the students with questions that made students think on a higher level. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Vitrano was able to use personal stories and her voice tones to help engaged students. She found ways to make her lessons relatable to the real world and made the kids feel excited to learn the assignement. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Vitrano not only showed professionalism in the school, she also showed that she was willing to help where ever  it was needed. She volunteered every thrsday morning in the morning fitness program as well. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Vitrano was a true profressional during her time at Hess. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Vitrano took notes during every lesson to track students progress. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Vitrano understood the importance of communication with families. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				It was an absolute pleasure to watch Ms. Vitrano grow as a teacher this semester. I am beyond confident she will excell as a teacher. I watched someone with a natural born talent to teach, mold herself into an amazing teacher. She is going to make a difference in so many children through out her career. In her short time in my classroom, Ms. Vitrano touched each and everyone of my students. Ms. Vitrano not only displays skills that will make her an effective teacher, but she has something no cooperating teacher could teach; a true passion for children. This passsion and love for children will make Ms. Vitrano stand out in her teaching career. 		Continue to practice all the management skills learned in this semester while substituting. Great job!

		Sierra		Jordan		jordans2@go.stockton.edu		Scott Meile		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Sierra used a variety of online and district supplied materials to provide extensive learning opportunities		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Instructional practices were consistent with educational outcomes		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Lesson Plans met district requriements.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		A strength of Ms. Jordan was her ability to gain student respect by offering students a voice that helps establish a classroom that they look forward to entering.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Though many of our students provide challenging behavior, Ms. Jordan provided a consistent mannner of keeping a non-combative tone and often calmed many of the students that were in distress.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Jordan's clearly defined routines allowed for efficient transition times between activities.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Jordan's classroom always provided an opportunity for the students to demonstrate their 'voice' this is empowering to the students and therefore they take ownership of the learning in the classroom setting.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		There were frequent occasions throughout the semester where the questioning levels were not as in depth and did not provide opportunities for students to gain deeper meaning.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Jordan clearly communicated with students, teachers, and staff!		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Since Ms. Jordan provided a variety of ways to personalize the learning experience for many students, all students were challenged and this lead to more honest assessment and the ability to measure true student learning.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		One of Sierra's strengths was her ability to offer a variety of tools to meet student learning goals.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Sierra provided accurate and specific assessment when checking for student understanding, she would then in turn provide feedback and offer opportunites for the students to re-evaluate and correct their work.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Through reflection Sierra often made minor adjustments and always modified lessons to meet student needs.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Sierra participated in our Professional Learning Centers weekly and often looked for advice from other grade level teachers.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Jordan followed district policies and was an excellent teacher!		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Jordan provided accurate feedback and maintained accurate representations of students' work.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Jordan discussed student concerns with parents and was proactive in meeting the needs of the families of the students in class.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Often Sierra's reflections were similar and/or the same as the students and mine.		Sierra's patience, compassion, and ability to offer a variety of ways for students to reach goals and gain understanding of standards are the strengths that she has had all year.  Her ability to maintain an 'even' level provided an atmosphere that was both conducive to student learning and provided opportunities that the students took advantage of and gained understanding.		Just providing opportunities to have students dig deeper into text and writing, these are often neglected when teachers first begin, but it is one of the most powerful tools as a teacher.  Always schedule less and often the students will learn more!

		Brittany		McIntyre		mcinty10@go.stockton.edu		Christine Foley		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss McIntyre displays a solid knowledge of the important concepts in our curriculum and how these relate to one another. She demonstrates accurate understanding of prerequisite relationships among topics. Her plans and practice reflect familiarity with a wide range of effective pedagogical approaches in the subject.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss McIntyre demonstrates an understanding of the active nature of student learning and attains information about levels of development for groups of students. She also purposefully acquires knowledge from several sources about groups of students’ varied approaches to learning, knowledge and skills, special needs, and interests.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Most outcomes represent rigorous and important learning in the discipline and are clear, are written in the form of student learning, and suggest viable methods of assessment. Outcomes reflect several different types of learning and opportunities for coordination, and they are differentiated, in whatever way is needed, for different groups of students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss McIntyre displays an awareness of resources beyond those provided by the school or district, including those on the Internet, for classroom use and for extending one’s professional skill, and seeks out such resources. She feels confident asking for ideas from other professionals in the building. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss McIntyre plans learning activities that are aligned with the instructional outcomes and follow an organized progression suitable to groups of students. The learning activities have reasonable time allocations; they represent significant cognitive challenge, with some differentiation for different groups of students and varied use of instructional groups.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		All the instructional outcomes may be assessed by the assessment plan; assessment methodologies may have been adapted for groups of students. Assessment criteria and standards are clear. Miss McIntyre has begun to develop strategies for using formative assessment to drive future instruction. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss McIntyre and student interactions are friendly and demonstrate general caring and respect. Such interactions are appropriate to the ages, cultures, and developmental levels of the students. Interactions among students are generally polite and respectful, and students exhibit respect for Miss McIntyre. She responds successfully to disrespectful behavior among students. The net result of the interactions is polite and respectful and family oriented. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Student behavior is generally appropriate. Miss McIntyre monitors student behavior against established standards of conduct. Her response to student misbehavior is consistent, proportionate, and respectful to students and is effective.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss McIntyre ensures that there is little loss of instructional time due to ineffective classroom routines and procedures. Her management of instructional groups and transitions, or handling of materials and supplies, or both, are consistently successful. With minimal guidance and prompting, and students follow established classroom routines.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss McIntyre has supported a classroom culture where learning is valued by all and high expectations for both learning and hard work are the norm for most students. Students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn. Miss McIntyre encourages classroom interactions that support learning,  and hard work.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss McIntyre uses a combination of some low-level questions, and questions designed to promote student thinking and understanding. She creates a genuine discussion among students, providing adequate time for students to respond and stepping aside when doing so is appropriate. Miss McIntyre challenges students to justify their thinking and successfully engages most students in the discussion, employing a range of strategies to ensure that most students are heard.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Miss McIntyre is able clearly communicate to students the instructional purpose of the lesson.  Directions and procedures are explained clearly and may be modeled. Her explanations of content are scaffolded, clear, and accurate and connects with students' knowledge and experience. During the explanation of content, she focuses, on strategies students can use when working independently and invites student intellectual engagement. Miss McIntyre's spoken and written language is clear and correct and is suitable to students' ages and interests. She has diligently worked to increase her use of academic vocabulary to extend student understanding.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Miss McIntyre ensures that students are intellectually engaged in the lesson. Most of her learning tasks have multiple correct responses or approaches and/or encourage higher-order thinking. Students are invited to explain their thinking as part of completing tasks.  Materials and resources support the learning goals and require intellectual engagement. The pacing of the lesson provides students the time needed to be intellectually engaged. Miss McIntyre uses groupings that are suitable to the lesson activities.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Miss McIntyre encourages student enthusiasm, interest, thinking, and problem solving. Her learning tasks require high-level student thinking and invite students to explain their thinking.  She encourages students to work on all tasks and be persistent even when the tasks are challenging. Students are actively “working,” rather than watching while Miss McIntyre “works." She has a suitable pacing of the lesson. It is neither dragged out nor rushed. Continue to work on leaving enough time for closure and student reflection at the end of lessons. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss McIntyre informs students of the assessment criteria, and monitors student learning for groups of students. Questions and assessments are regularly used to diagnose evidence of learning. Her feedback to groups of students is accurate and specific. Encourage students to reflect on their learning and participate in self-assessment.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss McIntyre successfully accommodates students’ questions and interests. She draws on a repertoire of strategies, and persists in seeking approaches for students who have difficulty learning. If impromptu measures are needed, Miss McIntyre makes a minor adjustment to the lesson and does so smoothly. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss McIntyre's relationships with colleagues are characterized by mutual support and cooperation. She actively participates in a culture of professional inquiry. Miss McIntyre volunteers to participate in school events and in school and district projects, making a substantial contribution.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss McIntyre displays high standards of honesty, integrity, and confidentiality in interactions with colleagues, and students. She is active in serving students, working to ensure that all students receive a fair opportunity to succeed. She maintains an open mind in team or departmental decision making and complies fully with school and district regulations.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss McIntyre's system for maintaining information on student completion of assignments, student progress in learning, and noninstructional records is effective.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss McIntyre provides appropriate information to families about the instructional program and conveys information about individual student progress in a sensitive manner. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss McIntyre makes an accurate assessment of her lesson’s effectiveness and the extent to which it achieved its instructional outcomes and can cite general references to support the judgment. She can easily make a few specific suggestions of what could be tried another time the lesson is taught.		 Miss McIntyre respects all students. Each student's ideas and opinions are valued. Students feel safe to express their feelings and respect and listen to others. She creates a welcoming learning environment for all students.  Miss McIntyre is warm, accessible, enthusiastic and caring. She is approachable, not only to students, but also other faculty. Students know they can go to her with any problems or concerns or even to share a funny story. She possess good listening skills and takes time out of her schedule to listen to them or just play a game of I-spy at the end of a long day.  Miss McIntyre is flexible when a lesson isn't working. She assesses her teaching throughout the lessons and finds new ways to present material to make sure that every student understands the key concepts.		Miss McIntyre has shown great improvement throughout her field experience. 

		Rebecca		Margon		margonr@go.stockton.edu		James Scarano		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Margon was well prepared for all lessons. It was obvious that she prepared by reviewing the content and material to gain a better understanding of the content.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Margon was challenged with a class that has a wide range of student abilities and needs.  She did a good job being aware and addressing the needs of students with lower abilities.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Margon had clear and measurable objectives for her lessons. Objectives were clearly posted in the classroom and reviewed before, during and after the lesson was delivered.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Although the school supplied a limited variety of texts, Ms. Margon was able to supplement by having a substantial knowledge of where to obtain alternative materials.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons were aligned to instructional outcomes.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Margon utilized formal and informal assessments to review student progress as well as to plan for other lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Margon always respects all students and demands respect in return. She formed meaningful relationships with all of the students and showed a genuine interest in all students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Margon utilized all classroom management  systems that were already in place as well as offered ideas to enable the classroom to run even smoother.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Margon used existing classroom procedures as well as contributed her own ideas to aid in managing the classroom.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Margon consistently encouraged students to put forth their best effort.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Margon showed substantial growth in the area of using questions during instruction.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Margon communicates clearly at all times.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Margon consistently assigns tasks and activities that are challenging.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. Margon consistently assigns tasks and activities to promote student engagement and adjusts when necessary.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Margon used anecdotal notes, exit slips, formal assessments, etc. to provide feedback to herself as well as her students.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Margon was able to recognize when changes were needed to the instruction based on her assessments of students.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Margon attended a wide array of school activities.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Margon displayed a high level of professionalism throughout her entire tenure.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Margon was able to assist with all teaching responsibilities.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Margon assisted in communicating with families.  She frequently had conversations with parents at parent pick up as well as composed letters that were sent home.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Margon always reflected on her lessons with accurate suggestions on what went well and what she would do differently.		Ms. Margon is passionate about teaching. She is very organized and always well prepared. Ms. Margon is able to establish meaningful relationships with her students and shows a genuine interest in their lives. She is professional and treats everyone with respect.  She is a good listener and learns quickly.  Ms. Margon is able to reflect on her experiences and strives for improvement in all areas.		One of the most difficult challenges for all teachers is keeping all students engaged and making learning as fun as possible.  Every teacher can challenge themselves to improve in this area including Ms. Margon.

		Sarah		Rainier		rainier1@go.stockton.edu		Felicia DiIenno		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		All lessons were well planned out using a variety of technological skills.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		All lessons were aligned with the curriculum, and pacing of the lessons was appropriate.  Sarah reached all children at many different learning levels with varied instruction depending on their needs. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Classroom management was effective. Sarah tried different methods until she found the right one that was successful for both her and the students.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		All transitions were smooth, all activities/materials were well organized.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Sarah consistently challenged the students with appropriate questions pertaining to the subject area taught.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Sarah's lessons were always fun for the students.  They were engaged and well focused.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Sarah was always willing to help out or participate in all school functions.  She maintained a professional relationship with colleagues.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Always reliable, and on time every day. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Records are organized and well maintained.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Sarah communicated through classroom newsletters and spoke with parents when needed.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Sarah has done a wonderful job with her student teaching.  She has effectively demonstrated the role of a teacher in various ways.  She has worked very hard, and her lessons were always well planned out and appropriate for the subject content and the needs of the children.  She utilizes technology and researches all aspects of the subject area she is teaching.   No job was too big or difficult for her to handle.  She exhibits confidence in her teaching and with the students. Her classroom management skills were also very effective.  She tried several different methods until she found what worked best for her and the children.  I am very pleased with Sarah's performance as a teacher, and she will be an asset in the education field.		Although Sarah has shown improvement in this area, I would recommend to continue consistency with classroom discipline issues.

		Matthew		Przywara		mprzywara25@gmail.com		Alma Garrity		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Matthew has proven to have a solid command of the content knowledge which I provided for him, and supplemented his own materials whenever he felt comfortable to do so.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Matthew was able to address a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage in the classroom.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Matthew's outcomes are clearly related, and he is able to incorporate the correct level of rigor for individual learners, which are also measureable.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Matthew uses varied texts and other external resources, including the internet.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		As I've said, Matthew's lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		His assessment are well designed		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Matthew has established respect and rapport with his students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		He manages cstudent behavior effectively and fairly.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Matthew follows a routine in classroom procedures, distributing and collecting materials efficiently and smoothly.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		He has established a culture of learning		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		He asks consistent questions, mostly aligned with the curriculum and challenging to most students.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		His communication is consistently clear and accurate.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		His learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Activities are aligned with outcomes well paced to the students.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Matthew regularly uses assessment during instruction		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Matthew always demonstrates flexibility and responsiveness		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Matthew has helped me in my duties as the school drama club producer		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Matthew always showed professionalism		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Matthew took accurate records and assessments		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		NA		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		All of the comments i posted over the past four evaluations indicate my sincere confidence that Matthew has what it takes to be an effective, successful teaching candidate. I would welcome him as a colleague in my own deoartment if the opportunity arose. Matthew was a pleasure to have in my classroom and I will miss him!		Student rapport, communication is clear and accurate, demonstrated knowledge of content and pedagogy, participated in professional community		NA-he was the strongest candidate I've ever had

		Jessica		Mallett		mallettj@go.stockton.edu		WENDY VACANTE		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Mallett spends an enormous amount of time planning and prepping for ALL of her lessons!  The quality of her lessons is evident in her self-created worksheets and special activities that appeal to the students' likes and interests.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss Mallett is always conscientious and self-aware of her students' differences with their needs, abilities, & cultural heritage by implementing a wide variety of teaching techniques and differentiated learning activities within her daily lessons.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Miss Mallett plans ALL of her activities with a measurable and attainable goal...keeping all of her students' learning abilities in mind!		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Mallett is NOT afraid to try new things and create her own work based upon ideas found outside the classroom textbook and workbooks!  She refers to the internet a lot seeking new ideas and suggestions to help her with her planning!		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Mallett always makes certain that her students apply their new-found knowledge and newly taught skills with several forms of assessment over the course of short time periods...depending on the topic of study!		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		It is obvious that Miss Mallett takes great pride when creating her weekely lesson plans!  She utilizes every minute of each class right down to the very second...making sure to review with her students and check for their understanding using an "exit pass" or whole group discussion.  Miss Mallett also continues her review of concepts & skills days after the topic is introduced using "Do Now" assignments and "essential questions" to help her students recall & show their mastery of the topic.  Miss Mallett does NOT present her students with a formal assessment until she is satisfied that they have been given an appropriate amount of time to practice and gain a strong command of the skill/concept.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Mallet displays a strong rapport with ALL of her classes, and has gained the respect from ALL of her students!  She takes the time to get to know her students, and share anecdotes with her classes during group discussions and class activities.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Miss Mallet has truly displayed a strong growth in this component of her student teaching responsibilties!  She shows more confidence and self-discipline with her personal judgements for handling unruly and disrespectful students.  She constantly reminds her classes of the student-teacher relaitionship and how it works!		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Mallett has truly mastered this skill os creating smooth transitions from one activity to another.  Her transitions are perfectly timed and "in sync" with her students' attention spans when they are ready to take a break & move around!		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss Mallett promotes a positive learning environment based on the foundation of "RESPECT" for everyone in the classroom.  She conducts her classroom with high standards and expectations for all of her students to succeed to their fullest potentials and achieve personal goals, both in and out of the classroom!		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss Mallett constantly checks for her students' understanding of new concepts and skills by questioning their knowledge and recollection of notes and skills through Do Now activities, homework assignments, and review questions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Miss Mallett does an excellent job checking for clarification and understanding from her students using different tactics and techniques.  For example, she has them read the directions for an assignment, and then asks another student to repeat what the previous student just read to the class!  She also restates what her students share during class discussions to make certain everyone hears the comments and remarks to gain a strong connection and better appreciation of the conversation.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Miss Mallett make certain that ALL of her students participate in class discussion and review activities by using a variety of tactics and techniques, such as colored popsicle sticks, colored post-its, numbered cards.  She guarantees full involvement from everyone in the class without making it seem forceful or punishable.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Miss Mallett creates her lessons with great enthusiasm and excitement.  She makes her own worksheets with topics, pictures, images and designs that appeal to her young audience that holds their interest.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Mallett consistently checks for her students' knowledge and understanding of concepts and skills during instruction using different assessment techniques, such as using white boards for students to show their own answers to questions presented by the teacher and/or collecting worksheets for a quiz grade and/or using a learning scale for personal scoring evaluation. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss Mallet is aware when something is working and when it's not in her lessons and activities...enough so that she is capable of "tweeking" the lesson to make the proper modifications for her students' needs and abilities.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Mallett has taken the time to become involved with many school activities, such as the NJHS annual spelling bee, drama club performances, and attendance at faculty and department meetings.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		YES!!!		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		YES!!!		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		YES!!!		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Miss Mallet is extremely acute and sensitive to her performance in the classroom.  She displays a very accurate judgement of her effectiveness in her presentations of her lessons, and knows what her strengths and weaknesses are!		Organized		Classroom/Student Discipline Management
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		Michelle		Lombardi		lombar48@go.stockton.edu		Mary Ellen Fitzpatrick		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Lombardi has a solid command of the content knowledge of our Absecon Second Grade Common Core Curriculum. She is able to read, interpret and design creative lesson plans to meet all of the state standards.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Our class is a mixture of academic, physical, cultural, language, socioeconomical and emotional needs students. They come to class everyday with a large variety of "baggage" from their home life.  Every day is different and there is no way to predict which student will show up on what day. With students with violent and anger issues to emotional charged students, Ms. Lombardi has been able to nurture, diffuse possible outburst and relate to the needs of those students. She has also created various lessons and learning experiences to match the ethnic diversity of our learners. She has created a calm, soothing trust relationship with all students. The students enjoy going to her for emotional and educational support.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		All lessons are created with outcomes clearly stated and multi layered for all learners in the class. She has created lessons that are adaptable to higher and lower level skills and abilities. Every lesson included some type of measurable assessment from exit slips to pen and paper to electronic options.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Lombardi has created many lessons utilizing the internet, multi-media, common materials from home and/or the supermarket. She uses the classroom/teacher manuals as needed, but can also think out of the box to meet the needs of the students. She is not afraid to research and create interesting lessons for all learners.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		All of Ms. Lombardi's lesson have been tiered to be be cognitively challenging and differentiated. Adjustments have been made to meet time allocations and re-direction if needed. She not afraid to make changes to her lesson plans if she sees or believes it is needed.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Yes, many styles of assessments have been utilized and it drives the upcoming lessons. Some often cross curricular.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		As stated above, Ms. Lombardi has built a community of support emotionally and academically with all students. This trust began when she started her 80 plus hours during the fall semester and continues now. They will seek her out for assistance in many different areas including doing the "mileage walking club" during the recess period.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Lombardi and I utilize the "Whole Brain" teaching system for positive behavior reinforcement. So yes, she rewards positive student and class behavior  as well as discourages and diffuses negative behavior. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Yes, routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Yes, again as stated above. All students have reached their student growth objectives and understand our expections of their learning and behavior. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Yes. Ms. Lombardi used a variety of questioning skills to challenge and support instruction and the objectives. Lessons are aligned to the school district's common core curriculum and students abilities.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Yes Ms. Lombardi communicates clear and accurately.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Yes as stated in the above questions all lessons and support were exciting, fun, challenging, tiered with appropriate pacing and assessment.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Yes, same as above.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Yes, as stated many times above. Refer back to previously submitted evaluations.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Yes. As stated above with the variety of learners in the class, adjustments were made as needed. Activities were on the students level with additional opportunities for deeper understanding.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		This was commented in past observations, Ms. Lombardi has gone above and beyond in participating in school wide events, after school tutoring programs, and all jobs and tasks that were requested of her. She also created a STEAM recess club, and volunteered to work to with students with a variety of needs.  She has a wonderful rapport with the second grade team as well with all of the office staff, administration and teachers throughout our district.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Yes, Ms. Lombardi comes to school everyday thoroughly prepared cheerful, happy and ready to do all that is asked of her. She is conscientious, organized and creates a safe environment for learning and success. I know that I can trust her to have complete control of the class if I need to be out of the classroom for any reason.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		In addition to giving and grading spelling tests, she has created and developed unit math, writing, science and social studies assessments. She has also administrated DRA assessment to our reading group students. All work has being completed quickly, correctly, recorded and reported according to district policies.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Yes she does!		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Yes. She gets stronger with each lesson and reflection.		Michelle Lombardi has demonstrated the skills, temperament and desire to become a wonderfully effecient teacher. She is hard working, dedicated and has a true passion and nurturing rapore with children. She understands the NJ Common Core of State Standards and creates clever, unique, multi dimensional lessons that provide multiple experiences and learning opportunities for all learners.  Students relate and look to her for guidance and support. She has gone above and beyond this school year in all areas of our profession. She will a be wonderful teacher!		Ms. Lombardi should continue to stay current with all research regarding the teaching profession!

		Shannondoah		Moler		molers@go.stockton.edu		Rachel Mattera		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Shannon consistently researched and planned specific lessons in all subject areas of 2nd grade. She demonstrated a solid command of all content knowledge.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Shannon included differentiated aspects to lessons to address the needs, abilities and cultural heritage of her students.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Most outcomes of lessons were at the correct level of each student and were able to be evaluated.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Shannon included resources outside the subject textbooks and materials to enrich lessons and engage students.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Lessons were planned to be aligned with instruction outcomes. Shannon managed time well during instructional time and during student activities. She worked hard to challenge students and to meet the needs of students that needed additional support.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Most assessments were developed to plan for future instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Shannon had an excellent rapport with our students for the very beginning of her student teaching experience. She always showed each student respect.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Shannon developed her own system of behavior management that included incentives, which worked smoothly with the behavior systems that were already in place.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Students were all assigned jobs that assisted with the smooth distribution and collection of materials. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students were always encouraged to strive to be problem solvers and to not be afraid to fail and to continue trying to achieve goals.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Students were consistently involved in class discussions and were asked higher order level questions regularly. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Instructions were always communicated in a variety of ways. The smartboard was used constantly to show the essential question, objectives, activities, and assessment for each lesson. Instructions were also explained verbally and questions were asked to review and check for student understanding.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Lessons and activities were developed to be challenging and engaging to all students.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Students were engaged in lessons and activities were developed to be well-paced for all students.		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Most lessons used an assessment that gave students feedback.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Shannon made adjustments to lessons when needed and always accommodated student questions.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Shannon had a good relationship with everyone within our school community.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Shannon always put forth her best effort and was highly committed to providing opportunities for students to be successful.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Shannon maintained student records and worked to monitor student progress.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Shannon understands the importance of communicating with families in a professional manner.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Shannon has a good understanding of the effectiveness of the lessons she has taught and worked hard to brainstorm on different ways to improve.		Shannon is a motivated professional that is committed to improving her teaching to engage students and provide them with opportunities to be successful. She is organized and continues to research new ways to provide instruction.		Shannon has been a wonderful addition to our classroom and she will be missed by the students and staff alike. 

		Averi		Olive		olivea@go.stockton.edu		SUSAN PALMER		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Olive used a variety of resources to create student centered lessons.  She used the internet to find ideas for high-interest lessons and projects, resources from the Common Core website, software for generating resources and lessons, and created many of her own activities and assessments.  Additionally, she used the school curriculum, the required textbooks and materials, and additional texts to enhance her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Olive kept her lessons interesting and varied to hold students attention and keep them actively involved in their learning.  She used many teaching strategies that addressed the various learning styles of her students.  Her planning was detailed and appropriate amounts of time were given to reach the instructional outcomes.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Olive understands the importance of effective classroom management.  She monitors students behavior and handles situations discretely and appropriately.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Olive has smooth transitions between activities for her students.  She utilizes the students to assist her with such tasks as distributing materials, and has very little downtime during her lessons.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Olive uses effecting questioning techniques with her students.  She regularly utilizes a basic and challenging questions of her students as both formative assessment and to further the lessons along.  Additionally, when students are sure of an answer she has other students assist them thereby including many students in the class discussions.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		By planning and creating a variety of high interest activities, Ms. Olive is able to engage her students in the lessons.  Her student driven classes include challenging activities that move at an appropriate pace to both reach  her educational goals and maintain student engagement throughout.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Olive has successfully become part of the school community at OCHS.  She participates in all faculty/staff meetings, extra duties, and volunteers to chaperone evening events.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Olive was well versed in school policies and rules of our district.   She was a positive role model for her students and was well integrated with the mathematics department and school faculty.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Olive maintained an accurate grade and attendance program and professionally communicated with  guidance counselors and child study team when necessary.  		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Olive understands how valuable positive communication with parents is and making regular contact with them.  She frequently reached out to parents to discuss both positive and negative topics including behavior, grades, and successes of her students.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Ms. Olive has done an excellent job throughout her student teaching.  She takes her positive seriously and it is evident she enjoys working in a school with the students.  She excels at planning her activities and high interest lessons and finds success through her hard work and rapport with students and staff.		Ms. Olive will continue to grow as she works as a mathematics teacher.  

		Nicole		Carluccio		Carlucc3@go.stockton.edu		Megan Scheer		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		I felt that Nicole had a very strong command of the content. When lessons seemed a bit unclear, Nicole did not hesitate to ask questions and take books home on a regular basis. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Nicole was very well prepared, knowledgeable, punctual, caring, and hard-working! Her lessons reflected tiered assignments along with leveled activities, making sure to reach all learners. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Miss Carluccio consistently askes herself the following questions when completing lesson plans and learnng outcomes.... 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		My student teacher had a vast content knowledge and used innovative instructional strategies. She used technology daily and knew where to locate resources.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Carluccio was very good at incorporating the standards in the lesson. She was also very prepared each day with her lesson planning.  The expectations are high and the students seem well prepared.  She knew the importance of connecting lessons to the standards.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Most assessments were completed together. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms Carluccio  was well prepared, outgoing, and very positive with the staff and students. Her classroom management skills surpassed any students teacher that I have had in the past. It simply came naturally to her.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Mis Carluccio had a natural ability to maintain a positive environment. She was able to multi-task and anticipate any unwanted behaviors by students at any given time. Her monthly restructuring of the classroom helped maintain positive relationships among the students. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Carluccio was innovative in that, she created and maintained great job titles for each student. Showing kids the importance of responsibility and team work is a large part of what good teachers are made of. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		A “culture for learning” refers to the atmosphere that reflects the importance of the work undertaken by both students and teacher. 

       Miss Carluccio is an awesome example of what a teacher should look like. She demands respect and is conscientious and respectful of those around her. She knows the value of hard work and perseverance. She has established a high energy environment where the students are responsible learners and engaged regularly. Students are challenged and higher level thinking is supported and encouraged daily.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss Carluccio aims to vary the types and levels of the questions she asks.  This deepens discussion and improves critical thinking skills. She is also able to choose the right kind of question at the right moment for her learning goals.  In my opinion, this came very naturally to her.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Miss Carluccio created a variety of scaffolding/challenging activities and assignments throughout her time in the 5th grade classroom. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Miss Carluccio maintained a positive and engaging learning experience by making lessons meaningful, fostering a sense of competence, established and maintained positive teacher-student relationships, and implement lessons that students wwre able to connect to. 		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Assessment swere used at the end of chapters and units. Miss Carluccio also made several quizes. She used this data to drive her instruction moving forward.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Miss Carluccio was very flexible in her implementation. When students needed small group instruction and/or one-on-one, Ms Carluccio was quick to create various activities to assist and support those reluctant learners while still maintaining management of the classroom. She always had higher level thinking activities completed and ready to go if needed. She was able to manipulate the schedule if need be depending on the needs of her students. She was awesome in this area!		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Miss Carluccio participated in ongoing professional development programs. She was focused on her participation in such professional opportunities, regardless of the requirements. Miss Carluccio was committed to staying up-to-date on best practices and other strategies for teaching. She regularly read books, magazines and articles about education and leadership to help improve her teaching methods. You would often see Miss Carluccio behind the stage helping students get ready, hosting a workshop during Innovation Day, attending Folsom Board Meetings, sitting in on Google Classroom workshops, MAP assessment workshops and PLCs, just to name a few. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Carluccio was always aware of school rules, policies, school schedules, procedures, etc. She always conducted herself professionally and respectfully. Nicole is well known in the halls of Folsom School. 		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		My student teacher had a good background in assessment. She was well prepared and was knowledgeable in content standards and new grading system. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss Carluccio maintained consistent ongoing communication with the use of weekly Friday Folders 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		She had the ability to reflect upon teaching effectiveness on a regular basis		Please see above		There are no immediate areas of concern at this time

																												Are my outcomes relevant to student needs

																												Are my outcomes able to clearly and specifically communicates an action and impact

																												Are my outcomes achievable in terms of time and resources

																												 

		Nicole		Guthrie		guthrien02@gmail.com		Pat McGinn		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		With more experience Miss Guthrie will be at a 3. Having a solid command of content knowledge takes time and practice.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Lesson planning and creativity of designing lessons has continued to improve throughout the student teaching experience.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Much growth has been noted over time. Level of rigor is always an issue when designing lessons for students with many different learning styles.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Guthrie used a variety of resources on the Internet, and continuosly searched for new websites to enhance learning.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		There is differentiation for individual students. Increased cognitive challenge will improve with more teaching experience.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		All lessons are designed with the assessment in mind. Miss Guthrie has followed the curriculum and content standards as she has desgned a multitude of assessments.		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		The gaps are on the students. Several students in each of the classes continually demonstrate a lack of respect, not just to Miss Guthrie, but to staff members.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Managing student behavior is one of the most difficult areas of teaching. Miss Guthrie had been challenged with creating some type of discipline plan to manage student behaviors. She developed a plan with incentives that most of the students fed into throughout the course of her student teaching. Reaching some of the more disruptive students who don't care posed a problem. She had to try a different tactic for them to be more manageable during instruction.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Guthrie followed my pattern of distribution and collection of materials. When she observed me teaching in the Fall she was able to see how easy transitions were, and therefore continued what she observed.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		Miss Guthrie has always had high expectations of students. However, the demeanors of multiple students in each class demonstrated lack of interest. Attempting to get students on board for positive reinforcements allowed some of these students to turn their behaviors around.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		This is a skill that takes practice. Miss Guthrie improved with designing more rigorous and challenging questions throughout her student teaching.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Several of the fifth grade students were often not understanding either because of lack of focus or their ability levels. Miss Guthrie needs to be a bit more aware by requiring students to repeat back what she said to ensure they have an undertanding. Again, this comes with time and experience.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		This is an area that improved over time with better time management skills and setting up more differentiated groups for learning.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Miss Guthrie has shown much growth with engaging the majority of the students. Even many of those who were more difficult at the beginning of her student teaching became more engaged.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Guthrie showed wonderful growth with assessing students during the instruction of lessons and also at the end of the lessons with exit questions and several good websites for immediate feedback.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Over time Miss Guthrie has become more aware of the need to adjust instruction as she sees a lesson begin to unfold and students demonstrate difficulty with the concept as to how it was presented.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Activities were presented to Miss Guthrie and she willingly took advantage and volunteered. She volunteered to assist a teacher twice a week before school with Math tutoring. She has attended Child Study Team Meetings, Intervention and Referral Services Team Meetings, Priority Team Meetings, and Technology workshops.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Guthrie was always professional with her adherence to school wide regulations. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Guthrie set up a weekly grid to track student homework, classwork, and behaviors including general acceptable behavior, preparedness, and work completion. She completely took over the online grade book and completed Progress Reports as well as Report Cards. She was responsible for creating positive teacher messages on the Progress Reports as well as the Report Cards.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Although Miss Guthrie sat in on conferences and discussed her role in the classroom, I was always present and was responsible for communicating with the parents.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Miss Guthrie was always looking for ways to improve her lesson planning, assessments, and behavior management. She was open for suggestions and would ask for my assistance and/or input when creating lessons, assessments, grading rubrics, and projects.		Miss Guthrie has many strengths, and I have seen her become stronger throughout her time here in my classroom. She is first of all punctual (always arriving early to prepare for the day); professional in appearance and demeanor; she sat in on committees and workshops to gather information that will assist her as a teacher; her record keeping and lesson planning were neat and complete, and always on time; she developed a nice rapport with both classes as was evidenced by the students on her last day, when many begged her to stay. She was well-liked by other staff members. On a few occasions where I was not present, my substitutes commended her performance as a strong professional in the classroom.		I would not say that Miss Guthrie needs improvement. Teaching is a learning process and we improve generally with more practice. I believe she has the foundational tools to becoming an outstanding teacher.

		Anne		Jancsar		jancsara@go.stockton.edu		Alison Ciavaglia		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate has a strong and solid command of content knowledge. 		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate showed awareness of student needs and abilities as well as cultural heritage.  		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate outcomes clearly related to the learners.  Her expections matched the students in which she was working with.  		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate used resources available through the school  as well as other avenues. 		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate planned coherent instruction.  Learning activities and materials were suitable to the instruction outcome. 		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate developed assessments that were clear but could be more meaningful at the end of a lesson.  		3		Established respect and rapport with students		 Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate planned coherent instruction.  Learning activities and materials were suitable to the instruction outcome and a role model for all the students.  		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate created a safe and respectful environment. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate was strongest in this area.  Her classroom managing and procedures were consistent and accurate to the learning materials at hand.  		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate set high expectations and was able to reach the majority of the students successfully. 		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate used questioning to help support her lesson, however I believe she is still developing with the types and structure of the questions being asked.  		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate used clear and consistent commuication that was accurate to my students the lesson.  		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate created learning tasks and activities that were challenging and appropriate pacing for student engagement and achievment. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate alligned activies with desired outcomes in an engaging and active way.  		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate used assessment regularly and granted feedback to the students to help their learning throughout the project. 		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate attempted to modify the lesson during the process.  She gained strength in this area overtime.  		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate had pleasant relationships with students and staff as well as members of the community.  		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate viewed her professional responsibilities in an honorable way.  She complied with the school districts and schools regulations and noticed and addressed the needs of the students.  		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate maintained accurate records of assignments and work progression.  		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate understands her role in the teaching community in connection with family, colleagues and students.  		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Overall I strongly believe my teaching candidate generally understood and self-critiqued in an overall accurate way.  		Organization, structure and class procedures.  		Presentation of lessons and keeping all students actively engaged during a longer lesson or demonstration.  In addition work on structuring questioning that is easily understood and challenging.  

		Nicolette		Cranga		crangan@go.stockton.edu		Marylou Davey		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Miss Cranga's lessons were well planned and thorough.  It was evident that she put time and effort into their development.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Miss Cranga taught three Algebra 2 Honors classes and two Advanced Algebra 2 classes.  Because these are higher level Math classes there was minimal diversity of abilities that needed to be addressed.  When the need arose however, Miss Cranga was eager and efficient in addressing those students' needs.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Miss Cranga's lessons contained the correct level of rigor for the level of students she was teaching.  She used varied methods of assessment to measure the effectiveness of her lessons and outcomes were generally positive.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Cranga used resources available through the school as well as resources from other sources.  She constructed her own graphic organizers, worksheets, tests and quizzes.  She also provided group activities that were either original or developed from external sources.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		As previously stated, the classes Miss Cranga taught were higher level Math classes and did not require significant differentiation. Students were previously grouped by ability level and met academic requirements for registration in the classes.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Miss Cranga designed her own tests and quizzes when appropriate.  She graded them and we discussed the results.  Together we planned the direction and time allottment for future instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Miss Cranga maintained a positive classroom presence.  She learned all of the students' names quickly.  She took interest in the sports they played and the activities in which they participated.  The students responded positively.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Miss Cranga attended to student behavior appropriately.  This level of class has minimal behavioral issues and Miss Cranga only had to manage minor behavioral infractions but she did so effectively and consistently.  		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Cranga is organized and prepared.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Miss Cranga always maintained high standards in the classroom.  The students were aware of the expectations placed upon them and strove to meet them.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss Cranga consistently questioned students to assess the level of their understanding during a lesson.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Miss Cranga has a strong understanding of the Math curriculum content.  During her student teaching experience she became adept at communicating that knowledge at an appropriate level of difficulty for the students.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Tasks and activities were appropriately challenging for each of the two levels of classes.  Each lesson built upon the knowledge learned from the previous lessons.  Pacing was discussed and appropriate.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Miss Cranga developed several activities during her period of teaching to engage students and vary instruction.  The students were receptive and the activities were successful.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Miss Cranga utilized both formal and informal assessment techniques.  During instruction she routinely questioned students to assess their understanding.  She assigned "Questions of the Day" to assess the knowledge from previous lessons.  She assigned appropriate classwork and homework as another means of assessment.  At mutually agreed upon intervals in the unit she administered formal assessments (quizzes and/or tests) for grading purposes.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Miss Cranga has improved significantly in her ability to adapt and adjust her lesson in response to feedback and questions from the students.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Miss Cranga has participated in a staff in-service workshop, faculty and department meetings and the district wide after school tutoring program.  She established a friendly and pleasant relationship with other members of the Math department as well as support staff.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Cranga always conducted herself professionally and adhered to all school rules and regulations.  She arrived to school early every day and willingly stayed late on our scheduled afterschool tutoring days.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Cranga routinely assigned homework, checked homework and answered student questions about the assignment.  She developed quizzes and tests and was responsible for grading them.  She assigned a marking period project and developed the rubric used to grade the project.  She was diligent in assigning make-up work when students were absent and making certain that they made up missing assignments, tests and quizzes in a timely manner.  Miss Cranga also reviewed student records in order to issue progress reports mid-marking period.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		While the majority of parent contact occurred via teacher email, Miss Cranga and I discussed the content of those emails and the subsequent response.  Unfortunately she did not get to experience parent conferences as those were held earlier in the school year.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Miss Cranga always reflected on her lessons and was quick to determine what was successful and what needed revision.  Her reflections were honest and appropriate. She was usually her own harshest critic and was eager to accept suggestions to improve.		Miss Cranga is genuinely enthusiastic. She has a good rapport with the students.  She is always eager to work with students during and after class to ensure that they are successful.  She readily accepts constructive criticism and suggestions because she is always striving to improve her teaching skills.

Miss Cranga is very organized and methodical in her lesson planning.  She is conscientious about the planning of instructional time and activities in order to make her lessons as effective as possible.

Miss Cranga is very knowledgeable and competent in the subject matter.  It is evident that she enjoys Math and wants to pass that appreciation on to her students.		I would encourage Miss Cranga to work on the pacing of her lessons to make sure that she has time to include all of the components of the lesson.

Through no fault of her own, Miss Cranga has not been challenged as far as classroom management is concerned.  The classes she taught were Honors level and Advanced college prep courses.  Although she did observe several lower level classes I would encourage her to develop her own classroom management style and techniques.

Lastly, I would encourage Miss Cranga to relax, be herself, and allow her personal teaching style to develop.  Teaching is a privilege and a vocation to be enjoyed.

		Melissa		Pesce		pescem@go.stockton.edu		Grace Dolente		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		I was very impressed with Melissa's ability to plan and implement lessons related to the specif skills covered in sixth grade language arts.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Again, Melissa was very knowledgable when differentiating instruction for the multiple needs of students whithin the classroom. Her lessons began with simple practice and graduated to higher level thinking activitities.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		With three teachers in the room, Ms. Pesce designed lessons and formative assessments to reach all students through the use of three teachers supporting each lesson.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Students truly appreciated Melissa's activities and games related to language arts skills. She went out of her way to ensure students were having fun while learning.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Melissa began teaching with a small lag in pacing her lesson.  This is the area she improved most! She is a quick learner and takes great care when planning and instructing.		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		Melissa is doing a fine job with formative and summative assessments. She is very capable of analyzing her assessments and building instruction with the results.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Melissa models respect and rapport. Her students know expects the very same behavior she continues to model in the classroom.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		With experience in the classroom, Melissa will develop thick skin and address all behavior promplty. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Melissa is extremely organized and had to keep me in check all the time. What a wonderful young lady.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Sixth grade students move from room to room for each subject. I heard students say they couldn't wait to come to our room because they loved learning with Ms. Pesce.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		This is a topic that will only improve with experience. This area is difficult to attain consistancy.  Over time, she will grasp the high level questioning, and it will become second hand to this fast learner.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		This is another area in which she demonstrated growth.  She demonstrates beautiful communication skills. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		All students enjoyed the tasks. She was able to utilize the extra teachers in the room to scaffold all learners. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		The learning games were so appropriate and caused students to stay focused. Many didn't realize the were learning specific skills because they were enjoying the experience of the lesson.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Melissa took time to provide comments in great detail when grading students' written assignments.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Again, this area will improve with experience. She is awesome when it comes to demonstrating her question and response time. She selects students from all levels of ability to respond. Her wait time has improved greatly.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Stockton's administration would be so proud of this "role model" student. She has beautiful social skills and such a compassionate heart for her community.  During our St. Baldrick's Assembly, Ms. Pesce donated eight inches of her hair to make wigs for children battling cancer.  Our sixth grade chanted her name as she sat on stage and bravely had her beautiful, long hair cut.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Melissa was quite instrumental at our CST and  I&RS meetings. She always added input and had some nice ideas to reach individuals in need of assistance in the classroom. 		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Ms. Pesce maintained an impeccable record book for all of her seventy students.  There were times that I needed to refer to her records to complete my grading system. 		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Her kind way of communicating with families is a strength that will be beneficial to her career. Our families were very happy to have her join us this year.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		I never had to guide Melissa to reflect on a specific topic. She always was harder on herself than I would be with her. She is very conscientious and wants to hear feedback for improvement.		Melissa is the "Dream" student teacher.  It wasn't long before I could give her any task to accomplish with success.  She works very hard and only demonstrates her very best each day. Her communication skills along with her compassionate spirit are what will guided her into being a master teacher.		When she first arrived, she, like many teachers, struggled with pacing. She has improved immensely in this area. By the time she spent her last day with us, I was confident she was ready for her own classroom. Any district would be fortunate to have her join their school family. She is a true "Edutainer" and blessing!

		Allison		Cook		cooka4@go.stockton.edu		Donna Ferrara		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Throughout Ms. Cook's student teaching experience, she had a solid command of the content knowledge. She viewed the lessons prior to teaching them and was always prepared.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Cook always addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage. She differentiated her lessons accordingly.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		The outcomes of each lesson were clearly related. Ms. Cook used the correct level of rigor for individual learners. The outcomes were measurable.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Throughout Ms. Cook's Student Teaching experience she used a variety of texts and incorporated technology into her lessons. This kept the students engaged and added to the interest in the lessons by the students.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Cook's lessons were aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations.  Ms. Cook challenged the students and also differentiated for different groups of students.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Cooks assessments throughout the lesson and at the end of each lesson were well designed. She used different "Checks for Understanding" throughout her lessons and used many different types of Exit Tickets and assessments at the end of her lessons.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Cook had a great rapport with the students from the very beginning. She respected each of them as they respected her.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Cook managed student behavior fairly and consistently throughout her student teaching experience.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Routines for distribution and collection of materials were always efficient and transitions between activities were always smooth.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The students knew what was expected of them and were eager to learn. Ms. Cook would reach out not only to the higher learners, or the students who always caught on to the lessons right away, but always reached out to those students who needed that extra help or encouragement. Getting to know each student individually early on helped immensely.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Cook asked consistent and challenging questions of most students. Ms. Cook knew the students well and knew their academic levels. This was very beneficial when planning lessons.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Cook's communication with the students was always clear and accurate. The students always knew what was expected of them.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		During the lessons the learning tasks and activities were challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement. Ms. Cook would search additional sources to find activities engaging and challenging for the lessons. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		The activities were aligned with outcomes and designed to be engaging and well-paced to the learners.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Cook checked for prior knowledge before a lesson, used "Checks for Understanding" during the lessons, along with assessments after each lesson. This resulted in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning. 		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Cook was very accommodating to student questions, needs and interests. Ms. Cook was able to make adjustments to lessons if needed. During the lessons she was very aware if some students needed the lesson taught in a different way and was able to accommodate all students. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Cook has supportive and collaborative relationships with our colleagues. She was involved in all 4th grade Team meetings, Vertical Alignments with 3rd and 5th grade along with whole Staff hour meetings after school. Ms. Cook shared with the Team power points that she made along with different lessons that she taught.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Cook is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Cook is very organized. She assisted with maintaining information on completion of assignments, progress on work, and records very effectively.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Cook was very professional when communicating with parents. Ms. Cook sat in on Parent/Teacher conferences and was nothing but professional and sensitive when discussing students progress or lack of. Back in January, Ms. Cook sent home a letter to the parents/guardians introducing herself and sharing her excitement of working with all of the students. Ms. Cook also sent home a letter to the parents/guardians this past week expressing her thanks and appreciation for the opportunity to have worked with all of the students. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Cook always had accurate judgement of lesson effectiveness and offered suggestions on how to improve the lesson if she were to teach it again.		Ms. Cook has many strengths. She is professional, well liked by all, and always prepared.  Ms. Cook is eager to learn not only from myself and our colleagues, but from the students.  She works very well with technology, which provided many engaging activities for different lessons. Ms. Cook is organized and always ready for the day. She shows compassion and empathy for the students and understanding of their different needs. Ms. Cook is always open to constructive criticism and suggestions. Ms. Cook is a "Team Player," always willing to help.  The students are going to miss her very much as will I. Ms. Cook will be an asset to any district.

  		At this time I don't have any overall areas for improvement. I feel that as Ms. Cook begins her teaching career, she will come up against many situations that she did not encounter during these past 15 weeks. I feel we all need to improve in one way or another and with each day and with each student it forces us to improve if we are truly meant to teach. I feel that Ms. Cook has a strong foundation that will only grow because of who she is.

		Ross		Costello		costel39@go.stockton.edu		Sindy Baker		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Ross's Taskstream lessons are thorough and well scripted. He is conscientious and prepares his lessons well.  He is very aware of the cognitive development of his students.  He uses multi-disciplinary materials. All instructional materials are congruent with his instructional outcomes. He makes use of many instructional resources, as well as his own creativity, to enhance his  lessons. Ross also attends many activities for the students outside of the classroom.  He is well known in the community.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		 He is cognizant that all children have different natural intelligence and learn in a variety of ways. He communicates with family members at appropriate times.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Mr. Costello constantly draws from a wide range of resources.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Mr. Costello's instruction is paced well. The children are fully engaged. The children have time to work independently at their own pace and collaboratively, building on each other's knowledge. Lessons allow for differentiation, enabling support for children requiring help and allowing challenge for those who "have it" and choose to accept challenges.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ross provides clear directions to all students. He repeatedly refers to the objective throughout the lesson. Formal assessments are well established. His techniques makes use of maximum student learning. All lessons observed were creative and well received by his students. Ross will continue to develop using formative assessment as the driving force for instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ross has a warm and caring rapport with his students. He has high expectations for all learners. Classroom procedures are well established and done efficiently. Ross has established smooth transitions for all activities. He monitors behavior respectfully and directly. His classroom management techniques make optimal use of classroom time.

 		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Two teachers in the classroom using a co-teaching platform helps students to become more responsible for their own behavior in a consistent manner. Mr. Costello continues to work on managing all student behavior consistently and fairly.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Rules and routines have been established and the children understand what to do with little direction.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mr. Costello has learned that no matter what the cultural or academic background of a child, high expectations enable each child to grow and learn to his or her fullest ability. He more clearly sees that setting the bar high and providing resources for support enables differentiation across the curriculum and promotes problem solving through design learning.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ross provides clear directions to all students. Ross gives students an opportunity to participate by using open ending thought provoking questions and prompts. He repeatedly refers to the objective throughout his lessons.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		He repeatedly refers to the objective throughout his lessons. Directions are given appropriately for the grade level. Formal assessments are well established. His techniques makes use of maximum students learning. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		His enthusiasm is contagious. His lessons are creative and well received by his students.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		He is able to adjust the pacing of his lessons like an experienced teacher.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ross uses both formative and summative assessment to help students meet learning objectives. Ross continues to work on integrating informal assessment consistently into his lessons as well.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Ross is reflective and adjusts his teaching professionally through the use of a mentoring journal. He has developed a positive rapport with all colleagues. He is to be commended for volunteering to attend student activities outside of school. Ross adheres to all policies and procedures and does so willingly.  
 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ross has willingly attended district teacher in-service and professional development opportunities to better understand how to meet the needs of all learners.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ross understands the importance of record keeping, establishing writing portfolios, and keeping an organized grade book or digital grade book. He is conscientious in his maintenance of accurate records.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ross has been present during parent/teacher conferences and meetings with my support. He was introduced as a knowledgeable novice teacher able to provide input on the topic of discussion and even make suggestions to parents from another point of view. Parents were quick to see that he had the student's best interest at heart. Being in this role will allow Ross to communicate confidently and clearly to parents in his own classroom. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ross was trained to be reflective from the start in September. He understands that reflection enables growth as an educator and positive outcomes for students.		Ross has proven to be a caring, dedicated teacher with the student's best interest at heart. He enjoys his field and shows natural talent that cannot be learned. His own high expectations and solid organizational skills have resulted in wonderful learning experiences for the children. As a professional, he will continue to research and use best practices as he collaborates with colleagues to ensure that his students are highly productive. As his co-teacher teacher, I can see that Ross is now ready to take that next big step, teaching his own classroom. Congratulations on a job well done! I wish him all the best!		Being consistent with student behaviors. 

		Maria		Keefe		muscianm@go.stockton.edu		Carmella Bell		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		                     As all teachers know, you can't know everything.  Maria's knowledge in the areas of botany and rock formation is phenomenal.  She was able to bring in her own personal examples of rocks and flowers throughout those two units.  A few of the other units, she either had to review or learn but that is normal when you are teaching all disciplines of science - scientific method, chemistry, earth science, biology, and genetics.  She was more than willing to research or review content knowledge while preparing her unit plans.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Maria was very good about finding varying reading levels for assignments.  She also was able to find nonfiction articles that could be read aloud and videotapes for students with reading difficulties.  Word banks were provided for some assignments and she also always created two tests - one regular and one modified. She also made it a point to infuse interactive review games and varied activities with the students as much as possible (Kahoot/Quizizz/Interactive Flower Parts/Organelle Webquest, etc.) infusing all modalities.

A suggestion for the future would be to include enrichment for the higher level student.

 		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		It was difficult for Maria as we do not have a "textbook program".  Using the inquiry approach as a beginning teacher is a challenge.  She did use the NGSS standards and had to scaffold the objectives so that learning outcomes could be realistic for eighth graders of varying ability levels.  The correct level of rigor was tough at first, as we have students that are more than capable of achieving at the high school level.  Creating formative assessments were easier for her than summative but Maria had great ideas for alternative assessments.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Maria used a variety of instructional methods and materials that she either created or modified.  She was willing to learn new technques and did extensive research on every topic while looking for the "best" strategies to use.  Her computer knowledge is vast so she is able to adapt and learn new programs easily.  Examples of varied resources that were used this semester include (but are not limited to): Kahoot, Organelle Webquest, Interactive Flowering Parts Game, Interactive Organelle Review Game, videoclips, and songs.  My favorite activity found on the Internet was her lesson "dissecting flowers".  She bought real flowers and students had to take them apart and lable each of the parts we had studied in class.  We labeled flower drawings on paper and on the iPad first so the next step was to do an actual real flower. 		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Differentiation for higher level thinking was a challenge.  Differentiation for lower level students was done easily. Activities and materials were suitable to the instructional outcomes. 		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		A variety of formative and summative assessments were used throughout the semester.  I like the fact that Maria attempted to use alternative assessments, not just paper and pencil tests and quizzes.  She did use results to help plan future instruction and was able to adapt instruction if assessments clearly showed a need for reteaching an objective.  She was able to clarify misconceptions based on formative assessments frequently. An example of this is the fact that most of our students thought having two parents was an advantage of sexual reproduction as they were only thinking of humans.  Sexual reproduction includes many animal species that do not rely or need parental care once born.  Maria was able to not only clarify this in words but also in pictures.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Maria is sensitive to the needs of all students.  It is obvious she respects the students and they feel that.  She will listen intently to each individual and will gladly help them and go out of her way for them.  Rapport is evident in the number of students who want to stay after school with her and have lunch with her.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Classroom management overall was good.  We laughed when the "substitute voice" came through.  Practice and planning will improve behavior during transitions. A routine to start class with daily also helps.  One of Maria's strengths hurts her with classroom management but we have discussed this.  She will listen intently to an individual student but then "lose" the class.  She is working on this by encouraging a "team" effort - encourage the student to talk to the class, not just to the teacher. We've discussed starting out the school year in September with "team building activitites". 		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		See number 11.		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.		Teacher committment to learning is high for all students.  Students at the 8th grade level typically care more about the completing of a task than the quality of the work but Maria was cognizant of this and tried to circumvent it in various ways.  Contests, added test points, reward coupons, etc., were some of the positive ways she attempted to build a culture for learning with high expectations. She also allowed students to "revise and resubmit" which encouraged high quality of work vs. completion.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		It is difficult to have all students answer questions during a class but Maria did try. (It is a developmental stage of teenagers to not want to be wrong in front of their peers.) Questioning techniques is another component that is in need of improvement.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Communication, both written and verbal, was usually clear and concise. Directions must be written (posted) and verbally stated to ensure they are clear.  Another technique Maria used was to ask a student to repeat the directions so they understood.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		With some of the activities, we had to adjust as students had prior background knowledge.  Other topics, we had to adjust and teach prior background knowledge. Pacing was slow in the beginning but Maria is very good at being flexible and adjusting.  She is also able to creatively think of alternative ways to present material and /or adjust an activity. 		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Activities were always aligned with NGSS outcomes.  Engagement was inconsistent and pacing sometimes needed adjustment. One area that I saw improved was engagement.  Having an "anticipatory set" or "hook" to begin a lesson helped to increase student engagement.  It also helped to discuss background knowledge of the content and "connect" it for the students to their daily lives and yesterday's lesson.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Assessment on a daily basis and clarifying misconceptions is a strength Maria has.  She was able to use exit tickets, open-ended questions, verbal questioning techniques, and review sheets/games to assess on a daily basis.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Maria is very flexible and responsive to student questions, needs, and interests.  Teaching the same lesson five times a day also enabled me to observe how she attempted to adjust the lesson, directions, or activity in different ways throughout the day to meet the needs of all students.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Maria is very friendly and helpful to everyone.  She was a major assett in the area of technology and helping us to figure out our phones, iPads, and computer problems. Maria is actively involved with the Gloucester County Nature Club, her sons' sporting activities, and her sons' PTA. She volunteered to do anything needed at school including covering extra lunch duties and attending EdCamp Workshops on a day off.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Maria followed all "rules" and regulations and was enthusiastically motivated to work for opportunities for student success. She has high standards of integrity and strong moral code.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		With 120 students, record keeping is not easy.  Add to that Internet infrastructure problems and a 1:1 iPad initiative and record keeping can be a nightmare.  Maria took on this responsibility and was able to keep up and be efficient with record keeping.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		As a parent, this may be one of Maria's strongest strengths.  She is also very sensitive to individual student's feelings and questions. 		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Once a formative assessment was given, Maria knew there were misconceptions in the lesson's objectives.  She is improving in her ability to judge student engagement and interest.		Maria is very right brained and that is a strength in an 8th grade classroom.  She is able to create hands on activities and labs for every unit.  Maria's unit plans included lessons with a variety of activities from songs to color/cut/paste to interactive computer games.  Being flexible and able to adapt is another strength.  Two of our classes are very different than the other three and Maria was able to adapt strategies, instructions, and activities for all five classes.  Her motivation and love of science comes through in the classroom.  She is able to connect standards to "everyday life" with her personal knowledge and love of science. 		As stated above, areas of improvement include adding higher level thinking strategies for all lessons, improving questioning techniques, and working on classroom management, specifically transition activities.

		Kelli		Murray		murray24@go.stockton.edu		Kathryn McEvoy		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Miss Murray's lesons were always thorough and met the needs of all learners. Great job!		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Miss Murray's plans were well organized and allowed for sufficient times to complete activities.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		Miss Murray improved each week in this area. The students gained her trust and respect with the consistency in her classroom management.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Miss Murray gave clear instructions between lessons and previewed upcoming activities with the students so they knew what to expect.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Miss Murray reviewed content with learners that were in need and challenged the learners who were ready for higher level thinking. Great work!		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		All students were engaged inactivities that met them at their learnring level.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Miss Murray attended one afterschool activity and parent conferences. There were no other oppurtunites for her to particiapte in during her time student teaching.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Miss Murray attended all grade level, staff and curriculum meetings.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Miss Murray assisted in keeping rocket math records and assisted in grading math and science /social studies tests.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Miss Murray sat in on parent conferences. She assisted me in writing weekly newsletters.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				It was a pleasure having Kelli Murray as my studnet teacher. She was always friendly, smiling and willing to try anything. She will make a great teacher and I wish her the best!		Remember what works with one class may not work the following year, or even day to day, lol! Always try new things until you find what works for you! Always have your class' attention before starting an activity and stop in the middle if needed :)

		Rebecca		Goff		goffr1@go.stockton.edu		Richelle Farley		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Rebecca has exhibited solid command of content knowledge throughout her student teaching. She has always taught to the Common Core standards, and always is mindful and incorporates them in each of her lessons.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Rebecca has always set up groups of students according to academic ability as well as emotional and social needs. She consistently differentiates in her lessons, but does so in a quiet and not obvious manner.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Students are consistently working on a level that challenges them. The outcomes expected of them are coordinated with the lesson and students are consistently meeting the goals and outcomes that are clearly explained to them in the begining when presented with the lessons objective. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Rebecca has always shown her knowledge of resources when planning for a lesson. She spends hours upon hours researching various resources on the internet, ranging from worksheets to graphic organizers to videos and audiobooks. She has also worked with the school districts english language arts Schoolwide Program, and even used our writing unit, Lucy Calkins. 		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Rebeccas lessons flow beautifully and the students are constantly engaged while moving from one area of the lesson to the next. The students are being challenged throughout all transitions of the lesson and Rebecca is always working hard to differentiate for the various levels of the classroom. Rebecca understands and is always aware of how much time students need for different activities and pieces of the lesson. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Rebecca has created oral and written assessments that she uses as a way to formatively assess the students consistently. Students are able to demonstrate the skills and knowledge modeled to them during the assessments. She uses the assessments as guidance for her future lessons and is always aware of students strengths and weaknesses. Weaknesses are addressed in following lessons and one-on-one conferences with the students, and even small group lessons. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Rebecca had established a good rapport way back in January when she began full time student teaching. It is evident that students are comfortable and want to meet and exceed Rebeccas standards and expectations. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Rebecca implemented a classroom management system, Classroom Dojo, in which she used that program to reward good behavior as well as inspired other to change their behavior. She also invited parents to follow their children through the online app that they could access at home. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		At the beginning of the semester Rebecca had control of distribution of papers and materials, but as time went on and students began to understand the procedures, they were given the responsibility of taking control of some of these procedures. Students welcomed and enjoyed the responsibility and independence given to them.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Rebecca set high expectations for the students throughout the semester. Students consistently strived to impress Rebecca and prove to her that they are capable of challenging themselves to create assignments that they did not even think they could handle. They have shown growth and have exceeded their own expectations while following Rebecca's high standards.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Rebecca always has question and answering questions. She often begins her lessons by asking various thought provoking questions which allows the students to begin thinking about the material and getting interested in what is to come. The questioning also helps engage quieter students who may otherwise not participate in the lesson.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Rebecca always gives a clear objective to her lesson, followed by clear and accurate instruction and a motivation for the students to work toward something fun in the lesson. Throughout independent practice she also walks around the room to check on students and make sure students are on task, and provides communication with students as necessary. 		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		With her variety of resources, and the background knowledge that she provides in the begigning of her lessons as well as throughout her modeling for the students, students are challanged, engaged, and motivated to process the given information and produce their own notable and creative work. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Rebecca chooses a variety of resources and materials to promote active engagement in her lessons. She has students work on graphic organizers, use their novels, watch videos, and even play educational games as part of her lessons. Rebecca uses a lot of partnerships, group work, and even small groups which helps to allow the students to collaborate and communicate with their classmates on assignments. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Rebecca uses not only written assessments to gather information but also uses oral assesments to check for students understanding. She uses a variety of assessment tools and ideas depending on the type of lesson or activity the students are doing. She provides feedback to students immediately and/or shortly there after through one-on-one conferences or even notes on a students work.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Rebecca is very flexible during her lessons. She is able to assess what is going on at the moment and make adjustments as needed throughout her lessons. She is very capable of thinking on her feet and is never thrown off by what a student does or says. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Rebecca has promoted a fundraiser in class for the Lymphoma Society and had a great class turn out which resulted in a donation of $200 with only 19 students in the homeroom class participating. She has attended various professional development meetings and staff meetings. She has created a class webpage that the administration has decided to include on the district webpage, as well as implement a classroom management system. She consistently collaborated with other faculty, sharing resources and boucing ideas of one another. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Rebecca has high standards and morals that are evident throughout her teaching and interactions with students and faculty. She has always complied with school and district regulations and policies. I, myself, have received comments about Rebecca's industriousness and leadership skills when dealing with unexpected circumstances during a time when I was not in the building. For example, a bathroom was out of use in the school and the entire middle school needed to evacuate to the elementary school down the road. Rebecca took charge and handled the class promptly and professionally. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Rebecca is consistently asking students about their owed assigments, as well as checking on progress of assignments. She has been grading work and using the school district program for grading, Genesis. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Rebecca has emailed parents during my absence, as well as written notes to parents regarding students behavior and assignments. She also invited parents to join in on the Classroom Dojo, the behavioral management system. She has participated in parent-teacher meetings regarding various students and their behavior and/or assignments. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Together we have constantly been discussing lesson effectiveness and how to adjust lessons based on student feedback. Everytime she is in front of the class teacher she reflects on how it went and what she might change in the future or what went well and she would do again. 		-Communication with students and families

- Pacing of lessons

- Planning (variety of lessons and resources)

- Showing interest in students and their learning 

- Constantly assessing students		Rebecca is always assessing her own self and if anything needs improvement she is adjusting and following through on her own.

		Kimberly		Dascher		dascherk@go.stockton.edu		Mary OSullivan		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Kimberly's strength is her strong mathematical knowledge. She is able to move into the abstract for students who seek it, as well as help those students who need skills broken down into smaller components.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Her student group was definitely a VERY diverse group! Our school has many students from very challenging home lives. They have many emotional, social, academic needs that make it difficult to get through the period of instruction.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Lessons were generally geared toward the students...she also differentiated quite a bit for those students above or below the skill level		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Kim does well with seeking a variety of materials for classroom activities. She is mindful regarding the students' academic and interest levels.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Time is sometimes an issue with planning. Lessons may go beyond given time. Not a bad thing, just will improve with experience! I struggle with this even after 29 years!		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		She was able to create her own scaffolded assessments based on individual needs. Quickly picked up on the use of Senteos (student response systems)		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Kim developed a good rapport with many students (those willing to!)		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Some students gave her a hard time. Again, comes with experience - what to pursue and what to let go.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Kim was able to easily handle the morning routines regarding announcements (video, attendance and lunch count via computer), grading assessments, and end of the day routines.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		She was constantly writing positive quotes to inspire students. Middle schoolers can turn on a dime, but she was flexible with this!! Continued to try her best to being out the best!		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Was able to go further with questioning when appropriate.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		She improved tremendously in this area		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students enjoyed her activites and style of teaching		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Well planned activities		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Senteo-supported questions were used. She also incorporated exit tickets to get an idea of which students understood the material		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Certainly learned the ability to "think and act on the fly" - change the direction of instruction when necessary!		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Colleagues loved her!! very helpful		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		She always followed the rules of the district		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		She quickly caught on to the Genesis grading systems		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				I handled communication with parents		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				She has grown so much professionally!! She will be an asset to any district!!		Time management during instruction. Not taking things personally - she has grown in this aspect compared to the beginning of the year.

		victoria		parise		parisev@go.stockton.edu		Danyele Passalaqua		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Ms. Parise works hard to plan lessons that are engaging for students.  She varies her planning to include group work, partner work, and direct instruction.  She is comfortable using technology and uses it to enhance her lessons and student engagement.  Her strengths are in social studies and language arts , specifically reading and writing.  In math she is still unsure of her ability, however, she studies the content and does a good job with conveying the intended information to the students.  Time and experience in the classroom will help her develop a solid foundation in the content she will be teaching and allow her to grow in lesson planning.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		The experience of teaching in an inclusion classroom has allowed Ms. Parise to experience first hand the different ablilites of students.  She has planned lessons to reach different types of learners as well as learners on different abilty levels.  She notices and tends to struggling students by reteaching and offering small group instruction.  She has used leveled assignments and modified tests as required by student IEPs. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Parise has clearly related her lessons to produce measurable outcomes for individual learners.  She provided students with checklists and rubrics to assist them in their progress and understanding of what was expected from their final projects or writings.  Her motto throughout her student teaching has been " Above and Beyond". Many students have risen to that challenge. 		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Parise has used a variety of resources to prepare for her lessons.  She is very comfortable gathering ideas from the Internet and making them her own. She uses supplemented texts from classroom as well as teacher provided resources.  Ms. Parise is open to ideas and suggestions from colleagues and has also created her own materials as well to enhance her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Parise has improved greatly with her time management of lessons. Her lessons include a variety of delivery techniques which helps reach all types of learners as well as keep students engaged.  Ms. Parise uses group work, partner work, indpendent practice, and direct instruction.  She has incorporated videos, interactive bulletin boards, and hands on activities to keep students engaged and challenged.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Parise plans different types of assessments throughout her lessons/units.  Some assessments types include using a KWL chart as preassessments, mid lesson progress checks specifically in math to gauge how students are progressing through the math chapter, and projects.  One specific novel project included a checklist for students to track their progress, a variety of different skill worksheets that were monitored, folder checks, and a final overall grade.  Ms. Parise has good insight to seeing the progression of a unit/chapter and monitors student progress throughout.		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		Ms. Parise has a good rapport with students.  She enjoys speaking to students about their likes and interests.  She spends time listening to their troubles and provides support when needed.  She has maintained a mutual respect with the students.  This comes naturally to her.  She is able to tune into students feelings and students seem to feel comfortable communicating with her.		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Managing student behavior comes with experience.  I feel that Ms. Parise did a good job addressing behavioral needs in the classroom.  She created a volume chart, bathroom sign in and out sheet, and class clap to get the class's attention.  Although these aided in some behaviors, the class volume during lessons was sometimes a concern. 		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		The routines of the classroom were established and ran smoothly.  She took attendance and lunch count each morning, as well as started morning announcements.  She transitioned from subject to subject efficiently and was able to use the on line text books as needed without difficutly. 		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Parise held high expectations of herself as a teacher, as well as her students.  Her motto throughout her student teaching was "Go Above and Beyond".  She provided opportunities for students to expand their knowledge as well as add personal touches to their learning through projects.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Asking higher level questions is a skill that comes with experience in the classroom and a good understanding of the curriculum.  Ms. Parise has done a good job at incorporating different levels of questioning techniques throughout her lessons.  She asks many questions during her lessons to get an idea of student's understanding. 		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Parise provided clear directions and expections to the class.  She would verbally tell and repeat directions, ask students to repeat directions, and provide written directions when necessary.  Ms. Parise would also meet with individual students to re explain her expectations if necessary.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Parise strives to challenge students while planning activities.  She has grouped students by homogeneous ability levels and heterogenious ability levels depending on the activity.  In each case she takes into consideration the make up of the groups.  She has used leveled materials to help challenge and engage students.  She tries to pace lessons so that students have adequate time to complete the task. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. Parise strives to create lessons that engage all learners.  She expains expectations and tries to pace lessons to engage all learners as well. 		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Parise kept accurate records in her assessments.  She would use the preassessments, mid chapter reviews, graded work, and post assessments to help drive her instruction as well as reteach skills that students did not understand.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Parise is able to adjust lessons based on students needs.  She has shown flexiblilty in her teaching based on student understanding of the content and is not afraid to reteach or provide extra practice to struggling students.  She answers students questions accurately, but does not allow students to get off topic.  She also encourages students to go "above and beyond" if they want to add their own personal touches to projects. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Parise maintained collaborative relationships with colleagues.  She worked well as a 5th grade team member and was willing to share ideas as well as receive compliments and criticisms.  She developed a good rapport with other members if the Folsom staff including the technology coordinator, nurse, and others.  Ms. Parise attended staff meetings, professional development sessions, PLCs, a board meeting, assisted in homework hang out, attended after school sports events, attended an evening school play, created a ticket for students who participated in a school wide "pi" day, and was a participant in our school Super Bowl competition. 		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Parise holds high standards for herself and her students.  She was on time everyday and greated students with a smile.  She followed school procedures as outlined in the handbook which aided in student success.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Parise kept accurate records of student progress.  She assisted in entering grades in the computer based gradebook as well as kept a paper copy for herself.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Parise was able to observe and participate in parent teacher conferences and IEP meetings.  She seemed very comfortable in communicating with parents about their child's progress and behavior.  She also assisted in writing weekly progress notes to parents on students folders that are sent home each week with graded papers.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Parise had a good feel for the outcome of her lessons. She would ask for suggestions and we would discuss changes if she had to teach it again.  Some areas we discussed were pacing of the lesson, grouping of students, and materials used.		Ms. Parise is a leader.  Each day she was punctual and followed school and classroom procedures and understands protocals. She is a team player who likes to share ideas.  She is sequencial and precise which allows her to be organized as well.		Ms. Parise will grow as an educator as she gains experience.  She will be able to better monitor class behaviors and pacing of lessons.

		Natalie		Cordivari		cordivan@go.stockton.edu		Jim Escarge		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Natalie has always been a thoughful planner. She has worked with limited resources throughout the course of this semester and has executed successful lessons using the resources available to her. She frequently creates and researches her own material to use for her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Natalie's lessons are aligned to reasonable isntructional outcomes. She has the ability to challenge her students and motivate them in a way that allows them to work to the best of their ability.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students				3		Managed student behavior consistently		The students respond very well to Natalie. From the first week she was able to command attention at the front of the room without raising her voice. Natalie shows great classroom management skills.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Natalie has learned to distribute jobs to certain students so as not to waste time passing out papers or getting set up for the day. She now frequently has students do these jobs for her so that she can continue to teach or give instructions without interruption.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Natalie's quesitoning techniques have grown since the beginning of the semester. She allows students time to think deeply and thoughfully about a question before fielding answers from students. One technique that Natalie uses frequently is to field answers from multiple students and let the class decide who is correct. This engages multiple students and makes the other students evaluate which answer is the most correct.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		As I stated above, the students respond very well to Natalie and are always engaged when she is teaching. Her lessons are fun and exciting and it is evident that she tries to include creative and interesting aspects into each lesson.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		(See above comments)		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Natalie's original cooperating teacher has been absent for a part of her time spent at Texas Avenue and she has shown complete professionalism and flexibility in adjusting to the ever-changing circumstances this semester.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Natalie has become a valued member of Texas Avenue community. She has fostered meaningful relationships with both the staff and the students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Natalie has high levels of integrity and success. She takes pride in her work and it is clear that she wants students to succeed.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Natalie maintains accurate student records of grades. She provides students with timely feedback.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Natalie fully understands the teacher's role in communicating with families.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				One of Natalie's strengths is being able to design lessons that appeal to a variety of learning styles. Her lessons are fun and engaging and the students are eager to learn what she's teaching. She also has a great ability to reflect on her teaching. If a lesson was unsuccessful, Natalie takes time to thoroughly think about the lesson and if there was an area that wasn't clear to the students.		One area that Natalie could improve on is in her communication with families. I might suggest sending home letters to failing students or calling home more often.

		Erin		McDonald		mcdona32@go.stockton.edu		Cami Grassi		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge				2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage				2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Great ideas found on Pinterest!		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Gear lessons to students abilities and interests for a more successful outcome		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.				2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students				2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Set up your classroom rules from the beginning and always follow through :)		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Rules and routines established and practiced from the start are most effective		2		The classroom culture is characterized by little commitment to learning by teacher or students, who care more about a completion of a task than the quality of the work. High expectations only for those students with natural ability rather than hard work.				2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Variety of questions help you to see if your instruction is successful		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication				2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Continue to do more group learning compared to independent study. Questioning and discussions will help gear your lessons		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				1		Adheres to the instruction plan in spite of evidence of poor student understanding or students’ lack of interest.				2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Miss McDonald had a nice relationship with other staff members within the building		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Though there were a few issues in the beginning, Miss McDonald has shown improvement.		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Good job with grading and inputting scores. Continue to work on keeping track of students who are absent and/or need extra time to complete tests and have them complete in a timely manner		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Family contact was handled by classroom teachers		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				Miss McDonald is extremely confident and comfortable in the classroom setting. She does well teaching/explaining content to her students, even if it is a newly learned concept for her. She has good ideas and is able to connect with the students.		Miss McDonald has overcome a few obstacles through her student teacher experience. Continue to practice communication with students, creating "outside of the box" lessons, and time management in daily routines. Miss McDonald has all the necessary tools within her to be a great teacher. Keep working hard to achieve your goals :)

		Michael		Capaldi		capaldim@go.stockton.edu		Patricia Fischer		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Material is reviewd before incorporating into plans		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Awareness was always given to student needs and diversities were acknowledged		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Accurate lesson plans were utilized		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Videos, power points, and manipulatives were often used		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Extra time was given for assignments if needed, and suplemental material available for those who finished assignments before hand		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		As assignments were graded, care was taken to devise ways in which a lesson could be presented differently in the future. Assesments were a mixture of multiple choice, fill ins, and writing short essay answers		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Classroom management improved as time went on. Students responded favorably to Mr. Capaldi		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Although it took some time to establish an environment of respect, Mr. Capaldi was consistent in his approach to discipline		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		At times students would become talkative during transition times		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Mr. Capaldi consistently stressed to students the importance of making an effort, and to strive for understanding the importance of education		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Questions were asked in a variety of different methods such as volunteering answers, or selecting names at random to answer questions		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Instructions were always aligned to students understanding, and repeated if necessary		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		A variety of activities were used to accomodate students diferentiated levels 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Care was taken to utilize lessons which would keep the students engaged		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Feedback was often given in the attempt to improve student performance		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Adjustments were made if necessary to accomodate student needs		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Mr. Capaldi participated in school activities, and had a pleasant relationship with colliagues		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Mr. Capaldi always strived to comply with regulations, and was cognizant of student needs		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Mr. Capaldi grades assignments, entered assignments into gradebook, and Power Grade program		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Mr. Capaldi would have with parent permission been able to communicate with families. The opportunity did not present itself		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Commments from cooperating teacher were always received in a positive manner. When asked to comment on a lesson given, Mr. Capaldi would always suggest how the lesson could be modified when using it the next time, and most often his impressions were in line with the cooperating teacher		Mr. Capaldi showed a great deal of enthusiasm during the course of his student teaching. His lessons were always in line with standards, well researched, and presented. He developed a good rapport with the students, and staff members. He semed to enjoy his time in the classroom and "Took the reigns" with initiative when it was time to take over classroom responsibilities		Some classroom management still needs some improvement

		Bailey		Krasovec		Krasoveb@go.stockton.edu		Aubrey Calhoun		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Bailey's lesson planning reflects her preparedness to teach the lesson. She has incorporated various sources in order to increase student acheivement and mastery of subject matter.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Bailey's knowledge of her students' needs and abilities is evident in her lesson planning and delivery of material which generates interest in her students.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Bailey set clear goals based on students' individual levels in all classes.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Bailey incorporated additional print sources, as well as technology to enhance student learning.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Although Bailey has set clear goals for individual students, I suggest that she continue to develop lesson plans and instruction that motivates students throughout the entire learning process.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Bailey's assessments are in agreement with her instructional outcomes. The assessments are rigorous and relevant.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Bailey has established a welcoming climate in the classroom. It is evident that she is sensitive and patient with students' needs.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Bailey set clear expectations for the classroom. She consistently monitored and managed student behavior.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Bailey has shown improvement in managing all classroom procedures. She set clear expectations and controlled the instructional groups, as well as transitions and shifts in lessons.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		As a teacher candidate, Bailey has created an atmosphere of respect and rapport in the classroom. Additionally, Bailey extended the importance of the content and encouraged students to take pride in their work.		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Bailey's questioning techniques provoked thought and discussion in the classroom.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Bailey has shown tremendous improvement in communicating content and instruction to the students.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Bailey created lessons that incorporated discussion, debate, cooperative learning groups, as well as other strategies to drive instruction.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Bailey's structure and pacing of the lessons stimulated students' participation in the learning process.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Bailey used formative and summative assessments throughout the 16 weeks in order to gauge student achievement. Her feedback to students was given in a timely manner, so that students could monitor their own progress.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Bailey has shown flexibility when a lesson plan needed to be altered either mid lesson or from class to class.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Bailey collaborated with the members of the Freshman English PLC on a variety of topics. She also spent time working with students in the English tutoring center at the high school.		2		Candidate is honest, complies with school and district regulations and notices the needs of students, but is inconsistent in addressing them.		Overall, Bailey complied with the regulations and policies set up by the high school.  We did disucss the importance of punctuality and taking the initiative and exceeding what is required.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Bailey took over the responsibilities of grading and inputing grades into Infinite Campus. She kept accurate records on a spreadsheet and kept students informed about their progress.		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Bailey was not required to speak to parents or guardians.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Bailey assessed her lessons each day and adapted her instruction accordingly. Sometimes after reflecting on each class, she would adapt the lesson to better fit the following class. This process allowed her to grow as an educator while addressing the needs of the individual classes.		Bailey's rapport she has built with her students is one of the most impressive factors to her success.

She is approachable, welcoming, and excellent in providing positive feedback and constructive criticism.

She modified lessons and experimented with new strategies.		Voice, volume

Classroom management- redirecting students and addressing behavior issues

Punctuality

Long-Term planning

 

		Kelianne		Sharkey		sharkey2@go.stockton.edu		Sandra Koberlein		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		At times, lessons were not planned according to high school level work and skill abilities.  Teacher samples for art projects could have been much further developed, included higher level skills and planning for the high school classroom.  Expectations for student outcomes should have been much higher.

Several times I mentioned this to Kelianne, but her teacher samples continued to be weak in this area.  Artistically I feel she is lacking and needs work to be a stronger art teacher.  This can come with time and practice on her part.  Perhaps taking additional outside art classes and working on stronger skills would benefit her.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Kelianne made accommodations where needed, and did so successfully.  Although, as stated above, did not always meet the needs of higher end artists in the classroom.  We have many very talented young artists and the projects Kelianne planned were not always to their level or beyond - so they could reach for higher potential.		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Kelianne used classroom reading materials (Scholastic Arts Magazine) and books from my personal library.  She also utilized the internet for many resources.  She gathered adequate information to ensure she had a variety of resources to teach from.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Kelianne planned well and maintained a very flexible teacher position which was very helpful.  She was working around a Rowan University pre-planned project, PARCC testing and my absence.  She did very well in stepping up to the plate and making things work despite the schedule conflicts.

Her lessons continued without flaw, they remained connected even with disruptions and schedule changes.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Kelianne created rubrics for her lessons.  Students were to evaluate themselves using the rubric, then she would evaluate the work and grade it.  She followed through with planning, critiquing and grading all lessons.

She conducted critiques mid-way through the projects with the Art 1 students, to ensure they were working in the right direction and to keep them on task.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Kelianne conducted herself in a very professional, authoritative, but friendly manner.  Students genuinely enjoyed having her in the classroom.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Kelianne was quick to realize where their were behavior issues and handled them swiftly and consistently.  For several classes, seating assignments were changes and this made a huge difference.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		By the end of Kelianne's time in the classroom, she had mastered procedures so much so that she was invited back to be a substitute teacher and did so without any problems - as if she was a full time classroom teacher.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Students entered the classroom excited to learn and genuinely worked under Kelianne's instruction. 		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Use of classroom instruction questioning is an area that could be stronger for Kelianne, but I feel this will come easily with time and practice.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Overtime, Kelianne proved her position as teacher and made changes to ensure students to know she was in charge.  Her way worked and students responded to her.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		This is an area that Kelianne could be stronger in.  I understand that in her college course work, there is little room for art making/studio courses, but she will need to find a way to make her activities more high school level challenging. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Due to the fact that we have 5 art 1 classes throughout each day, there was opportunity for kelianne to learn from what worked and what didn't' work and make modifications each time she taught throughout the day.  this worked well for her learning!		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Kelianne created pleasant professional relationships with those she came into contact with.  She worked well with our Rowan University collaboration and attended the Empty Bowls event in the evening after school.  She also plans to attend our district wide art show in May.

Studetns are looking forward to seeing her again!		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Well done in this area!		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Kelianne kept attendance, grades and organized files of student work.  She was very helpful in doing so and learned about classroom procedures beyond teaching.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		When concerns arose, Kelianne was informed of procedures in communicating with families, administration, child study team, etc.  She was involved in discipline and followed through with all details of progress paperwork.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				Kelianne has a very friendly, positive, and flexible personality.  This will help her greatly in being a teacher.  She is organized, punctual and enjoys being in the classroom.		Kelianne will do well in furthering her art making skills. 

		Jessica		Lynch		lynchj9@go.stockton.edu		Robin Dennis		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Lynch was familiar with the content. She also researched additional related topics to enhance and deepen the learning experience for the students.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Lynch adapted well to the culturally diverse, urban school district in which she was student teaching.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Lynch became very good at researching materials that would both enhance the lessons being taught and keep the students engaged in the learning process.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Lynch became familiar with the core content standards and was able to independently plan lessons with the unit objectives in mind.  		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Lynch was able to design a variety of assessments, both formative and summative. She quickly learned the value of authentic assessments and was aware of the importance and necessity of providing individualized ways for all children to feel successful and demonstrate what they have learned.  		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		The students became fond of Ms. Lynch. I do believe the students were developing a healthy level of respect and rapport for her. 		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Ms. Lynch's skills are evolving in the area of classroom management. This is a particular facet of teaching in which time and experience play a big part. I have no doubt Ms. Lynch will become successful and more consistent with managing student behavior as she gains experience by implementing rules for the students in her own classroom.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Lynch is organized and managed classroom procedures and transitions well.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Lynch's questioning skills were thorough, thought-provoking and effective for the students - leading them to a deeper understanding of the lesson.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms Lynch planned appropriate learning tasks and activities that were scaffolded for the students.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Through the use of questioning and "teacher observations" Ms. Lynch regularly assessed the students during instruction.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Lynch has integrated well into the school community. She has attended all staff, faculty, and team meetings - even those held after school. She joined the Mentor Program and is active with her mentee. She also made educational posters to display throughout the school for the benefit of all the students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Lynch has complied completely with the goals and objectives set forth by the district, thereby providing many opportunities for student success. her interactions with other professionals was exemplary.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Lynch graded assignments/assessments and contributed to the maintenance of all necessary student records as though she were a full-time educator.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Lynch did show awareness to cultural sensitivity. I do believe this is an attribute that improves over time through experiences. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Ms. Lynch was well prepared to begin each day. She exhibited a positive attitude which enabled her to create a positive learning environment in which the students progressed as individuals and worked collaboratively to achieve their goals. She realized the importance of incorporating student experiences, interests, and real-life situations in instruction. Her creative lesson plans became meaningful learning opportunities. She also scaffolded instruction to promote reasoning and problem-solving strategies. Ms. Lynch facilitated effective classroom discussions through the use of questioning and learning tasks that promoted higher-order thinking skills.		I would like to see Ms. Lynch become a little more assertive and authoritative when managing classroom behavior. This is the kind of skill that usually develops through time and experience. I have no doubts she will accomplish all she sets out to achieve.  

		Samantha		Elwell		elwells2@go.stockton.edu		Melissa Olkowski		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge				3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Elwell has grown as an educator in this area.  She addresses all students needs in the classroom.  She is very aware of the students' needs in the class at all times and works deligently to address their needs, both academically and behaviorally/socially.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Elwell has excellent command of resources available for supplemental materials.  She is extremely aware of technological resources and intends to get her certification in the Google Classroom.  This will benefit her as she moves forward in her career.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Elwell has learned throughout her student teaching to minimize content in shortened periods of instruction.  In the beginning she had overplanned.  By the end of her placement, she showed much improvement in this area and condensed her notes for Science/Social Studies instruction. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.				3		Established respect and rapport with students		Students feel very comfortable talking to Ms. Elwell.  She is very approachable and respectful to students.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Elwell learned a few techniques over her placement including "Whole Brain" teaching techniques for gaining students' attention.  In addition, she collaborated with me to design a tracking method for student responses. This was helpful in managing student behavior because students were held accountable for participation during each lesson, which minimized inappropriate behaviors.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Elwell has an excellent grasp on organizing lessons to keep activities fluid throughout each lesson.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.				3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Elwell always asks challenging questions and has high expectations for all students.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate				3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Our Mathematics model has a specific time-frame and Ms. Elwell always plans appropriately and maintains engagement.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.				3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.				3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		As stated in previous evaluations, Ms. Elwell is a valuable assest to our school. She participates weekly in collaboration with colleagues during various meetings.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Elwell is a professional at all times.  She  respectful to students as well as her peers and follows all district policies. She also has a very positive attitude.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Elwell was responsible weekly for recording accuarate records and was extremely effective.  She volunteered earlier in her placement to create a grid for tracking students' progress on individual standards, so that we could easily identify students who needed re-teaching and re-testing.		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Elwell did not directly communicate with families, however, she did collaborate with me as I prepared communications via email, conferences and phone calls. 		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve				Ms. Elwell's strongest attribute is her eagerness to learn.  She always strives to do her best to achieve her goals.  She is an inspiration to me and my other colleagues.  Ms. Elwell will be an assest to any district and classroom. She is a hard-working individual who goes above and beyond her duties.  She has communicated with me outside of school about our classroom on multiple occassions.  Ms. Elwell is a dedicated individual.  In addition, her depth of knowledge in all content areas is excellent.   She is well-versed in all content areas and when she doesn't know something she is eager to find out and explore the topic.		Ms. Elwell should continue to explore classroom management techniques, as every classroom is different.  Some techniqes work for different classrooms. She will be able to utilize some of the techniques from this placement, but is encouraged to explore other methods for her future classrooms. 

		Sharon		Burchell		burchels@go.stockton.edu		Jennifer Zagorski		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		You always knew your content well and enhanced the provided curriculum framework.  		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		You taught a class with a variety of challenging needs.  Your efforts are to be commended!  		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.				3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Nice job supplementing and enriching the provided curriculum.		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Your lesson plans contnued to get stronger and more concise upon using the given template and district standards.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Useddistrict assesments as well as created your own.  Nice Job!		2		Some gaps respect and rapport with students		Your last 2 weeks I really saw you shine in leading morning meeting and morning routines.  This is where I saw you build those personal relationships.  The kids were so excited to learn along with you after your morning meetings. 		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		I watched you grow and implement your own discipline expectations by the end of your time here.  You were confident in making your own decisions instead of asking for my advice or support staff advice.  		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Continue to use different methods to organize/clean up materials to help with the flow and traffic of the classroom. Examples: table captains, color spots, etc.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		The students were always engaged and eager to learn especially with your enriching suplemental activities. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Nice job differentiating your questioning as well as challenging many students to answer.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Communication is clear, concise, and age appropriate.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Students were hooked as soon as you took on morning meeting! They loved so many of the fun and engaging activities you had planned.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners				2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.				2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		I enjoyed watching you grow and become more flexible in your instruction.		2		The candidate has pleasant relationships with colleagues and participated in school, district and community activities when asked.		Thank you for attending the many meetings we had scheduled.  It was a great way for you to learn to be a team player and learn how important it is to have I&RS meetings to best support the students with challenges.  		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Thank you for your continued professionalism in and out of the classroom.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Thank you for all of the record keeping/organizing you did for our class!		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		You were professional whenever given the chance to meet or work with parents.  		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve				Sharon is professional and organized.  She is a motivated hard worker who aims to please.  Her time management and schedule keeping is impeccable.  She took suggestions of improvement with grace, and worked very hard to improve her craft.  Her ability to self create meaningful, enriching, and engaging activities is to be commended.  Thank you for working by my side to teach our little ones this year.  This is a class we will never forget!  You left your mark, and they will never forget you! Congratulations on your completion of student teaching.  		Sharon is encoraged to continue to build  meaningful relationships with the students.  Building this rapport is what makes the kids want to show  up for your lessons and give it their all.  Have fun, and its ok to be flexible and have those teachable moments.  These are the moments they will always remember.  

		Jeffrey		Pilla		jpilla42@yahoo.com		Michael LaTorre		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Jeff's background was more concentrated in biology, and having said that he did a great job adapting to the environmental science curriculum. 		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Jeff dealt with all issues and student needs professionally and with respect to the students. 		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		An area of improvement for Jeff is to keep the context of a lesson in mind, to make sure that the students know why they are learning what they are.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Jeff's resources included the textbook, and its resource materials along with the internet (youtube, news sites). 		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		The majority of assignments were used for all students with limited differentiation and accommodations. 		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Assessments were well designed and used a variety of question types and answers. 		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Jeff built excellent relationships with his students. All respected him and he reciprocated. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Jeff has a great temperament with students. He does not let them get him worked up or show his frustration with their behavior. He handled all situations professionally and appropriately. 		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Frequently not enough activities were planned and students would have long down times between finishing one activity and starting the next.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Jeff set high expectations and worked well to accommodate all levels of students. 		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Jeff's biggest area of needed improvement is his framing of essential questions. Questions were often vague, wordy and jumbled. Students had difficulty figuring out the intention of the questions and therefore struggled to answer them. 		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		Jeff stumbled over his own words at times. Ultimately I think he knew what he was trying to get across, he was just having a difficult time expressing that to the students in a streamlined manner. I suggested he make a script to follow or pre make his questions for class ahead of time.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Many of the assignments were note-taking or direct instruction that did not require students to participate in a hands on way.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Students were not 100% engaged at all times during several lessons. 		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		Jeff used exit tickets occasionally and created several formative assessments to gauge students comprehension.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Jeff was very capable of making adjustments during a lesson on the fly and thinking on his feet to handle student issues that arose during class. 		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Jeff was very professional during his time and interacted well with other staff members during common planning. Jeff participated in a PTSA volleyball tournament with students after school and attended several basketball games and wrestling matches to support his students.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Jeff was more than willing to stay after to work with students who needed to make up assignments and labs. He was always available to accommodate students who needed his help.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Jeff was very proficient at collecting, grading and entering grades for student's assignments. 		Not applicable. Teacher candidate not permitted to communicate with families.				Jeff did not have any opportunities to communicate with parents during his time.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		Jeff was always willing to self reflect and seek advice on how his lessons went. He was fairly accurate in his assessment of how his lessons turned out. I saw improvement of his taking advice from his supervisor and myself in his lessons as his time went on.		Jeff developed a great rapport with his students. He carried himself very professionally. He was well prepared and worked very hard to create and implement his lessons. He was always very mature and I never had an issue with Jeff talking or dealing with a student in an inappropriate manner. He handled the day to day work of being a teacher very well. He went above and beyond trying to think of ways for students to succeed in class. 		Jeff needs to work on his communication skills. His weakest area was how he presented information to students. Students would struggle to interpret his questions and sometimes his explanations were unclear or vague. His framing of questions to students often left the students unsure of what he was asking. He would stumble over speaking and re-word statements several times in order to get the information out clearly. 

		Alexa		Glickman		a.glickman0@gmail.com		Melissa Newhall		Spring 2016		3		Solid command of content knowledge		Ms. Glickman developed knowledge of the content and used it to design instruction.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Ms. Glickman addressed student needs. 		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		Ms. Glickman designed outcomes that were clear and appropriate.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Ms. Glickman used a variety of resources to design her lessons.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Ms. Glickman's lessons were aligned with the common core and appropriate for the developmental level and needs of the class.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Ms. Glickman used formative assessments to plan for future instruction.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Ms. Glickman was able to establish an environment that showed that she cared and respected her students as individuals. 		3		Managed student behavior consistently		Ms. Glickman managed behavior respectfully and consistently amongst the students.		3		Routines for distribution and collection of materials is efficient and transitions between activities are smooth.		Ms. Glickman used classroom routines and procedures to help her lessons move smoothly.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Ms. Glickman established a classroom environment of high expectations and respect for her students. 		3		Asked consistent, often aligned and/or challenging questions of most students		Ms. Glickman used appropriate questioning techniques that were aligned with the common core.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		Ms. Glickman annunciates well and communicates clearly with students.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		Ms. Glickman designed appropriate learning tasks and activities. 		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Ms. Glickman's lessons were engaging and appropriate for the age and development of the students.  She aligned her lessons within the guidelines of the district curriculum and the common core state standards.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		Ms. Glickman uses appropriate assessment during her lessons and provides specific feedback to allow students to improve their understanding and mastery of the given skill or skills.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		Ms. Glickman demonstrates flexibility in her lessons and responds to student needs when necessary.  She modifies her lessons based on student needs and responds to student interests to improve student success and engagement.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Ms. Glickman attends all meetings (PLC, faculty, inservice professional development.) She also volunteered at the school dance.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Ms. Glickman conducts herself as a professional.  She actively seeks for resources and ideas to improve student success. 		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Ms. Glickman assisted with grading and maintaining records of student assessment.  She worked with students to meet their needs based on the outcomes of assessments. 		3		Candidate fully understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Ms. Glickman conducts herself as a professional when communicating with parents. She attended IEP meetings and some individual parent conferences.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		Ms. Glickman reflects upon her teaching and is able to use her reflection to improve her lessons in the future.		Ms. Glickman excels at communicating with students.  She provides them with clear expections and useful feedback.  Ms. Glickman is  flexible with her lessons and modifies them when appropriate.  She establishes a classroom climate of respect and has a great rapport with her students.  Students feel comfortable and cared for while knowing that expectations are high and respect is a must.  She designs lessons that are engaging and appropriate for her students.  Ms. Glickman reflects upon her lessons and improves her teaching as a result.  She will make a great educator.		Ms. Glickman will continue to grow in her planning and be able to estimate the amount of time a learning activity will take, as her teaching experience increases. 

		Eric		El		ele@go.stockton.edu		Renee Carfagno		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Continue to research and review prior to the lesson to gain all knowledge of what is to be taught and the best way to direct the teaching.  Also, you can plan for questions, concerns which may arise.		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Monitor with ICR teacher to modify lessons for ICR students and students with a delayed learning pattern		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Continue to ensure that all material taught is obtainable and on level for all students		2		Uses resources available through the school, but has no knowledge of resources available elsewhere.		Continue to ensure that resources are gathered and attempted which align to cirriculum  but challenge		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		Choose challenging materials (but grade appropriate) for the students to have different pathways of learning		2		Assessments are developed but not clear and results are intended to help plan for future instruction.		self assess to ensure that the lesson written garnished expected results		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Good job!		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		Continue to work on awarness of situations throughout the classroom that may go unnoticed but cause conflicts during instruction.  It is expected to be firm but understanding.  Utilize "time out" rooms for time to settle or speak with student aside from class population		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		I feel that this is the one area that still can use a bit of fine tuning.  It comes with practice and you have come a long way.  It helps to make a list (on the board or paper) of the ideas that you must cover throughout the class to ensure that you have successfully reached each target		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		I feel that you do this.  Continue with your efforts even when you feel that your words are not sinking in!		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Some days your line of questioning is confusing and you gain very limited responses.  Continue to work on your level of questions to ensure that each student understands what is being asked and vary who can answer to allow for diversity.		2		Some inconsistencies in clear and/or accurate communication		When you have a messsage to the students, make sure that you are firm and consise so that there is not a grey area of confusion.		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		You want to make sure that the students are remaining engaged at all times.  Whne there is down time, they distract others.  Always have back up material for a go to for students who finish early.		2		Activities are partially aligned with outcomes, attempt but not always reach engagement/active learning and/or inconsistent pacing with learners		Same as above		2		Assessment is used sporadically to support instruction by teacher and/or students; feedback to students is general.		You will know when you have your classroom, how to assess your students and correctly guage when they have knowledge of the topic or not.		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		If you feel that you are not hitting your target, it is reccomended to alter your activities for the next class.  adjustments should be made immediatly and not the next day or year (if agregious)		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Stays for meetings, involved in team meetings, coteaching duties such as planning and addressing needs of students		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		Always a positive role model!		2		Assists with the maintaining of information on student work with some difficulties or inconsistencies in practice		Accurate records are a must!It is strickly  important to maintain records without flaws.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Primarily this was the responsibility of the classroom teacher but students teacher is able to identify when a conversation needed to be made and the language used.		2		Generally accurate impression and some suggestions to improve		We discussed each day and teacher provided areas that needed improvenments.		Your positive demenor and rapport is exemplary.  Strudents can learn a lot from strong male figures in society.		Lesson planning, lesson preparation and record keeping (grades).  

		Dominick		Grasso		grassod@go.stockton.edu		Jacquelyn Wenzel		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		I believe that Mr. Grasso will become an excellent teacher he has worked very hard to learn our curriculum and he has developed a good understanding of content knowledge. I believe once he becomes a teacher he will learn his content very quickly the more he uses it.		3		Addressed a variety of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		He demonstrated a solid understanding of lesson planning. He always addressed the students various needs in every lesson he taught.		3		Outcomes are clearly related, correct level of rigor for individual learners, and measureable		He was excellent in his lessons and teaching the outcomes. I strongly believe that Stockton University has done an excellent job in preparing this student in this area.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		I feel that he has done an excellent job in using a wide variety of resources in our classroom. He also included an internet based assessment which he constructed and utilized during his last evaluation. This was outstanding.		3		Lessons are aligned to instructional outcomes with reasonable time allocations, significant cognitive challenge and differentiation for different groups of students.		Mr. Grasso has greatly improved in every area of teaching. He was weaker in the area of time and pacing in the beginning. He has worked really hard using a variety of techniques to help him improve in this area. I believe the more he teaches the better he will become.		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		Mr. Grasso excelled in this area. He was always well prepared and his assessments were always consistent.		3		Established respect and rapport with students		Mr. Grasso developed respect from our staff as well as our students right from the very beginning. He has a great rapport with the faculty and staff as well as the parents.		3		Managed student behavior consistently		I feel that Mr. Grasso has greatly improved in this area the most. He was not sure on how to manage the students' behavior at first and was a little surprised on what they would do. I believe that he caught on very quick and gained a strong command of the classroom and the behavior of each student. He utilized various techniques to see which one worked best for my class.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		I strongly believe that he did an excellent job in this area. I feel that this is an area that he would become stronger in once he has his own class and has developed his own classroom procedures. He had to learn our procedures and then implement them as well as teach. He handle this great I just feel that this is an area that he would master once he had more experience.		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		He clearly demonstrated a strong command of classroom culture and had high expectations of my students.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		I again believe that he did an excellent job in this area. I also believe that this is an area that he would master with more experience and knowledge of the content.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		He was excellent at communicating what his lesson was and clearly stated that to my students. He was clear and accurate in every lesson taught this year. The students knew what they were about to learn and what their role was in the lesson.		3		Learning tasks and activities are challenging and scaffolded with appropriate pacing for engagement.		He was excellent in student engagement in every lesson taught. He learned how to get stronger at pacing his lessons. He was a teacher that demonstrated how much he cared every time he taught. He thought in the beginning that if the student didn't understand then he had to stay in that part of the lesson until they mastered it. He has worked extremely hard on his time and pacing of his lessons. Again I feel that this is an area that he will master once he has his own classroom.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		He was excellent in this area. His lessons were always engaging and had the students involved and interested. His activities were always aligned to our curriculum.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		I strongly believe that this was his strongest area so far. Mr. Grasso had an excellent background of computers and also utilized an assessment which he made on the internet to go along with his lesson. He has a very good understanding on how to use his assessments for future learning.		3		Makes minor adjustments as needed to instruction plans and accommodating student questions, needs and interests.		He was very good in this area. This happened several times to Mr. Grasso while teaching his lessons. He was able to adjust his lesson and plan accordingly.		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		He has handled this like a real professional. Mr. Grasso has participated in all of the following: 1. Parent-Teacher conferences 2. Teacher-Principle Meetings 3. After School Program every Wednesday and Thursday until 4:30pm 4. One all day PD Sessions held at the ACHS. (2 three hour sessions) 5. Volunteered his time to assist another teacher in this school with coaching wrestling. 6. Team Teacher Meetings once a month 7. Four, After School PD Meetings with supervisors 8. Participated in our PARCC Training session I can not tell you how professional he has been here at our school. If we were hiring he would probably have a job already.		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		He has always had high standards and he has continued that through the entire time here. He has always cared about the students success and you can tell he loves being a teacher.		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Excellent with all of the running records and assessments that we give here at Chelsea Heights he has become a professional. He will have no problem getting hired as a teacher.		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		He has participated in two parent teacher conferences and has done a great job in both of them. I feel this is something he would master with more experience and his own classroom.		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		We always reflected on his lessons after each one of them. He takes criticism well and he knows how to implement what we discuss.		He is going to be a wonderful teacher. Stockton University has prepared him very well. He loves doing this job and it shows. He cares about the students and he gets along with all the faculty and staff. He was an asset to our school and we will miss him here at Chelsea Heights. He fit in here like one of our own. He will have no problem getting hired. He was always professional and always worked very hard at his craft. He never got lazy or took his job for granite. He was professional all the way to the very end.		If there was anything that needed work I would have to say these two areas: Pacing of his lessons which he has improved already a great deal. Classroom management of students behaviors he has also improved on this as well. These two are both areas that will improve once he has his own classroom.

		Cory		Adamonis		adamonic@go.stockton.edu		John Senft		Spring 2016		2		A few gaps or inconsistencies in content knowledge		Lesson planning is according to district curriculum and standard		2		Showed some awareness of student needs, abilities and cultural heritage		Teacher is aware of and addresses student needs		2		Outcomes are sometimes related, correct level of rigor for most learners, and some may be measured.		Rigor is appropriate most times.		3		Uses varied texts supplemented by a variety of external resources, including the Internet.		Uses a variety or resources including the internet, text, video, etc...		2		Some learning activities and materials are suitable to the instructional outcomes, and represent a moderate cognitive challenge but with no differentiation for different students.		outcomes are appropriate to the instruction		3		Assessments are well designed, varied and the results are used to plan for future instruction.		assessments are clear and worthwhile		3		Established respect and rapport with students		teacher works to establish rapport and respect		2		Managed student behavior somewhat inconsistently		teacher needs to be more consistent with managing behavior however, there is great improvement shown.		2		Routines for distribution and collection of materials and transitions have been established, but their operation is rough.		Teacher must be consistent and follow through with procedures		3		The classroom culture is one of high expectations where students understand their role as learners and consistently expend effort to learn.		Teacher has high expectations for all students.		2		Asked uneven questions of a few students and/or of varying quality		Teacher has shown improvement in questioning and response time.		3		Communication is consistently clear and accurate		This has been a great area of improvement!		2		Learning tasks and activities require only minimal thinking and pacing might not be adequate to keep students engaged.		Tasks are created well, but need to be delivered a little better.		3		Activities are aligned with outcomes, designed to be engaging/active and well paced to the learners		Activities are differentiated and interesting.		3		Assessment is regularly used during instruction by teacher and/or students, resulting in accurate, specific feedback that advances learning.		assessment is regularly used		2		Attempts to modify the lesson when needed and respond to student questions and interests with moderate success.		Once again, has improved drastically!		3		The candidate has supportive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and frequently volunteers to participate in school, district, and community events.		Works well with others		3		Candidate is known for having high standards of integrity, complies completely with school and district regulations and actively works to provide opportunities for student success.		integerous and professional		3		Assists with the maintaining of information on student completion of assignments, progress on work, and records effectively		Maintained grades and attendance throughout the semester		2		Candidate somewhat understands teacher’s role in communicating with families in a professional, culturally sensitive way regarding student progress and instructional programming		Teacher needs to be willing to make contact with home when needed		3		Specifically accurate judgment of lesson effectiveness and specific suggestions to improve		reflects and analyzes frequently and effectively		lesson development, energy, content knowledge, rapport		classroom management, preparation
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Section 4. Display of candidate performance data. 

Any change that means the EPP no longer satisfies accreditation standards or requirements:

3.5 Change in regional accreditation status

No Change / Not Applicable

3.6 Change in state program approval

No Change / Not Applicable

Provide a link that demonstrates candidate performance data are public-friendly and prominently displayed on the school, 
college, or department of education homepage.
Accreditation & Program Assessment:
http://intraweb.stockton.edu/eyos/page.cfm?siteID=84&pageID=45

Section 6. Areas for Improvement, Weaknesses, and/or Stipulations

Summarize EPP activities and the outcomes of those activities as they relate to correcting the areas cited in the last 
Accreditation Action/Decision Report.

Section 7. Accreditation Pathway

 

 

Inquiry Brief. Update Appendix E to confirm the categories of evidence the faculty members rely on and have available 
to support their claims that candidates know their subjects, know pedagogy, and can teach in an effective and caring 
manner. The update should also note any new categories of evidence the faculty plans to collect.

A. Items under each category of Appendix E are examples. Programs may have more or different evidence. 

Type of Evidence
Available and in the Brief 1 Not available and not in the Brief Reason

Relied on Not Relied on For future use Not for future use for your selection

Grades

Candidate grades and grade point averages Provides evidence of content 
knowledge & skills 

Scores on standardized tests

Candidate scores on standardized license or board examinations Provides evidence of content 
knowledge 

Candidate scores on undergraduate and/or graduate admission tests of subject 
matter knowledge and aptitude

Providences evidence of basic
competencies for entry into the
program. 

Standardized scores and gains of the completers' own students No mechanism or state system to 
gather data after graduation. Privacy 
concerns raised by schools'
administration. 

Ratings

Ratings of portfolios of academic and clinical accomplishments Program is working on additional
collection of competency measures 
via a program portfolio with a
rating/rubric system. 

Third-party rating of program’s students College supervisors rating during
student teaching 



1: Assessment results related to TEAC Quality Principle I that the program faculty uses elsewhere must be included in the 
Brief. Evidence that is reported to the institution or state licensing authorities, or alluded to in publications, Web sites, 
catalogs, and the like must be included in the Brief. Therefore, Title II results, grades (if they are used for graduation, 
transfer, and admission), admission test results (if they are used), and hiring rates (if they are reported elsewhere) would all 
be included in the Brief.

Ratings of in-service, clinical, and PDS teaching State does not have data available to
EPP 

Ratings, by cooperating teacher and college / university supervisors, of practice 
teachers' work samples

Cooperating teacher ratings during
student teaching based on student 
performance & work samples 

Rates

Rates of completion of courses and program Provides evidence of rigor of
program 

Completers' career retention rates State does not make available to
EPP 

Completers' job placement rates State now provides summary data in
annual EPP report so it will be 
utilized for future self study. 

Rates of completers' professional advanced study State does not make available to
EPP 

Rates of completers' leadership roles State does not make available to
EPP 

Rates of graduates' professional service activities State does not make available to
EPP 

Case studies and alumni competence

Evaluations of completers by their own pupils
State does not have data available to
EPP & school administration voice 
privacy concerns. EPP plans to use 
formal partner school districts for 
case study to provide some data 
though limited. 

Completer self-assessment of their accomplishments An alumni survey is conducted on a
bi-annual basis. 

Third-party professional recognition of completers (e.g., NBPTS) No plans to collect at this current 
time. 

Employers' evaluations of the program's completers
Done via cooperating teacher 
evaluations during student teaching. 
However CT are not fully trained on
evaluation structure so it is collected 
for comparison purposes though not 
relied on. 

Completers' authoring of textbooks, curriculum materials, etc. State does not have data available to 
EPP 

Case studies of completers' own students' learning and accomplishment Plans to be made for the inclusion of 
case studies to provide evidence of 
alumni competence since the state 
currently has no structure in place. 



B. Provide an update of the program's data spreadsheet(s) or data tables related to the program's claims.

Section 8: Preparer's Authorization

 Stockton University EPP- TEDU 15-16 Completers data

Preparer's authorization. By checking the box below, I indicate that I am authorized by the EPP to complete the 2017 
EPP Annual Report.

Report Preparer's Information

I am authorized to complete this report.

Name: Norma Boakes

Position: Stockton Teacher Education Program Coordinator

Phone: 609-652-4688

E-mail: Norma.Boakes@stockton.edu

I understand that all the information that is provided to CAEP from EPPs seeking initial accreditation, going forward 
accreditation or having completed the accreditation process is considered the property of CAEP and may be used for training, 
research and data review. CAEP reserves the right to compile and issue data derided from accreditation documents.

Dean's Comments: the TEDU program has made significant changes in response to regulatory requirements over the past year, 
not the least of which is a performance assessment required for state certification. The data in this annual report show the largest 
number of completers over the past three-year period, reversing a statewide (and national) trend of declines in teacher 
preparation program enrollments. The New Jersey EPP Report shows that Stockton continues to model excellence in urban 
placement preparation and addressing DFG shortage areas to serve our state's most vulnerable students. The TEDU program has 
also done exemplary work in designing and assessing signature assignments for measuring student learning outcomes and 
continuous program improvements. That the TEDU program has completely redesigned its certification sequence of course work is 
already an outstanding achievement; that this extensive work was done simultaneously with a redesigned P-3 LIBA prompt in 
collaboration with faculty from the Childhood Studies minor and alongside a proposal to collaborate with Ocean County College on 
a Department of Education pilot program is a credit to our TEDU faculty leadership. 




